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PREFACE.
The aim of the Handbook to Greece, which now appears for the first time in an English garb, corresponding to
the second German edition, is to supply the traveller with
the most necessary information regarding the history and
culture of the people he is about to visit, to render him as
independent as possible of the services of couriers, guides,
and commissionnaires, to protect him against extortion, and
in every way to aid him in deriving enjoyment and instruction from his tour in one of the most profoundly interesting
countries in the world.
Like the Editor's other Handbooks, this volume is founded
The
on personal acquaintance with the places described.
manuscript forming the nucleus of the work was prepared by
Dr. Lolling of Athens, whose knowledge of Greece is derived
from a residence of many years in the country and who has
made several special journeys in the interests of the Handbook. The account of Olympia was furnished mainly by
Dr. Dorpfeld and Dr. Karl Purgold, two of the band of scholars
under whom the recent excavations were carried on. Many
other travellers have furnished useful hints and information,
and the Editor has himself visited Greece in order to supplement the work of his learned colleagues by such practical additions as were suggested by a long experience in the preparation of guide-books. The introductory sketch of Greek Art is
from the pen of Professor Reinhard Kekule (whose introductions
form one of the most valuable features of the Editor's Handbooks to Italy) and has been adapted for English readers
with the help of Dr. Joseph T. Clarke. For most acceptable
aid in the preparation of the English edition the Editor also
tenders his thanks to Mrs. Lewis (Miss Agnes Smith) ; to
Professor Mahaffy of Trinity College, Dublin, especially
for his revision of the section on the modern Greek language
and for data in the route from Olympia to Patras (p. 344)
and to Dr. Sandys, Public Orator of the University of Cambridge, for his metrical versions of the epigrams at pp. 150
and 163 and for his revision of the Bibliography.
Though the greatest pains have been taken to ensure accuracy, the Editor is well aware of the constant fluctuation
to which many of the data in the Handbook are liable. He
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will therefore highly appreciate any corrections or suggestions
with which travellers may favour him, especially if the result of their own observation. Communications of this nature
have frequently been of the greatest use in the case of his

other Handbooks.

The Maps and Plans of the Handbook have in each
case been prepared from the latest material available (comp.
The map of the Kingdom of Hellas at the end of
p. cxvi).
the volume, on a scale of 1 1,000,000, is founded upon the map
of the Imperial Geographical Institute of Vienna (1 300,000
p. cxvi), with numerous modifications and additions. The state
of the network of roads, with which Greece is gradually being
covered, is represented as it was at the beginning of 1888.
The French orthography of the names (comp. p. xlii) has been
adopted because the map is also used in the French and
German editions of the Handbook. The same remark applies
to the plans of Athens, the Piraeus, and Corinth, with the
additional reason that the French names of the streets are
occasionally employed as alternatives to the Greek ones.
Distances by railway or high-road are given approximately in English miles (4/s Engl, miles
nearly 1 Stddion or
kilometre). Where the time between two places is given
instead of the distance, the reference, unless expressly stated
to be otherwise, is to the ordinary mode of locomotion in
Greece, viz. on horseback. As the pace is invariably a walk,
an hour rarely means more than three English miles, and frequently means less (comp p. xxiii). Heights are given from
the most trustworthy sources, reduced to English feet (1 Engl,
:

:

=

ft.

= 0.3048

metre, Greek pechys).

The Populations

are

those ascertained by the latest census.
Hotels. The hotel system of Greece is still so undeveloped, that it is difficult to give satisfactory data concerning
houses of entertainment. The asterisks, however, indicate
those which the Editor has reason to believe are comparatively clean, respectable, and reasonable.
list of the modern Greek topographical and other terms
occurring most frequently in the text is given at p. xviii. For
hints as to the pronunciation of modern Greek, seepp.xxxii,xlii.
It should be noticed that the Julian Calendar, which
is twelve days behind the Gregorian, is still followed in
Greece. January 1st in Greece corresponds therefore to January 13th in Western Europe.
To hotel-keepers, tradesmen, and others the Editor begs
to intimate that a character for fair dealing- and courtesy towards travellers forms the sole passport to his commendation,
and that advertisements of every kind are strictly excluded

A

from his Handbooks.
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INTRODUCTION.
I.

Practical Hints.

A

journey to Greece no longer ranks with those exceptional
fall to the lot of but few individuals.
Athens, thanks to modern railways and steamers, has been brought
within four days of London. From Brindisi, which is reached from
London in 60 hrs., the traveller proceeds by steamer to Corfu in
14 hrs., and thence in 16 hrs. more to Patras, whence the new
railway takes him to Corinth in 4^2, to Athens in 9 hrs. The
direct voyage from Brindisi to Athens, round the S. point of the
Peloponnesus, takes 2i/2 days; that from Naples (within 50-55 hrs.
of London) takes half-a-day longer. The number of travellers who,
after exploring Italy and Sicily, turn their steps toward the classic
favours of fortune which

shores of Hellas, the earliest home of the beautiful, will therefore
doubtless constantly increase. Even the shortest sojourn in the
country itself will yield the richest rewards and contribute more

than long years of study towards a thorough comprehension of a
civilisation, from which modern life has still much to learn. We
must, however, remember that, while the columned beauty of Greek
architecture still exercises a direct and powerful influence in spite
of the ruin brought about by the hand of time or of man, the case is
not the same with regard to the ancient works of sculpture, for an
adequate appreciation of which a special preparation is necessary.
Those who come fresh from the noble galleries of Rome and Naples
may at first feel some disappointment in the terribly dilapidated
condition of many of the Greek works, and perhaps also with the
warehouselike arrangement of the museums in which they are exhibited. But, when allowance has once been made for these disadvantages, all the deeper is the insight into Greek art, the creations of which meet us here in their first freshness and in their
original form,
not, as is almost universally the case in Italy,
in the copies and adaptations of the Roman period. Another important element in the enjoyment of a visit to Greece is some
capacity for sympathetic appreciation of southern scenery, with its
bare but nobly formed and clearly cut mountains, its deep-blue
gulfs, and its clear ethereal atmosphere, which brings distant objects close to the beholder and robs shadows of their depth and
gloom. The variegated charm of a northern landscape must not be
looked for in Greece any more than in Italy; we must learn to com-
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prehend and pay a due meed of admiration to the severe harmony
of colours which here characterizes mountain and plain, rocks,
buildings, and even vegetation.
a.

Mode

of Travelling. Hotels. Bailways. Couriers.
Agogiats. Equipment. Topographical Terms.

A stay in Athens is, so far as external conditions are concerned,
similar to a stay at Naples or Palermo. Like these towns, the Greek
capital affords all the conveniences which most travellers find necessary for comfort. There are here several excellent hotels of the first
class,

with comparatively moderate

up

tariffs,

and also good second-

in the style of an Italian locanda and furnished with a trattoria or restaurant. In the larger hotels the ordinary rule is to pay a fixed sum per day, varying from 10 to 15 fr.
according to the season this price includes breakfast, luncheon
(about noon), dinner (at 6 or 7 p.m.), and room (3-5 fr.). In the
second-class houses the charge for rooms is somewhat lower, and
meals are taken d, la carte. The most important points in the environs may now be reached by railway ; other excursions may be
made by carriage or on horseback.
The conditions at Corfu resemble those at Athens. Good inns
and good roads make a visit to this lovely island easy for the most
fastidious traveller ; and those who have spent two or three days
here will always remember its scenery as one of the most striking
natural features of a tour in Greece.
In the Test of Greece we can use the railway to Corinth, Mycenae,
Argos, Tiryns, and Patras (in 1889 perhaps also from Patras to
Pyrgos-Olympia~), and from Volo to the chief places in Thessaly.
Tolerable inns [^fioooyeia, Xenodochtd), resembling the locandas of
the small towns of S. Italy, are found at the Piraeus, Corinth,
Nauplia, Patras, Olympia, Zante,Syra(Hermoupolis), Chalkis, Volo,
Lamia, and Larissa.
Travelling in the interior of the country, apart from the districts
traversed by the above-mentioned railways, is still accompanied
by numerous inconveniences, though the number of these is being
reduced by the gradual extension of the network of roads. Horseback is still the common mode of travelling (comp. p. xvi), and
the accommodation for travellers is still of the scantiest description, unless they have the good fortune to bear introductions ensuring
the hospitality of some of the well-to-do natives. The inns, sometimes calling themselves Xenodochfa, but generally content with
the humbler title of Khans, are usually miserable cottages, with a
kitchen andone large common sleeping- room ;nowadays someof them
also possess a few separate rooms, which are, however, destitute of
furniture, glass windows, and fire-places. The traveller must bring
his own coverings with him, as the rugs presented him for bed-clothes
are almost always full of vermin. For a similar reason a sleepingclass

hotels, fitted

;
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bag of linen or cotton cloth, tying tightly round the neck, will add
Native wine, raki (spirits), and coffee may generally
be had, but the only solid fare offered consists of bread and cheese
and eggs. The traveller is therefore thrown upon his own resources
for the greater part of his food, which he should bring with him
from Athens. The greatest drawbacks the civilised traveller finds
in these houses are the dirt and the vermin, which cause many so
extreme an annoyance, that their keen enthusiasm in treading
classic soil and their deep admiration for Greek scenery become
seriously impaired. The pests which render night hideous include
not only the flea, with which the traveller in Italy has probably
become more or less familiar, but also bed-bugs, lice, and other
to his comfort.

disgusting insects, winged and wingless. The best remedy against
the attacks of these enemies of repose is good Insect Powder (Persian or Keating's), which should be plentifully sprinkled on the
traveller's clothes and bedding.
This is better procured before
leaving home. Naphthaline is also very efficacious, but its pungent
odour is found objectionable by many travellers. The burning of
insect-powder or Venetian 'Sonni Tranquilli' (obtainable at the
chief druggists' in Athens) is of some use in repelling the Kounoupia, or mosquitoes, which overspread the whole of the lowlying districts in summer (June-Oct.). The only effectual preventives, however, are thin muslin curtains (Kounoupiera) spread over
the bed. Ammonia or a solution of carbolic acid, if applied at once,
helps to allay the irritation caused by the bites.
The acceptance
of Hospitality (Philoxenfa) has this drawback, that consideration
for the feelings of his host limits the traveller in various ways, and
this is increased by the fact that the modern Greek has generally
very little idea of the value of time. The only return the stranger
can make for his reception is a gratuity to the servants. In small
houses, however, where the traveller has been received without the
formality of introduction, a sum of 4-5 fr. is expected for the
night's lodging, while, on the other hand, the visitor may take his
ease almost as freely as at an inn. For the hospitality exercised
by the monks in the Greek Convents, see p. lv.
Railways. Greece now possesses 389 M. of railway. The first
Greek line, from Athens to the Piraeus, was opened in 1869 the
others are of much more recent construction. Other lines connect
Athens and Corinth (R. 12), Corinth and Nauplia (R. 29), Corinth,
Patras, and Kato-Acha'ia (R. 28; section between Patras and KatoAchaia opened in Dec, 1888 ; to be prolonged to Katakolon), Athens
and Kephisia (R. 9 e), and Athens and Laurion (R. 9i). Lastly come
the Thessalian Railways described in RR. 23, 25. All the lines are
owned by companies. Of the three classes, the 1st and 2nd vary
little in comfort and only 20 per cent in fare. The first-class carriages are, however, preferable on the whole, especially when they
possess an outside platform from which the scenery may be viewed

—
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Each passenger is entitled to 66 lbs. of luggage free.
booked (fee 10 c.) and a ticket obtained for it, with
which the traveller reclaims it on arriving at his destination. For
the Greek words for railway, compartment, etc., see p. xl.
to advantage.

The luggage

is

Those who are not conversant with modern Greek should not
attempt to travel in the interior without a guide. The best and
most detailed guide-book cannot supply his place. The most comfortable way of travelling is with a Courier or Dragoman. There

Athens several thoroughly trustworthy men of this class, who
speak English, French, or Italian. In return for a fixed inclusive
sum of 40-50 fr. per day for each traveller, the courier takes upon
himself the entire cost of the journey. His functions begin when
the party leaves the hotel at Athens and end on its return to
Athens or arrival at any other point agreed upon. He pays all railway, steamboat, or carriage fares, hires the saddle-horses and packhorses, provides all meals (including wine, coffee, etc.J, secures
are in

accommodation

for the night,

and

is

generally responsible for the

comfort of the travellers under his care. On the longer expeditions,
and in all cases where the night has to be spent in a place without
a good Xenodochion (p. xii), the courier has to provide a mattress
and bedding for each member of the party ; some couriers supply
camp-bedsteads. Large parties, in similar circumstances, should
stipulate for the services of a cook. The route to be followed and
the places where the nights are to be spent should be agreed upon
beforehand, with the help of the suggestions given at p. xxiii. The
couriers generally dislike any longer delay en route than is necessary
as a rest for the horses, and it is therefore desirable to make it
distinctly understood that the traveller retains perfect liberty in this
respect, so far as consistent with the general arrangements of the
If the tour is prolonged through the fault of the tourist, he
must, of course, pay for the extra time spent upon it. Half of the
sum agreed upon is generally paid to the dragoman in advance, to
enable him to purchase the necessary stores. The other half should
be retained to the end of the journey, its retention sometimes acting as a spur to the inborn Oriental indolence of the Greek. The
owners of the cottages and khans where the nights are spent generally look for a gratuity from the traveller in addition to the settletour.

ment

of the bill by the courier.
It is scarcely usual to have a written Contract with the courier.
give here, however, the text of such a contract in English and French,
as its provisions will in any case be of use to the traveller as a guide in
making a verbal agreement ('Sympho^a').
1. The courier N. N. binds himself to conduct
the travellers A. B., x in
number, over the following route, starting from Athens. (The names of the
night-quarters and places aside from the usual route are to be inserted
here.) The courier may not add other travellers to the party without the
consent of the said A. B.
2. The courier undertakes to defray all the expenses of the journey for
transport, food, and lodging, and to pay all fees and gratuities, leaving
the traveller free from all liability for claims of payment or reimbursement.

We
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is satisfied with the conduct of the agogiats and other
attendants, he usually, in spite of the ahove clause, gives them a small
gratuity at the end of the journey.)
3. The courier undertakes to provide each traveller with a good saddlehorse (with an English saddle and a leathern bridle), and with x mules or
horses to carry his luggage.
The travellers are not to be held responsible for
any injury the horses may receive by falling or the like, unless it is clearly
due to the rider's fault. The travellers shall be at liberty to make detours
while the pack-animals follow the shortest route.
4. The distances between x and y are to be performed by railway (by
steamer), the tourist travelling first class; on roads where driving is practicable carriages are to be provided.
The cost in each case to be borne by

(If the traveller

the courier.
5. The courier undertakes to provide each traveller with a camp-bedstead
with clean mattresses, sheets, covers, and pillows.
The meals furnished by the
courier shall be as follows: breakfast, consisting of coffee or tea, with bread
and butter ; luncheon, with cold meat, eggs, cheese, and wine; dinner, supplied
in the evening on arrival at the quarters for the night and consisting of x
courses, with wine & discretion.
The courier is bound to obtain the best
accommodation possible for passing the night. When the night is spent at a
hotel, as in Nauplia (Ildtel Mycenae) or Patras (HStel de Patras) the courier

pays

the hotel bills.

The courier and his servants agree to treat the travellers with all due
and respect. In case of a breach of this agreement, the traveller is
entitled to dismiss the courier on the spot, paying him up to the time of his
dismissal only.
7. The travellers are entitled to change their route at any time, on condition that the number of days originally agreed upon is not diminished.
When the number of days is, however, diminished in this way, the courier
receives a sum of x fr. for each day so omitted.
(When the traveller does
not mean to return to Athens, but wishes to end his tour at Patras, Katakolon, or some other town, it should be expressly agreed that the courier
receives no allowance for his own return to Athens.)
8. The courier receives from each traveller x fr. per day, or in all y
fr., one half to be paid in advance, the other half at the end of the tour.
During the journey the courier is not entitled to demand any money from
6.

civility

the traveller.
9. In case of any dispute, both parties agree to submit to the decision of
the nearest British consul or vice-consul (at the Piraeus, Patras, Corfu, etc.).
Contrat.
Entre les voyageurs .... d'une part et le courier ....

—

d'autre part, a ete passe le contrat suivant.
1. Le courier s'oblige envers ces voyageurs a les conduire d'Athenes
a
Sans le consentement des voyageurs, il est defendu au
., par ....
courier d'en emmener d'autres pour le meme parcours.
2. Sur tout ce parcours, le courier aura a son compte tous les frais
de voyage, tels que frais de transport, de nourriture, de logement, tous
les pourboires, de sorte que le voyageur n'est pas importune par des exi.

.

gences ou reclamations.
3. Le courier s'engage a fournir a chaque voyageur un bon cheval
(avec selle anglaise et renes en cuir), ainsi que . . mulets ou chevaux
vigoureux pour transporter les bagages. Les voyageurs ne sont responsables d'aucun dommage arrive aux animaux, soit qu'il arrive a ces derniers une chute ou tout autre accident, sans qu'il y ait de la faute des
cavaliers. lis ont le droit de faire selon leur bon plaisir un detour, pendant que les betes de somme prennent la route la plus courte.
seront faits au moyen du chemin
4. Les voyages d'Athenes a
de fer (des bateaux a vapeur), les voyageurs allant en premiere classe ; les
routes carrossables seront parcourues en voiture. Tous ces frais de transport sont comme les autres a la charge du courier.
5. Le courier fournira un lit complet pour chaque voyageur, avec
des matelats, des couvertures, des draps, et des coussins propres. II servira aux voyageurs un premier dejeuner, avant le depart (cafe , the", avec
du pain); un second dejeuner, en route (mets froids; des <eufs, du roti,
-
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du poulet, du fromage),

et le soir un diner de .
plats, vin a discretion.
loger les voyageurs aussi convenablement que pospible.
S'il y a de bons hotels, par ex. a Nauplie, a Patras, on y descendra aux frais du courier.
6. Le courier se conduira toujours convenablement pendant le voyage,
sinon le contrat sera rompu. Les voyageurs ne paieront, dans ce dernier
cas, les honoraires ci-dessous que pour les jours ecoules.
.

Le courier s'engage a

Les voyageurs pourront changer d'itineraire pendant le voyage.
de jours fixe en serait diminue, le courier aura
de
fr. par jour.
(Si Titineraire fix6 dans
pas a Athenes, mais a Patras, a Katakolo etc.,
le courier n'aura pas droit a une indemnite' de retour.)
francs par jour. La moiti£
8. Le courier recevra pour ses services
de la somme entiere lui sera remise avant le depart, l'autre moitie seulement a la fin du trajet; il n'a pas le droit de demander de Targent en route.
9. En cas de differend, tous les partis se soumettent a la decision du
consul ou vice-consul anglais du Piree, de Patras, etc.
7.

Dans le cas oil le nombre
le droit a une indemnite
l'article ie r ne se termine

.

.

.

.

Less exacting travellers may dispense with the expensive luxury
of a courier and content themselves instead with the services of an
pron. Agoydtis), or ordinary horse-boy.
Agogiates ('AfcuYtaTJ?;
They will thus diminish the expense by one-half and at the same
time be much more independent. They should, however, have some
knowledge of the modern Greek language and must be prepared to
put up with the want of many comforts and conveniences which
This
the ordinary European regards as almost necessaries of life.
mode of travelling is now all the more to be recommended to young
and vigorous travellers, who are not afraid of roughing it, because
the recent extension of the railway- system and the multiplied
opportunities afforded by the coasting steamers have reduced the
routes to be traversed in this manner to a comparatively insignificant number. The agogiat generally knows the way as well as a
dragoman, and like him finds quarters for the night. He also takes
charge of the traveller's baggage, bringing if necessary an extra
sumpter-animal for this purpose, and carries the provisions brought
by the travellers. These last will consist of salt, preserved meats,
sausages, extract of meat, maccaroni, and similar articles, while
poultry, eggs, and bread will be obtained en route; some simple
eating and cooking utensils should also be provided.
The charge for a horse is 8-10 fr. a day, including the keep of
the animal itself and of the agogiat. It must also be made clear
that no compensation is to be made to the agogiat for his returnjourney in the event of the traveller ending his tour at a distance
from the agogiat's home. In spite of the above stipulations, most
travellers pay the modest bills for the food of the agogiat in addition.
The horses are generally docile, sure-footed, and possessed of great
powers of endurance. They are not as a rule accustomed to any
other gait than a rapid walk, but they show a surprising capacity
for climbing steep mountain-paths. The saddle consists of a wooden
frame (Sam&ri) covered with rugs the stirrups consist of nooses in
a rope and a rope often takes the place of leathern bridle-reins.
Most travellers soon get used to this riding-gear, and many, espe;

;

;
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cially for long journeys, prefer the sainari to the poor

specimen of
an English saddle (sella) which is often the only substitute. Sitting
sideways in the samari, as the natives often do, is recommended
for a change, and is quite easy with a walking horse. The courier,
however, is bound to provide English saddles if preferred. Luggage
is much more easily transported on a native saddle than on an
English one.
Short excursions, on which the traveller returns to the starting-point in 2-3 days, should be made with the same agogiat, as
better terms may then be made for the hire of the horses. In longer
journeys, however, it is better to change the agogiat every 2-3 days,
which can be done only at places of some size, as the agogiats are
seldom competent guides except in the vicinity of their homes.
This practice also obviates the necessity of paying for days of rest,
while the frequent change of horses makes forced marches, should
such be desirable, more practicable.
The Pkices stated in this Handbook are the average charges paid by
travellers, and in some cases may be rather below than above the mark.
The tourist will, perhaps, not always be able to reduce the demands made
on him to the above rates, especially if he is unwilling to lose time
in prolonged haggling. It should also be remembered that the prices
naturally rise under special circumstances. Thus the hire of horses and
mules is generally much raised during the ploughing season and harvest
and also, in towns, on Sundays and holidays.

Equipment. For Athens, Corfu, and all places reached by
railway, the traveller in Greece need not make any other preparations than for a tour in Italy. For tours in the interior he should
provide himself with a suit of grey tweed, such as is used by sportsmen at home, and an overcoat of some moderately thick or waterproof material. The tailor should be instructed to see that the seams
care and that the buttons are well fastened
expensive and cause great delay. Riding-breeches
are highly desirable but if ordinary trousers are worn, buttons for
riding-straps should not be forgotten. Woollen underclothing is
necessary as a preventive of chills (comp. p. xxx), and it is prudent
to wear a woollen vest at night. Flannel shirts are in many respects
more convenient than linen ones, and they practically diminish the
bulk of the luggage. For the transport of the latter on horseback,
waterproof bags or wallets are much more convenient than trunks or
hard leather portmanteaux. The boots should be strong and able
to resist the friction of rocky mountain-paths and ruined masonry.
The hat should have a brim wide enough to afford some shade from
the sun, and a 'puggaree' tied round it (obtainable in Athens) will
also be found acceptable. Smoke-coloured spectacles will be found
a great relief to the eyes, though their use feels a little strange at
first.
They may be purchased from the Italian optician Labarbera,
in the Rue d'Hermes, and in several other shops in Athens, but may
be obtained more cheaply in England or Italy.

are

sewn with particular

on, as repairs are

;

Baedeker's Greece.

b
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The traveller in the interior should also have a travelling flask
and drinking cup, a knife large enough to be used in eating if necessary, candles for evening use, and a good compass. A stout cane
or long riding-whip will sometimes be found useful in repelling
the village and shepherds' dogs.
Topographical Terms. The following are some of the commonest Greek
topographical and other terms occurring in the text.
Platia (TtXaxsta), square, the Italian
Erimoklisi, ruined chapel.
piazza.
Hdgios (fem. liagia, pi. hagii), saint.
Pdtamo, river (diminutive, Potdmi).
Kavo (officially Akroteriori), cape.
Bevma, dry, deep-sunken river-bed.
Kalyvia, huts, hamlet.
Kephaldri, copious spring or source. Skdla, 1. landing-place or quay (Italian marina'); 2. rough rocky path
conventMetdchi, farm, especially a

farm.

(lit.

Moni (moni), convent.
Nesion, nisi,' island.
.
,
»
.
„ , „
Palwdkastro, ruined fortress.
Panayia, Madonna and Child (p. lvi).
Panigyris (panigiris), church-festival
of a religious and social character,
like the Breton 'Pardons'.

Voun6

(pl

vmmt^ mounta in.

Yrysis, spring.

Kdto, below, Lower-

Epdno, above, UpperMegdlo, great.
Mikrd, small.

Pegddi (pigadi), well.
b.

Few

ladder).

Taxiarchi, the three Archangels Gabrie] Michael, and Raphael.
Trias (Triada), Trinity.

Steamboats.

England

to Greece take ship before reaching Brindisi, Marseilles, Naples, or Trieste (see below), but those
who enjoy a long sea-voyage may reaoh their destination by steamers
sailing direct from Liverpool to Syra (p. 3) or Patras (p. 29).
The vessels of the Cunard Co. (1 Rumford St., Liverpool, or 28
Pall Mall, London, S.W.) leave Liverpool every three weeks for
Syra, taking about a fortnight to the voyage (cabin-fare 15-20J.).
The through-fares from London to Athens via Brindisi are 16i. 14s.
or Hi. 6s., via Marseilles 16J. 6s., lit. 9s. 9d. (comp. p. xi).
Communication between Greece and the Italian ports, Marseilles,
and Trieste, is maintained chiefly by the Messageries Maritime^ de
France (Rue Vignon 1, Paris), the Compagnie Fraissinet (Place de
la Bourse 6, Marseilles), the Societa Florio-Bubattino (Rome), and
the Austrian Lloyd (Lloyd Austro-Ungarico, Trieste). The vessels
of the Messageries are generally somewhat more comfortable and
less crowded than those of the other companies, but, of course,
each company possesses vessels of varying merit. The most important routes are given in RR. 1 and 2 of the Handbook, and may also
be found, with their continuation to Smyrna, Constantinople, etc.,
in Bradshaw's Continental Railway Guide and other time-tables.
Details will be found in the'Livretd'Itineraire', 'Itinerario', or 'Auskunft iiber den Passagierdienst', which may be obtained from the

travellers from

—

above-named companies on application by letter or otherwise.
Food is included in the first-class and second-class fares of all these
companies, except on the voyage from Corfu to Corinth and a few other
Lloyd routes. (It is not, however, provided gratis during accidental delay through quarantine or other unforeseen causes.) Early in the morning coffee is provided. Dijeuner a la fovrchetle, served at 9 or 10 consists
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Dinner is a similar repast between 5 and 6 o'clock. Firstclass passengers also have tea at 9 o'clock.
Table-wine on the Austrian
Lloyd steamers costs 50 kr. a bottle, but is not charged for on the other lines.
Fees. The steward expects V2-I fr. for each day of the voyage, but
of 3-4 courses.

more

if the passenger has given unusual trouble.
Tickets (payable in gold) should be purchased by the traveller in person
company. Return-tickets, usually available for three
months, are issued at a reduction of 10 per cent, on the passage-money, but
not on the cost of food ; the saving will appear scarcely important enough
to most travellers to be worth the risk of booking so long beforehand.
Families of not fewer than three persons also obtain a reduction on the
passage-money (except in the 'Messageries' boats). Gentlemen may always
travel quite comfortably second-class, though when ladies are of the party
it is of course advisable to travel first-class.
Both first-class and secondThe food is
class passengers have free access to every part of the deck.
about the same in quality for both classes, but is somewhat less abundant

at the office of the

for second-class passengers.
Luggage. First-class passengers are allowed 70-100 kilogrammes (156
-2201bs. Engl.) of luggage free, second-class 40-60 kilogrammes (88-1321bs.).

Embarkation. Passengers should be on board some time before the
advertised hour of starting. In Trieste and Marseilles the vessels are moored
to the quay, but in the Italian and Greek harbours small boats are necessary to convey the passenger and his luggage to the steamer.
The
charge in all Italian ports, including an ordinary amount of luggage, is
On arrival
1 fr. ; in the larger Greek ports 1 fr., with luggage l'/2-2 fr.
at the vessel payment should not be made until the traveller with all his
The traveller gives up his ticket on board
luggage is deposited on deck.
and receives the number of his berth. A bag may be taken into the cabin,
but all boxes have to be deposited in the hold. The traveller should take
care to see that all his boxes are properly labelled.
Language. Italian is spoken on all the Italian and Austrian vessels,
French on the French vessels.

—

The Greek Steamboat Companies, of which there are several,
carry on a very limited traffic with W. Europe (Trieste, see p. xxi;
Brindisi, see p. xxb), confining themselves almost entirely to the coasts
and islands of Greece. Some of the new vessels of the Hellenic
and Panhellenic companies are scarcely inferior to the steamers
of the companies above mentioned.

The food on board resembles

that of the Italian steamers, varied

by a few Greek peculiarities

(wine, see p. xxvi) it is not included in the fare but is charged
The
for according to a printed tariff (1st class 6 fr. per day).
smaller coasting-steamers are, however, usually very poorly appointed.
The want of order and discipline on almost all the Greek
steamers is particularly disagreeable. In spite of the nominal prohibition, the steerage passengers, who are often more picturesque
at a distance than agreeable at close quarters, occasionally invade
the after-deck
and the notice forbidding smoking in the saloon
(dmfXYOpeusTai to xaimspa) is sometimes more honoured in the
breach than in the observance. The language used on board is
Greek, but Italian is very generally understood. The fares, which
are fixed by government, are the same in the steamers of all the
companies mentioned below and are payable in paper-money. The
fares of the chief routes are given in the text of the Handbook.
As these steamers, with the exception of those plying to Trieste
and Brindisi, are not noticed in the ordinary time-tables of W.
;

,

b*
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Europe, and as no complete Greek railway and steamboat guide is
published, the following list of the sailings of Greek steamers,
founded upon information derived from the offices at Athens and
the Pirsus, will be found of use. A time-table (in Greek 30 c.)
with some slight information as to the stations between Athens, the
Pirseus, and Patras may be obtained at the railway-station in Athens,
and the latest bills of the various companies are now generally
exhibited in the larger hotels. As, however, changes frequently take
place, the traveller should never omit to make personal enquiries
The ports called at by^the Greek steamers
at the Steamboat Offices.
are under-lined in red in the large map of Greece in the pocket at
;

—

the end of the Handbook.
1.

Hellenic Steamboat Company

('EXXyjvixt) 'AtixotcXoixtj

'Exatpta); offices at Athens on the groundfloor of the new Theatre,
S. side, in the Place Louis, opposite the National Bank (PI. D,3),
and at the Piraeus in the Place d'Apollon, on the "W. side of the
harbour.
a. First Peloponnesian Line. Steamers weekly, leaving Syra on Thurs.
at 7 p.m. Piraeus, Frid. 3.30 a.m., leaving on Sat. at 7 a.m.; JEgina, Sat.
8.45 a.m. Oh hr.); &>ros, Sat. 11 a.m. (1/4 hr.) ; Hydra, Sat. 12.30 p.m. (1/4 hr.);
;

Spetsae, Sat. 2.30 p.m. Oh hr.) ; Cheli, Sat. 3.15 p.m. 0/4 hr.); Nauplia,
Sat. 6.15 p.m. (6 3 /4 hrs.) ; Leonidi, Sun. 4 a.m. Oh hr.); Monemvasia, Sun.
8 a.m. O/4 hr.); Kythera (Cerigo), Sun. 12.45 p.m. Oh hr.); Gytheion, Sun.
6.15 p.m. (4 3 /4 hrs.); Kalamdta, Mon. 6 a.m. (4 hrs.); Kordne, Mon. 11.30
a.m. C/2 hr.); Pylos, Mon. 4 p.m. (11 l h hrs.); Mdrathos, Tues. 4.45 a.m.
3
Hagia Kyriake, Tues. 6 a.m. (1 hr.); Kyparissia, Tues. 8.30 a.m.
( /4 hr.);
(1 hr.); Katdkolon, Tues. 1p.m. (2Vahrs.); Zante, Tues. 6.15p.m. (4 ] /4hrs.);
In the reverse direction
Patras, Wed. 4.15 a.m.
from Patras, Tues.
11p.m.; Zante, Wed 4.45 a.m. (l 3/4 hr.); Katdkolon, Wed. 9.15 a.m. (i 3/ 4 hr.);
Kyparissia, Wed. 2.30 p.m. Oh hr.) ; Hagia Kyriake, Wed. 4.30 p.m. Oh hr.);
Mdrathos, Wed. 5.30 p.m. (1/2 hr.); Pylos, Wed. 7.15 p.m. (7 hrs.),'; Kordne, Thurs. 6a.m. Oh hr.); Kalamdta, Thurs. 8 a.m. (3 hrs.); Gytheion,
Thurs. 6 p.m. (7 hrs.); Kythera (Cerigo), Frid. 6 a.m. (1 hr.) ; Monemvasia, Frid. 11.30 a.m. Oh hr.); Leonidi, Frid. 2.30 p.m. Oh hr.); Nauplia,
Frid. 7 p.m. (11 hrs.); Cheli, Sat. 8.45 a.m. 01* hr.); Spetsae, Saf. 9.30
a.m. (1/4 hr.) ; Hydra,Sa,t. 11.30 a.m. (1/4 hr.); Poros, Sat. 1 p.m. 01* hr -);
JEgina, Sat. 3.15 p.m. 0/ 4 hr.); Piraeus, Sat. 5.15 p.m.; leaving for Syra
on Sun. at 7 p.m. and arriving on Mon. at 3.30 p.m.
b. Second Peloponnesian Line. Steamers weekly, leaving Syra on Tues.
at 7 p.m. ; Piraeus, Wed. 3.30 a.m., leaving at noon ; Gytheion, Thurs.
2.30 a.m. (2V2 hrs.) ; Limini, Thurs. 11 a.m. 01* hr.) ; Kardamyle, Thurs.
11.45 a.m. 0/4 hr.); Kalamdta, Thurs 1.30 p m. (3 hrs.); Pylos, Thurs.
10.30 p.m. (6'/4 hrs.); Mdrathos, Frid. 6 a.m. ( 3/4 hr.) ; Hagia Kyriake, Frid.
7.15 a.m. ( 3 / 4 hr.); Kyparissia, Frid. 9.30 a.m. O^br.); Katdkolon, Frid.
1.30 p.m. (2 hrs.); Zante, Frid. 6.15 p.m. (7 3 /4 hrs); Kyllene, Sat. 4 a.m.
Oh hr.); Mesolonghi, Sat. 7.15 a.m. Oh hr.); Patras Sat. 10 a.m.
In the
reverse direction from Patras on Sat. at 10 p.m. ; Zante, Sun. 3.30 a.m.
(3 hrs.); Katdkolon, Sun. 9.15 a.m. (l 3 / 4 hr.); Kyparissia, Sun. 2.30 p.m.
(1/2 hr.) ; Hagia Kyriake. Sun. 4.30 p.m. Oh hr.) ; Mdrathos, Sun. 5.30 p.m.
(1/2 hr); Pylos, Sun. 7.15 p.m. (4 3/4 hrs.); Kalamdta, Mon. 6 a.m
(3 hrs.);
Kardamyle, Mon. 10.30 a.m. Oh hr.); Limini, Mon. 12.15 p.m. (1/4 hr.)Gytheion, Mon. 5.30 p.m. (2 hrs.); Piraeus, Tues. 10 a.m.; leaving for Syra
on Tues. at 7 p.m. and arriving on Wed. at 3.30 a.m.
c. Line of the Argolic Gulf.
Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus on
Tues. at 7 a.m.; Algina, Tues. 9 a.m. Oh hr.) ; Poros, Tues. 1130
(1/4 hr.); Hydra, Tues. 1 p.m. Oh hr.); Spetsae, Tues. 3.15 p.m.
01* hr.)
Cheli, Tues. 4 p.m. O/4 hr.); Leonidi, Tues. 6.15 p.m. 01* hr.); Astros Tues'

—

:

—

:

am

;
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8.30 p.m. Oli hr.); Nauplia, Tues.

from Nauplia on Wed.

10 p.m.
a.m.; Leonidi,

—

xx

a

In the reverse direction:

Wed. 5.30 a.m. p/2 hr.); Cheli,
Wed. 8 a.m.; Spetsae, Wed. 8.45a.m.; Hydra,Wei. 11 a.m.; Poros, Wed.
12.30 p.m. ^Egina, Wed. 3 p.m.
at

1

;

Lines of the Ionian Islands.
Steanrers weekly, leaving Patras at 5 a.m. on Sun.; arriving at
Meiolonghi at 6.45 a.m. ('/« hr.); Kyllene, Sun. 10 a.m. (1/4 hr.) ; Zante,
Sun. 12.15 p.m. p/4 hr.); Cephalonia, Sun. 5 p.m. (2 hrs.); Paxos, Mon.
3.30 a.m. p/2 hr.); Corfu, Mon. 7.30 a.m.
In the reverse direction':
from Corfii on Mon. at 4.30 p.m.; Paxos, Mon. 8 p.m. (1/2 hr.); Cephalonia, Tues. 5 a.m. (2 hrs.); Zante, Tues. 11 a.m. ('/i kr.)
Kyllene, Tues.
1.30p.m. 0/4 hr.); Mesolonghi, Tues. 4.30 p.m. ( 3A hr.); Paira*, Tues. 7p.m.
2. Steamers weekly, leaving Patras at 9 a.m. on Wed.; arriving at
Mesolonghi at 10.45 a.m. ('(2 hr.); Kyllene, Wed. 2 p.m. p/2 hr.); Zante,
Wed. 4.30 p.m. (1/2 hr.); Cephalonia, Wed. 9 p.m. (2 hrs.); Cor/w, Thurs.
In the reverse direction: from Corfu on Thurs. at 6 p.m.;
10 a.m.
d.
1.

—

;

—

Cephalonia, Frid. 5 a.m. (2 hrs.) ; Zante, Frid. 11 a.m. P/2 hr.) ; Kyllene,
Frid. 1.30 p.m. (1/4 hr.); Mesolonghi, Frid. 4.30 p.m. P/2 hr.) ; Patras, Frid.
6.45 p.m.

Lines of the Corinthian Gulf.
Steamers weekly, leaving Patras, at 3.45 a.m. on Thurs. Ndupaktos, Thurs. 5 a.m. P/2 hr.); JSgion (Vostitza), Thurs. 7 a.m. P/2 hr.)
Vistrinitza, Thurs. 8.45 a.m. p/4 hr.)
Galaxidi, Thurs. 10.30 a.m. P/4 hr.)
Ilia, Thurs. 11.10 a.m. (3/4 hr.)
Corinth, Thurs. 4.30 p.m.
In the reverse
direction: from Corinth on Thurs. at 5.30 p.m.; Itia, Thurs. 10 p.m.
e.
1.

;

;

—

;

(8'/2hrs.); Galaxidi, Frid. 7 a.m. P/2 hr.); Vistrinitza, Frid. 9 a.m. P/4 hr.);
^gion (Vostitza), Frid. 10.30 a.m. P/2 hr.); NaupaUos, Frid. 12.30 p.m.
PA hr.); Patras, Frid. 2 p.m.
2. Steamers weekly, leaving Patras at 3.45 a.m. on Mon. ; Ndupaktos,
Mon. 5 a.m. P/2 hr.) ; Mgion (Vostitza), Mon. 7 a.m. P/2 hr.); Vistrinitza,
Mon. 8.45 a.m. P/4 hr.) ; Galaxidi, Mon. 10.30 a.m. P/4 hr.); /iVa, Mon.
In the reverse direction: from
11.15 a.m. P/4 hr.); Corinth, Mon. 4.30 p.m.
Corinth on Mon. at 5.30 p.m.; Itia, Mon. 10 p.m. (8'/2hrs.); Galaxidi, Tues.
7 a.m. 0/4 hr.); Fz«(ri»«'tea, Tues. 9 a.m. P/4 hr.) ; jEgion (Vostitza), Tues.
10.30 a.m. P/2 hr.) ; Ndupakios, Tues. 12.30 p.m. PA hr.) ; Patras, Tues. 2 p.m.
Steamers weekly, leaving Patras at 6 a.m. on
f. Acarnanian Line.
Tues. ; arriving at Mesolonghi at 8 a.m. P/2 hr.); Astakds, Tues. 12.15 p.m.
P/4 hr.); Mytika, Tues. 2 p.m. P/4 hr.); Zavirda, Tues. 3.15 p.m. PA hr.)
In the reAUxandros, Tues. 4.30 p.m. p/2 hr.); Ithaka, Tues. 8 p.m.
verse direction from Ithaka on Tues. at 9 p.m. ; AUxandros, midnight
on Tues. (6 hrs.); Zavirda, Wed. 7 a.m. PA hr.) ; Mytika, Wed. 8.15 a.m.
P/4 hr.); Astakds, Wed. 10 a.m. (1/4 hr.) ; Mesolonghi, Wed. 2 p.m. P/2 hr.);
Patras, Wed. 4.30 p.m.
Steamers weekly, leaving Patras at
g. Line of the Ambracian Gulf.
10 p.m. on Sat. ; Ithaka, Sun. 4.30 a.m. P/2 hr.) ; Levkds, Sun. 10 a.m.
P/2 hr.) ; Priveza, Sun. 11.30 a.m. P/2 hr.) ; Salagdra, Sun. 1 p.m. P/ihr.);
Vonilza, Sun. 2.15 p.m. P/4 hr.) ; Menidi, Sun. 4 p.m. P/2 hr.) ; KarvasIn the reverse direction from Karvassard at 6.45
sard, Sun. 5.46 p.m.
p.m. on Sun. ; Menidi, Sun. 8 p.m. (12 hrs.) ; Vonitza, Mon. 9.30 a.m.
P/4 hr.) ; Salagdra , Mon. 10.30 a.m. P/2 hr.) ; Priveza, Mon. at noon
P/2 hr.) ; Levkds, Mon. 1.30 p.m. P/2 hr.) ; Ithaka, Mon. 7 p.m. P/2 hr.)

—

—

:

—

:

Patras, Tues. 2 a.m.
h. Line of Euboea and the Pagassean Gulf. Steamers weekly, leaving Syra at 7 p.m. on Sat. ; arriving at the Piraeus on Sun. at 4 p.m
and leaving at 7 p. m. ; Laurion, Sun. 10.45 p.m. O/4 hr.); Aliviri, Mon
4 p.m. P/2 hr.); Chalkis, Mon. 7.30 a.m. (2 hrs.); Limne, Mon. 12.15 p.m
PA hr.); Atalante, Mon. 2 p.m. P/4 hr.); Stylida, Mon. 6.30 p.m. (7 3l<
hrs.); Oreo's, Tues. 5.30 a.m. P/2 hr.); Nea Minzila, Tues. 8 a.m. P/2 hr.)
In the re
Almyro, Tues. 8.45 a.m. p/4 hr.) ; Volo, Tues. 10.30 a.m.
verse direction: from Volo on Wed. at noon; Almyro, Wed. 1.30 p.m
Wed.
4.45 p.m
Oreds,
P/2 hr.); Nea Minzila, Wed. 2.30 p.m. P/4 hr.);
PA hr.) ; Stylida, Wed. 8.15 p.m. (S3/* hrs.) ; Atalante, Thurs. 6.15 a.m
PA hr.); Limne, Thurs. 8 a.m. P/4 hr.); Chalkis, Thurs. 11 a.m. (2 hrs.);

—

;
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Aliviri, Thurs. 4 p.m. O/2 hr.); Laurion, Thurs. 9.30 p.m. 01*
raeus, Frid. 1.30 a.m. (61/2 hrs.) ; Kea, Frid. 1 p.m. O/4 hr.)
Frid. 3.15 p.m. (1/4 hr.); Syra, Frid. 7 p.m.
i.

hr -);
;

Pi-

Kythnos,

Eubcean Lines.
Steamers weekly, leaving Syra

at 7 a.m. on Mon. and arriving (via
at the Piraeus at 6 p.m. ; from the Piraeus at 7 p.m. on
Wed.; Chalkis, Thurs. 6 a.m. (2 hrs.); Stylida, Thurs. 3 p.m. (1 hr.) ;
Volo, Thurs. 10 p.m.
In the reverse direction from Volo, Frid. at noon;
Stylida, Frid. 6 p.m. (2i/i hrs.); Chalkis, Sat. 3.30 a.m. (3 hrs.); Piraeus,
Sat. 5.30 p.m. (372 hrs.); Syra, Sun. 6 a.m.
2. Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 7 p.m. on Frid. ; Chalkis,
Sat. 6 a.m. (2 hrs.); Stylida, Sat. 3 p.m. (1 hr.); Volo, Sat. 10 p.m.
In the reverse direction: from Volo at midnight on Sun.; Stylida, Mon.
6 a.m. (I1/2 hr.); Chalkis, Mon. 2.30 p.m. (2 hrs.); Piraeus, Tues. 4 a.m.
Steamers weekly,
k. Piraeus, Laurion, Karystos, and Syra Line.
leaving the Piraeus at 9.30 p.m. on Wed.; Laurion, Thurs. 1.30 a.m.
(1 hr.); Karystos, Thurs. 6 a.m. (V2 hr.); Gavrion (Andros), Thurs. 9 a.m.
1.

Kythnos and Kea)

—

:

—

—

In the reverse direction: from Syra on
(V2 hr.); Syra, Thurs. 1 p.m.
Thurs. at midnight; Gavrion, Frid. 3.30 a.m. (72 hr.); Karystos, Frid. 8.30
a.m. O/2 hr.); Laurion, Frid. 10.30 a.m. (7» hr.); Piraeus, Frid. 3 p.m.
1.

Syra, Tenos, and

Mykonos

Steamers weekly, leaving Syra

Line.

at 8 a.m. on Sun., arriving at Tenos at 9.30 a.m. 0/2 hr.) and at Mykonos
In the reverse direction from Mykonos on Sun. at 1.30 p.m.
at 11.15 a.m.
Tenos, Sun. 2.45 p.m. ( 3 /4 hr.) ; Syra, Sun. 5 p.m.

—

:

m. Piraeus and Constantinople Lines.
1. Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus on Tues. at noon; Saloniki,
11 a.m. (7 hrs.); Tshanak-Kuleh (Dardanelles), Thurs. 2 p.m. (1 hr.);
Constantinople, Frid. 5.30 a.m.
In the reverse direction: from Constan-

Wed.

—

tinople on Sat. at 4 p.m.; Tshanak-Kaleh, Sun. 5.30 a.m.
Mon. 2.30 a.m. (6'/2 hrs.); Piraeus, Tues. 8 a.m.

0/2 hr.); Saloniki,

Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus on Tues. at noon ; Smyrna,
Wed. 9 a.m. (14 hrs.); Milylene, Thurs. 4.30 a.m. (1 hr.); Tshanak-Kaleh,
Thurs. 2.30 p.m. (V2 hr.); Constantinople, Frid. 4.30 a.m.
In: the reverse
direction: from Constantinople, on Sat. at 11 a.m.; Tshanak-Kaleh, Sat.
at midnight (72 hr.); Mitylene, Sun. 9.30 a.m. (1 hr.); Smyrna, Sun. 4
p.m., leaving on Mon. at 10 a.m.; Piraeus, Tues. 7 a.m.
n. Patras and Brindisi Line.
Steamers weekly, leaving Palras at 10
p.m. on Wed.; arriving at Corfu on Thurs. at 10.30 a.m. (472 hrs.) and at
Brindisi on Frid. at 3.30 a.m.
In the reverse direction: from Brindisi,
Frid. at midnight; Corfu, Sat. 11.30 a.m. (IV2 hr.); Patras, Sun. 2.30 a.m.
1. Panhellenios or Panhellenic Company (TlaveXXTjvioi'ATjj.oTtXoia); offices at Athens in the Rue du Stade, opposite the House
of Representatives, and in the Piraeus, on the W. side of the harbour, near the Place d'Apollon.
a. Syros and Piraeus Line. Steamers weekly in 10 hrs., leaving Syros
(Syra, Hermoupolis) on Sat. at 8 p.m. and the Piraeus on Thurs. also at 8p.m.
b. Corinth, Patras, and Ionian Islands Line. Steamers weekly, leaving Patras at 7 p.m. on Thurs., after the arrival of the train from
Athens; reaching Zante at 12.45 a.m. on Frid. (stay of 74 hr.) and Cephalonia at 5 p.m. on Frid. (1 hr.); and arriving at Corfu on Kat. at 6 a.m.
In the reverse direction: from Corfu at 6p.m. on Sat.; Cephalonia, Sun.
6 a.m. (1 hr.) Zante, Sun. 11 a.m. (1/4 hr.) Patras, Sun. 5 p.m. (spend night,
and proceed on Mon. by first train to Athens).
c. Peloponnesian Line. Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 7 a.m.
on Tues.; Gytheion, Tues. 9.45 p.m. (li/4 hr.); Kalamdta, Wed. 6 a.m.
(12 hrs.); Katdkolon, Thurs. 4.30 a.m. (272 hrs.); Zante, Thurs. 9.40 a.m.
(20min.); Mesolonghi, Thurs. 2.20 p.m. (72 hr.); Patras, Thurs. 5 p.m.
In the reverse direction from Patras, Mon. 5 a.m. ; Mesolonghi Mon. 7 a.m.
(1 hr.); Zante, Mon. 12.30 p.m. (72 hr.); Katdkolon, Mon. 3.40 p. m
(27z hrs )•
Kalamdta, Tues. 4.30 p.m. (272 hrs.); Gytheion, Tues. 3 p.m. (1 hr.) Pi2.

—

—

—

;

;

—

:

.

•

raeus,
d.

Wed.

6.45 a.m.

Patras and Itea Line.

'

'

Steamers weekly, leaving Patras at midnight

;
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on Mem. and arriving at Itia on Tues. at 4.30 a.m. In the reverse direction from Itia on Tues. at 6 a.m. arrival at Palras 10.30 a.m.
e. Euboea and Volo line.
1. Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 7 a.m. on Mon.; Laurion,
Hon. 10.45 a.m. (>/4 hr.); Chalkis, Tues. 5 a.m. (i/2br.); Stylida, Tues.
12.45 p.m. C/2 hr.) ; Volo, Tues. 6.45 p.m.
In the reverse direction from
Volo at noon on Wed.; Stylida, Wed. 5.30 p.m. (2V2 hrs.) ; Chalkis, Thurs.
;

:

—

2.30 a.m. (2 hrs.);
3.15 p.m.

:

Laurion, Thurs. 11.15 a.m. (>A hr.);

Piraeus, Thurs.

2. Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 7 p.m. on Frid. ; Laurion,
Frid. 10.45p.m. C/4 hr.) ; Aliviri, Sat. 3.30 a.m. CAhr.): Chalkis, Sat. 6.30a.m.
(1 hr.); Limne, Sat. 10 a.m. CA hr.); Atalante, Sat. 11.45 a.m. CAhr.); Stylida, Sat. 4 p.m. (lhr.); Oreds, Sat. 8 p.m. CA nr 0; Volo, Sat. 11.15 p.m.
In the reverse direction: from Volo at noon on Sun.; Oreo's, Sun. 3p.m.
O/4 hr.); Stylida, Sun. 6.15 p.m. (2 hrs.); Atalante, Mon. 12.15 a.m. (1/4 hr.)
Limne, Mon. 2 a.m. C/4 hr.); Chalkis, Mon. 4.45 a.m. (1 hr.); Aliviri, Mon.
8.30 a.m. CA hr.) ; Laurion, Mon. 1.45 p.m. (>/ 4 hr.) ; Piraeus, Mon. 5.15 p.m.
f. Acarnanian Line. Steamers weekly, leaving Palras on Wed. at 7 a.m.;
Mesolonghi, Wed. 9.15 a.m. C/2 hr.); Astakds, Wed. 1.15 p.m. C/4 hr.) ; Ithaka,
Wed. 4.10 p.m. (7 hrs. 50 min.) ; Levkds, Thurs. 4.30 a.m. (1/2 hr.); Priveza,
Thurs. 6 a.m. (lhr.); Salagdra, Thurs. 8.15 a.m. C/2IW.); Vonitza, Thurs.
9.15 a.m. (>/ilr.); Karvassara, Thurs. 11.30 a.m. C/2 hr.); Menidi, Thurs.
1.30p.m. 0/2hr.); Priveza, Thurs. 4.10p.m. C/2 hr.); Levkds, Thurs. 5.40p.m.
(20 min.); Corfu, Frid. 1.30 a.m. — In the reverse direction: from Corfii
at 9 p.m. on Sat.; Levkds, Sun. 4.30 a.m. 0/2 hr.); Priveza, Sun. 6 a.m.
(lhr. 5 min.); Salagdra, Sun. 8.15 a.m. C/2hr.); Vonitza, Sun. 9.15 a.m.
O/4 hr.); Karvassara, Sun. 11.30 a.m. C/jhr.); Menidi, Sun. 1.30 p.m.
C/2hr.); Priveza, Sun. 4.10 p.m. C/2 hr.); Levkds, Sun. 5.40p.m. p/ahr.);
Ithaka, Sun. 10.30 p.m. C/4hr.); Mesolonghi, Mon. 3.30 a.m. O/ihr.); /'floras, Mon. 6 a.m.
Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 8 p.m.
g. Cyclades Line.
on Thurs., for Syros; thence via Paros, Nascos, and los (Nios) to Santorini
(Thera), arriving on Frid. at 4.45p.m.
In the reverse direction: from
Santorini (Thera) at 6 a.m. on Sat , via los (Nios), Naxos, Paros, and Syros
to Piraeus, arriving on Sun. at 5.30 a.m.
h. Piraeus, Corfu, and Trieste Line. Steamers fortnightly, leaving
the Piraeus on Frid. at 8 p.m.; Syra, Sat. 4.20 a.m. (3 hrs. 40 min.); Gytheion, Sun. 12.40 a.m. (1 hr. 10 min.); Kalamdta, Sun. 9 a.m. (9 hrs.); Katakolon, Mon. 4.30 a.m. (2'A hrs.); Zante, Mon. 9.40 a.m. (50 min.); Palras,
Mon. 4.15 p.m. (3 3/4 hrs.); Levkds (N. landing-place), Tues. 7 a.m. (11 hrs.);
Corfu, Wed. 12.30 a.m. (9>/2 hrs.); Trieste, Frid. 3 p.m.
In the reverse
direction: from Trieste at noon on Thurs.; Corfii, Sat. 5 p.m. (6 hrs.);
Levkds (N. landing-place), Sun. 5.30 a.m. (6'/2 hrs.); Palras, Sun. 11 p.m.
(8 hrs.); Zante, Mon. 12.45 p.m. (35 min.); Katdkolon, Mon. 4 p.m. (J hrs.);
Kalamdta, Tues. 5.30 a.m. (3 hrs.); Gytheion, Tues. 3.30 p.m. (2 hrs.); Syra,
Wed. 10.10 a.m. (9 hrs. 50 min.); Piraeus, Thurs. 4.20 a.m.
i. Piraeus and Constantinople Line.
Steamers fortnightly, leaving the
Piraeus at 4 p.m. on Mon.; Tshanak-Kaleh (Dardanelles), Tues. 3.30 p.m.
hr.)
Constantinople,
Wed.
(goes
In the re;
8
a.m.
on to Batoum).
C/2
verse direction
from Constantinople at 4 p.m. on Mon., arriving at
Tshanak-Kaleh (Dardanelles) on Tues. at 8 a.m.; Piraeus, Wed. 8 a.m.

—

—

—

—

:

3.

Goudi Steamboat Company

('EXXvjvtxrj 'ATjxo7tXo(a A.

Rue

II.

near the Place de
la Concorde at the Piraeus, on the N. side of the Place d'Apollon,
near the large harbour.
a. Feloponnesian Line.
Steamers weekly , leaving the Piraeus at
ro'j5vj).

Offices at Athens in the

d" Athene,

;

Hydra at 10.30 a.m. C/2 hr.): Spetsae, 1.30 p.m.
3.15 p.m. C/4 hr.); Gytheion, Frid. 11 p.m. (L hr.); Kalamdta, Sat. 8 a.m. (2 hrs.); Kordne, Sat. 11.30 a.m. C/2 hr.); Pylos, Sat.
4 p.m., leaving on Sun. at 5 a.m.; Marathos, Sun. 6 a.m. (IV2 hr.); Hagia
Kyriake, Sun. 8 a.m. (1 hr.); Kyparissia, Sun. 10.30 a.m. C/2 hr.); Katd7 a.m. on Frid.

;

CAhr.); Leonidi,

arriving at

;;
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W«»e,

kolon, Sun. 1.30 p.m. (i/2 hr.); Zcmle, Sun. 4.30 p.m. O'/a hrs.) i
(i/ hr.); Mesolonghi, Mon. 6.30 a.m. (1 hr.); /ta<ra«, Mon. 9 a.m.
2
In the reverse direction: from Patras on Tues. at 2 a.m. ; Kyllene, Tues.
6 a.m. (i/z hr.); .Zante, Tues. 8 a.m. (1 hr.); Katdkolon, Tues. 11.30 a.m.
O/2 hr ) ; Kyparissia, Tues. 2.30 p.m. (1/2 hr.) ; Hagia Eyriake, Tues. 4.30 p.m
Tues. 7.30 p.m. (7V2hrs.);
O/2 hr.); Mdrathos, Tues. 6p.m. O/shr.);
Kordne, Wed. 6.30 a.m. ( l /?hr.); Kalamdta, Wed. 8.30 a.m. (IV2 hr.) ; ffyiAeion, Wed. 6.30 p.m. (I72 hr.); Piraeus, Thurs. 8 a.m.
b. Argolic Line.
Steamers twice weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 7 a.m.
on Mon. and Thurs., to jEgina, Methana, Poros, Hydra, Spetsae, Cheli, and

Mon. 4 a.m.

—

W*.

Nauplia, touching on Mon. at Leonidi also.
c. Euboea and Volo Lines.
1. Steamers weeklv, leaving the Piraeus at 7 p.m. on Tues. for Laurion (Tues. 10.30 pm.; '/a hr.); Aliviri, Wed. 4 a.m. (U/2 hr.); Chalkis,
Wed. 7 a.m. (1 hr.); Limne, Wed. 10.30 a.m. 0/2 hr); Stylida, Wed.
Volo, Wed. 8 p.m. — In the reverse direction: from Volo
2.30 p.m. (1 hr.)
on Thurs. at noon; Stylida, Thurs. 5 p.m. (7 hrs.) Chalkis, Frid. 6 a.m.
hr.);
Alive'ri,
Frid. 9 am. ( l /i hr.) Laurion, Frid. 1 p.m. O/2 hr.)
O/2
Piraeus, Frid. 5 p.m.
Laurion,
2. Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 7 p.m. on Sat.
10.30 p.m. 0/2 hr.); Alive'ri, Sun. 4 a.m. (1/2 hr.) ; Chalkis, Sun. 7 a.m.
(L hr.); Limne, Sun. 10.30 a.m. (1/2 hr.); Stylida, Sun. 2.30 p.m. (1 hr.);
Volo, Sun. 8 p.m. — In the reverse direction: from Volo on Mon. at 11 a.m.
Almyrd, Mon. at noon (1/2 hr.); Oreds, Mon. 3 p.m. 0/4 hr.); Stylida, Mon.
7 p.m. (3 hrs.); Limne, Tues. 2 a.m. P/4 hr.) Chalkis. Tues. 5 a.m. (1 hr.);
Aliviri, Tues. 8.30 a.m. C/2 hr.); Laurion, Tues. 1 p.m. 0/2 hr.); Piraeus,
Tues. 5 p.m.
3. Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 8 p.m. on Thurs. ; Laurion,
Thurs. 11.30 p.m. (1/2 hr.) Chalkis, Frid. 6 a.m. (Ihr.); Yolo, Frid. 5 p.m.
In the reverse direction from Volo on Frid. at 10 p.m. ; Chalkis, Sat.
6 a.m. O/2 hr.); Piraeus, Sat. 3.30 p.m.
d. Cyclades Line.
Steamers weekly, leaving the Piraeus at 7 a.m. on
Sat., to Kythnos, Syros, and Tenos, and returning at 7 a.m. on Tues.
e. Line of the Saronic Gulf.
Steamers daily (except Sun.) at 2 p.m.
from the Piraeus to jfigina and Poros, returning at 7 a.m. from Poros to
dlgina and Piraeus.
;

:

;

;

;

;

—

:

4. Serpierj Steamboat Company; office at the Piraeus, in the
Place d'Apollon.
Steamers from the Piraeus on Sun., Tues., and Frid. at 7 a.m. to
JEgina, Poros, Hydra, Spetsae, and Nauplia. From Nauplia on Mon., Wed.,
and Sat. at
a.m. hack by the same route to the Piraeus.
f>

c.

Season.

Plan of Tour.

Public Security.

The choice

of the proper season is of the greatest importance in
determining the success of a visit to Greece.
tour in the interior

A

should be attempted neither in the rainy months of winter (from the
beginning or middle of November to the beginning or middle of
March; comp. p. xxix) nor in the hot months of summer (middle
of June to beginning of September), when the evils mentioned at
The best season for such a journey
p. xiii are at their height.
is either spring (end of March to end of May or beginning of June)
or autumn (Sept., Oct., and sometimes the first half of Nov.).
Athens, where most tourists naturally make their first acquaintance
with Greek life and habits, may be conveniently visited in December and January, as rainy days can be pleasantly spent in its
collections of antiquities.

The

finest part of a visit to Greece.

stay in

Athens

To have

is in every way the
visited the Acropolis and
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the Theseion, to have lingered on the plain of Marathon and the
bay of Salamis will always remain among the most cherished reminiscences of travellers who take any interest whatever in classical
antiquity. Other points which should on no account he overlooked
are Olympia, now freed from the rubbish-deposits of centuries, Mycenae and Tiryns, with their wealth of mythical association, and
the splendid view from the Aero-Corinth. Lovers of nature will
find much of interest and beauty in the characteristic coast-scenery
and in the well-tilled plains and verdant wood-clad mountains of
theW. part of the Peloponnesus, where, besides Olympia, the Temple
of Bassae and the stupendous fortifications of Messene add to the
attractions of a visit. Travelling in the interior is, however, recommended to those alone whose enjoyment will not be impaired by
the unavoidable privations and exertions described at pp. xii, xiii. At
the same time it may be remarked that many a traveller, who makes
no pretention to classic lore but is wearied of the artificial and overcivilised side of modern hotels and means of locomotion, may find
an extraordinary charm in wandering through these byeways of
travel, in which unsophisticated nature is glorified by so heroic a
background.
Such a tour should be made however with one or
two companions, not only for economy but to avoid the feeling
of oppressive loneliness which easily overcomes the solitary stranger
who is not familiar with the language and manners of the people.
day's journey, as a rule, should not exceed 7-8 hrs. The
distances stated in the Handbook are calculated somewhat closely,
and it may perhaps be advisable in most cases to leave a margin for
,

,

A

contingencies. The more time is allowed for comfortable enjoyment
and study, the more rewarded will the traveller feel for the expense
and exertions of the journey. The following is a note of the minitime that should be devoted to the most important points.
Athens and its Environs, including the Piraeus, the Bay
Salamis, Eleusis, Phyle, Marathon, Sunion, and Mgina Days

mum

of
(RR. 8, 9), at least
From Athens to Delphi

8-10

Corinth (RR. 12, 27, 13)
2
1
Delphi and its 7ieighbourhood (R. 13)
From Delphi to Livadid via Chaeronea (R. 14)
l'/a
From Livadia to Thebes via Helicon and the battle-fields
of Leuktra

via.

.

.

.

and Plntaea (R. 15 b)

3

2
Round Lake Kopa'is to Orchomenos (R. 18)
From Orchomenos to Boudonitza, Thermopylae, and Lamia. 2'/2
H/2
From Lamia to Styltda and thence to Athens by sea
Instead of visiting Delphi, many travellers will prefer the
.

.

.

direct from Athens to Thebes (1 day; R. 16) and
proceed thence via Livadia (R. 15a) and Orchomenos (R. 19) to

shorter route

Thermopylae and Lamia. When it fits better into the steamer's
time of starting we may proceed from Thebes, either direct or via
Tanagra, to Chalkis, go thence by sea to Styltda-Lamia, and make

xxiv
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the route via Thermopylae and Boudonitza to Orchomenos and Livadia or Thebes in the reverse direction.
For an excursion of 4-5 days from Athens to Corinth, Mycenae,
and Nauplia, directions are given at pp. 244, 245. Instead of using
the railway or steamboat between Athens and Nauplia, we may
select the longer route via Epidauros (R. 30) and take the opportunity for a visit to Algina; this will add 11/2-2 days to the excursion.
Those who add a tour in the Peloponnesus to the above, instead of returning from Nauplia to Athens, may proceed as follows.

Days

From Nauplia to Tripolitza or Pialt-Tegea (R. 35)
From Tripolitza or Pialf-Tegea to Sparta (R. 36)

....
....

1

l*/2

Sparta and its Environs (R. 37)
1^2
1
Through the Langada to Kalamata (pp. 277,278) ....
1
From Kalamata to Messene (R. 47)
1
From Messene to Phigaleta (pp. 350,351)
From Phigaleia to Andritsaena via the Temple of Bassae
(R. 43)

1

From Andritsaena

to

Olympia (pp. 304, 305)

1

Olympia (R. 46)

From Olympia to Pyrgos and Katdkolon
By steamer to Zante (p. 26) and Corfu

2
(p.

320)

....

l

fe

1

Corfu (R. 3)

3
A visitto Cephalonia and Ithaka (RR. 5, 6) takes 5-6 days more.
The route via Sparta, Kalamata, and Messene is too long for
many travellers, who therefore proceed direct to Olympia via Megalopolis, Karytaena, and Andrttsaena (3-4 days; R. 41), making
a digression to Bassae (pp. 308-310).
voyage round the Peloponnesus by the Greek steamers (RR.
33, 44) is also very interesting, and the halts at the chief ports are
long enough to allow of landing.

A

The

state of Public Safety in Greece is at present all that
Since the bold acts of brigandage in 1870 (p. 120), when
English travellers were the victims, the Greek government has
itself strenuously to extirpate this national evil ; and only a few
cases have occurred near the Turkish frontier. The Peloponnesus
years been considered perfectly safe.

desired.

d.

can be
several
exerted
isolated
has for

Restaurants and Cafes. Wine. Tobacco.

Travellers who limit their excursion to Athens and lodge in the
larger hotels there will have little need or opportunity to make acquaintance with the Greek Restaurants (sarwrdpia, estiatdrid), as
all the meals for the day are included in the hotel-charge for 'pension'. Those, however, who frequent hotels of the second class in
Athens, or who visit other towns, may find the following list of the
most common Greek dishes useful. Meals are generally eaten h la
carte (dinner 11-2, supper 6-8), sometimes also at a fixed price
(3-5 fr.). In the larger Athenian restaurants the cuisine is half

I.
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The Greek

'garcon').

(soupa), soup.
(zoumd), broth.
ao'jTzay opTo.piv. (soupa chortdria),
vegetable soup ('Julienne').
ooOtto auYoX£[j.oNo (soupa avgolemono), soup with egg and
lemon.
[xa-iCipo-vta (makardnia), maccatsou7ta

£ou|j.6

roni.
<inr)xo

(psitd), roast

ptoeXXo
roast beef.

A/jTo

meat.

(psit6

<bi)xb dpvd-xi (psito

vidello),

arndki), roast

xoxeXXexxaic (kotelleltes) or
[A7rpi£6Xa (brizola), cutlets.
[ATCtcpxexi (bifteki),

beefsteak.

yoipo[j.£pt (chiromeri), vulg. ccxja-

uouvt (sam&ouru'

,

'jambon'),

ham.
oaXdpu (salami),

is

addressed as

for portion is [j.spioo (mertda).

utXdcp \.(pildft),3. kind of rich ricepudding, like the Italian risotto.

TuXdcp t (atzempildfi), 'Persian pillau' of hashed mutton.

d-rCefJt.

6iieXsxxa (omeletta), omelette.
ftou[3apXdxia (youvarldkia),

dumplings.
xCooxCouxdxia (tzoutzoukdkia),
dumplings with garlic (sk6rdo).
<Lio[j.i

xupi

lamb.

(psomt), bread.
cheese.

(tirf),

xupt ttj; 'EXfkxias or xr]C BixCepvj? ft/rf tis Elvetfas or (/«
Vttzeris), Gruyere cheese,
xypi poxtfop, Roquefort cheese.
xouXoupiOTupi (touloumoUri),
goat's-milk cheese.
7tou8ifYa (poudfnga), pudding.
(glikisma), sweets,

YXuxtopia

oaXoixoa (saisausage; \w*.6.svt.i(loukdnika), small sausages.
sftsa),

xoxtotouXo (kotldpoido), fowl.
cpprxasos (frikasse), fricassee.

pastry.

^ioxoto (visk6to), biscuit.
yaX(3d (chalvd), a Turkish sweetmeat made of sesame and honey ((xeXi) other sweetmeats
are called baklavd, galatopouriko, loukoumia (p. xxvi).
;

YotXo7touXo (galdpoulo), turkey.
[/.TrexdxCa (bekdtza), snipe.
yrpo. (chtna), goose.
7ia7rt

The waiter

Gratuities are not customary.

;rat8i (psedi,

XXV

cppouxa (frouta), fruit.

(papf), duck,

(milon), apple.

(j.T)Xov

dyXdot (achlddi), pear.
<i*dpi paywiii (psdri mayonnes), xspdaia (kerdsia), cherries.
fish mayonnaise.
cppaouXai? (fraoules), strawberdidpi (psdri), fish.

oxptBio (strtdia), oysters.
ya(3idpi (chavidri), caviare

ries.
;

Xe-

csxacpiXux (stafflia), grapes.

[xdvi (lerndni), lemon.
yopxdpia (chortdria), vegetables.

axrc<fiies (slaftdes), raisins,

f>aao\>kiv (fasoulia), beans.

poodvixa (roddnika), peaches.
^epixoxa (vertkoka), apricots.
d\i.(}'(Ci<xk<x(amigdala), almonds.

pmsiXKiv

(bisellia), peas.

vcouvouTtfSict

(kounoupfdia), cau-

ouxa

liflower.

(krommidi), onions.
xofxdxe? (tomdtes), tomatoes.
xo(j.dx£5 6 !^ 13 " 01 '? (iomtiies yemiy
xpO[A[j.66i

sies or

matoes.

Safxdsiajvoe (darmlskina), plums.

yomistes),

stuffed to-

(3ika), figs.

TropxoxdXt

orange;

(portokdli),

mandarfni, Mandarine orange.
7t£7tovi
7t.

(pepdni),

(mfa

melon.

melon

/ift/a

p.),

;

(Ata tpEtxa

a slice

of
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Wine (icpaai, krass-t; oi^o; is also used in Athens on labels and
in wine-lists; aaupo, dspro, white, (Aoupo, mdvro, red, xdxxtvo,
kokkino, light red). The ordinary wine of Greece, partly to increase
its keeping power and partly from a curious freak of taste (p. xlv),
is impregnated with resin, which at first makes it very unpalatable
to strangers. This flavour is particularly strong in the 'Retsinat' of
Attica (-/past pexotvaxo, krassi retsindto), which foreigners rarely
learn to appreciate (see, however, p. xxx). In the wine of the Peloponnesus, which is also in other respects superior to that of Attica,
the resinous 'bouquet' is much less strong and after a few days
scarcely interferes with the enjoyment of the liquor. An Oka (about
l l /5 quart) of ordinary wine costs 60-80 c. in Athens, and somewhat
The usual order at a restaurant
less in other parts of the country.
is either (xigtj 6-/5 (misi oka, l fe oka) or exkto Spajj-ta (ekat6 drdl
oka). Sometimes, especially in taverns, the
mia, 100 dramia
/t
wine is supplied not by measure but by the glass (generally only
half full) I'va -/past or xpaaaxt (diminutive) ena krassf or krasAt the chief hotels resisaki, 5c. (in Athens sometimes 10c).
nous wine is not supplied except on special application.
The ordinary beverage of foreigners in Athens, in Corfu, on
board the Greek steamers, etc., is the unresined red wine called
Kephisia ('boutilya' or bottle 1 fr., 'misi boutilya' Y2 fr-)> which
has a somewhat insipid and weak flavour. Better varieties of red
and white wine are Sdlonos, Petzdle, Theophildtou, mAMoraitou (so
named after the owners of the vineyards), which cost about 1^2 fra bottle; most of them, however, like the fine wines named at
p. xlv, are too fiery for regular use. French wines (4-10 fr. per
bottle) are, of course, obtainable at Athens, Corfu, etc.
Cafes (xatpMeta, kafenta) of all kinds abound in Greece, from
the wretched wooden shed of the country-village up to the Athenian
establishments handsomely fitted up in the Italian style. The coffee
(sta xacps, ena kafe, a cup of coffee
060 xacpeSs;, dio kafedes,
two cups of coffee) is generally good but it is invariably served
in the Oriental manner, I. e. in small cups with the grounds. As
a rule it is already sweetened (-xacpe
but the
f\\>-/.6, kafe glikd),
visitor may order either a xcttpe [jixpio (kafe metrio)
with little

=

,

:

;

,

,

sugar, or a xacpe o/sxo (kafe scheto), with no sugar. The usual
charge is 10 c. per cup (15 c. at the larger Athenian cafes). It should
be allowed to cool and 'settle' and then drunk carefully so as not
to disturb the sediment at the bottom.
favourite refreshment
of the Greeks is Xouxoujit (loukoumi, pi. loukovmia), a confection (resembling what is known in England as 'Turkish Delight')
of sweetened gum and rose-water, often mixed with pistacchio nuts.
Another is [Aasxr^a (masttcha~), a liquor distilled from the gum of
the mastix, which forms a milky, opalescent fluid when mixed with
water. The ordinary price for a loukoumi or masticha is 10 c. The
Greek for brandy is pcrxi (rakt, pi. rakia).

—

A
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Tobacco (xoitvd;, kapnds, smoke), though made a government
monopoly in 1887, is cheap, provided one is content, like the
Greeks themselves, to smoke Cigarettes. A packet of ordinary
tobacco costs 30-40 c.
Turkish tobacco (ttqAitixo; xotjrvo;, poUtik6s kapnds, so called from Constantinople, popularly known as
i] TtoXt;) 50, 60, 80 c.
a book of cigarette-papers (yapto, charto)
25 c, a superior kind ('Job') 30c.; ready-made cigarettes 40-50 c.
per packet. Small quantities only should be bought at a time, as
the tobacco rapidly becomes dry and unpleasant. Cigars {jpovra,
from the Spanish) are dear and to be had good only at Athens, Patras, Volo, and some other large towns. Those offered for sale in
the smaller towns are generally very bad.
Nargilehs or Water
Pipes, in which a peculiar kind of Persian tobacco (toumbeke) is
;

;

—

used,

may be obtained

in the cafes.

It requires

a considerable

draw the smoke into the mouth, and at first the tobacco
exercises a somewhat stupefying effect. Seasoned smokers swallow
effort to

the smoke, but even when it is expelled again at once, this practice
produces effects similar to the use of opium.
e.

Money. Passports. Custom House.
Monetary League in 1871, but owing

Greece joined the Latin

to the unsatisfactory financial position of the country the currency

consists almost entirely of paper.
The franc is called op'/y^Ti
(drachme; pi. opaypiou;, drachmes), the centime Xercxdv fleptdn;
pi. leptd). The five-lepta piece, corresponding to the French sou or

known as Trevxdpa (penddra, pi. penddres), the tenlepta piece as oe-xapoc (dekdra). Silver and gold are at a premium
of 10-15 per cent the rate of exchange is noted in the daily papers.
The money in ordinary circulation consists chiefly of notes of 1 and

Italian soldo, is

,•

fr., and there are also larger notes for 10, 25, 100, 500 fr., and
upwards. The banknotes of the Greek National Bank circulate in
those of the Ionian Bank (which has
the ten older provinces
an agency in Athens) in the Ionian Islands, and those of the EpiroThessalian Bank in Thessaly. The notes (mostly 10 fr.) of the last
two have the same value as gold.
The beat medium for the transport of large sums is French or English

2

,

Gold, Letters of Credit, English Banknotes, or Circular Notes; the latter
obtained at any of the principal English or American banks.
French and German banknotes are not favourably received. English gold
always commands ready acceptance, the exchange for a sovereign varying
from 31 to 33 fr. (paper currency). The Greek National Bank ('ESvixtj TpoliteCa) has agencies (uitoxaxoiuT^ixa, pi. (i-Konajaaz^a-ca) in all the larger
provincial towns. Small sums of gold may be converted into paper at
the stalls of the money-changers in the Rue d'Eole at Athens, etc. Unless
a special stipulation has been made to the contrary, as in the leading hotels
at Athens and Corfu, paper money may be regarded as the legal tender.

may be

A

not demanded from the traveller
but will often be found useful, especially for a tour in the interior. Registered letters, for example, are not delivered to strangers unless they can establish their
Passports.

Passport

is

either on entering or leaving Greece,

;
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by some such document; and the countenance and help of
the British and American consuls must also depend upon the proof
of nationality offered to them by the traveller. An English Foreign
Office Passport (price 2s.) may be obtained in London through
W. J. Adams, 59 Fleet Street; E. Stanford, 26 Cockspur Street;
Dorrel & Son, 15 Charing Cross Lee & Carter, 440 West Strand.
The visa of the Greek minister in London (58 Pall Mall) is desirable.
Custom House. The custom-house examination is generally
lenient, and small articles of luggage are seldom interfered with.
The objects sought for are new articles, which might have a commercial value, and cigars, the duty on which is high. The luggage
of departing travellers is searched to see that it contains no Antiquities, which it is forbidden to take out of the country.
identity

;

f.

Post and Telegraph

Offices.

Letters (ypafi.fi.axa, gr&mmata, or sTuaxoXat, epistolae) may be
addressed poste restante or to the hotel or boarding-house where
the visitor intends residing. The address should be in French.
"When asking for letters the traveller should present his visitingcard instead of giving his name orally.
Letter of 15 grammes
(Y2 oz.) to any of the states included in the postal union 25 c,
within the kingdom of Greece 20 c, by town-post in Athens 10 c.
registration fee (charge, aixjTTjjji-vo, sistimeno) 20 c.
Post-card
(5sXTapiov etugtoXixov, deltarion, pi. deltarid) 10 c, whether for inland or foreign use.
Book-packets 5 c. per 50 grammes.
In the larger towns the post-office is open daily from 9 a.m. to
7 p.m. in smaller places the office-hours are sometimes very short.
Telegrams within the kingdom, including the islands, 7 words
(including address) 50 c, 8-15 words 1 fr., each additional word
5 c. telegrams with special haste (charge), the delivery of which is
guaranteed within 24 hrs., may be sent at double the above rates.
To foreign countries there are several telegraph lines: 1. via
Zante and Otranto; 2. via, Xante and Trieste; 3. via Larissa; 4. via
Syra and Odessa (to Russia); 5. to Turkey via Chios and Constantinople (in addition to the first three lines); 6. to Crete, via Syra.
The prices vary on the different lines. The following rate per word
(no word to have more than 15 letters) is charged for telegrams
sent from the Greek mainland by the first three lines Great Britain
91 c, France 67, Germany 65 /;,, Switzerland 61, Austria and
Hungary 55 y2 Denmark, Holland, and Belgium 7iy 2 Russia
85y2 c. To Russia via Syra and Odessa each word costs 98y2 c. to
Turkey via Larissa and Katerina 33, via Chios 45y2 c; to Crete
(also to Lemnos, Tenedos, Samos, Rhodes, and the other islands
of the Asiatic Archipelago) via Syra 45'/ 2 c. To the United States
eaih word costs from 1 f r. 57 to 2fr. 37y2 c, according to locality

—

—

—

;

;

—

:

1

,

,

;

to Canada, Nova Scotia, or Newfoundland, 1 fr. 57 c.
from any of the islands cost 4-4y 2 c. per word more.

Telegrams
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Climate.

g.

Health.

now considered

as fairly established that the climatic
atmospheric conditions of Greece have remained on the whole
It is

and
un-

The destruction of the
places has, however, undoubtedly influenced the
amount of the rainfall and hence has modified the state of agriculture.
The facts on which the statements made below are founded
were communicated by the late Dr. Julius Schmidt (d. 1884), Director of the Observatory at Athens.
The following table, based on observations extending over ten years,
shows the annual number of Rainy Days and the Rainfall at Athens. The
rainfall is expressed in lines (Paris measure; 5 lines English = frfe Paris
altered since the earliest historical period.

many

forests in

lines, nearly).

Days. Rainfall.

January
February
March

13
19
11

April

8

May

6
4

June

Days. Rainfall

July

25.2
16.0
17.3
7.9
8.8
6.8

August
September
October

November
December
Totals

a
3
4
9
13
13

95

4.2
3.7
6.3
22.1

39.4
25.9
183.6

Sometimes in the wet season 18-22 lines of rain fall in 24
November, 1864, 43 lines (about 3'/2 inches) fell in one day.

In

hrs.

The Mean Barometrical Height at Athens, reduced to zero, is 334'/2
Paris lines. The Mean Annual Temperature, determined from sixteen years
observation, is 75.75° Fahr.; the absolute maximum was 106°, the absolute
1

minimum

14° Fahr.

Of Thunder-Storms, the thunder of which is heard at Athens, about
An average of three such storms occur in October and
November, two in June, July, September, and December, and one in each
of the remaining months.
The next table, based on observations extending over sixteen years,
shows the average number of days in which the different Winds blow at

20 occur annually.

Athens.

N.

January
February
March
.

April

May

.

.

.

June

.

.

July

.

.

.

E.

s.w.

S.E.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

November
December

.

.

.

.

Total

45

7

7

8

5

99

20

24

7
10
14
10
9
6
9
11

8

.

N.W.

8

4
6
6
6
13
16
12

.

w.

7

7

.

6

August
September
October
.

N.E.

9

40

103

A

Clear Sky in the strictest sense of the term, when the sky, even
to the telescope, appears absolutely cloudless both by day and night, is
of rare occurrence even in Greece. Years with three or four days of this

character have been noted, and three or four years have passed without

xxx
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a single such day. In the ordinary sense of the words, however, Attica
may claim about 270 sunny days in the course of the year. Days and
nights on which the sky is perfectly cloudy are also rare, four or five
only occurring in a year. In summer the clouds generally appear in the
forenoon only.
Humidity. Dew is scarcely, if at all, known in summer (May-Sept.),
but a slight fall of dew may occur at other seasons unier favourable conditions. If complete saturation of the air with moisture be estimated at
100, this figure is rarely attained; the annual mean is about 63, but in
July and August it may sink to 15 or even 10. This extreme aridity occurs
during the prevalence of the N.E. winds (the Etesian or Meltimi), when
observations have proved that the soil sometimes attains a heat of 165°
Fahr. Fog or Mist is rare.

The general Kules

of Health to be observed in Greece are simiin S. Italy and other southern lands.
The
visitor should invariably be somewhat more warmly clad than in a
similar temperature at home, and he should never leave the house
without an overcoat or plaid, to be donned on passing from sunshine to shade, when sitting in a boat or carriage, and in the evening.
The sun is so strong even in winter, that the difference of
In the cooler seasons,
temperature in the shade is very marked.
the traveller should avoid sitting in the shade, especially on the
cold stones of ruined buildings.
It is also necessary to be warmly
covered during sleep the supply of bed-clothes at the hotels and
lodging-houses is apt to be scanty. Catching cold is often a much
more serious affair than in cooler climates, and the first symptoms
should be carefully attended to.
lar to those required

;

The Watek of Greece, except in the mountainous districts, is seldom
thoroughly pure or wholesome, and the traveller should quench his thirst
mainly with wine, tea, coffee, and the like. The good qualities of the
resinous wine mentioned at p. xxvi are highly extolled by those who are
used to its peculiar flavour, especially in stomachic derangements occasioned by the unusual food.
Malarial Fever is endemic only in a few of the low-lying plains, such
as those of Bceotia, Argos, Laconia, and Elis, and generally manifests
itself in the form of ague.
Travellers who take sufficient nourishment
and observe the most ordinary precautions are much less likely to suffer
from it than the poorly- fed ana badly-housed natives. They should be
on their guard against the vapours rising from the ground after heavy
rain, and should avoid the evening, night, and early-morning air as much
as possible, especially when fasting. A moderate use of spirits is said to
be a prophylactic against fever, and quinine and change of air are the
best cures.

Of Physicians (iaTpd;, iatrds, pi. IcczpQ there is no lack in Greece,
and those in Athens and the other large towns may generally be trusted,
though they prescribe more drugs than is now usual in W. Europe. Most
of them have studied in France or Germany and can speak French or
German. Among these may be mentioned Dr. Galvani, Dr. Gotizaris, Dr.
Zochids, Dr. Lamprds (also a surgeon), and Dr. Makkas, all at Athens.
Physicians are found even in the smaller towns and villages, though generally of an inferior type; not unfrequently they are the provincial
mayors (demarchs). — The best Hospital in Athens is the Evangelismos,
where the charge of 10 fr. a day includes medicine and medical attendance.

;

II.

The Modern Greek Language.
of the modem Greeks was long regarded

The language

ars as a semi-barbarous dialect,

compounded

by scholof the most hetero-

geneous elements and destitute of any connection with classic Greek.
Now, however, the divergences which exist between modern and
ancient Greek, undeniable as these are, are considered merely as
the natural results of the historical vicissitudes of the Greek people
and of the foreign yoke which oppressed them for centuries. The
Greek language, in its present form, is the product of a course of
development, steadily operating throughout the entire period of
Byzantine influence, and its power of accommodating itself to circumstances has been so remarkable, that it has remained plastic
enough still to suggest a connection with the colloquial and less
formal speech of the ancient world. The educated classes of the
nation are agreed that the language, as now spoken by the peasantry, is incapable of farther development by its own unaided force
while the uncertainty which prevails on many isolated points is
explained chiefly by the fact that no universally popular work by
an influential writer, and no authoritative lexicon to give an academic
ruling on the vexed questions, have as yet appeared.
The language and literature of Hellas were spread by the Macedonians throughout all their conquered empire and the Attic dialect (with some modifications), both in virtue of the fact that it
was affected by the educated Macedonians, and in virtue of the
masterpieces of literature that were composed in it, became the
most authoritative of all. It was a matter of course that when the
Roman empire was divided, Attic Greek became the language of
the court at Byzantium. The conquered borrowed only the name
of the conquerors, and even to the present day the Greek peasant
The ancient
calls himself Rornceos and his language Eomceika.
dialects gradually declined in importance though they still stubbornly clung to existence in remote islands and sequestered mountain-districts, whose population never changed, and have lingered
even to our days. Side by side with the universally understood
popular dialect and with the written language which has begun to
undergo a refining process, there still exist peculiar idioms in Chios,
Crete, Tshakonia(jp.2bT), Mama (p. 259), Trebizond, etc., which, as
the last phases of ancient spoken dialects, are of importance in
throwing light on their previous conditions. As our knowledge of
Greek history would lead us to expect, these isolated relics of ancient dialects are chiefly found to be Doric, though a few are JLolic.
Modern literary or written Greek to a certain extent approximates to classic Greek, so that, e. g., the newspapers may be read with
But
little difficulty by those who are acquainted with the latter.
with the spoken language it is very different. Even the most accomplished classical scholar fails to understand this, without special
study. The method of pronunciation which prevails is Reuchlin's
;

;
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system (brought from Constantinople in 1453 by John Lascaris and
and taught in Italy for several years), and differs very
essentially from the Erasmian system, which has been adopted by
western scholars while entirely new words for the ordinary articles
of everyday life have superseded the classic terms. Anyone, however,
who is fairly well versed in the ancient language, will find it easy
to acquire a sufficient acquaintance with the modern tongue for the
purposes of travel in the course of a month's study at Athens
under a good instructor, for whom enquiries may be made at the
booksellers' shops.
The following summary is limited to a few
of the most essential points
and its object will be attained if it
places those travellers who have not leisure to acquire a more
satisfactory knowledge of modern Greek, in a position to ask an
occasional question or make an occasional request. Even when the
traveller is accompanied by a courier, he will often find it useful
Vincent fy
to be able to address a guide or inn-keeper directly.
Dickson's 'Handbook to Modern Greek' (2nd ed., 1881; Macmillan,
London) will be found a convenient manual for the further study
his fellows,

;

;

of the language.

Pronunciation. Vowels:
'father', e in 'pet',

and

and

a, e,

o in 'for';

pronounced like a in
sounded like o in 'fore',

o are

to is

but can scarcely be distinguished from o in ordinary conversation.
The commonest vowel-sound is ee (the Italian i), as in 'feet',
for not only are the letters yj, i, and u so pronounced, but also
the diphthongs ei, 01, and ui. In transliteration for pronunciation,
this ee-sound is represented throughout the Handbook (except in
the case of proper names; comp. p. xlii) by the letter i, pronounced
in the Italian fashion. The remaining diphthongs at, au, eu, yju,
and o'j, are pronounced respectively like at or e (in pet), av (aft,
ev (eft, eev (eef), and ou (oo).

Consonants. f3 is sounded like v f and y before a, o, ou, or
w, are hard, before the various e and ee-sounds f is pronounced y,
and y like the guttural ch in the Scottish 'loch' or the German
'nicht'; 3 (represented on the large map by dli) is pronounced like
th in 'the', 8 like th in 'thin*
C is the English z or soft s as in
rose
o has almost always the hissing sound of ss, both at the beginning and in the middle of words ay has a kind of double sound,
s'ch; 7t and x are generally hard, like p and f, but tc after (j., and
x after v are softened into 6 and d (e.gi."OX'j|j.Tto?
6limbos, xpttrianda)
cp is f, and
ctvxa
yy is pronounced like ng. The sound
of 6 is often represented by jatc, thus Mirupaw
Byron. The remaining consonants are sounded like the corresponding consonants
in English but it must be noted that final ^ and
are generally
elided in colloquial Greek, even when they appear in the writKatakolo). The spiritus asper, or
ten tongue {e.g. KaxdxuiXov
rough breathing ('), though still written, is never sounded, like h
'Omiros, Homer).
mute in French ( OfATjpo?
;

;

;

;
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=

;

=

;
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The English traveller who has learned to pronounce Greek at school
according to quantity will find the changes of pronunciation in particular
letters far less troublesome than the abandonment of all regard to quantity
and the adoption of accents instead. The natives will hardly understand
the most correct sentence if it is pronounced with the wrong accents.
Thus even fxaXiaTa, the ordinary aftirmation for 'very well is not comprehended if pronounced naMtna. This therefore should in the lirst place
occupy the English student's attention.
1

,

The number of Diminutives in modern Greek is
though they are not all diminutives in meaning e. g.
[Aoo^dpi (moschari, from p.60^0;), calf; dpvdxt (arnaki, from dpvt)
lamb; Pafx^dxi (vamvaki), cotton. Intensatives are, on the other
hand, rare e.g. xouxdXa (koutala), table-spoon, from xooxdXi, spoon.
Omissions of Short Vowels at the beginning of words are not uncommon e.g. cpioi (fldi, from ocpiotov), snake; ottiti (spiti, from
osTTtxiov), house (xovti (mati, from 6[A[JidTtov), eye, large spring cfpioi
from dcppuoiov), eye-brow.
Modern nominative - forms
(fridi
have in many cases been constructed by taking the oblique cases of
classic forms. Masculine substantives of this kind are xXnjTTJpa;
(klitiras, from -xXT)TT]p, public messenger or servant), policeman;
Ttaxepa? (pateras, from TraxT]p), father; dspoc; (aeras, from dr)p), air,
wind; feminine examples are [ATjxspa (mitera, from prfjXTjp), mother;
YUNaTxa (yinaeka, from fwq), woman yrjva (china, from yrfi), goose.
Modern Greek has fewer Case Endings than classic Greek, but
it has a more fully developed system of declensions than the Romance languages, which rely largely on prepositions. An approach
to this latter system is, however, seen in the dative case, at one
time usually represented by the genitive form, but now even more
frequently by ei? (is) with the accusative; e.g. instead of eira ~i\z
xupta? (ipa tis kirias), 'I said to the lady', the form eiitoc el; rjft
Substantives.

striking

,

:

:

:

;

—

;

,

;

—

Final v in the accusative is very
xuptav (ipa is tin kin'an).
frequently dropped; e.g. for (id -zm &edv ('by God!') one usually
hears jjid to Oeo (ma to theo); but before p, x, it, and t (v, k, p,
and t) it is retained; e.g. x6v xa'ijxevo (ton kaimeno), 'poor fellow !'
When the final ov of diminutives is dropped the oblique cases are
formed from the stem so shortened: e.g. instead of vtjoiov (nision,

nominative form is vvjat (nisi), Gen. •vtjoioO
The
Gen. pi. wjsiiuv (nision).
nominative, accusative, and vocative plural of feminine nouns in «
and r\ (a and i) end in at; (short aes, or es) e.g. at xupiau («
kirises), the ladies, uoXXats yuvaZ't.ai$ (pollaes yiniekaes), many
women.
There is no dual number in modern Greek.
Comparison of Adjectives. The Comparative is usually formed
by prefixing mo (pio, for ttXsov) to the positive the Superlative
by prefixing the article to the comparative. A few adjectives compared in the ancient manner have survived, as xotXXixepo; (kalliteros), better; ystpoxepo; (chiroteros), worse; but 7:16 v.v'koz (pio
kalos) is also used. 'Than' after comparatives is uapd (para) with

island,

for vfjao;) the

(nisiou),

Nom.

—

pi. v7)Otd (nis'ia),

;

—

;

the accusative;

'still'

Baedeker's Greece.

(as in 'still more')

is dxojj.7)

(akomi).
C
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e.g. xoiXd (kala), well xaxd (kaka), badly;
(lambra), splendidly; <xo)£Y)[A« (as'chima), horribly.
Pronouns. Personal: lyw (ego), I; s[aoO or (xoj (emou, mou)
and d[Asva (eme'na), mine dfAsV/ is also used for the dative and accusative.
'^[aeT? (emis), we; Y)jxa; or jj.d; (emas, mas), us.
c'j or lou (si, esi), thou
gen. and dat. aoO, <sha, or i<sbta (sou,
sena, esena), thine, to thee ace. os or iaisa (se, esena), thee.
oeic

Adverbs end in a (a)

;

;

Xci|j.TTpa

—

;

—

;

;

you (ace).
The possessive pronouns are usually formed by

or laelz (sis, esis), you; aa? or esS; (sas, esas),

Possessive.
prefixing oixd? (dikos) to the personal proTiouns thus, Sixd; |xou,
my, otxoi oou, thy; 61x6; xou, his; oixo; pia;, our; 01x04 ca;, your;
otxoi xoiv or xou;, their. When the thing possessed is in immediate
juxtaposition with the pronoun the simple forms are used e.g. to
07ttTt (ao'j (to spiti mou), my house.
Interrogative. Ilotos, Ttotd, 7iot6v (pios, pia, pion), who or which;
:

;

The Gen. (or Dat.) sing, of
pia).
(pianou), of Ttotfi, mavYJ; (pianis); Gen.
pi. for all genders 7uavfi>v (pianon).
Demonstrative. Touxo;, touxyj, xouxo (toiitos, toiiti, toiito), this.
Relative. For all genders and both numbers
bettou (pou)
sides which 61:010; (opios), declined like an adjective
is most
commonly nsed.
Reflexive. 'Eocuxd; p.ou (avtos mou), I myself, declined regularly.
Prepositions. The common people rarely use any prepositions
except those that govern the accusative. Instead of b) 'AiW]vat; (en
Athinaes), the common phrase is axd; (contraction for e£; xd;)
'AiHjva? (stas Athinas) or ctyjv (for eic TY]v) 'A&YJva (stin Athina).
In many cases an adverb is prefixed: e.g. Ttpoc&d si; (prostha is)
'before' (instead of upd with the Gen.). 'Beside' ('near', 'at') is
usually xovod (konda), 'with' jxaC'J (mazi), to which the enclitic
genitives (aou, aou (mou, sou) are added: e.g. xovSd jao'j, 'beside me',
'at my house', xovBd os or xovod a' aiixdv (konda se or konda s'
avton), 'beside you', 'at your house'. 'Without' is yiupt; (choris).

pi. Tiotot,
Tioto?

iroiai, Tcoid (pii, pia?,

and tzowv

is TriowoD

:

;

,

(isa me) e.g. taa ]xi ihi 8p6(J.ov (isa me
the road'.
few abbreviated formations
are in common use e.g. rrpd ttoXXoO (pro polloti), 'for a long time'.
Numerals. Cardinal and Ordinal.
1. lsa$, puoi, sva (enas, mia, Trptbxo;, TrpouxYj, Ttpuixov (protos,

'Until' or 'as far as' is

ton dromon),

i;oc [/i

;

A

'as far as
:

Gen. evd;, pita;, evo;
(enos, niias, ends). Ace. svav,
e"na).

proti, proton).

puav, Eva (enan, mian, ena).
2. 060 (dio, dyo).
3. xpsi;, xpet;,

xpia

OEikepo;,
-on).
(tris,

tria).

xecaapa (tessares,
tessara). Gen. xsaadpuw (tes-

4. xeosape;,

saron).

xpixo;,

-yj,

-yj,

-m

-ov

(de'vteros, -i,

(tritos, -i, -on).

xsxapxo; (tetartos), etc.

:
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5. ttevxs (pende).

it^jxirxoc

6. ?£ or I£i (ex, exi).

Ixxo; (ektos).

7. E<pxd (efta).

(ebdomos).
07800; (ochdoos).
ewaxo; (ennatos).
Sexaxoc (dekatos).
IvSexaxot (endekatos).
8(u8exaxo<; (dodekatos).
OExaxo; xpixoi (dekatos
KfJoofAOs

8. dxxui (okto).
9. iviio. or

btved (ennea, ennea).

10. Slxa (de'ka).
11. evoexk (endeka).
12. Stuoexot (dodeka).
13. Ssxaxpei?

,

neut.

oexaxpia

(dekatn's, dekatria).

14. SsxaxEtjaapes or osxaxeaaotpa
(dekate*ssares, -tessara).
15. 8exa7re\xe (dekapende).

16. Sexotei;

(pemptos).

(dekaex

;

usually

— xsxapxoi.
—
— Ixxoe.
—
7rg[ATrxoi;.

,

dekax).
17. Sexascpxot (dekaefta).

2p8o(i.os.

osxaoxxd (dekaokto).
19. Sexaevvsa or oexoie-wea (dekaennea, -ennea).
18.

20. eixooi (ikosi).

21. Eixoaieva (ikosi-ena),

trltos).

-(Aia,

— OfOOOS.

—

IWjcxo;.

eExooxd? (ikostos).
eixooxo? irp&xo; (ikostos protos)

-ev.

30. xpidvxoc (trianda).

40. oapdvxa (saranda).
50. irevJjvxa (peninda).
60. e^vTa (exinda).
70. scpSopifjvTa (efdominda).
80. dyco-f^xa (ochdoinda).
90. svvevtjvxii (enneninda).

xpiocxooxd; (triakostds).
XEOsapaxoaxds (tessarakostos).
rcevxYjxooxd? (pendikostos).
e^Tj-/cooxdi (exikostos).

EJiSofiTjxosxd? (ebdomikostos).
6y8ot)xooto5 (ochdoikostos).
EWEvrjxooxd; (ennenikostos).

100. Ixaxdv (ekato[n]).
Exaxosxds (ekatostos).
As the common people do not use the ordinal numerals beyond
the first hundred or so, it will suffice to add the following cardinal

numerals only
101. Ixaxov xal £v«c (ekaton kae
enas).
200. Stocxdotoi, -oil, -a (diako-

700. ecpxaxdoiot (eftakosii).
800. dxxocxdaioi (oktakosii).
900. evvsaxdotoi (enneakosii).

si-i, -ae, -a).

300. xpiaxdoiot, etc. (triakdsii).

400. xsxpaxdsioi (tetrakosii).
500. TC^xaxdaiot (pendakosii).
600. Ej-axdoioi (exak6sii).

stead of

;

ekatommirion).
;
86o <popc<Ts (dio
is also used in-

tpopot.

To jjuwu (t6 imisi), the half; Iv xptxov (en triton), a
8uo pusn (did misi), 2^2, etc.

Fractions.
third

Hades).
1,000,000. e'voiExaTO[A(J.'iptov(e'na

Mia cpopa (mia fora), onoe
BoXa (vola), pi. (3oXai; (yolses),

Numeral Adverbs.
foraes), twice, etc.

1000. yiXtoi (chilii).
2000. 86o y^Kidhei (dfo chi-

xxxvi
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—

Percentage
xot? exaxdv (tis ekaton)
xoT; exaxdv (pende tis ekaton).

:

e.g.

5 per cent

= 7t£vxe

Verbs. All verbs end in co. There is no middle voice, and the
optative and infinitive moods have also disappeared, the latter being now expressed by vd (na, originally h<x) with the subjunctive.
The present participle active, which is indeclinable, ends in -dvxa;,
-dwxa?, -oOwa; (-ondas, -ondas, -oundas). Perfect participles passive are frequently formed from intransitive verbs: e.g. lop<M|i.evo;
(idromenos), perspiring; BeWafjivoc (dipsasmenos) thirsty. The
simple perfect in its original signification has disappeared ; the
current forms are aoristic in their significance e.g. euprjxa (evrika)
Yj'jpa (ivra), I found. The real perfect is expressed by a circumlocution: e.g. iym fpddiei (echo grapsi)
I have written.
The
aorist, however, is usually employed.
The 2nd pers. only is used
in the imperative, the other persons being supplied by the subjunctive prefixed by a; (as), or by vd (na): e.g. a; iooy(j.e or va
The quesiSoOfAE (as, na idoume), instead of looj^ev, 'let us see'.
tion of the augment presents considerable difficulty; it must here
suffice to note that there is no reduplication and that certain compound verbs take a double augment e.g. h-wziXafa (ekatelava) or
sy.2xdXa(3a (ekatalava) and %axdX<x[3a (katalava), 'I have understood'. Among the contracted verbs those in dm are the most numerous; those in 6m become dvto.
stfxott (imae), I am.
TJjj.o'Jva (imouna), I was.
eloai (isse), thou art.
riaowx (isouna), thou wast.
ewe (ine), he, she, or it is.
-qxvie (itane), he, she, or it was.
etjjiaafts (fmasthe), we are.
Tmaafte (imasthe), we were,
etsfte (isthe), you are.
yjaaade (isasthe), you were,
elve (ine), they are.
-qims (itane), they were.
,

:

=

=

:

tfm

(echo), I have.

slya (icha), I had.

eyet; (e'chis), thou hast.
eyet (e'chi), he has.

etye? (iches), thou hadst.
etye (iche), he has.

(echome), we have.
lyexe (e'chete), you have.
eyoov[e] (e'choun[e]), they have,

etyofAe[v] (ichome[n]),

Xifw, Xeio

eiua

I'yofxev

Xe-fet,

(leo), I say.

thou sayest.
Xeei (le'-i), he says.

\ifeii, Xe<;

(le's),

Xejxe (leme),

we

say.

Xexe (lete), you say.

Xe\e (lene), they say.
fteXio (the'lo),

I will.

we

had.

etyaxe (ichate), you had.
efy'ovfe] (l'chanfe]), they had.
I said.

(l'pa),

thou saidst.
he said.

eitis? (ipes),
elite (ipe),

enrage (ipame), we said.
euwxe (fpate), you said.
entave (ipane), they said.
et5>T)Xa (ithila),

The common people invariably use

I

would.

the second person singular in
conversation; the educated classes follow the custom of W. Europe and
plural.
second
person
the
use
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Common Words and Phrases +.
Yes, -vai (nae)
certainly, [AtxXiaxa (rualista).
No, 6'yi (ochi); certainly not, SioXou (diolou).
;

Nothing,

xircoxe (tipote), xiTtoxe; (tipotes), xutoxa (ti'pota).
thank, euyaptaxui (evcharisto).
I ask, 7tapaxaXdi (parakalo).
Not, used with verbs, 8sv (den, then): e.g. osv -co xowio (den to
kano), I do not do it; with the Imperative \>A\ (mi), e.g. |/.t|
to xdvT]? (mi to kanis), do not do that!
I

Good

day, xocXti [vjjpiipa (kali mera); good evening, xaX-f) [e]57iep<x
good night, xaXr) n6xtoc or vuy_ta (kali ni'kta or
nichta).

(kali spera)

;

Au revoir xaXr)v dvxd|j.to<Jiv (kalin andamosin)
Pleasant journey xaX6 xoc!;si8i (kalo taxidi) or xaXo xaxeuoot (kalo
katevodi)
How are you? xl xdvsti;, xdvexe (ti kanis, kanete')?
Are you well? xocXd eiaSe (kala isthe); are you ill? au/vjixa elofte
(as'chima isthe)?
How is your wife? xl xdvst xupta see; (ti kani i kyria sas)?
He (she) is well, xaXd elve (kala ine).
I am glad that you are well, yatpou-at Ttio; eiofte xaXd (ch*rom<e pos
I

!

!

!

if)

isthe kala).

What

do you wish, seek, order? xl dyaTzdne,
agapate, zitite, oristhe)?

Crjxsixe,

Do you speak Greek, German, French, English?

6pto6e

(ti

ou-tXeixs poju-ocfixa

(eXXyjvtxd), Y£p(xavty.a, YaXXixd, dfy'kiv.d (omilite romseika [ellinika], yermanika, gallika, anglika)?

understand, xaxotXapifidvio or £woa> (katalanivano, ennoo); I do
not understand, 8s-; x. or Sev I. (den k. or deu ennoo).
Have you a room, food? i'yexe e^a 8«)(j.dxtov or p\(a xdpepa, (piffi-ed
(echete ena domation, mia kamera, fayita)?
Wine, xpaai (krassi) red, [AOtiipo (mavro), white, asnpo (aspro),
light-red, xoxxwo (kokkfno).
Bread, d/(D(j.t (psomi). Cheese, xopi (tiri). Butter, (3o6x'jpo (voutiro).
Meat, xpeas (kreas).
Fowl, xoxxa or 6'pvifta (kotta, ornitha).
Egg, eggs, 00170, wyd (avgo, avga). Poached eggs, auyd vifavrpd
(avga tiganita).
Salt, dXdxi (alati). Pepper, TxtTrspi (piperi).
I

;

Milk, ydXa (gala).

Water, vepo (nero).

Glass, Tiox-^pi (potiri).

Much, uoXu (poli). Little, 6X170 (oligo).
Very good, iroXu xaXd or ttoXo xoiXd (poli kalo,
It is

kala).

good, enough, eive xaXd, dpxexo (ine kalo, arketo);
dpxst, (p&dvei (arki, fthani).

it

will do,

t It should be remembered that 3 is throughout sounded like the soit
th; thus oiv, 'not', is pronounced exactly like the English word then.

!
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Fire, candle, <pomd, <fu>? (fotia, fos).
Table, xparcsCi (trapezi).
Chair, chairs, xapexXa, xapexXott? (karekla, kareklses or karekles).
Soap, oarroDvi (sapouni).
Give, bring me (us), So;, tpepe p.ou [[Aft;] (dos, fe're mou [mas]).
That pleases me, auxo jj.ou dpeasi (avto mou aresi).
Wait axdaou (stassou)
[Another of] the same, to toiov (to idion).
Another, aXkoz, -7), -o (alios, -i, -o).
Where are you? (usual phrase in calling a waiter), rcoO sloai (pou is*)?
Now, xcupa (tora) immediately, dfjiooj? (amesos).
Later, uaxepa (istera) or xaxorciv (katopin); sooner, -rcpoxixepa (pro!

;

titera).

walk, TreptTOTo) (peripato) or toxo> (= TiTjYaivio) nepuraxov (pao
peripaton) walk, Ttepuraro; (pcripatos).
I start, dvaywpih (anachoro).
I arrive, arrived, cp&dvtu (fthano), gcpdasa (efthasa)
ecpdaoe (efthahere I am (a usual response of the waiter).
se)
Where does Mr. N. live? tcou xdu-exai 6 xupto? N. (pou kathetse o
kyrios N.) ?
Is he (she) at home? elve (jieoa (ine messa)
Come in (literally 'forwards'), ejxTtpoi; (ernbros)!
He has gone out, i^fiyn.t (evyike).
He will come immediately, xiupa spyexat (tora erchete).
When can I see Mr. N.? ttoxe £[ATtopo> vd lod> tov -/optov N. (pote
boro na ido ton kirion N.) ?
Concierge, uopriEpTj; or Jrupcupo; (portieris, thiroros).
To the right, to the left, oeSjtd (dexia), dptoxepd (aristera; colloI

;

;

I

.'

I

quially OEp^id, servia).

Above, below, lizd-vou (epano), xdxio (kato).
Beyond, Ttepa d^o (pe'ra apo).
Adjoining, next, ouiXa (dipla).
Near, xovxd (konda).
Far, jxaxpdv (makran) or [xaxpud (makria).
this (here!), Ttdpe to (pare to)!

Take

What

is

this called? Tid>; 6vou;d££xat [or Xsve] auxo (pos onomazetse

[or lene] avto) ?

Village, town, chapel (church), ytopio, iroXt?, exxXt]<ji<x (chorio,
polis, ekklissia); 6 youpixo? (o chorikos), the peasant.
The words ciyto;, ayia (saint, masc. and fern.) occurring in many
names of churches and villages, should, strictly speaking, be pronounced
ayios, ayia, according to the rules at p. xxxii, but in ordinary language
they are sounded dyos, dya, and when the following name begins with a
vowel, they are completely incorporated with it, so that, e.g., //agios
Johannes is pronounced Aidni(s).

Mountain, plain, rock, mud,
kambos, petra, laspi).

Take care!

Ttpdag^s

!

(3ouvo, xdu-uoc, Trsxpa,

TroooeSjaxe

I

(prosexe

!

Xdo-rj (vouno,

prose'xate

!).

?

!
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Gently! slowly! 017a

01701 or

dfdXia (siga

xxxix

siga, agalia).

Quick YP"f|Yopa (grigora)
Give me a switch 06? piou
!

!

[Aia pspfct (dos mou mi'a verga)!
Horse, mule, 01X070V, [xooXdpt (alogon, moulari)
£d>ov (zoon)
used of either; ass, fa'iBoOpt (ga'idoim).
!

;

Carriage, cart,

d|J.oii;a,

xdppa (amaxa, karro).
open the

Carriage-cover, xoTilpxoc (kope'rta)

;

is

carriage, a'votie xfjv *.

(anixe tin k.); close the carriage, {3dXXe xfjv %. (valle tin k.).
Travelling servant (groom, horse-hoy), 070)7101x7); (agoyiatis).

Luggage, xd

Trpd7f/.ax« (ta pragmata),

xd pouya (ta roiicha) the latter
very common expression for soiled linen (properly
aoTipopouya, asproroucha), clothes, utensils, etc.
;

is also a

Bridle, xairfcxpi (kapistri).

Stirrup, ona'Xoi (skala),

i.e.

literally, step, stair.

Tie it fast! hiz xo xaXd (des to kala)!
Let us start! vd fd-jmixe (11a figome)!

Whither are we going? toO Ttajxe (pou pame)?
Do you know the way? £eupei; xov Bp6(xo (xe'vris ton dromo)
Have you often made the journey? eica[j.e; ttoXXoci? cpopai; xov opofxo
(ekames pollses forses ton dromo)?
The day's journey, xo d7iu7iov (to agoyion), used generally for any
stage traversed or to he traversed on horseback or by driving

—

in one day, as well as for the money paid for it.
lycupev
660 ofyuVfia (echomen dio agoyia), it is two days' journey.
I ride, xajISaXXixeuu) (kavallikevo).
I mount, cwaftaivw (anavseno).
Wait, I am going to mount, oxdoou v'otvctfiuj (stassou n'anavo), or
oxdaou •id xaftaXXixeuaio (stassou na kavallike'vso) wait, I
am going to dismount, oxdooo vd ttoixaflu) (stassou na katavo).
Is there an inn here? eysi iom hia. |evo8o^eiov (echi edo ena xeno;

dochion) ?

Shop (general dealer), [ATiaxxdXt (bakkali).
Druggist's shop, OTteCapia (spezaria).
Coffee-house, y.acpevetov (kafenion).
Tobacconist's, ttot7tvo7ru)XeTov (kapnopolion).
Confectioner's, CayapoTtXaaxeTov (zacharoplastion).
School, teacher, priest, oyoXeiov, SiSdoxaXo;, Tronra; (scholion,
didaskalos, papas).

Open the door avoids vtp rcopxa (anixe tin porta)
Shut the window xXei;' xo Ttapdftupov (klis to parathiron)
!

!

!

Water-closet, dTroirotxo; (apopatos).
I am hungry, thirsty, ^Tteivaaot, sot^TjOa (epinasa, edipsisa).
Tired, xoupaapti^o; (kourasmenos).
How much does (it) cost? ttooo-; xosxi^et (poson kostizi)?
Cheap, £u9'jvo (efthino) dear, dxpij36 (akriv6)?
I have no money, oev eytu XsTixd or 7totpd§e; (den e"cho lepta, parades).
•

Change (money), Xwvci

(liana).

xl
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change (money), yakdCw or dXXdCcu (chalazo, allazo).
must change, TipETrei vd ^aXd£ui (prepi na chalazo).
To-day, 07)|A£pov (simeron), to-morrow, auptov (avrion).
In the evening, to (3pdou (to vradi).
In the morning, very early, to irpuii, noXu 7tpiui (to proi, poll
I
I

proi).

Early, vcupi? (noris).
Midday, (A£af)(A£pi (mesimeri).
Late (too late), dpyd (arga).
Still, dx6[A7) (akomi), used also for 'not yet'.

Post, xa^uSpofAEiov (tachidromion).
Letter, YpdfJ-pw, pi. fpd\i.ixci.xa (gramma, grammata), or etcioxoXt],
pi. ETtiaToXaT? (epistoli, epistolces).
Address, Envelope, StEu&uvats (die'vthinsis), cpdxeXXoi (fakellos).

Registered,

ouaxirjfjiivrj

(sistimeno).

Answer, d7rdvx7]3ts (apandisis).
Have you any letters for me? £'x^ £ YP *M-tJW Ta ° 1 ^(xevoi (echete
grammata di' emena).
I come to fetch them, ep^ojxai vd xd irdpto (erchomae na ta paro).
Keep the letters here xpax£tx£ sow xd fpdiJ.ii.a-ca (kratite edo ta
grammata).
Here is my card, my name, vd x6 £7Tioxeirrr)pi6v (xo ovo|xd) jxou (na
to episkeptirion mou, to onoma mou).
Writing-paper, x a P Tt ^ t(* Ypdfj.jj.ciTa or £. fP'*<|>i|j.aTo; (charti dia
grammata, grapsimatos).
Postage-stamp, YpajJ.pwtx63T]|jt.o (grammatosimo).
Packet, naxexo (paketo).
How much have I to pay? t:6sov eyvi vd TrX7]pu>au> (poson e'cho na
'

<

'

,

pliroso)

?

Steamboat, xo

dx(j.o7iXotov

(atmoplion) or ponropi (vapori).

Railway, 6 oiorjpoopopioi; (sidirodromos).
Station, 6 axai}|j.6i xou atoif)po8p6jj.ou (stathmos tou sidirodromou).
Ticket, xo Eioirrjptov (isitirion).
Luggage-ticket, dTOO£i|t? aTiooviEUTj; (apodixis aposkevis).
Railway-carriage, xo (Jayo-H (vagoni).
Departure, dva)((upr]<5is (anachorisis).
Arrival, depict; (aftxis).
Take your seats 6piax£, xupioi, et; xd; Ssaet; \xaz (oriste, kirii,
!

mas

is tas

'pray, gentlemen, to your places !').
vd xaxaPfjxE, %6ptot (na katavite, kirii! lit. 'pray, gentle-

thesis

!

lit.

Change!
men, alight!').
Do we change carriages? upsrai vd
allaxomen to vagoni) ?

dXXdijro|/.£V to

^ayovt (prepi na

Exit, £'£o8o« (exodos).
To leave one's luggage at the station, dtpiveiv xd Tzpdfixara
oxaftjAOV (afinin ta pragmata is ton stathmon).

elc,

xov

.
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Titles and Modes of Address : Sir, xtipie (kirie)
Madame
Mr. Mayor, *6pte OT)|j.ap^e (kirie dimarche). Priests are addressed as ruaTta (papa)
the patriarch is
;

(Mrs., Miss), xupta (kiria);

;

wmepcuxaxo; (panierotatos),
The Greek for 'majesty' is \xi-

TCavaYttuTaxos (panayiotatos), a bishop

both terms signifying

'all-holiest'.

YaXeioTir]? (megaliotis).

National Names.
England, 'A-f^Xta (Anglia).
Germany, Teppiavia (Yermania).
France, IaXXia (Gallia).
Switzerland,' EXjkxia (El vetia)
Italy, 'IxaXux (Italia).

Breast,

i.e. the preparation).
Saturday, adp(3axo (savvato).

The Boat.
Ship, xapd{3i (karavi).
Boat, Pocpxoc (varka).
Ferry-boat, 7iEpoc[Aa (pe'rama).
Ferryman,
TtepajxaxC^i (pera-

ax-rjiros

Stomach,

Leg

or foot, ttooi (podi).

Relationships.
Father, uaxepa? (pateras).
Mother, p.Y)XEpa (mitera).
Parents, foveti (gonis).
Son, TraiSt or uto? (paedf, iyos).
Daughter, xopT) or 8uYax£pa
(kori, thigatera).

Brother, dosXcpo? (adelfos).
Sister, doeXcp'/j (adelfi).

Grandfather, ironroO? (papoiis).

Uncle,

Fare, vauXo; (navlos).
Boatman, vauxTj? (navtis).

(j.oc(j.(A'r]

(mammi).

(thios), vulgar bar-

bae.

(psomas).

delfos).

Tailor, pacpxifj; (raftis).

(pa-

poutzis).

Smith, yu^'IS

fyeloc,

Aunt, &e(a (thia).
Cousin (masc), ££d&eX(f>os (xa-

Trades.

iraTtouxCfj;

(stithos).

xoiXi'a (kilia).

Grandmother,

matzi's).

iLtujia;

(kefali).

Knee, yow. (gona).

(tetarti).

Thursday, i:sp.7rxTj (pempti).
Friday, uapaoxeuT) (paraskevf

Shoemaker,

xecpoiXir)

Throat, XaifAO? (laemos).

Days of the Week.
Sunday, xupiaxr] (kiriaki).
Monday, SeuxEpa (deftera).
Tuesday, xptxf) (tn'ti).

Baker,

The Body.
Head,

Russia, 'Ptuooia (Rossia).

Wednesday, xexdpxYj

Overcoat, d7ravui<p6pi (epanofori).
Hat, -/carteXXo (kapello).
Coverlet, 7tE7i:Xiu|j!.a (peploma).
Rug, psXevx^a (velentza).

Cousin (fern.), ^aoeXcpv] (xade'l ti).
Godfather,

(yi'ftis).

xou[jt.(3dpos

(kouni-

varos).

Washerwoman, TrXuoxpa(plistra). Godmother, vovvo? (nounos).
Nephew, dvsd"o? (anepsios).
Clothing.
Coat, ooupxoiixo (sourtouko).
Trousers, ttgwxgcXovi (pantaloni).
Drawers, £tjcu[3patto (esovrako).
Shirt, JiTToxoipuoo (ipokamiso).

Stocking, -xdXx£a (kaltza).
Collar,

xoXXdpo

(kollaro).

Niece, dvetyid (anepsia).
Married, u7iavop£'j[A£vos (ipandrevme'nos).
Unmarried, dvuTiowopos or sXeuOspo? (anfpandros, elevtheros).
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In a practical guide-book like the present, in which the modern
classic forms of the same names are continually occurring side
by side, the question of Transliteration presents considerable difficulty. On the one hand the modern Greek pronunciation must be
indicated as clearly and directly as possible, and on the other hand
the appearance of the name must not be too radically altered. It
has therefore appeared advisable to the Editor and those whose advice he has taken on the subject, not to lay too much stress upon
strict consistency in this matter, so long as ambiguity or error docs
not result from a departure from the literal reproduction of the
Greek forms. In the proper names in the text the following system
has been generally adopted: tj is represented by e; m by o; ai by
ae; 01 by oe (except at the end of words, where the older method of
transliteration, founded upon Latin, would take (); f3, eu, and
in ancient Greek names by 6, eu, and au, in modern names by v, ev,
and av; u generally by y; cp (f) by ph; y by ch; ou and o in modern
Greek names by ou and d+. In ancient names, excepting those most
familiar to us, the strict method of transcription has generally been
For the pronunciation the
followed (os for final oc, k for x, etc.).
reader is referred to the rules at p. xxxii, special notice being
directed to the fact that e, ei, y, oi, and oe are pronounced like the
Italian i (Engl, ee), which letter has been adopted in the transliteration for pronunciation in the vocabulary immediately preceding
this. His always mute, d always sounded like th in 'then'.

and

c/.'j

—

The official system of transcription, as illustrated, e.g., in the government statistical reports, is by no means wholly satisfactory. In spite of
attempts to approach the classic forms as closely as possible, the difficulty of accurately discriminating between the different i (ee)-sounds has
produced some extraordinary blunders; such as TpotpuXioc for TpupuXia,
Other local names, especially those of Slavonic
KTjcrjcxta for K7j<piatoi, etc.
or Turkish origin, are effectually disguised from the traveller's recognition by this official system. Dervish Jelebi, for example, becomes AepPitusXsPjj, and Bedim becomes Mnevriu.
all

III.

Divisions of the Country.
General Sketch of
Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce.

The kingdom of Hellas, which was formed by the London Conference of 1830 and enlarged in 1864 by the addition of the Ionian
Islands and in 1881 (Conference of Constantinople) by Thessaly,
falls naturally into the three geographical divisions of the Mainland,
the Peloponnesus, and the Islands. The sea is the main boundary
between these. The Peloponnesus is connected with the mainland
+ The names on the large Map of Greece have been transcribed on
the French system for the reasons stated at p. vi., and therefore differ
somewhat from the forms of names in the text. It may be convenient,
in view of this difference, to note that in that system the Greek diphthong
at is represented by ai (se in our text), ot by oi, and ao and eu by av and
is represented by v, 6 by dh, ^ by kh (in the text by ch, proev.
(5
nounced as indicated at p. xxxii), x in both ancient and modern names by k.
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by the Isthmus of Corinth, a flat and narrow neck of land washed
by the sea on either side. It is thus much more insular than continental in character, and in its structure it is really more sharply
divided from N. Greece than are the islands of the ^Egean Sea,
which not only continue the general line of the Attic peninsula but
agree with it in the character of their mountains. The island of
Eubnea is to all intents and purposes a part of the mainland.
The total superficial area of the kingdom of Greece is about
24,977 sq.M. (64,689 sq. Kil.) or somewhat less than that of
Scotland (29,820 sq. M.) and a little larger than that of West Virginia (24,645 sq. M.). Almost one-third of the soil is the property
,

of the state.
For administrative purposes the country is divided into sixteen
Nomarchies, ten of which belong to the kingdom of 1830, three to
the Ionian Islands, and three to Thessaly and South Epirus. Their
names are as follows 1. Attica $ Boeotia; 2. Euboea; 3. Phthiotis
:

Acarnania $ Mtolia; 5. Achaia §' Elis; 6. Arcadia;
7. Laconia; 8.Messenia; 9. Argolis fy Corinth; 10. Cyclades ; 11.
Corfu ( Kerkyra) ; 12. Cephalonia (Kephallenfa) ; 13. Zante ( Zakynthos); 14. Ldrissa; 15. Trtkkala; 16. Arta.
Each Nomarchy is
divided into Eparchies (sub-prefectures), and these again into Demarchies or communes. The heads of these different divisions (Nomarch, Eparch, Demarch) correspond to the French Prefet, SousPrefet, and Maire.
The Population of Greece at the census of 1879 was 1,679,561.
to which about 300,000 must be added for the gain of population
through the acquisition of Thessaly in 1881. The increase of population in 1861-70 was 1 per cent, in 1870-77 it was 1.69 per cent.
The Greek census shows the somewhat unusual feature of the men
outnumbering the women by about 5 per cent.
As regards Religion the population in 1879 (including Thessaly,
but excluding 31,387 soldiers) was divided into 1,902,800 members of the Greek orthodox church, 14,677 other Christians (mainly
Roman Catholics), 5792 Jews, 24,165 Mahommedans, and 740 ad<?'

Phocis;

4.

—

herents of other creeds.
The Language of the great bulk of the inhabitants is Greek,
only 58,858 being returned in 1879 as speaking other tongues. The
greater number of these are Albanians, besides which there are a
few Wallachs and about 25,000 others (speaking Italian, etc.).
In 1879 Greece contained 31,969 Foreigners, including 23,133
Turkish subjects, 2187 British subjects, 3104 Italians, 534 French,

314 Germans, 101 Russians, and 34 Americans.
Finances. The unsatisfactory condition of the national finances
originated in the difficulties connected with the establishment of
the new kingdom in 1830. The national debt in 1888 had swollen
The budget of
to the sum of 394,367,676 fr. (ca. 12,000,000*.).
1888 places the revenue at 95,306,230 fr. and the expenditure at
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92,677,585 t'r., but the difficulty of raising the taxes makes
bable that the surplus here indicated exists on paper only.

it

pro-

Army and Navy. Universal liability to service in the Army
has been the law of Greece since 1867, but it was possible to pay
for a substitute down to 1878.
The active strength of the army is
27,180 men, including 1787 officers. The uniform resembles that
of Denmark. The eight battalions of the EuCuivot (evzoni), riflemen, who guard the frontier, still wear the Albanian dress.
The Fleet comprises two ironclad men-of-war, two ironclad
gun-boats of the first class, four cruisers, four steam-corvettes,
eight ordinary gun-boats, torpedo boats, and other small vessels.
It is

manned by 2100 men.

Agriculture. The bulk of the population of Greek is occupied
in tilling the soilt. The land, though generally hilly, also comprises many fine plains and fertile valleys. Only a small proportion
of the surface, however, has been brought under the plough, large
tracts still lying uncultivated. The system of husbandry is still very
imperfect. The Greek farmer mistrusts the advantages of a more
intensive culture and clings obstinately to the primitive methods
and implements of his fathers. And after all these enable him to
work over his little plot of ground once or twice a year. In most
districts the plough is of so primitive a form as almost to carry us
back to the days of Hesiod. A regular feature in the inventory of
the farm is the po'Jxevrpov (Boukentron), or ox-goad, a long pointed
staff exactly resembling the goads represented on ancient vases.
The large properties, which exist in various districts of Greece
and are still partly in the hands of foreigners of various nationalities, form a vanishing minority in comparison with the small holdings cultivated by the owner himself, and those that do exist are
often parcelled out among a number of peasant-farmers. In the
mountainous districts and in the Archipelago there are farms of
l-l'/2 acre and even less. The farms in the plains generally run to
from 12 to 50 acres, and farms exceeding 250 acres are rare. Many
of them are in the hands of the government, having formerly been
the private property of the Sultan or Turkish grandees.
The chief cereals cultivated in Greece are Wheat (alio;, otrapt),
Barley (xptlW], xpiftdpt; chiefly used as fodder for horses), a mixture of Wheat and Barley (api-foc, atxottpiiW)), and Maize (dpauooiTi,
dpaTroarapi, ttaXafATCoxxi), the last forming the only crop in many
districts. Beans (tpaoouXia) are also cultivated extensively, generally with the aid of the plough; they are usually eaten uncooked.
Large Garden Beans (xooxxid, Lat. ViciaFaba major) are a favourite
vegetable in a green state, and when dry are an important article of
diet for the country-people. Rice is grown in the eparchy of Mesolonghi, but elsewhere to a very small extent. The Potatoe (raTdxa
t

Comp. 'La Grece sous

1p.

noint de vue agricole', by A. Tombasis (1878).

;
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thrives only in the higher regions and

xlv
is

not yet a com-

article of food.

Tobacco (xomvos) is cultivated over a wide area in Greece,
though only in distinct territories. It is an important crop in the
eparchies of Nauplia, Argos, Phthiotis, Trichoma, and Mesolonghi
the most widely-known brand comes from Lamia. The annual consumption of tobacco in Greece amounts to about 4lbs. per person.
Cotton now occupies about 20,000 acres, one-third of which
are in the province of Livadia, and is produced annually to the
amount of 33 million pounds. The quality is very good, and part
of the crop is exported to Manchester.
cover an area of about 340 sq. M. and produce
to the value of 19,000,000 fr. (760,000^.) annually.
Wine is exported from Corinth, Patras, Cephalonia, Euboea, etc.,
and the island- wines of Santorini or Thera (seep. 142), Tenos, and
Naxos are also favourably known. The vine is also extensively
cultivated in Attica, where the best varieties of wine are the
Kephisia, Phalere, and Cotes du Parnes.
The varieties of grapes grown in Greece are very numerous. Among

Vineyards

fruit

and wine

the best for table use are 6 po67)T7)s (roditis), the round, light-red berries
of which are particularly popular; -co fioax "
(moschato), the Muscatel grape; and 15 aouX-uavivcc (soultanina), long white seedless grapes,
somewhat larger than the currant-grapes. The last, which ripen as early
as August, are well-known in England in the form of Sultana raisins.
The must ((aouutoOi boiled in starch and clarified by the addition of an
oily white clay (asprochoma), forms a sweet paste or jelly (rnouslalevrid),
which is very popular among all classes of Greeks. The tender vineleaves (klimatophylla) are also cooked and eaten as the envelope of a
mixture of rice and minced mutton served in the form of balls or pate's
(dolmddes). The stems are used as fuel and as winter-fodder for asses.
The lees of the wine (tzipoura) are used in the manufacture of brandy
(raki) and spirits of wine (spirto).
In Attica, Argolis, Arcadia, and some other districts the wine is mixed
with the resin of the Aleppo or coast pine (Pinus Alepensis). The winepresses of the peasants still retain their ancient forms almost unchanged.
1

The area occupied by the Currant Fields is smaller than that
occupied by the other vineyards, as this variety of dwarf grape (not
to be confounded with the English currant, which is an entirely
different fruit) is too delicate even for N. Greece. The name of
currant is derived from Corinth, the first place in Greece to export
this fruit in large quantities to other parts of Europe. The chief
seats of its cultivation are Eleia, Patras, Triphylia, jEgialeia, Corinth, the S. slopes of Cephalonia,

and Zante.

Tree, cultivated as food for the silk-worms, occurs in Greece in its two forms of Murus alba and Murus nigra
(in Attica the former only). The number of trees, without counting
those in gardens and other isolated specimens, has hitherto been
estimated at about 1,300,000, but this has probably decreased of

The Mulberry

late years, as the silk-culture is gradually giving place to the

profitable cultivation of the currant (eomp. p. 344).

The

more

berries of
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the white mulberry (mouro) are of an insipid flavour, but the black
mulberries (xinomoura) are juicy and refreshing, with a pleasant
bitter-sweet taste a kind of brandy is prepared from the latter.
The chief masses of colour in a Greek landscape, especially in
Attica, are generally formed by the silvery, grey-green foliage of
the gnarled Olive Trees (some many centuries old), which cover an
area of 580 sq. M. In 1876 the total yield of olives produced was
estimated at about 95 millions okes (the oke or oka
about l^qt.),
from which, after deducting the olives used for eating, about 20 million okes of oil, valued at 20 million francs (800,000i.), were extracted.
Olive oil is exported to England, Austria, Italy, Turkey,
Roumania, and Russia; the oil made from the kernels is sent
mainly to Marseilles. Preserved olives, eaten with bread, form one
of the chief articles of the food of the lower classes. On an average
the olive-tree yields a good crop every 3-6 years.
Figs have recently become more and more cultivated in Greece,
especially in the eparchies of Kalamse and Messene, where the groves
of fig-trees, set in long straight lines, cover about 12 sq. M. of
ground (nearly half the entire area so occupied in Greece). The
figs, dried partly in the sun and partly by artificial heat, are little
inferior to those of Smyrna and form an important article of export.
Almond Trees occupy an area of about 1500 acres. Oranges grow
throughout the whole of Greece, except in the bleaker mountaindistricts, and are best in Poros, Karystos, Naxos, Andros, and
;

=

Sparta.

The industry of Greece, in nearly every branch, is
embryo stage. The existing factories, including steam
flour-mills, spinning-mills, oil-presses, and a few machine-shops,
are all in private hands the most important are in the Piraeus and
Athens. The attempts of the government to encourage larger inIndustry.

still

in the

;

dustrial enterprises, by granting important privileges,

have hitherto

been unsuccessful.
Mining, anciently carried on with great success, has of late
again come into prominence (comp. p. 127). The chief metals are
Silver, Lead, and Zinc, which are generally found together. In the
mines of Laurion 2-12lbs. of silver are obtained from a ton of lead.
Copper is found chiefly in Seriphos and recently at Laurion also.
Iron is found in many places, nearly all of which were known to
the ancients it is now, however, little worked. Almost the whole
of Karystos rests upon layers of iron slag.
Large deposits of
Sulphur occur in the S.E. part of Melos and elsewhere. The annual produce of pure sulphur is estimated at about 600 tons, valued
at 100,000 fr. (4000J.), in addition to 400 tons of sulphur-clay,
worth 6000 fr. (240J.).
Among the non- metallic minerals the first place is taken by
Marble, in which no laiid is richer than Greece; without this costly
material neither architecture nor sculpture would have reached the
;

—
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height they did. Attica, the Peloponnesus, Eubcea, and several of
the other islands contain marble quarries, nearly all of which were
worked by the ancients and which seem practically inexhaustible.
The most beautiful of all the Greek marbles is the fine-grained and
spotlessly white Parian marble, found in the island of Paros; it was
called 'Lychnites' by the ancients, probably because it was quarried
by the light of the miner's lamp. The most valuable quarries in
Attica are those of Mt. Pentelikon or Pentelicus ; the Pentelic marble
is as dazzlingly white as the Parian, but is somewhat coarser in
grain. The quarries of Kokkinara, about IV4 M. farther to the N.,
produce a somewhat darker variety, which has been freely used in
the modern buildings of Athens.
The numerous quarries of Mt.
Hymettos yield a greyish-blue marble, sometimes intersected by
darker streaks, which does not seem to have been so highly prized
by the Greeks (most of the simple tombstones of the poor being of
this material), but appealed strongly to the Roman fondness for
colour. The ancient quarries of Atrakenon in Thessaly, the marble
of which was also a favourite of the Romans, have not yet been rediscovered. The quarries of Stoura, Karystos, and other places in
the S. of Euboea, yielded, and to some extent still yield, large monolithic blocks of greyish marble, with dark veinings. The marbles
of Skyros are of various colours
that of Colonnaes, the so-called
'marmo freddo', is snow-white, that of Trisboukaes red or yellow,
The
that of Valaxa (an islet to the S.W. of Skyros) variegated.
quarries of Tenos, old and new, yield fine-grained white marble,
white marble with dark patches, black marble, and dark-green
marble (Panormos). The marble of Naxos is also white and finely
grained, while the numerous quarries of the Peloponnesus generally
produce dark or coloured marbles.
The Emery Mines of Naxos, which belong to the government,
;

produce a clear annual profit of 675,000 fr. (27,000*.). Emery is
also foimd in Paros and Sikinos and at Thebes.
The Potter's Clay of Greece was of as great importance in the
minor arts as its marble in architecture and sculpture. The clay
from which the Athenians moulded their delicate, light, and yet
comparatively strong vases was partly found near Cape Kolias on the
Bay of Phaleron; the modern potters of Athens procure their material from the neighbourhood of Ampelokipi, Kalogre'za, and Koukouvaonaes. The red clay from which the heads of Turkish pipes
are made is found at Dolyana in the Peloponnesus and in Seriphos.

Commerce and Navigation are the favourite pursuits of the.
modern Greeks. The Greek mercantile fleet in 1888 consisted of
5074 sailing-vessels of 227,305 tons' burden and 83 steamers of
in all 5157 vessels, not including fishing-boats or the
31,451 tons,
smaller coasters. The chief Imports are grain, manufactures, hides,

—

sugar, timber, iron and ironware, cattle, salt meat, coals, coffee,
and rice; the chief Exports are currants, olive oil, hides, lead,
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cotton yarn, silk, and soap. Engthe foreign country mainly interested in both branches
of Greek trade, the countries next in order being Austria, Turkey,
Russia, France, and the Danubian Principalities.
The Internal
Trade is mainly concentrated in the fairs connected with the principal church -festivals.
Such an Emporike Panegyris lasts from
three to twelve days.

figs,

gall-nuts, wine, tobacco,

land

is

—

IV. The Greek People.
About half- a -century ago a lively controversy sprang up
The
to the origin of the modern inhabitants of Greece.

as
historian Jacob Philip Fallmerayer, in the introduction to his
'History of the Morea during the Middle Ages' (Vol. I., 1830),
passed, as it were, a formal sentence of death on the newly-creat-

ed Greek nation so far as regarded its claim to a genuine Hellenic
descent. In the eyes of the Greeks themselves and of many enthusiastic Philhellenes this attack was regarded as little else than
a political assassination, perpetrated perhaps in the interest of
Russia. The last insinuation commended itself, it is true, only to
the blind rage of partisans now, when heads and hearts are cooler,
it is allowed that Fallmerayer was fighting with honourable weapons
for his own deepest conviction. It may, indeed, be asserted that,
properly interpreted, few men have done greater service to the Greek
;

people than this very Fallmerayer, who saw himself exposed to
personal insults in the streets of Athens. Careful sifting has left
unshaken the accuracy of many of the results of his investigations,
while at the same time it has pointed out many weaknesses and
gaps in his chain of evidence. The continued study of language,
customs, and history has gradually confirmed the belief that the
expenditure in blood and money demanded by the Greek War of
Independence was not sacrificed to a mere phantom. In any case
the new Greek people is well worthy of our interest and study,
apart altogether from the question of its origin and if an uncritical
enthusiasm has given place to an i mpartial investigation of the disintegrating processes the nation has undergone since the days of
paganism, the Modern Greeks, who would gladly resemble the Ancient Greeks in all particulars, may console themselves with the
thought, that an absolutely pure genealogy would be at best a
doubtful advantage to a nation and that the stem of the ancient
Hellenes itself grew out of more than one root*.
It has been established by indisputable historical evidence
;

that at certain periods of history, particularly in the course of the
8th cent, of our era, the Slavs overran and populated, not only
+ The cliief writers who have taken part in this controversy besides
Fallmerayer, are Ross, Ellissen, Karl Mendelssohn- Bartholdy, Hop/ and
Hertzberg; see also Fin lay's History.
'
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Thessaly, but also the Peloponnesus and considerable districts in
Northern Greece. Even before the 6th cent. Greece had been exposed to the plundering inroads of the northern barbarians, but so
long as the line of the Danube (though with interruptions) remained in the possession of the Eastern Empire, these inroads were
mere forays, leading to no permanent settlement in Hellas proper
and never crossing the Isthmus of Corinth. In 577, however, the
Slavs ravaged the whole of Hellas, Thessaly, and Macedonia, remaining in the country at least seven or eight years. Emperor
Justinus II. called in the aid of the Avars, who, however, attacked
the Slavs merely to carry on their work themselves. The inroads
made by the Slavs, Avars, and Bulgarians in the following century
affected the northern provinces only.
One of the results of the terrible plague of 746-47, which desolated Greece and the islands, was the settlement of large tracts of
depopulated territory by colonies of Slavs. This process of colonisation was practically confined to the open country, and the number
of Hellenes in the towns remained so large, that many of them

found it expedient to migrate to Constantinople, which had also
been decimated by the plague. The repeated attempts made from
Constantinople to drive the Slavs out of Greece were more successful in the northern provinces than in the southern.

In the Pelo-

ponnesus especially the Slavs made their footing secure, and

it

re-

quired the miraculous intervention of St. Andrew to save the town
of Patras from them in 807 (see p. 30). The vanquished became,
by a decree of Emp. NicephorusL, serfs of the bishopric of Patras,
and colonists were sent from all parts of the empire to the recovered
territory. The Slavs in Hellas and Thessaly had paid tribute to the
emperor from 783. Patras, Corinth, and the islands of the ^Egean
Sea (Dodekanesos) remained free from all mixture with the Barbarians.

While the Slavs thus acquired considerable territory in the Peloponnesus, and even on the S. slopes of Mt. Taygetos, the record of
Central or Northern Greece is more favourable. Athens and Attica
seem to have been spared the taint of Barbaric blood, while traces
of Slavonic race are found in Bceotia, the Opuntian Locris, Phocis,
and (to a less extent) in the western provinces. That, however, the
Hellenes or Romans ('Pojfjwuoi), as they called themselves, were
even numerically predominant is evident from the fact that the Slavonic element has been completely absorbed by the Greek. 'The names
of a few hamlets, the present inhabitants of which can scarcely,
however, trace their descent from the Slavs of the 9th cent., and an
occasional unmistakably Slavonic type of face are all that now remind us of the union of Hellenic blood with Slavonic' (Hopf).
much more important element in the population of Greece is
formed by the Albanians, called Arvanitae (Arnaouts) by the
Greeks, while they name themselves Shkypetars or Skipetars (i.e.
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Highlanders) and their language (td Apjtavixixd) Shkyp. They are
probably the genuine representatives of the ancient Illyrians, who
were perhaps of the same stock as the Macedonians. The first appearance of the name in history dates from the 11th cent., on the
occasion of the war of extermination carried on against the Bulgarians by Emp. Basil II., who compelled the Albanians to acknowledge him instead of their former Bulgarian masters. For some
time after this their position seems to have undergone little change
and they themselves received little notice. In the latter half of the
14th cent, the able despot, Manuel Cantacuzenus of Misithra, second
son of the Byzantine emperor John Cantacuzenus (1347-55), led
large numbers of Albanians to permanent settlements in the Peloponnesus. Previous to this, some isolated bands of Albanians had
exchanged their wild mountain fastnesses for the plains and pastures
of Thessaly, S. Epirus, and the banks of the Acheloos, while many
of them had entered the service of the Greek archons as 'Acarnanian' mercenaries and it was largely from this division of the
race that Cantacuzenus drew his colonists. The migration of the
Albanians once begun continued in an unbroken stream, extending
to Boeotia, Attica, and even to Euboea and other islands. The appearance of the Turks was the first thing to check it. This extension of the Albanian element was carried out at the expense of the
Greek element. In 1453 about 30,000 of these warlike mountaineers
rose in rebellion under Peter Bua and were even joined by a few
of the Greek archons, who were dissatisfied with the rule of the
Palseologi. The Turkish general Toura Khan was called to the aid of
the Palaeologi, entered the Peloponnesus, and completely crushed
the insurrection in 1454. The conditions of peace were favourable
to the Albanians; they were allowed to retain all their landed possessions, even those they had taken from the Greeks, on condition
of paying a rent to the former legitimate owners. On the conquest
of Constantinople by the Turks the leading families in Albania
adopted Islam from political reasons, but the Albanians who had
emigrated to Greece, like most of the Greeks themselves, remained
faithful to Christianity. An exception to this rule was formed by
the inhabitants of the plateau of Pholoe, near Olympia, and of the
Bardounochoria in Laconia, who became fanatic Moslems and the
most bitter and dangerous enemies of the Greeks.
The second great Albanian settlement in Greece, of a much more
stormy character than the first, was one of the consequences of the
first unfortunate rising against the Turks, which the Greeks undertook on the encouragement of Russia. After the disastrous failure
of the campaign of Alexei Orloff in 1770, the Russians left the
Greeks in the lurch. The Sublime Porte employed the fanatic Albanians of Epirus to suppress the insurrection, and the latter, after
completing this task, refused to quit the land and settled there in
spite of the obstinate resistance of the Greeks. The fresh, healthy,
;
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and somewhat tempestuous element they introduced into Greece
contrast to the partly Slavicised Greeks, whose
national character had hecome tinged with a Byzantine hue and
had lost much of its enterprise and endurance. The welding together
of the two races was a slow process, hut community of religious faith
and still more a common danger proved in the long run a secure
bond of union. To the Greeks, it is true, belongs the credit of having begun the War of Independence and thereby laid the foundation
stone of liberty, but the final triumph over the difficulties that stood
in the way belongs in a great degree to the Albanians. It was the
latter who produced the most brilliant leaders and the strongest
hands in the new Greece, and their ready self-sacrifice for the comoffered a strong

mon

them the fullest right to a share in the
in the sacred name of Greek.
The Albanian costume has been adopted as the Grekk National Dress
and is still extensively worn by men, though not so much by women. It
consists of a red fez with a long blue tassel, pressed down on one side,
a richly embroidered blue or red jacket with open sleeves, a vest of a
similar cut, a white shirt with full sleeves, a leathern girdle, with a
banderole for the weapons, a white fustanella or kilt, short breeches,
high red gaiters, and red shoes with turned up toes. Artisans and labourers, especially in the islands, wear a costume originally borrowed
from the Turks, with local peculiarities. This consists of a short, darkcoloured jacket, a ired vest, and baggy trousers of dark-green or darkblue cotton descending to below the knees; the lower part of the leg is
either bare or clad in stockings, and the feet are encased in buckled
shoes; the fez is worn upright. The Cretans also wear this dress, with
high boots instead of stockings.
In cold or rainy weather all alike
envelop themselves in a large and rough capote (xditita) made of goat's
hair.
The women of Athens and other towns have generally adopted
the dress of the Franks, though those of the middle and lower orders retain the fez, which they adorn with a long tassel intertwined with gold
thread. The Albanian peasant-women still adhere to their national dress,
consisting of a long shirt, embroidered at the sleeves and kept in place
by a leathern girdle; above this is a short white woollen jacket. In their
hair and round their necks they wear strings of coins. The dress of the
women in the Ionian Islands resembles that of the Italian contadine.
fatherland has given

liberty so hardly

won and

—

The Wallachians, or, as they call themselves, Roumanians,
who form the third element in the population of Greece, lead a
nomadic shepherd life on Olympos, in the district of Agrapha, and
in Acarnania, wandering sometimes to Mt. (Eta or even farther to
the N. They are of the same stock as the Roumanians on the Danube, and probably spring from an intermingling of Dacian, Mcesian, and Thracian races with the Roman colonists.
They possess
only a few permanent settlements or villages (Stani) and for the
rest lead a genuinely nomadic life under hereditary leaders named
Yelingas (in modern Greek, 'Ap/ncot(A'/)v). The Yelingas is the representative of the settlement, which generally bears his name. He
hires from the state or the commune the rights of pasture on the
plateaux, mountain-slopes, and forests, collects the taxes due to the
state, and accounts for them to the heails of families assembled in
his dwelling.
In other respects the share of the Wallachs in national life is very scanty they cling to their own manners and
;
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customs and scrupulously avoid intermarriage with Greeks or AlThey are deemed to he under the control of those government authorities in whose district they spend the longest time. The
Greeks speak slightingly of these nomads, and attribute to them,
probably not without ground, most of the acts of brigandage which
for a time brought discredit on the Greek name.
The language of the Wallachians still shows a few traces of its
Latin origin. As a rule the men understand both Albanian and
modern Greek. Their state of culture is a low one, and their children grow up without any schooling. Many of the Wallachians are
rich, but instead of making a show of their wealth they do their
best to conceal it. Men, animals, and implements are all crowded
together in their dirty tents. Women, children, and old men sleep
banians.

together in groups, closely pressed together like a flock of sheep,
while the men spend the night either in a small uncovered yard in
front of the hut or on the mountains beside their flocks.
The Jews, Turks, Franks, Gipsies, and other inhabitants of
Greece are so few in number, that their presence in the country Las
no ethnographical bearing.
The wonderful power of assimilation which the ancient Greeks
showed is still possessed by their successors. And it is this power,
which in earlier periods proved of the utmost importance in preserving the Hellenic element under the pressure of foreign invasions, that the friends of Greece look to with hope for the future
of the nation.
superficial survey of the people, as seen in Athens, Syra, and
other large towns of the new kingdom, detects, it is true, much
that is the reverse of encouraging; one feels almost as if he were
regarding a caricature of French life and manner. Everything seems
swallowed up in the bottomless gulf of politics. Keen political discussions are constantly going on at the cafes the newspapers, which
are extraordinarily numerous and generally of little value, are
literally devoured; every measure of the government is violently
criticised and ascribed to interested motives.
The results of this
continual political fever are nowhere more conspicuous than in the
numerous parties of the Chamber of Deputies, almost all of which
are named after some prominent politician and are destitute of a

A

;

programme. Every Greek is permeated by a strongly demoby the partly innate, partly acquired dislike
of aristocracy, which is illustrated in the constitution by the abolition of all degrees and titles of nobility.
The political parties obey
their leaders almost as implicitly as the Klephts their chieftains. As
definite

cratic instinct, fostered

a rule the deputies of a given district attach themselves to a leader
belonging to the district, under whose personal influence the election
usually takes place. It has thus hitherto proved impossible to form
parliamentary parties in the ordinary sense of the term.
One of the most promising symptoms of the Greeks is their in-

;
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satiable desire of learning, in pursuing which, it is true, the,y sometimes show more talent than perseverance. The recognition by Greeks
of all classes, that their great need, alongside of political maturity,

general education, is shown by the rapid development of their
system of instruction. In addition to the University (founded in
1837), the Polytechnic School at Athens (founded in 1837 and reorganised in 1863), and several other technical institutions, the
kingdom of Greece now possesses 33 gymnasia, 1 modern or commercial school (at Athens) 333 so-called Hellenic or grammar
schools, 1800 national schools, and 16-1700 elementary schools.
This list is exclusive of private schools, which are also numeris

,

ous. Instruction at nearly all the public schools is gratuitous. As
one result of this, an unnecessarily large proportion of the Greek

youths qualify themselves for medicine, law, and the other liberal
These superfluous members of society, who might
doubtless be very serviceable in a humbler capacity, are compelled
to make a living by extra-professional activity, and it is not surprising that this sometimes takes a disagreeable form. Complaints
are made, not only by foreigners but also by natives, that avarice
and a desire for ill-gotten gain are rife and that the unsuspicious
too often fall a prey to the wiles of the deceiver.
professions.

The Greeks in foreign countries show their patriotism as strongly
home. It is a common occurrence for Greeks who have
made fortunes abroad to bequeath or present their wealth to their
as those at

native country for the erection of churches, schools, or orphanages,
the endowment of libraries, or some similar object. Anonymous
gifts also flow richly into these channels.

Iu character the Greek is cheerful and lively. He is fond of
society and dancing, but a foe to anything approaching licence or
'fastness' ; even his dancing has something ceremonial, almost religious about it. The countryman's wants are surprisingly few and
simple. A handful of olives, a piece of poor bread, and a glass of
resined wine form his meal. Coffee and tobacco are his only
luxuries. Divorce is granted only for adultery, which is extremely
rare. The many curious observances at births, christenings, weddings, and funerals have lately busied the historical investigator, as
they frequently betray remarkable resemblance to similar customs
in antiquity. The same is true of the popular legends and traditions.
Among the best works dealing with these subjects are Douglases 'Essay
on certain points of resemblance between the Ancient and Modern Greeks'
(London, 1813) ; WachsmuWs 'Das alte Griechenland im neuen' (Bonn, 1861)
Bernhard Schmidt's 'Volksleben der Neugriechen und das Hellenische Alterthum' (Leipzig, 1871), and the same author's 'Griechische Marchen, Sagen
und Volkslieder' (Leipzig, 1877); Tozer's 'Highlands of Turkey' (chaps. 21,
29, & 30) ; and Bent's 'Cyclades'.

In their Intercourse with Strangers the Greeks are friendly,
and, as a rule, not officious or importunate, though the male
inhabitants of a village, old and young, may sometimes show their
civil,
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curiosity by clustering
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CHURCH AND CLERGY.
round the

traveller.

Offers of service, such

The tourist therefore pursues his
way without molestation, though, when his time is limited, he may
miss the sharp little Italian ragazzi, who seem to divine the stranger's
intentions by instinct and conduct him to the wished for spots for a
as are

in Italy, are rare.

fee of a few soldi.
On arriving at nightfall at a place for which he has no introductions, the traveller should apply to the Demarch or to the Pdredros (the representative of the Demarch in the smaller villages).

Those who wish to avoid the restraints inseparable from this reliance
on hospitality (comp. p. xiii) may procure lodgings through the
cafe' or eating-house.
In bargaining for the hire of
horses or carriages the traveller should preserve an air of indifference
and avoid betraying any indications of hurry. Bargains of this kind
are best made in a cafe over a cup of coffee.
When two or more persons drink wine or coffee together, it is the
invariable custom of the country that one member of the company pays
for all.
The stranger will thus often find himself the recipient of hospitality from a native, which can scarcely he refused.
He must therefore
postpone his 'revenge' to a similar opportunity, or order wine for the
company and give the price to the waiter as soon as he brings it.
The strings of wooden beads carried by men of all classes are not
rosaries for religious purposes, hut simply supply a mechanical occupation
for the hands during conversation, etc.

keeper of a

Church, and Clergy, t The supreme authority of the Church of
is the Synod at Athens, consisting of five clerical and two
lay members. The former dependence on the Patriarch of Constantinople has now shrunk, since 1833 and the 'Synodal Tome' of 1850,
to a few external rights and honours reserved to the patriarch (the
preparation of the anointing oil, etc.). Down to 1881 the kingdom
was divided into 32 Bishoprics, to which those of Thessaly have been
added. Those bishops whose seat is the chief town of a province
bear the title of Archbishop. Celibacy is obligatory for the bishops,
but not for the ordinary clergy, who, however, are forbidden to marry
a second time. When a priest is made a bishop, he must renounce
his wife and children, the former frequently entering a nunnery.
The chief representatives of the lower clergy, who include abbots
and archimandrites, are the Papades or parish priests in the country.
Every one who travels in the interior is sure to come into more or
less intimate relations with this class, who regard their sacred office
as binding them to represent the hospitality of their villages. Mentally and socially they are little superior to their parishioners, who
frequently excel them in mother wit and material prosperity. The

Greece

difference between them consists mainly in externals, such as the
long hair and beard of the Papas, his black cap, and the high cont Comp. Dean Stanley's 'Lectures on the History of the Eastern Church'
(new ed., 1883) and Tozer's 'The Church and the Eastern Empire', in the
Epochs of Church History Series' (1888).
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cap and black or dark

gown he wears when engaged in the
In his non-professional hours the village
priest, assisted by his wife, the Papadid, has to carry on the same
agricultural labours as the peasants. The lower clergy receive no
payment from the state, and the scantiness of their fees from other
sources generally makes it necessary for them to eke out their income
by some other occupation. The parish priest thus often keeps a
small shop or even a tavern, in which he not only helps the Papadia
to serve the guests but is ready to make up the required number
for a game of cards. All this, however, does not diminish the respect in which the clergy are held by their flocks.
Most travellers will take an interest in the Greek Convents, if for
no other reason than thatthey must often depend upon their hospitality. Some of them, such as the Megaspelaeon in the Peloponnesus
and the Hagios Konstantinos in N. Greece, resemble inns in their
treatment of travellers, except that as a rule no one is admitted
after sundown. The convents of Greece, about 150 in number, are
inhabited by monks of the order of St. Basil and are divided into
two main classes, the Coenobitic (xowofSititaot, those living in common) and the Ididrrhythmic (iSioppu&|j!.oi). In the Coenobia the
monks, generally known as the Kalogeroi (or 'good old men'), have
everything in common. On entering the convent they generally
present to it all their worldly possessions, receiving in exchange
their board and lodging. The common meals are eaten under the
presidency of the abbot ('t)you|jl£vo;) in the refectory which is
generally a long and low-roofed apartment, adorned with paintings
from sacred history at table they sit on wooden benches without
backs. The abbot, who is elected for a limited period, is by no
means invariably the oldest, but is usually the most learned of the
community. His power is almost unlimited, and the prosperity or
decay of the convent is wholly in his hands.
An account of the
Idiorrhythmic Convents is given at p. 292. Nunneries are rare except on some of the islands.
The contrast between the Greek Orthodox or National Church
and the Roman Catholic Church has become even more marked
ioal

services of the church.

,

;

—

War of Liberation. The separation of the sister-churches
2nd cent, of our era, which resisted the attempts at reconciliation made by the Curia during the Crusades, is as sharply denned
as ever. The Roman Catholics of Greece have two archbishops (at
since the

in the

Naxos and Corfu) and four bishops (Tenos, Santorini, Syra, Zante).
Probably no other country contains so many Places of Worship as Greece, in the form of churches, chapels, or 'Erimoklisia'
(ruined chapels). No matter how scanty the ruins of a chapel may
name of the saint to whom it was dedicated still clings to
the spot; the priest probably conducts a service here on the nameday of the saint, while a small lamp or wooden cross reminds the
wayfarer that a house of God once stood here. It would be considbe, the
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ered a crime to remove the ruins and drive a plough over the site,
just as the ancient Greeks inflicted the severest penalties on those
who converted the 'temenos' of the Gods to the service of man.
With the exception of a few large churches the ground-plan
and internal arrangements of all these sacred edifices are similar.
Through the Narthex, or vestibule, we enter the main body of the
church, which is separated from the semicircular Conche (i.e. shell),
or apse, by the Templon or Ikonostasis, a partition of wood or masonry pierced by three doors. The larger edifices are lighted by
side-windows, the smalleT only by the narrow opening of the Conche
and by the door. In every case the light of day is tempered by
stained glass. In the Conche, behind the Templon, stands the 'Holy
Table', or altar, covered with an altar-cloth and bearing the Gospels,
the service book, tablets with paintings of saints, and (generally) a
crucifix.
The richest ornamentation and the finest paintings are
used to adorn the Templon. [Statues or images in relief are considered heretical by the Greek church.] The central door, through
which the priest and the king are alone allowed to enter the sanctuary, is usually covered by a movable painting of Christos Pantokrator; and the other pictures generally include representations of
the Panagia, or Virgin and Child, and St. Johannes Prodromos (John
the Baptist). The service, which is carried on by the light of numerous wax candles, consists in the chanting of the liturgy and in
various acts of ritual. The laymen partake of both the bread and
wine in the Holy Communion, leavened wheaten bread (apxo?)
being soaked in a mixture of wine and water and offered to the
communicant in a spoon.

V. Chronological Survey of Greek History.
Neither in ancient nor in mediaeval times is it possible to speak of a
general history of Greece; we have only the separate records of different
towns and districts. The attempts at a Panhellenic policy which are associated with the name of Perikles were of a purely ephemeral character;
the political importance of the Amphictyonies was slight and much inferior to their religious importance; and the struggle of the Macedonian
dynasty to win the hegemony of Greece had only an apparent success in
Greece itself and finally led to the intervention of the Romans and the
dissolution of the Greek union. Not till the present century were the
Greeks able to regain their independence and establish a united kingdom.
References to the more ancient history, for which no dates can be
assigned, and more detailed accounts of later events will be found in the
historical summaries under the names of the more important towns, such
as Athens, Sparta, Thebes, Corinth, Argos, Mycense, and Messene.
I.

From the

Earliest Times to the Persian

Wars.

ca.

2000. The Pelasgians, the earliest (Semitic?) inhabitants of
Greece.
1500. The Hellenes (^Eolians or Achsans, Ionians, and Do-

ca.

1194-84. Trojan War.

ca.

rians).
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1104. Doric Migrations: the Dorians under the Herakleida?
conquer the Peloponnesus.
1068. The Dorians threaten Athens; death of Kodros, last
King of Athens.
1000. Molic, Ionic, and Doric colonies on the coast of Asia
Minor and on the islands. Homer and the Cyclic Poets,
ca. 820. Legislation of Lykourgos at Sparta.
776. Commencement of the Olympiads.
743-24. First Messenian War. Aristodemos. Destruction of
Ithome.
734. Syracuse founded by the Corinthians.
707. Tarentum (Taras) founded by the Spartans.
645-28. Second Messenian War. Aristomenes. Contests at Ira.
Tyrtaeos encourages the Spartans by his martial songs.
621. Legislation of Draco at Athens.
612. Rebellion of Kylon at Athens his murder expulsion
of the Alkmaeonidse.
600-590. Sacred War Krissa and Kirrha attacked and destroyed
by Athens and Sikyon.
594. Legislation of Solon at Athens.
560. Peisistratos becomes tyrant of Athens. The Grecian colonies in Asia Minor become dependent on the Persians.
527. Peisistratos dies. His sons Hippias and Hipparchos succeed to the tyranny.
514. Hipparchos slain by Harmodios and Aristogeiton.
510. Expulsion of Hippias (d. 490) from Athens. Reform
of Solon's code by Kleisthenes, the Alkmaeonid.

ca.

;

;

;

II.

From the Persian Wars

to

Alexander

trie

Great.

500-494. Insurrection of the Ionic Greeks under Histiaeos of
Miletos and Aristagoras.
492. First Persian Expedition against Greece. The Persian
fleet under Mardonios is wrecked near Mt. Athos.
490. Second Persian Expedition, under Datis and Artaphernes. Battle of Marathon (Miltiades).
489. Unsuccessful campaign of Miltiades against Paros.

Death of Miltiades.
480. Third Persian Expedition, under Xerxes. Battle of Thermopylae (Leonidas). Naval battles of Artemision and
Salamis (Eurybiades of Sparta, Themistokles of Athens).
Pindar's Odes. Tragedies of jEschylus (d. 456).
479. Struggle with the Persians left in Greece, under Mardonios. Battle of Platsea (Pausanias of Sparta, Aristeides
Naval battle of Mykale (Leotychides of
of Athens).
Sparta, Xanthippos of Athens).
477. Hegemony of Greece transferred to Athens. Foundation

—

of a Hellenic Symmachia.
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470. Banishment of Themistokles (d.460).
ca. 467. Death
of Pausanias.
465. Kimon victorious by sea and land at the river Eurymedon. Conquest of the Chersonesus.
464-455. Third Messenian War. Athenian auxiliaries sent back
by the Spartans (461). League of the Athenians with
the Argives.
460-456. Unsuccessful campaign of the Athenians in Egypt.
459. Ostracism of Kimon. Athenian protectorate of Megara.
458. Athenians defeated in Argolis victorious at sea against
the united fleet of the Corinthians, Epidaurians, and
ca.

;

-^Eginetans.

457-451.

449.

445.

431-404.

431.
430.
428.

War between Athens and

Sparta and Bceotia.

Defeat

of the Athenians by the Spartans at Tanagra (457).
Victory of the Athenians over the Boeotians (456) at
(Enophyta. Conquest of yEgina. Recall of Kimon (454).
Truce between Athens and Sparta (451).
Naval war with Persia. Death of Kimon during the siege
of Kition in Cyprus. Athenian fleet victorious at Salamis in Cyprus. End of the Persian wars.
Thirty Years' Peace between the Athenian and Peloponnesian Leagues. Age of Perikles. Polygnotos, the
painter; Phidias, the sculptor; Iktinos and Mnesikles,
the architects. History of Herodotus. Tragedies of Sophocles (d. 405).
Peloponnesian War. Thucydides, the historian. Tragedies of Euripides (d. 406). Comedies of Aristophanes.
Hippokrates, the physician; Polykleitos, the sculptor.
Socrates and the Sophists.
Plataea surprised by the Thebans. Invasion of Attica
by the Spartans.

The plague
The island

—

at Athens.
429. Death of Perikles.
of Lesbos revolts from Athens, but is re-

captured (427).
427. Fall of Plataea. Prosperous expedition of Demosthenes
to Acarnania.
425. Demosthenes lands in Messenia and fortifies Pylos.
Brasidas the Spartan occupies the island of Sphakteria.
Kleon, the Athenian, captures Sphakteria.
424. Kythera occupied by the Athenians. Invasion of Bceotia.
The Athenians defeated at Delion.
422. Battle of Amphipolis. The victorious Brasidas dies of
his wounds, Kleon falls in the flight.
421. Peace of Nikias.
418. Battle of Mantinea. The united Athenians and Argives
defeated by the Spartans.
416. Capture of Melos by the Athenians.
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415-413. Athenian expedition to Sicily, under Alkibiades, Nikias,
and Lamachos. Alkibiades, prosecuted for impiety, flees
to the Spartans. Destruction of the Athenian army and
fleet near Syracuse (413).
413. The Spartans, on the advice of Alkibiades, occupy Dekeleia and form a league with the Persians against
Athens. Revolt of the allies of Athens.
412. Victory of the Athenian fleet at Miletos.
411. Overthrow of the Athenian democratic constitution.
Council of Four Hundred. Recall of Alkibiades. Naval
victory of the Athenians at Abydos.
410. Victory of Alkibiades over the Spartan fleet at Kyzikos.
Athens recovers her naval supremacy.
407. Lysander the Spartan defeats the Athenian fleet at Notion. Alkibiades deposed (d. 404).
406. Victory of the Athenian fleet off the Arginussse Islands.
405. Lysander overthrows the naval power of Athens at the
battle of yEgospotami.
404. Athens surrenders to Lysander. The Thirty Tyrants.
403. Thrasyboulos restores the Democracy.
401. Campaign of Cyrus the younger against his brother Artaxerxes Mnemon. Battle of Kunaxa. Retreat of the

Ten Thousand under Xenophon.
400. Painting at its zenith under Zeuxis and Parrhasios.
399. Death of Socrates.
396-394. War of Sparta against the Persians. Agesilaos, the
Spartan, victorious in Asia (396).
395-387. Corinthian War.
Confederation of Corinth, Thebes,
Argos, and Athens against Sparta.
395. Battle of Haliartos. Death of Lysander, the Spartan.
394. Battle of Knidos. The Spartan fleet defeated by Konon
Battle of
of Athens and Pharnabazos the Persian.
Koroneia. Defeat of the allies by Agesilaos.
387. Antalkidas, the Spartan, concludes peace with the Persians.
Plato (d. 347). Isokrates (d. 338).
379-362. War between Sparta and Thebes. Thebes freed by Pe-

—

—

lopidas.

377. Foundation of a naval league by the Athenian generals
Chabrias, Iphikrates, and Timotheos.
371. Battle of Leuktra. Epaminondas defeats the Spartans.
Hegemony of Thebes.
Messenia re370. The Thebans enter the Peloponnesus.
covers its independence. Megalopolis is founded as the
capital of Arcadia.
364. Battle of Kynoskephalae. Death of the victorious Pelopidas.

362. Battle of Mautinea. Death of the victorious Epaminondas.
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Agesilaos supports the in359. Philip II. of Macedon.
surrection in Egypt. Dies on Ms voyage home (358).
Demosthenes (d. 322). Praxiteles, the sculptor.
357-355. War of the allies against Athens. Contests of the Athenians with Philip for Amphipolis.
355-346. Sacred War against Phocis.
352. Philip, victorious in Thessaly, checked by the Athenians
at Thermopylae.
348. Olynthos is destroyed by Philip.
346. Peace between Philip and Athens. ^Eschines.
340. Philip conquers Thrace and besieges Byzantium. Athens
declares war against him and forces him to raise the siege.
339, 338. Sacred War against Amphissa.
338. Battle of Chaeronea. The victorious Philip is chosen
leader of the Hellenes against the Persians.

III.

From Alexander the Great
336.

Murder

330.

327.
323.

—

Aristotle. Diogenes. Lysippos, the sculptor.
Apelles and Protogenes, the painters.
Alexander destroys Thebes.
Alexander in Asia. Battle of the Granikos.
Battle of Issos.
332. Siege of Tyre. Foundation of
Alexandria.
331. Battle of Arbela.
Revolt of the SparMurder of Darius Kodomannos.
tans. Death of King Agis II. at Megalopolis.
Alexander's expedition to India.
Death of Alexander. War breaks out among his succes-

throne.

335.
334.
333.

to the Destruction of Corinth.

of Philip II. Alexander ascends the Macedonian

—

—

—

sors (the 'Diadochi').
323, 322. The Lamian War.
321. Murder of Perdikkas.
319. Death of Antipater.
306. Antigonos and Demetrios Poliorketes assume the royal

—

title.

—

Death of Antigonos.
The jEtolian
League.
300. Epicurus and Zeno, the philosophers. The comedies of
Menander.
296. Death of Kassander.
280. The Achaean League.
287-275. Pyrrhos, King of Epirus, in Italy.
The Gauls invade
Macedonia and Greece.
278. Antigonos Gonatas rules in Macedonia.
272. Death of Pyrrhos of Epirus.
251. Aratos, general of the Achaean League, delivers Sikyon.
241. Agis IV., King of Sparta, endeavours to reform the state.
225. Kleomenes III., of Sparta, overthrows the Ephors.
301. Battle of Ipsos.

—
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221. Battle of Sellasia. The Achaeans and Macedonians defeat
Kleomenes (d. 220).
220-217. Social War, between the ^Etolian and Achaean Leagues.
215. Alliance of Philip IV. of Macedon with Hannibal, and
of the .'Etolian League with the Romans (First Macedonian War).
207. Philopcemen (the 'Last of the Greeks'), general of the
Achaean League, defeats the Spartans at Mantinea.
206. Peace between Philip V. and the ^Etolians.
200. War between Philip V. and the Romans (Second Ma-

cedonian War).
197. Battle of Kynoskephalae: defeat of the Macedonians by
Flamininus, the Roman Consul. Flamininus declares
the Greek states free.
190. Battle of Magnesia.
Victory of the Romans over Antioohos of Syria. Close of the ^Etolian League.
171-1G8. War between Perseus of Macedonia and the Romans

(Third Macedonian

War!

168. jfemilius Paulus defeats Perseus at Pydna.
148. War between the Achaean League and the Romans.
Victory of the Romans at Skarpheia.
146. Destruction of Corinth. Close of the Achaean League.

Greece and Macedonia united
vince of Macedonia.
IV. Greece under the

to

form the

Roman

pro-

Romans and Byzantines.

133. Revolt of the slaves in Attica.
88-87. The Greeks take part in the Mithridatic War.
86. Athens captured by Sulla.
Sulla's victory at Chaeronea.
85. Sulla's victory at Orchomenos.
48. Caesar defeats Pompey at the battle of Pharsalos.
42.
Antony and Octavianus defeat Brutus and Cassius at
Philippi.
31. Octavianus defeats Antony at Actiiini.
31 B.C.-14. A.D. Augustus emperor. Greece a Roman province under the name of Achaea. Revival of the leagues among
the districts of Greece.
117-138. Hadrian. Buildings erected at Athens and other parts
of Greece. Herodes Atticus, the sophist, in Athens,
ca. 170. Pausanias writes his description of Greece.
249-251. Decius. First appearance of the Goths on the borders
ca.

—

—

—

253-260.
260-268.
323-337.
361-363.

of Greece.
Valerian. Fortification of Athens.

in Attica. Defence of Athens by Dexippos.
Triumph) of Christianity.
Constantine the Great.
The Emperor Julian favours the Greeks. Unsuccessful
efforts to rehabilitate paganism.

The Goths

—
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379-395. Theodosius I. The Olympian Games celebrated for the
last time (393). Alaric and his Goths destroy Eleusis,
occupy Athens (395), and ravage the Peloponnesus.
395. Partition of the Roman empire.
467-477. Invasions of the Vandals.
527-565. Justinian 1. emperor.
529. Justinian closes the Schools of Philosophy at Athens.
540. Slavonic invasion of Hellas.
588. Avars and Slavs in the Peloponnesus.
717-741. Leo III. emperor.
727. Revolt of the Greeks, and unsuccessful naval expedition against Constantinople.
746, 747. Greece devastated by the plague. Spread of the Slavonic element in the Peloponnesus.
805.? Defeat of the Slavs at Patras.
867-886. Basil I. emperor. Conversion of the Slavs in the Peloponnesus. Photios becomes patriarch. Beginning of
the ecclesiastical schism between the Roman and Eastern
churches, which came to a head in 1054.
1019. Emperor Basil II. defeats the Bulgarian invaders of
Greece at Thermopylae and Athens. The Albanians

—

1040.

make their first appearance.
The Norwegian Varangians under Harold Haardrada

enter Athens.
1084. The Normans in Thessaly. Victorious defence of Larissa.
1204. Constantinople taken by the Crusaders. Latin empire
founded at Constantinople. Boniface de Montferrat
(d. 1207), King of Thessalonica, conquers Rceotia and
Attica. Otho de la Roche becomes ruler of Athens and
Bceotia ('Megaskyr' or Arch-Lord of Athens in 1205).
Geoffrey deVillehardouin conquers the W. coasts of
the Peloponnesus but is embarrassed by a native revolt.
1205. Guillaume de Champlitte assists Villehardouin and
becomes first Prince of the Morea.
1206. Modon and Koron occupied by the Venetians.
1207-1222. Demetrius, King of Thessalonica.
1209. Guillaume de Champlitte returns to France, leaving
Villehardouin as over-lord.
1210. Geoffrey I. de Villehardouin becomes second Prince of
the Morea. Capture of Corinth.
1211,1212. Villehardouin captures Nauplia and Argos.
1218. Death of Villehardouin. His son Geoffrey II. (d. 1245),
third Prince of the Morea, is recognized as Duke of Achaea
by the Latin emperor Peter de Courtenay.
1222. Theodore Angelos Comnenos conquers Thessalonica
ami is crowned as emperor.
1245. Guillaume II. succeeds his brother Geoffrey as fourth
Prince of the Morea (d. 1278).

—
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1246. The Emperor John III. Vatatzes of Nicsea reunites
Thessalonica with the Byzantine empire.
1248. Monemvasia is conquered by Guillaume II. of Achaea.
1256-1259. Guillaume's contests with Guy I. of Athens, the Margrave of Boudonitza, and the Dynast of Negroponte.
1259-1282. Michael VIII. Palseologus, Byzantine emperor.
1260. Guy I. made Duke of Athens.
1261. Michael conquers Constantinople. Fall of the Latin
dynasty.
1262. Guillaume II. of the Morea, taken prisoner in 1259 by
Michael, purchases his freedom by surrendering Monemvasia, the Maina, and Mistra.
1267. Baldwin II., the last Latin emperor, cedes the feudal
superiority of the Morea to Charles of Anjou.
1308. The dnchy of Athens falls to Gautier de Brienne.
1311. Overthrow of the Prankish knights by the Catalonian
mercenaries. Gautier is killed.
1312. Roger Deslaur becomes Duke of Athens.
1364. Death of Robert of Tarentum, last Prince of Achaea.
1380. Jacques de Baux (d. 1383), nephew of Robert, conquers
the Morea.
1389. Nauplia is taken by the Venetians.
1394. Rainerio Acciajuoli, Lord of Corinth, becomes Duke
of Athens.
Argos is taken by the Venetians.
1395. Theodore I. Palaeologus (1383-1407) recovers Corinth.
1396. Pierre Bordeaux de Saint-Superan (d. 1402) is recognized as Prince of the Morea by King Ladislaus of Naples.
1404. Centnrione Zaccaria of Genoa becomes Prince of the

—

Morea (d. 1432).
1430. The Morea is recovered by the Palaeologi.
1435. Thebes is taken by the Turks.
1453. Mohammed II. conquers Constantinople.

Fall of the

Byzantine Empire.
V. Greece under the Ottomans.
1456. Athens is captured by the Turks under Omar.
1460. The Turks conquer the Peloponnesus, with the exception of the Venetian possessions.
1462. Omar attacks Modon and Koron.
1463. Argos is betrayed to the Turks but recaptured by the
Venetians.
1464. The Venetian general Capello seizes Euboea and temporarily occupies Athens.
1470. Enbcea taken from the Venetians by the Turks.
1499-1501. Sultan Bajazet II. drives the Venetians out of Lepanto, Modon, Koron, and Navarino, and besieges Nauplia

and Monemvasia unsuccessfully.

V.
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1503. Peace between the Turks and Venetians.
1540. Nauplia and Monemvasia captured by the Turks.
1573. Peace concluded by the Venetians and Turks, leaving
the latter in possession of the whole of Greece.
1645-1669. Unsuccessful war of the Venetians against the Turks.
1685-1699. Conquest of the Morea by the Venetians.
1715. The Morea again taken by the Turks.
1718. Peace of Passarovitz, confirming the Turks in the possession of the Morea.
1770. Landing of the Russians under Orloff in Laconia. Revolt of the Greeks, suppressed by the Porte with the
aid of the Albanians.
1779. Hassan Pasha defeats the insurgent Albanians at Tripolitza.

1814.

The

Hetseria Philike" ('association of friends') founded

Odessa (headquarters removed

to Constantinople in
1818).
1815. The British take possession of the Ionian Islands.
1821. Alexander Ypsilantis, general of the Hetseria, crosses
the Pruth and summons the Hellenes to the War of
Independence. Successful rising in the Morea.
1822. Defeat of Dramalis by Kolokotronis and Nikitas. Defeat
of the Greeks at Peta by Kourshid Pasha.
Athens is
taken by the Greeks.
1823. Defeat of Omer Vriones at Karpenisi by the Greeks.
1824. Party-strifes among the Greeks.
1825. Ibrahim Pasha reduces the Morea.
1826. Fall of Mesolonghi. The Turks under Kioutagi capture

at

Athens.
1827. Johannes Kapodistrias elected regent. Naval battle of
Navarino. Capitulation of the Greek garrison in the
Acropolis at Athens.
1828. Ibrahim Pasha quits the Morea. Landing of the French.
1829. Protocol of London. Greece declared a hereditary monarchy but tributary to the Porte.
1830. Second Protocol of London. Greece declared an independent and sovereign kingdom.
1831. Assassination of Johannes Kapodistrias. His brother

Augustine

is elected president.

1832. Augustine Kapodistrias resigns. Prince Otho of Bavaria
is proclaimed king.
VI.

The Kingdom

of Greece.

1833. King Otho lands in Greece. Regency appointed.
1835. The king comes of age.
Armansperg, the Bavarian,
appointed chancellor.
1836. Armansperg is dismissed.
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1843. Insurrection in Athens. A constitution is granted.
1850. The British fleet blockades the Piraeus.
1854. The French take possession of the Piraeus and of the
Greek fleet (until 1857).
1862. Insurrections in Greece. Departure of the king.
1863. Prince William of Sonderburg-Gliicksburg, son of the
King of Denmark and brother of the Princess of Wales,
is elected king and ascends the throne as Georgios I.
1864. Great Britain cedes the Ionian Islands to Greece. A
new constitution is promulgated.
1881. Conference of Constantinople. Turkey cedes Thessaly
and part of Epirus to Greece.

VI. History of Greek Art.

By

Prof. Reinhard Kekule.

'Ancient Art', or the art of classical antiquity, is usually contrasted
with later Christian art, as though it were one homogeneous whole,
whereas in reality it embraces the changes and transformations of
more than a thousand years. It was affected by all the modifying
influences of the successive leadership of different races, by wide
oscillations in the position of the political and intellectual centres of
gravity, and by the antagonistic principles which must inevitably
make themselves felt in the course of a national development.
Perikles and Alexander, Caesar and Constantine are landmarks in
artistic as well as in political history. At Athens, under Perikles,
Greek art attained not only perfect independence and freedom, but
also its highest and noblest expression. Under Alexander Grecian
culture and art overflowed into Asia, whence its earliest germs
had been derived. Rome herself was Hellenistic, and the ruins
and broken forms of paganism became the foundation on which
was erected the entire framework of Christian art and culture and
of the Christian reorganisation of society. The inherited influence
of the Graeco-Roman forms is potent even at the present day,
while the germs of the same forms may be detected in ages anterior to the existence of the Greeks themselves. Regions far removed from Athens return echoes of the Attic spirit; there are reliefs at Treves, on the Rhine, and in Austria, the design of which
may be retraced to the Hermes of Praxiteles. But such extended
limits of space and time can be assigned to Greek art and its developments only when the term is used in its most comprehensive
sense. What we must consider as its kernel and essence, as its peculiar content and true characteristic,
viz. the fresh and momentous achievement of the national Hellenic spirit, and the gain to
humanity which resulted from it,
was accomplished within a comparatively short time and within the narrow limits of Greece proper.

—

—

Baedeker's Greece.

e
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first Olympiad was 1100 years before the time of Constantine,
732 years before Caesar's death, and 440 years before Alexander ascended the throne; the battle of Leuktra was fought 119 years after
Marathon. The 'Age of Perikles', an expression synonymous with an
undisturbed period of the highest artistic attainment, was restricted,
if we define it sharply, to a period as short as that which comprised
and its marvellous achievements
the life and works of Raphael
were far more exclusively confined to the mother-city of Perikles
and Phidias than was at one time supposed.
Modern science, art, and culture owe their first acquaintance
with Greek art, as well as with Greek antiquity generally, to Rome,

The

;

who, as mistress of the world, collected within her walls all the elements of ancient culture and preserved them for posterity. Imperial Rome was full of art-treasures, new and old. Victorious campaigns and the schemes of politicians private taste and artistic
perception, liberality and avarice, delight in aesthetic ornament and
the fashion of the hour, riches, luxury, the lust of the eye and the
pride of life, all combined to heap up new treasures. The most highly
prized works of the best Greek masters were copied again and
again
of some of the most admired statues more than a dozen
facsimiles have been found. It is hardly possible that there were not
also original works among the inexhaustible supplies of statues at
Rome. But the most costly objects are the most exposed to destruction. The Roman patricians would hardly have removed archaic
works from Greece in great numbers unless there were some personal, historical, or other interest connected with them. The productions of the most famous masters were, if attainable at all, always
costly. In any case they were but a handful compared with the
universal demand, to meet which, therefore, a flourishing trade in
copies of works of the best period sprang up. The splendid marbles
of the Roman museums thus do not always faithfully represent the
epochs to which they actually owe their origin; and in examining
them we must carefully and laboriously discriminate the conception
of the original inventor from what has been intentionally or unintentionally added by the copyist or remodeller. The importance of
the large detached sculptures which originated in Rome itself is
comparatively slight; the most striking and the most nationally
Roman are those on buildings and monuments of victory, like the
Arch of Titus and Trajan's Column. The Roman spirit expressed
itself most potently in extensive buildings.
It was from the material thus afforded by Rome that Winckblmann formed the views which he published in 1764 in his History
of Ancient Art, the first classic representation of ancient art-history.
Enthusiastically admired by the greatest among its author's countrymen of last century (Goethe, Schiller, Lessing, Herder), this
,

;

work may

still

claim to lay down the general principles of
it is no longer regarded as a final authority.

subject, although

its
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contrasts the limited subjects

art with the free diversity of

Greek
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and treatment of

The former appeared

art.

him so uniform that he compares it to a carefully cultivated tree,
suddenly checked and stopped in its growth by the canker-worm or
by some accident, while the unfettered life of the latter, obeying the
laws of all life, grows, blossoms, fades, and dies. 'For as every action
or event has five parts, and as it were, Ave stages,
namely beginning, progress, state of rest, decrease, and end,
in which lies the
ground of the five scenes or acts in dramatic pieces,
so it is with
the succession of time in art but since the close of art is beyond its
bounds, so there are properly only four periods in it for consideration here.
The more ancient style lasted until Phidias through
him and the artists of his time art attained its greatness. This style
may be called the great and lofty. From the time of Praxiteles to
that of Lysippus and Apelles, art acquired more grace and pleasingness this style should be named the beautiful. Some little time
subsequent to these artists and their school, art began to decline
among their imitators and we might now add a third style, that of
to

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

the imitators, until art gradually bowed itself to its fall' (Lodge's
Translation).
Of this early style he says
'the drawing was
vigorous but hard powerful but without grace and the strength of
expression detracted from beauty. But as the art of the earliest
ages was devoted only to gods and heroes, whose praise, as Horace
says, accords not with the soft lyre, this very hardness probably cooperated to give grandeur to the figures. Art, like justice in those
days, which inflicted death for the smallest offence, was severe and
hard. As we comprehend under the older style the longer period of
Greek art, this description is to be understood with some reservations, depending on the different stages of progress during that
period, in which the later works must have been very unlike the

—

:

—
;

;

earlier'.

Truth and beauty of form were attained by practice in mascualthough somewhat hard and sharply marked, outlines. 'Finally at the time when Greece attained its highest degree of refinement and freedom, art also became more unfettered and lofty for
the older style was constructed upon a system composed of rules
which, though originally derived from nature, had afterwards departed from it and become ideal. The artist wrought more in conformity to these rules than to nature, the object of imitation, for art
had created for itself a nature of its own. The improvers of art elevated themselves above this adopted system, and drew nearer to the
truth of nature, by which they were taught to throw aside, for flowing outlines, the hardness of the older style, with its prominent and
abruptly ending parts of the figure, to make the violent positions
and actions more refined and becoming, and to display in their
works less science, and more beauty, loftiness, and grandeur'. 'Now,
if the fundamental principle of the grand style, was, as it appears,
line,

;
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countenance and attitude of the gods and heroes as
from emotion, and not agitated by inward perturbation, in an
equilibrium of feeling, and with a peaceful, always even, state of
mind, we see why a certain grace was wanting no attempt even
was made to introduce it'.
Winckelmann's antithesis between the lofty style and the beautiful style culminates in his famous description of the Two Graces.
"One is like the heavenly Venus, of higher birth, the daughter of
harmony she is constant and unchangeable, even as the laws of
harmony. The other Grace is, like the Venus, daughter of Dione,
more subject to the influence of matter. She is a daughter of Time,
and only a follower of the former, or the heavenly Grace, whom
she announces to those who are not devoted to her service. She
descends from her loftiness and reveals herself kindly, without humiliation, to those who turn their eyes upon her; though not eager
to please, she is not willing to remain unknown. But the fomier
Grace, an associate of all the deities, appears to be sufficient to
herself. She does not offer herself unsolicited, she wishes to be
sought; she is too elevated ever to be much an object of sense; for,
as Plato says, 'there is no form capable of expressing the highest'.
She converses only with the wise to the mass she appears forbidding and unamiable. She conceals the emotions of her soul, and
brings herself near to the blissful serenity of the divine nature, of
which the great artists, as the ancients write, sought to delineate
an image".
These characteristics are written for all time with an iron pen.
to represent the

free

,•

;

;

The division into periods is also indispensable for a well-ordered
and comprehensive view of the subject. But Winckelmann's formulas are too simple; they do not exhaust the fulness of life in
nature and art. The various periods, the different schools, each
within its own limits, show growth, blossom, and decay. Nor is decay
always death. Even in Greece itself it is sometimes only a transformation, producing new but not less marvellous forms as embodiments of the reviving conceptions of the mind. We are now forced
to Teeognise a Titanic boldness and finished creative mastership in
periods, which, according to Winckelmann's great scheme, should
show only feebleness and prettiness as the successors of the preceding loftiness and beauty. Fortunately for us Winckelmann had no
adequate idea of the fragmentary nature of the materials out of
which he reared his imposing edifice; for had he known it, bold as
he was, he would perhaps have hesitated before his task. Since his
time many objects casting light on the history of art have been found
even on Roman soil. But the greatest flood of light has been shed
from the mother-country of Greek art, from Greece itself, the source
which he himself presaged when the idea of excavations at Olympia
occurred to him. The original Greek works are indeed, to a large
extent, no longer in their native home. Most of the Parthenon
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sculptures, the frieze from Phigaleia,

and the objects discovered at
Knidos and Halikarnassos are in London, which has long possessed
the finest collections of both the larger and smaller works of art from
Greece and Asia Minor; the J?ginetan marbles are at Munich; the
Samothrakian Nike and various sculptures from Olympia are among
the numerous other examples of Greek art in Paris; and the museum of Berlin has attained an undreamed of importance through
the possession of the Pergamene sculptures.
Nevertheless the
traveller in Greece is not reduced to merely recalling the museums
of Italy and the northern nations
:

l

Who would

'Must

—

a poet understand

visit first the poet's land.'

Greek art more than any other seems to have sucked in its
strength from the soil on which it grew. Lord Elgin could not carry
off Homer's sun, nor the rocks and sea, nor the ancient citadels,
nor the temples, which even in their ruins inspire admiration and
awe. Greece abounds in beautiful and instructive monuments and
remains and every step made in the ordering of the new state
is fraught with hope for its ancient possessions.
Lord Elgin, in removing the sculptures of the Parthenon to London at the beginning
of this century, may almost be considered as their saviour. But when
the German government began the excavations at Olympia in 1874
it had already become a matter of course that what was found in
Grecian soil must remain in Greece.
The extremely rich yield of
the Olympic excavations, the small independent museums that are
fast springing up in all the provincial capitals of the kingdom, and
the large public collections at Athens (in the National Museum, on
the Acropolis, and in the Polytechnic) all unite the peculiar features of local collections with the universal interest arising from
the fact that the variations and local peculiarities which they illustrate are those of classic art.
No science can draw certain conclusions from isolated specimens all require a long series of examples. In all that concerns the greatest artists and the highest art,
the materials at the command of the archaeologist are nothing like
so abundant or so authentic as those at the disposal of the historian
of modern art. And on this account he must all the more zealously
;

;

pursue the manifestations of the artistic spirit as these now lie before him in a thousand examples forming a series intervening between art and handicraft. And by virtue of the force and unity of
the artistic sense which permeated every ancient representation of
life to the last fibre, and by virtue of the close natural bond which
existed betwixt the artist and the craftsman, we often succeed in
winning from an unpromising witness some conclusion as to great
works of art or some determination as to the prevalent type of special
epochs and districts. Full insight into the nature of this wholesale

Our minds and senses are
is inseparable from the soil.
prepared to receive the impressions of Phidias's wonderful

production
best
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works not by London fogs, but by the bright scenery of the Ilissos,
where on its elevated site, as of old, the Parthenon, in its ruined
magnificence, is outlined against the deep blue sky.

Early Stages.

The lions which keep watch and ward above the acropolis-gate
of Mycen.s: have long been regarded also as the sentinels at the entrance to the history of Greek art. They may keep their post of
honour, although the discoveries of Dr. Schliemann have enhanced
the significance of other antiquities of Mycenae, and have raised
new problems in connection with them. The Tombs within the
fortress, still more ancient than the Gate of the Lions, have been
found to contain a valuable and varied mass of sepulchral furniture
homogeneous as regards date and origin but displaying
degrees of skill varying with each kind of object.
The repousse
work of the ornamental gold plates unquestionably shows great
beauty and a delicate and sure feeling for form. The most frequently
recurring ornamental motives are waving and serpentine lines, spirals, and rosette and star-shaped devices; next in number to these
are leaves, cuttle-fish, and butterflies.
Among the small massive
gold figures a couchant lion is distinguished by an unmistakable
feeling for style. But apart from such isolated exceptions, which
are naturally to be expected in so large an aggregate, it may be
laid down as a general rule that these Mycenean antiques are less
successful in representing nature, the higher in the scale of being
their model happens to be.
The cuttle-fish are better than the
birds, the birds better than the quadrupeds, and the quadrupeds
better than the human beings. The golden death-masks, which were
intended to reproduce the features of the deceased, are positively
repulsive in their crude mistaken forms, although they evidently aim
at as close an imitation of nature as possible, even in individual
peculiarities. The oblong limestone reliefs, found beside the tombs,
which repeat the ornamental designs of the golden articles, betray such a want of skill and artistic feeling in the representations of men and animals
that we cannot help again wondering at the different degrees of development of which the sense of
form in its various aspects is capable, even at the same period
and in the same minds. The last degree of crudeness is reached
by the small terracotta figures which content themselves with an
almost unrecognisable indication of the human form. On the other
hand many of the painted vases and fragments of vases are highly
It is true that the ornamental forms transferred from
attractive.
the golden articles to the vases, if they have been developed (as,
e.g., the spiral) from actual working in metal, lose in transference, multiplication, and new arrangement. But on the vases
as on the golden plates, the representation of vegetable forms and
,

,

,

,
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Of the lower marine animals bears the stamp of fresh and independent observation of nature and in both we can detect this original
freshness yielding to a less intelligent perception. The Mycenean
vases show certain of the characteristics of the well-known geometrical style, the most striking instances being the triangles
filled in with lattice-work and the birds with striped bodies. These,
;

however, are isolated forms and do not affect the essential and distinct general character. The Mycenae vases are as clearly distinguished from the vases of the geometrical style as they are
different from the vases of the so-called early Corinthian style. They
convey a more original, and, if we may use the phrase, a more genuine impression, than the great bulk of the geometrical vases hitherto
found in Greece they are also more ancient than the latter, many
of which show traces of a scheme of design worn threadbare through
repetition, and of a certain apathy in the ornamentation.
But the
Geometrical Style, with its combinations of lines and points, waterfowl, horses, and fork-like men, is in its turn more ancient than
the Early Corinthian Style, with its lions, panthers, boars, and
fantastic animal forms, and full rosette ornamentation. This last
style has adopted a large variety of easily recognisable Asiatic
motives, whereas there is as yet no unanimity among authorities as
to the origin of the geometrical style. Some are inclined to rest
content with remarking that the most primitive elements of decoration may be independently developed in different places under similar
conditions of material and skill. Others regard the settled system of
geometrical decoration, which apparently cannot be propagated or
transplanted except as an entire system, as a primaeval common
possession of the Indo-European family
while others again
support the view that this style was a preliminary stage in AsiaticSemitic art also, before the latter reached the richly matured system of rosettes and conventional plant-forms, which is so familiar to us in the examples of its best period.
This last opinion
would imply therefore that the geometrical style was a reflex, of
an early stage of Semitic decoration, as the early Corinthian style
undoubtedly was of the later Semitic decorative style. The true
explanation will probably prove to be that the particularly large
and striking examples, of the geometrical style found in Greece
are in reality Imports from Phoenicia, while the variety as such
was adopted by the Greek potters, and continued to be produced
within fixed limits, even after the system as a system had disappeared. Merchants of the same foreign stock must at an earlier
date have imported the vases, jewels, and images to Mycense, to
supply the demand created by the funeral magnificence of the
Mycenean rulers, while in other parts of Greece they contented
;

;

themselves with the sale of cheaper wares. The workmanship of
ami as
the golden masks and of the crude reliefs is also Phoenician
these objects can hardly be supposed to have been produced any;
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where except on the spot, it follows that the Mycenean princes
must have had Phoenician artists at their command, probably in
the nearest foreign market of such articles. The whole appearance
of the

Mycenean

antiquities presupposes the existence of Egyptian

and Assyrian art, but in relation to Greece proper they are of immemorial antiquity. The year 1000 B.C. may be set down as
their approximate date, though they may perhaps be even older.
The successive strata of the discoveries in Mycenae are of different
The more recent have yielded the vases that may without
ages.
hesitation be classified under the geometrical style. The so-called
Treasuries and the Gate of the Lions are also among the less ancient
antiquities of Mycenae.

The

Treasuries are in reality

sumptuous resting-places

for the

dead and their treasures. They are domed structures, with primitive vaulting formed by the gradual approach of successive overlapping courses of stone, access to the interior being afforded by
passages between walls of masonry. In the so-called Treasury of
Atreus the central domed chamber was lined with metal plates, while
behind lay a smaller apartment, which was perhaps the burial-vault
proper. The weight to be supported by the lintels was lessened by
leaving triangular spaces in the walls immediately over the doors.
The same device is used above the principal gate of the citadel,
where the ornamental slab which covers the opening bears the
famous Relief of the Lions. The capital of the pilaster found among
the ruined decorations of the door of the Treasury of Atreus is
also akin to the curious capital of the column between the lions;
these are forms which nowhere occur in fully developed Greek architecture. The lions themselves, the lifelike appearance of which was
originally enhanced by colour, are grouped in a manner which has
been usual in Asia from a very early period. The same arrangement
recurs in pairs of all kinds of animals on the golden ornaments
from the oldest graves in Mycenae; and, in another domain of Greek
art, it is not unfrequently seen on vases of the early Corinthian type.
The relief over the gate at Mycenae displays an unmistakeable advance, not only on all the other Mycenean representations of animals, but also on those of Assyrian art in its final state, as it preIn its representations of human
beings and animals Assyrian Art degenerated from a high degree
of skill in perception and reproduction into a superficially learned
and conventional system. If only the muscles that were known to
exist were distinctly enough indicated, it mattered not whether
they looked like strings. Neither eye nor hand perceived the necessity of observation and sympathetic feeling in handling the more
delicate lines or the swelling curves of the larger figures, and this
deficiency was even more evident in the smaller details. Breadth
and fulness in all forms was lost in empty and inert size; conventional ornament, which the Assyrian artists had used with massents itself to us for comparison.

;
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was illegitimately extended
and muscles were arbitrarily arranged like
lifeless material on principles of at best but approximate suitability
the human hair and beard, and the furs and tails of animals came
to be arranged with trivial formality in tufts, ringlets, and curls.
In spite of their antique quaintness the lions of Mycenae are positively surprising in their fresh and direct appreciation and lifelike reproduction of living nature, and in the understanding of feline
motion and form that speaks from the extended bodies. The artist
who first sketched the outline on the hard Mycenean stone, boring
holes at the chief points, is unknown; but to whatever race he belonged, there certainly breathes in the hoary monument some of that
Greek spirit, which never lost sight of nature behind the traditions
of a handicraft, and never mechanically repeated the forms that it
had once mastered, but by constant reference to the standard of
renewed and accurate observation of nature gradually improved
and remodelled them. The struggle to perceive, appreciate, and
represent the chosen subject, which must be successful before the
significance of what is represented can be intelligibly expressed
the struggle with material and its technical handling, which at
once render the artistic representation possible and afflict it with
difficulties and limitations
this struggle begins at the beginning
of the history of art, and continually renews itself in its course,
though in less elementary forms. The pursuit, the loss, the redisterly skill in its appropriate sphere,
to organic life; eyes, ears,

;

;

—

covery of nature do not exhaust art-history, but all its intellectual
contents embody themselves under these forms, and are subject to

immutable laws. Small, rudely-carved, and imperfect human
marble have been found in the islands of Greece; and
however un-Greek they appear, they are possibly the work of Greek
hands. But however spontaneous may have been the immature efforts of the first Greeks who turned an unskilful knife or chisel to
imitative sculpture, the fact remains that the genius of Greek art,
which raised it to its unequalled eminence, was awakened and
strengthened by the example and contrast of more ancient peoples
and cultures. Long before the first Greek temple arose, long before
even the first Greek carver made his childish essays, Egyptian Art
stood full-grown and self-contained.
In the struggle to master
nature, great artists had discovered fixed principles of proportion
and design by which nature could be reduced to rule and bound;
the mighty buildings of the Pharaohs arose in obedience to approved rules, which included and encouraged an immense variety
of form and ornament. The independent Art of the BabylonianAssyrian Empire, the dominion of which stretched to the shores
of Asia Minor, stood beside Egyptian art, from which it had derived
its' stimulus.
The Shield of Achilles in Homer is the miraculous
work of a god; it was hardly possible in listening to its description
to remember accurately the various scenes which Hephasstos forged
their

figures in
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much less to group them into an articulate, artistically
arranged mental picture. But the actual works of art which inspired
the imagination of the poet were not Greek. The details of the scenes
on the shield find their closest parallels in the representations on
Egyptian and Assyrian monuments, and in the metal dishes, which
the Phoenicians carried from their native land far and wide through
the Mediterranean. The silver bowl with a golden rim which belonged to Menelaos was the work of Hephaestos, but a gift fromPhsedimos, King of Sidon the silver bowl offered by Achilles as a prize
for racing was made by the cunning Sidonians, and brought across
the sea by Phoenician mariners; Hekuba had store of garments
wrought by the hands of the women of Sidon, and brought thence
by Paris himself; Agamemnon's armour was forged in Cyprus; the
tripod and silver basins, the golden spindles and spinning-basket
in the house of Menelaos and Helen came from Egypt.
Greek art at its beginning, or soon after its independent beginning, borrowed not only technical knowledge, tools, mechanical
devices and contrivances, but also settled forms and types, fixed
conventionalities in representation and arrangement, and not unfrequently even the subject of its representations. This can be most
easily seen in the manual decoration of utensils, and in the shape
and pictures of the early vases. Even when the mode of communication cannot at once be explained, the fact of the transference,
the stimulus of foreign models, the blossoming of germs imported
from abroad, is clearly established. Greek Architecture would seem
to have existed at this early period only as a self-evolved, perfected
system. As a matter of fact, however, it had already discovered and
tested its principles, in obedience to which the individual genius of
each great architect exercised itself, in a prolonged series of tentative gropings. The idea of the column with base and capital was
early-Egyptian, and so, too, the entasis and taper, the supplementary
use of vegetable forms in exterior decoration, and the artistic device
of fluting columns and pillars. Forms in which the elements of the
Ionic capital are unmistakeably evident occur not only in Egyptian
and Assyrian ornamentation, but also in Assyrian columns. Phoenician and Persian monuments attest the wide spread of all these individual constituents, and the universal acquaintance with them at
the period of the rise of Greek art. But from the far narrower Held
known to them, the Greeks selected but sparingly, taking only what
was appropriate to their peculiar genius. There is an inexhaustible
opulence of fantastic capital-forms in Egyptian art; the Greek spirit
contents itself with the development and refinement of two principal
orders. The Greeks did not borrow everything, and they never borrowed a whole; they rejected the outworn, and developed the living
germs to an undreamed of beauty. The Greek idea of a temple as a
peripteros had as little a direct model among the pre-Hellenic peoples, as the Doric and Ionic orders. For the wonderful architectural

in bronze,
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of the Greeks (to the first development of which the Doric
and Ionic races, as the nomenclature indicates, contributed most
influentially) was not the sudden invention of a logical mind, deducing the forms at the first attempt from the construction of the
building and finding at once in nature the appropriate ornaments
and symbols.
The elements of form which received their full
development from the creative power of Greek genius had been
introduced to it from the first as architectonic their transference
from nature and handiwork had taken place before the Greeks were
acquainted with them and nowhere had the old forms discovered
by their teachers caught the stormy pulse-beat, the sound fresh life
of the youthfully vigorous Greek folk, with its myths of heaven and
earth, its sense of form, and its worship of beauty.
skill

,

,

,

;

,

Development and Zenith of Archaic Art.

As

a people the

Greeks were approximately contemporaneous

with the Persians, against whom they were afterwards to measure
their strength, in attaining real independence and consequence.
Greek art reached its earliest period of florescence, worthily so called,
at the courts of the Greek tyrants, who flourished at about the same
time as the Lydian monarchy.
The earliests art-centres of which
the names have come down to us are the islands of Cretb, Samos,
Chios, and Naxos, with which Paros was closely connected; the
earliest buildings of universal renown were the Heraeon in Samos
and the Artemision at Ephesus. Samos was the home of Workers in
Bronze and of Architects ; Chios and Naxos were renowned for Sculpture in Marble, and the Cretan artists excelled in Sculpture and Architecture. Four generations of Chian Sculptors have left names behind them
Melas, his son Mikkiades, his grandson Archermos, and
his great-grandsons Boupalos and Athenis, the last two flourishing
about 540 B. C. Considerable light has recently been thrown on the
activity of this insular school of Greek sculpture by the discoveries
during the French excavations at Delos and Samos. The most ancient specimen yet found, dating probably from the 7th cent. B.C., is
the votive offering of a Naxian woman in Delos to Artemis, unfortunately in poor preservation. This is a very quaint draped female
:

—

statue recalling

by

its

flattened form (like

many

terracotta figures)

xoanon ) which was even;in antiquity applied
to primitive images of the gods, but in spite of its crudeness and
simplicity displaying unmistakeable traces of a peculiarly Greek inspiration. Some of the peculiarities of Wood Carving, and even perhaps a passing resemblance to Egyptian figures, may be noted in
this work, while a rounder and fuller draped female statue, found
in Samos, presents many points of likeness to the works of Assyrian
art. But in this latter case also the Greek spirit gives unmistakeable
evidence of its activity; the whole appearance of this Samian statue,
the folds of the garment and the forms in geueial, are more refined
the expression 'board'

l

(

,

)
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and delicate than is usually the case in Assyrian work. The most
important discovery was that made at Delos, of a female figure
(evidently a Nike) in the act of running, with wings on her hack
and shoulders, and her brow hound with a fillet. As seen from the
front, the face and the body are turned towards the spectator, while
the legs are in profile. The left arm, held in an angular position at
the left hip, expressed the exertion of running, while the outstretched right hand probably grasped a wreath as the symbol of

The expressive attitude and the delicate precision of design in the slender figure and its robe reveal not only the hand of
a Greek, but of a Greek who had already reached a certain degree of
The arrangement and design of the figure, thus
artistic culture.
represented as running towards the spectator, are evidently based
to some extent on the principles which prevailed in the relief and
decorative style; and we are thus justified in concluding that the
mode of representing the human form in active motion was introduced from the traditions of the early relief or decorative style
at a time when, as the Nike itself shows, sculpture in the round had
already attained considerable development in separate representations of heads, and doubtless of the human body at rest. Ancient
traditions relate that Archermos of Chios was the first sculptor to
represent Nike with wings; and there must have been some statue
may not only suppose
of his which gave colour to the assertion.
that it was like the Nike found at Delos, but we have good grounds
for believing that statue to be the very Work of Archermos in question
for close beside it was found a pedestal corresponding to it
in size and bearing the names of the famous Chian artists Mikkiades and Archermos. On the other hand none of the works yet
found can be attributed with any certainty to the Cretan sculptors
Skyllis and Dipoinos, who introduced their art to the Peloponnesus.
Several Spartans and Tektaeos and Angelion are named among their
scholars. The last two executed at Delos a statue of Apollo bearing the Graces on his hand, and they are said to have been the
teachers of Kallon of /Egina. A whole series of archaic nude youthful figures has been discovered, the best-known example being the
Apollo of Tenea, now at Munich. They agree in design with an early
type of Apollo, who must have been represented in the same or a
similar style; but some at least of the figures we now possess must
have been intended for statues of human youths, and were used for
sepulchral monuments. They illustrate very different degrees of development, owing probably to local as well as to chronological and
but their common features are more striking
stylistic variations
than their differences, and we may perhaps take this youthful nude
type for a development of the early Cretan school. Another artistic immigrant into the Peloponnesus (at an unknown date) was
Bathykles of Magnesia on the Mseander, in Oaria, an Ionic district
of Asia Minor lying opposite Samos. He constructed a throne for
victory.

We

;

;
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an ancient image of Apollo in Amyklae, adorning it richly with
scenes from the myths of the gods and heroes. If we assume, as
we fairly may, that Bathykles followed the artistic usages of his
native land, the extant list of these representations is equivalent
to an epitome of the mythical material and of the nature of the
scenes with which Early Ionic Art chiefly bnsied itself. A specimen on the other hand of native Early Peloponnesian Art, dating
perhaps from the 7th cent. B.C., is afforded in an ancient chest,
adorned even more lavishly with mythical scenes, which was placed
in the Heraeon at Olympia, as a votive offering from the Corinthian
dynasty of the Kypselidse. A more exact conception of the style
and composition of the Amyklsean throne may be obtained from the
ancient vases from the Ionian town of Chalkis in Euboea; and of
the chest of Kypselos from the early-Corinthian vases.
Corinth and Chalkis, which exported vases at an early date,
supplied the potters of Attica with both patterns and motives for
painted vases, until at last the latter rivalled their teachers, and
themselves began to export, especially to Etruria. About 500 B.C.
the Athenians added the art of painting red figures on the vases to
the earlier method of black-figure painting, and in the gradual
development of this art they inundated every place open to their trade
with a wholesale production of vases. This invention betokened a
victorious advance of the Attic genius; for in art, as well as in
handicrafts generally, Athens was at first more receptive than
creative.
The sculptors from the ethnically cognate Pakos seem
to have at first exercised more influence in Attica than any other
foreign artists.
The early sculpture in the round discovered at
Athens is generally of Parian marble; and even at a much later
date, the stone-cutters and sculptors of Paros seem to have played
in Athens the r6le nowadays played in Rome by the natives of Carrara.
In fact the migrations of all kinds of artists at this time seem to have
been very extensive. Alxenor of Naxos worked in Bceotia, Aristion
of Paros at Athens; Ephesus and Erythrse in Asia Minor, and Tegea
in Arcadia possessed works by Endoeos, who also, according to an
inscription, carved the sepulchral statue of an Ionic woman interred
at Athens. Myron and Phidias studied for a while in the school of
Argos; and their elder countrymen probably also served an apprenticeship abroad. The steles of Lyseas and Aristion, with portraits of the deceased, are among the most suggestive of the Early
Attic Funeral Monuments now extant.
The portrait of the former
was in colours only, that of the latter in coloured sculpture in low
relief. Lyseas was represented in solemn tranquility, like a priest
making ready for a libation, with the lustration branch in his left
hand and a goblet in his right Aristion appears in all the glory of
full armour, shirt of mail, helmet, and greaves, with a lance in his
hand. Under the life-size main scene on the stele of Lyseas was placed
a smaller picture, representing a rider galloping towards the right
;
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recalling doubtless
and leading a riderless horse by his left hand
some race won by the deceased when a boy. The corresponding space
stele of Aristion is now vacant, but doubtless it originally held
a similar painting. Sculpture and painting were thus not hostile to
each other, nor mutually exclusive; but, on the contrary, as the portrait of Aristion itself indicates, colour was the natural finish to all
sculpture in archaic works of this kind. The ingenious Aristokles,
who made the monument, was certainly as proud (and probably
prouder) of the careful painting on the figure of Aristion, as of the
plastic modelling below the colouring. Both of these steles date
from the 6th cent. B.C., before the expulsion of the Peisistratidse.
When that event took place in B.C. 510, the most famous sculptor
in Athens was Anterior, for to him was entrusted the execution of
the bronze statues of Harmodios and Aristoge iton, the much-lauded
pair of friends who slew the tyrant Hipparchos. This group was
erected on a conspicuous site in the market-place, but when Xerxes
made himself master of Athens, he carried off this symbol of Athenian freedom to Persia, where it remained till the time of Alexander
the Great or one of his successors. The Athenians had replaced
the stolen group as quickly as possible by another from the hands
of Kritios and Nesiotes, which must have been, of course, a close
replica of the older one. It has been found possible to reconstruct
its composition from the various references and imitations, plastic
and otherwise, which we now possess. The two assailants were reHarmodios,
presented in the act of rushing forward side by side,
the younger and more impetuous, brandishing a sword aloft in his
right hand, while Aristogeiton, holding his sheath before him in
his left hand, had the swOTd in his lowered right, equally ready
to parry, to thrust, or to strike. The violent action and exertion
were expressed by the archaic constraint of position and attitude, and the archaic and severe treatment of the forms, while in
grouping the two figures were not organically connected. But
the energy with which the inventive artist entered into the impulse
and mood of the deed, the graphic animation of the action, the
truth and sincerity of the perception and reproduction of tho nude
bodies, and the decision with which he emphasized what appeared
to him essential and significant, are still reflected in the marble
replicas. Despite all the fidelity with which we may credit the copyists, there are still, however, great difficulties in the way of arriving at any perfectly certain estimate of the style either of Antenor, or of Kritios and Nesiotes.
The ancient art of the Doric island of /Egina, which reached a
peculiarly high level, was of quite a different character from that
shewn in this celebrated example of early Athenian sculpture. And
although the independent importance of this neighbouring but hostile island was terminated by the victory of the Athenians in 458 B.C.,
we still have some original vEginetan sculptures, in the famous
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from the pediments of the Temple of Athena, which now form
the most valuable treasure of the Glyptothek at Munich. Both

figures

pediments were occupied with combats between vEginetan heroes
and Trojans; in the W. were Ajax and Teucer and other Greek
heroes defending the body of Achilles, in the E. were Telamon and
Hercules, while Athena was placed beside both the fathers and the
sons. In all their main features the two compositions corresponded
closely to each other. There was no abrupt transition from the
base-angles to the middle of the triangular pediments; the intervening spaces were not left empty, but were filled in with combats of various kinds as elaborately as was consistent with the
distinctness of the groups projecting like reliefs from the background, and with the conventionalism which had already begun to
reign in the representations of the contests betwixt two parties over
the body of a fallen warrior. When these vEginetan marbles were discovered (181 1) they presented an inexplicable riddle to the art-critics
of the day; the long-limbed, short-bodied figures, with their stereotyped smiling faces showed such a singular combination of beauty,
strangeness, and (in some details) imperfection in their reproduction of nature, that they appeared to be anything but Greek, according to the then current ideas of Greek art. Subsequent discoveries of
early Greek antiquities have rescued the -Eginetans from their supposed isolation, and observation, gradually sharpened by experience,
has been able to detect, amid all the apparent uniformity, differences
between the gods and men, the victors and vanquished, the unwounded and the dying. The celebrated '^Eginetan smile' was an attempt to
express life, emotion, and feeling, and it was not the only such attempt
in archaic sculpture. In these compositions it is employed for different purposes and with various effect in the different figures as, for
example, in the recumbent and mortally wounded warrior from the
E. pediment, where the effect is most impressive. Despite all their
involuntary or intentional resemblances to the W. sculptures, the E.
groups belong to a more recent stage of art, and the differences between them are probably due to a slight difference of date; for in
Greece, as elsewhere, the rapid and uniform completion of large
buildings was often interrupted and retarded by political events
and accidents. Perhaps the one composition may be referred to
immediately before 480, and the other to immediately after; in any
for
case neither can be more recent than the subsequent 20 years
the^Eginetan school of sculpture never advanced beyond the archaic
maturity and finish displayed in these statues, and we must make
use of them in endeavouring to form an idea of the art of Onatas,
the most famous artist of jEgina. Another variety of Doric art is
what may perhaps be called the Megarean, inasmuch as the only
examples as yet known of it are the reliefs from the pediment of
the Treasury of the Megareans at Olympia, and the Metope Reliefs
of Temple F in Selinous (Sicily). All [these examples date from
;

;
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the end of the 6th cent. B.C., and d al, with genuine strength and
boldness, with the same theme of the combat of giants, depicting
the straits and dangers of battle, the fall and the agonies of the
wounded with an uncompromising realism, that wields the newlywon mastery over the material of expression with unmeasured and
even exaggerated force. But just as the earlier metopes in Selinons
indicate a previous stage of art, which it is impossible to suppose
was entirely without connection with the reliefs of Temple F, so
also the Metopes of the Heraeon in the same place reveal traces not
only of that original unreflecting wildness (referred to above) but
also of a quiet, cheerful, and naive charm, which might almost be
described as rustic. From this we learn that the artistic impulse
and development, included under the term 'Megarean Style',
extended in various directions and sought expression in various
ways, while even yet its boundaries cannot definitely be laid
down. But our conception of Pythagoras of Rhegium, who flourished in the first half of the 5th cent. B.C. , and carved a number
of statues of Olympic victors, attains some degree of actuality, if we
use the light afforded by the agonised giant on the metope of Temple
F, the pediment-reliefs of the treasury of the Megareans, and the
later Selinuntian metopes, as a guide in conjuring up his Philoktetes, 'a cripple the very sight of whom seemed to affect the gazer
with the pain of his wound', and his group of Eteokles and Polyneikes, the brothers who fell by each other's hand.
The latest development of archaic art also includes the whole
Plastic Ornamentation of the Temple of Zeus at Olympia, the metopes
and the two pedimental groups, which Pausanias, either by his own
mistake or misled by erroneous tradition, ascribed to Alkamenes,
the pupil of Phidias, and to the equally late sculptor Paeonios. From
time immemorial Olympia was full of votive offerings from far and
near; it was a museum of the productions of artists of probably
every school of Hellenic art, and doubtless also of foreign artists,

who executed their works on the spot. But no independent native
school of art ever flourished at Olympia. When the Eleians resolved
to build a new and splendid temple to Zeus, during the period of
enthusiasm which flushed the Greek genius immediately after the
Persian wars, they found, it is true, in Libon a native architect
who could direct the building; and in a few decades (c. 470-448)
the entire work, with all its subsidiary details, was finished. But
there is no doubt that the Eleians were dependent upon foreigners
for their practical designers and masons; and this was still more
decidedly the case as regards all the sculptured work. If, as has been
supposed, it was a N. Greek school of art that supplied Elis with
masters, we are naturally inclined to identify this with the Argive
school of Ageladas and indeed it would be difficult to suppose that
neither masters nor men came from a place so near But Olympia looks
towards the W. the most brilliant aspirants in the games and the
;
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most magnificent votive offerings came from Magna Graecia and
Sicily. The sculptures of the Temple of Zeus offer more points of
resemblance to the sculptures of Selinous and the W. than to those of
any other school and possibly an actual connection may hereafter
be established. The general appearance of these sculptures is rich
and varied, but at the same time they produce a somewhat strange
impression, an impression that would be intensified if we could see
them in their original coloured state. For that they were coloured
is proved not only by the abundant and unniistakeable traces of pigments still to be seen upon them, but also by the consideration that
the entire method of representation is unintelligible on any other
hypothesis. Each of the compositions occupying the triangles of
the tympanon has a prominent figure exactly in the middle. In the
E. pediment, where the preparations of OEnomaos and Pelops for
the race were depicted, two other erect forms support the central
one, followed on each side by a stationary chariot and four, surrounded by sitting, stooping, and kneeling figures, while the angles
are occupied by recumbent river-gods. In the "W. pediment the cen;

contrasted with wildly agitated groups of Centaurs,
as they approach the angles, where the
composition ends in figures falling forwards and in prone forms supporting themselves on their elbows. The one pediment is occupied
by somewhat stiff and uniform figures, placed side by side as best
might be, the other by the wild conceptions of a primitive and extravagant genius, which cannot sufficiently exhaust itself in the
tral figure is

which increase in violence

energy of the most forcible movements and contortions, in its rude
enthusiasm for animal life and the accompanying realism of representation. In the one case we see the embarrassment and inexperience of archaic art, in the other its defiance of discipline.
These groups are not the products of different and opposed styles
of art; they illustrate merely different aspects of the same art.
Every comparison of motive, type, and workmanship makes it
more and more clear that the two pediments are to be regarded
from the same point of view. The metopes also, which from their
position in the structure are necessarily older than the pedimental
figures, display so many stylistic relationships with the latter that
they must be referred to the same school, although in some cases
they show individual nuances of style. In the E. metope representing Atlas and Hercules, where the body of Hercules is elaborate*!
with a delicacy that in the circumstances is surprising, the head of
the Hesperid, for example, is of the same type as the head of the
sitting nymph in the W. metope of Hercules and the Stymphalian
birds and the arrangement of the drapery corresponds to a somewhat
conventional motive which is elsewhere repeated to satiety. The representation of the Hesperid assisting the hero to bear his burden,
by lightly grasping the cushion which eases the pressure of his
load, has justly been pointed out as one instance of the naive
;
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popular humour, which pervades the whole conception of the adventure in which Hercules and Atlas alternately outwit each other;
it is the same popular humour that breaks out somewhat broadly in
the early Selinuntian metope of Hercules and the Kerkopes, and
that breathes with an airier charm in the later Selinuntian relief
of Zeus and HeTa on Mt. Ida. The tempestuous vigour of the W.
pediment finds its closest parallel in the relief of Hercules subduing
with strenuous exertion the rampant bull behind him, though in
the metope the composition is naturally more concentrated.
For the most important of all the temple sculptures, the image
of Zeus himself, which must have been taken in hand as the exterior adornments were approaching completion, the Eleians turned
to an Attic master, to Phidias.

Phidias and his Contemporaries.

Both native and foreign artists had found a rich field of activity
and many inducements in the Athens which had so distinguished
itself during the Persian Wars, and which had subsequently secured the hegemony among the Ionic Greeks. But their position was
incomparably superior when the city of Theseus rose to the head of
the island-empire of which stretched
the Attic-Delian League
along the coast of Asia Minor from Lycia on the S. to Byzantium
andAstakoson thePropontis, and along theThracian shores on the N.
Riches, power, and talent poured into the capital of the League,
and the great undertakings which presented themselves to Athens
were no less gloriously executed than nobly conceived. The tradition
that when jEschylus fought at Salamis, Euripides was horn, and
that Sophocles danced at the festival of victory is at least symbolically true. The citizens of Attica, boldly and resolutely staking their
very existence, had won victory and power and it was the enthusiastic contemplation of this same glorious era, in which their
fathers had fought, that inspired the great men who gave the Athens
of Perikles its character and fame. Among those who as children
or youths had witnessed the contest was Phidias, born in the year
of Marathon or a little earlier. His father was named Charmides,
and his teachers are said to have been Hegias, the Attic sculptor,
and Ageladas, the head of theArgive school. His most conspicuous
artistic contemporaries were Polygnotos, the painter, and the sculptors Kalamis and Myron, all older than himself. Polygnotos, the
oldest of all, had come from the island of Thasos; he was the scion
of a family of painters, and scorned all payment for his works, receiving instead honours at Delphi and citizenship at Athens. His
most celebrated works were two frieze-like series of frescoes in a
hall (Lesche) at the former city, representing Hades and the De,

;

The central picture in the Trojan series depicted
the Greek heroes assembled to judge the outrage of Ajax upon Kassandra. Kassandra was depicted as sitting on the ground, still holdstruction of Troy.
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ing in her hands the image of Athena to which she had tied for
protection; Ajax was taking the oath; and Agamemnon, Menelaos,
Ulysses, Akamas, and Polypcetes, the son of Peirithoos, were grouped around. Troy appeared in the background
the head of the
wooden horse rising above the walls, which were being demolished
by Epeios, the artificer of the horse. To the right and left of this
central picture were represented wild scenes of destruction.
The
aged Nestor was here seen wearily beginning to retire, while there
the wild Neoptolemos pursued alone his murderous career. The
dead and dying lay around, or were being conveyed to burial women
and children clung to the altars the captive Trojan women lamented with Andromache, who clasped her child to her bosom, and with
Medesikasta and Polyxena, the daughters of Priam. Priam himself
and Agenor were represented seated in gloomy despair, while Helen,
on the other hand, surrounded by her maidens, received like a
haughty princess the prayers of Demophon, son of Theseus, to free
his grandmother Mthxa., who was one of her slaves. The beautiful
slaves Briseis and Diomede gaze with amazement upon Helen,
whose fateful beauty had been the unhappy cause of the war. Antenor alone of the Trojans found mercy; and a scene at one end of
the large painting represented his departure with his family from
their former home, which was distinguished by a panther-skin.
The corresponding scene at the other end represented the striking
of Menelaos's tent and the preparation of his ship for the homeward voyage. There was thus a contrast of sea and land at the different sides of the fresco.
The scene in Hades represented the
reedy Acheron, with Charon's wherry, and the patient Ulysses offering up his sacrifice. The hero, sitting in a stooping posture as he
conjured up the shades of the departed, stretched his sword across
the chasm to which the spectre of the seer Teiresias approached,
while Ulysses's mother Antikleia remained sitting on a stone behind.
Hades was filled with the shades of famous heroes and expiators
Tityos, Tantalos, Sisyphos, Agamemnon, Patroklos, Achilles,
Meleager, and many more. A spirit of horror, coloured like a bluebottle fly and viciously showing its teeth, squatted on a vulture's skin,
recalling with pitiless emphasis the horrors of decay. Besides the
well-known figures of Tantalos and the others, the painter had added
various typical representations of punishments for the most deadly
sins, such as dishonour of parents, simony, and necromancy. Those
who had despised the Mysteries exhausted themselves in fruitless
toil, while on the other hand Kleoboea, the priestess of Demeter, had,
as we may suppose, no such expiation. But the Greeks, in their representations of the existence led by the shades in the under-world,
paid but little attention to the promises held out by the Mysteries.
In the picture of Polygnotos there was no difference made betwixt
the good and the evil, except that indicated above. Whatever the
;

;

;

—

—

soul

had experienced in the light of day, and whatever moulded
f*

its

:
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character there, remained to it in the realm of shades. Paris gazes
after women; Thainyris is blind and his lyre is broken; Aktseon,
who was torn to pieces by his hounds, sits, as in life, with

Autonoe Marsyas, whom Apollo so cruelly punished, teaches the
young Olympos to play the flute Eriphyle possesses the necklace,
which when alive she purchased with the basest treachery, but she
suffers no punishment; Thersites plays at dice with the heroes,
;

;

just as the innocent daughters of Pandareos play with astragali.
The noblest heroes reap no harvest of bliss for their deeds. The joy
and misery, the guilt and innocence, of the upper world, obey the
same law in the realm of shades there is indeed absolution, but
absolution that is ignorant of hope and joy
;

l

I

had rather

live

'The servile hind for hire, and eat the bread
'Of

some man

scantily himself sustain'd,
all the shades'.
(Od. xi. 489-491, Cowper's Translation.)
•

'Than sovereign empire hold o'er

These are the words of Achilles to Ulysses in Hades and there
no myth more characteristically Greek than that of Admetos
and Alkestis. Polygnotos collected the materials for his great works
from various sources from the poetic traditions of the epos, from
popular conceptions, and even from popular jests, as well as from
the already existing store of artistic types and themes. But he
contributed original matter also; and he ennobled and vivified all
that he borrowed with his own rich and exalted personal genius.
So lofty a strain of earnestness runs through his works, that Aris;

is

:

recommended a contemplation of them as the best lesson for
the rising generation. The technical means by which Polygnotos
produced so lofty an effect were of the most limited description, in
fact so old-fashioned and simple, that in Roman times, admiration
for his pictures was ridiculed as pedantic affectation.
He was
the only master of reputation in later times, who drew the bodies
of his figures as visible through their garments
and critics were
naive enough to consider this and some other peculiarities as 'inand as advances which he had been
ventions' of Polygnotos
the first to make. One of the advances which he really did make
in this direction consists rather in the fact, that, starting from a
conventional and, to a certain extent, systematic representation of
drapery, he succeeded in imparting to it a freer and more expressive
motion. Polygnotos painted the Stoa Pcekile at Athens, built by
Peisianax, brother-in-law of Kimon, and the Anakeion and probably
the Theseion also contained pictures by him while the Pinakotheka
of the Propylsea on the Acropolis may also later have had works
from his brush. But at Athens Mikon, a sculptor as well as a
painter, seems soon to have been more popular than Polygnotos, who
may be regarded as his master and older contemporary. Mikon
depicted the contests of the Athenians with the Amazons and other
scenes from the life of Theseus ; and in partnership with Panaenos
totle

;

,
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he painted the battle of Marathon, with portraits of Miltiades,
Kallimachos, and Kynsegiros.

The birthplace of the sculptor Kalamis
most renown

is

unknown. He won

but he was also admired for
the delicate quaintness with which he treated drapery
to which
like Polygnotos, he seems to have imparted a certain air of motion
and for the naive and modest beauty, and the
and freedom
lurking smile in the countenances of his human statues. He appears
therefore to have been one of those artists who love to inspire
traditional forms with new life and delicate susceptibility; but
among the extant monuments there is none that warrants any decided conclusions as to his style. Myron, who came from Eleutherea
in Attica, on the borders of Bceotia, was, compared with Kalamis,
a powerful and bold innovator, in whose works we trace the first
essays of a new era. Pythagoras is often named with or in relation to
Myron. Both delighted in strong and vigorous motives and wielded
the mastery over the artistic methods which they themselves had
been the first to acquire with a freedom that burst the foimer fetters.
Pythagoras is said to have been the first to devote careful attention
to the representation of hair, whereas Myron had not yet emerged
from its conventional treatment but the former was only a novice
for his sculptured horses,

—

—

;

where Myron was a past-master, particularly in
the rhythm and symmetry of forms in motion, and in the dignified
and harmonious flow which the Attic master communicated even
to the most animated and boldest movements. Myron was certainly
not limited to such compositions; but the distinguishing charm
of his art was the vivid accuracy with which he caught and retained even the most momentary and fleeting movement of the
nude masculine form. His Stooping Diskobolos is like an arrow
whizzing from the bow; his Marsyas, from whose hand Athena,
suddenly appearing, has struck the flute, falls back in dismay from
his joyous dance; the last breath seemed to be still trembling on
the lips of the runner Ladas, as he fell spent at the goal; his Perseus was in the very act of overtaking Medusa; and in the bronze
group on the Acropolis at Athens, Erechtheus had just raised his
arm to aim the blow at Immarados. The most popular work of Myron
in later antiquity was the famous cow, in which Goethe was so interested, but as yet no exact idea of it can be attained.
An artist like Phidias must have early given astonishing proofs
in other points,

of his genius. In his hands, it is related, everything attained a
wonderful perfection, whether he worked in bronze or in marble,
whether he carved colossal images of the gods, or amused himself
with modelling tiny bees, flies, or crickets. Even under the rule of
Kimon he was entrusted with important tasks. He designed the
huge bronze colossus of Athena Promachos, which, on its widely
conspicuous site on the Acropolis, celebrated the victory over the
Persians; and the group of 13 bronze figures, which the Athenians

;
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dedicated at Delphi as a share of the booty at Marathon, was likewise from his chisel. This latter group represented the victorious
general Miltiades, surrounded by Athena and Apollo, who had
granted the victory, and the ten ancestral heroes of Attica, who had
preserved their country. The Temple of Theseus owed its origin
to the solemn transference of the bones of Theseus from Skyros
to Athens, undertaken by Kimon as a means to stir up Attic patThe Theseion,
riotism and exalt the importance of Athens.
notwithstanding its early date, exhibits the peculiar beauty of the
Attic-Doric style, which culminated in the Parthenon. Contrasted,
however, with the perfection of the latter, the Theseion presents
indications that the problems which it seeks to solve are still novel
here and there even a slight want of harmony may be traced and
there is a tentative and experimental air not only in the general
architectural forms, but also in the arrangement of the frieze and
in the variety of the metopal ornamentation. The interior was decorated by Polygnotos and Mikon with pictures of the deeds of
Theseus, while the sculptured metopes, representing the exploits
of Theseus and Hercules, have been attributed to Myron. The friezes
were in quite a different style of workmanship, possessing a distinct affinity to the sculptures of the Parthenon, though their constrained and embarrassed forms do not display the full, free development of the style of Phidias. Perhaps we have in the friezes of
the Theseion a youthful work by that master; and we may account
for their disposition by the wish to afford him also an opportunity
of exercising his chisel upon a temple which was adorned within
by the brushes of the great painters of the day.
Phidias was already famous when he accepted an invitation to
Olympia, where, with the help of his pupils, he executed the work
that won him most renown among the ancients. This was his Zeus,
'with which no other artist can compete' a statue of such huge
proportions that even the lofty and spacious shrine destined for it
seemed hardly large enough. The god, carved in gold and ivory,
materials which the Greeks deemed especially suited for sacred
images, was represented sitting upon a throne, holding on his right
hand a figure of Victory, and in his left the sceptre crowned by an
eagle. The garment which covered the entire figure, including the
arms and breast, was worked with figures and lilies; the throne,
footstool, pedestal, and barriers round it, were all adorned with an
inexhaustible variety of mythological forms and scenes in relief,
in the round, or in colours ; Victories were represented in relief
dancing round the legs of the throne; the footstool rested on golden lions. The destruction of Theban youths by the Sphinx, the
death of the Niobidse, the exploits and contests of heroes like
Hercules and Theseus
in fact the whole carved ornament
reminded the intelligent beholder of the justice and mercy meted
out by the ruler of gods and men. But the representation of these
;

;
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myths, to which poetry and art gave form, was also in itself a votive
offering to the god and an exaltation of his majesty. The head of
the Phidian Zeus showed none of the passionately powerful traits,
with leonine brow and hair rising like a lion's mane from the head,
which have become familiar from the Zeus Otricoli in the Vatican,
and which are still mistakenly attributed to the Phidian Zeus by
belated critics. The head of the Phidian statue had the straight
'Greek' profile, which was peculiar to the Attic school and the hair,
crowned with a golden wreath of olive, fell in luxuriant tresses on
each side of the brow and face, without, however, mingling with the
soft full beard. The expression of the face was majestic and kingSuch is the description left us by anly, yet peaceful and mild.
cient writers, who heap inexhaustible praise on the work. The
artist set his signature on his noble creation
and his descendants
were ever held in high honour at Elis.
A new and important task next detained Phidias for some years
in his native Athens. Perikles was then at the zenith of his power.
The treasure of the Attic-Delian league had, six years before, passed
from the protection of the Delian Apollo under that of the patrongoddess of Athens. But the splendid new temple destined to house
the treasure, including the magnificent statue of Athena, which
formed so precious a part of it, had not yet been built. The Greeks
of Asia Minor and the ^Egean Sea had gazed with mingled admiration and envy on the inexhaustible gold of the Persian monarchs,
and on the splendour and opulence of the Orient. This seduction
was to be conquered and superseded by an influence of a nobler
kind at Athens. The national antipathy to 'barbarians', of which
the Greeks had been but feebly conscious before the Persian wars,
had been awakened and strengthened during that contest, and it was
encouraged and inflamed by Athenian statesmen. Athens had resolved that mere wealth was no longer to fetter and dazzle men's
hearts and eyes
but that forms of the most perfect artistic beauty
for which the most costly materials would seem only right and
proper
should chain all admiration to themselves. Friend and
foe should have proof that the Acropolis with its temples and statues,
that Athens itself was in every respect the worthy capital of Hellas,
and the true eye of Greece. 'In the erection of these works', saysPlutarch, 'of so extraordinary a size, and inimitable in their indwelling
grace and beauty because the artificers strove, as if in competition,
to dignify and perfect their artistic powers, the most wonderful
All these
feature was the rapidity with which they sprang up.
works, each of which seemed in itself to demand the labour of
generations, were completed during the tenure of a single government. Their beauty soon became widely recognised, and their
influence is still fresh and new.
The freshness of youth hovers
;

;

—

;

—

and through long years has preserved their bloom as
though there dwelt in them a mighty breath and soul, not subover them,
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The initiator and the overseer of all was Phidias,
though famous architects and artists worked under him'. The Parthenon was hegun on the site of an earlier temple in B.C. 447 and was
completed in B.C. 434. Kallikrates and Iktinos were the chief architects. The plastic adornment of the temple, the metopes (some of
which belong to the archaic school, while others bear the stamp of
Phidias's genius no less distinctly than the frieze), the pedimentgroups, the partial destruction of which is the greatest loss of all
these and other details of the temple gave ample employment
to a crowd of sculptors, old and young, masters and pupils,
affording at the same time to each an opportunity for the best
work of which he was capable and the best schooling for the
future. The labour of the great overseeT in creating and inventing
large and small details, in designing and modelling
criticising
and demanding, rebuking, encouraging, and compelling, must
have been endless. His most serious task was the preparation of
the Colossal Statue of Athena Parthenos, in gold and ivory, for the
interior. Of this statue, the height of which (39 ft.) was only limited
by the capacity of the cella, not a splinter remains. But by a painstaking use of descriptions and casual references, and through
fortunate discoveries of more or less faithful copies and replicas of
the whole or of parts, it has gradually become possible to indicate
the general features of the composition, and in some few points even

ject to age.

—

,

,

to attain considerable exactness.

In sculpture the loftiest sublimity

and majesty can be expressed only by simplicity and moderation,
not by vehemence and agitation. This law is the more imperative
the larger the statue
for details which may escape notice in a
;

statuette,

become intolerable when magnified

in a colossus.

On

the other hand, a large figure possesses in its very size a certain
power of impressing, provided only that its proportions be just,
and its forms simple and moderate. And this simplicity is all the
more indispensable when the statue is destined to stand, as the
Parthenos of Phidias was, amid the strict and regular details, the
perpendicular and horizontal lines, of a Doric cella. The goddess
was represented as standing erect, clad in a simple armless mantle
(chiton), falling in long stiff folds and fastened in the middle by a
girdle. The main weight of the body rested upon the right foot,
which was planted firmly on the ground; the left foot was slightly
in the reaT. The right arm from the shoulder [to the elbow was
held close to the body, but the fore-arm was advanced, supporting
on its open palm a winged Nike, the inseparable companion, messenger, and attendant of Athena as of Zeus. The left arm hung by
her side, the hand grasping a lance and holding the upper rim of
the round shield, which rested on the ground. "Within the hollow of
the shield, on the ground, was coiled the sacred snake, the emblem
of Erichthonios. The lofty helmet, the aegis with its border of smaller
snakes and the Gorgon's head on her breast completed the goddess's
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In the case of the Olympian Zeus Phidias had followed

the traditions of earlier art in lavishly surrounding the god with
mythological scenes. In the case of Athena he was more sparing.
But the surfaces offered by the simple broad treatment of the statue

were here also modestly occupied with ornamental detail. A chryselephantine relief on the pedestal represented the creation of Pandora on the edges of the thick soles of the sandals was the contest
and on the inne r border of the
of the Centaurs and the Lapithse
shield the battle of the Gods with the Giants. The exterior surface
of the shield had a Gorgon's head of gold as a boss, surrounded by a
design depicting a contest between the Amazons and the Athenians.
Among the figures of the latter, Phidias introduced portraits of
himself (a bald-headed figure raising a stone with both hands) and
of Perikles, whose uplifted arm with the lance, partly covered,
No magic, however, can
but did not entirely conceal his face.
recall even in imagination the general effect of the colouring, in
which the contrast of gold and ivory gave the dominating key.
In spite of all theoretical admissions and all fortunate discoveries,
we have been too long unaccustomed to the presence of colour in
sculpture, to be able adequately to realize the effect of a gold and
ivory colossus like the Parthenos. The ancients, whose power of
judging we have often to acknowledge with astonishment, were entirely satisfied with this and with similar works. Our wisest plan
is not to traverse this judgment. And Anally we must not take exception to the fact that the extended right hand of the Athena,
on which stood the Nike, was supported by a column
a technical
necessity to which Phidias bowed, and which had precedents in
archaic images of a similar character.
The statue of the Parthenos was completed and consecrated in
438.
It at once compelled universal admiration and impressed
itself on every soul.
Henceforth whenever an Athenian thought
of the Goddess, whenever a stone-mason carved her image on some
small relief, both thought and carving took the form of Phidias's
statue. By this time the temple was finished in all its main parts,
but there were still a number of unfinished details that postponed
the final and absolute completion for four years.
We may readily
conjecture that Phidias now devoted himself more freely and directly to the completion of the plastic ornament, and that he himself put his hand to the pedimental sculptures. In the well-known
female group from the E. pediment, we probably behold an actual
work from the master's own hand. The groups are in too poor a
state of preservation to give any adequate notion of the effect of
the whole; but even the little we can still see or supply by con;

;

—

jecture excites unfailing admiration. The constraint imposed by
the triangular field is skilfully dealt with in the tympanon groups

but the sense of constraint is still perceptible. It is no
evident in the pediments of the tern le of Zeus at Olympia,

of ^Egina,
less
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where, indeed, the meeting of stiffness and uniformity with wild
daring and agitation makes the limitations more felt than elsewhere.
The daily contemplation of the latter groups must undoubtedly have
led Phidias to ponder over the problem of what was the good and
great element in them, and what merely distorted and inartistic. In
the case of the Parthenon the sculptured groups appear as if they
had been designed first and independently; and the lines of the
pediment seem to be only the natural and appropriate frame for
them. Both of the earlier -Eginetan and Olympian groups consisted of figures, sculptured indeed in the round and detached
from the background, but treated as if in relief and producing the
effect of reliefs.
In the case of the Parthenon, the point of view
from which the sculptures were to be seen
vis. the ground
was certainly taken into account, but the effect produced both by
the group as a whole and by the individual figures was that of
work in the round. The careful finish of the figures of the Parthenon, not only where the workmanship could be seen, but also on the
backs and on the unseen parts, sprang, as Rietschel, the great German sculptor expressed it, from the truly divine creative impulse,
which impelled Phidias to make whatever he called into existence,
perfect and self-contained. The sculptures are 'the love-offerings
of a true artist-soul', now revealed to us after long concealment,
but the finish is also, as it were, a visible finger-post pointing to
the fact that the pediments were occupied with figures, sculptured
in the round, and conceived as being in the round. These wonderful groups seem as if they belonged to a higher sphere of existence, so amazing are their truthfulness and perspicuity, whether

—

—

,

in motion or at rest, so great their dignified simplicity, so striking

the depth and delicacy of conception shown in their forms. To
Canova they came as a new revelation Dannecker exclaimed, 'they
bear the very stamp of nature, though I never had the good fortune
to se^ such nature'
and other great sculptors of every land have
shared in this feeling of ecstatic admiration. The sculptors, who
are thus absorbed in admiration, pay little heed to the proper explanation and naming of the groups and probably there are many
others, not calling themselves artists, who will also find their admiration too deeply engaged to permit them to feel exercised about
the solution of the now scarcely soluble problem. But we must not
forget that it was otherwise when the figures were executed. The
delight in pure beauty of form
and we know how keen this was
among the best Athenians and how widespread among them generwas accompanied in all the beholders by the strongest and
ally
most enthusiastic interest in the subjects represented. The belief
in the gods and in the sacred legends was still alive. It was as an
inspired bard that Phidias announced to his countrymen the miraculous birth of Athena and told them how Poseidon and Athena
strove for the possession of their dear native land, and how the
;

;

;

—

—
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whom the Athenians felt themselves and their city
was the victor in the noble strife. Thus alone can we form
an idea of what Phidias was to his fellow-citizens. But such a
unanimous popular enthusiasm as this, in which the present is
seen through a haze of ideality, could, from the very nature of the
case, scarcely be of long duration. The existence of nations, like
the existence of individuals, is a struggle, even when the loftiest
goddess, with
identified,

aims and the noblest motives are in question. The age of Perikles
and its artistic creations did not escape this strife. The Propylaen,
the grand entrance to the fortified Acropolis, were erected in 437432 B.C., after the splendid plans of Mnesikles. But the erection
did not fully correspond with the plans. Disturbances took place
while the building was going on, which compelled limitation and
The bastion in front of the S. wing, with the Temple
alterations.
and Balustrade of Athena Nike, stood in connection with the Propyls and here also the whole arrangement suggests exterior conThe Temple Frieze does not attain the
straint and sudden change.
artistic style or perfection of the sculptures of the Parthenon, but
among all the remaining works of antiquity none approach the latter
so nearly or Tesemblethem so much in revealing the refined Greek or, so
to speak, Attic character, as the beautiful fragments of the Balustrade
Belief, with its rapid-moving and charming Victories. What became of the artist, whose hand is so manifest in this relief, during
its execution, we do not know. Accusations against individuals was
one of the methods of party-warfare in the ancient republics. One
of the first victims of the opposition to Perikles was Phidias
the
artistic representative of the policy of magnificent temples had to
fall.
He vanished in the gloom of a prison
as if to prove the
saying that the gods make their favourites taste the extremes of
happiness and misery.
An overwhelming genius like that of Phidias leaves its stamp
on its own and the following age, even though pupils and successors
lag far behind the master.
Most striking is the effect which it has
in imposing its own mode of vision and feeling for form on the products of the handicraftsman. The stone-cutters, who worked under
Phidias and continued the school, produced the fine Attic TombBeliefs, which, though imperfect in details and in point of finish,
are in their general effect also witnesses to the Greek feeling for
beauty
that 'noble simplicity and calm grandeur' which Winckelmann extols. The oft-recurring representations of combats of
horsemen are particularly striking. In a fine large relief of this
;

;

—

—

kind at the Villa Albani in Rome, a youth has sprung from his
steed, which rears behind him, and while he holds the bridle in
Ws left hand, he raises the right to aim a blow at his opponent
who is falling backwards to the ground. The tomb of Dexileos, who
fell in his twentieth year,
in the Corinthian War (B.C. 394),

which

is still

in situ at Athens, represents

him aiming

a

blow from
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horseback at Ms conquered opponent on trie ground. Most of the
however, are of domestic scenes, which appeal to every
beholder; and in many of them the sorrowful feelings attending
departure from life are unmistakably expressed. A lofty idea of
Attic art and its Phidian traditions is also afforded by the Votive Reliefs, which were found in great numbers beside the Asklepieion,
and the small Reliefs, which frequently adorn the beginnings of
Inscriptions carved in stone. Among the larger reliefs which belong
to the period immediately after Phidias is the Eleusinian Relief
in which the boy between Demeter and Kora especially excited the
and among the monumental sculptures
admiration of Rietschel
of the same period is the Frieze of the Temple of Apollo at Bassae
in Arcadia. Minos, the architect of the Parthenon, built this temple
also; and it is almost a matter of course that the sculpture was
entrusted to artists trained in Attica. With the attainment of artistic perfection and with the possibility of absolutely unfettered activity, comes the danger of an unbridled and impetuous advance;
and tender melting grace is often enough elbowed by Titanic audacity. The artist of the frieze at Phigaleia deserves no such reproach,
even although his work has not retained the fine finish, which so
ennobles the sculptures of the Parthenon and the best parts of the
Balustrade of Athena Nike, and although he does not approach the
refined elegance, the simple naturalness, the finished inspiration of
all the forms of the former. He has carried the suggestions of Phidian art in the battle of the Centaurs into a rushing life. But the
stormy enthusiasm which there makes itself felt moves in harmonious
lines. In the battle of the Amazons, the episodes of the unnatural
combat are interspersed in the most masterly manner with incidents
expressive of good-will and kindliness. Another important work was
undertaken on the Acropolis at Athens itself, after the completion
Of the Parthenon, the Propylsea, and the Temple of Athena Nike.
This was the restoration and rebuilding of the Erechtheion or ancient temple of Athena Polias, a beautiful Ionic building, remarkable for the complicated ground-plan demanded by the requirements of the ancient legend, for the wonderful doorway on the
N. side, and for the Portico of the Virgins, with its entablature
borne by Attic maidens
the lovely classical predecessors of the
generally unsuccessful modern Caryatides. Retarded by fires and
other hindrances the work dragged on for a long period. It was
in course of erection at the end of the 5th cent, and also in the
4th cent. B.C.; but no more exact dates can yet be assigned to its
beginning or ending.
One of the most famous Statues produced by the Attic school
established by Phidias is the Standing Diskobolos, or quoit-thrower,
which is familiar to us from numerous replicas. Many authorities
believe this to be the statue of a victor by Alkamenes, known to the
ancients by the honourable epithet of Enkrinomenos or the 'classi-

reliefs,
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doubtful whether we are right in ascribing a figure
Garden Venus. In the Stooping
Diskobolos of Myron the whole of the effort, both of mind and body,
The unis concentrated upon an exacting feat of bodily strength.
usual pose and movement of the body, the obvious preparation for
a vigorous and impending throw and forward leap, are so marvellous, that it is easy to forget in their contemplation the spiritual
element which is present in this as in every other work of genius.
The Standing Diskobolos marks a step in advance. Here also the
'motif is a physical action, viz. the attainment of the exact attitude and poise on which the success of the throw will depend. But the spiritual element, the psychological interest predominates.
It is not the mere adoption of a certain attitude
that determines the scope of the work, but the meaning which
that action expresses. Myron's Diskobolos seizes and fixes the culminating point of a physical action, the critical moment in a motion
or series of motions dependent on strict rules of art.
But the culmination of the mental effort and will , the decision which conditions the act, lies in the moment of preparation represented in the
erect figure ascribed to Alkamenes. Paeonios of Mende is not mentioned as a pupil of Phidias, but his Statue of Nike, erected by the
Messenians at Olympia about 420 B. C, shows an intimate knowledge of the balustrade reliefs of the Temple of Athena Nike and other
Attic models. It must indeed be admitted that Paeonios marks a decadence from the excellence of conception and execution shown in
these reliefs and in the sculptures of the Parthenon, but the general effect produced by this work is one of great boldness and
dignity. The goddess, sent by Zeus to bring victory to the side
which finds favour in his eyes, flies rapidly through the air in an
eagle-like flight, with her drapery floating on the breeze. The technical skill by which, through a clever arrangement and balance of
parts, the figure appears as if actually detached, is also admirable.
The Painted Attic Vases of this period also indicate the glorious
height to which art had now attained. Just as the last and genuinely
archaic development in the style of painting black-figured vases, and
the early and severe development of those with red figures afford
obvious points of comparison with the ancient painted steles or
tombstones, whether sculptured or not (such as those of Lyseas,
Aristion, etc.), so it is permissible for us, making allowance for
the different spheres of art, to recognise in the transparent draperies and similar features in the decoration of vases the methods
of the earliest school of painting, especially those ascribed to Polygnotos. Still more remarkable is it how often, in the best and freest
period of the red-figured vases, when the exquisite works of the
school of the vase-painters Euphronios and Duris were produced,
the interest of the vase-painter is identical with the ideal aimed
at by Myron in the more exalted sphere of art in which his genius
cal',
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found expression. The tendency to represent the nude male figure
in new attitudes and movements, in hold and difficult poses, and
the delight in such representations for their own sake, apart altogether from the interest of the myths which they may illustrate,
are as evident in the tiny figures of the vases as in the massive
products of the chisel. The extraordinary delicacy of treatment, so
characteristic of -the striving after perfection shown hy classic art,
the lofty and free perfection of execution, the Attic tendency

deeds of Theseus, and many other features of sculpture and painting repeat themselves in the decoration of vases, where,
too, the direct imitations of figures and groups in the metopes and
frieze of the Parthenon and other works become more and more common. Under the influence of the height reached by sculpture and
painting proper, the vase-painters even attempted to transcend the
bounds imposed upon them by the traditional limitation
a limitation founded on solid grounds
to the contrast of red and black in
producing their effects. For scenes represented with peculiar care
they have sometimes laid down a white ground on the vases, on
which they painted designs in various colours. This method, however, which was accompanied at different periods by other efforts
at variety, maintained itself only as applied to one particular class
of vessels, demanded by Athenian customs alone. This was the tall
and slender Lekythos, which was filled with fragrant perfumes and
used at funereal ceremonies. In the middle of the scene there
usually stands a stele or tombstone, behind which the grave-mound
is often added.
Round the tomb are grouped the mourners, lamenting and offering votive gifts. Frequently a passing wayfarer is introduced, asking whom this lamentation concerns. Bodiless souls
are sometimes seen hovering round the tomb less frequently Charon
is introduced, or the dead body on a bier.
These paintings are
simple but full of expression. They are seldom carefully finished;
intended as the fleeting products of the moment, to be used once
and then forgotten they are often hastily and carelessly, though
seldom coarsely executed. Some of the profiles and hands have a
beauty and grace recalling the works of Raphael the feeling for
nobility of form and for tender and sympathetic expression of grief
is everywhere manifest.
stand before these modest productions
with a feeling of envy and wonder for a period in which so much
of the genius of the great artist could overflow into the work of the
to glorify the

—

—
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;
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artisan.

Polykleitos and his School.
At the time when Phidias was producing his wonderful creations in Athens, the most prominent sculptor and recognised head
of the renowned school of Argos and Sikyon, in which the art of
casting in bronze was practised with especial success, was the
popular master Polykleitos, who was somewhat younger than Phidias
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and carried on his professional activity till after B.C. 423. Polywas an architect as well as a sculptor, and certain theoretic
treatises current at a later period were ascribed to him. One of
his statues, the Doryphoroe, or spear-bearer, was so celebrated for
kleitos

the justness of its proportions, that it received the name of the
'Canon' and was regarded as a practical manual and model of art.
possess copies both of this statue and of his Diadoumenos and
Amazon. The Doryphoros represents a manly youth leaning his
weight on the right foot, with the left foot a little in the rear;
the head is slightly to one side, as if intent on some object ; the
right arm hangs down, while the left holds a spear resting on the
shoulder. The Diadumenos is in a similar attitude, but the head is
more to one side the hands are raised and in the act of fastening
a fillet round the head. The proportions of the two statues are harmonious and attractive, but scarcely so slender as those afterwards in
vogue, and it is easy to understand how the following generations
found them a little heavy.
are also at no loss to understand what
the ancient writers on art mean when they speak of the special attitude which Polykleitos is said to have invented or of the sameness
with which his statues are charged. The attitude is evidently that
of the Doryphoros and the Diadoumenos, which also recurs in his
flue figure of an Amazon. In each of these figures the action is one
of forward motion, the weight resting mainly on one foot, while the
quiet, well-considered, and harmonious movement of the body
serves to throw into prominence the powerful beauty of the frame,
its carefully calculated symmetry, and the normal proportions of the
whole and of the individual parts, and also allows the most delicate
and equally finished execution of details. To our modern taste the
beauty of these statues seems, indeed, of a somewhat over-muscular
and even coarse type, and we are better able to sympathise with the

We

;

We

moderate criticism passed upon them by writers of a little later
date than with unstinted praise of their delicacy of execution and
attractive beauty. But it is precisely in such works as this that the desired effect demands that supreme finish, which Polykleitos is said
to have declared was the real secret of art.
have to think of his
statues, not as breathing the fine poetic charm which was peculiar to Attic art, but as glorious in physical beauty and finish, and
as having attained a delicacy and harmony of line in each individual
feature, such as our fancy can scarcely grasp because no specimens
have ever come within our vision. If, however, we make adequate
allowance for the different ages of the world and for the different
styles of art, we need not shrink from comparing Polykleitos to Leonardo da Vinci, who like him was the author of a definite type.
Among the statues referred to Polykleitos, that which appeals
most strongly to our feelings through the poetry of its subject is
the sad and weary Amazon, resting after a vain and hopeless
combat, which is familiar to us from reproductions in the Berlin

We
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Museum and

in the Braccio Nuovo of the Vatican. This evidently
existed before the creation of the wounded Amazon leaning on a
spear, which seems to belong to the Attic school. The so-called
Mattei Amazon is also evidently a late and refined modification of
Our failure to realize the quality of the
this work of Polykleitos.
work of Polykleitos is most complete in regard to the Chryseleknow, indeed, that the artphantine Statue of Hera at Argos.
critics of antiquity considered that this statue marked an advance
on the technical skill with which Phidias had previously employed
gold and ivory in the famous Athena Parthenos and we may also
assume, with tolerable certainty, not only that the head of the Hera
of Polykleitos resembled the traditional Argive type, but also that
a work of this kind in so celebrated a centre of the national worship must have exercised great influence upon subsequent art.
With the help of Argive coins and by comparing heads of statues

We

;

that have been preserved to us, we can approximately fix the limits
within which our fancy may move. We are also informed of the
general arrangement of the statue. Hera sat on a throne, clothed
in a long and rich garment, which, however, left bare the arms of
the 'white-armed' goddess. In one hand she held a pomegranate,
in the other the sceptre, terminating in a cuckoo. The head was
encircled by a crown, adorned with figures of the Graces and the
Hours. As yet, however, we have not been fortunate enough to find
any adequate reproduction of the statue or any direct copy of the
head. Adjoining the Hera of Polykleitos stood a chryselephantine
figure of Hebe by his brother Naukydes, who also executed a Hermes, a Phrixos offering the ram, a Diskobolos, and numerous other
statues. The school of Argos and Sikyon also produced many Statues of Victors in the Games, which were apparently intrusted to

them

in preference to Attic artists.

Family of Praxiteles. Skopas.
The family of Praxiteles, the creator of the Cnidian Venus and
the Olympian Hermes, was active and celebrated in art several
generations before the birth of its most eminent member, and the
ancestral calling was worthily carried on after him by his sons.

A

Praxiteles the Elder, probably the grandfather of the great Praxflourished at Athens as a contemporary of Kalamis before
the year B.C. 403. His son (probably) and the father of the great

iteles,

Praxiteles was Kephisodotos, who, soon after B.C. 375, executed
the beautiful Group of Eirene with the child Ploutos in her arms,
a copy of which, formerly known as Leukothea, is preserved in the
at Munich.
The goddess of peace, clad in a long and
rich Attic peplos, stands in an attitude of quiet and simple dignity,
bearing the little Ploutos with his cornucopia on her left arm, while

Glyptothek

her right hand grasps a long sceptre, the lower end of which rests
on the ground. She bends her head, which is covered with a profusion
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wavy locks falling on her neck and shoulders, to her little nurswho stretches out his hand towards her chin. Attitude and

ling,

expression betoken a tender friendliness, which, however, is represented with the moderation and reserve characteristic of the earlier
Attic art; the face is of well-marked Attic type, and the same influence is evident in the simplicity of pose, the majestic, full,
and healthy figure. We may imagine, without being too venturesome, that the contemporary representations of Demeter were of
a similar type and furnished the model for this incarnation of the
blessings of peace and plenty.
As heads of Bacchus of a closely
related character have also been found, we may perhaps conclude
that this type of countenance was traditional in the Praxitelian
family. The most popular work of the great son of Kephisodotos
was the Aphrodite of Knidos (Cnidus), of which a fine statue in the
Glyptothek of Munich may give an approximate idea. Other works
of which the original execution dates back to Praxiteles are the
well-known Apollo Sauroktonos, or youthful Apollo, about to slay
with a dart a lizard climbing the tree on which he leans, and the
figure of a, Satyr pouring wine into a shallow dish from a drinkinghorn uplifted in his right hand, of which there are several reproductions in the Collection of Antiquities at Dresden. But the insufficiency of such reproductions to give an adequate idea of the original has lately been most strikingly illustrated by the wonderful
discovery of the Hermes of Olympia, an original work of Praxiteles,
which has in the most unexpected manner enlarged our conception
of his art, of ancient art, and, perhaps it is not too much to add, of
art in general. A complete revolution in our views of sculpture was
effected at the beginning of the present century through the study of
the Parthenon marbles. The new light shed upon the same field has
neither so extensive nor so inexhaustible an influence. But the fact
remains that, as high water-marks of past and standards for future
art, the Parthenon sculptures have now to share their honours with
the Samothrakian Victory in the Louvre, the Pergamenian groups
at Berlin, and the Hermes of Praxiteles. An artistic career such as
that of Praxiteles must have been characterised by a wonderful
process of development. As a boy and as a youth he doubtless surrendered loyally and unreservedly to the influence of his father and
master. It would be a rare pleasure to trace the budding, blossoming, and full perfection of his own genius, watching his upward progress, step by step and work by work. But the material
for such a study is wanting.
"We may suppose that the Cnidian
Venus was the first production of his emancipated genius with
greater certainty we can affirm that the Hermes was no youthful
work but an example of the full maturity of his powers of conception and execution. The resemblance of the Hermes to the Eirene
of Kephisodotos is, after all, little more than superficial. In both
cases an erect adult form is depicted, holding a child in its arms.
;
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In both cases the right arm is uplifted and the head bent lovingly
towards the child; in both the child is adjoined by an attribute,
the cornucopia of Ploutos, the caduceus of Hermes. The gentle and
kindly affection indicated by the bending head is similar in both
but how much more lively and penetrating is this feeling in the

Hermes, how much more finished, delicate, and attractive are the
general effect and every single detail in the group of the younger
master This difference is not to be explained solely by the fact
that we possess but a copy of the work of Kephisodotos, and the
original of Praxiteles. Whatever allowance we may make on this account for the Eirene, we must still confess that its whole scheme implies a straightforward and simple mode of execution in the Hermes
we feel that the effect is dependent on the utmost delicacy and finish
of rendering, and that the slightest flaw or weakening in this marvellous finish would produce a falling off from the effect aimed at
such as the inferiority of the Eirene at Munich to the original work
!

;

We

of Kephisodotos can but faintly reflect.
can realise this distinctly,
if we mentally compare the Hermes in the Belvedere, formerly
wrongly named Antinous, with the Olympian group. Poussin certainly
was justified in admiring the fine proportions and forms of the Vatican
statue, but who could see in it anything like the beauty and grace
of Praxiteles? How heavy and depressed it seems when contrasted
with the exuberant geniality and fresh grace of the Olympian
figure, with the divine cheerfulness which overspreads the powerful, the invincible might of the Praxitelian Hermes
And yet the
intimate connection of the two statues is obvious, the work in the
Vatican was undoubtedly inspired by that of Praxiteles.
obtain another striking illustration of the progress of time and of
technical perfection in art if we observe the simple folds and the
mere indication of material in the drapery of the Eirene of Kephisodotos as contrasted with the easy mastery and finished handling
of the folds and texture of the garment hung from the tree in the
work of Praxiteles. If, finally we compare the two heads, in the calm
and placid features of the Eirene we seem to see intelligence and
sensibility buried, as it were, in a prophetic sleep, while in the
Hermes we see an exuberant intelligence and a vital energy and sensibility which are only half concealed by the veil of gentle grace
and beauty enveloping the whole. The two types are certainly different in essence, not merely in handling and execution.
The
female heads of Praxiteles, like every product of his chisel, must
also have exemplified this delicately spiritualised and vital perfection of form, which seems to vie with the inexhaustible resources of nature. The head of Hermes has, as has been justly observed, some points of resemblance to the head of the Apoxyomenos
of Lysippos, but this comparison must not be driven too far. Praxiteles was older than Lysippos, but the two masters were involved
in the same spiritual current and to some extent followed similar
!
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Lysippos belongs to the bronze school of Argos and Sikyon,
Praxiteles to the marble sculptors of Athens
the head of the
Apoxyomenos of Lysippos is a development of the Doryphoros of
Polykleitos, the Praxitelian head of Hermes is based on an early
ideals.

;

Attic type, which

may be

traced back as far as the Diskobolos of

The fame and admiration which Praxiteles enjoyed among
the ancients can perhaps be paralleled in modern times only by
Myron.

such a circumstance as the extravagant popularity of Correggio in
the 17-18th centuries. Certainly his influence upon following artists
was as great, if not greater.
doubtless often stand in the presence
of reflections of Praxitelian works, even in cases where we have no
suspicion of the fact. For we can scarcely exaggerate the wealth of
his artistic power, inherited and acquired, and the ways in which
the quickening sparks of genius awaken new life are innumerable.
We can trace this in mighty forms and in bloodless shadows, in
copies and echoes, in suggestions and traditions, in modifications
and exaggerations, in weakening and misunderstanding. The socalled Antinous, already referred to, shows clearly how the life
breathed into his work by the master himself vanishes with the
slightest failure in reproducing his exquisite
almost incredible
perfection of finish. The son of Praxiteles, who is described as the
'heir' of his art, was named Kephisodotos, like his grandfather;
another son was called Timarchos. The portrait-statue of Menander
in the theatre of Athens was a joint work of the two brothers. The
two seated figures of Menander and Posidippos in the Vatican,
which are evidently intended as pendants, have been supposed to
be original works of Kephisodotos and Timarchos, executed for the
Athenian theatre and their simple but masterly workmanship would
not be unworthy of these great names.
The name of Praxiteles naturally suggests that of Skopas, a
much admired contemporary in the same walk of art. Among his
works we often meet the same subjects as we have seen treated by
Praxiteles in the time of Pliny the Romans were unable to decide
whether the large group of Niobe and her Children was to be assigned
to Praxiteles or to Skopas. At that period the most admired work
of Skopas was an extensive group, representing Poseidon, Thetis,
Achilles, Nereids, Tritons, and all kinds of Sea Monsters, the subject of which was presumably the Nereids with the arms of Achilles.
Of the Pediment Groups of the Temple of Athena at Tegea, of which
Skopas was architect as well as sculptor, we have unfortunately but
very scanty remains. Skopas was also very active in Ionta and
Cakia in Asia Minor. From the earliest period the Greeks on the
coast of Asia Minor had taken a prominent, in some cases a decisive, part in the development of Greek art, the first home of which
was in the islands of the Grecian sea. The archaic seated figures
from the Sacred Way at Miletos bear, like the sculptures of Athens,
to which they are closely akin, and the more recent discoveries in

We
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the islands themselves, important testimony to the earliest steps
and traits of Ionic art. The reliefs from the tomb at Xanthos in
Lycia, generally known as the Harpy Monument (now in the British
Museum), and the sculptured epistyle blocks from the Temple of
Assos supplement our conception of the blossoming of archaic art.
The great epoch of Phidias sent its waves over every Hellenic or
semi-Hellenic district in Asia Minor. In the time of Skopas (second half of the 4th cent. B.C.) the Temple of Artemis at Ephesus
and the Mausoleum at Halikarnassos attracted crowds of artists from
all parts of the Greek world
and Skopas himself helped to
adorn both. The most beautiful of the very unequal sculptures of
the Mausoleum probably afford a fair idea of the art of Skopas, and
a reference to the best of the columnar reliefs of Ephesus (now in
London) may in the same way represent adequately enough the
sculptured column which we know he contributed to that temple. A
more definite union of the name of Skopas with any extant piece of
ancient sculpture is thus far impossible; and the general conclusion,
that his mode of work was rapid and easy, daring in conception and
facile in execution , but somewhat neglectful of finish, is scarcely
warranted by the state of our knowledge. We must, however, allow
that even the finest of the Amazon Reliefs from the Mausoleum,
with all their slender grace and beauty, are far inferior to such
vigorous and imposing work as is shown in the more crowded composition of the Amazonian contests in the frieze of Phigaleia. A
taste had grown up for reliefs in much more 'open order', with
their fields less closely filled, than was the case under the immediate influence of Phidias. Thus the figures in the very effective
frieze of the beautiful Monument of Lysikrates at Athens (B.C. 336)
are separated by comparatively wide intervals. This revolution of
taste is observed in every department of art.
The same custom of
wide-spacing of figures is evident in the narrow painted bands of
ornamentation at Pompeii, which are often of so clear and tasteful
;

an

effect.

Just as the paintings on the Attic vases of the 5th cent. B.C.
Phidias and Myron, so the charming little Terracotta Figures, recently found in large numbers at Tanagba and
elsewhere, may help us to realise more vividly the world of forms
which ministered to the taste of the epoch of Praxiteles. The marvellous grace and beauty of the attitude, motion, and form, the inexhaustible variety attained with an apparently small number of
models, and the brilliancy of the colouring on the best-preserved
specimens speedily called attention to these fragile little figures
and have spread their fame world-wide. Our fathers could think
of ancient sculpture only as diversified by light and shade or at
most by difference of material. Theoretic knowledge works slowly
and produces no lively realisation in the large sculptures known
to us, even in the most favourable instances, the original effect of
reflect the art of

;
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colouring was imperfectly realized, if not unintelligible. Now at last
just how Greek polychrome sculpture looked, at least in
small figures of a certain kind, and can delight in the lively, brilliant, and yet harmonious colouring of these women and girls, with
their rich and graceful drapery, their palm-leaf fans, and their

we know

broad-brimmed hats. Male figures are comparatively rare, but we
have Cupids at play, boys with birds, the thirsty race of Silenus,
and the humorous composition representing a worthy citizen in the
hands of his barber. Almost all the female figures, whether they
represent goddesses like Artemis, the Muses, and the Nymphs, or
merely mortals, have a similar type of face, which the artists seemed to have tried again and again to improve till they attained a
certain standard of perfection, which thenceforth became the stereotyped pattern.
Of the higher forms of painting proper in the 4th cent. B.C. we
can, unfortunately, form no adequate idea; and the vases of this
period, owing to the steadily growing divergency of art proper and
the artistic handicrafts, are still less competent guides of our fancy
than in earlier stages of development. We cannot but form a high
opinion of the painter Zeuxis, not on account of the successful
illusion of his paintings, a success ascribed by contemporaries to
artists of almost every rank, but on account of the fine description
given by Lucian of his picture of Centaurs and the praise awarded
to him by this experienced critic. Other celebrated painters of this
period are Parrhasios, Timanthes, Pamphilos, Pausias, Nikias (who
helped Praxiteles to colour his statues), and Euphranor, the heroic
painter, who also has a great name as a sculptor.

Lysippos and Apelles.
Lysippos the sculptor, of Sikyon, and Apelles the painter, of
Kolophon, are famous as the two artists whom Alexander the Great
delighted to honour by sitting to them for his portrait,
as the two
luminaries of art, whose rays blended with the brilliant radiance
of the great conqueror's planet. The same ancient critics, who objected that the figures of Polykleitos showed a certain degree of
monotony and heaviness, found the perfection of art and the standard of their judgment in Lysippos.
They attributed to him the
credit of having abandoned the muscular and thickset proportions,
which had become habitual and even authoritative, for a more
slender and graceful figure, of making the heads smaller and the
in a word, they credited him with supplantwhole figure taller
ing the canon of Polykleitos by a completely new standard. In the
same strain of comparison with Polykleitos (which, however, ignores
the Attic School) they ascribed to Lysippos an important advance
in the natural reproduction of the hair and praised his scrupulous
attention to symmetry and the extreme delicacy of every detail. The
fortunate discovery of a good copy of the Apoxyomenos of Lysippos in
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theTrastevere at Rome in 1849 and a comparison of this figure with the
Doryphoros of Polykleitos enable us to understand this point of view.
The proportions of the Doryphoros are handsome, full, and powerful,
but neither tall nor slender. The head is of a normal size, but is not
so small in proportion to the body as is sometimes found in nature,
much less so small as to look unnatural. The pose is unaffected and
quiet, based on the simple contrast between the supporting and the
moving leg, which is so common and successful a feature in statuary
the right foot is firmly planted on the ground, the left foot
(with which the next step is to be made) is slightly in the rear, the
body is scarcely out of the perpendicular. The action of the head
and right arm is measured and simple; the hair clings closely to
the skull, the form of which it follows and reveals. The features
are handsome and well-marked, but not striking; the forehead is
smooth and low, the nose straight, the lower part of the face full.
The Apoxyomenos of Lysippos, on the other hand, is an unusually
tall and slender youth, with a small head poised on a long neck.
The limbs do not show so marked a contrast of motion and rest, but
the attitude, though in appearance more at ease, is really more artificial and temporary. The feet are farther apart, and almost suggest that the youth is about to sway backwards and forwards; the
right hip projects more beyond the straight line of the body. If we
let our eye follow the contour of the figure from the feet to the
head and then back again to the feet, we recognise that this attractive, vigorous, and self-sufficient outline is formed by a number of
small and undulating lines of motion. The hair has a style and
beauty of its own, though the form of the skull can also be traced.
The forehead projects, and is made expressive and animated by
cross-lines.
The nose begins below the vault of the brow, not
forming a straight line with it. The forms, both in figure and
head
are more varied and more individual.
The effect is no
longer produced merely by forms and surfaces; lines and points
;

,

become conspicuous

as such; the strokes of the chisel run into
each other and intersect the fine and definite modelling produces
an apparently independent play of light and shade, which is closely
akin to a genuine pictorial effect. Whatever degree of fineness
of execution we allow to the Doryphoros of Polykleitos, even if we
could succeed in forming an adequate idea of it and consequently of
;

above-mentioned criticism of the ancients, it would
be undeniable that the Apoxyomenos breathes the spirit of a
new epoch, a spirit which is more closely akin to our own and for
which there was no place in the wondrously chased vessel of Polykleitian art. The art of Lysippos was nevertheless based upon the
art of Polykleitos, growing up partly in contemplation of it and
partly in contrast to it, and Lysippos was right in calling the
Doryphoros of Polykleitos his teacher. We may perhaps say that
Lysippos stands in the same relation to Polykleitos as Praxiteles
th e inj ustice of the
still
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Just as on the one side we have the works of Phidias
and Praxiteles resembling each other in the purity and charm
with which they are covered as with a transparent veil, so on
the other we see the creations of Polykleitos and Lysippos both
characterised by that brilliant and incisive clearness of general effect
and individual detail, which may possibly have arisen in part from
the familiarity of these masters with the art of the bronze-founder.
The resemblance in the archetypal forms of Phidias and Polykleitos
is also obvious enough, and reference has been already made to the
similarity of the ideal which Praxiteles and Lysippos aimed at in
their execution.
There are indeed many starting-points
from
which we may trace the individuality of these great artists, as well
as their inter-relations and contrasts. Lysippos is said to have produced 1500 works, including large groups, figures of gods and
heroes, portrait-statues, chariots, hunts, lions, and bold personifications such as that of Kairos, or Passing Opportunity. Lysippos ranks
with Praxiteles in determining the course of art after his time. The
type of face with which we became acquainted in the Apoxyomenos
recurs with more or less perfection and variation, but still unmistakeable, in the so-called Zeus of Otricoli and other statues of the
gods the ideal of divinity was altered to suit his type, and his treatment of form and attitude was not allowed to sink into oblivion. So
numerous, however, are the channels of transmission and the opportunities of influence, that in any given case it is difficult to say
positively when the effect of the Lysippian model has been direct
or indirect. This influence is particularly evident in the statue of
Meleager, which was perhaps executed by Euthykrates, the son of
Lysippos, and in the Boy Praying, which is believed to be a work
of Boedas. The Colossal Dioskouri on Monte Cavallo and the Mattei
Amazon must also be mentioned in this connection.
As Lysippos modelled the figure of Opportunity, so Apelles
painted an ingenious and comprehensive picture of Calumny, the
description of which has incited many modern artists to attempt
a similar composition. Perhaps, however, his most celebrated works
were Artemis surrounded by her Nymphs and the Aphrodite Anadyomene, or Venus rising from the sea. The figure of Artemis we may
imagine to have resembled the Diana of Versailles. Venus, the foamborn goddess, was depicted rising from the waves, through which
as through a veil her lower limbs were visible with her hands she
wrung the foam from her hair. Apelles is said to have been superto Phidias.

,

;

;

ior to all

the painters of antiquity in the quality of 'Charis' or

and we may perhaps obtain some idea of what was meant
by this term in the tender charm, the lively feeling for the poetry
of motion, which we now and again find in the wall-paintings of
Pompeii. But his works have perished, and with them all possibility
'Grace'

;

of a true insight into his art. It is also narrated of Apelles that
he succeeded in depicting subjects, such as thunder and light-
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ning, which would seem to entirely transcend the painter's skill.
Like Lysippos, he was helieved to have attained the highest possible point of technical dexterity.
And in fact these two artists
probably felt no limitations except those they voluntarily laid on
themselves. Gods and heroes, portraits of all kinds, wild groups of
combatants, naive genre scenes, clever allegorical compositions, all
yielded easily to their chisel and brush. After Lysippos no new
formal principle appeared in Greek art; there was no lack of new
problems and new subjects, but even the greatest of these were easily
fitted in to the old methods of execution. These methods became
expanded, polished, and emphasised; but the way now opened up
was wide enough to satisfy all needs, for in Lysippos and Apelles
that conception of the material and spiritual world which dominated the subsequent development of art had already gained the
upper hand.

Greek Art in the Time of the Diadochi. Pergamon.
Rhodes. Rome.
In the palmy days of Grecian art, the leading place was taken
by Hellas proper, and especially by Athens. The requirements of the
new period, however, transcended both the material and the moral
strength of the small communities of Greece, the disintegration of
which had reduced it to the level of a mere shuttlecock tossed between
the Macedonian and Egyptian interests. Athens and Sikyon, the old
centres of art, continued, indeed, their activity
Greece remained
full of treasures of art and Athens still excited the wonder and admiration of successive generations; mighty princes, embued with
a spirit of Philhellenism, vied with each other in adorning Athens
with magnificent buildings and in thus securing an honourable connection of their names with hers. But none the less is it true that
her intellectual supremacy fell with her political power and passed,
like her commerce and her wealth, to new kingdoms and cities.
Compared with Alexandria and Antioch, Athens seemed a mere
provincial town, a retired and quiet retreat for the solitary student.
After the close of the Peloponnesian War art ceased to be so exclusively connected with the religious and political life of the
nation and became more and more universal and accessible. The
Hellenic and Hellenised world was full of statues. Pliny asserts
that it would be impossible to give a full list of the statues in his
time. 'During the sedileship of M. Scaurus', he writes, '3000 Greek
statues were erected in a temporary theatre. After the conquest of
AchseaMummius filled Rome with treasures of art, and the Luculli
added largely to the stock. Nevertheless Mucianus assures us that
there are still at least 3000 statues in Rhodes, and as many more
Art had become a necessity of
at Athens, Olympia, and Delphi'.
ordinary life, and this enormous production of statues was looked
;

upon

as a matter of course.
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The Ptolemies, Lysimachus, and the Macedonian rulers directed
homage towards the island of Samothrake, long celebrated for

their

and have left permanent records of their power
they lavished upon it. When Demetrios Poliorketes,
son of Antigonos, defeated Ptolemy in the decisive naval battle of
Salamis (Cyprus) in B.C. 306, in consequence of which his father
assumed the royal title and assigned it also to his son, the triumph
was announced to contemporary and future generations by the erection of a superb monument of victory in Samothrake.
This consisted of a colossal marble Nike, represented as standing on the
prow of a vessel, and stretching eagerly forward in the direction of
the vessel's course, with streaming drapery and outspread wings.
With her right hand she held to her mouth the long 'salpinx', as
if to sound the paean of victory, and in her left was a staff for use
This statue is now in the Louvre,
in the erection of the trophy.
having been skilfully put together from a number of fragments
found in Samothrake in 1863. It combines the most vigorous
breadth of conception with the most complete mastery of detail, a
full and generous ideal of beauty with a keen appreciation of finesse
and elegance, a clear and definite effect in the main outlines with
elaboration and delicacy of individual features. The problem of the
contrast or unity of drapery and body, which so exercised the earlier
Greek artists, is here solved with triumphant ease. The original
solution of Phidias has been more fully developed an almost modern
interest in the representation of drapery has been attained. Before
the Nike of Samothrake, as before the Hermes of Praxiteles, we
stand in astonishment at the success of the ancients in treating
drapery with dignity but without bringing it into undue prominence.
The year in which the Nike was erected has not been definitely
ascertained, but it may have been several years after the battle it
commemorated (perhaps about B.C. 294). In any case, however,
the important fact remains that such a work was executed about
B.C. 300, showing to what a height Greek art could attain under
the influence of the artistic taste and power developed since Praxiteles and Lysippos.
Nearly a century later King Attalos I. of Pergamon erected a
Votive Memorial, containing a great number of figures, on the Acropolis of Athens. In B.C. 229 he had gained a brilliant and decisive victory over the Celts, who were then threatening to overrun the Grecian world. This triumph he deemed worthy of comparison with the greatest achievements of Grecian legend and history, such as the Contest of the Gods and Giants, the Strife of
Theseus and the Athenians with the Amazons, and the Battle of
Marathon. These four contests were represented on his monument
in detached figures with an average height of two cubits (about
3 ft.), a somewhat unusual size. A fortunate discovery of Brunn
has revealed to us that we still possess several figures from these
its

religious mysteries,

by the

gifts

;
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groups of Attalos, scattered throughout different museums. When
and how they were carried to Italy is not clear in the 4th cent, of
the present era they still stood on the Acropolis.
The figures
hitherto discovered all belong to the vanquished parties they are
either Giants, Amazons, Persians, or Gauls. They are full of life
and vigour; many of them are represented in attitudes of the most
momentary character, falling back kneeling and engaged in a
vain contest with an opponent above them, and the like; others
lie stretched upon the ground, either dead or dying. The workmanship is energetic and characteristic, showing a high degree of
skill, but is sometimes unequal in finish. The kneeling Persian in
the Vatican is one of the best, but some of the other figures
have evidently been executed with greater haste and less care.
In a work of such extent some inequality is only natural. The
inequality in this case, however, coupled with the unusual scale,
has led their discoverer to the conclusion that Attalos presented
Athens only with a reduced copy of a larger monument erected
at Pergamon itself.
It is known, at any rate, that much larger
and more elaborate monuments were erected at Pergamon to
;

;

,

commemorate the victories of Attalos. The victories
and Eumenes II. over the Gauls were represented,

of Attalos

I.

as Pliny in-

forms us, by the sculptors Isigortos, Phyromackos Stratonikos,
and Antigonos. The scanty traces of these works found at Pergamon show that these really were bronze statues and also
,

,

,

that they celebrated victories over Antiochos as well as over the
Celts. The Group of Gauls in the Villa Ludovisi at Rome and the
Dying Gaul in the Capitoline Museum, which evidently belong
to the same composition, also closely resemble the statues of King

Attalos and are now unreservedly ascribed to the Pergamene
school. The 'motive' of one of the Attalos figures is indeed almost
identical with that of the Dying Gaul.
The last-named famous
statue, long known as the 'Dying Gladiator' and celebrated by
Byron in a familiar passage, is indeed a figure that cannot fail to
deeply move a sympathetic beholder. The powerful and heroic warrior, recognisable as a Gaul by his features, short hair, moustache,
and twisted collar, has preferred self-inflicted death to defeat or
capture and has sunk down upon his large shield, the blood pouring from his wounded breast; he has previously broken the crooked
war-horn beside him, which, like himself, he disdains to yield to
the enemy. The figure is nude, true to the hardy boldness of the
Celts in exposing themselves in battle without armour; the tall,
firmly-knit, and hardened frame, with its muscles of steel, is clearly
exhibited. The very skin, stretched tensely over the frame, gives
an impression of elastic toughness and impenetrability. One feels
irresistibly in gazing at this vigorous and well-seasoned body, enshrining so proud and invincible a will, that it would form a noble
subject for the bronze-founder. This marble statue, however, is so
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full of life, so masterly in conception and execution, that we have
no ground to doubt that it is an original work. The group in the
Villa Ludovisi appeals, perhaps, even more powerfully to the feelings. The barbarian here has slain his wife to save her from captivity, and now plunges the liberating steel into his own breast. We
may unhesitatingly assert that representations of this kind were impossible before the days of Alexander and Aristotle. The skill acquired in earlier art is now employed in producing a clearly defined
and historically faithful genre-scene. The vanquished barbarian,
with his wild and chivalric bravery and his indomitable preference
of death to dishonour, appeared an attractive and noble subject to
the Hellenic artist. In previous representations of Greek victories
the conditions were different. The Amazons are after all of Hellenic
race as well as the Gods and Heroes; the Persians are indeed differentiated, but only in general forms. Such a sympathetic absorption in the nature and customs of the outer Barbarian and
enemy, as is here evinced by the faithful and dignified representation of his peculiarities of face, form, and garb, was impossible
until the barriers shutting off the fair land of Greece from the rest
of the world had begun to be broken down.
The accession of Eumenes II., the successor of Attalos I., marks
the culminating point of the kingdom of Pergamon. In his reign,
which lasted from B.C. 197 to B.C. 159, was erected the huge Altar, the recent discovery of which by Karl Humann has enriched
the Berlin Museum with a series of ancient sculptures of the highest value and importance. From an early period Greek art delighted
to employ sculpture in its various forms as an ornament to sacred
buildings. Not to speak of the figures and reliefs of the metopes,
pediments, and friezes of the temples, we may refer to the balustrade which enclosed the temple of Athena Nike and to the
figured reliefs on the columns of the Artemision at Ephesus. At
Pergamon an altar (or perhaps several altars) was placed upon a
huge platform approached by flights of steps, and was surrounded
with architectural monuments which were elaborately adorned
with reliefs. The platform was surrounded by an Ionic colonnade,
open on the outer side and adorned on the inner side (facing the
altar) with a Frieze, representing scenes from the history of Telephos, son of Hercules, the mythical progenitor of the Pergamenes.
At one point Hercules is depicted, leaning on his club and witnessing the miraculous nourishment of his infant son at another,
Telephos, sitting by the hearth, threatens the young Orestes, in order to compel Agamemnon's attention to his request. So far as their
,

;

unfortunately very dilapidated condition allows us to judge, these
reliefs were executed with care, skill, and taste. Of much greater
interest is the large Frieze of the Gigantomachia, which ran round
the outer face of the platform, below the columns of the abovementioned colonnade forming a broad band of ornamentation be-
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tween the strongly marked architectural features of the building.
In mere point of extent this frieze is remarkable. The height of
the relief is 7 J /2 ft., and the length of the frieze was about 400 ft.
One homogeneous subject, the Battle of the Gods and Giants, occupied the whole of this immense surface, the size of which and the
number of combatants may be considered to illustrate the tremendous exertions the Gods had to put forth to overcome their opponents. They have entered the contest in full force, attended by all
the demons and sacred animals and furnished with all the terrors
and weapons they can muster. Zeus shakes his aegis and hurls
his thunderbolts
his eagle buries its talons in the snaky body of
its master's antagonist. Athena rushes to the fray and seizes her
enemy by the hair, while her sacred snake fights by her side; Nike
flies towards her to crown the victorious goddess.
Gsea rises from
the earth and in vain implores mercy for her children. Dionysos
with his satyrs and his panther, Poseidon in his chariot surrounded
with sea-monsters, Amphitrite, Ares, Hephaestos, Artemis, and
Apollo have all hurried into the thick of the battle. Even the triplebodied Hecate, Cybele on her lion, and the mystic Cabir with his
hammer have joined the wild mele"e of human and animal forms.
For the shapes of the giants are as varied as those of the gods. One
of them, at the last gasp of strangulation, has the head and paws of
a lion and the body of a man, while his lower limbs end in snakes.
Many of the other giants are also serpent-footed and several have
wings. Wild and bestial sons of earth and youthful forms exciting
our compassion are alike overborne and crushed by the triumphant
gods.
They moan and wail, they writhe and turn in their pain
and despair, the expression of their death-agony marking an extraordinary development in Greek art as compared with the gentle
pained smiles of the dying warriors in the yEgina Marbles, which
seem to imply that a brave man should accept death without much
ado. And the difference between the stormy movement of this Pergamene work and the serene symmetry of the /Eginetan figures is
equally great. The earlier Pergamene works, such as the Dying
Gaul, the Ludovisi Group, and the statues from the memorial of
;

Attalos, in spite of their great expressiveness,

still retain the entire
inheritance of that measured severity which characterises Greek
sculpture in the round. In the Gigantomachia, however, the relief
The
is an aid to the extreme of boldness instead of a restraint.
freedom of the painter has been adopted in these reliefs there is
no trace of any limitation imposed by the material or by technical
they adapt themselves, as if it were the most natural thing
rules
in the world, to every idea, to every nuance of feeling. We cannot
withhold our enthusiastic admiration from their incredible technical
excellence, their marvellous innate force and originality, their
wealth of invention, their delight in creation and power, their complete freedom from the servility to the past which complains that
;

;
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the older masters have left nothing more to do. Our idea of the
standard of intellectual vigour and artistic eminence in Pergamon
at this period must, indeed, be a much higher one than the classical
formulae of Winckelmann would allow.
As soon as the Pergamene sculptures became known, students
of art were struck by the great similarity borne by some of their individual figures to celebrated works of ancient masters. The attitude
of the Farnese Hercules, for instance, becomes at once more full of
life and meaning if we suppose that the little Telephos is at his feet.
From such an accumulation of wealth, it is but natural that posterity

should borrow and remould.

The correspondence

of greatest inter-

between the famous Laokoon and
the giant in the Pergamene sculptures who is attacked by the serpent of Athena, while points of resemblance are also found in the
figures of other giants. The age of the Laokoon group has long been
it must now be admitted that it is later than
a subject of dispute
the Pergamene sculptures, since it makes use of motives which are
used with greater originality, definiteness, and weight in the Gigantomachia. It must, however, have been executed before, or at
latest at the very beginning of, the Roman imperial period, for a
painting at Pompeii, the composition of which is undoubtedly a
reminiscence of the Laokoon, belongs to the style of mural decoration usual in the time of Augustus and his immediate successors.
The date which must be assigned to the work is thus determined
within 150 or at most 200 years, and it is probable that farther
comparative study of its style will show that the Laokoon was produced a few years before the beginning of the Christian era. It
was, as we thus see, still a novelty in Rome, when Virgil composed
his poetic counterpart of the wonderful plastic group. In any case,
however, the Laokoon is a Greek work, not a Roman one. It does not
begin a new era of art, but brings up the rear of a long series, just as
other works of about the same period mark the close of other tendencies in Greek art. The Laokoon group is ascribed to Agesander, Polydoros, and Athanodoros of Rhodes, that powerful and wealthy
mercantile republic, which maintained its importance unimpaired
throughout the contests of the Diadochi and continued to be a flourishing seat of commerce and art till late in the Roman period. After
the successful repulse of the attack of Demetrios Poliorketes, art,
which was cultivated at Rhodes with intelligence and taste, received
a new and powerful impetus. At this period a Rhodian sculptor,
est in the history of art is that

;

Chares of Lindos, a pupil of Lysippos, finished after twelve years'
labour, a Colossal Bronze Statue of Helios, the tutelary deity of
Rhodes, 105 ft. high, which ranked as one of the wonders of the
world. The widespread modern belief that this figure stood astride
the entrance to the harbour of Rhodes is, however, one of those
fantastic and obstinate errors, the origin of which is as difficult to
explain as the belief itself is to eradicate. The Rhodians afterwards

ex
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gradually erected more than a hundred other colossi, though none
of them were so large as the first. Rhodian wealth, luxury, and love
of display gave full employment to the artists who flocked to the
island. The group of the so-called Farnese Bull, executed by Apollonios and Tauriskos of Tralles, stood at Rhodes before it was removed to Rome. This bold composition shows much more movement and is more picturesquely conceived than the Laokoon, which
it is usual to praise as the 'most perfectly harmonious' work of ancient art. In its delineation of form it is, however, much earlier in

much more closely allied to the Dying Gaul and other Pergamene sculptures. At this period, indeed, the various streams of
art must often have intermingled. The artist had the command of
such a wealth of inherited motives and modes of execution that he
could use now this and now that, as a musician plays on different
instruments. The imposing heroic genre alternated with the idyllic
style,

and delicate; celebrated works of

new

all schools

were copied; for every

task the artist could find an ancient model.

For Rome,

Roman

i.e.

for all architecture or sculpture of a National

the models were naturally found in the most
recent achievements of Greek art, which lay nearest not only in
time but in similarity of circumstances and needs, in judgment and
taste. Such were found in the sumptuous monuments of Alexandria,
Antioch, Pergamon, and Rhodes, with their elaborate reliefs and
groups of sculpture. The Reliefs on Trajan's Column, which may
be taken as marking the height of the sculptural expression of the
feeling of Roman nationality, simply continue a process which had
begun at Pergamon and though the birthplace of the individual
artist is of less importance in an epoch of universal monarchy, when
all intellectual and artistic interest is focussed in one point, yet
we cannot but remember that Apollodoros, the great architect who
seems to have given his stamp to the art of Trajan's time, was a
native of the East, having been born at Damascus. In the way of
novelty of principle nothing remained to pagan art except eclecticism and the kindred form of archaism which displays itself in an
arbitrary return to long extinct stylistic forms.
If we have rightly interpreted the traces of his influence, the
sculptor Pasiteles, a native of Lower Italy, seems to have practised
an eclectic and archaistic art in the last days of the Roman Republic and to have founded a school which carried on his methods.
He was an artist of extraordinary versatility, diligence, and patience, who was skilful with the pen as well as with the chisel and
wrote a treatise on the most celebrated works of art in different
countries. The belief presses itself upon us, that this learned activity, a product of a certain definite tendency of the time, exercised
an influence at once reactionary and progressive. All eclectics, the
Carracci as well as Raphael Mengs, are connoisseurs of the art that
preceded them. The same conflict that existed in the world of letters
Character,

;
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between the selection of models and the degree of originality preserved in presence of these models, must have existed in the sphere
of art also; both the one and the other was a natural result of the
political position of Rome.
It appears as if Pasiteles were as
dissatisfied with the restless boldness of the crowded Rhodian
groups as he was weary of the smooth elegance and superficial idealism of the later Attic school. While he aimed at the most careful
and independent imitation of nature, and wished to combine the
merits and avoid the defects of all schools, he felt himself specially
attracted by the simplicity, naivete, and force of the earlier masters.
In the same way a form of eclecticism in our own times has gone
back, not like the Carracci and Mengs to Correggio, Titian, Raphael,
or Michael Angelo, but to the Pre-Raphaelite Painters. In a figure
from the hand of the sculptor Stephanos in the Villa Albani and in
the group of Orestes and Electra in Naples, this reproduction of
the antique is so strong, that it has been argued that the male
figure is nothing more than a copy. The beautiful Group of a Woman and Youth in the Villa Ludovisi, of which so many different
explanations have been offered, shows that the school of Pasiteles
did not content itself merely with the forms of archaic art but was
also willing to take hints from a later and more perfect development. According to the inscription on the base it was executed by
Menelaos, a pupil of Stephanos, who was himself a pupil of Pasiteles. Its general appearance is so attractive, its design and composition so carefully thought out, the drapery and the nude have
been treated with such fidelity and industry, that we feel some remorse in laying bare its weaknesses. Much, however, as it retains
of the true spirit of Greek beauty, this group is emphatically the
work of an 'Epigonos'
an artist who has surrendered himself to
the study of an ideal, which has its roots not in his own time but in
previous centuries and has been evoked by knowledge of and reverence for the past. In spite of the evident effort at simple and

—

perspicuous grouping, the meaning of the passing moment represented is not perfectly unambiguous
in spite of the richness of its
plastic execution, the composition as a whole suggests a pictorial
design rather than one thought out in the round. The same remark
applies to the above-mentioned group of Orestes and Electra.
In the time of Hadrian eclecticism assumes wilder forms. Under
the great ruler Trajan, a man of character though not of artistic
tastes, art reflects the honourable, virtuous, and single-minded nature of the monarch it celebrates. Under the sway of his successor Hadrian, with his claims to connoisseurship and his personal
intervention in artistic matters, the broad channel of art was divided into an infinity of tiny rivulets. Tastes became more complex, the artist became more and more pedantic, and stronger
stimulants were demanded. The forms of the most widely separated
countries and ages were reproduced side by side, just as modern
;
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Munich may be described as a museum of architectural styles.
Archaism even went back to Egypt for its models, but reproduced
them in weakened and diluted form. A mixture of Greek and
Egyptian art was popular, Hadrian distinguished himself by introducing Greek forms into Egypt, and Egyptian forms into Italy.
The highest mark reached during this period in elegance, technical
skill, and invention is most olearly shown in the numerous Statues
and Reliefs of Antinous. But a healthy taste will not find permanent satisfaction in this beautiful but melancholy ideal. The reign
of Hadrian may have immensely encouraged the multiplication of
works of art and even stimulated the skill of the artist, but in the
history of art it can be regarded only as a last dying effort; after
the attempt to introduce changes of ideal through eclecticism and
archaism, the only possible outcome was decay.
Since the erection of the great memorial of Attalos on the Acro-

Athens had frequently received tokens of the respect of
foreign princes and patrons. It is melancholy to reflect that the
city, which had once taken the lead in all that was best in poetry
and art, which had imposed its rules of taste upon the whole of the
Hellenic and part of the Barbaric world (down even to the stamps
on the coins of the Persian satrapies)
that this city, during
the last centuries of ancient art, had nothing to show but reproductions and echoes of what had been created elsewhere.
The
descendants of the proud victors of Marathon had sunk so low as to
welcome with delight the favours of any and every stranger and to
acknowledge them with the most unmeasured expressions of gratitude. Eumenes II. and Attalos II. built here stoas and colonnades,
a Syrian named Andronikos erected an octagonal clock-tower with
polis,

—

a vane and the unpleasing gods of the winds in relief, Caesar and
Augustus provided the Agora with a new gate, and Agrippa presented the citizens with a small theatre.
The chief benefactor, however, was the Emperor Hadrian, though Herodes Atticus, a private
citizen and native of Athens, vied with him in the magnificence of
his donations. The Olympieion, or Temple of the Olympian Zeus,
which had been begun by Peisistratos and continued (after centuries of repose) by the Roman architect Cossutius at the expense
of Antiochos IV. Epiphanes, was Anally completed by Hadrian with

unexampled magnificence. A New Athens of Roman villas sprang
up in the quarter near this temple. Herodes Atticus provided the
Panathenaic Stadion with marble seats and built the Odeion, at
the base of the Acropolis, not far from the great Theatre of Dionysos. In spite, however, of the beauty of the group of Corinthian
columns at the Olympieion, in spite of the reflection that the buildings must have been of the greatest benefit to the citizens, in
spite of their instructive nature and an inherent attractiveness
which would delight us anywhere else
in spite, too, of the
most conscientious effort to include them as necessary parts of the

—
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widest historical view, we cannot rid ourselves of the feeling that
they are interlopers in Athens. The buildings and ruins of the age
of Perikles alone harmonise with the noble natural scenery around
Athens, to which indeed they add a fresh charm; they alone
adapt themselves to the ideal Athens which forms the most costly
treasure bequeathed to us by the glorious memories of ancient

Greek

history.

Those who wish

to extend their studies in Greek Art will find ample
material in the following works
Heinrich Brunn's 'Geschichte der grieehisehen Kiinstler' (1853-59);
Winckelmann" s 'History of Ancient Art' (Engl, trans, by G. H.Lodge; London,
1881); A. S. Murray's 'History of Greek Sculpture' (2 vols.; London, 1880-83);
Mike's 'History of Art' (Engl, trans, edited by C. Cook; New York, 1878)
and 'History of Sculpture' (trans, by F. E. Bunnett; London, 1872); Friederichs' 'Bausteine zur Geschichte der griechisch-riimischen Plastik' (new
ed. by Paul Wolters); Mrs. Lucy M. Mitchell's 'History of Ancient Sculpture'
(London, 1883); F.vonReber's "History of Ancient Art' (trans, by Dr. Joseph
T.Clarke'; London, 1883); Sir C. T. Newton's 'Essays on Art and Archaeology' (London, 1880) M. Gollignori's 'Manuel d'Archeologie' (Engl, trans, by J.
H.Wright; 1884); Miss Jane Harrison's 'Introductory Studies in Greek Art'
(London, 1885) J. OverbecWs 'Geschichte der grieehisehen Plastik' (3rd ed.;
Leipzig, 1880-83); Dunn's 'Baukunst der Griechen' (1881).
:

—

;

;

VII. Books and Maps.
The testimony of the ancients does not

afford us a complete
picture of ancient Athens, but it supplies us with some features of it.
In the great geographical work of Strabo (ca. 66 B.C. - ca. 24 A.D.)
the section devoted to Athens and Attica, which he perhaps never

and unsatisfactory. Our chief source of information
about Athens and the rest of Greece is the description (IlepiTj-p) 13 '?
TTJc 'EXXaSoi) of Pausanias, who travelled in Greece in the second
century of the present era. Scholars are still engaged in trying to
ascertain the exact degree of originality in the ten books of this
work and to determine how far Pausanias has trusted to other authorities. Among his predecessors were Polemon. a contemporary
of Ptolemy Epiphanes (B.C. 205-181), who gives a description of
visited, is short

the Pergamene votive memorial at Athens in his 'Universal Geography' (Jlepirff-qaic. xoofxwf)), and Heliodoros, who wrote a book
about the Acropolis all that is known of these works, however, is
in the shape of citations by other authors.
;

The first traveller from the West, who endeavoured, after the
revival of learning, to spread a detailed knowledge of the extant
monuments of Greece, was Cyriacus de' Pizzicolle, generally known
as Cyriacus of Ancona, who visited Athens in 1437 and 1448.
Hitherto his drawings of what seemed to him the most interesting
monuments have been known only from the album of the architects
Antonio and Francesco da San Gallo (after 1465), preserved in the
and from a number of unskilful
Barberini Library at Rome
copies made by Hartmann Schedel (1440-1514), a physician of
,
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Quite recently however, an original MS., describing
been discovered in that part of the Hamilton
,

his first journey, has

Collection which is now at Berlin.
The semi-scientific traditions current among the Greeks of the
time in reference to the extant monuments of antiquity have been

preserved in two
libraries of Paris

MSS. of the 15th century, found in the public
and Vienna. The capture of Athens by the Turks

1456 interrupted these studies

for another century.
In the
16th century, however, Professor Martin
Kraus of Tubingen succeeded in eliciting some curious pieces of
information about the vanished antiquities of Athens from the
higher Greek clergy at Constantinople, and these are printed in
In the first quarter of the 17th century Meurhis 'Turcograecia'.
sius published his collections of literary references to Athens, Attica,
and the rest of Greece, the comparative completeness of which
renders them still useful.
The second half of the 17th century saw a considerable increase
in the number of European travellers who endeavoured to connect
the existing monuments of Athens with the passages referring to
them in ancient writers. The Frenchman Oiraud, long resident in
Athens as British consul, was one of the most active in this work.
The French Capuchins, who settled at Athens in 1658, made the
first plan of the city showing the ancient remains. A copy of this was
published by De Quillet of Paris in his 'Athenes anciennes et nouvelles' (1675), with additions, which, however, were not based on
personal investigation. About the same period (1674-76) the Prussian J. 0. Transfeldt lived in Athens as a Turkish prisoner-of-war,
and he has left several correct identifications of the monuments in
his 'Examen reliquarum antiquitatum Atheniensium' (published in
the first volume of the Proceedings of the German Archaeological
Institute at Athens).
Of greater importance are the drawings of Athens and its ruins
made in 1674 by Jacques Carrey, who travelled in the suite of
the Marquis Nointel, ambassador of Louis XIV. in the Levant
(see p. 72). The Abbe Pecoil, another companion of the Marquis,
induced Jacques Paul Babin, a learned Athenian Jesuit, to compose
a letter on the antiquities of Athens (1674).
The first scientific attempts at a systema'ic topographical description of Athens were made in the travels of Spon ('Voyage
d'ltalie, de Grece, et du Levant'; Lyons, 1678) and Wheler( 'Journey
into Greece in company of Dr. Spon'; London, 1682). One result
of the Venetian expedition against Athens in 16W was the
preparation of a plan of the town and another of the Acropolis,
which appeared in Fanelli's 'Atene attica' (1707). Of the same
period are Coronelli's plan ('Antica e modema citta d'Atene') and
some anonymous views; a plan, published in the second volume of
the proceedings of the German Archaeological Institute, appeared in

in

second half

of the
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1670. The most comprehensive work on Athens in the 15-17th cent,
'Athenes aux xv, xvi, et xvn Siecles', by Be Laborde (Paris, 1864).
A description of the most importants culptures and buildings of Athens was published in 1751 by Dalton, the painter, who
had travelled in the suite of Lord Charlemont two years before.
All these publications, however, were much surpassed in scientific
value by 'The Antiquities of Athens', a work in four large volumes,
published by James Stuart and Nicholas Revett in 1762-1816.
In order to carry on Stuart's work the 'Society of Dilettanti' sent
an expedition to Greece in 1765, the chief result of which was
Chandler was
Chandler's 'Travels into Greece' (Oxford, 1776).
followed by Dodwell, with his 'Classical and Topographical Tour
through Greece' (1819) and 'Views and Descriptions of Cyclopian
or Pelasgic Remains in Greece and Italy' (London, 1834); by Gell,
with his 'Itinerary of Greece' (London, 1810 and 1819) and 'Narrative of a Journey in the Morea' (London, 1823); and by Leake,
the most important of all the topographical writers upon Greece,
with his 'Topography of Athens' (London, 1821), which was remodelled and republished in 1841 as the first volume of 'The Topography of Athens and the Demi' (London). The work of K. S.
Pittakis, entitled 'L'ancienne Athenes ou la description des antiquites d'Athenes et de ses environs' (Athens, 1835), occupies a
lower level. In the meantime had begun the excavations carried
on in Athens in 1834-36 by Ludwig Ross, with the aid of Schaubert and Hansen, two German architects. At a later period successful excavations were carried on by the French scholar Beule, the
Prussian Expedition under Botticher, Curtius, and Strack (1862),
the Greek Archaeological Society (p. 93) and others.
Among the more recent comprehensive works on Athens may
be mentioned Forchhammer' s 'Topographie von Athen' (1841);
Curtius s 'Attische Studien' (1862-65) and the text to the seven
'Karten zur Topographie Athens' (1868); Wordsworth's 'Athens
and Attica' (4th ed., 1869); Dyer's 'Ancient Athens, its History,
Topography, and Remains' (London, 1873); and Wachsmuth's 'Die
Stadt Athen im Alterthum' (Vol. I, 1874). A clear account of the
present state of the ruins is given by Milchhbfer in the article 'Athens'
in Baumeister's 'Denkmaler des klassischen Alterthurns' (1884).
Among the numerous modern works of travel, dealing mainly with
the ancient topography and history and the existing remains of the ancient
monuments, the following may be mentioned: Leake's 'Travels in the
Morea' (3 vols.; London, 1830), 'Peloponnesiaca' (London, 1846), a supplement to the last, and 'Travels in Northern Greece' (4 vols.; London,
1835); W. G. Clark's 'Peloponnesus' (London, 1858); Ross's 'Reiserouten'
(Part I., 'Peloponnesus'; Berlin, 1841), 'Wanderungen im Gefolge des
is

,

(2 vols.; Halle, 1851), and 'Inselreisen' (Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1840-52); Vlrichs' 'Eeisen und Forschungen' (2 vols.; 1840-63); W.
'Erinnerungen
und Eindriicke aus Griechenland' (2nd ed., Basel,
Vischer's
1875); F. O. Welcker's 'Tagebuch einer Griechischen Reise' (2 vols.; Berlin, 1865); W. ifure's 'Journal of a Tour in Greece' (1842); J. P. Mahaffy s
'Rambles and Studies in Greece' (3rd ed., 1887); 'Impressions of Greece',
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by Sir Thomas Wyse,

late British Minister at Athens (London, 1871);
'Glimpses of Greek Life and Scenery' (London, 1884);
J. T. Bent's 'Cyclades' (London, 1885); 'An Easter Vacation in Greece,
with Lists of Books on Greek Travel and Topography and Time-Tables
of Greek Steamers and Railways', by J. E. Sandys (London, 1887); and
'Conseils aux Voyageurs Archeologues en Greee', by S. Reinach (Paris, 1886).
Of more systematic works perhaps the first place is due to Curtius"s
'Peloponnesos' (2 vols.; Gotha, 1851-52), which is an admirable and skilful
combination of antiquarian lore and geographical research. Other works
calling for notice in this category are Tozer's 'Lectures on the Geography
of Greece' (London, 1873); Bursian's 'Geographie von Griechenland'
(2 vols.; Leipzig, 1863-72); Lolling's 'Hellenische Landeskunde und Topographie' (in Miiller's 'Handbuch der klassischen Alterthumswissenschaft',
Part III) Neumann & Partsch's 'Physicalische Geographie von Griechenland' (Breslau, 1885).
The following are recent English works on the
condition of modern Greece: 'The Greeks of To-day', by Chat. K. Tuckerman, late U.S. Minister in Athens (3rd ed., New York, 1886); 'New
Greece', by Lewis Sergeant (London, 1878); C. C. Fellon's 'Greece, Ancient
and Modern' (Boston, U.S.A., 1867; second volume); 'Greece, its Condition
and Resources', by Edw. Strickland (London, 1863) and R. C. Jebb's
'Modern Greece' (London, 1880). Reference may also be made to the
papers on Greek subjects in E. A. Freeman's 'Historical Essays'.
Among the best histories of Ancient Greece are those of Qrole and
Ernst Curtius (Engl, trans, by A. W. Ward). A convenient manual is
Dr. Win. Smith's 'Students History of Greece'. The standard English work
on the mediaeval and modern history of Greece is George Finlay's 'History of Greece from its Conquest by the Romans to the present time, B.C.
146 to A.1X 1864' (new ed., edited by H. F. Tozer ; Oxford, 1877). See also
Thirlwall, Hertzberg, Hopf (in 'Ersch & Gruber's Encyklopadie'), Paparrigopoiilos, Trikoupis, etc.
Maps. The German Archaeological Institute (p. 95) has published an
admirable Atlas of Attica prepared mainly by officers of the Prussian
General Staff under the superintendence of Curtius and Kaupert. The fine
maps and plans of this work represent Athens and the whole of Attica
on a scale of 1 25,000. The Institute has also published similar maps of
Olympia and its environs (by Kaupert) and of Mycenae and Tiryns (by Capt.
The only map of the remainder of Greece based upon scienSleffens).
tific survey is that prepared by the French General Staff on the Expedition de Morie in 1832 this consists of 20 sheets on a scale of 1 250,000
(1852), but it is now out of print and cannot be obtained except in im-
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—

;

worn

:

forms the groundwork of the Greek Ordnance Map (xapxrjc tou flamXstou ttJ; EM-ados), prepared by Kokides and
Kiepert on a scale of 1 300,000 (11 sheets published by the Military Geographical Institute of Vienna, 18S5). The Greek coasts and islands are
excellently given in the English Admiralty Charts, which have appeared
since 1829 and are constantly revised and improved. A catalogue may be
The
obtained from E. Stanford, 26 Cockspur St., Charing Cross, London.
fullest maps of Ancient Greece are contained in H. KieperCs 'Neuer Atlas
von Hellas und den Hellenischen Colonien' (15 plates; Berlin, 1872).
The best Photographs of Greek scenery and monuments are those
taken by Baron Paul des Granges, which are distinguished by a skilful
choice of the point of view and great picturesqueness of effect. The larger
size (26 x 18'/2 in.) cost 5 fr. 60 c. mounted, 5 fr. unmounted; the smaller
(18'/2 x 13 in.) cost 3 fr. 10 c. and 2 fr. 80 c.
They are not always to be
had in Athens, but may be ordered from Ed. Quaas, Steehbahn 2, Berlin.
— H'. J. Stillmann's Photographs of Athens (25), mounted on cream boards
size 24 in. x 21 in.), are sold by the Autotype Company, 74 New Oxford
pressions from

plates.

It

:

;

—

Street,

—

London

(price 6«. 6rf.; to

Members

of the Hellenic Society 4s. 6d.).

Mansell A- Co., 271 Oxford Street, have a collection of somewhat old
but good photographs of Athens by Sebah.
Camp. p. 34.

—

1.

From

Marseilles

via,

Naples to the

Tirss\is (Athens).

The Steamers

of the following three companies ply regularly from Marseilles to the Piraeus, calling at Naples about two days after leaving Marseilles.
It is, however, desirable to check the under-noted details by comparison with the most recent time-tables and by enquiry on the spot.
1. Messageries Maritime! de France, once fortnightly, starting on Sat. afternoon and arriving on Tues. afternoon (fares 250, 175 fr.). In the alternate
weeks another steamer of this company leaves Marseilles for Syra (Hermoupolis; p. 136; reached on Tues. afternoon), whence the traveller may go
on to the Pirseus on the same or following day (10 hrs. ; fares as above).
2. Fraissinet & Co., every Thurs. forenoon, via, Genoa, alternately to the
Pirseus and Syra (1st class 220 or 225, 2nd class 140 or 150 fr.).
3. FlorioRubaltino, via Genoa, Leghorn, Naples, Palermo, Messina, and Catania to
the Pirfeus (fares from Messina 150 or 100 fr., from Catania 140 or 90 fr.).

—

—

—

Marseilles, see Baedeker's Northern Italy ; Naples, see Baedeker's
Southern Italy. The voyage from Marseilles to Messina via Palermo
Messina (Albergo Vittoria,
takes 2!/2 days, from Naples 18 hours.
a large establishment; Bellevue), a town with 70,000 inhab., commanded by the dismantled forts of Castellaccio and Oonzaga, is
beautifully situated, but presents few other inducements to linger.
As we leave Messina behind us, Reggio, backed by a range of
fertile hills, appears to the left; other hills, of a more barren
nature, are passed farther on.
After l 1 /2 nr * ne steamer is off
the Capo dell' Armi, the S.W. promontory of Calabria. The coast
is now visible as far as the Capo di Spartivento, the Promunturium
Herculis of the ancients. Mt. Aspromonte becomes more imposing
as we recede from the coast. To the W. rise the mountains of Sicily, terminated apparently by the noble pyramid of JEtna.
On the second day the vessel is completely out of sight of land,
but on the third the Cape of Messenia (now Kavo Oallo~), with the
Oenussae Islands in front of it, becomes visible (comp. p. 317). Beyond the point the coast recedes rapidly and forms the Oulf of
Koron, the Messenian Oulf of the ancients. The steamboat then
approaches Cape Taenaron, now Cape Matapdn (p. 259), the S. extremity of the peninsula of Maina (p. 259). To the N.E. appears
the precipitous range of Taygetos (7900 ft.), the summit of which
is covered with snow for three-fourths of the year.
On the other
side of Cape Matapan opens the broad Laconian Oulf, now the Oulf
of Marathonisi (p. 258). The vessel next steers between Cape Malea
and the island of Kythera (p. 258), and then suddenly changes its

—

-

The mountains of Crete are for
a short time visible to the S.E.
The bleak coast of the Peloponnesus is now gradually quitted, while to the right a few small iseasterly course for a northerly one.

lands, belonging to the Cyclades, come into sight. Spetsa, Hydra,
and the other islands lying in front of the peninsula of Argolis
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From Naples

PIRAEUS.

1.

(comp. p. 244) are then passed on the left, and farther on are Poros
(p. 243) and the pyramidal peak of St. Elias, the highest mountain
in the island of AUgina (p. 135). On the right lies the island of
Belbina (now Hagios Georgios), and beyond it the hilly promontory
of Attica, terminating in Cape Sunion (p. 128).
The steamer now holds a direct course for the Piranis and the
coast of Salamif, with its numerous bays on both sides the island
looks as if it were connected with the mainland. The barren,
rounded hill next visible in Attica is Hymettos ; straight in front is
Parties, forming the N. boundary of the Attic plain. Over Salamis
peeps the lofty summit of the Oeraneia in Megaris (p. 145). A low
hill extending into the sea, behind which rise a number of masts,
now becomes visible. This is the Piraeus. The hill a short way inland is Munychia (p. 107), and in front of it lies the Bay of Phaleron (p. 105). Between Hymettos and Panics the regularly-shaped
Pentelikon (p. 117) now appears. At this point the steamer commands a charming view of Athens in the centre the Acropolis, to
the right the monument of Philopappos, to the left the Observatory. The large white building to the N. of the Acropolis is the
Palace, beyond which rises the Lykabettos (p. 102).
As soon as
the promontory of the Pineus has been rounded, the traveller perceives the rocky islet of Psyttaleia (p. 108), in the narrow strait
between Salamis and the mainland. The steamer now steers slowly
;

;

—

into the harbour.

Piraeus (pronounced Piraeevs~), see p. 105.
As soon as the steamer halts it is surrounded by a crowd of small
boats, the owners of which noisily endeavour to arrest the attention of
the passengers
at the same time the hotel-touts push their way on
board. Luggage had better be entrusted to the commissionnaire of the hotel
at which the traveller means to stay, and that functionary will secure a
boat and a carriage. Boat 1 fr., with luggage 2 fr. ; carr. 5-6 fr. The drive
to Athens takes i /* hr., but is preferable to the railway on account of
the trouble and expense of transferring luggage from the steamer to the
train and of the distance of the station at Athens from the hotels. Those
who have fixed upon one of the smaller hotels should write beforehand
;

1

to

ensure the attendance of the commissionnaire.

The Custom House Examination is short and confined to the larger
British and American Consulates, see p. 105.
The Road from the Piiusus to Athens is at first uninteresting. As soon as the town is quitted, traces of the ancient walls of
the Pirieus are observed on the right. The road itself is constructed
on the northernmost of the two long walls that anciently connected
Athens with its harbour. Then, to the right, appears the Monument
of Karaiskakis{f>. 105), and beyond it the Bay of Phaleron(j>. 105).
The mountains to the left, now called Skarrnangd, are the Mgaleos
(p. Ill) and Korydallos of antiquity. A stone bridge here crosses
the generally dry bed of the Kephisos. Vineyards are then passed,
and farther on the skirts of the ancient olive-grove that occupies
the plain of the Kephisos. A halt is usually made at some taverns halfway, and the traveller may here order a loukoumt or a
articles of luggage.

—

c

THE CYCLADES.

to the Piraeus.

1.

Route.

3

'masticlm' (10 c.
sec p. xxvi). The olive-plantations are soon
and a hill passed that conceals the Acropolis from view.
;

quitted,

hill the well-preserved Temple of Theseus becomes
with the Acropolis above it
in the background is the
monument of Philopappos, in front of the latter the Areopagus,
and farther to the right the Observatory. The poor-looking houses
Athens, see p. 33.
of the Hermes Street soon exclude this view.

Beyond the
visible,

;

—

The steamer for Syra steers a N.E. course after rounding Cape
Malea (p. 1). On the right appear the volcanic island of Melos
(where the Venus of Milo, now in the Louvre, was found in 1820)
and the islands of Antimelos, and Kfmolos or Argentiera, with its
old silver- mines. "We then pass between Siphnos on the right and
the iron-producing Seriphos on the left, and And ourselves in the
heart of the compact group of islands in the -<Egean Sea, known to
the ancients as to us as the Cyclades, in contradistinction to the
Sporades, or scattered islands, of the Archipelago. To the right
lie the small Antiparos and the mountainous Paros, against the
capital of which Miltiades conducted an unsuccessful expedition
after the battle of Marathon. Behind Paros is Naxos, the largest
and most fertile island of the group, with 22,300 inhab. it is
traversed by several ranges of mountains, with peaks upwards of
3000 ft. high. The capital of the island bearing the same name,
lies on the N.W. coast and was subjugated by the Athenians in
B.C. 466. From 1207 to 1566 it was the centre of a duchy under
Venetian dynasties. Emery is found on the E. coast and exported
in considerable quantities. To the left is the small island of Serphopoulo, and in the distance Thermia, Tzia or Kea (Keos), and
Gioura (Gyaros). The S. point of Syra, Cape Vilostasi, is now
seen straight ahead. The horizon on the N. and N.E. is bounded by
the long and lofty outlines of Andros and Tenos, while more to the
right is Mykonos (p. 137), with Rhenefa (now Megale Delos) and
Delos (now MikrA Delos; p. 138). After passing the Kavo Chodra,
the S.E. promontory of Syra, and the islets of Aspronisi and Ga'idaronisi (on the right), we suddenly obtain a view of the capital of
Syra, beautifully situated on two hills at the head of a small bay.
;

,

Hermoupolis or Nea-Syros, see p. 136. Steamers ply hence to
the Piraeus daily in 9-10 hrs. (i.e. five Greek steamers and two
steamers of the Austrian Lloyd every week).

2.

From

Trieste, Venice,

and Brindisi

to Corfu

(and Athens).
The data below should be checked by the most recent time-tables. The
prevalence of a cholera epidemic may causemuch inconvenience to travellers.
From Trieste. Austrian Lloyd (Lloyd Austriaco). i. Steamers of the
Constantinople Line to Corfu in 50 hrs. (fares 53 fl., 39 fl., in gold), to
the Piraeus in 94 hrs. (fares 9'2 £1., 6T fl., gold). The vessels leave Trieste

1*
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Route

2.

BRINDISI.

on Sat. afternoon and Corfu (after stopping for 3 hrs.) on Mon. afternoon,
reaching the Piraeus on Wed. forenoon. In the reverse direction they
start on Sun. afternoon, leave Corfu (4 hrs.) on Tues. forenoon, and reach
Trieste on Thurs. afternoon.
2. Smyrna Line to Corfu in about 87 hrs.
The steamers start on Tues.
(fares 69 fl., 50 11.), to the Piraus in 8'/z days.
afternoon and go alternately via Fiume and via, Ancona to Brindisi, which
they leave at midnight on Frid. for Cor/it after 10 hrs. here they go on
again on Sat. evening to Argostdli (Sun. forenoon), Zante (Sun. evening),
Cerlgo (Mon. evening), Syra (10 hrs. ; Tues. forenoon), and the Piraeus,
which they reach on Wed. afternoon. In returning the steamers leave
the Pirseus on Sun. evening, Syra on Mon. morning, Cerigo on Tues. morning, Zante on Wed. morning, Argostoli on Wed. afternoon, Corfu on Thurs.
forenoon, and Brindisi on Frid. forenoon, reaching Trieste on Mon. morning.
3. Thessalian Line, to Corfii in 70 hrs., to the Pirseus in 7 days,
once fortnightly. The steamers leave Trieste on Wed. afternoon, Fiume
on Thurs. afternoon, Corfu (5 hrs.) on Sat. afternoon, Santa Maura on Sun.
morning, Palras (where Sun. night is spent) on Mon. morning, Katdkolon
(Olympia, p. 321; ca. 6 hrs.) on Mon. afternoon, and Kalamata (6-8 hrs.)
on Tues. afternoon, reaching the Piraeus on Wed. at noon and going on
thence to Volo, Salnniki, etc. In the reverse direction they leave the Piraeus
on Sat. forenoon, Kalamata on Sun. evening, Katakolon on Mon. morning,
Patras on Tues. forenoon, and Corfu on Wed. morning, reaching Trieste
on Sat. morning.
The vessels of the Societa Florio-Rubattino also ply weekly (Thurs.,
10 p.m.) from Trieste to the Pirseus, proceeding via Venice, where passengers tranship to another vessel.
A steamer of the Greek company Panhellinios (p. xix) leaves Trieste
every alternate Thurs. at noon for Corinth, which it reaches on Mon.
morning, after calling at Corfu (Sat. 5 p.m.), Santa Maura (Sun. 5.30 a.m.)
and Patras (Sun. 11 p.m.).
From Venice. Steamers of the Societa Florio-Rubattino to the Pirpeus
weekly, in 7'/2 days, starting at 4 p.m. on Sun., stopping at Ancona, Tremiti, Viesti, Bari, and Brindisi (Wed. midnight), and arriving at 5.30 a.m.
on Saturday. In the reverse direction the vessels start at 9 a.m. on Frid.,
leave Brindisi at 8.30 a.m. on Sun., and reach Venice on Wed. afternoon.
Another line of the same company leaves Venice at 4 p.m. on Wed., and
Sun. are
proceeds via Bari (Frid. forenoon) and Brindisi (where Sat.
spent; departure on Sun, night) to Corfu, which it reaches at midnight on
Mon., 5 /2 days after the start. In the other direction Corfu is left at
5 p.m. on Tues. and Brindisi at 5 a.m. on Wed., Venice being reached
on Sat. at 7 a.m.
From Brindisi to Corfu. Austrian Lloyd, at midnight on Frid., in 14 hrs.
(U1/2 fl., 11 fl.), see above. Societa Florio, on Sun. at midnight, in 12 hrs.,
see above. Hellenic Company (p. xxi), at midnight on Frid., in 11^2 hrs. (25 fr.
30, 16 fr. 90 c; meals extra). The Lloyd and Greek steamers return on
Thurs. night, the Florio steamers on Tues. afternoon.

—

;

—

—
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Trieste, see Baedeker's Southern Germany or Northern Italy.
Venice
see Baedeker s Northern Italy.
On the voyage from
Trieste to Fiume the steamer remains within sight of the hilly,
olive-clad coast of Istria. Among the principal places passed are
Rovigno and Pola, the latter famous for its interesting Roman antiquities. Fiume (Albergo di Europa; Hotel de la Ville) is the only
seaport of Hungary.
,

—

On the direct voyage to Ancona, Brindisi, or Corfu the coast
sometimes disappears entirely. Ancona, Bari, and Brindisi are the
three chief seaports on the E. coast of Italy. Ancona, finely situated
between Mte. Astagno and Mte. Guasco, contains a Roman triumphal arch (at the harbour). At Bari is an old castle. Brindisi (Grand

"

;ipb

Alt stall
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CORFU.

3.

Route.

5

HStel des Indes Orientales, at the harbour, 3 /4 M. from the railwayD. 5, luncheon 31/-2-4 fr. Europa, tolerable, R. 2'/2 fr Oi
the ancient Brentesion or Brundisium, is now again, as of yore, an
important starting-point for Greece and the East. For details, see
Baedeker's Southern Italy.
On quitting the harbour of Brindisi the steamer steers towards
and the land soon disappears. Early next morning the
the S.E.
outlines of Albania (Turkey) come in sight, and later the island of
Corfu. Othonous, Erikousi, and'the other Othonian Islands (p. 13)
are seen to the right. To the left, in Albania, rise the lofty peaks
of Konto Vouni. The scenery of the wide strait of Corfu, separating the island from the mainland, is very imposing. To the right
The beautifully-situated
towers Monte San Salvatore (p. 13).
town of Corfu is at first concealed by the island of Vido. On casting anchor we have on our left the double protuberance of the Fortezza Vecchia and on the right the dark ramparts of the Fortezza
Nuova, surmounted by a building of lighter colour; farther to the
right is the suburb of Mandoukio.
station, R. 3,

;

,

3. Corfh.
Boat to or from the steamer

1 fr., with heavy luggage 1V»fr.
The boatmen are insolent, there is no tariff, and great confusion
prevails
so that the traveller had better allow the commissionnaire of
the hotel to settle with the boatmen and attend to the luggage, for which
a charge of 2-2'/i> fr. is made in the bill. The custom-house examination
Passengers intending to continue their voyage by the
is quickly over.
same steamer may bargain with a boatman to be taken on shore and
brought back to the ship for 1 fr. The boatman is instructed to be in
waiting at the hour when the traveller returns, and should not be paid
until the steamer is reached.
The hour of departure of the steamer may
be ascertained from the captain.
Hotels. 'Hotel St. George, frequented by the English ; "HAtkl d'Angleterke et Belle Venise. These wo are of the first class, with baths;
the back-windows overlook the Esplanade; K. from 3, L. i-l'/isi B. 1, luncheon 3, D. 4V2, pension 9-12, for a long stay 8-10, bottle of English or
Vienna beer 2, Corfu wine (somewhat insipid) 1, Ithaka wine 2'/i fr.
Hotel de Constantinople, Sept Iles, Atiienes, three unpretending houses
near the harbour, frequented by Greeks.
Private Lodgings very primitive
and scarcely adapted for foreigners.
Cafes. The principal cafes are in the Esplanade , at the beginning
of the avenue mentioned at p. 7; cup of coffee prepared in the Turkish
manner 15 c.
Restaurant Abbondanza ('Atp&ovia), in the Nikephoros Street.
Beer in the hotels, at Pappaddpowlo's, near the theatre, and at a beersaloon in the Nikephoros Street, near the Esplanade ; Vienna beer l'/a,
native beer '/u fr. per bottle, English ginger-beer ('Tzintzibirra') 15 c.
Post Office, adjoining the Sanita, at the entrance to the town from
the sea.
Telegraph Office, in the Esplanade, near the gymnasium (p. 8).
Steamboat Offices, near the post-office.
Monet/, see p. xxvii.
Carriages obtained at the hotels ; drive in the town or environs 5 fr.
for longer excursions, see below.
Boats may also be hired at the hotels.
Valets-de-Place, 5 fr. per day, may be dispensed with.
Theatre, an old Venetian building, near the above-mentioned cafe's;
Italian opera in winter.
United States Consular Agent,
British Consul, R. Reade, Esq.
T. Woodley, Esq.

Arrival.
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English Church Service in the old House of Parliament at 10.30 and
5 (in winter 11 and 3); Chaplain, Rev. J. W. Johnston.
Climate. In the latter half of March, in April, and in May (sometimes in June) the climate of Corfu is usually charming, and a residence
here at that season of luxuriant vegetation is delightful. The temperature
is also mild and equable during October and the first half of November, but
June (generally), July, August, and (often) September are very hot, and in
winter heavy rains and sudden changes of temperature are of frequent
occurrence. As a winter-residence for invalids, particularly those with
pulmonary complaints, it therefore compares unfavourably with the bestknown health-resorts of Italy.
There are several Italian Physicians here.
The best chemists are Collas and Lavrano.
Baths at the hotels ; also at the sea-bathing establishment at the Punla

—

S.

Mcold.

Corfu (Greek Kspxupct, Kerkyra), the capital of the island of
the same name (422 sq. M. in area) and of a nomarchy or province
including the islands of Paxos, Antipaxos, and Leukas, and the
seat of archbishops of the Greek and Roman Catholic churches, is
one of the most prosperous towns in modern Greece. With its suburbs of Kastrades or Oaritza and Mandoukio it contains 25,100 inhab., among whom are 4000 Roman Catholics and 2700 Jews. The
spacious and safe harbour is enlivened with an active trade, consisting chiefly in the export of olive oil and the import of Russian
grain and English manufactures. The fortifications constructed by
the Venetians, the Fortezza Vecchia to the E. of the town and the
Fortezza Nuova to the N.W., were allowed to fall into decay after
the departure of the English in 1864, and are now unimportant.
As the town was formerly enclosed by a wall, its bustling streets
are very narrow and the houses (all of stone) often four or Ave
stories high.
The name of Corfit, which came into use in the middle ages seems
to be a corruption of Korypho or Korphous (aTOUc KopcpouO and was at
The old
first confined to the rocky heights enclosed by the old fortress.
Greek name was Kdpxupa or Ktlpxupa. The ancients identified Corfii with
the Phfeacian island of Scheria, mentioned in the Odyssey as ruled over
by Alkinoos. As the navigation of antiquity was mainly confined to
creeping along the coast, the island soon became an important station
of the traffic between Italy and Greece. Its authentic history begins witli
,

establishment of the colony of Corcyra by the Corinthians in B. C.
The power of the infant colony increased so greatly that it soon
became dangerous to the authority of the mother-city in the Ionian waThe first naval battle to which we can affix a date was fought,
ters.
according to Thucydides, in B.C. 665 between the Corinthians and the
Corcyrfeans; the latter were victorious. Corcyra did not share in the
glory of the Persian wars; its fleet of 50 ships received orders to await
the result of the contest off Cape Tsenaron and to throw in its bit with
the victors. The intervention of Athens in the dispute between Corinth
and Corcyra over Epidamnos and its participation in the naval battle
off the Sybota Islands (p. 14) were among the chief causes of the Peloponnesian War, during the whole of which Corcyra was an ally of
Athens. In B.C. 373 Corcyra successfully resisted an attack of the Spartans, but in B.C. 229 it came into the possession of the Romans. On the
partition of the Byzantine empire by the Crusaders in 1205 A. D. Corfii
fell to the share of the Venetians, who were replaced by the kings of
Naples from 1267 to 1386, but recovered the island in the latter year and
maintained their supremacy down to 1797. In 1537 and 1716 the Turks
exhausted their strength in vain in two celebrated sieges of Corfu. From
the
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1807 to 1814 the island was occupied by the French; and from 1815 to
1863 it formed, with the other Ionian Islands, a Heptanesos, or 'sevenisland state', under the protection of England. It was the residence of
the British Lord High Commissioners, the first of whom was Sir Thomas
Maitland ('King Tom'). In 1858 Mr. Gladstone was sent as Extraordinary
Commissioner to the Ionian Islands to consider the grievances of the
people, and for a short time filled the office of Lord High Commissioner.
On the accession of King George England yielded to the desires of the
islanders and consented to the incorporation of the islands in the kingdom
ot

Greece (Nov. 14th, 18G3).

On disembarking we cross the court of the Dogana, pass the
small Hotel de Constantinople on the left, and follow the street
called Sulle Mura, which skirts the N. side of the town, affording
numerous fine views, and ends at the Esplanade near the Royal
Palace. Or we may proceed from the harbour to the left through
the Nikephoros Street ('0S6? Niy.7]cp6po'j) to the Esplanade in
5 minutes.
In the Nikephoros Street, to the left, is the church of St. Spiridion,
a saint held in great reverence by the Greeks. Spiridion, Bishop
of Cyprus, was cruelly tortured during the Diocletian persecution,
but, though mutilated, survived to attend the Nicaean Council in
325. His body was brought to Corfu in 1489 and is preserved in a
silver coffin in a chapel near the high-altar; thrice a year it is
borne in solemn procession through the town.
The Esplanade (La Spianata) is an extensive open space between the town and the old fortifications. It is traversed by an
avenue with double rows of trees forming a continuation of the
Nikephoros Street. On the "W. it is bounded by handsome houses
with arcades on the ground-floor, among which are the two principal
hotels. On the N. side rises the
Royal Palace, a three-storied edifice with wings in grey Maltese stone, erected for the British Lord High Commissioner. A
handsome marble staircase ascends to the first floor, where the
vestibule contains an antique lion couchant. The throne-room is
adorned with portraits of British sovereigns, and the council-chamber of the ci-devant Ionian Senate contains portraits of the presidents (visitors generally admitted on application, entr. by a sidedoor on the W. side
In front of the palace is a
fee 1 fr.).
bronze Statue of Sir Frederick Adam
who conferred numerous
benefits on the island during his tenure of office as Lord High
Commissioner (1823-32; p. 10).
To the S. of the Esplanade are a small Circular Temple, erected in 1816 in honour of Sir Thomas Maitland (see above), and an
Obelisk to Commissioner Sir Howard Douglas (1843).
At the end of the avenue leading to the fortress on the left, is
a monument commemorating the gallant defence of Corfu against
the Turks by the Venetian general Count von der Schulenburg in
1716. We now pass the sentinels, cross the bridge over the wide
and deep moat, and reach the
,

—

,

—

;

,
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*Fortezza Vecchia, the dilapidated buildings of which are now
used as barracks and a military hospital. The second gateway leads
to the Commandant's Residence, where we obtain a permit (<x5eia) to
inspect the works on application at the office (Opoopap^efov, Frourarchion) on the ground-floor, to the left (Italian understood). We
then pass through another gateway, cross a drawbridge to the left,
and traverse a long vaulted passage, at the end of which we give up
our permesso to a sentinel.
The ramparts are overgrown with
vegetation. The platform on the W. side (230 ft.), reached by a
few steps, commands a superb **View of the town and island, best
by morning-light. The custodian, who speaks Italian, lends a telescope to the visitor (25 c).
On the W. we overlook the town and the Esplanade the nearest and
;

highest church-tower is that of St. Spiridion, the next that of the metropolitan church of Panagia Spelidtissa (2jr7]Xiumaaa ; 'Our Lady of the Cave').
Beyond are the dark walls of the Fortezza Nuova, with the more cheerful
buildings above them. Farther off is a range of gentle, olive-clad hills, on
which lie the villages of Potamd, with its cemetery, and Alipou. To the
left of Potanio is the double-peaked S. Giorgio, and to the left of this a
rounded summit with the village of Pelleka (p. 11). Still farther to the
left, in the S.W. foreground, is the large Lake Ealikiopoulo (p. 9).
Between the lake and the town are the palatial Hospital and the white buildings of the Prison; near the town rise the cypresses of the English Cemetery. To the left, between Lake Kalikiopoulo and the sea, is the suburb
of Kastrades, to which the Strada Marina leads along the coast from the
Esplanade. On the N. slope of the wooded hill behind it is the royal
villa of Monrepos (p. 9).
Halfway up the arch-shaped hill of S. Deca
lies the village of the same name (p. 10).
To the S. the eye follows the
coast as far as the Kavo Levkimo, the Leukimne of the ancients. Opposite,
off the Albanian coast, are the Sybota Islands (p. 14).
To the N. towers the
lofty range of S. Salvalore (p. 13), on the slopes of which are the villages
of Signes and Spartilla ; the adjoining hills on the left are crossed by the
pass of S. Pantaleone. In the sea lie the island of Vido and the Lazzarelto
Island. On the coast opposite the latter is Govino (p. 12).

The Esplanade ends,

to the S. of the

Maitland memorial

(p. 7),

in an open space embellished with a marble Statue of Kapodistrias
Opposite is the Oymby Drosis and Xenakis, erected in 1887.
nasium, with a high flight of steps. It contains, in a sort of lumber-

—

room opened by the custodian

(*/2 fr.), several

funereal inscriptions,

and other ancient sculptures. On
the upper floor is the library (40,000 vols.) of the Ionian University, which was established by the English but closed after their
a capital with traces of painting,

departure.

A

to the Strada Marina, the
promenade of the Corriotes. In 6-8 minutes we
reach the entrance of the suburb of Kastrades or Oaritza, where the

broad street descends hence

favourite evening

dismantled Fort S. Salvador rises on the right. Near the E. base of
the dilapidated ramparts, about 200 paces from the Strada Marina,
a low circular structure dating
is the Monument of Menekrates
from the 6th or 7th century before Christ. The monument, which
is surrounded with trees and protected by an iron railing, was discovered on the removal of the Venetian fortifications in 1843. The
,

Monrepos.
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metrical inscription records that 'Menekrates, son of Tlasias, of
OEanthe in Locris, was Proxenos {i.e. representative) of his native
town in Oorcyra', and that he lost his life by drowning. A bronze
dish and a few earthenware vessels were discovered in the interior.
The ancient lion in the palace (p. 7) was also found in this neigh-

bourhood.
The Strada Marina runs hence to the left along the coast, and
ends near the remains of an old windmill. We follow the principal street towards the S., passing a church and a red house, and
in 5 min. ascend by a road diverging to the right opposite the circular apse of the old church of St. Corcyra. The gate on the left is
the entrance to the royal villa of 'Monrepos ( Villa Reale), the extensive gardens of which afford admirable views of the town and
fortress of Corfu (open on Sun. and Thurs. afternoons
strangers
usually admitted by the gardener on other days, fee '/2~1 fr.).
Olives, cypresses, and orange, lemon, and fig trees attain great
perfection in the sheltered situation and subtropical climate of
those gardens, and magnolias, palms, the eucalyptus, bananas,
the papyrus, and aloes also flourish.
The above-mentioned road, passing the entrance to the villa, leads
to the village of Anaiipsis, Ital. Agcensione.
Near the village a path diverges to the left and leads through a grove of olives towards the sea.
After about 200 paces, we reach, a little to the right, the interesting and
;

curious substructure of an Ancient^Temple, discovered in 1822. This ruin
about 100 ft. above the sea, in a narrow ravine called Kardaki, a
also extended to the surrounding district. The temple was a peripteral
hexastyle, i.e. the cella was surrounded by a colonnade, with 6 columns
at each end.
The cella walls are best traced on the N. and W. side,
where two courses of dark marble blocks are still in, situ. Adjacent are
the fragments of several columns , and a capital found here has been
pronounced an important example of the earliest Doric style. Near the
wall erected to protect the ruins from landslips rises a spring, which was
formerly much frequented and is supposed to have been a sacred fountain
and the reason of the temple.
The principal street follows the W. slope of the hilly peninlies

name

which extends to the S. between the Lake of Kalikiopoulo and
This was probably the site of the ancient town, and the
name of Palaeopolis still clings to it. The principal commercial
harbour was formed by the Bay of Kastrades, while the lake of
Kalikiopoulo, now silted up, seems to have been the ancient Hyllaean Harbour, used as a station for vessels of war. The street,
which is much frequented on fine evenings, is flanked by rose and
orange gardens (oranges in winter 5 c.), and farther on by olivegroves. It ends about 2 M. from the Esplanade, in a circular space
named the Canone (English, One-gun Battery), which commands
sula,

the sea.

a beautiful

*View

of the E. coast.

Opposite the entrance

to

the

old Hyllaean harbour lies the isle of Pontikonisi (mouse-island),

with a small chapel and clergy-house. Tradition describes it as
the Phseacian ship that brought Ulysses to Ithaka, and which was
afterwards turned into stone by the angry Poseidon. To the right
is the Lake of Kalikiopoulo, the S.W. bank of which, where a brook

Route
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Kressidn enters the lake, is pointed out as the place where
Ulysses was cast ashore and met the princess Nausicaa.
Among the hills of the S. half of the island, a good survey of which
is obtained from the Canone, the highest is the S. Deca, nearly due
with the village of the same name on its slope. The lower peak to
S.
the left is Kyriaki, on which lies the village of Qastouri. On the beach
below is Benizze. The next hill to the left is the JUte. S. Croce or Stavrd
Vouni. To the S.E. is Kavo Levkimo.
A footpath descends from the Canone to the ferry-house, which lies
at the end of a stone embankment (ferry 10-20 c). On the other side we
,

ascend through fine groves of olives, following the general direction of the
aqueduct constructed by Sir Frederick Adam (p. 7) from the springs above
(6 M.) Benizze. Above the aqueduct, 3 /4-l hr. from the ferry, lies the village
of Qastouri (Inn). Thence (guide desirable) we may ascend the (20 min.)
Kyriaki (818 ft.), which commands an imposing panorama. We then descend and follow a good carriage-road (short-cuts for walkers) to (3 M.) the
fishing-village of Benizze, with the remains of a Roman villa. The finest
oranges in Corfu grow here. We may now return by boat (3 fr.) to Kastrades, the whole excursion occupying about 7 hrs. Many of the women of
Benizze and Gastouri are distinguished for their beauty.

Excursions into the Interior of the Island.
Thanks

English administration the Ionian Islands, unlike the
everywhere provided with good roads (now somewhat
almost the whole of Corfu may be explored by carriage.
The island is covered with fine Olive Groves, containing, it is estimated,
about 4,000,000 trees; and these combine with the sombre cypress to determine the distinctive character of the scenery. The olive-trees, which are
allowed to grow without pruning, here attain a height (30-60 ft.), beauty,
and development elsewhere unparalleled in the Mediterranean, if indeed
in the world.
They blossom in April, and the fruit ripens between December and March. The quality of the oil is, however, inferior to that of
Italy in consequence of the primitive appliances for expressing and clearing it. Plentiful harvests occur on an average once every 6-10 years. The
Vine Culture of Corfu has not hitherto been so important as that of the
neighbouring islands, but it has lately been prosecuted with more vigour,
and the wine, which is strong and of a dark-red colour, is now exported
to France, Italy, and other countries. The Oranges, Lemons, and Figs are
of excellent quality, and afford several harvests in the course of the year.
The Opuntia Cactus and the Agave, or giant aloe, flourish luxuriantly and
are used here as in Sicily for hedges.
The Inhabitants, 78,000 in number, are marked, owing to the centuries of Venetian and British domination, by a higher degree of culture than is usual in Greece.
The highly
composite character of the population of the town of Corfu is reflected,
on a reduced scale, in other parts of the island.
The following Excursions are generally made by carriage, but walking may also be recommended. The usual fares are stated below in each
case, but those who speak the language may often make better bargains by
dealing directly with the coachmen. In the inns nothing can be obtained
except bread (psomi), goats milk cheese (tiri), wine (krassi), and water
(nerd). It is therefore advisable to be provided with a luncheon-basket
for the longer excursions.
Excursions to the South.
To the Monte 8. Deca, by carriage
(15 fr. there and back 6 hrs.). The road leaves the town by the
to the

rest of Greece, are
neglected), so that

—

1

—

;

Porta Reale, crosses the suburb of S. Rocco, and runs near the W.
of Lake Kalikiopoulo. Farther on the road to Viro diverges to
the right, and that to Qastouri (see above) to the left. Drivers reach
the village of Hag i Deka or S. Deca (675 ft.) in It/* hr., walkers
in about '2 hrs. The ascent (guide) thence to the top of the *Monte
sidt;

1
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Santa Beca (1860

ft.), perhaps the Istone of the ancients, takes
In a small hollow between the two summits lie the inconsiderable ruins of a convent. The N.E. peak affords a splendid view
of the town, the varied outline of the E. coast of the island, the
straits of Corfft, and the Albanian Mts.
The S.W. peak, which
is somewhat lower, overlooks the valley of the Mesonghi and the

1 hr.

village

and double-peaked

hill of St.

We now descend

Matthias.

by

a rough goat-path to (1 hr.) Epano-Oarouna and proceed thence to
the N. to [}ii hr.) the pass of 8. Teodoro or Hagios Theodoros

(785 ft.), where the carriage should be ordered to meet us. The
drive back to Corfu, via Kamara, takes l l / 2 hr.
Beyond the village of S. Deca the above-mentioned road continues to
lead towards the S., crossing the pass (785 ft.) between the Monte S. Deca
and the Monte S. Croce, Greek Stavrd Vouni (1475 ft.). The top of the latter
may be attained from the pass via, the village of Stavro, with the help
of a boy as guide, in l /t hr. We descend past the church of the Panagia
and skirt the rocky hill of the chapel of the Hagia Triada to the (>/•/ hr,)
springs in the valley of Benizze (p. 10). The highest spring rises near the
small church of St. Nicholas (also reached from the head of the pass by
a direct path), and the well-house lies in the valley •/? M. farther on.
From the well-house we may either descend direct to Benizze in
U1'.,
or skirt the hill of Kyriake (p. 10) to ( 3 /4 hr.) Qaitouri. At the point where
the bridle-path reaches the latter village is a fine well under a large planetree.
The inn, where our carriage should be ordered to meet us, is 1 /j M.
•/'<!

farther on.

Comp.

p. 9.

Beyond the head of the pass between Monte S. Deca and Monte S.
Croce the road descends to the vicinity of the Lake of Korissia, which is
well stocked with fish, and ends among the olive-groves and corn-fields
of the fertile plain of Levkimo. The numerous villages are all well-built
and prosperous-looking.
To the West.
To Pelleka and back by carriage in 3l/2 -4 hrs.

—

(12 fr.). Issuing by the Porta Reale, we traverse the suburb of
S. Rocco and proceed between impenetrable hedges of cactus. To
the left we have a view of Lake Kalikiopoulo and S. Deca, to the
right of Potamb, with its lofty belfry. After a drive of 20 min. we
reach the village of Alipoh, the houses of which are embowered amid
medlar-trees, apricot-trees, and cypresses. In ^4 ur more we reach
the bridge across the Potamb, the chief river in the island, which,
however, is generally dry at this part of its course in summer. The
road to Afra diverges to the right (p. 12) before we reach the
bridge, but our road crosses it and ascends in a straight direction
through groves of olives. *Pelleka now soon comes in sight and is
reached after a drive of IY2 nr from Corf ft
the last part being
very steep. On leaving the carriage we engage a boy to guide us to
the top of the hill (890 ft.), which commands an admirable view,
especially fine at sunset
of the central part of the island from
Monte S. Salvatore to Monte S. Deca, intersected by several ranges
of hills and thickly sprinkled with villages. On the E. and W. the
view is bounded by the sea.
Those who start betimes for this excursion may now descend in 3 j\ hr.
-

-

,

,

by a steep path to the Greek convent of Myrtiotissa, and refresh themselves
They should then ascend to the N. by a distinct
in the sea.
(l'/i hr.) the summit of 8. Giorgio (1285 ft.), and then descend ab-

by bathing
path to

1
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ruptly on the E. slope of this hill, passing the hamlet of Chelia, to (l'/4 hr.)
Kokkini, at the S. end of the liopa valley. The carriage should be in
waiting here.
To the North.
To Govino via Afra returning via Potamo,

—

,

charming round of 2y 2 -3 hrs. (carr. 8-10 fr. ).
Alipou and the bridge over the Potamo, see p. 13.
a

From Corfu

We

to

follow the

road to the right to ( 3/4 hr.) Afra. To the right is Koukouriza, to
the left we obtain a view of the Ropa valley. Farther on Konlukali is passed on the shore to the right, and we soon reach Oovino,
with the remains of a Venetian arsenal, situated on a beautiful
bay, named the Porto di Govino. Off the coast lies the Lazzaretto
Island, with its large square quarantine building. We may return
via the large village of Potamo and the [suburb of Mandoukio to
the Porta Reale.
To Palaeokastrizza, a drive of 3 hrs., there and back an excursion
for a whole day (carr. 25 fr.). The drivers generally choose the
road that passes above the suburb of Mandoukio and then leads
along the coast, crossing (20 min.) the swampy mouth of the Potamb. (The traveller should stipulate for a return via Potamo or
Afra.) Farther on we pass Kontokali and Govino (see above). Beyond the latter the road passes a number of chapels, farm-houses,
and solitary inns, but no more villages. It then passes through a
ravine, beyond which (l'/2 nI after starting), just before reaching
the bridge of Pheleka, it diverges from the road to !S. Pantaleone (see
below). As we approach the W. coast the view of the red cliffs,
honeycombed with caves, along which the road is constructed, becomes more and more imposing. To the right lies the village of
Doukades, where the larger carriages sometimes stop there is still
The cona descent of l 4 /2 M. before our destination is reached.
vent of *Palseokastrizza ('old castle') lies on a rock high above tho
vivid blue sea, and commands a beautiful view. The monks provide
light refreshments, but the summer-visitors who come here for bathing cater for themselves. On a hill to the N.W., rising steeply from
the sea, is the Castle of 8. Angelo (1080 ft.), a structure of the
13th century.
To the Pass of Pantaleone, carr. in 2'/2j there and back in
(5-7 hrs. (20 fr.). The road is the same as that to Palfeokastrizza
as far as the Pheleka bridge (see above). It then crosses the bridge
-

;

and approaches the foot of the hills, on the slopes of which lies
the large village of Korakidna (390 ft.). About ^2 nr beyond the
bridge we reach the village of Skriperb (410 ft.), where a halt
of 10-15 min. is usually made. We now ascend either by the winding road or by a shorter footpath to (35-40 min.) the pass of
S. Pantaleone or Hagios Panteleimon (c. 1040 ft.), the only convenient means of communication with the N. part of the island
-

across the range of hills which runs to the W. from Monte S. SalAt the top of the pass are a solitary house and a spring.
The rocky height to the left of the road, ascended in 10-15 min.,

vatore.

Monte
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commands an admirable view (no
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better from the higher point a

Behind us are the central part of the island, the
town of Corfu, and the E. coast with its picturesque hays and islands; in front lies the N. part of Corfii
which is dotted with

little farther on).

,

villages, while off the

N.W.

we

see the Othonian Islands,
Fano or Othonous, Merlera or Erikousi, Samothraki, and the small
Diaplo, one of which is supposed to be the isle of Calypso. A fantastically-shaped rock, which has some resemblance to a ship in
full sail, is another claimant to the honour of being the vessel of
Ulysses (comp. p. 9). To the B. is the long snow-clad range of the
coast

Albanian mountains.
One of the best points of view

in the island is the Monte Ekcole, to
the S.W. of the Pantaleone Pass, an ascent of which forms a convenient
the
link between
two excursions last described. From Skriperb (p. 12),
where we obtain a guide (Giorgio Tsilimbari speaks a little Italian), we
ascend to (35-40 min.) the Pantaleone Pass and then follow the slope to
the left, passing near the chapel of St. Anna (1055 ft.) and above AlimataFine view over
des, to (1 hr.) the small village of Voutoulades (1210 ft.).
the olive-groves in the interior of the island. From Voutoulades we
ascend 0/2 hr.) the conspicuous cone of "Monte Ercole, Greek Arakli
(1660 ft.), the isolated position of which commands a view of the fertile
Ropa valley on the one side and the abrupt W. coast of the island on the
other. The direct descent via Lakones (820 ft.) to Palseokastrizza takes
1 hr., while a pleasant digression may be made to the castle of S. Angelo
(p. 12) in 2 hrs. more.
Another interesting ascent, but more trying, is that of the "Pylides
(2030 ft. ; in 1 hr., guide necessary), to the E. of the Pantaleone Pass, which
has the advantage over the Mte. Ercole of forming part of the central range
of the island. The view is divided between two summits, separated by a
small hollow, to which the name of the mountain ('gate-hill') is probably
due. The descent may be made via (3/ 4 hr.) Sokraki (1475 ft.) and (1 hr.)
Korakiana to the road, reached a little to the W. of Skripero.
An excursion to Monte S. Salvatore, the highest summit in the island, takes more time and trouble.
take a boat (12-15 fr. ; 2-3 hrs.) to
Glyphb, the landing-place for the high-lying village of Sic/nes (1550 ft.),
which is reached after a walk of l-l'/z hr. through a ravine. A steep
ascent of 1 hr. more brings us to the peak of Monte S. Salvatore, Greek
Pantokrator (3000 ft.). The half-ruined convent here is visited on Aug. 6th
by numerous pilgrims. The view embraces almost the whole of Corfu;
to the N.W. the Othonian Islands; to the E. the mainland from the
Acroceraunian promontory to the Sybota Islands and Parga, with the
Suliote Mts. in the background; to the S. the Mte. Nero in the island of
Cephalonia ; to the W. the open sea.
now descend to Spartilla (1310 ft.)
and (2-3 hrs.) Pyrgi, where the boat may be ordered to meet us.
On the
completion of the new road from Pyrgi to Spartilla, the latter village will
probably become the recognised starting-point for the ascent of the S. Salvatore, thus abridging the part of the excursion which depends on the
uncertain sea-breezes. It will then, perhaps, be practicable, to add an
ascent of the Stravoskiadi (above Spartilla ; 2785 ft.) to the excursion ; but
this should not be attempted without a guide.

We

We

4.

From

—

Corfii to Cephalonia.

in about 12 hrs. Those of the Austrian
Lloyd leave on Sat. evening anil reach Argostoli on Sun. forenoon, and
those of the Panhellenios (p. xix) on Sat. 6 p.m., arriving on Sun. 6 a.m.
The vessels of the Hellenic Co. (p. xxi), running via, Paxos, start on Mon.
4.30 p.m. and arrive on Tues. 5 a.m.
The steamers go on to Zanle
and Patras.

Steamees four times weekly

—
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SANTA MAURA.

As we leave Corfu behind us the picturesque double-peaked rock
on which the fortress stands long remains in sight. The highest hill
Deca (p. 11). The strait of Corfu exTo the left is the mouth of the Kalamas, a stream which
was fixed upon by the Treaty of Berlin in 1880 as the N. boundary
of Greece. In the background are the Albanian Mts., rising picturesquely one above another. To the right are the Kavo Levkirno
and the village of Potami. To the left, at the S. end of the strait
of Corfu, opposite the Kavo Aspro or Capo Bianco, the S. point of
Corfu, are the small Sybota Islands
where in B.C. 432 an important naval battle took place between the Corcyrsans and Corinthians.
Through the intervention of Athenian vessels the struggle
was drawn in favour of the former, and this fact was one of the
to the right is the Mte. S.

pands.

,

causes of the Peloponuesian War (comp. p. 6).
After 2'/2-3 hrs. we reach the little islands of Paxos and Antipaxos, beyond which we enter the Ionian Sea. Some of the Greek
steamers call at Oa'ion, the chief place in Paxos, and steer a course
between the two islands. On the mainland is the small town of
Parga.
The coast of Epirus now recedes. At the mouth of the Ambracian
Gulf, near Actium(Aktion), Augustus in B.C. 31 laid the foundation
of his monarchy by the victory gained by his fleet over Mark Antony.
In 2 hrs. after leaving Paxos the vessel is abreast of the N. point of
the island of Leukds or Santa Maura (110 sq. M. ; 23,000 inhab.),
which is separated from the mainland by an artificial channel. Near
this canal, but not visible from the steamer, lies HamaxiM or
Levkas, the capital of the island, which was greatly damaged by an
earthquake in 1867. It is commanded by the Venetian castle of Santa
Maura, which gave the island its Italian name. The coast of the
island is generally lined with sheer rocky walls; the highest elevations are the Meyanoros (3300ft.) and the Staorotas (3700ft.). To
the S.W. the island terminates in the Kavo Doukato, the Leucadian
Rock of the ancients, a promontory 5 M. long, on the S. end of
which stood a temple of Apollo (?). According to ancient story
lovers used to leap from this point in order to get rid of unhappy
love, and it is the 'far-projecting rock of woe' from which Sappho
plunged when enamoured of the unresponsive Phaon.
In the strait between S. Maura and Cephalonia, part of the island of Jthaka (p. 21) is visible for some time.
About 6 hrs. after leaving Corfu the steamer is abreast of the
Kavo Daphnoudi, the N. point of Cephalonia. A little farther on

we see the walls of the castle of Assos (p. 21). The "W. coast of
the island is rocky, and seldom enlivened by a village. The steamer
rounds the Kavo Akrotiri and enters the deep Qulf of Livadi or
Argostoli, where it calls at Lixouri (p. 17), an extensive place on
its W. bank. It then steers to the E. into the Bay of Argostoli.

—

Argostoli, see p. 15.

15
5.

Cephalonia,

Steamers. From Corfu four times weekly, see p. 13. — From Zanle
thrice weekly in 4V2 hrs. (Austrian Lloyd on Wed. forenoon, Panhellenios
From Patras once
on Frid. 1 a.m. and Hellenic Co. on Sun. 1 p.m.).
weekly in 8 hrs. (Hellenic Co., on Wed. evening).
Cephalonia, Greek Kephallenia, with an area of 260sq.M. and 68,400
inhab., is the largest of the Ionian Islands, and forms a nomarchy along
with Ithaka. It probably owes its name to the mountains which rise
abruptly from the sea on the E. coast and elsewhere, attaining a height
of 5310 ft. in the JEnos and 3715 ft. in the Hagios Dynati. In Homer the
island, or its E. part, is called Same; and in the later parts of the Odyssey
Samos and Doulichion appear as belonging to the kingdom of Ithaka. As
in Corcyra, the Corinthians had most influence here in the 5-6th cent,
before Christ, but in 456 B.C. Tolmides compelled it to ally itself with
Athens. Then and later the island was divided among the four towns
of Eranioi, Pale, Pronoi, and Same. The Cephalonians helped the Mfol'mu
League in naval battles against Philip V. of Macedon (B. C. 220-217) and
thejjisland then passed into the hands of the latter, becoming part of the
Eastern Empire in 395 A. D. Cephalonia was seized by the Normans in
1185 and by the Venetians in 1449, and the latter maintained their possession of it, with a short interval of Turkish rule (1479-1500), down to

—

the suppression of the republic in 1797. From 1809 to 1863 Cephalonia, like
the other Ionian Islands, was under British rule.

The islands

of Cephalonia and Ithaka (p. 21) are the most in-

teresting of the Ionian Islands next to Corfu. The headquarters for
excursions in the former are at Argostoli, the capital, situated on
the E. coast of a peninsula in the (lulf of Argostoli or Livadi,

which runs

far into the

Argostoli.

—

S.W. side of the island.
Hotel d'Okient ('AvatoXr)), kept by

Anasldsioi
Potamianis, clean, with good waiting, cooking also if required ; Hotel de
CiSfhalonie, also well spoken of, both near the theatre.
Good cuisine
at the Xenodochion of Gedrgios Samikds, in a side-street to the left, at the
end of the cross-street containing the German Consulate.
Post & Telegraph Office, in the principal square.
Steamer Offices. Greek Companies, in the principal square; Austrian
Lloyd, on the Marina, to the right of the landing-stage.
Carriages good and not dear; bargaining necessary.
English Vice-Consul, J. Saunders. Esq.
Argostoli ('ApfoaxoAiov), a pleasant little town of 8500 inhab.,

Hotels.

—

the seat of a Greek archbishop and of a gymnasium, and carries
on a considerable trade in the exportation of currants, wine, and
oil.
The chief centre of traffic is the Marina, in which, to the left
of the landing-place, is situated the imposing building of the Ionic
Bank. In a square at the N. end of the Marina are a Monument to
Sir Thomas Maitland (p. 7), a barrack, and the prison. On the S.
the Marina ends at the busy market-place (a-fopa) and the church
of Sisidtissa. In a side-street stands the Theatre, built about thirty
years ago, where Italian opera is performed in winter. A street
parallel with the Marina leads thence to the principal square, containing the large Law Courts and a Concert Pavilion.
From the Maitland Monument we may proceed along the coast to
3
extremity of the peninsula, where the EnglishCon( /4 M.) the N.
sulate and the large wine-cellars of Mr. Toole lie to the left, and the
celebrated *Sea Mills to the right. The first of the latter is the Mill
is

1
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of Dr. Miyliaressi, established in 1859, and V 4 M. farther on is the
Old Mill, erected by Mr. Stevens in 1835, where we obtain a better
view of the phenomenon whence the mills derive their name. The
mills are driven by a current of sea-water, which flows into the land
in an unbroken course through an artificial channel, Anally disappearing amid clefts and Assures in the limestone rock. Authorities are not yet unanimous as to the explanation of this unique
phenomenon.
Proceeding to the W. along the coast for about
V2 M. farther, we reach Cape Hagios Theodoros, with its lighthouse, then turn to the S. and follow the W. coast of the peninsula to (Y2 hr.) the road, which leads to the left over a low range
of hills back to Argostoli. This excursion forms the so-called 'Mikro

—

Giro'.

Excursion to the Castle of St. George, 5^2 M. (carr. there
and back 6-8 fr. j.
The road at first skirts the lagoon of Koutavds, which forms the S. end of the Bay of Argostoli and is separated from it by the bridge mentioned at p. 19. We then traverse the
fertile Plain of Kranioi, obtaining a view of the ruins of Kranioi
to the left (p. 17), and farther on ascend to the left to the deserted
village of Kastro, which in the time of the Venetians was a Aourishing town with 15,000 inhab., and which was not outstripped by Argostoli till the present century.
Near the chief square stands a
bastion built by the English, beyond which we cross a dilapidated
draw-bridge, leading into the interior of the castle of *St. George
(1050 ft). An idea of the former importance of the stronghold
may be obtained from its well-preserved ramparts, and the extensive ruins of its houses and three churches. The castle was
founded in the 13th cent., and after its improvement by the Venetians, was looked upon as the key to the island. The town of
Kephalenia (Cephalonia), mentioned by Ptolemy (2nd cent.) and
by various Byzantine writers, is supposed to have lain in the neighbourhood. The extensive view embraces the lofty hills on the peninsula of Paliki (p. 17) to the W., the island of Zante to the S., and
the outlines of the Peloponnesus to the E. in the island itself
rises Mt. jEnos (p. 18), and the hilly land of Livatho lies at the

—

;

feet of the spectator.

Livatho is the name given to the fertile undulating district,
which extends from the foot of the castle of St. George to the S.
end of the island, comprising about thirty villages with 11,000 inhabitants. A drive of 2-3 hrs. among its luxuriant vineyards and
olive-groves and its thriving villages is very enjoyable. For this
purpose most visitors choose the so-called 'Megalo Giro', a round
of 12'/2 M., accomplished
proceeding as above to the
the right towards Metaxata
Byron in 1823 is still shown,
condition. We then descend

in

about

2'/;>

hrs.

(5-7

foot of St. George's Hill,
,

After
turn to

fr.).

we

where the house inhabited by Lord
though now in a somewhat dilapidated
rapidly to the coast, and follow it back
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passing Kalligala, Domata, Svoronata, and Miniaes.
liner route, on account of tlie open view of the sea
obtained from the very outset, is the 'Giro dia Lakythra', which
leads past the village of Lakythra to Metaxata, and proceeds thence
to Argostoli,

— An almost

(carr. in 2 1 /^-3 hrs., 6-8 fr.").
The extensive ruins of Kranioi (Kpavrj), which, although seldom
mentioned in history, was at one time a town of considerable importance and was still in existence in the time of the Roman Emas

above

are spread over a group of rocky hills (260-655 ft.) at the
end of the Koutavos Lagoon, between the plain of Kranioi and
the valley of Razata. The best way to visit the most interesting remains, which lie on the E. side, is to walk (1 hr.) or drive (carr.
4-5 fr.) to Razata (p. 19) and take a boy from there as guide (2 fr.).
Before we reach the first houses of the village a field-path diverges
to the right, leading in about 1 /.i hr. to the Ldkkos Orouspa, a pond
situated among the rocks. [A digression of 1 hr. (not recommended)
may be made from this point to two ancient rock-tombs (<j7;v]Xid too
SpotacovTOs).] At the so-called cistern we begin to ascend the valley
between the two highest E. hills of Kranioi, where a large gateway
of polygonal blocks and hewn stones arrests the attention. To the
right and left are walls of similar masonry, strengthened by square
towers at intervals of 40-50 yds.
We then ascend through the
valley to the top of the S.W. hill, on which the Kastro or fortress is
built. This summit is connected with the S.E. hill by a polygonal
wall, and another wall stretches to the S.W. into the plain of Kranioi. Here also are the remains of a staircase cut out of the rock.
The wall is continued towards the N.W. as far as the Koutavos,
where some remains of the old harbour are visible. From this point
we return to Argostoli by the coast-road in 1/2 hr. The whole excursion takes 3-4 hrs.
Lixouri and Pale.
A small steamboat plies five or six times
daily (fare 35 c.) through the Gulf of Argostoli or Gulf of Livadi
to Lixouri (Arj$o6piov), the capital of the peninsula and eparchy
of Pale or Paliki, situated on the E. side of the gulf. Lixouri is
the second largest town of Cephalonia, containing 6000 inhab. and
carries on a brisk trade in currants. To the right of the landingplai'e are the Town Hall and Law Courts, surrounded by a colonnade, and beyond them is the market-place with a Fountain.
Farther to the right is the new church of Christos Pantokrator. The
town, which possesses little to interest visitors, has suffered frequently from earthquakes, the most disastrous of which occurred in

pire,
S.

—

,

1867.

By proceeding towards the N.

for !/2 nr - (turning to the right
reach the 'Palaeokastro' of the ancient
town of Pale, which played an important part in the contests of
the Corinthians and the Athenians, and in the war against Philip V.
of Macedon. As, however, a few unimportant rock-tombs, a filled-up
water-tank, and some walls of late construction form all the remains,
Baedekep
2
at

Du Bosset's monument) we
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recommended. The spot, however, commands
view of the mountains on the other side of the gulf.
The Ascent op the jEnos is interesting rather because that
mountain is the highest summit of the Ionian islands than on account of the view, which is more or less obstructed at every point

this excursion is not

a fine

of the long ridge.

With the aid of a Carriage (95-40 fr.) and an early start, this excursion may be made in one day
we drive in 5 hrs. to the Casa Ingleie
and then walk to the (l 1 /* hr.) Stavrds. It is preferable, however, to spend
night
the
in the convent of Hagiot Gerdsimos, and ascend to the summit
early on the following day, in time to see the sunrise. Mule from the
convent to the top and back 7-8, with descent to Samos 10-12 fr.
The
traveller should bring provisions with him from Argostdli.
follow the road to Samos as far as the head of the Pass of
:

—

We

(see p. 19). Here the road divides, the branch to the left
leading to Samos, and that to the right descending to the wellcultivated table-land of Omald (1280 ft.). Passing Phrankdta on the
left, we reach, after walking 3, or driving 2 l
/t hrs. from Argostoli,
the Convent of St. Gerdsimos, the patron-saint of the island, who
lived during the Turkish period, founded the convent-chapel, and
dug the adjacent well. Clean night-quarters, wine, eggs, and cheese
may be had here, in return for which travellers should contribute
an adequate sum to the poor-box.
From the convent we proceed towards the N. to Valsam&ta,
which lies to the right. At the (V4 hr.) windmills a steep footpath
ascends to the right through the ravine, while the carriage-road
winds gradually up to the Pass ofHagios Elevtherios (2625 ft.). By
the wayside are several deep hollows in which snow is to be found
even at midsummer. Beside the little ruined church which has
given its name to the pass the route to the -<Enos diverges to the
right, while the road goes on to Digaletou (p. 19). Our way skirts
a rocky slope above a barren plateau, where the mountains of
Ithaka and Acarnania are visible to the left, and then leads through
a dense pine-wood ('Abies Cephalonica', a kind of pine peculiar to
the ^Enos) to the (10 min.) Casa Inglese (to ojuti tt)? xufkpvrjOEtns;
3690 ft.), where the carriage-road ends.
military guard is stationed here for the protection of the forest. To reach this point
from the Convent of St. Gerasimos by carriage takes 2-2 Y2 hrs.;
good walkers may do it in less.
We now follow a narrow path through the wood to (Y2 hr.)
Vounaki, and then a stony path over the peak called Pissules to
(40 min.) the *Stavsos, whence we have an extensive view, embracing the whole island of Cephalonia (with the exception of the
S.E. corner), Ithaka, Sta. Maura, the mountains of Epirus, the Acroceraunian mountains, Parnassos (in the distance), and the Vo'idia
range and Mt. Erymanthos in the Peloponnesus. About 1 hr.
farther on is the Megdlo Soros, the highest summit of the JEnos
(5310 ft.), which was called Monte Leone or Monte Nero by the Venetians, and afterwards Elato Vound, until the resumption of its

Kouloumi

A
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On the top stands a stone pyramid. The calcineo
classic name.
bones found in the neighbourhood are evidently those of the ani
mals offered in olden times as sacrifices to the ^Enesian Zeus. Fron
this point the view to the S.W. and S.E. is also free.
The ascent of the ^Enos is generally combined with the journey
A new carriage-road descends to the left
to Samos and ithaka.
from the hill-road above Valsamata to the (V2 nr
P ass of Agrapidiaes (see below.)
On the S.E. spurs of the ^nos, about, 15 M. to the S. of Argostoli
lies the village of Asprogiraka, and close by are the ruins of
an old castle (ttjs Supfocs to xa'aTpo). This is the starting-point for a visit
to the remains of the ancient Pronoi, which is situated on the small Bay
of Poroi, about 2 M. to the N. A gateway and some walls of polygonal
masonry belonging to its Acropolis, lying high above the gorge of the
brook Rakli, are still preserved.
A bridle-path ascends through the
luxuriant and well-watered valley of the Rakli, between the jEnoa and
the Atros range, to the (3-4 hrs.) plateau ofPyrgi, whence we may go on
to the Hagios Elevthe'rios Pass (p. 18), or to the N. to Samos (see below).
The chief place in the district is Digaletou, in the neighbourhood of which
are the remains of some ancient forts, erected by Pronoi" arid Samos for
the protection of their boundaries.
by road,

—

Fkom Abgostoli to Samos, about 12^2 M.
10-12

—

(carr.,

in 4-4 1 /2 hrs.,

The road

leads to the S. from Argostoli, crosses the
long bridge which separates the lagoon of Koutav6s from the N. part
of the bay, and runs high up on the side of a steep and rocky ravine to (IV2 M.) Razdta. (A little on this side of Razata a road
diverges to the right to Phrankata and Hagios Gerasimos; p. 18).
The road then ascends in windings to (3 M.) a Khan, whence we
have a fine retrospect of the mountains on the peninsula of Paliki.
fr.).

t/ M. more we reach the head of the pass of Kouloumi (1640 ft),
2
where we obtain a view of the richly coloured plain of Omala, with
the convent of Hagios Gerasimos (p. 18) in the background. The

In

road to the latter proceeds to the right our road turns to the left,
passes (IV4 M.) the small church of Hagios Elins, and leads to the
(1^4 M.) Agrapidiaes Pass (1935 ft.), where the road from Valsamata joins ours on the right. We then descend into a ravine. To
the right are the wooded heights of the Roudi. About l 1 ^ M. farther
on we come in sight of the valley of Samos, with the island of
Ithaka in the background. On the coast lies the small village of
Samos, with the ruined convent of Hagi Phanentes above it ; to the
right, on the olive-planted slope, are the villages of Zervata, Katapodata, Grisata, and Zanetata. The road descends circnitously to
3 M. Samos or Same, called by the islanders Stoiald (i. e. ei?
tov cuymAov, 'on the shore'). Fairly comfortable quarters may be
found in the Xenodochion of Styliands Rasids, in the Marina, almost
at the end of the row of forty houses of which the village consists.
Samos is the chief place in the eparchy of Same, and it is the
starting-point for the boats to Ithaka (comp. p. 21). The municipal buildings contain a few unimportant antiquities.
The ancient town of Sa.me lay on the slope of the double-peaked
o*
;

—
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hill, which rises immediately to theS.E. of the present village ; the
Acropolis ('Palaeokastro') occupied the summit to the N.E., while
another fortress stood on the lower height which is now crowned
by the ruined convent of Hagi Phanentes. The town, which seems
to have been at the height of its wealth and prosperity in the time
of the successors of Alexander the Great (the 'Diadochi'), was conquered and partly destroyed in 189 B. C. by the Romans under
M. Fulvius Nobilior, but seems to have revived during the Roman
Empire. Visitors whose time is limited should content themselves
with a visit (IV2 hr.) to the ruins on the lower hill, though the
remains of the Acropolis are also well worth seeing. The view is
excellent, especially in the direction of Ithaka. The following cirWe
it is advisable to take a boy as guide.
cuit takes 2!/2 hrs.
leave the road to Argostoli at the entrance to the village, pass some
unimportant remains of polygonal walls, and ascend slowly along
the vineyards on the side of the valley. Near the top is a copious
fountain. In about Y2 hr. we reach the massive wall, at this point
still about 20 ft. high, which surrounds the Palaeokastro, or N.E.
height (885 ft.), in the form of a terrace. Farther to the right is a
door, 3 ft. wide, discovered in 1885, from which a passage, 20 ft.
long, leads to the terrace bolt-holes in the stones give evidence of
numerous fastenings. The history of the wall is manifest in its
construction, the careful ancient Greek polygonal and hewn stone
masonry being found side by side with large masses of more recent
date, consisting of small stones embedded in mortar. In the middle
of the terrace, which is strewn all over with ancient roof-tiles and
terracotta fragments, is a deep water-tank. We follow the wall
until we reach the comer opposite the convent, from which point
another substantially built wall, 16-20 ft. high, leads down the
side of the hill so as to protect the depression between the two
heights ; at the foot of the hill and on the opposite slope fragments
only of the wall remain. We cross this depression, leaving the wall
to the right, and in 1/4 hr. reach the summit on which is situated
the convent of Hagi Phanentes. The walls of this dilapidated building, erected in 1633, rest on the carefully built foundations of an
ancient Greek fortress. The tower in the court, 13 ft. high, is specially noticeable for the solidity and skill of its workmanship.
Another wall, resembling that above-mentioned, connects this second
fortress with the sea, beginning at the N. corner of the building
and protecting the outer side of the hill.
We now descend to the
village, following the same direction as the wall and passing the
roofless chapel of Hagios Nikolaos, which contains some frescoes.
At the foot of the hill stands an old Roman building in brick (to
pay-oairiTi). Extensive but unimportant remains (oxo Xouxpo) of the
later Roman town are to be found on the Marina, '/4 M. beyond
the village. The torrent, which here rushes down the valley between the two hills, has laid bare many ancient foundations.
;

;

—
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About 2 M. to the S.W. of Samos, to the right of the road to Argosand near the village of Chaliotdta, is the stalactite cavern of Dronkarati, a visit to which is interesting though somewhat inconvenient. The
visitor must bring with him two guides and means of illumination (3-5 fr.).
toli,

The peninsula of

Erisso,

which

stretches to the X.

from the main

supposed by some to be the Homeric Doulichion,
also contains a number of ancient remains. At the neck of the peninbody of the island and

is

opposite Samos (a walk of l 3 /4, a drive of 1 hr.), lies the small
town of Hagia Evphimia, on the bay of the same name, consisting of
about sixty houses and containing a large convent-church and an unpretending inn (steamer, see below). A few hundred yards from the town,
sula,

at the

30

ft.

entrance to the Pylaros Valley, is an ancient fort (axot TtaXatia),
long by 23 ft. broad, and about 3 /t M. to the S.W., on the opposite

slope, in the district called <jti^ 2'jpicc, is a small square tower. Both of
these, together with several other ancient remains, belonged to the fortifications with which the Samians protected their domain.
From Hagia
Evphimia a mountain-road leads via Dilinata to Argostoli. Another road
valley
M.)
to (4V2
Drakata, on the road to
ascends through the Pylaros
About 3 M. to the M. of Drakata, to the
Lixouri and (10 M.) Argostoli.
left of the road, lies Assos, containing the ruins of a fortress established
by the Venetians in 1595. A little farther on, about l 1 /^ M. to the E. of
Mesovouni, is the ancient fortress of Pyrgos, the walls of which, mainly of
polygonal masonry, are still standing to a height of 6-10 ft. At the extreme N. point of the peninsula is the village of Phiskardo, which takes
its name from the Norman leader, Robert Guiscard, who died here in
1085.
The harbour was called 'Panormos' in olden times. In the neigh-

—

—

bourhood are Byzantine and ancient remains.

6. Ithaka.
comp. p. xxi) ply from Levkas to
Vathy twice weekly, in 4*/2 hrs., leaving on Tues. and Frid. afternoons.
A steamboat of the same company leaves Pati-as every Sat. at 10 pm., reaching Ithaka on Sun. at 4.30 a.m. (and proceeding to Santa Maura, which it
reaches on Sun. at 10 a.m.). On the return-voyage it leaves Ithaka on
Mon. at 7.30 p.m.. and arrives at Patras on Tues. at 2 a.m.
Besides the steamer, Sailing Boats ('Caiques') may be had at any
hour for the sail from Samos (p. 19) to Pissaetd (fare 7-10 fr. ; the best
wind is usually between midnight and sunrise) ; there is also a Mail-Boat
For
three times weekly at night (Sun., Tues., and Thurs. ; fare 3-4 fr.).
the drive from Pissaeto to Vathy, a carriage (5 fr.) may be ordered by
telegraph from Samos.

Steamboats

(Hellenic

Company,

—

Ithaka or Ithaca, Greek Ithake, locally called tb Thiciki, is a rocky island
371/2 sq. M. and 12,500 inhab., situated to the N.E. of Cephalonia, from which it is separated by the narrow Strait or Channel of
Ithaka. The Gulf of Molo or Aetos, running deep into the E. side of the
island, divides it into two parts, both of which are rugged and hilly, that
to the N. culminating in the plateau of Anol (2645 ft.), and that to the S.
The world-wide fame of this
in the range of Hagios Stephanos (2200 ft.).
little island is of course due to the Homeric epic of the Odyssey, in which
the misfortunes and wiles, the wanderings and home-coming of Ulysses
(Odysseus), King of Ithaka, have been handed down to posterity in undying verse. Even if the person of the hero be relegated to the realm of
with an area of

indisputable that the descriptions of the poem rest upon a
local knowledge; and this is evident not only in the
account of the situation and general character of the island but also in
numerous small details. With the possible exception of the name Polis
(p. 25), we have, of course, no help from the continuity of ancient tradition ; indeed the island became almost entirely depopulated in the middle
ages in consequence of the raids of mediaeval pirates and the Turkish
wars, and did not begin to recover until the Venetian epoch. But similar

myths,

it is

more or

less exact
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ionditions of life make the modern islanders resemble the ancient in many
important particulars. To this day the Ithakans are distinguished by their
bold seaman hip, their love of home, and their ho c pitality. Their mercantile instincts often draw them to foreign countries (chielly Turkey and
Roumania), whence they return after many days, rich in experience and
material wealth. The most important product of the island is still the
The first attempt
strong aromatic wine of which Homer m;ikes mention.
in the present, century to localize the Homeric descriptions was made in
1807 by Sir William Gell, who, however, carried to impossible lengths the
attempt to identify the smallest allusions of the poet. Among the latest
investigators have been H. Schliemann, who agrees in the main with Gell,
and A. von Warsberg, who in his 'Odysseische Landschaften (Vienna,
Another
1S79) has corrected many of the conclusions of his predecessors.
German investigator, R. Hercher, has denied all harmony between the poem
with
Gell and Schliemann,
and the reality (1866). Bowen and Mure agree
Leake takes the view followed in the text (p. 26).
enters
Cephalonia
Ithaka by the small
traveller
coming
from
The
port of Pissaetd, at theW. base of the Aetos (655 ft.), the hill which
separates the N. part of the island from the S. A good road leads

—

1

Vathy. We first ascend to the (1 '/2 M.) Chapel of
head of the pass between the Aetos on the one side,
on which the so-called castle of Odysseus now becomes visible (p. 23),
and the Hagios Stephanos (p. 24) on the other, and then descend rapidly to the shore of the dark-blue Gulf of Molo, which we reach at
its S.W. bay of Dexid (so called because it lies to the right in approaching Vathy by sea). The small town of Vathy, on the bay of the
same name, lies farther to the E. (about 2 M. from the head of the pass).
Vathy, officially called Ithdke, a charmingly-situated town with
5000 inhab., is the capital of the island. On the Marina, the most
frequented part of the town, are the buildings of the Eparchy of
Ithaka, and of the Demarchy. Farther on, in an open square, is a
Monument to Sir Thomas Maitland (p. 7). The small side-street,
which leads to the right from the Demarchy, contains the simple
Xenodochiou (6 Ilap-^aaos) of Spiro Linardaki (Moraitis), where
the best entertainment for the traveller is found.
The Bay of Vathy, so-called on account of its depth ({tadd;),
with its 'two headlands of sheer cliff, which slope to the sea on the
haven's side and break the mighty wave that ill winds roll without'
(Od. xiii. 96; Butcher and Lang's translation), disputes with the
Bay of Dexia the honour of being the Harbour op Phorkys, whore
the Phseacians landed Odysseus on his return home, as described
in the Odyssey. Ancient graves and remains found here prove that
the district was inhabited in antiquity, though there are no traces
of a large settlement. The present town has stood on the same site
since the first half of the 18th cent. formerly, to ensure immunity
from sudden attack by pirates, it lay farther up the slope of Hagios
from Pissaeto

to

St. George, at the

;

Stephanos.
On the side of the hill of Hagios Nikolas, l l /% M. to the S.W.
of Vathy and about equally distant from both bays, is a stalactite
cavern, reached by a steep path leading through vineyards and over
stony slopes. This is supposed to be the Grotto of the Nymphs
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mentioned by Homer, though the poet has unmistakably located
the grotto much nearer the bay. The cave is now called stb Palaeokrdpi or Spartia. The entrance is 6 ft. high, and 1-1 1/ 2 ft. wide. The
interior consists of a small outer chamber and a large and damp
inner chamber, about 50 ft. in diameter, from the roof of which hang
numerous stalactites, increasing in size and number towards the
back of the cave ('and there are great looms of stone, whereon the
nymphs weave raiment of purple stain, a marvel to behold'). A carefully hewn block of stone, 2 ft. long and I'/jft. wide, seems to have
served as an altar in ancient times.
The descriptions of Homer cannot be reconciled with reality,
if we agree with Gell and Schliemann in the supposition that the
ancient Greek strongholds on the Aetos are the Homeric town and
castle.
From (1 hr. from Vathy) the Chapel of St. George (p. 22),
on the highest point of the road to Pissaeto, we ascend the steep
and stony N. slope of the hill, passing the remains of a wall running
down the side of the hill, and, farther on, an exterior girdle-wall
and other ancient remains. In about i/g hr. we reach the plateau
on the summit, which is surrounded by a Cyclopean wall, 16-20 ft.
high. The highest part of the hill (655 ft.), which projects towards
theN.W. is protected by regularly-built walls, and appears to have
been the centre of the fortifications. At this point also is a cistern.
Farther to the S.W. is an artificially enlarged hollow in the rocky
floor, 20 ft. deep, which has apparently been surrounded by a wall,
and was perhaps also used as a cistern. In the S.W. corner, above
the harbour of PissaSto, stood a building in the shape of a tower, as
may be inferred from the traces of foundations and the scattered
polygonal blocks. The fortress, which is now popularly called the
Castle of Odysseus (xdoTpo tou OBuooeu)?), would seem to have
commanded the chief landing-places to the W. and the E., as well
as the passage between the N. and S. parts of the island. Although
its nucleus undoubtedly dates from a hoary antiquity, this stronghold cannot possibly be taken for the Homeric town, which must
have lain much nearer the sea. The excavations made by Schliemann on the slope of the hill have proved fruitless.
Beyond the Maitland Monument (p. 22) a street diverging to
the right from the Marina ascends gradually to the S.W. through a
fertile, vine-clad valley.
may drive as far as the (3 M.) top of
the saddle. From this point, where the view to the E. opens, a
narrow path gradually descends to the left to the ( 3 /4 hr ) spring of
Perapegadi, picturesquely situated at the foot of a high rocky wall.
The water flows down through a narrow channel in the rocks,
thickly overgrown with trees and shrubs, to the Bay of Perapegadi,
which opens towards the S.E., and is protected by a small island
lying in front of it. This spring is supposed to be the Abethusa
and the rocky wall the Korax Rock of Homer, where the swine of
Eumseos ate 'abundance of acorns and drank the black water, things
,

We
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make in good case the
From the spring we ascend

that

rich flesh of swine' (Od. xiii.408, 409).
a steep goat-path on the opposite side of

the hill to the Plateau of Marathia, with its ancient olive-trees,
which projects to the S. W. from the Hagios Stephanos, the secondhighest hill in the island (2200 ft.). The plateau commands an extensive view, embracing Parnassos on the W. and the Taygetos in
the dim distance to the S.W. The Pastures of Euimios have been
located here with considerable probability, for they lay 'in a place
with a wide prospect' (Od.xiv. 6). 'on a mighty rock' (Od.xiv. 399),
'far from the town' (Od. xxiv. 150), and they must be sought for at
the S. end of the island, as we are told that Telemachos, coming
from the S., landed on the S. shore of Ithaka (TtpcoxY) obcr^ 'Iftaxrjs;
Od. xv. 36) and came first to Eumseos. To this day the only road to
the S. bay of Hagios Andreas passes Marathia. This road is reached
below the little church of Hagios Joannes st'v Ellenikd, where unimportant remains of rough-jointed masonry have been preserved.
From this point it takes
nr to reach the top of the saddle mentioned at p. 23, where the carriage-road begins again, and where
those who are driving (7-8 fr.) should order their carriage to meet
them. The traveller may also obtain a mule to carry him up to the
plateau of Marathia, where he dismounts and descends on foot to
the spring, sending the mule on to wait for him at the top of the
saddle.
Excursion to Stavros (carr., in 274 hrs., 7-9 fr. the traveller
should take provisions with him, and, if possible, an introduction
to someone in Stavros).
The best claim to be considered as the
site of the Homeric Ithaka, where the palace of Odysseus stood, is
made by the ancient remains in the N.W. of the island, near the
village of Stavros. The road to Stavros diverges from the road to
Pissaeto (p. 22) about 1 M. from Vathy, skirts the Gulf of Molo,
and ascends in windings, which may be avoided by means of a picturesque footpath, to the top of the saddle (d-ypos) between the
Gulf of Molo and the Channel of Ithaka, where the island of Cephalonia comes into sight. The road then leads high above the Channel of Ithaka to the (IV2 ^ T - from Vathy) village of Levke, picturesquely situated in a wood of olive, almond, and fig trees. To the N.,
on the opposite side of the Bay of Polis (p. 25), appears the hill
of Exo'i ('E^ouyT) 1720 ft.), behind which the island of Sta. Maura,
with Cape Doukato, rises from the sea. After a drive of V2 nr
more to the S., skirting the innermost part of the bay and the valley of Polis, we reach the scattered houses of Stavros, where the
carriage should be left at the 'Bakali' or shop.
now hire a boy as guide, and proceed to (20 min.) the
shady spring of sto Meldnydro, which some authorities identify
with the Arethusa of the Odyssey. A little farther on is a cluster
of antique ruins, situated among olive-groves and vineyards. In
the midst of these is the small church oWaqios Anastdsios, recently

^

-

;

—

;

-
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on an ancient platform of solid masonry (26 ft. long, 16y2 ft.
wide, and 6-10 ft. high), commanding a fine view to the N., extending to the island of Sta. Maura. Other substantial walls in the
immediate neighbourhood show that an important settlement must
have existed here. An ancient staircase cut in the rock leads past
the church to a rocky plateau, where rectangular niches hewn in
the smoothed surface seem to indicate an ancient place of worship.
This spot (or else the platform of the church) has been known for
the last 100 years as Homer's School. Lower down, an ancient Well
was discovered in 1886, near a rock-tomb. About thirty yds. farther on, among the vineyards, is an old subterranean Well-house. A
passage of roughly hewn stones, about 10 ft. long, descends to the
entrance, where a few steps are still preserved; the roof of the
small inner chamber, the floor of which is covered with water, is
formed of roughly hewn blocks.
The Valley of Polis, which descends abruptly from the saddle
of Stavros to the calm bay of the same name, contains some insignificant ancient remains, some walls of later date, and a few very
ancient tombs (most of which are now filled up). The name 'Polis'
(i.e. the city) seems to have been handed down from ancient times.
The existence here of what must have been an important settlement
may be traced, by means of the extant remains, from the 7th cent.
B.C. to the time of the latest Roman Empire. If we take into consideration that this bay is the only large harbour on the W. coast of
Ithaka that the suitors of Penelope waited for the return of Telemachos from the Peloponnesus on a 'rocky isle in the mid sea, midway between Ithaka and rugged Samos, Asteris, a little isle' and
further, that the small island of Daskalio (Mathitario), about 6 M.
from Polis, is the only island in the Channel of Ithaka, we shall
feel ourselves driven to the conclusion that the site of the Homeric
town of Ithaka is more properly sought here, near Stavros and Polis,
than near Pissaeto (p. 22) which lies too far to the S. [In this case,
the allusion in the Odyssey (iv., 846) to the double harbour of
Asteris, can only be regarded as a poetical flourish, as the island
After a toilsome
of Daskalio is too small to possess a harbour.]
climb of 20 min. from the Bay of Polis we reach the Kastro on the
hill projecting into the N. part of the bay, where a terrace-wall of
We
rough-hewn blocks is preserved for a length of thirty paces.
now return along the ridge to Stavros.
Walkers, or riders who hire mules at Stavros, may return to Vathy
via the Anoi (' Avo^i)'
2645 ft.), the highest hill in the island, which all
authorities unite in identifying with the Homeric Neritos. We turn to
the S. just before reaching the Bakali of Stavros and proceed by a rough
and stony path to (IV4 hr.) the village of Anoi, and (3/4 hr.) the convent
built

;

;

—

—

;

named Mone Katharon (Movin ttj; 6soto'xou tiuv xaftapuiv), whence we obtain
a splendid view of the varied outline of the Bay of Vathy, the island of
Santa Maura, Acarnania, the Gulf of Corinth, and the Peloponnesus. The
monks are hospitable to strangers, who, however, are expected to offer a
gift 'for the church'.
The difficult ascent to the summit requires 3/t hr.
more and scarcely repays the trouble,

as the

view

is

similar to that from
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the convent, though a little freer towards the N. From the convent a
rough bridle-path descends to the W. to C/4 hr.) the road from Vathf to
Stavros, which it reaches at the head of the pass mentioned at p. 22.
It is perhaps still more enjoyable to make this excursion in the retake a carriage to the top of the pass mentioned
verse direction.
above, and then walk to ( 3 /4 hr.) the convent, 0/2 hr.) the Anoi, and (1 hr.)
Stavros. The view of the open landscape as we emerge from the pass is
especially beautiful.
return by carriage, which should be ordered to
meet us at Stavros.

We

We

7.

From Corfu to Corinth through

the Gulf of Corinth.

Steamboats ply twice a week. Those of the Hellenic Company (p. xxi)
leave Corfu on Sat. afternoon (1 p.m.) and go direct to Patras, arriving
on Sun. morning (2.30 a.m.). From Patras steamers of this line start on
Mon. and Thurs. mornings (3.45 a.m.), and arrive in Corinth on Mon. and
Thurs. afternoons (4.30 p.m.).
The steamers of the Panhellenios (p. xxi),
which leave Corfu on Sat. afternoon (6 p.m.) and call at Cephalonia ;ind
Zante, do not go beyond Patras, which they reach on Sun. afternoon
Fares from Corfu to Patras 36 fr. 90, 27 fr. 90 c. ; from Patras
(5 p.m.).

—

—

—

Corinth 19 fr. 80, 14 fr. 40 c. (food extra).
Travellers may also take
the Austrian Lloyd steamer ('Linea di Tessalia ) from Corfu to Patras (16hrs.J,
which leaves every second Sun. afternoon, and then proceed by railway
(R. 28) or by one of the Greek steamers plying daily between Patras and
to

1

Corinth.

For the beginning of the voyage, see R. 4. The vessels going
direct to Patras steer through the strait between Santa Maura and
Cephalonia and then pass along the B. side of Ithaka, the fine hilly
outline of which, with the deep indentation in the middle, stands
out here with peculiar distinctness. About 16 hrs. after leaving

we reach Patras (p. 29).
The other steamers generally proceed via Paxos

Corfu

(p. 14) to Celeaving Argostoli the steamer has to retrace its track for some distance on account of the narrowness of
the channel. On emerging from the Oulf of Livadi we turn first
to the S.E. and then to the S., towards Zante.
We now obtain a
fine retrospect of the hilly region of Livatho (p. 16), the castle of
St. George (p. 16), and the lofty ridge of the Mnos, (p. 18). After
clearing Cape St. Athanasius, the S. extremity of Cephalonia, we
obtain a view of the mountains to the N. and S. of the Gulf of
Corinth. To the right is the Kavo Schinari, the N. extremity of
Zante.
The island of Zante or Zdkynthos is 169 sq. M. in area and contains a population of 44,500 souls. About 5 hrs. after leaving Ar-

phalonia (R. 5).

—

On

we drop anchor at Zante, the chief place in the island.
Hotels. *Albergo Nazionale, not expensive, kept by an
Zante.
Italian. The best of the smaller inns is 6 <Dotvi£ (Phinix), with a regostoli

—

—

staurant.
Club ('Lombardos'), opposite the Alb. Nazionale, with French
and Italian newspapers ; admission readily granted to strangers.
British Vice-Consul, E. D. Canale, Esq.
Steamer to Eatakolon (p. 316) and back daily in summer. Sailing Boat,
with a good wind in 6-7 hrs. (fare 30-40 fr.).

Zante,
Zdkynthos,

to

a

which the Greeks have restored its ancient name of
thriving town with 16,250 inhab. and numerous

;
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handsome, Italian-looking buildings, is the seat of a Greek archbishop and a Roman Catholic bishop. It occupies the gentle slopes
rising from a semicircular bay and is commanded by an old fortress,

now

falling into ruins. Its chief trade is in currants and olive-oil,
besides which great numbers of oranges and lemons are exported.
The town has, strictly speaking, no sights. In the Platia, or great
square, stand the Albergo Nazionale, the Club House, and the
Roman Catholic Metropolitan church of S. Marco (popularly known
as the kaXix^ lxxXr)ota), which contains several laTge late-Venetian
pictures and two bronze candelabra of the Venetian Renaissance,
unfortunately marred by a coating of paint. The Greek church of
the Panagta Phaneromene is considered the finest in the Ionian Islands. The old Venetian Castle (360 ft.), to which admission is obtained without difficulty, may be visited for the sake of the view.
[The usual time the steamer stops at Zante (2 hrs.) is enough for
this purpose, but the passenger should consult the captain.]
The
hills round Zante are covered with olive and orange plantations,
interspersed with numerous villas. Carriages for a 'Giro', or circular drive, may be hired at the Alb. Nazionale (drive via Panaiho about 5 fr.). The Skopos (1300 ft.), which rises to the S., is
probably the Elatos of the ancients at the top, which commands
an extensive panorama, is a monastery.
Near ffieri, on the W. side of the island, are two curious springs,
mentioned by Herodotus, in which pitch bubbles up along with the water.
The pitch is collected and used for caulking boats. In 1840 the island was visited by a violent earthquake.

—

;

The voyage from Zante

takes about 5 hrs. To the
with mountains rising in the background. To the N., off the Acarnanian coast, lie the Oxia Islands, the
scene of the famous naval battle of Lepanto (6th Oct., 1571), in
which Don John of Austria, at the head of the Venetian and Spanish fleet, completely defeated the Turkish fleet under Ali Pasha,
who fell in the course of the battle. Each fleet consisted of about
250 vessels, of which on the Turkish side only one-fifth escaped
destruction. The name of the battle is taken from the station of
the Turkish fleet before the battle (see p. 32).
As the steamer approaches CapeKaldgria, we see to the N. Mesolongion, Missolungi (Missolonghi), or Mesolonghi (two indifferent
Inns, one with a restaurant, R. 2-5 fr.), the heart and centre of
the heroic struggle of the Greek War of Liberation. The town,
which contains 6300 inhab., lies on the shore of a shallow lagoon
between the mouths of the Aspro Potamo (Acheloos) and the Phidari (p. 29), separated from the sea by a narrow tongue of land. It
is the capital of the nomarchy of Acarnania-^Etolia and the seat of
an archbishop. The Greek coasting steamers call here several times
weekly
as the water of the lagoon is too shallow to allow an approach to the town, passengers are landed in small boats (Y2 nr
fare 1 fr.). The lagoon abounds in fish.
to Patras

right is the flat coast of Elis,

1

;

-
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This insignificant-looking town, which took its rise in a settlement
of fishermen last century, was the centre and chief arsenal of Western
Hellas in the Greek War of Liberation , and was heroically defended
against the Turks by Mavrokordatos in 1822 and by Marco Bozzaris in
After the latter siege its fortifications were restored and strengthen1823.
ed, with the zealous co-operation of Lord Byron, who transferred his residence from Cephalonia to Mesolonghi in January, 1824, but succumbed
in the following April to a fever heightened if not produced by his exertions.
A third siege was begun by Kioutagi and Ibrahim Pasha on April
27th and carried on for a whole year. At length, under the compulsion
of famine , the garrison determined to make an effort to cut their way
through the enemy. The desperate attempt was made at midnight on
April 22nd, 1826, when 3000 soldiers and 6000 unarmed persons, including women and children, threw themselves on the Turkish lines. Only
1300 men and 200 women, with a few children , succeeded in this effort;
the rest were driven back to the town by volleys of grape-shot and merThe Greeks set fire to many
cilessly cut down by the pursuing Turks.
of the powder magazines, and blew up friends and foes alike. With the
capture of Mesolonghi the whole of West Hellas was again in the hands of
the Porte. In 1828 the Turkish garrison surrendered without resistance.
Outside the E. gate, near the large military hospital, is the grave of
the bold and noble Marco Bozzaris, who fell in a sortie in August, 1823.
Another tomb contains the heart of Lord Byron, whose body was conveyed to England. A monument to the poet was erected here in 1881,
but the house in which he lived stands no longer.

—

Excursions in S. Acarnania and JEtolia.

Fkom Mksolonghi to Anatoliko,

5 M., omnibus several times daily

—

About l'/2 M.
railway to Vrachori in progress.
from Mesolonghi a footpath on the right leads to O/2 M.) the Palaedkasiro
in 1 hr. (fare 2 fr.)

;

Kyririne, in which antiquaries recognize the ancient Pleuron. The walls,
the circuit (2 M.) of which is almost unbroken, date, with their 30 towers
and 7 gateways, from about B.C. 240. The remains also include a small
theatre (near the W. wall), a cistern, and the so-called prisons (OuXaxaic ;
to the N.E. of the theatre).
Anatoliko or jEtolikd, a prosperous little town which also took a prominent part in the War of Liberation, lies on a small island in the gulf
of the same name, connected by bridges with the mainland both on the
E. and W. It was unsuccessfully besieged by the Turks in 1823 and
captured^by them in 1826.
About 4 1 /-' M. to the S.W. lies the village
of Neochori, near which we may cross the Acheloos (ferry 50 c.) to the
well-to-do village of Katochi. Some 2V2 M. to the S.W. of this point, on
the S. margin of the extensive Swamp of Lezini, rises a small hill, now
called Trikarddkastro, on which lie the ruins of the ancient CEniadse, 4 ! /*i Min circuit. This ancient town was captured by the Messenians of Naupaktos (p. 32) in B.C. 450, in commemoration of which success they probably erected the Nike at Olympia (p. 340), but was reconquered by the
Acarnanians in B.C. 249. In B.C. 219 it was taken by Philip V. of Macedonia, who restored and strengthened its fortifications.
The usual route from Mesolonghi to the large inland plain of /Etolia
leads through the narrow pass of Klisoura, 4'/z M. to the N. of Anatoliko.
The pass, which is about 2 M. long, is enclosed by huge walls of rock.
then follow the Causeway or Viaduct of Alai Bey, which leads between the lakes of Anghelokastro on the left and Vrachdri on the right
(see below), and cross the bed of the Evimitza, which rises to the N. on
the ArapoMphala (6320ft). 15 M. (from Anatoliko) Vrachori, officially
called Agrinion, the chief place in the interior of jEtolia, and the seat
of an eparch. The little town, with 5200 inhab., suffered considerably
in the War of Liberation, but owing to its favourable situation on the
edge of a fertile plain, where tobacco is cultivated, it has completely recovered and can even boast of a small hotel and restaurant (E. 2 fr.).
The road leading to the N.W. from Vrachori to Kravassara (Limnsea),

—
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a distance of about 25 M., was in ancient times, as now, the main channel
of communication between the Gulf of Corinth and the Ambracian Gulf
(now Gulf of Arta). It is well-known to scholars from the account given
by Polybius of the campaign of the youthful Philip V. of Macedonia in
B.C. 218, during the war with the Achaean League, when he unexpectedly
landed in the Ambracian Gulf and penetrated into iEtolia as far as Thermon (see below). About 7 M. beyond Vrachori the road reaches the miserable Wallachian village of Sourovigli, on the W. bank of the Acheloos,
which travellers have to ford (3 ft. deep). The village marks the site of
Stratos, the ancient capital of Acarnania, a town which was of equal
importance with CEniadse and extended over three small hills and the intervening valleys. The walls, with their towers and gateways (hence
the modern name of Portaes), are still easily recognisable, and on the W.
hill are the foundations, architrave, and broken columns of a temple.
In returning we may make a detour of 6 M. to visit the ruins of Agrinion,
near the hamlet of Spolaita.

—

A trip round the Lake of Vrachdri, the Trichonis of antiquity, traverses much fine scenery and affords good views of the snow-peaks of Zygos to the S. and of the Arapokephala to the N. The road passes through
a fertile and well-tilled country, and fair night-quarters can be obtained
at most of the villages. In 2'/2 hrs. after leaving Vrachori we reach the
large village of Paravdla, with the ruins of Thettieit (I) , whence a detour
may be made to Vlochd, 5 M. to the N., with the extensive ruins of a
fortified town supposed by many authorities to be the ancient Thermon.
From Paravola we come in 2'/4 hrs. to Kryonero, l>/2 M. beyond which
is the village of Soponiko, on the site of Phistyon.
Thence in 4 hrs. , via
Perivds and the poor village of Molista, to KephaWvrysis. About 72 M.
from the last-named village are the interesting ruins of Palaeo-Bdzaro,
which, more probably than Vlocho (see above), represents Thermon. Thermon, the centre of the iEtolian League, was probably an assemblage of
temples, meeting-halls, and the like rather than a town in the ordinary
signification of the word. It was plundered and destroyed by Philip V.
of Macedonia in B.C. 218.
In '/'•* hr. more we reach Petrochdri, which
is a short day's journey from Naupaktos and a long one from Mesolonghi.

—

To the N. of Mesolonghi rises the Zyg6s the ancient Arakynwhich is the westernmost of the JEtolian mountains.
To the E. is the mouth of the Phidari, the ancient Euenos, on the
,

thos (31 15 ft.),

lower course of which, near the village of Bochori, lie the extenKalydon, one of the oldest and most important towns
in jEtolia, though it plays a more prominent part in legend, such
as the Kalydonian Boar-hunt of Meleager
than in actual history.
sive ruins of

,

As we approach Patras, two

mountains become prominent to
the N.
on the left the Varassova or Chalkis (3000 ft.), at the foot
of which lay the town of that name, and to the right the Klokova
or Taphiassos (3415ft.). On the Peloponnesian side we see the Olonos Mts. (p. 318) and the Vo'idid (p. 318), the latter throwing out
numerous subsidiary ridges, which descend like the rays of a star
to the coast. Patras, surrounded with plantations of the currantfine

;

now soon reached.
Patras.
Hotels. "Hotel de Patras, with a restaurant, in the second cross-street to the left in coming from the harbour ; 'pens.' for a stay
of several days 10 fr.
Hotel d'Angleterre, at the harbour; Grande
Bretagne, in the first cross-street, both well spoken of.
Hotel de
Paris, at the harbour, indifferent.
Cafi, in the Square of St. George,
with a few Italian and French newspapers.
Telegraph
Post Office, on the E. side of the Square of St. George.
Office, in the first cross-street to the right in coming from the harbour.
vine, is

—

—

—

—

—
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Co.) ply monthly from Patras to Liverpool (aee
offices of the Austro-Hvngarian Lloyd and the Panhellenios Co.
Boat to the steamer Vz fr.
first
cross-street,
to the left.
are both in the
Railway Station (p. 31), at the harbour.

Steamers (Cunard

p. xvili).

The

—

—

British Consul, Thomas Wood, Esq.
United States Consul, Edward
Physicians (English speaking), Dr. Dionysius Strouzas;
Hancock, Esq.
<£
Dr. Dion. Melissimo.
Bankers. Barff
Co.; Ionian Bank.
English Church (St. Andrew), with two services on Sun.; chaplain,

—

—

Rev. F. G. Mitchell.

Patras, popularly called IlaTpa, but officially designated by the
ancient form IlaTpai (Italian Patrasso~), with about 35,000 inhab.,
the seat of the nomarch of Achaia-Elis and of a Greek archbishop, is
the largest town of the Peloponnesus and the second largest on the
Greek mainland. Its commerce, chiefly concerned with the export
of currants, the principal product of the Peloponnesus, is more important than that of Corfu, Syra, Athens, or the Piraeus. In 1821
it was almost entirely destroyed by Yussuf Pasha of Euboea, but it
has been rebuilt in an improved manner since the end of the War
of Liberation. Its wide streets, flanked with arcades, are partly at
right angles to the quay and partly parallel with it. In winter good
woodcock, snipe, and quail shooting may be had in the vicinity
(gun-license 5 fr.).
In the earliest period the place, which occupied the site of the present fortress, bore the name of Aroe, i.e. arable land. The first of its
kings according to the legend was Eumelos, the 'rich in flocks', who , in
conjunction with Triptolemos of Kleusis, the favourite of Demeter (p. 112),
founded near Aroe, Antheia (the 'blooming') and Mesatis (the 'middle
land').
The original inhabitants were Ionians, who were afterwards expelled by the Achaean invaders from the East. The new town founded
by the latter received the name of Patrae, but though it assisted Athens
in the Peloponnesian War and took a share in founding the Achaean
League in B.C. 281, it makes no prominent appearance in history till
the time of Augustus. The latter, after the battle of Actium (p. 14),
established here the Colonia Augusta Aroe Patrensis, which quickly became distinguished for its industrial activity. The labour of its factories,
in which the 'byssos' (cotton?) of Elis was made into cloth, was mainly
supplied by women. Like Corinth, Patras was one of the earliest seats
of Christianity, though the story that the Apostle Andrew was crucified
and buried here may be rejected as apocryphal. St. Andrew , however,
is the patron-saint of the town, and it was under his banner that it offered a successful resistance to the Slavs in the 9th century. Some idea
of the wealth of Patras at this period may be gained from the story of
the Widow Danielis, who was received at Constantinople by the Emp.
Basil I. in 868 with royal honours, and bequeathed 80 estates to the
Emp. Leo VI. Patras was the point from which Guillaume de Champlilte
and Geoffroy de Villehardouin conquered the Morea in 1205 and it afterwards became the seat of a Latin archbishop. During the 15th cent.
Patras was for a short time in the hands of the Venetians, from whom
it passed to the Byzantine empire and so to the Turks.
The last maintained their hold upon it down to the present century, with the exception of a short interval after the victories of Morosini (p. 228) and during the luckless insurrection of 1770. The standard of the War of Liberation was first raised at Patras (21st April, 1821), and its archbishop,
Germanos, was one of the most ardent of the patriots.
;

The main

street of Patras is that of St. Nicholas,

which leads

to

theS. from the commodious quays that line the harbour. The third
cross-street on the right leads to the 'Platia Agios Georgios', or

to
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square of St. George. On the left side of this square are the Theatre
and the Post Office; on the opposite side stand the Law Courts
and (in the S. corner) the Demarchy, which contains a fine votive
relief. In front of the Demarchy lie two ancient sarcophagi, adorned
At the W. end of the town rises the large Church
with sculptures.
of St. Andrew near which are some marble tablets and broken

—

,

columns supposed to have belonged to a temple of Deraeter. A few
steps here descend to a spring, where an inscription in indifferent
modern Greek verses refers to its ancient oracular powers. Sick
persons let down a mirror into the water, and according as the reflection showed the face of a living or a dead person jadged the
probability of their recovery.
The second and third cross-streets to the left lead from the St.
Nicholas Street to another square, on the right side of which stands
the High School. This building contains a small collection of antiquities, among which are two colossal busts of Antinous and the
fragment of a sarcophagus adorned with Nereids.
The first street parallel with the St. Nicholas Street on the E.
leads to the ascent to the Venetian-Turkish Castle, which is now
used for a prison and barracks. The main entrance is on theW. side.
Many ancient hewn and sculptured stones have been built into the
walls, especially on the N. side.
Beyoiid the reservoir , constructed in 1874 to supply the town with an abundant supply of
good water, a picturesque path, commanding a series of beautiful
views, leads round the S. side of the fortress. Considerable remains

—

Roman Aqueduct which crossed the valley here in a double
may still be seen.
Several interesting relics of antiquity may also be seen in the houses of Mr. Wood, the British
of a

,

row of arches,

—

Consul (fine votive relief; permission obtained at the British Con-

and other private individuals. The inscriptions immured in
the walls of the chapels of the town and neighbourhood generally
bear witness to the prosperity of Patras in the Roman period.
Those who take an interest in wine-growing may pay a visit to the
Rutland Vineyards of Messrs. Clauss <fr Hamburger, about 4 31. from Patras,
where the German method of cultivation is in use. Large quantities of
muscatel, malvoisy, and other Greek wines are stored in the cellars here.
Another excursion may be made to the Castle of Morea (p. 32), 5 M.
to the N.E., the way to which passes the ruins of a Roman triumphal
arch.
The convent of Oerokomid, 2'/4 M. to the E., affords a beautiful
view.
Patras may also be made the starting-point for the ascents of
Mt. Voidid (6330 ft. p. 317) and Ml. Olonos (Erymanthos; 73U0 ft. p. 318),
two fine points of view (guide and horse 10 fr. per day).
Railway from Patras to Corinth {b\k hrs.) and Athens (8V2hrs.),
sulate),

—
—

;

see

RR. 28,12

:

;

Athens 25 fr. 20 c, 21 fr.
Olympia (railway in progress), see RR. 44, 45.

fares to

From Patras

to

From Patras to Corinth. The direct voyage takes 8 hrs. the
steamers of the Hellenic Co., which call at Naupaktos, ^Egion,
Galaxidi, Vistrinitza, and Ittfa, take about 22hrs. The rourse steered
is at first due N. and then N.E. The mouth of the Corinthian Gulf
;

32
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CORINTHIAN GULF.

only l'/4 M. wide and is defended by two dilapidated forts, erected
by the Venetians, Kastro Moreas on the S. and Kastro Roumelias on

is

the N., formerly known as the 'Little Dardanelles'. In antiquity the
two points were named Rhion and Antirrhion, and each bore a temple
of Poseidon, while near the latter lay the small town of Molykreia.
Just beyond this throat the bay of Niupaktos (pron. Navpaktos) opens on the N. The picturesquely-situated but poor-looking
town, also called Epaktos, in Italian Lepanto (bed at a khan l 1 /^ fr.)i
is surrounded by decaying walls of the Venetian period and commanded by a fortress. It is about 26 M. from Mesolonghi by land.
Naupaktos was an important seaport of the Ozolian Locrians, and is
said to have derived its name from the fleet built here by the Herakleidse
to invade the Peloponnesus. Captured by the Athenians in B.C. 455 and
assigned as a residence to the Messenians expelled from Ithome (p. 348),
it afterwards become the chief station of the Athenian fleet in the Corinthian Gulf. In B.C. 429 the experienced Phormio here defeated with 20
vessels the fleet of Corinth and Sikyon of nearly double that number, and
with the help of the loyal Messenians successfully opposed the Spartan
fleet of 77 vessels under Brasidas. After the Peloponnesian War Naupaktos
was restored to the Locrians. In the middle ages Naupaktos was still the
key of the gulf. In 1477 it was unsuccessfully besieged by the Turks, who,
however, captured it in 1499 and remained in possession down to the present century with the exception of a short Venetian supremacy in 16871700.

—

The momentous

been mentioned

battle

of Lepanto,

fought in 1571, has already

at p. 27.

extent of the Gulf of Corinth is now soon disclosed
to the left, is the Kiona (p. 146), while
to the right rise the Vo'idid (p. 317), partly clothed with trees, and
the colossal pyramid of Erymanthos (p. 318). In i^fe-l hrs. after
leaving Naupaktos the steamer halts at the important-looking town
of (right) JEgion (see p. 235).
The Peloponnesian coast between ^Egion and Corinth presents
an almost unbroken line and is backed by low hills, cultivated like
gardens up to their summits
above which towers the Kyllene
(p. 288). The various villages are described at pp. 235-233. The N.
coast of the gulf, on the other hand, contains several bays. Nearly
opposite iEgion is the village of Vistrinitza, after calling at which
the steamer rounds Cape Andromachi and reaches Galaxidi {TrxXaijsioio^), a small town, with 3900 inhab. and some ship-building
yards, on the site of the ancient CEantheia and at the entrance of
the Krissaean Gulf. It has been rebuilt since its destruction by the
Turks in 1821. At the head of the Gulf of Galaxidi lies Ilea, the
harbour of Salona (p. 147).
Inland from this point rise the sheer rocky walls of Mt. Parnassos (p. 152) with the lower Kirphis in the foreground.
Beyond the Gulf of AspraSpitia, the ancient Gulf of Antikyra (p. 154)
stands the imposing mass of the Helicon (p. 162), with its wide
girdle of dark woods. The Kithaeron (p. 171) and the Geraneia
(p. 145) then come in sight over our bows, and Aero-Corinth (p. 230)
rises on the right.
Corinth, see p. 228; railway to Athens, see R. 12.
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Athens.

'Omnium artium inventrices Athenae'.
Hotels (comp. p. xii; French and a little Italian are spoken at all
these hotels, and English at those first on the list). "Hotel de la Grande
Beetaghe (£svo5oxeIov ttj<; MeydXirjc Bpeiocvtaj; PI. b, F, 5), in the Place de
la

Constitution, opposite the palace;

"Grand Hotel d'Angleterre

(£. ttj;

AfjXlat; PI. a, F, 5), recently rebuilt, in the same square, at the corner
of the Rue d'Hermes ; both of these are patronized by members of the embassies ; 'Hotel des Etrangers (£. tujv givuiv; PI. c, F,6), in the same square,
at the corner of the Boulevard des Philhellenes, smaller. Pension at these
12-15 fr., wine and sometimes lights extra.
Hotel d'Athenes (£. tiuv
'AoirjvuJv ; PI. d,F, 5), in the Place de la Constitution, with the main entrance
in the Rue da Stade, fitted up in the style of the better Italian hotels of
the second class, with a good restaurant (euxiardpiov), R. 3, B. 1, L. 3 /t fr.
There is a second Hotel d'Athenes, of a similar character, at the N. end
of the Rue du Stade, near the Place de la Concorde.
Hotel d'Attique
(£. T7)(;'Arui>ajs; PI. e, E, F, 5), Rue d'Hermes, at the corner of the Place
de la Constitution; Hotel de Londres (£. -to Aov5niov; PI. h, D, 5), near

—

—

the Kapnikarsea Church; Hotel du Luxembourg, Rue d'Hermes; Hotel de
la Couronne, near the Place de la Concorde.
Hotel Garni de Btzance,
Rue d'Hermes, with nicely furnished rooms, well spoken of.
Restaurants (comp. p. xxiv). The two "H6tels d'Athenes, see above
Brasserie el Restaurant d'Europe, in the Place de la Constitution; ReThere are no other restaurants
staurant de la Ville, Rue du Stade.
usually visited by strangers, but some of the Xenodochia near the university (such as that at the Hotel de la Couronne, see above) may satisfy moderate requirements and will give some idea of what the traveller in the interior of Greece has to expect.
The ordinary Greek eatinghouses are dirty, and their bill of fare does not commend itself to the
unacclimatised palate.
Beer. Bemioudakis, in the '08oc Oioxtuivo? (PI.
E, 5), a small street diverging from the Rue d'Hermes, to the E. of the
Metropolitan Church ; glass of Vienna or Trieste beer 55 c. Native beer
is usually undrinkable; the best may be obtained at the following houses:
Ouilelmos, near the Hotel des Etrangers ; Emmanuel, between the church
of St. George and the Rue du Stade (PI. E, 4) ; Megas, Rue du Stade,
near the upper Hotel d'Athenes Fix's Brewery, at the S. base of the Lykabettos; the gardens of Patisia (p. 116).
Cafes (comp. p. xxvi) are numerous. The most frequented are the Cafi
of the Hdtel d'Athenes, Place de la Constitution (see above ; a- few French
and German newspapers); Cafi Rendezvous, Rue de Nike (the first crossstreet to the right in the Rue d'Hermes), with English, French, and German newspapers ; Cafi d'Attique, Rue du Stade, opposite the House of
Parliament ; Tzocha, Place de la Concorde, N. side ; Charames' Mirror
Cafi, at the corner of the Rue du Stade and the Rue de Patisia ; Charames'
Cafi, Place de la Concorde, larger and better fitted up than the last. In
the evening visitors also resort to the cafes at the Columns (i.e. at the
Olympieion, p. 47), in the Ilissos Garden (p. 47), and at the Aqueduct (p. 102;
fine view).
Confectioners (^axaponXaa-tETa). Janakis, Balsamis, Akrivdpoulos, in the
upper Rue d'Hermes, near the Place de la Constitution ; Solon, Rue de Patisia
cake 30, chocolate 80, ice (pagotd, good) 40, limonata gazzosa 25-30, fresh
lemonade 30 c.
Chocolate, loukoumi, and honey of Mt. Hymettos (uiXi
p. 119), with or without the comb (xspQ, may be obtained in hermetically
sealed tins from Pavlides, in the Rue cHEole, opposite the Church of Chrysospelidtissa. The loukoumi costs 4 and the honey 6 fr. per oka of 2'/2 lbs.
French spoken at the shops.
Water. The water of the aqueduct mentioned at p. 102 is considered
pure and good. The favourite water of the 'Nero tes Ksesarianes', a spring
on Mt. Hymettos, is brought into the town in casks every morning for
sale. A 'stamna' (80 c.) may be ordered through the portier of the hotel.
Tobacconists. Eoulouridlis, in the upper part of the Rue d'Hermes,
opposite the Hotel d'Attique; Theodordpoulos (cigars), in the Rue de Patisio,

—

—

-,

—
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near the Place de la Concorde ; shop in the Rue d'Hermes, close to the
Hotel d'Angleterre. In other shops the cigars are generally had, but fair
tobacco and cigarettes may be obtained passim (comp. p. xxvi).
Baths. Hotel des Etrangers, see p. 33 Alia Stella, Rue de Patisia 18
Sea Baths at Phaleron, see p. 105.
(PI. E, 2), bath 2 fr., fee 25 c.
Bookseller. Karl Wilberg, bookseller to the King, Rue d'Hermes, upper
part (English, French, and German books ; information willingly given to
Photographs (comp. p. cxvi). Athanasiou, Rue d'Hermes,
strangers).
upper part; Moraitis, Rhomaides (photographs of objects found at Mycenae
and Olympia), Rue d'Eole ; Constantin, Rue d'Hermes 3; also at Wilberg's.
Newspapers (i<fin|jt,sp(Bsc), sold in the streets at 5 and 10 c, will be
read without difficulty by those who understand ancient Greek, and the
discussions about modern affairs in classic diction will be found entertaining. The most widely circulated are the'E<p7j|j.ep!<:. the Nia'Etprjfiepf;,
the Axpo'itoJU;, the ripunct, the naXiyfevEaia, and the "Spa, all pronounced
English Newsparty-organs. The "Ejnepoq is a weekly illustrated paper.
papers may be seen in the principal hotels.
Antiquities may be purchased at the Minerva ( Polychrondpoulos), in a
street leading to the left from the Rue d'Hermes ; from J. P. Lambros,
and of Xakostis, Palaeologos,
Parthenagogion Street, near the Arsakion
Erneris and other dealers. The antiquities are generally genuine but expensive, though lately the manufacture of spurious vases, terracottas, and
other antiquities, partly with ancient fragments, has not been altogether
unknown. The traveller, however, must be on his guard against forged
coins and gems, imported from Italy and France.
Most of the antiquities
offered for sale at the Acropolis are genuine but of little or no value. Not
more than one-half or two-thirds of the price at first demanded should
Plaster Casts of Athenian and other antiquities
be given for these.
may be procured at Martinellfs, Rue de Patisia, near the Museum (PI.
E, 1) catalogue gratis, abundant selection.
Post and Telegraph Office, Rue du Lycabette (PL F, 4, 5). Mails (constantly varying) for the W. (England, France, Italy, Germany, etc.) leave
on Tues., Wed., Thurs., and Sat. at 8 a.m., Thurs. at 10 p.m. ; mails for
the E. (Asia Minor, Constantinople) on Tues., Thurs., and Frid. afternoon. Letters from England arrive about 5 times a week (varying). Comp.
Telegram to England via, Zante and Otranto or Trieste 91 c, via.
p. xxviii.
Syra and Chios 1 fr. 3>/2 c. per word; to the United States, see p. xxviii.
Steamboat Offices. Austrian Lloyd and Florio in the second crossstreet to the left in the Rue d'Hermes ; Messageries Marilimes, in another
street (oBoc rUxpa'xY)) off the Rue d'Hermes, opposite the Minerva; Greek
Companies, see pp. xix-xxii.
Theatres. French and Italian opera in winter at the New Theatre
Greek dramas
(PI. D, 3), Place Louis, opposite the National Bank (p. 92).
and comedies (also translations of English, French and German pieces) in
winter at the Old Theatre (PI. C, 3, 4). Summer Theatre at the Ilissos Garden
A Military Band plays on Tues. and Thurs. afternoons in the
(p. 47).
Place de la Constitution and the Place de la Concorde.
Tramways CIn^o<Ji67)po'8po(j.o;). The central point is the Place de la
Concorde (PI. D, 2, 3), from which the following lines diverge. 1, Through
the Rue du Piree to the Railway Station (15 c), returning through the
lower Rue d'Hermes und the Rue d' Athene. 2. Through the Rue du Slade
to the Place de la Constitution (PI. F, 5 fare 15 c), going on in summer past
the 'Columns'' of the Olympieion to the Ilissos Garden (25 c). 3. Through
the Rue de Patisia and past the Central Museum (15 c.) to Patisia (25 c.)
and Hosios Ltikas (35 c). 4. By the 'Kolokythous Line' to the Kolonos
(25 c). 5. From the Rue de Patisia (PI. D, 2) through the Boulevard de
V University, past the N. side of the Royal Palace, and along the Kephisia
Road to Ampelokipi (35 c). — Steam Tramway from the Place de la Constitution to the coast, and then to the left to Old Phaleron and to the
right to New Phaleron (50 c. ; comp. PI. F, 5-7, E, 7 and the Map, p. 103).
Carriages (°Au.oc£oO for drives in the town or environs, 20-30 fr. per
day, 2'/2-3 fr. per hr. short drive within the town 1 fr. A bargain should
be made beforehand. Carriages for longer excursions, see R. 9. Both
;

—

—

'

—

;

,

—
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—
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Gaiviages and Saddle Horses (10 fr. per day) may be conveniently procured
through the hotel-keepers.
Guides (10 fr. per day) are unnecessary for Athens and its immediate
neighbourhood.
Bankers, Ionian Bank, Rue du Stade, opposite the Parliament House.
Physician, M. Julius Oalvani, Hotel des Etrangers (speaks French). Comp.
Dentist, M. Agabey, near the Hotel des Etrangers.
also p. xxxi.
Chemist,
Olympios, Rue d'Hermes.
Athenian Club, Maison Mclas, Place de la Banque strangers admitted on
the introduction of a member (first month, gratis each addit. month 15 fr.).
British Minister Resident, Hon. Sir E. J. Monson.
United States
British Vice-Consul, T. Dickson, Esq. (consul,
Minister, Hon. W. Fearn.
American Consul, W. Moffett, Esq., opposite the English
see p. 105).
Church (vice-consul, see p. 105).
English Church (St. PauVs; PI. F, 6), in the Rue des Philhellenes, at
the S.W. corner of the palace-garden; acting chaplain, Rett. Dr. Danes.
Services at 8.30 and 10.30 a.m.
British Archaeological School, Speusippos Street, behind the Evangelismos Hospital (adjoining PI. H, 5). Director, Mr. Ernest Gardner.
American
Archaeological School, in the same street. Director, Dr. Charles Waldstein.

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

Collections. Museum at the Acropolis (p. 76), open daily, in summer 6-11
a.m. and 3 till dusk, in winter 9-12 and 2-4 (on Sun. in the forenoon only).
National Museum, Rue de Patisia (p. 96), daily, in summer 8-12 and
3 till dusk, in winter 9-12 and 2 till dusk (on Sun. in the afternoon only).
Museum of the Archaeological Society (p.|93), daily, except Sun.; in summer

winter 2-5 p.m.
Mycenian Antiquities (p. 92), daily, except Sun.; summer 3-6, winter2-5 p.m.
Egyptian Antiquities (p. 92), daily, except Sun.; summer 3-6, winter 2-5 p.m.

3-6, in

Athens (Greek 'AJHjvoci) is situated in 37° 58' N. lat. and 23°
44' E. long., in the great plain of Attica, which is watered by the
Kephisos (Cephissus), the only Attic river that is not dry in summer,
and by the Ilissos, a brook filled only in wet weather. On the N. and
N.W. the plain is bounded by Parties and its spur JEgaleos; on the
E. and S.E. by Brilessos or Pentelikon, and Hymettos ; on the S. and
W. by the Saronic Gulf. In the centre of the plain rises a range
of hills, now called Tourko Vouni, running from E. to W. and separating the valleys of the Kephisos and Ilissos; the highest of
these is the Lykabettos (Mt. St. George). The latter is separated
by a broad depression from the precipitous rock of the Acropolis,
with the Areopagus, and from a range of hills farther to the W.,
which includes the Philopappos or Museion, the Pnyx, and the Hill
of the Nymphs, and descends to the sea in gentle slopes.
The first tolerably complete and detailed account of ancient
Athens is contained in the Itinerary of Pausanias (p. cxiii), dating from the second century of the Christian era. The key to the
arrangement of the old divisions of the town is afforded by the
Acropolis and by the Areopagus, to the W. of it. To the N.W. of
these hills lay the Kerameikos (Ceramicus), or 'Deme of the Potters',
occupied mainly by artizans, and given over to the worship of Hephaestos and the kindred deity Athena. To the S. of this and to the
W. of the Areopagus was the deme of Melite. The situation of the
demes Kydathenaeon and Kollytos cannot as yet be definitely fixed.
Limnae, as its name ('marsh', 'the lakes') indicates, was the lowest
part of the town; it seems to have lain on the Ilissos. Diomeia
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extended in the direction of the Lykabettos. Koile lay in the
neighbourhood of the present Monument of Philopappos, Kolonos
(i.e. Agoraeos) around the Theseion. In the time of Hadrian a new
quarter called Novae Athenae sprang up, extending from the Olympieion to the site of the modern palace. The probable course of
the ancient streets and the position of the gates are indicated on
the plan by dotted lines.
The modern city leaves the space to the S. and W. of the Acropolis unoccupied, but on the N. and E. stretches far towards the
plain of the Kephisos. In 1834, when the seat of government was
transferred hither from Nauplia (pp. 44, 246), Athens had dwindled
down to a poor village of about 300 houses, with narrow, crooked
streets, and contained a mixed population of Greeks and Albanians.
The present city, however, planned principally by Herr Schaubert,
is one of the handsomest and most regularlya German architect
built towns in the Levant, and in its principal streets at least resembles the towns of W. Europe. Two straight streets, inter,

secting each other nearly in the centre of the town constitute the
chief arteries of traffic.
One of these, the Hermes Street or Rue
,

c

d' Hermes ('

086; Ep|j.oD) begins at the Place de la Constitution and
extends to the W. to the railway-station for the Piraeus. The other
main street, the Rue d'EoZe('086; 'AloXo'j), stretches from the Tower
of the Winds, about the middle of the N. slope of the Acropolis,
across the entire city, and is prolonged as the '086? IlaTioiujv as far
as the village of Patisia. Numerous tortuous lanes diverge from these
main streets, but the traveller may leave their intricate purlieus
unvisited. To the N. and N. E. of the older parts of the town lies the
Neapolis, or modern quarter, with its wide boulevards and spacious
squares containing most of the public buildings. To the E. of
this quarter is the Place de la Constitution (IIXaTeTa tou Suvtoy^*to;)
in or near which are situated all the principal hotels and
which is accordingly taken as the starting-point in the following
description of the city.
On the N. is the Place de la Concorde
(Jlla-ztioL T-?j? O(Aovotoc{), connected with the Place de la Constitution by the wide Rue du Stade ('056? SxaoEou) and the Boulevard
,

,

r

de

I'

Universite ('086; IIaveTriax7]|Juoo).

The population of Athens

In 1870
is steadily on the increase.
contained 44,510 inhabitants, and this number had risen to
63,374 in 1879. The present population, including the suburban
villages, is about 85,000. Its industrial activity is unimportant and
its commerce is almost entirely limited to the importation of manufactured and other articles for home consumption.
it

History of Athens.

The origin of Athens is lost in the mists of antiquity. Only
during the last few decades has an attempt been made by scho-
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piece together a connected fabric of the early history of

Athens and Attica with the aid afforded by the mutual light thrown
upon each other by hoary traditions and the position of the most ancient temples and other sanctuaries.
In an attempt of this kind
however it is but natural that opinions should differ on many im,

portant points.
The researches of scholars seem to warrant the conclusion that
Attica was originally occupied by numerous independent communities
in all of which the kingly form of government seems to
,

have been sooner or later developed. Lists of Athenian kings of
this period are not wanting
but are evidently the compilations of
later chronologists and do nothing to dispel the obscurity. According
to the earlier account, transmitted to us by Herodotus, there were
only four kings of Athens before Theseus, viz. Kekrops (Cecrops),
Erechtheus, Pandion, and JEgeus. The figure of Theseus himself,
usually regarded as the actual founder of the town, seems less mythical. Thucydides presents him as a sagacious and vigorous ruler,
and attributes to him the fusion of the self-governing denies of Attica
into one common political society, or rather their subordination to
a leading town. This act of Theseus afterwards received the name
of Synoekismos and was celebrated in the festival of the Panathenaea.
The citadel of Athens round which all the settlements had been
made, remained the centre of the state. The town apparently received the name of Athens from Athena, the patron-deity of the citadel,
and increased in size as in power. As Thucydides concludes from
the situation of the oldest sanctuaries, the town had up to this time
probably been confined to the district between the Acropolis and
Kallirrhoe (p. 49), but it now extended in all directions, particularly to the N., where the Prytaneion, on the N. slope of the
,

,

became the religious and political centre of the state.
After the self-sacrifice of Kodros the kings were replaced by
Archons, at first (B.C. 1068-752?) elected for life and chosen from
the family of the last king, but afterwards elected for ten years
only, and after four of these limited elections no longer restricted
to members of the family of Kodros (752-682?). Afterwards nine
archons were chosen annually out of the Eupatridae or noble families.
The first of these was the Archon Eponymos, who gave his
name to the year ; the second was the Archon Basileus or highpriest; the third the Polemareh, to whom the oversight of military
affairs was originally entrusted ; and the others were named Thesmothetes or legislators. The care of religious matters was confided to
the Areopagus, the venerable senate of Mars Hill.
The severe legislative code of Drakon (Draco) was promulgated
in the year 624 the attempt of Kylon to secure supreme power for
himself took place in 612. Of the highest importance for the development of Athens was the legislation or revision of the constitution
carried out by Solon (594), who as Archon Eponymos effected the

Acropolis,

,

;
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fusion of the different classes of the population by basing the right
to a share of power not upon birth but upon property and the contribution towards defraying the public burdens. This 'Timocracy'
opened the highest offices to each free citizen, while a still
more important alteration was effected by the resolution that the
6000 Heliasts, or judges, should be chosen by lot and entrusted
with the control of the officials. In administration the archons were
aided by a council (Boule) of 400 members (Bouleutae), or 100 from
each of the four Ionic Phyla or tribes. The presidents of the Bouleutae, who were changed from time to time, were named Prytdneis
and had their official dwelling in the Prytaneion (p. 37).
In B.C. 560, however, while Solon was still alive, Peisistratos
an ambitious but mild-tempered man, supported by a party of malcontents, usurped for himself the position of tyrant. Though twice
banished, he succeeded each time in regaining his power, and at
his death in 527 bequeathed it to his sons Hippias and Hipparchos. During the rule of the Peisistratidae the city underwent a
brilliant transformation. In the Agora, or market-place, which lay
close to the Theseion (p. 81), was erected the Altar of the Twelve
Gods. This was considered the centre of the republic, and the calculation of the different demes from this point was but an outward
symbol of a more intimate connection of these with the city. The
Kallirrhoe, in the bed of the Ilissos, was provided with nine pipes
or channels (Enneakrounos). The Olympieion was begun. Part of
the public funds was also devoted to the rebuilding of the Pythion,
the enlargement and adornment of the Oymnasium in the Academy,
and perhaps to the foundation of the Gymnasium in the Lyceum
or Lykeion. The completion of the old Temple, of which the foundations are visible near the Erechtheion (p. 64), may also have taken
place in the time of the Peisistratidae. All this splendour, however,
did not compensate for the want of a free constitution Hipparchos
fell in 514 by the swords of two Athenian youths named Harmodios and Aristogeiton, and Hippias was expelled with the aid of the
Spartans four years later.
decisive step towards democracy was taken in 509-7 by Klbisthenks, who replaced the 4 old Ionic and local Phyla? by 10 new ones,
each consisting of 10 demes or communes not immediately contiguous to one another.
Every two demes formed a Naukrary,
,

,

;

A

ship-community
an arrangement which some authorities asbut which in any case shows the advance of democratic ideas. The number of Bouleutae was increased from 400 to
500, or 50 from each Phyle the Phyla? took turns in presiding at
the popular assemblies, which were now held ten times a year. In
external affairs Kleisthenes showed his strength by freeing Athens
from the leading-strings of Sparta and extended its powers by a
successful contest with Thebes and Eubcea (509). The Athenian
fleet was developed in the struggle with jEgina, then the superior
or

cribe to Solon

,

,

;
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Athens in naval importance. The town and harbour were fortiand the first theatre, a very primitive structure, was built on
the slope of the Acropolis. But all this progress was thrown into
the shade by the unexpected prominence into which the little town
was brought by the wars with Persia.
Athens alone among the states of the Greek mainland had responded to the call for aid from the Grecian towns in Asia Minor
and thereby drawn upon it the resentment of Darius, King of Persia.
A huge fleet with an army of at least 200,000 men, under
Datis and Artaphemes, was sent across the^Egean Sea, and the total
destruction of Eretria in Euboea which had also dared to help the
Asiatic cities, seemed but a prelude to the fate of Athens. But
contrary to all expectation the Athenians under Mimiades, with

of

fied,

,

the help of the Plataeans alone, successfully resisted the flfteenfold
greater strength of the Persians on the plain of Marathon (12th
Aug., 490), and for the time rolled back the invasion of the Great
Still more glorious and more important for the development
Athens was the upshot of the campaign undertaken by Xerxes

King.
of

against Greece in B.C. 480. After the heroic resistance of Leonidas and his Spartans at Thermopylae had been overcome by the
slaughter of the devoted band, the whole of the huge army and
armament of the Great King bore down upon Attica to take revenge
for the defeat of Marathon. The Athenians took refuge in their
ships.
The weakly-fortified town was occupied by the Persians,
and the Acropolis was also captured after an obstinate resistance.

The sanctuaries there and throughout Attica were burned. But the
decisive naval victory won on 20th Sept., 480, in the strait between Salamis and the mainland, and due to the unflinching courage and pertinacity of Themistokles, broke the power of the Persians and relieved Athens of their presence.
The Athenians,
however, had barely time to rebuild their ruined homes, when they
had again to retire before the army of Mardonios ; but in the battle
of Platsea this remnant of the Persian power was also overthrown
(479) and Greece forever relieved from the danger of a Persian yoke.
The state which had played the most prominent part in the
struggle was obviously the one to profit most by its successful termination and Athens became the natural leader of Greece in the
wars with Persia and obtained a hegemony over several states of the
mainland and all the islands of the Archipelago. This found expression in B.C. 474 in the foundation of the Attic and Delian
Naval League (p. 138). The rebuilding of the ruined town, which in
spite of Sparta's efforts to the contrary quickly rose again from its
ashes, thus coincided in time with the chief period of growth in its
external power.
The fortification both of the town and of the harbour, which the genius of Themistokles had removed to the Piraeus
was taken in hand with special vigour. Men, women,
(p. 106)
and children all lent their aid and traces of the haste with which
,

,

;
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the work was carried on may be seen to this day in the curious
mixture of materials brought to light in the most recent excavations. To ensure the permanent union of the town and harbour,
the 'Long Walls' were erected (460-456), stretching from the Piraeus
and from Phaleron (p. 106) to Athens itself. Athens now prospered
greatly through its manufactures and commerce. But there was
room for the expenditure of the most abundant wealth and even
the treasure of the Delian League, removed to Athens for safety in
B.C. 454, was used to beautify the leading city of the confederation.
The Statues of Harmodios and Aristogeiton erected on the
'Orchestra' of the Agora by Kleisthenes and taken away by Xerxes,
were replaced in 477-476 by new ones from the hands of Kritios and
Nesiotes. Adjacent rose the entirely new buildings of the Market.
The Metroon, or Temple of the Mother of the Gods, also dates from
the period succeeding the Persian wars and its use as a receptacle
for the state archives (including Solon's laws) probably began in
460, when the jurisdiction of the Areopagus was limited to matters
of life and death.
In 468 the bones of the national hero These'us
were brought from Skyros to Athens amid universal rejoicing, and
a Heroon was founded in his honour and adorned with paintings
by Polgynotus and Mikon. It is, however, an error to identify this
building with the present Theseion (see p. 81). During the administration of Peeikles, the golden age of Athens, the Acropolis was almost entirely divested of its military character. Its wall
now appears as the enclosure, not of a fortress, but of a sanctuary,
adorned with those magnificent buildings which have won the
admiration of all subsequent ages and have never been excelled
for perfection of execution and artistic finish. The first trophy erected from the Persian spoils was the colossal Statue of Athena
Promachos, by Phidias. This was followed by the imposing Parthenon, the substantial completion of which may be dated from the
erection of the chryselephantine statue of Athena in 438.
The
fortified entrance made way for the stately Propylaea, built in
437-432. Lastly arose the tasteful Erechtheion, the construction of
which was interrupted by the Peloponnesian "War and was not yet
completed in 409. The Odeion, a building erected for musical performances on the S.E. slope of the Acropolis, also belongs to the
time of Perikles. A highly-developed industry made up for the
want of fertility in Attic soil, and Athenian woollen goods and
;

,

;

,

wares in terracotta and metal were eagerly sought after in
the markets of Italy, Gaul, and Africa. The population of Attica
at this era is estimated to have consisted of 100,000 freemen and
more than twice as many slaves.
In the meantime the 'Demos' had firmly established itself, In
spite of sundry checks, as the ruling power at Athens. The Persians were defeated by Kimon in two brilliant battles, one attheEuartistic

rymedon and one

at

Salamis in the island of Cyprus

;

and Athens
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had attained the highest point of its power on the Greek mainland,
when in 431 the long-smouldering enmity between Attica and Lacedsemonia broke out into open warfare. A terrible plague decimated Athens in the second year of the war and carried off Perikles,
the only man of genius powerful enough to command the democracy, the deterioration of which may be dated from his death.
After various vicissitudes, the most baneful of which was the unhappy Sicilian expedition undertaken at the advice of Alkibiades,
the war ended in 404 on terms most humiliating to Athens. The
fortifications of Athens and the Piraeus and also the Long Walls
uniting them were demolished, the fleet was given up, and an oligarchic constitution, represented by the 'Thirty Tyrants', had to be
accepted at the hands of Sparta. Thkasyboulos, however, restored
the democracy in 403, and in 393 Konon defeated the Spartans at
Allies were again
sea near Knidos and rebuilt the Long Walls.
found among the Grecian islands, and the second Attic Naval
League was called into existence in 378. Under the rule of Euboulos
the finances prospered, the fleet increased, many new buildings
were erected, and the theatre and other old buildings were endowed with new splendour. This, however, was but a transient revival.
Demosthenes in vain invoked his fatherland and the rest of Hellas
to offer an energetic resistance to the ambitious plans of Philip of
Macedonia. The Grecian states took the alarm too late and Grecian liberty fell irretrievably on the field of Chaaronea (338).
Athens never henceforth attained any political importance,
though its material prosperity at first suffered little from the changed state of affairs. The year of the battle of Chseronea was also
the first of the administration of the orator Lykourqos, a patriotic,
art-loving, and yet frugal ruler, who completed the theatre, built
the stadion, filled the arsenals and harbour with material of war
and ships, and still left the public treasury full. After the ineffectual rising of the 'Lamian War' in 322 Athens received a Macedonian garrison, with the support of which Demetrios of Phaleron
administered affairs well and wisely from 318 to 307. In 287 the
garrison was momentarily expelled by a popular rising, but it soon
returned and was not again got rid of. As the town of the greatest
poets of antiquity and the seat of the schools of philosophy that had
been founded by Plato, Aristotle, and Zeno, Athens now subsisted
for centuries on the intellectual capital laid up in its short but
glorious golden age. Numerous visitors flocked to see its magnificent monuments of art, and its conquerors were withheld by reverence for its departed greatness from making it feel the full consequences of defeat indeed many foreign princes added both to
its buildings and its endowments down to a late period.
The long
;

;

of its patrons begins with Ptolemy Philadelphos, King of Egypt
(284-246), who founded the gymnasium and library that bore
Ms name. Three kings of Pergamon, Attalos I. (241-197), Eu-

list
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and Attnlos II. (159-138), surrounded the theatre and
the agora with colonnades. The Syrian monarch Antiochos Epiphanes (175-164) took in hand the completion of the Olympieion.
The dominion of Macedonia was followed by that of Rome, in
spite of the nominal declaration of the independence of Greece
made by the consul Flamininus in B.C. 196. After the overthrew
of the Achaean League, of which Athens was a member, and the
destruction of Corinth in 146, Greece and Macedonia were formed
into a Roman province. Athens had to pay heavily for the ill-considered help it afforded to Mithridates, King of Pontus, who chose
Greece as the battle-field on which to contest with Rome the sovereignty of Asia. In B.C. 86, after a long and wearisome siege,
the Roman army under Sulla captured and pillaged the famishing
town, in which Archelaos the general of Mithridates, had taken
refuge. The fortifications of the Piraeus were utterly demolished.
Julius Caesar and Augustus were friendly to Athens, in spite of its
espousal of the cause of Pompey and afterwards of Brutus, and succeeding Roman emperors followed their example. The chief buildings of this period are the Tower of the Winds, erected by Andronikos Kyrrhestes (p. 79), the Stoa of Athena Archegetis (p. 80),
built with the donations of Julius Caesar and Augustus the Statue
of M. Vipsanius Agrippa, below the Propylaea (p. 57), the Circular
Temple of Rome and Augustus (p. 75), the Monument of Philopappos (p. 89), and a new flight of steps to the Propylaea.
A new period of Athenian art began under Hadrian (117-138
A.D.), the occupant of the imperial throne of Rome, who has been
celebrated by the Greeks as the Olympian, their founder and liberator. An entire quarter of the town, to the S.E. of the Acropolis,
was named after him, and his name may still be seen on the Arch
of Hadrian (p. 45). Here rose the largest of his buildings, the
menes,

,

^

the Olympian Zeus (p. 46), which he carried to compleIn the old town he founded a Library, a Gymnasium, a Pantheon, and a Panhellenion. His most useful work, and one that has
not yet lost its utility, was the Aqueduct (p. 102), completed by
Innumerable statues were
his adopted son, T. Antoninus Pius.
erected in honour of Hadrian. During his reign a rich Athenian
gentleman, Herodes Atticus of Marathon (101-177), erected the
Odeion (p. 53) that bears his name, and provided the Panathenaean
Stadion with marble seats.
Up to this period Athens had gone on increasing in external
splendour. Thousands of pilgrims from every land streamed to the
philosophic schools and gymnasia of the 'mother of arts and eloquence'. It was, as it were, the university of the ancient world.
Marcus Aurblius (161-180) summoned new teachers to the town
and endowed them liberally. The description of Pausanias, mentioned at pp. 35, cxiii, was written at this time. But now begins
the period of stagnation and gradual decay.

Temple of
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The quiet of Athens was first rudely disturbed in the year 253,
when barbarian hordes overran Hellas. The fortifications were restored, but the

Goths in 267.

town

prey notwithstanding to the Heruli and
close of the 4th century (395-396), Alaric

fell a

At the

and his Ostrogoths stood before Athens, exacted a large sum of
money, and claimed the right of entering its sacred streets. The
town, however, was not injured, though Eleusis was plundered and
devastated. About this time it became the fashion to embellish
Constantinople with Athenian works of art. The intellectual life
of the town remained as active as ever. The most firmly established school of philosophy was that of the Neo-Platonists, which
with the other academic institutes formed the last stronghold of
Paganism, till the Emp. Justinian, in 529, put a violent end to it
by closing the schools and forbidding all philosophic instruction.
This step finally extinguished the renown of Athens, and its inhabitants sank into a state of listlessness and inactivity.
It is uncertain whether or not the fortifications constructed by Justinian are
identical with the so-called "Valerian Wall (p. 81).
The fortunes of Athens between the 6th and the end of the 10th
centuries have only recently been partly cleared up. The Emp.
Constantine II. spent the winter here in 662-663, and in 797 the
Empress Irene sent the brothers of her late husband, Leo IV., to
live here in exile.
In 1019 Basil II. celebrated a festival of
victory in the Parthenon, which long before had been converted
into a Christian church. In 1040 the Normans, under Harold Haardrada, took the Piraeus by storm.
Ecclesiastical history throws
most light upon that of Athens, where a bishopric was established
at an early period. Under the patriarch Photios (857) the see was
raised to the rank of an archbishopric, and as early as 869 its
holder appears as a Metropolitan of the Eastern church. The town
continued to enjoy important privileges. The imperial praetor
was not allowed to enter its streets, and on the accession of a new
emperor the only offering of Athens was a simple wreath of gold.
These privileges, however, were not invariably respected, and
Athens, like the rest of Hellas, groaned under a heavy burden of
taxation.

On the conquest of Constantinople by the Latin Crusaders in
1204, Boniface, Marquis of Montferrat, obtained the sovereignty
of all Hellas, under the title of King of Thessalonica. He invested
Oiho de la Roche with Attica and Boeotia, at first as Megaskyr, or
Grand-Sire, and afterwards as duke (1205-1225), and this line
lasted for five reigns. In 1308 Oautier de Brienne succeeded to the
duchy, which lie enlarged with the help of Catalonian soldiers.
These mercenaries, however, soon expelled him (comp. p. 188)
and offered the duchy to theirHeader Roger Deslaur (1312). On the
death of the latter the Catalonians yielded the duchy to Frederick of
Aragon, King of Sicily, who governed it by administrators or regents.
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In 1394, however, Rainerio Acciajuoli, Lord of Vostitza and Corinth, defeated the Catalonians and installed himself as independent duke of Athens. Under his second successor, in 1456, Athens
was captured byjOmar and the Turks, after offering a most obstinate resistance. The Turkish occupation of Athens during the next
350 years was only twice disturbed by the Venetians, who attacked the town in 1464 and made themselves masters of it for a
short time in 1687. During the siege carried on by Francesco Morosini in the latter year, a bomb fell into a powder magazine kept
in the Parthenon, and reduced to ruins the hitherto almost intact
building. The Propylsea had already been the victim of an explosion some years before.
During this period Athens had become
completely lost to the civilisation of W. Europe and it had to be,
as it weTe, discovered afresh by scholars (comp. p. cxiii).
The standard of the War of Independence was raised in the Peloponnesus on April 4th, 1821. On June 21st, 1822, the Greeks
took possession of the Athenian Acropolis, and Odysseus, the military dictator of Eastern Greece, appointed the klepht Qouras as its
guardian. On Aug. 15th, 1826, the Turks under Kioutagi stormed
the town. The Acropolis maintained a gallant resistance, at first
under Gouras, and after his death (Oct. 12th) under Kriziotis and
the Frenchman Fabvier, who in December eut his way through the
investing army with a troop of 650 men, and brought a welcome
supply of ammunition to the beleaguered garrison. All their exertions, however, were in vain, and in vain also were the attempts
to raise the siege made by the army of Karaiskahis (comp. p. 105)
and by the Englishmen Cochrane and Church. The Acropolis capitulated on June 5th, 1827, and its fall brought the whole of
Hellas into the power of Kioutagi. The Great Powers now intervened, but it was not till 1833 that the Turkish troops evacuated
the citadel, which was then entered by the Bavarian troops of the
new king, Otho (elected 1832). In Feb., 1834, Athens was fixed
upon as the capital of the modern kingdom of Greece, and in 1835
it became the actual seat of government.
This distinction Athens
owes mainly to its ancient name and glory, as its situation is not
particularly favourable for the modem capital of Greece. Neither
industry nor commerce have been attracted hither on any large
scale
and Attica itself is by no means productive. The rapid
growth of the town is due entirely to the fact that it is the residence of the king and the only spot in Greece where the means of
an enlightened culture may be obtained.
'

,

From the Royal Palace round the S. Side of the Acropolis.
To the E. of the busy Rue d'Hermes lies the extensive Place
de la Constitution (nXaxeia toO SuvTayfxaTO; PI. F, 5 see
a.

;

;

also p. 36), in which are situated the large hotels and popular cafes mentioned at p. 33. On the E. side it is bounded by the palace
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of the king, and the middle is occupied by a velvety lawn, overhung by oranges, oleanders, and other southern trees. The fountain, with its marble basin, was erected in 1872. Band, see p. 34.
The Royal Palace [Palais du Boi, to UdXaTi, t<x 'Avdnxopa;
PI. F, G, 5, 6), a large building of Pentelic marble and limestone, erected in 1834-38 from the designs of Gartner of Munich,
produces an imposing effect, somewhat marred by the excessive
number of windows. It is adorned in front by an Ionic colonnade.
Admission is granted on application (in French) to the door-keeper of
the principal porta], in the W. facade, but It contains nothing of special
interest. On the staircase is a painting of Prometheus and the eagle by
Blaser, and the dining-hall contains some works by Rottmann and other
Munich artists. The ball-room is decorated in the Pompeian style.

The *Palacb Garden (PI. F, G, 6; adm. after 3 p.m., ensmoking prohibited)
trance to the right in the Kephisia Street
was laid out by Queen Amalie on a piece of waste ground, and now
offers a number of shady walks, which are a grateful resort in the
hot season. The irrigation of the garden is effected by a channel
made by the ancients. Near the entrance to the left, is an old
Roman mosaic, belonging to ancient baths. Fragments of the old
;

,

town wall have been exposed near the E. side of the garden.

The

part of the garden, embellished with busts of Kapodistrias,
president of the Greek republic, the banker Eynard of Geneva, an
enthusiastic Philhellene
and others affords fine glimpses between its palms of the columns of the Olympieion, the Acropolis,
and the sea. The best view is obtained from a small rocky eminence in the S.E. corner.
The wide Rue des Philhelleues leads to the S. from the Place
de la Constitution, passing on the left the Church of St. Nicomede
(PI. F, 6), built by the Byzantine empress Irene in the 8th cent,
and now the Russian church ; below it is an interesting crypt,
once forming part of a Roman bath. At the end of the street,
where it joins the Boulevard des Philhellenes, stands the English
Church, a tasteful Gothic edifice, built in 1840-43. The E. window was erected in memory of Mr. Viner, who was murdered by
Greek brigands in 1870 (p. 120). To the E. of the boulevard extends a large open space, across which runs the road to the Protestant
Cemetery (see below). The spacious semicircular edifice to the left
of the road, from which it is separated by gardens, was opened in
1888 as an exhibition-building for Greek industries and manufactures. It is known as the Zappeion, from the MM. Zappas, at
whose expense it was built.
On the right side of the boulevard
is an Institution for the Employment of Women, where cheap carpets and shawls may be purchased.
fine view of the sea and Mt. Hymettos (to the left) is now
disclosed towards the S.
in the foreground are the Arch of Hadrian and the Olympieion.
The *Arch of Hadrian (PI. E, 7), erected either by Hadrian
S.

,

,

—

A

;
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himself or by his successor, is an isolated gateway 59 ft. high and
44 ft. wide, with an archway 20 ft. in width. It formerly divided
the old Greek city (p. 35) from the Hadrianopolis or Novae Athenae
(p. 42) of Hadrian, as indicated by the inscriptions which it still
bears (on the side next the town, oti6' eta' 'Aftfjvou Qtjo^cds -q izph
7i6Xt{, 'this is Athens, the old city of Theseus'
on the other side,
ato' e'to' 'ASpiavoO xal ou^l 8t)0£(d; tcoXic, 'this is the city of Hadrian and not of Theseus'). The arch was originally adorned with
Corinthian columns, of which a few fragmentary bases now alone
remain. The entablature is still almost intact, especially on the
side next the town. Above the archway is an 'attica' or second
story, with three window-like openings, which were formerly fllled
with thin slabs of marble. The one in the centre is surmounted by a
pediment. The gateway probably stood in the line of the earliest
wall, at the end of a street leading to the N.W. while it formed
the approach to the quarter containing the huge temple of Zeus.
The *OIympieion (Olympieum), or Temple of the Olympian Zeus,
described by Aristotle as a 'work of despotic grandeur', and now
represented by 15 huge Corinthian columns, was not finally completed till the reign of Hadrian, though the original temple on this
site dates back to the earliest period of Athenian history. The
level plateau on which the temple stands was artificially formed
on the steep slope of the hill. As the water-courses of the upper
town here flowed into the Ilissos, legend fixed upon this as the
spot where the last water of the Deluge disappeared, and ascribed
the foundation of the temple to the grateful Deukalion, the father
of the new race of mortals. The earliest historical edifice was
founded by Peisistratos (ca. B.C. 530), whose enlightened administration formed one of the most important epochs in the development of Athenian art (comp. p. 38). The expulsion of the Peisistratidae and the Persian wars hindered the completion of the
building, which was planned on a scale of great splendour, and it
was left untouched till B.C. 174, when Antiochos IV. Epiphanes,
King of Syria, took up the undertaking where Peisistratos had left
it. The colossal schemes of his architect Cossutius, from whose time
the present remains probably date, excited the admiration of his
contemporaries, and Livy describes the building as 'templum unum
in terris inchoatum pro magnitudine dei'. Antiochos, however, also
died before the work was completed. Sulla, who occupied Athens
in B.C. 86, carried off to Rome some of the smaller columns. Under Augustus the work was again taken in hand, but it was reserved for Hadrian to erect and complete a magnificent new structure,
which was consecrated in 129 or 130 A.D. The temple originally
possessed upwards of 100 Corinthian columns, arranged in double
rows of 20 each on the N. and S. sides and in triple rows of 8 each
at the ends. The columns were 56y2 ft. high and 5-5'/2 fi in diaThe temple is the second largest Greek temple known,
meter.
;

,

-
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measuring on the upper platform 353 1/2 ft- in length and 134 ft.
in breadth, dimensions exceeded by those of the temple of Diana
at Ephesus alone. It contained a chryselephantine statue of Zeus
and a statue of Hadrian, and the sacred precincts, 676 ft. long and
426 ft. broad, enclosed a forest of statues of that emperor, who was
worshipped as the founder of the Panhellenic Feast connected with
this temple. The subsequent history of the temple is singularly
obscure. In 1760 a Turkish viceroy took one of the columns for a
mosque he was building, leaving 16 in situ, 13 at the S.E. corner
and 3 in the inner row on the S. side: the central one of the latter
was overthrown by a violent storm in 1852. The capitals, consisting of two pieces and 10 ft. wide at the top, show traces of the
degeneration of the Corinthian OTder. Part of the epistyle (architrave) was occupied in the middle ages by a 'stylites', or pillarhermit. The massive masonry of the platform, constructed of stone
from the quarries of the Piraeus, deserves attention, particularly on
the W. side and at the S.E. corner, where the lateral thrust of
the artificial foundations required the heaviest incumbent weight
to counterbalance it. The semicircular holes in the lower edge
of the stones were for the escape of rain-water.
A small portico,
with four columns, entered from the E. colonnade of the temple,
was discovered in 1886 at the N. end
opposite the Zappeion
(p. 45).
The ruin is popularly known as staes KoWrmaes (ei; toti; xoXo'vvai;, 'at
the columns'), and is a favourite resort on summer-evenings, when the
burning sun has sunk behind the Acropolis. The view extends from Mt.
Hymettos to the sea, from which a cool breeze is generally blowing.
The islands ofjEgina and Hydra and the coast of Argolis are also visible.
Coffee and similar refreshments may be obtained (10-15 c).
A similar
view is enjoyed from the still more popular resort near the Zappeion.

—

,

—

On the road leading to the E. from the Arch of Hadrian a
Summer Theatre is to be constructed in the form of an ancient Greek
Farther on the road passes numerous gardens (Kfjuoi; tow
Mououjv, tu>v XapiroM, etc.), which are much frequented on summer-evenings, when vocal concerts are given by Bohemian, French,
or Italian musicians. The audience add zest to their enjoyment by
theatre.

smoking and imbibing coffee, raki, and lemonade. Visitors who
take cold' easily should be on their guard against the damp vapours
of evening. Here, on the banks of the Ilissos, Oreithyia, daughter
of Erechtheus, was gathering flowers, when 'rude Boreas', smitten
by her charms, seized her and bore her away to his northern home.
Plato here lays the scene of his Phaidros, where the talkers lie ou
the soft turf, with the stream at their feet, listening to the song of
the cicadas and enjoying the fragrance of the plane-trees overhead
In 5 min. we
and the cool breeze blowing in from the sea.
reach, on the left, the Protestant Cemetery (PI. G, 7), which contains the remains of George Finlay (d. 1875), the historian of
modern Greece, and numerous other Englishmen and Germans. On

—
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the right is the new Stadion Bridge, built in 1873 on the site of
the ancient bridge, -which the Turks had removed in 1778 to obtain
stones for their fortifications.
On crossing this bridge we have immediately in front of us the
"Stadion (PI. G, H, 8), the scene of the Panathenaean games, laid
out by the statesman and orator Lykourgos (p. 41) about B.C. 330,
and formed by the artificial expansion and adaptation of a natural
hollow. The ancient walls are still visible on both sides. At a later
period (ca. 140 A. D.) the seats and partitions were renewed in white
marble by Herodes Atticus (p. 42) who almost exhausted the
quarries of Pentelikon in carrying out this magnificent improvement. The Stadion and the Odeion (p. 53) were the two great
monuments of the liberality of this public-spirited citizen, and on
his death his body was solemnly interred in the former. Little now
remains of the marble, most of which was burned for lime during
the dark ages, but though destitute of this adornment the Stadion
still produces a very imposing effect through its extent and the
height of the rows of seats. The farther end was freed from the incumbent earth and rubbish in 1869-70, at the expense of King
George. The entire length of the course, from the entrance to the
semicircular space (ocpsvoovT)) at the S.E. end, was 670 ft., and its
breadth was 109 ft. t Along the longer axis ran a low wall or
barrier, with a goal ((3aX(3U, meta) at each end. The position of the
upper goal, which occupied the centre of the semicircular ending,
has been discovered but cannot now be recognized. The course was
separated from the spectators by a low marble wall, behind which
lay a corridor, 9 4 /4 ft. in width, affording access to the lower tiers
,

As far as can be now ascertained, there seem to have been
about 60 rows of seats, accommodating 50,000 spectators as in the
Theatre of Dionysos (p. 50) the better places consisted of marble
chairs.
The rows of seats on each of the sides of the Stadion were
interrupted by 11 flights of steps leading from the above-mentioned corridor, and at the rounded end there were 7 similar flights.
of seats.

;

Behind the uppermost row of seats,
seems to have been a kind of covered

at least at the E. end, there

corridor.

Fine view from the

highest part. On
cave-like passage,
On the hill to
Temple of Tyche,

the E. side of the Stadion is the entrance to a
the origin and purpose of which are obscure.
the E. of the Stadion Herodes Attikos erected a
or goddess of the town (T6y») ty); tcoXeois), of
which remains are still traceable. On the hill to the W. are some
ancient fragments which have been arbitrarily assumed to represent

the tomb of Herodes.
of each Stadion in Greece was 600 ft., but as the local
•f The length
foot varied considerably in different parts of the country, we have to
make allowance for this divergency. The Attic foot was equal to 0,97 Engl, ft.;
600 Attic feet were therefore equivalent to 582 Engl. ft. The 88 ft. over were
probably taken up by the entrance-barriers and the corridor.

Monument of Lysikrates
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To the S. of the Olympieion runs the bed of the Ilissos. The 'river'
generally dry in summer, and even at other seasons its breadth rarely
exceeds a yard or its depth a few inches.
After heavy rain however,
it is often greatly swollen, and to judge from the embankments near the
Olympieion its volume must have been much more considerable In antiquity.
The polished surface of a ridge of rock that crosses the stream
here also seems to betray the action of water at a former period. To the
Below, on the margin of the Ilissos, the
S. is the Chapel of St. Pholini.
spring of Kallirhoe (PI. F, 8) issues from the rock; the name ('pleasantly
flowing'), which it still retains CKallirrdi' ), was probably more applicable
to its former than to its present condition. It is, however, never quite
dry. The fountain was also called Enneakrounos, or the 'nine-piped', from
the nine pipes with which Peisistratos provided it. The water now forms
two pools at the foot of the rocks and is chiefly used for washing. The
jars in which the women carry away the water resemble those depicted on
Attic vases, and it requires no strong effort of imagination to realise the
legend related by Herodotus of the seizure by the Pelasgians of the Athenian

is

,

1

maidens drawing water here.
The hill above the chapel of

St. Photini is at present crowned by
a windmill. In "antiquity this district was occupied by the suburb of
Agrae, and an Ionic temple, of which we possess drawings (perhaps dedicated to Demeter), stood here in good preservation down to the end of
the 17th century.
The road crossing the Ilissos below the Kallirroi leads to the Oreek
Cemetery. A good view of the Acropolis is obtained from the bridge. The
cemetery is pleasantly laid out like a garden, and contains much fine

marble distorted into tasteless monuments.

The street leading to the "W. from the Arch of Hadrian is named
the '056? 'ASptavoO. The third cross-street on the left leads to a
small square containing the **Choragic Monument of Lysikrates
(PI. E, 7), a beautiful little building resembling a small circular
The
temple and popularly known as the Lantern of Diogenes.
monument owes its existence to the custom of the winners at the
Dionysiao games of exhibiting the tripods won by them on bases or
whole street
pedestals with more or less artistic embellishment.
of such monuments extended from the Theatre of Dionysos to the
town, and one of them, according to Pausanias, included among its
plastic ornamentation the famous Satyr of Praxiteles
of which so
many replicas have come down to us. The Monument of Lysikrates
is not even mentioned by Pausanias, probably because it was only
one of a large number equally important. It is the oldest extant
building of the Corinthian order, and owes its comparatively good
preservation to the fact that it served as the library of a French
Capuchin convent, which stood here down to the beginning of the
19th century. Lord Byron once spent a night in the convent. The
ground on which the monument stands is the property of the French

A
,

government.

The lower part of the monument consists of a cube-shaped
base of Pineic stone (now protected by a wall), 13 ft. in height,
with an upper row of veined stone from Mt. Hymettos. Upon this
stands a circular structure of Pentelic marble, 21 1/2 ft- hi£h and 9 ft.
in diameter, with six engaged columns of the Corinthian order, supporting an architrave of three members and a frieze adorned with
Baedeker's Greece.

4
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The slightly convex roof consists of a single Mock of
marble with a vigorous carved flower rising in the centre, which,
like the leaves in the capitals of the columns, is a much closer
imitation of the natural acanthus than is elsewhere found in ancient
architecture. A triangular slab of marble above the flower bore the
bronze tripod, won by Lysikrates. The inscription above the two
half-columns on the S.E. side, now scarcely legible from below
and probably at one time made more conspicuous by colours or gilding, records that 'Lysikrates, son of Lysitheides, of Kikynna, was
Choragos when the boy-chorus of the phyle Akamantis won the prize.
Theon was the flute-player Lysiades of Athens trained the choir.
Euaenetos was archon'. The name of the archon enables us to fix
the date of erection as B.C. 335-334, at the time when the school
of Praxiteles was in full bloom. The frieze (p. cj
now sadly
incomplete, represents, in very low relief, the punishment of the
Tyrrhenian pirates by Dionysos, whom they had robbed and who
turned them into dolphins. The legend forms the subject of the
6th Homeric hymn, and was perhaps the theme chosen for performance by the choir. The first scene of the frieze, now scarcely
decipherable, represents the god in the form of a slender youth,
accompanied by his panther and six satyrs. The punishment of the
pirates, depicted in the five remaining scenes, is entrusted to the
same satyrs, who cudgel the unfortunate seamen, put them in
chains, and otherwise torment them. On the central tablet on the
W. side two of the pirates, already half converted into dolphins, are
represented as leaping headlong into the sea.
sculpture.

:

,

,

We may

now return to the boulevard by the 'Ooo; Bupowoc or
de Byron, or ascend the dirty '086; Aiovioou to the right. The
Odeion of Perikles is supposed to have stood near the top of the
latter, at the S.E. corner of the Acropolis.
On ascending a few
steps here, we find ourselves above the Theatre of Dionysos, which
is generally approached from below.
Thirty or forty years ago
the S. slope of the Acropolis was in precisely the same condition
as the N. slope a thick layer of rubbish, partly caused by the exRue

—

;

cavations on the Acropolis carried on at the beginning of King
Otho's reign, concealed all the remains of antiquity. The changed
state of affair is due mainly to the praiseworthy energy of the
Archaeological Society (p. 93). The first traces of the Dionysiac
theatre were discovered by Herr Strack, who in 1862 successfully
resumed the excavations that had already several times been discontinued.

The *Theatre of Dionysos (PI. D, 7 comp. plan of the Acropolis at p. 55; fee of 20-30 c. to the custodian, who lives above
the theatre, to the E.J, the cradle of the dramatic art of Greece,
the spot in which the masterpieces of ^Eschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes first excited delight and admiration, lay
;

Theatre of Dionysos.
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within the temple-enclosure of the wine-loving god, whose cult,
introduced from Boeotia, was immemorially associated with mimic
performances. The original stage on such occasions was merely a
roughly put together scaffolding or platform. A small circular orchestra is now known to have been the first part of the theatre
constructed of more solid materials, hut the auditorium was not
built in stone till the |time of the orator Lykourgos (p. 41), or
about B.C. 340. The theatre was afterwards frequently altered,
once by Hadrian (p. 42), who was an enthusiastic patron of the
drama. It received a final restoration from the archon Phsedros in
the period of the degeneration of the drama, in the third cent, of
our era, a fact recorded in an inscription on the wall of a small
staircase under the stage.
As the architectural taste and the style
of the performances differed greatly at different periods, it is difficult to form a correct idea of the appearance of the building in the
palmy days of the drama.
The ancient Greek theatres consisted of three parts the stage,
the orchestra, and the auditorium. In the present instance the
two former seem to date from the Roman period, being much closer
to the body of the theatre than was the case in the original structure. The stage, or o-A-qvi], originally consisted merely of the stage
proper or Orchestra ('op^TjOTpa) and a simple back-wall, the Pro:

scenium

(Tcpoax'fjNiov), to

which

theTcapocax'/]Nw, or side-scenes,

were

In the middle of the orchestra lay the Thymele
(QujasXt]), or altar of Dionysos, in whose festivals the drama had originated. The actors were at first distinguished from the chorus,
which accompanied the play with solemn evolutions and sympathetic general reflections generally of a religious character, merely by
the superior height gained by wearing the cothurnus. At a later period a higher 'speaking-place' (Logeion, XoyeTov) was provided for
the actors, while the chorus remained in the orchestra, which now
became a semicircular space between the stage proper and the spectators. Behind the logeion, and considerably higher, was the Theologeion (fkoXoYSiov), or platform for the gods. The face of the wellpreserved stage is adorned with good reliefs of the time of Hadrian,
depicting scenes of the Dionysiac myth to the extreme right, above
the sitting figure of Dionysos, is a representation of the buildings
on the Acropolis that were visible from the theatre. The crouching
figures of Silenus, used as supports for the stage, belong to an
earlier period. The E. half of the stage-front is wanting. In the
middle is a flight of steps uniting the stage and the orchestra, to
the left of which lie fragments of two colossal figures of the shaggy
Silenus and a finely-carved marble chair. The orchestra is paved
with slabs of marble and is separated from the auditorium by a low
parapet, the holes in the upper surface of which supported an iron
railing. The rain-water was carried off by a covered channel below
afterwards added.

;

the breast-wall.
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theatre proper (6eoiTpov, in the narrower sense of the word,
Latin Cavea) was partly excavated in the solid rock of

or -aoiXov

;

the hill, as was the case in almost all the theatres of ancient Greece,
in the form of a semicircle with a radius of 150 ft., turned towards
the S. The seats, which could contain 30,000 spectators, were
arranged in concentric tiers
each one wider than the last, and
divided by flights of steps into 13 compartments called xepxioec
or 'wedges' (from their shape), corresponding to the 13 Phyla? in
the time of Hadrian. The seats were formed of blocks of Poros stone,
and those in the lower rows are still in situ. The seats are cut in
such a way as to give room to each spectator to dispose of his feet
without incommoding the person in front of him. In the foremost
row the seats consisted of chairs of Pentelic marble, of which that
in the centre was reserved for the priest of Dionysos, as the still
legible inscription indicates ('[Epetu; Atov6oo J 'EXsuQepso)?; coinp.
p. 170). The archaistio reliefs with which it is embellished represent, on the front, two satyrs carrying a large bunch of grapes, and
below the seat, two men in Asiatic dress (Medians?) struggling
with griffins; on the railings are figures of Eros, with game-cocks.
The other chairs also bear inscriptions denoting their use by priests
or other dignitaries. Behind the seat of the priest of Dionysos rises
a large plinth, consisting of two blocks of marble, which probably
bore the throne of the Emp. Hadrian. In front of this is the seat of
the priest of the Olympian Nike, and farther up is a double-throne
erected for King Attalos of Pergamon (p. 41) and the Strateges
Diogenes, two munificent patrons of Athens. Dispersed throughout the whole theatre were statues of tragic and comic poets, the
most prominent of which were the bronze figures of yEschylus,
Sophocles, and Euripides, erected by Lykourgos.
Many of the
,

T

bases of these statues are still preserved, bearing the names of
the persons represented. The theatre was open to the sky, but
shelter in case of rain could be obtained in a colonnade adjoining
the S. side of the stage and in the Stoa Eumenia (p. 53). From
the time of Lykourgos onward the theatre was also used for popular
assemblies.
Around the theatre were several sanctuaries of Dionysos, the
foundations of some of which have been excavated. In front of the
centre of the theatre, between it and the boulevard, stands a Circular Altar, dedicated to the god in the 2nd cent, before our era and
adorned with garlands and Silenus masks. Opposite is a high marble
stele bearing a resolution of the amphictyonic council in favour of
the Guild of Actors (ji\ tepd tsuvooo; xuw Ttepl tov Atovuaov Teyvrnuv),
a body which enjoyed important privileges in the time of Demosthenes and numbered dramatic authors and musicians, as well as

among its members.
Above the theatre is a

actors,

now
grotto mentioned by Pausanias
dedicated to the Pnnayi'i Speliotisxa, in whose honour a lamp is
,
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lighted in the evening. In front are some remains of the Choragic Monument of Thrasyllos
destroyed by Turkish bullets in
1827. The monument was in the form of a small temple, containing the tripod dedicated by Thrasyllos of Dekeleia and his sons,
and surmounted by a figure of Dionysos, which Lord Elgin removed to England. The sun-dial to the right is mentioned in a document of the 17th century. The two columns above the grotto also
supported votive tripods, the holes for inserting which are still
visible at the top.
The ancient remains to the W. of the Theatre of Dionysos,
extending along the slope of the Acropolis in two terraces were
excavated in 1876. The upper terrace above the long and conspicuous wall with arches, comprises several different quarters, each
with its own sanctuary. To the E. was a celebrated Asklepieion, or
sanctuary of ^Esculapius (Asklepios), with which, as usual in the
case of the temples of this deity (comp. p. 241), was connected an
institution for the treatment of the sick. The altars were dedicated
to jEsculapius himself, to Hygieia, and to other divinities of a
similar type. Numerous votive reliefs were found here (see p. 56).
The perpendicular side of the Acropolis is here faced with masonry,
in which is the entrance to a small circular spring-house, converted
in the middle ages into a Christian chapel, as which it now again
serves
the water issues from a cleft in the rock and is collected
in a semicircular channel. This structure was connected by a colonnade with another well-house, which was square in shape. Farther
to the W. seem to have been the dwellings of the priests of jEscu,

,

,

;

lapius.

The lower terrace is in the form of a colonnade, the so-called
Stoa Eumenia, 534 ft. in length, one side of which was formed by
the arched wall in front of the masonry supporting the upper terrace.
The colonnade led from the Theatre of Dionysos to the Odeion, and
was divided into two by a row of columns in the middle ; the roof
was probably of wood.
The *Odeion of Herodes Atticus (PI. C, 7) is the loftiest and
the most conspicuous among the ruins at the base of the Acropolis.
Tiberius Claudius Herodes Atticus (p. 42), a member of an eminent Roman family inherited immense wealth from his father,
which he spent in conferring the most magnificent benefits on the
town and citizens of Athens (p. 48). He built the Odeion in memory of his wife, Appia Annia Begilla (d. ca. 161 A.D), a noble
,

We

know little of
lady, whose name it sometimes bears.
the history of the building. The charred timber and iron refuse
mixed with bricks found here in 1848-58 indicate that it was once
the victim of a serious conflagration. At a later period it served
as a sort of outwork for the defence of the Acropolis. The Odeia,
unlike most of the theatres of antiquity, were roofed in and were
originally intended for musical entertainments; that of Hero-

Roman
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however, was evidently constructed mainly with a view
dramatic performances.
The facade, towards the boulevard,
des,

to
is

constructed in the Roman circular style , and consisted of three
stories. The usual entrance is by the westernmost of the three doorways, adjoining which is the red wooden cottage of the pensioner
who keeps the key of the ruin (25-50 c). Above this hut is a
tablet of white marble recording the heroic action of the Philhellene
Fabvier during the Turkish siege of 1826 (see p. 44). A niche at
the entrance contains the statue of a Roman magistrate. The disposition of the interior resembles that of the Theatre of Dionysos.
The logeion or stage was 116 ft. in breadth and 26ft. in depth;
it was approached from the orchestra by two small flights of steps,
part of one of which (to the E.) is still extant. The niches for the
beams that bore the planks of the stage are visible in the wall in
front of the stage. At the back of the stage is a massive wall,
pierced by three stage-doors
there were also entrances to the
stage in the parascenia on each side. Above this wall was a row
of columns bearing a second story, which was perhaps used for the
appearance of divinities in the play (comp. p. 51) the holes by
which the beams entered the wall are visible here also. There was
probably still a third story. The orchestra, 62 ft. in breadth, is
paved with particoloured squares of marble the fountain seems
to date from the early middle ages.
The auditorium, 260 ft. in
diameter, accommodated 6000 persons, the tiers of seats rising one
above another on the rocky slope of the Acropolis. The lower part,
containing 20 tiers, is divided by flights of steps into five, the
upper, with 13 (?) tiers, into ten sections. The lowest row is distinguished by a step serving as a foot-stool and by lions' claws
carved on the ends of each division. The seats were all covered
with Pentelic marble. Behind the uppermost row was a colonnade,
and the whole building was covered with a magnificent roof of
cedar, the construction of which is obscure.
A steep footpath ascends from the "W. side of the Odeion to
the vaulted doorway at the S.W. corner of the Acropolis (p. 56).
It is, however, more convenient to follow the boulevard, and turn
to the right a little farther on
opposite the tavern (ZcuxpocTV];).
The road ascends hence making three wide sweeps and ending
opposite the Beule' Gate (comp. p. 56).
About 80 paces to the N. of the second bend, and separated
from the Acropolis by a depression, is the rocky height which both
in ancient and modern times has borne the name of Areopagus
("Apeio? IlaYOc), or Hill of Mars (PI. B, C, 6). The top of the hill
is flat, and on three sides it descends gradually to the plain, while
the N.E. side is precipitous. A flight of about 15 steps cut in the
rock and now in a state of ruin ascends to the site of some ancient
altars, for which platforms were hewn in the rock.
The ancient
court of the Areopagus, consisting of venerable and eminent Athen;
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ian citizens and exercising the supreme jurisdiction in all cases
of life and death, held its sittings on this hill, above the spring
of the Eumenides (p. 55).
It was said to derive its name from
the fact that Ares or Mars was the first person tried here, for
the murder of Halirrhotios
and Orestes also obtained absolution
here for the murder of his mother Klytsemnestra.
At the base
of the abrupt precipice at the N.E. angle of the hill is a chaos of
huge blocks of rock, amid which, half concealed by creeping
plants, is a deep Assure with a pool of black water.
This gloomy
recess probably harboured the shrine of the Erinyes (Furies) or
avenging deities of blood euphemistically termed the Eumenides
or well-wishers.
It was the scene of vEschylus's tragedy of that
name. The agora or market-place of the ancient city lay on the
N. side of the Areopagus (see p. 84), and it was probably on that
face of the hill that Paul, in the spring of 54 A.D., delivered the
speech of which we have an account in the 17th chapter of the
Acts of the Apostles. It should, however, be noticed that the opening words of this speech ("AvSps? 'A&yjvoToi xoctd irdvTa ub? Seiotoai(j.ov£OTlpous ufj.5; (kcopiu) were rather complimentary to the
Athenians than the reverse, meaning not that they were 'too superstitious', as the Authorized Version has it
but that they were
'mindful in all things of the divine or unseen influence'. A little
to the W. of the rocky chaos above described are the ruins of a
Christian church dedicated to Dionysios the Areopagite, Paul's
first convert in Athens.
The remains on the gentle W. slope of
the Areopagus indicate that this was one of the most populous
quarters of the ancient city (comp. p. 87).
;
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The Acropolis.

Visitors are now admitted to the Acropolis free at any time between
sunrise and sunset. Those, however, who wish to visit it by moonlight
(p. 77) require a special permesso (aSsia), which may be obtained for a fee
of 5 fr. (for 1-5 pers.) either through the hotel-keepers or by direct application to M. Kavvadias (p. 78), at the Ministry of Religion and Education.
The fullest account of the Acropolis is contained in A. Boetticher s
'Die Akropolis von Athen nach den Berichten der Alten und den neuesten
Forschungen' (illustrated; 1888).
Archreologists should also consult the
'Descriptio Arcis Athenarum' of Paueanias (edited by Jahn and Michaelis

Bonn,

1880).

The natural

centre of all settlements in the Attic plain within
the historical period has been formed by the **Acropolis , a rocky
plateau of crystalline limestone rising precipitously to a height of
about 200 ft. The semi-mythical Pelasgi, of whom but a few isolated traces have been found in Attica
are said to have levelled
the top, increased the natural steepness of the rock on three sides,
and fortified the only accessible part on the W. by the so-called
Enneapylon Pelasgikon, or Nine Gates. It was the earliest seat of
the Athenian kings, who here sat in judgment and assembled their
councils , and also of the chief sanctuaries of the state. At a later
,
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period the judicial and popular assemblies were removed to the lower town, and the Acropolis devoted solely to the gods. Peisistratos, however, who enriched the Acropolis by a new temple of Athena
(p. 64) and a line gateway, also fixed his own residence here. These
ancient buildings were destroyed by the Persians in B.C. 480-479,
after which Themistokles and Kiinon renewed the encircling walls.
Then began the meridian of its splendour under Perikles, whose
buildings imparted to the Acropolis its future character and the
present the finest
ruins of which in spite of the ravages of time
picture of the glory of the unrivalled art of antiquity:
The road diverging to the right from the Boulevard des Philhellenes a little to the W. of the Odeion of Herodes Atticus (see
p. 54), ascends to the so-called Beule Gate, below the upper and
steeper part of the W. side of the Acropolis. Walkers may also
ascend to this point from the Tower of the Winds by the dirty lane
mentioned at p. 80. The Beule Gate, named after a French savant,
who discovered it in 1853 under the Turkish bastions that previously concealed it, has recently again become the main entrance
to the Acropolis. It is 5^2 ft- i' 1 width and lies exactly in the axis
of the central opening of the Propylaea. The date of its erection is
uncertain, though it probably belongs to a comparatively very late
period; Boetticher, indeed, suggests, that the actual gateway is a
Frankish construction. M. Beule is certainly wrong in regarding
The stones of
it as a very early fortification to cover the Propylsea.
which it is constructed were brought from a choragic monument
erected by Nikias, the son of Nikodemos, in B.C. 320-319. The two
low towers with which it is flanked show by the continuity of their
mason's marks that they were formed of stones specially prepared
for the purpose, and probably date from the 2nd cent, of our era.
The S. tower is still adjoined by a Turkish fortification a
vaulted doorway in which leads to the small side-door above the
Odeion (p. 54), which served as the entrance to the Acropolis from
the Turkish period until 1888.
On the inner side of the Beule" Gate is an antique marble tablet
with a modern Greek inscription referring to M. Beule's excavations in 1853. From this point we continue to ascend towards the
Propylsa, below which we see the pedestal of Agrippa, to the left,
and the bastion below the temple of Nike (see below), to the right.
This steep ascent must have been accomplished by a flight of steps
in antiquity as well as at present. The absence of all reliable traces
of any route diverging on the other side here seems to indicate decisively that the horsemen and chariots of the Panathensean procession did not actually ascend the hill; it is more probable that
they remained at the foot. No direct information on the subject has
come down to us from antiquity, but it is probable that the ancient
road (little altered by subsequent building operations) led from the
S. side, past the Nike bastion, in the direction of the pedestal of
,
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Agrippa, then turned sharply to the S.E., and ended at the middle
gateway of the Propylaea.
A path, running to the S. beneath the W. -wall of the Nikebastion, in which are two ancient niches, supported by modern
pillars and probably occupied originally by figures of gods or by
altars, leads to a Court, surrounded by Turkish walls, upon which
opens the side-entrance mentioned above. From the foot of the S.
bastion-wall (to the left), part of the rock projects, containing a
small cave, the floor of which has been made level. In ancient
times a small building stood here that was formerly held to be
the sanctuary of Demeter Chloe, but may have borne a Heroon of
the old King ^Egeus. The wall of the bastion was frequently repaired during the Turkish period
generally with fragments of
ancient buildings. A cottage in the S.W. part of the court, which
the attendant opens, contains a collection of reliefs from the Asklepieion (p. 53), chiefly votive offerings to ^Esculapius and Uygieia, some of great beauty.
The tower-like square pedestal, opposite the N. side of the
bastion of the Temple of Nike, 55 ft. in height and 12 J /2>< 10 ft.
in diameter above the base, once bore a statue of Marcus Vipsanius
Agrippa, the celebrated general and son-in-law of Augustus,
erected in B.C. 27, the 3rd year of his consulship. Of the debt of
gratitude owed to him by Athens, history has left no record, though
the inscription on the E. side celebrates him as a benefactor of
the city.
Passing the pedestal of Agrippa on the left, we come to a staircase
of about 60 steps which descends to the ancient and celebrated Klepsydra, or
castle-well. The spring rises from a fissure in the rock in a small chamber,
which was used as a chapel in the Byzantine epoch and is still adorned
with faded paintings of saints. The water is seen through a narrow opening at some distance below us. In ancient times the spring lay beyond
the fortifications, like that of the Eadmeia at Thebes. At the beginning
of the present century it had been entirely lost sight of, but was rediscovered in 1822 on a search being made for water to use in case of siege.
The Greek general Odysseus erected a bastion (now removed) to protect
,

it

in 1822.

Pausanias mentions the sanctuaries of Pan and Apollo as close to the
Klepsydra. The large cavern at the K.W. angle of the rock, containing
innumerable niches for votive columns has accordingly been identified
as the Grotto of Pan, a deity held in great honour at Athens on account
of the 'panic' with which he inspired the Persians at Marathon. Euripides here places the scene in his 'Ion where the three daughters of Kckrops dance to the music of Pan's pipes. It is also the rendezvous agreed
upon by the enamoured spouses, Kinesias and Myrrhine, in the 'Lysistrata'
of Aristophanes. A second cave, a little to the N.W., is believed to be
the Grotto of Apollo Hypdkraeos (i.e. 'under the hill'), where Kreusa, the
daughter of Erechtheus, was surprised by Apollo, and afterwards became
the mother of Ion, the progenitor of the Ionians. Both these caverns
are accessible from the outside of the Acropolis only.
now ascend the modern flight of steps to the N. of the
,
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most important secular work
in ancient Athens, consisting entirely of Pentelic marble was be(IlpoTcuXaux), the
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gun in B.C. 437, on the foundations of an earlier gateway (p. 56),
and was completed in live years, as far as it ever was completed, t
The architect was Mnesikles. This magnificent building, 'the brilon the front of the conspicuous rocky coronet of the Athenian Acropolis', rivalled the Parthenon in the admiration of the
ancients and even now, when time and the destructiveness of man
have done their worst, we recognize in its noble design the bloom
of eternal youth. The imposing structure consists of a central gateway and two wings, occupying the whole of the upper W. side of
the Acropolis. The gateway proper consists of a wall pierced with
five openings, before and behind which lie the Doric colonnades
that give name to the whole (ITpo7T6Xaio(, that which lies before the
TruXai, or gates). Each of these colonnades has six columns in front
and was surmounted by a frieze of triglyphs and metopes, crowned
by a pediment the pediments were probably destitute of sculpture,
as Wheler and Spon (p. cxiv) saw them in this condition in 1675.
The W. portico, rising boldly on a basement of four steps on the
slope of the hill, is the larger, and was flanked by two rows of Ionic columns, three in each. The ceiling was divided into sunken
panels adorned with painting. The projecting wings adjoining the
W. portico on the N. and S. also presented columnar fronts to the
central gateway.
Three huge steps of marble and dark-blue Eleusinian stone,
12-14 in. in height and 16 in. in width, lead to the stylobate, or
basement on which the columns stand. The square sinkings round
the foot of the latter show the depth to which the surface had to be
lowered. The six anterior columns belong to the Doric order and
consequently rise directly from the stylobate, without bases; they
are 28 ft. in height, of which 2 ft. 3 in. are occupied by the capital,
and vary in diameter from 5 ft. 3 in. at the bottom to 3 ft. 11 in.
where they join the capital. The flutes, separated by sharp edges, are
20 in number on each column. The space between the two central
columns is 12 ft. 7 in. while the other intercolumniations vary from
5 ft. 10^2 in. to 6 ft. 7 in. Behind each of the central columns
stand three slender Ionic columns with their appropriate bases.
When complete these columns were 33 ft. 7 in. high, the capital
measuring 2 ft. 3'/2 »»•> and the base 1 ft. frfa in. the shafts,
3 ft. 2 in. in diameter at the base, have 24 flutes, separated by
narrow fillets.
liant jewel

;

;

;

None of the Ionic capitals are now in their places, but the fragments
of them scattered around show traces of painting.
Other Ionic relics of
great beauty are lying near, and some of the square compartments of the
roof, adorned with gilt stars on a blue ground, are also preserved.

The

central part of the Propylsea was bounded on the N. and
ft. long,
ending on both sides in colossal antae.
Between these, at a distance of about 8 ft. from the
S.

by massive walls, 54

t See Bohn, 'Die Propylaen der Akropolis zu Athen' (Berlin, 1882).
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innermost of the Ionic columns stretches from side to side the
gateway proper, consisting, as above remarked of a wall with five
openings. The side-entrances are approached by five steps about
of which the first four are of marble and the upper
1 ft. high
most of black Eleusinian stone
the central gateway
through
which the main Toadway passes, has no steps. The central opening
is 24 ft. 2 in. high and 13 ft. 8 in. wide
the two openings next
it are 17 ft. 8 in. high and 9'/2 ft- wide; while the two outer portals
are only 11 ft. 3 in. high and 4 ft. 9 in. wide. These entrances must
all have been closed by massive gates, the grating noise of which
in opening is alluded to by Aristophanes.
The E. portico, which
is 19 ft. in depth and 59 ft. in width, corresponds to the front half
of the W. portico. Its six Doric columns stand upon a stylobate
raised by two steps above the gateway proper
five of them still
bear their capitals and two are still united by one of the huge
blocks of stone forming the architrave.
The task of spanning the intervals between the columns by
huge stone beams, some of which required to be 20 ft. in length,
and the problem of harmonizing the different elevations of the W.
and E. porticos presented difficulties, the magnitude of which is
apparent on the most cursory inspection. The size of the fallen
remains of these beams affords an idea of the power and perfection
of the apparatus used in swinging them into their places.
The best-preserved part of the Propylaea is the N. wing, which
consists of a portico, 35 ft. 3 in. wide and 13 ft. deep, and an inner
hall, measuring 35 ft. 3 in. by 29 ft. 5 in. The front of the poitico is formed by three Doric columns, 19 ft. high and 21/4-31/4 ft.
in diameter, arranged 'in antis'. The partition between the porch
and the inner room is pierced by a door and two windows, the former
14 ft. high and 9 ft. 4 in. wide. This inner room is nanred the Pinakotheka, from its use as a receptacle for votive paintings. The nature of the walls renders the supposition of mural paintings inadmissible.
The S. wing is much smaller, and its remains consist
merely of two columns and the back-wall. On the W. the wing
opens on the bastion that bears the Temple of Nike.
Recent researches have proved that the original plan of Mnesikles was
,
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very materially modified, either in deference to the wishes of the priests
or in consequence of the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War. Thus the S.
wing was to he furnished on the side next the Nike temple by a colonnade
in a line with the W. wall of the Propylsea, and was to be completed on
the S. by a building corresponding to the Pinakotheka. So, too, the inner
portico of the central building was to be extended by colonnades on the
N. and S., the latter crossing the Brauronian terrace. The piece of masonry in the angle formed by the S. wall of the central building and the
K. wall of the S. wing is a fragment of an ancient gateway, erected before
the days of Mnesikles, probably in the time of Kimon.
During the 13th cent, the Franks converted the N. wing of the Propylgea into government offices, and built the so-called 'Tower of the Franks'
above the S. wing. This tower, formerly a conspicuous object in most
views of the Acropolis, was removed in 1875. The Turkish pashas afterwards resided here, until the central structure was destroyed by an ex-
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plosion of gunpowder in 1687. A Turkish battery, the material of which
was partly derived from the Temple of Nike , was erected in 1684 between the platform of the latter and the N. wing, but was removed in 1835.

The **Temple of Athena Nike or Nike Apteros which stands
on a massive stone platform 26 ft. high, was entirely reconstructed
by Ross, Schaubert, and Hansen in 1835-36, with the fragments of
the original building brought to light on the destruction of the
above-mentioned Turkish battery. The date of its original erection
is still a moot point.
The most probable theory looks upon it in
its present form as connected with the Propylsea, though the bastion
on which it stands cannot have been contemplated in the original
plan of the great gateway. Like the Propylsea, this diminutive but
beautiful temple consists entirely of Pentelic marble. It is 18 ft.
wide and 27 ft. long, and stands on a stylobate of three steps. It is
what is called an Amphiprostyle Tetrastyle temple, having a portico
with four columns at each end, but none on the sides. The columns
are of the Ionic order and 13^4 ft. in height, including the base and
capital. The architrave consists of three members, above which is a
sculptured frieze (see below). Only a few fragments of the roof
have been found it ended on the E. and W. in pediments, which
were unadorned with sculptures. The entrance to the cella, which
is 13 ft. 9 in. wide and 12 ft. 5 in. deep, is formed by two pillars,
formerly connected with the ant* by a railing or balustrade. An
ancient account of the temple informs us that the statue of the goddess held a pomegranate in the right hand and a helmet in the left.
The name of Nike Apteros, or the 'Wingless Victory', is misleading,
as the reference is to a special type of Athena, not to the goddess
Nike. The temple belongs to the earlier period of Ionic architecture,
as is proved by the comparatively large size of the capitals and the
,

;

Doric-like tapering of the shafts. The small size of the temple,
however, and its unusual situation must be taken into account in
considering the peculiarities of its architecture.

The greater part of the Frieze, which is 86 ft. in length and
17J/2 in. in height, has been preserved. Four panels were taken to
England by Lord Elgin, and are replaced by reproductions in terraThe others, found by Ross in 1834, occupy their original posithough the exact arrangement of the reliefs at the sides is problematical. On the E. end is an assembly of the gods, with Athena in
their midst. As all the heads and all the special attributes except
Athena's shield are wanting, it is impossible to identify all the divinities. The two sitting male figures next to Athena are Zeus and
Poseidon. Above Zeus are the remains of a smaller figure supposed
to be Oanymede or Pan (see p. 57). At the S. angle are Peitho
(Persuasion) and Aphrodite, the latter holding Eros by the hand.
None of the others have been recognised. The reliefs at the sides
represent the battles of the Greeks and Persians (or Amazons?),
many of the figures being represented on horseback. The relief at
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the W. end seems to represent the victory of the Athenians over
the Boeotians, the latter having sided with the Persians at the battle
of Platsea. It has therefore been supposed that the general aim of
the frieze was the celebration of the Battle of Plataea and of the
aid there rendered by the gods. If this idea be correct, then it is
probable that the E. relief represents Athena pleading the cause of
her city in the council of the Immortals.
Authorities differ in regard to the stylistic value of the frieze. Overbeck recognises in it a work midway between the severe majesty of the
Phidian style and the softer beauties of the later Attic school. He describes it as possessed to the full of the life and flow of outline, the vigour and tenderness of treatment of the background, and the truth to
nature in the single figures, which distinguish the bloom of Attic art
from later periods of deterioration. He allows, however, that the numerous folds and flowing disposition of the drapery are in excess of the
simple requirements of the movement, and indicate a certain striving after effect.
Beundorf, on the other hand , believes that the composition
and treatment of the frieze indicate its origin in the pre-Phidian period,
and asserts that the grandeur of conception is accompanied to some degree by poverty of execution, monotony in grouping, and a somewhat
archaic rendering of the figures.

The marble coping on the top of the bastion supporting the
temple was in ancient times surmounted by a balustrade, which was
adorned on its outer side with reliefs, and bore a bronze railing.
The sockets into which the blocks of marble fitted can still be traced
on the W. and N. sides of the temple. At the small staircase on the
N. side the balustrade turned to the S. and was prolonged to the
N.E. angle of the temple. It is probable that it also bordered the
S. edge of the bastion, and struck off at an angle, similar to that on
the N. side, to join the S.E. corner of the temple. The composition
contained figures of Victory, erecting trophies and leading cattle

the sacrifice, in the presence of Athena, who is also represented
One of the trophies consists of spoils taken from the
Persians, while another evidently commemorates a naval victory.
One slab represented a Nike kneeling upon an ox, and about to
plunge the sacrificial knife into its body. The most admired among
the remains of this parapet are the slabs bearing a representation
of a cow led by two Victories and the 'sandal-fastening' Nike, but
the trained and sympathetic eye will also find a feast of beauty
in the other fragments (p. 76). Authorities are now unanimous
in ascribing these exquisite reliefs to the end of the fifth century
before our era (430-400 B.C.). Comp. p. xci.
u
The *View from the platform at the W. end of the temple of
Nike is justly celebrated for its beauty, extent, and picturesque
alternation of sea and land.
to

several times.

Before us lie the Bay of Pbaleron, the peninsula of Mttnychia, the

town and harbour of Piraeus, and the island of Salamis, in front of which
is the small island of Psyttaleia, with its lighthouse.
A little farther to
the right, beyond the Bay of Eleusis, rises the dome-like rock of AcroCorinth, backed by loftier and more distant heights. To the right of
this, but in the immediate foreground, rise the rocky steps of the Pnyx.
In the plain are the venerable olive plantations. Above these rise Skara"- "- - S.W., to the left of the
rnanga and thp mn„^i-,;»o «f «^»

;
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tower-like Monument of Philopappos, opens the wide Saronic Gulf, backed
by the island of jEgina, with the lofty Mt. Elias, the mountains of Argolis, and the island of Hydra.
To the left we have an unimpeded view of
the coast of Attica as far as the little island of Oa'idaronisi, off Cape Sunion, a distance of over 30 M. This was the scene Byron had in his mind
in the opening lines of the third canto of 'The Corsair'.

'Slow sinks, more lovely ere his race be run,
'Along Morea's hills the setting sun
'Not, as in northern climes, obscurely bright,
'But one unclouded blaze of living light!
'O'er the hush'd deep the yellow beam he throws,
'Gilds the green wave, that trembles as it glows.
'On old jEgina's rock and Idra's isle,
'The god of gladness sheds his parting smile;

own

regions lingering, loves to shine,
altars are no more divine.
'Descending fast the mountain shadows kiss
'Thy glorious gulf, unconquer'd Salamis
'Their azure arches through the long expanse
'More deeply purpled meet his mellowing glance,
'And tenderest tints, along their summits driven,
'Mark his gay course, and own the hues of heaven
'Till, darkly shaded from the land and deep,
'Behind his Delphian cliff he sinks to sleep.'
Here, according to the old legend related by Pausanias, King jEgeus
took his stand to catch the first glimpse of the returning ship in which
Theseus had sailed to Crete. Theseus unhappily forgot to hoist the white
sails that were to announce his victory over the Minotaur, and his aged
father, believing the black sails to be a signal of the death of his son,
threw himself headlong from the rock.
'O'er his

'Though there his

!

Passing through the Propylaea, we enter the Inner Precincts of
the Acropolis and ascend a gradual slope, now covered with ruins
and presenting a profoundly impressive scene. Here the spectator should endeavour to picture in his mind the imposing Parthenon, rising above all (on the right), the charming Erechtheion on
the left, with their rich sculpture and brilliant colouring, and the
numerous smaller shrines; then the profusion of votive offerings
and the forest of statues and groups which here greeted the eye
when the huge gates of the Propylaea were thrown open to admit
the Panathenaean procession. He will then be enabled to appreciate the just enthusiasm of Aristophanes, when he exclaims
'Oh thou, our Athens, violet-wreathed, brilliant,
most enviable city!
From the central entrance of the Propylaea a wide and smooth
roadway, provided with grooves to afford a better foothold to man
and beast, ascends along the main axis of the citadel. The rock has
evidently been much cut away here to facilitate the ascent, as may
be proved by a glance at the rocky terrace to the right, which has
a precipitous face 6 ft. in height.
The ancient roads were flanked
with innumerable votive offerings and statues, the position of which
is now indicated solely by square depressions in the rock or by
overturned bases. The space between the road to the right, which
we follow, and the terrace of rock at the side is completely covered
with these traces of bye-gone magnificence. Pausanias has de1
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scribed a great number of the statues and reliefs that adorned the
Acropolis. Among those in the Propylaea were three draped Graces,
which he ascribes to Socrates, the philosopher, and a figure of
Hermes Propylaeos. In the same connection Pausanias describes
a brazen Lioness, traditionally said to be a symbolical representation
of Leaena, the mistress of Aristogeiton, who even when put to the
tortuTe, refused to confess her knowledge of the tyrannicide. At
the S. column of the E. colonnade of the Propylaea is the pedestal

(Athena as the goddess of health) executed by Pyrrhos, and said by Plutarch to have been erected by
Perikles to commemorate the marvellous fact that the goddess had
appeared to him in a dream and prescribed a remedy for a skilful
workman who had been injured by falling from the roof of the Propyliea. A few paces to the E. lies the square basement of an altar,
the size of which is traceable by the depressions in the stone.
Among the other works of art in this vicinity were the Boy with
the censer by Lykios, and Perseus in conflict with Medusa by Myron.
The already-mentioned terrace of rock on the right, to which,
farther on, nine steps cut in the rock ascend, bore the sanctuary of
Artemis Brauronia, a deity held in high honour by the Athenian
matrons and maidens. The name is derived from Brauron (p. ] '24),
The later statue of the
a chief seat of the worship of Artemis.
goddess was a work of Praxiteles. Among the numerous votive offerings in the Brauronion Pausanias mentions a representation of
the Trojan Horse, in bronze, by Strongylion. Two marble plinths,
10 ft. in length, in the W. part of this enclosure and opposite to
the E. portico of the Propylaea, bear inscriptions which prove them
to be the pedestal of this work. Other works which we know to have
been here were a group of Athena and Marsyas and the Struggle of
Theseus with the Minotaur. The area is now covered with numerous fragments of the entablature and ceiling of the Propylaea, some
of the latter still showing traces of blue paint.
To the E. of the Brauronion is another and somewhat higher
terrace of rock
which was occupied by the sacred eni losure of
Athena Ergane, or Athena as patroness of invention and the arts,
of which no trace now remains. Besides the Athenians, the Samians, Spartans, and Thebans also worshipped the goddess under
this aspect. Nine narrow steps, with indentations for votive offerings, bound this enclosure on the E., in front of the Parthenon.
To the N. of these lies the base of a statue, which the inscription
shows to have been dedicated by Hermolykos, the son ofDiitrephes.
Adjacent was a group of statues on a long basement, of which a
large paTt has been preserved. Four fragments of this have been
so arranged that the inscriptions can be read continuously.
The inscription relates that the group of statues on this basement
were executed by Sthennis and Leochares, and erected here by Pandaeles
and Pasikles of the denie of Potamos. Four of the persons represented
were Lysippe^ daughter of Alkibiades ofCholleidae and wife of Pandeetes
of a statue of Athena Hygieia

,
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Myron of Potamos, son of Pasikles Pasikles himself, son of another Myron and Aristornache, daughter of Pasikles and wife of Echekles. The
fifth figure, of which the inscription has been lost, was perhaps that of
Ptmdaetes. The inscriptions on the other side show that the basement
was afterwards used to support statues of Trajan, Germanicus, Augustus,
and Drusus.
;

;

About 30 paces to the N.W. of this point and 40 paces to the
E. of the Propylsea is a large platform cut in the rock, which probably bore the colossal statue of Athena Promachos ('fighter in the
van'), executed by Phidias in bronze composed of the spoils of Marathon. The figure of the goddess, 66 ft. in height, was in full
armour and leant on a lance, the gilded point of which formed a
landmark to mariners as they approached Athens from Cape Sunion.
The principal roadway followed by the ancient processions,
passes between the Erechtheion and the Parthenon, and leads to the
E. front of the latter.
,

The **Parthenon (6 napu-evcuv), the most perfect monument of
ancient art (p. lxxxviii) and even in ruins an imposing and soulstirring object, occupies the culminating point of the Acropolis,
towering above all its neighbours. It excelled all the other buildings
of ancient Athens in the brilliancy of its polychrome and plastic
embellishment, but almost all traces of the former and most of the
latter have now disappeared. The present structure was erected in
the time of Perikles, to take the place of an older temple, the
foundations of which have been found in the remains recently
brought to light to the S. of the Erechtheion, in the space (145 ft.
long and 70 ft. wide) hitherto regarded as the enclosure of the
temple of Athena Polias. To this ancient temple also belonged most
of the large drums of columns and fragments of architraves of
Poros stone built into the N. wall of the Acropolis and recognisable
even from the town below.
As the ground on which the temple stands falls rapidly towards
the S., it was necessary to prepare a site for it by a vast substructure, which was begun before the time of Perikles. This substructure, which was 250 ft. long and 105 ft. broad, can still be traced
at various parts, particularly by the N. wall of the building. The present Parthenon, consisting throughout of Pentelic marble, was built
by the architects Iktinos and Kallikrates. The honour of determining on the building and of procuring the necessary funds belongs to
Perikles.
The plastic ornamentation of the exterior is universally
ascribed to Phidias, who not only supplied the designs and exercised
a general supervision, but also actually executed a part of it with
Ids own hand. Phidias, who was an intimate friend of Perikles, acted as his right hand and counsellor in all his magnificent building
schemes. The year in which the Parthenon was begun cannot be
accurately determined. Some idea of the length of time it must
have taken to build may be gathered from the consideration that
it included 62 large and 36 small columns, about 50 life-size sta-
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tues for the pediments, a frieze 524 ft. in length, 92 metopes,
and a chryselephantine figure of the goddess 39 ft. high. It appears to have been opened for public worship in B.C. 438, when
the statue of Athena was erected during the Panathensean Festival.
Above the substructure lay the marble Kreptdoma, or basis
proper, of the Parthenon, rising in three steps, each about
ft. in

1%

These steps are not exactly horizontal but show a slight
a fact of which anyone can convince
convexity in the middle
himself by placing his eye on a level with the end of one of them.
The Stylobate, or platform on which the columns stand, is almost
on a level with the ridge of the Propylaea it is 228 ft. long and
101 ft. broad. On this rise 46 Doric columns, forming the outer
framework of the temple 8 of these are at each end and 17 on each
side, the corner columns being counted twice. The average height
of the columns, most of which are formed of 12 sections or drums,
is 34^4 ft.
the lower diameter is 6 ft. 3 in. the upper 4 ft. 10 in.
The columns taper gradually towards the top and show also a slight
swelling or convexity (Entasis) in the middle, which has the effect
of imparting to them an appearance of graceful and elastic strength.
The flutes, which are 20 in number, diminish in width, though not
in depth, as they approach the capital, an arrangement by which a
fine effect of shadow is produced. The transition from the shaft to
the capital is marked by four rings (Himantes or Annuli) cut in the
height.

,

;

;

;

,

marble. The capital itself consists of the Echinus or oval moulding,
on which a wreath of pendant leaves was probably painted, and of
a square die or plinth named the Abacus. The Intercolumnium, or
space between each pair of columns, is comparatively small, especially at the ends, where it is only 7 ft. 4 in. as compared with 8 ft.
2 in. at the sides. The narrowest interspace is that adjoining the
corner-columns, which are slightly higher and thicker than their
neighbours. All the columns lean a very little towards the interior.
On the abacus rests the simple Architrave or Epistyle,
which here consists of three blocks of marble placed edgewise one
behind another, probably because the quarries of Mt. Pentelikon could not furnish a sufficient quantity of blocks thick enough
to make it of one piece. The quadrangular holes in the architrave were filled with bronze pegs, on which hung wreaths and
other adornments
besides which the architrave at the ends was
decorated with magnificent shields (14 on the E., 8 on the W.).
These, however, were of a later date and are supposed to have
been placed here by Alexander the Great after his victory at the
Granikos in B.C. 334. The projecting upper moulding of the architrave was originally decorated with painted scroll work, and
from it, below each triglyph, hung rows of Regulae (Guttae), or
drops, which were also coloured. Above this is the Triglyphon,
or triglyph frieze
the most characteristic feature of the Doric order. Above each column and over the centre of each intercolumniaBaedekee s Greece.
5
,

,
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tion is a Triylyph (tj xptfXixpo?, triple groove), a tablet acting as the
support of the roof and fluted like a column with three grooves.
The Metopes ((aetotcoi, interspaces), or spaces between the triglyphs, left vacant in the oldest Doric buildings, are here occupied
by tablets with reliefs. The channels of the tryglyphs were painted

deep-blue colour, and the fields of the metopes were probably
and a gaily-coloured fretted scroll or mseander ran along the
upper margin of the triglyphon. The last is united with the Geison,
or undermost flat moulding of the cornice, by the Astragal (socalled from its resemblance to a string of dizpdiffxkoi or hucklebones), which has been borrowed from the Ionic order. The projecting cornice is undercut in such a way that a small rectangular
band, termed the Mutule, is left above each triglyph and above
the centre of each metope from the lower side of the mutule hang
drops like those below the triglyphs. The lower part of the cornice
was painted blue and the mutules red the drops were probably
gilded while the Kymation, or rounded moulding at the top of the
Doric cornice, was adorned with wreaths of leaves in blue and red.
At the front and back of the temple the entablature was surmounted by the triangular Pediment, the enclosing lines of which
formed an angle of lS 1 /^ with the horizontal cornice. The top and
bottom members of the pediment (Geisa) project as in the cornice,
and were adorned with a so-called Lesbian Kymation of heartshaped leaves. They form as it were the frame of the Tympanum,
or receding field of the pediment, which consists of masonry and
helped to support the roof. In the present instance the tympanum
is 9672 ft. long and 11 V2 '*• high ln * ne centre; its surface recedes nearly 3 ft. from the enclosing cornices. It contained groups
of statues (p. 68), which were thrown into strong relief by the
painted red background. The raised edges (Simae) of the external
members of the pediment are intended to prevent the rain-water
escaping over the front they were adorned with a flowing border
of Anthemia, or floral ornaments. The Akroterion, or ornament at
the apex of the pediment, also consisted of a carved anthemion,
while at each of the corners stood a golden oil-jar. The roof consisted of tiles of Parian marble, about 1 inch thick, and was supported partly by wooden, and partly by stone beams. The lower
edge along the sides, was embellished with tastefully decorated
Antefixae (edging-tiles), between which the rain-water escaped.
The lions' heads at each end are purely ornamental.
The Cella (SyjtmSs), or sanctuary proper, to which the external
colonnade forms as it were a magnificent shell or husk, is raised
two steps (2'/,3 ft.) above the stylobate. Of itself it forms a handsome amphiprostyle temple of the Doric order, 194 ft. long and
69 1 2 ft. wide, with 6 columns at either end, 33 ft. in height. The
outermost columns on the right and left face the Antae in the ends
of the side-walls. The architrave was finished off at the top by a
a

red;

;

;

;

;
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rounded moulding with pendants, above which, instead of the triglyphon, was a continuous frieze (Zophdros), 524 ft. in length. Of
this only the W. part is now in its place. The cornice above the
frieze consisted of a Doric kymation (painted blue and red), a
fretted scroll, and finally of a Lesbian kymation with red and
white leaves. Upon this rested the cross-beams supporting the
ceiling of the colonnade, which was divided into richly-adorned
sunken compartments or lacunars. The porticos at each end were
closed by lofty iron railings between the columns.
The Pronaos,
or E. portico, was used for the reception of costly votive offerings,
while the Opisthddomos, or W. portico, is believed to have been
the office of the Athenian treasury. The interior was divided by
a partition wall into two unequal parts. The E. and larger of
these, 96 ft. long and 63 ft. wide, was the Naos, or inner sanctuary
of the goddess ; it was entered from the Pronaos by a heavy double
door, traces of which are still visible on the pavement. This space
was also known as the Hekatompedos, from the fact that its length,
including the wall of partition (5'/2 ft. thick), is exactly equal to
100 ancient Attic feet. The Naos was divided longitudinally into
three parts by two rows of Doric columns (9 in each), slight traces
of the position of which may be still made out on the pavement
in a good light. In the central aisle, near the partition wall and
a transverse row of columns, is a quadrangular space paved with
dark-coloured stone, on which stood the celebrated gold and ivory
Statue of Athena Parthenos {i.e. the virgin Athena), 38 ft. in
height, the most admired work of Phidias. The ceiling was of
wood divided into square lacunars , which were undoubtedly
brilliantly coloured. As the Parthenon was a Hypaethral Temple
there was a square opening in the middle to admit the light. The
walls were painted a dark red, but unfortunately we are dependent
on our imagination for an idea of the chromatic effect here.
The
space between the end of the cella and the Opisthodomos, 44 ft. in
length, formed an inner cella, to which the name of Parthenon was
,

—

applied in its most restricted sense. Its stone coffered roof was
borne by four Ionic columns. It was connected by a door with the
Opisthodomos, and served as a receptacle for valuable sacrificial
vessels.

The crowning

was the magnificent sculpwas adorned by the chisel and under the superintendence of Phidias and which register the highest level
ever attained by the plastic art. Of the statue of the Virgin Goddess
we can, even with the help of imitations, form but a faint idea
(p 97; comp. p. lxxxviii). As in all works of the kind, the
inner kernel of the figure consisted of wood, on which the figure
was modelled in some plastic material; and this in turn was covered with the plates of ivory which formed the nude portions of the
statue and the gold which formed the garments and accessories.
tures,

with which

glory of the Parthenon
it

,
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According to the most probable calculation the value of the precious
metal used in the statue amounted to 44 talents, or about 10,400i.
The sculptures of the Pediments are the most important now
extant; those of the E. front represent the birth of Athena, and
those of the W. front the strife of Athena and Poseidon for the possession of Athens. Athena herself probably formed the central
figure of the composition in the E. pediment; next to her sat Zeus,
from whose head she issued in full armour, her exit being facilitated by the blow of Hephiestos Nike or Iris is represented as starting to communicate the good news to mortals. Nearly all the extant figures are now in the British Museum, and a thoroughly harmonious explanation of them is difficult. The only parts of the
groups now in situ are the heads of the two horses of the ascending chariot of Helios (to the left) and the head of a horse of the
chariot of Selene, or the Moon, sinking into the sea at the approach
of Day. The Acropolis Museum contains fragments of Hepha?stos
The centre of the W. pediment was occupied
and Selene (p. 76).
by Poseidon in his chariot drawn by hippocampi, or sea-horses, and
by the chariot of Athena between them was the olive-tree produced
by Athena, and probably also a representation of the salt-spring
which Poseidon caused to gush forth by a stroke of his trident. The
remains in the British Museum are by no means so well preserved as
those from the E. pediment, and authorities differ still more widely as to their signification. On the Parthenon itself is a group of
two figures, supposed by Michaelis to be ^Esculapius and Hygieia;
the male figure is in a semi-recumbent position, propped upon his
left arm, while the woman kneeling beside him has her right arm
round his neck at the other (right) angle of the pediment is the
torso of a female figure, usually described as the nymph Kallirrhoe.
The other extant sculptures of this pediment are in the British
Museum, with the exception of a female head in Paris and a few
fragments in the Acropolis Museum.
The reliefs on the Metopes, between the triglyphs (p. 77),
are by no means of so great artistic value as the pediment groups
some of them indeed seem to have been executed by very inferior hands. Of the 92, which originally adorned the temple, 56
are still extant (p. 77). The 28 metopes of the two fronts and 12
of the N. side are still in their original position, though in a sadly
defective state, while of the S. reliefs 15 are in London and 1 in
Paris. The metopes represented the contests of the gods and giants
(E.), those of the Lapithae and Athenians with the Centaurs (S.),
those of the Athenians and Amazons (W.), and lastly the siege
Their exact arrangement cannot now be determined.
of Troy.
These sculptures were in high relief, in some cases approaching
the round, though never projecting beyond the enclosing edge of
the metope. Their effect was almost certainly enhanced by painting, though no trace of this now remains. Pausanias mentions
;

—

;

;
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neither the metopes nor the frieze
and our only source of information about those that are lost is derived from some drawings made
;

by the French painter Carrey in 1674.

We

now turn our attention to the masterpiece of Attic bas-relief,
the celebrated **Fribzb, or Zoph6rus, 524 ft. long and 3 ft. 3 l in.
/2
high, which encircled the exterior wall of the cella, at a height of
39 ft. above the stylobate and immediately below the cornice. On
the W. front the frieze is still in its place, and there are also a few
fragments on the S. side ; twenty-two slabs are preserved in the
Acropolis Museum, and the rest are in London. The position and
character of the frieze suggested a procession
and Phidias made a
masterly use of the opportunity to unfold in full detail the glory
and power of Athens in the service of the goddess. Most authorities
agree in considering the subject of the frieze to be the festive procession which ascended to the Acropolis at the end of the Panathenaea, for the purpose of presenting to the goddess a peplos, or robe,
woven and embroidered by Athenian virgins. The scene at the E.
end (now in London), above the entrance, represents the presentation of the peplos to the goddess by a man, a boy, a woman, and
two girls. The gods to the right of the spectator seem to be Athena
and Hephsestos, Poseidon and Apollo (or Dionysos?), Demeter
(Peitho), Aphrodite and Eros to the left are Zeus, Hera and Nike
(or Iris), Ares, Demeter, Dionysos (or Apollo?), and Hermes. The
deities await the procession, which advances towards them along
the N. and S. sides of the building, as if it had split into two
parts at the W. end.
'The group at the head of the northern procession, next to Eros, consists of elderly men in dignified conversation, who are followed by a number of matrons and virgins. The
first of these seem to have borne on their heads shallow vessels or
baskets, of which the men in front were about to relieve them.
Two others carry a thymiaterion, or censer, and the rest paterae
and vases. These all formed part of the sculptures at the E. end;
the next group, consisting of the sacrificial oxen and sheep,
led by young men, begins the series on the N. long wall. These
are followed by three men with trays and three with watervessels.
fourth is represented in the act of lifting his vase from
the ground, and seems to close one section of the procession. The
next section is headed by four flute-players and four lyre-players,
who are followed, in somewhat closer order, by a number of bearded men, ten (?) quadrigae, and youthful warriors with helmets,
shields, and armour. The second half of this side is devoted to a
brilliant train of Athenian youths on horseback, and at the W.
end we find others still engaged in bridling and saddling their
steeds. Marshals, or managers of the procession, are visible at different points of the frieze. The frieze on the S. side, beginning
at Hermes on the E. front, corresponds in its main features to the
one just described'.
The figures in this frieze are executed in
;

;
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very low relief, l'/^-^iri. in depth, in order to avoid the deep shadows which would otherwise have been cast through the light reaching
them from below. The background and parts of the figures were
painted in different colours and the horse-bridles, the staves of
the heralds, and the wreaths of the horsemen were of gold or some
other metal. Traces of different hands reveal themselves in the
execution of the frieze, but one spirit breathes throughout the
whole and the design was certainly conceived by Phidias himself. The
finishing touches were evidently put to the frieze after its erection.
,

As the Ei-echtheion was at all times the most intimate and holiest
seat of the religious worship of the Athenians, there has been much difference of opinion among scholars as to the purpose and significance of
the Parthenon. The most daring theory is that broached by Karl BSllicher in his 'Tektonik der Hellenen', in which he argues for the existence of two classes of temples among the ancients, one devoted to the
worship of the Oods, the other used as receptacles for the chief treasures
of the community. As no ancient writer mentions a sacrifice in the Parthenon, he concludes that it, like the temple of Jupiter at Olympia, was
merely a show-temple and state treasure-house, and regards the votive
offerings it contained, and even the chryselephantine statue of Athena,
merely as valuable articles of public property, placed there for safe custody. This theory, however, has found many opponents, and certainly
seems inconsistent with the intimate union of religion and the state that
was so characteristic of antique civilization.
The greater Panathenjba, a festival celebrated by the entire population with games and chariot races , with musical and oratorical displays, once every four years, were in all probability solemnly concluded
by a ceremonial in the Parthenon. A long procession ascended from the
town to the sanctuary of its patron deity on the Acropolis, where the richlyembroidered, saffron-coloured peplos (rciitXo?) was consecrated as the
robe of the ancient statue of the Goddess, and where the victors in the
games received their wreaths of laurel. The splendid Parthenon of Perikles
was first opened to the public at the Panathena'an Festival of B.C. 438,
and it remained sacred to the virgin goddess for over six centuries.
The Parthenon seems to have been converted into a Christian church
in the 5th cent, of our era , and was consecrated to the Mother of God
Several important changes had to be made in order to adapt
(Seoto'xo;).
the building to the Christian ritual ; the principal entrance was transferred
from the E. to the W. end and the Opisthodomos was turned into a vestibule (Narthex), from which one large and two small doors led to the
principal part of the church. The pulpit was erected on theN., and the
episcopal throne on the S. side of this space, while the altar occupied an
apse thrown into the Pronaos. The columns in the interior were re-arranged and a gallery added for the women, while a barrel-vaulted ceiling was also introduced. The walls were adorned with Christian paintings, of which some traces still remain.
In 1204 the 'great church of
Athens' was handed over by the Franks to the Eomish church. In 1460
the Parthenon became a Turkish mosque, and a minaret was erected at
the S.W. angle (p. 71). The next we hear of the Parthenon is in a letter of 1672 and in a paper communicated by the mathematician Vernon
in 1676 to the London Philosophical Transactions. The drawings made
by the French artist Jacques Carrey in 1674 have been of the utmost importance in enabling us to form an idea of the condition of the sculptures
at that date. M. Carrey was in the suite of the French ambassador Marquis de Nointel, who obtained the consent of the Turkish governor by
costly presents. The drawings were 400 in number, embracing 32 of the
metopes on the S. side, almost the whole of the frieze at the E. and W.
ends, and a great part of those on the N. and S. In 1675 the Acropolis
was visited by Messrs. Spon and YTheler, two Unglish travellers, whose
published accounts excited great interest and still have considerable va-
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many curious theories and misconceptions, as these gentlemen were the last natives of W. Europe to see the great temple before its destruction. In 1687 the Venetians under Count Konigsmark, as
the representative of the commander-in-chief Francesco Morosini , seized
the town of Athens. The Turks entrenched themselves on the Acropolis
and concealed their store of powder in the Parthenon. The latter accordingly became the target of the Venetian artillerymen, and on Friday,
Sept. 26th, at 7 p.m., a German lieutenant had the doubtful honour
lue, in spite of

of firing the

bomb which

ing into the air.
and the Turkish

ignited the powder and blew the stately buildThree hundred men lost their lives in the explosion,

commandant capitulated three days later. Morosini endeavoured to take the figure of Poseidon and the horses of Athena's
chariot to Venice, but owing to the awkwardness of his workmen these
sculptures fell to the ground and were shattered. The Venetians left
Athens in 1688, and the Turks built a smaller mosque amid the ruins.
In 1751-53 a series of very important drawings and measurements of all
the ancient monuments of Athens, including the Parthenon, were made
by James Stuart and Nicholas Revett. In 1787 the French agent Fauvel
managed to secure a few fragments of the Parthenon sculptures for the
French ambassador, Comte de Choiseul-Oouffier. But to the British ambassador Lord Elgin belongs the discredit of instituting a systematic removal
of the art-treasures of the Acropolis. In 1801 he procured a firman authorising him to remove 'a few blocks of stone with inscriptions and figures',
and with the aid of several hundred labourers, under the superintendence
of the painter Lusieri, he removed the greater part of the metopes, the
pediments, and the frieze. The priceless sculptures and their conveyance
to England cost about 36,0002.
In 1816, after various abortive negotiations,
during which the value of the sculptures had been set in a proper light
by Canova and Ennio Quirino Visconti, they were purchased by the British Government; and they now, under the name of the 'Elgin Marbles',
form the most valuable possession of the British Museum. In 1826-27 the
Parthenon again suffered, though not seriously, from the hazards of war.
A restoration of the entire building, proposed by the German architect
Leo von Klenze, was fortunately never carried into effect; only three columns on the N. side were patched up out of bricks and marble. Penrose
('Principles of Athenian Architecture) and Karl Bbtticher are among the
most noteworthy names of the experts who have busied themselves with
an examination of the Parthenon, and their investigation laid the basis for,
the labours of Ad. Michaelis, upon whose work ('Der Parthenon, Text und
Atlas', Leipzig, 1870-71) the foregoing account is principally founded. The
recent investigations of Dorpfeld, however, have corrected the statements
and conclusions of Botticher in many important particulars.
The small door on the inside of the S. corner of the W. wall leads
to the Turkish minaret (p. 70).
Those who have a perfectly steady head
may ascend the crumbling staircase and cross by one of the beams to the
space in front of the pediment, where the frieze may be conveniently
examined and a splendid view of the Piricus obtained.
Near the N. margin of the plateau of the Acropolis, not like
the Parthenon on an elevated terrace but in a slight depression,
lies the **Erechtheion( EpEy6etov, Erechtheum), on the site of the
ancient temple of Erechtheus, which contained the shrines of
Athena Polias, or Athena the guardian of the city, and several other
deities. It occupies the sacred spot on which Athena and Poseidon
decided their strife for the possession of Athens. The gnarled
olive-tree
which the Goddess called forth and the impression
made by the trident of Poseidon in producing a spring of salt water
were both shown to the reverent worshippers in the ancient
fane. When the temple was burned down by the Persians in B.C.
480, the olive-tree also was destroyed but within two days from
,

,

,
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shoot, an ell in length.

must have been begun soon

after

the departure of the Persians. Curiously enough, however, no anand we are left to infer from the
cient writer mentions the fact
refined and unrivalled elegance of the building that it must have
been at least begun in the era of Perikles. From some inscriptions relating to the accounts of the builders and dating from the
second half of the Peloponnesian "War, we learn that the work of
rebuilding had to be suspended in the troublous times of 413-411
and was not completed till 407 (see p. xcii). In religious character
as well as in architecture the Erechtheion was exclusively an Ionic
shrine, and its priestess refused admission to Kleomenes, the Doric
king of Sparta. The original external form of the temple is still to
be traced in the present ruins, but the arrangements of the interior,
which has undergone numerous vicissitudes, serving at one time
as a Christian church and at another as the harem of a Turkish
pasha, cannot now be determined with exactitude.
A glance at the ground-plan (see Plan of the Acropolis, p. 55)
shows a complete divergence from the ordinary form of Grecian
temples. Instead of the usual portico at the "W. end, we find two
lateral vestibules or wings, forming a kind of transept. The main
or oblong portion, 65i/2 ft- long and 37 ft. wide, stands, as seen from
the S. and E., on a Krepis or basement of three steps. The steps
are 10 in. high and 13 in. wide
the walls and bases of the columns approach almost to the edge of the uppermost step. Three
vestibules (irpoaxaaei?), on the E., N., and S., each a gem of architecture and exhibiting the most pleasing variety of style, form
the entrances to the temple. The upper part of the N. and S. walls
was restored in 1838 with the stones of the ancient building.
The E. portico is a prostyle of the simplest form with six Ionic
columns, of which the northernmost was carried off by Lord Elgin. The columns are 22 ft. high, including the capitals, which are
nearly 2 ft. in height; the base, nearly 11 inches high, consists of
two semi-circular mouldings ( Tori) separated by a Trochilos (Scotia),
or hollow moulding, the Torus Superior being provided with four
horizontal flutings. The shaft, which is 2 1 /2 ft. in diameter, has,
as usual in the Ionic order, 24 flutes separated by narrow fillets.
The capital is of unusual richness. The neck consists of a beaded
moulding and a frieze of palmettes, above which are an egg and
tongue moulding and a plain band, supporting the echinus or central cushion of the capital, which is adorned with flutes and beads.
The spiral Canalis of the strongly marked volutes is double. A
narrow abacus, enriched with an egg and tongue moulding, effects
the transition to the architrave, which, as in all Ionic buildings,
consists of three members and is finished off with a Lesbian kymation and a cornice below the frieze. Only a few fragments of the
frieze, which consisted of Eleusinian stone, have been found
and
,

;

;
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scarcely a trace of the sculptures in white marble with which it was
adorned (see p. 77) has been left.
The chamber entered from
the E. portico was the special sanctuary of Athena Polias. It contained a very ancient figure of the Goddess in olive-wood (S^cnon),
which was said to have fallen from heaven, and a perpetually burning light in a golden lamp made by Kallimachos. At a distance of
about 23 ft. from the entrance, this division of the temple seems
to have been closed by a transverse wall
evident traces of which
may be seen on the N. side. The roof was perhaps supported by
four columns.
A broad flight of 12 steps, in part replaced by a modern staircase, descended between the E. portico and the wall of the Acropolis
to the rocky plateau, about 10 ft. lower, on which the N. Portico
was built. This also consisted of six Ionic columns, four on the
front and one on each side the three on the W. side were re-erected in 1838. The columns are somewhat larger than those of the
E. front and show a still greater abundance of ornamental carving,
particularly in the bases, where the upper torus is entirely covered with a plaited ornament. The ceiling, a great part of which
was intact up to the Turkish siege in 1825. was composed of sunk
panels. The holes in the latter, many of which now lie on the
ground, seem to have been made for nails fastening bronze-gilt
stars or other ornaments. The beautiful and well-preserved doorway
leading from this portico to the interior has been frequently imitated in modern buildings.
Towards the W. the portico projects
a little beyond the main part of the temple, and a side-door opens
on the platform in front of the W. facade.
This, as we gather
from the scanty remains and from the drawings made by James
Stuart in 1751-53, was articulated by four engaged columns, resting upon a parapet of considerable height, with three rectangular
windows or doors in the intercolumniations. Below the parapet,
a little to the right of the centre, is a small doorway, the perfect
plainness of which seems to indicate that it was originally concealed
from view. As the stepped substructure of the temple between
this point and the S.W. corner is totally wanting, it is not improbable that this was the site of the Pandroseion
or temple of
Pandrosos, daughter of Kekrops, mentioned in Pausanias's account

—

,

;

—

,

of the Acropolis.

The celebrated **Portico of the Caryatides on the S. is one of
most charming creations of Attic art. The roof is here supported, not by columns, but by six figures of maidens, somewhat
,

,

the

larger than life, standing on a parapet ^fatt. high. Vitruvius derives the name Caryatides, which is a comparatively late coinage,

from the city of Caryae (Karyse) in Arcadia, the women of which were
led into captivity on account of its espousal of the Persian cause.
But the earlier Athenian term for such figures was simply K<Spai or
'maidens',

and the name Portico of the Maidens

is

once more coming
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into vogue as an alternative title. The figures are of an elevated
and vigorous beauty, full of the spirit of youthful grace and vitality,
which is admirably set off by the harmonious and simple cling-

ing folds of their draperies. The powerful and well-built maidens
seem to perform their task of supporting the entablature with the
greatest ease, and the general effect is one of extreme lightness and
satisfaction.
The second Caryatid from the W. end is a reproduction in terracotta of one removed by Lord Elgin, and the hinder
one on the E. side was restored by Imhof. It is now impossible to
determine whether or not the figures held garlands or other objects
in their hands.
On their heads they bear basket-like ornaments,
which form a kind of Doric-Ionic capital. The architTave consists
of three members, and above it projects a rectangular moulding
adorned with dentils, or small tooth-like blocks (Oeisipodes). The
flat roof consisted of four long slabs of unequal width, three of
which are still in their places, while one has fallen to the ground.
(The main roof of the temple seems on the other hand to have been
a gable-roof, ending at each end in a pediment.)
There is a
small doorway on the E. side of the 'porch of the maidens' and a
small flight of steps descended in the interior to the narrow W.
division of the temple called the Prostorniaeon, probably from its
position in front of the Stomion, or miraculous well, in which the
sound of waves could, it is said, be heard when the S. wind blew.
It contained the altars of Poseidon, Hephsestos, and the Attic hero
Butes. On the E. it was adjoined by the Erechtheion proper, or
house of Erechtheus, separated by the above-mentioned wall from
the cella of Athena Polias (p. 73).

—

Investigators are not agreed as to the exact part of the temple in
y;rew the olive-tree planted by Athena herself.
Nor is it possible
to determine the site of the graves of Kekrops and Erechtheus, or the
lair of the sacred snake which was maintained here as an attribute of
the Goddess. The Temenos, or sacred enclosure around the temple, probably contained the dwellings of the Arrhephorae, or priestesses, and the
open space used by them in ball-playing (atpaipdxpa.)
About 60 paces to the W. of the N. vestibule of the Erechtheion,
near the N. wall of the Acropolis , is the entrance to a flight of steps,
partly covered in by the Turks, and a little farther on is another flight
of 22 steps. Part of the first staircase is in a very dilapidated condition,
and some caution is required in descending it; at the bottom it breaks
off abruptly.
Both staircases descend to the N. margin of the Acropolis,
the division connected with the name of Agraulos % a priestess of Athena
and daughter of Kekrops. The second flight of steps is supposed to be the
passage formerly used on certain occasions by the Arrhephorae, through
which the adherents of Peisistratos and the Persians are both said to have
gained access to the Acropolis.
A third very ancient staircase, in prehistoric times connecting the Acropolis with the lower town, has recently
been discovered to the N.E. of the Erechtheion.

which

—

The wall of the Acropolis opposite the N. side of the Erechtheion was built by Themistokles, after the overthrow of the Persians and the immured fragments of columns and other ornaments
from the old temple to the S. of the Erechtheion (p. 64) bear witness to the haste with which the work was executed (comp. p. 39).
;
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return to the Parthenon.

In front of the E. facade lie
about
23 ft. in diameter, the foundations of which have been discovered
a little farther to the E. An inscription on one of the pieces announces that this was dedicated by the 'Demos to the Goddess Roma
and the Emperor Augustus, at the time when Pammenes of Marathon, son of Zeno and commander of the Hoplites, was the priest
of the Goddess Roma and the Saviour Augustus'.
Pausanias must
have seen this temple, but makes no mention of anything in this
part of the Acropolis except the statues of Perikles, his father XanTo the right, between this point and the
thippos, and others.
unobtrusive Museum, various fragments of columns have been discovered, some of which may have belonged to the older Parthenon,
while others seem to have been rejected as faulty during the erection of the new structure. The latter are roughly shaped, and have
projections left for convenience in carriage the flutes were added
after the erection of the column. Numerous shattered vases, bronzes,
and marble sculptures were also found here.
The ancient foundation-walls behind the museum, and now
covered by an annexe of the latter, have hitherto been generally
described as belonging to the Chalkotheka, or receptacle for the
brazen utensils of the Parthenon. This name, however, more
probably belongs to the remains lately found to the N.E. of the
Propylaa (comp. the Plan, p. 55).
At the S.E. angle of the Acropolis is a considerable portion of
the massive Wall of Kimon, exposed down to its foundation in the
rock. The groups of statues erected on the Acropolis by King Attalos of Pergamon, to commemorate his victory over the invading
Celts in B.C. 229 (comp. p. cv), stood on this spot, above the
Theatre of Dionysos of which we here obtain an excellent view.
Various attempts have been made to identify the exact sites of
these monuments, but none of them can be considered successful.
A fragment of the Pelasgian Wall has been discovered in front of the
E. side of the smaller museum, and has been traced as far as the S.W.
angle of the Parthenon. Most of it, however, is again buried in rubbish.
A Turkish tower, formerly at the N. end of the E. wall of the
Acropolis, has been replaced by Queen Amalie with a Belvedere,
commanding thi best view of the modern town and its monuments.
To the S.E. stand the columns of the Olympieion, with Mt. Hyrnettos
in the background; a little nearer us is the Arch of Hadrian; immediately
in front is the Monument of Lysikrales, beyond which are the Palace
and the Palace Garden, and, farther off, the Lykabettos and the gablelike Pentelikon ; in the town, a little to the left, shine the dazzling marble
buildings of the Academy and University, with the road to Patisia passing
to the N. of them ; more to the left rises the lofty Metropolitan Church,
with the Small Metropolitan Church nestling beside it on the N. slope of
the fragments of the architrave of a small circular temple,

—

;

,

;

the Acropolis is the Tower of the Winds; adjacent, the Bazaar and the
Stoa of Hadrian; to the W., the Theseion, backed by the olive-woods of
the Kephisos, above which rise Mt. Parnes and its spur JEguleos; through
a depression of the latter, beyond a rounded hill,
to Eleusis, with the convent of Daphni.

runs (he sacred road

;
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From the S. side of the Parthenon a footpath, skirting the wall
of the Acropolis, descends to the *Acropolis Museum, a low building in a depression near the S. wall of the citadel, in which the
sculptured remains found on the Acropolis have been shown since
1878. Hours of admission, see p. 35. Sticks and umbrellas must
be given up at the entrance (20 e.).
Vestibdle. To the right, on a wooden stand, are four Marble Bates:
the lowest one is adorned with reliefs of Youths (Ephebi) with strigels
the second represents an 'Apobates' (dtrcoP«TT)s)> or warrior who fights from
a chariot, rapidly dismounting and remounting as it rolls along; the third,
Bacchantes; the fourth, an ancient biga. In front of the entrance is the
torso of an unfinished statue of Hermes (?); to the right, a richly-ornamented Marble Chair and a statue of Athena; to the left, a quadrangular
Base, with ancient reliefs of Athena, Zeus, Hermes, and Hepha?stos. and
a Draped Statue of a woman, with a hoy clinging to her knee (Ge Kurotrophos V).
The following description begins, in accordance with the catalogues
by L. von Sybel and A. Milchhofer, with the room to the right of the vestibule. Sometimes, however, the attendants show visitors first into the room
to the left; in this case we traverse the rooms in the reverse direction,
beginning with Room X., and noticing also that the description of the objects in each room begins at the door leading into the next.
Room I. In the middle are two nude statues of youths; to the left
of the entrance, on a double Base, decorated with Cyclic Choirs and
Pyrrhic Dancers (in armour) is the lower half of a large relief, possibly
of a Hermes. The wooden stands ranged along the walls support a selection of fine reliefs; to the right, next the door, Worshipper with a child
before Athena, all that remains of the figure of the goddess being the
right hand holding the owl ; farther on is a graceful Female Figure before
Pan ; in front are a Hercules, to whom Hebe is being led by Nike (the
upper parts of the figures only are preserved), and several reliefs surmounting inscriptions. The uppermost frame contains heads and Herman.
Room II. To the left are the remains of the "Balustrade of the Temple
of Nike (p. 60), among which is the celebrated Telief of —Nike fastening
her sandal. To the right are fragments from the Frieze of the Erechtheion,
amongst which are two seated female figures with children.
Room III. Sculptures from the Parthenon. Statues of the pediment
and reliefs of the frieze, with casts of those in the British Museum. To
the left of the doorway , on a low platform running from end to end of
the room, are the remains of the E. pediment (p. 68); the only originals
here are the two torsos to the left of the passage, one being Selene and
the other Hephaestos, the latter represented as in the act of withdrawing his hand from the fateful blow inflicted on the head of Zeus. To
the right of the entrance, below the window, are the remains of the W.
pediment, including the figure of the river-god Ilissos (to the right, near
the door) and the torso of Poseidon (in the middle, on the floor).
The mutilated condition of these sculptures sadly interferes with a
due appreciation of them. The ""Frieze, however, of which 22 slabs and
several fragments (in all 84 ft.) are here in the original, is in much better
preservation. The first group (by the window-wall to the right) comprises
three gods, Demeter, Apollo, and Poseidon, from the E. facade; then comes a
dilapidated fragment from the left side of the same facade, representing
Three Female Figures, with vessels of gold or silver. Farther on are several scenes from the N. frieze; first conies a fine procession of Chariots
and Horsemen, interspersed with marshals of the function on foot; the figure
of the second rider, turning towards the left, is full of grace and beauty,
and farther on is a similarly effective nude figure. At the back of the
room, beginning to the right, at the corner: Group of Men; Flvle-players
and Lute-players ; Four Youths with vessels filled with water (ffydriae), the
last in the acting of raising his burden
from the ground ; Marshal,
looking backwards; Youths leading the Sacrificial Sheep and Bulls. A

:
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from old drawings brought up the rear of the
remaining slabs , in a very dilapidated state,

The
N. frieze on the left.
belong to the S. frieze.

Room

IV.

originals is a

Metopes from the Parthenon (p. 68).
Among the few
group of a Centaur carrying off a woman of the Lapithse.

Fragments of various kinds.

Room
W.

V. Fourteen "Archaic Busts and Torsos, which were found to
of the Erechtheion, near the N. wall of the Acropolis, and form
the
the museum's chief treasure, next to the Parthenon Frieze.
Most of the
statues, which show considerable traces of painting, are admirably preserved, and they are especially valuable for the opportunity they afford
of studying ancient drapery, although there is a great deal of variety in
the expressions of the different faces, the statues appear to be of a typical
character rather than portraits.
Room VI. Two low glass-cases contain fragments of vases. Round the
room are archaic statuettes. To the right of the entrance to the next
room is a figure of Hermes carrying a calf (or Theseus carrying the wild
bull?), standing on the original base, which bears the name of the donor.
Room VII. The glass-case to the right contains fragments of bronzes,
painted vases, and a marble slab with finely-painted reliefs. In the glasscase to the left are fragments of archaic tablets (Pinakes; some simply
painted, others with coloured reliefs) and numerous fragments of large
reliefs in Poros stone, among which a Bull's Head is particularly striking.
The frames round the walls contain numerous small architectural fragments in marble and terracotta, the beautiful colouring of which has

been well-preserved.
Room VIII. In the glass-case to the right are terracotta figures. The
frame on the wall to the left contains archaic inscriptions and statuettes.
Room IX. In the middle of the room, under glass, is a line archaic
head of a youlh. To the right and left are two archaic sitting figures
the one on the left, without head or arms, is recognised as Athena by
the ffigis with the Gorgon's head. To the right of the entrance, on a
table, are the head, left shoulder, and left breast of an Athena, who seems
to have been represented as fighting with the giants.
Farther on are
riders and horses ; the larger of the fragments lying immediately around
belong to other parts of this large group, which probably formed part of
the pediment of the old temple to the S. of the Erechtheion (p. 64).
To
the right of the entrance to the last room is a Hippalektryon, a mixture of
a horse and a cock, with a rider, unfortunately much mutilated.
Room X. To the right of the entrance is a large antique Pinax,
with the representation of a warrior.
On the wall to the right, in a
wooden frame, is an archaic pediment representing Hercules fighting with
the Hydra, with Iolaos as his charioteer (in the left corner is a large
crab).
Above are fragments of a similar pediment in which Hercules is
represented as fighting with Triton. To the left of the entrance is the
celebrated relief of a * Woman entering a chariot, and the relief of the socalled Graces. In the middle of the room are two glass-cases with vases
and archaic terracottas (amongst which are a few puppets) and a life-size
archaic bust in bronze, with a beard (the eyes were inlaid).
visit to the Acropolis by moonlight is strongly recommended,
as the general effect of the ancient monuments can be then enjoyed

A

unmarred by the ruinous details (permesso, see
c.

p. 55).

From the Palace through the town to the Theseion. Dipylon.
Hill of the Nymphs. Pnyx. Monument of Philopappos.
The upper or E. end of the Rue d'Hermes (Ooos Ep|J.oO PI.
c

;

E, D, C, 5),

which leads to the W. from the Place de la Constitution, is the focus of the business life of Athens, and contains the
various book and other shops mentioned at p. 34.
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On the left, No. 88, rises the Office of the Minister of Education ('YuoupYeio-v rijs IlatSeta;; PI. E, 5), which also contains the
office of M. Kavvadias, the ephoror superintendent of the antiquities, who issues the permessi for -visiting the Acropolis by night
(comp. p. 55).
A few paces to the S. of the Rue d'Hermes rises the new Metropolitan Church (MTjTpoitoXi? PI. E, 5), erected in 1840-55, under
the direction of different architects, with the materials of 70 small
churches and chapels, demolished in pursuance of a decree of 1840.
The exterior is coloured red and blue in imitation of St. Sophia at
Constantinople, and the interior is sumptuous, but destitute of
To the S. lies the *Small Metropolis or Church of the
taste.
Panagia Oorgopiko, an interesting building, attributed to Otho de
la Roche (p. 44) and constructed entirely of ancient fragments.
The frieze above the principal entrance consists of an ancient Greek
calendar of festivals, with crosses added afterwards by the Christians. At the corners are embedded Corinthian capitals. Over the
S. door is a fragment of a Doric architrave, with bulls' heads
and rosettes on the metopes, and crossed torches and vases in front
of the triglyphs. Above the apse, on each side, are ancient reliefs
with sacrificial scenes on the apse itself is an archaic relief immured upside down. On the N. side are a mutilated representation
of a palestres (wrestler) and a tomb-relief. The flat, uncouth representations of animals are of Byzantine workmanship.
In the Rue d'Hermes, halfway to the Pineus railway- station, is
the church of Kapnikab-ea (PI. D, 5), a complicated Byzantine
structure of the 11th century. It stands in the middle of the street,
which just beyond intersects the Rue d'Eole.
The Rub d'Eole (^Eolos Street, 08o; AioXou PI. D, 3, 4, 5, 6)
is the second street of the old town, and usually presents a scene
of great bustle and animation, especially in the neighourhood of
its intersection with the Rue d'Hermes. It is largely frequented
by Greeks in their national dress, many of them handsome and
well-built men. Ascending it towards the S., in the direction of
the Acropolis, we pass on the right a square with a modern fountain and reach the old Bazaar (PL D, 5), the booths of which adjoin the rear of the huge Oymnasium of Hadrian. The curious
oriental scene is best inspected in the first row of booths to the right
;

—

;

r

;

before the ancient wall is reached. Here stand or sit the tailors,
cobblers, carpenters, and smiths, in open booths on both sides of
the way, protected from the sun by a canvas roof. The red boots
(r^apo'jyia) and 'fustanelle', so generally worn, are sold here at
moderate prices. A wooden door leads into the interior of the Gymnasium, which formerly contained a Clock Tower (now pulled down),
presented by Lord Elgin to the Athenians in exchange for the Par-

thenon marbles.
Adjacent is the ruined chapel of the Megdle
Panagia, with three small ancient columns and an ancient archway.

Stoa of Hadrian.
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was originally a small temple or other building within the Gymnasium of Hadrian.
The principal front of the Gymnasium faced the W., and is
reached from the bazaar by turning to the left and passing round
the court of a Turkish mosque, now used as a barrack. Almost the
It

only part of the ancient building now preserved is the N. half of
a colonnade, usually known as the Stoa of Hadrian (PI. D, 5). The
is adorned with seven monolithic columns of Karystos
marble, 28'/4 ft- high and 3 ft. thick, with florid Corinthian capitals
of Pentelic marble. Each column stands upon a base of its own
and is surmounted by a horizontal entablature. The eighth, fluted
column, standing far in front of the others, and the wall with antae
adjoining it, formed part of a propylaeon, or portico, of four columns, which led to the principal gate. The whole structure occupied a space 400 ft. long from E. to W. and 270 ft. wide from N.
to S., comprising colonnades, a library, and several small temples.
During the Turkish dominion the Voivode of Athens fixed his dwelling here and entrenched himself within the ruins. The remains of
the Stoa were much more considerable at the time of the visit of
James Stuart (p. cxiv; middle of the 18th cent.) than they are
now.
Stoa of Attalos, see p. 81.
At the S. end of the Rue d'Eole stands a well-preserved octagonal structure of marble, popularly called the Tower of the Winds
(PI. D, 6), but more correctly the Horologion of Andronikos
Kyrrhestes (keeper 20-30 c). It was built in the last century before
the Christian era by Andronikos of Kyrrhos, a town in Syria, and
accommodated a water-clock, a sun-dial, and a weather-cock. The
building is 26 ft. in diameter and 42 ft. in height, including the
basement. On the N.E. and N.W. faces were porticos, each supported by two Corinthian columns, the capitals of which, of very
simple form, lie on the ground close by. The eight sides of the
structure are turned towards the different points of the compass,
and are adorned with inartistic reliefs representing the various
winds, the names of which are indicated by inscriptions. On the
N. is Boreas, a cross-looking old man in a heavy cloak N.E., Kaekfas, an old man shaking hailstones out of a shield
E., Apeliotes,
a young man with ears of corn and fruit; S.E., Euros, an old man
enveloped in a mantle against rain
S., Notos, the rain-bringer, a
young man with a large water-vessel S.W., Lips, represented with
part of a ship in his hand, perhaps because this wind was favourable for vessels entering the Piraeus ; W., Zephyr, a handsome youth,
with spring-flowers dropping from the folds of his garment ; N.W.,
Skiron, with a vase. Below the reliefs are lines of sun-dials. The
roof is in the form of a low octagonal pyramid and consists of

marble wall

—

;

;

;

;

marble held together by a round keystone it was orisurmounted by a bronze Triton, who pointed with his staff
quarter whence the wind blew. The semicircular structure on

slabs of

ginally
to the

;
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the S. side contained a cistern, supplied by a covered aqueduct,
part of which is still standing. The water-clock, of which traces
are visible on the ground in the interior, was fed from this cistern,
but an exact idea of its working is now unattainable.
The two ancient arches to the S. of the Tower of the Winds,
and the remains of a third to the E., belong to the buildings with
which this space was covered in the time of the Roman emperors.
At the base of the last-mentioned arch runs the covered channel
for supplying the water-clock.
The lanes ascending to the S. of the Tower of the Winds debouch
on a very dirty footpath skirting the N. slope of the Acropolis the entrance to the latter is reached in 10 min. by following the path towards
the right (comp. p. 56).
The street striking E. from the Tower of the Winds leads to the
foundations of an ancient building
which is supposed to have been a
gymnasium from the numerous portrait-heads (p. 101) and inscriptions
found here. Inscriptions naming Diogenes as the founder of the establishment have led to its being called the Diogeneion.
Among the other buildings of the Roman period in this neighbourhood was a colonnade of unfluted columns remains of which
may be seen on a plot of ground on the S. side of the street leading
to the W. from the Tower of the Winds. To the N. of the same street,
in the wall of an old mosque now converted into a baker's shop,
is the massive beam of an architrave, made of marble from Mt.
Hymettos. Of the same period is the so-called Market Gate (I16Xy)
xfj? 'AY^pas; PI- C, 6), the front of which was turned towards the
W., i.e. to the Kerameikos Market (p. 84). Four slender Doric columns, 26 ft. high and 4 ft. in diameter, still support a massive architrave, with triglyphs and metopes, and great part of a pediment.
The inscription on the architrave records that the Athenians erected
and dedicated the structure to Athena Archegetis with the donations of Julius Caesar and Augustus (SefJasToi;). The central passage, destined for carriages, is HVi ft- wide; those for foot-passengers at the sides are only 4 3/4 ft. wide. Behind the columns, which
formed a kind of propylaeon, lay the wall containing the gateway
proper one of the antse of this is still visible opposite the column
at the S. corner, with which it is connected by the architrave, and
there is another fragment in a line with one of the central columns.
On the inner face of this wall, with its lower edge securely fastened
in the ground, stands a long tablet with an inscription of the time
of Hadrian, relating to the market-price of oil and salt.
;

,

,

;

About 250 paces to the W. of this gateway lies the ruin which
was formerly called the Gymnasium of Ptolemy and now the Stoa
of Attalos (excavated in 1860-62 and 1874). We follow the'Ooo?
Yloiy.ikrfi to the 'O664 Sxodiv, where a view of the S. part of the
ruin is obtained to the right, and then descend the latter street,
which leads from the Acropolis, towards the N. The second lane
on the right then leads, forming two abrupt angles, to the gate of
the N. part of the Stoa, where the keeper is to be found C/2 fr-1-
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(PI. C, 5, 6)
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81
on

by Attalos II., King of Pergamon (B.C.
159-138), formed part of the E. boundary of the Kerameikos Market.
It was a large, two-storied merchants' hall, probably erected to
replace some of the original market-stalls. The ground-floor was
occupied by a series of 21 covered rooms, 15-16 ft. in depth and
in front of which ran a long colonnade. The
varying in breadth
stalls, to judge by analogy with modern bazaars, were probably
set up in the latter, while the rooms at the back were used as warehouses and for the safe custody of the goods at night. The best

the architrave records,

,

general survey of the arrangements is obtained in the S. part of
the ruin, which is separated from the N. half by a small lane. As

from E. to W., we
descend from the street as into a cellar. Opposite to us are three
restored doors, leading into the above-mentioned ware-rooms. To
the right is a wall of Pentelic maTble, which formed the S. end of
the colonnade. From the scanty remains found during the excavations, it has been concluded that the colonnade was supported by
an outer row of 44 Doric columns and an inner row of 22 Ionic columns. The distance between the two rows was about 20 ft., so that
the roof was probably of wood. The ground is covered with fragments
of marble sculptures and inscriptions, and almost no trace of the
position of the columns can now be made out. In the wall with the
anta to the right is a door, beyond which, to the left, are some signs
of a staircase ascending to the upper story. The entire Stoa was
367-370 ft. long and 64 ft. deep. At a subsequent period, perhaps
in the reign of Justinian, it was concealed by the fortified Wall of
Valerian (p. 43), a great part of which is still preserved. In the N.
part of the Stoa are the remains of an ancient well-house (Krene).
We now return to the ' OSoc Ztoujv and descend it towards the
N. At the end we turn to the left and after 60 paces, at a truncated angle formed by a wall, reach a red door, an opening in which
allows a view of an excavation similar to that of the Stoa of Attalos.
It has not been ascertained what structure stood here, and
probably the original building was afterwards converted to other uses.
The three Atlantes, or male figures fulfilling the same office as the
Caryatides (p. 73), which have given rise to the popular name of
the ruin, Stoa of the Giants (PI. 6; C, 5), are well executed and
certainly date from an earlier period than the rude substructure,
patched together with stones of every sort and shape. The key is
kept by the custodian of the Tower of the Winds.
A little farther to the W. rises the Kolonos Agoraeos, or Hill of
the Market, adjoined on the N. and E. by the quarter of the city
called Kerameikos (p. 35). Here stands the **Tb.eseiori (StjoeTov,
Theseum; PI. B, 5), which is the best preserved edifice not only
of ancient Athens but of the whole of ancient Greece.
The ruins
of the Parthenon indicate a building of much greater magnificence,

the ground here formerly sloped abruptly

Baede
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the Erechtheion and the Temple of Nike may be more elegant
and moTe elaborately ornamented, but the impression produced
by the Theseion is fully as imposing. This is owing to the massive
solidity of its construction, the vigorous vitality of its sculptures,
the golden-yellow hue of its weather-stained Pentelic marble,
and lastly its almost perfect preservation after braving the storms
of two thousand years. The name of Theseion as applied to this
until Ross disputed the
building was unanimously accepted
age of the tradition that assigned the temple to Theseus, and suggested Ares as a not unworthy successor of the dispossessed hero.
Since his day many other hypotheses have been advanced, and
the fane has in turn been assigned to Hercules alone to Hercules
and Theseus together, and (with more probability) to Hephaestos
and Athena. Opinions also vary greatly as to the style and age
of the sculptures with which the building is adorned some authorities assign them to the period immediately before the sculptures
while others are just as positive that they are
of the Parthenon
of later date and were executed under the influence of the latter
(see p. lxxxvi). During the middle ages the temple was converted into a church and dedicated to St. George, a not altogether inappropriate successor to the Attic hero.
The temple which is a peripteral hexastyle in antis stands
upon a marble stylobate, raised two steps from the ground, and
now in part very dilapidated. The building is 104 ft. long and
45^ ft- wide. At the sides (E. andW.) are 13, and at the ends 6
Doric columns, the corner- columns being reckoned twice. The
columns are 19 ft. in height, including a capital i l /t ft. high, and
vary in diameter from 3 ft. 5 in. at the base to 2 ft. 7 in. at the
top they are thus somewhat more slender than those of the Parthenon. The swelling or entasis is very slight; the depth of the flutes,
20 in number, decreases towards the top. The intercolumniation
is 51/4 ft., at the corners i 1 /^ ft. As in the Parthenon, the columns
lean slightly inwards to counteract the outward thrust of the roof.
Above the architrave, which is undivided, runs a Doric frieze of
triglyphs and metopes, encircling the whole building. The metopes,
however, are adorned with sculpture only on the E. front and the
immediately adjoining fields on each flank. Above the frieze the
building is finished off with the usual cornice and pediment. Many
of the drums of the columns have been dislodged by earthquakes.
The cella is 40 ft. in length and 20 ft. in breadth and at each
,

,

;

,

,

,

;

,

end of

formed by the prolongation of the sidewalls and by two columns, 17 3/4 ft. high and 3'/4 ft. thick. These
columns were probably connected with each other and with the
ante by iron grilles or railings. The E. vestibule, or Pronaos, is
marked out as the principal front by its superior depth (16'/2 '*)>
by the richness of the external sculptures, and by the greater space
between it and the outer row of columns (13 ft., as compared with
it is

a vestibule
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10 ft. at the W. end). On the conversion of the Theseion into a
Christian church, the two columns and the back-wall of the Pronaos

were removed to make room for the apse; and a modern wall,
pierced by a wooden door, now occupies the site of the former. The
original coffered ceiling, fragments of which may be seen in different parts of the building, is still almost intact at the E. end. Each
division of the ceiling between two transverse beams consists of
two sections with four, and two sections with six lacunars or sunk
compartments (Kalymmatia), so that each of the eight divisions of
the E. end contains twenty such lacunars. With the exception of
a doorway broken in the back-wall by the Christians, the W.
vestibule, or Opisthddomos, retains its original aspect.
The groups of statues that originally rilled the pediments aTe
entirely lost; only the marks of their fastenings now remain. The
reliefs in the Metopes of the E. front represent the labours of Hercules, though some are now almost indistinguishable.
The scenes,
named from left to right, are as follows: 1. Hercules slaying the
Nemean lion 2. Hercules andlolaos righting with the Lernaean hydra 3. Hercules capturing the Kerynaean hind 4. Hercules and the
Erymanthian boar; 5. Hercules carrying off the horses of Diomede;
6. Hercules dragging Cerberus from the under-world
7. Hercules
and Hippolyta, queen of the Amazons 8. Hercules and Eurytion
9. Hercules and Geryon
10. Hercules receives the apples of the
Hesperides.
The reliefs on the metopes of the side-walls celebrate the achievements of Theseus.
Those on the N. side, from
left to right, are: 1. Theseus slaying Prokrustes
2. Theseus overcoming Kerkyon in wrestling; 3. Theseus and Skiron (with a large
crab on the rock by the sea) 4. Theseus slaying the Krommyonian
sow. The reliefs on the S., named from right to left, are
1. Theseus and the Minotaur; 2. Theseus capturing the Marathonian bull;
3. Theseus slaying the robber Periphetes
4. Theseus and the
robber Sinis.
The other 50 metopes were never adorned with
reliefs
but it is not improbable that they were painted, though
every trace of the colouring has now disappeared.
The wall of thecella, like that of the Parthenon, is adorned at the
top with a Zophoros, or frieze, which, however, in this case, was limited to the two ends and the E. portion of the flanks. The E., and
principal, frieze is unfortunately much injured
it is supposed to
represent the contest of the Athenians with the allied Eleusinians
and Thracians , which is participated in by the gods represented
above the antae, Zeus, Hera, and Athena on the left, and Demeter,
Poseidon, and Ares on the right. The youthful hero in the centre,
who repulses the Thracian leader in the act of hurling two large
stones, is perhaps Ion, the eponymus of the Ionians. The scene to
the left, above the S. peristyle, represents the fettering of a prisoner, while the figures above the N. peristyle are perhaps the chief
officials of Eleusis.
The W. frieze, comprising 20 figures, repres:

;
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ents the battles of the combined Lapithse and Athenians with the
Centaurs. The warrior with the large circular shield, in the two
middle scenes, who has overcome the Centaur opposed to him, is
probably Theseus on his left is Perithoos, advancing to the aid of
Kseneus, who is on the point of being overwhelmed by two Centaurs
with a gigantic rock.
The Interior of the temple is shown by the keeper who lives in the
small wooden honse opposite, near the cafe (30 c). We enter by the
mediaeval door in the S. wall. The roof is modern. Traces of the position of the back-wall of the Pronaos may still be made out. The collection of antiquities formerly kept here has been removed to the central
museum, but there are still a few plaster-casts.
;

Opposite the S.E. angle of the Theseion, in front of the cusWinged Nike from Megara.
The large open space here is now used as a drill-ground.
The Market-Place of ancient Athens (if) 'Afopa
li Kepa[xeittui) occupied the space between the Theseion and the gate
mentioned at p. 80. The visitor, however, must rely entirely on
his imagination, assisted by a few historical and topographical notices in Pausanias, if he wishes to form an idea of the former condition of this focus of ancient Athenian life. No traces now remain
of the Metroon or temple of the Mother of the Gods, the Bouleuterion or senate -house, the Prytaneion (p. 37), and the other
large and important buildings which once stood here. The statues
of Pindar, Demosthenes, and other great poets and orators have
todian's house is a colossal figure of a

—

,

'J)

also vanished.

The Areopagus, see p. 54; the Hill of the Nymphs, see p. 88.
At the N. base of the hill on which the Theseion lies, at theW.
end of the Hermes Street, lies the small Station of the Piraeus Railway (PI. B, 5). The remains of an ancient gate discovered some
years ago a little to the N. are of great importance in determining the
topography of the ancient town. Passing the railway-station, turning to the right in front of the wooden shed of the tramway company, and passing through a breach in the wall to the N. of the
shed, we And ourselves before a mass of ruins
excavated by the
Archaeological Society and identified as the ancient Dipylon
(PI. B, 4), or double gateway forming the principal entrance of
classic Athens. It derives its name from the fact that, unlike all
the other gates of Athens and the Piraeus it possesses two entrances, an outer and inner, separated by an intervening court. It pro,

,

bably dates from the time of Perikles, and was erected on the site
of the old Thriasian gate (i.e. the gate leading to Thria). It seems,
however, to have been altered at a later date. Its unusually strong
fortifications were required by its position at the lowest point of the
town-wall. The elevation of the ground beside it is now much
higher than in antiquity. To the right is a gate-tower of hewn
blocks of limestone (fountain, see below), adjoined on the left by
a transverse wall.
Then comes the E. gateway, correspondiiig to
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another on the W., beyond a pillar of which the lower part is still
recognizable. Farther to the left are traces of another wall and a few
fragments of the W. tower. The whole structure is repeated about
40 paces to the N.W., and the two fortified gateways were con-

The space between formed a court or outer ward,
commanded by the towers at both ends and was the most dangernected by walls.

,

ous part of the fortifications for a besieging army. Philip V. of
Macedonia succeeded in forcing his way into this court in B.C.
200, and had great difficulty in withdrawing from the hornets' nest
in which he found himself.
The excavated space in which the ruins lie is in a disgracefully
dirty condition
but nevertheless few will care to leave the spot
without descending for a closer inspection. The width of each
doorway was ll'/s ft., which left enough room, though not much
more, for two ancient Greek chariots to pass each other. The
grooves for the gates, 2 inches deep, are still visible on the E.
side of the gateway.
To the E. of the first gate-tower mentioned
above, as in other ancient Greek structures of the kind, is a
well-house, the door of which, enclosed by columns, opened into
the inner side of the gateway (now covered with rubbish). It contained a large water-basin fed by an aqueduct, and a space in
front for those who came to draw water. The worn surface of the
marble from Mt. Hymettos, with which the latter is paved, testifies to the great number of these.
The central buttress is much
better preserved in the outer gateway than in the inner one.
On
its exterior is a substructure consisting of Eleusinian stone and
white marble, in front of which lies the angle of a pediment, with
lions' heads and toothed mouldings.
About 15-16 paces to the W.
of the outer gate-tower stands a stone about 3 ft. in height, inscribed 'Opo; Kepa[AeixoO, and marking the limit of the district
of Kerameikos, which was separated by the Dipylon from the adjoining suburb.
To the W. of the Dipylon are the remains of a massive line of
wall, and beyond the elevated pathway intersecting the field of
ruins, are those of another gateway.
This latter, which is turned
in the direction of the Hagia Trias, was probably the Sacred Gate
(p. Ill) on the road to Eleusis. The width of the single gateway
here is also
11 V3 ft- The sewer which now passes through it is of
later date than the gate itself.
We now proceed to the W. to the chapel of the Hagia Tbias (PI.
A, 4), which is gaudily painted in red and yellow. Immediately
adjacent are remains of the chief burying-place of ancient Athens.
Travellers who have visited Rome and Pompeii have already become
familiar with the ancient custom of burying the dead immediately
outside the town-gates, by the side of the high-roads. This *Street
of Tombs outside the Dipylon is the only one extant in Greece.
The smaller objects found here have been removed to the Athenian
,

,
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museums , but all the larger monuments that could bear exposure have been left in their original positions. The first place of
interment we come to on the left, immediately beyond the ancient
gate, consists of the foundation wall of a semicircular building, within
which are two steles or upright tombstones. These are the monuments of the Corcyrean ambassadors Thersandros and Simylos and of
the Corcyrean Proxenos (or Consul) Pythagoras, erected at the public
cost. These monuments lie 16 ft. lower than those hereafter described, so that the ground here must have been very uneven in ancient days. Beyond the chapel of the Hagia Trias are several tombs
with substructures, among them a large marble block resembling a
sarcophagus, with an inscription to the effect that it is the Grave of
Hipparete, the wife of Alkibiades the Younger. We then reach the
* Monument of DexiLeos, a young Athenian who distinguished himself by his valour in the Corinthian War in B.C. 394-393
the relief represents him on horseback in the act of striking down his
foe; the weapons and bridles were added in bronze. The two stelae
in front belong to other members of the same family, the whole
forming a family tomb. It is now surrounded by a palisade, the key
to which is kept by the custodian in the adjacent wooden hut (30 c).
Farther on is the Grave of Korallion, the relief representing a
family group. Korallion grasps the hand of her husband Agathon
with her right hand and his arm with her left, while in the background are another bearded man and a youth. The marble vase in
the same enclosure is adorned with a similar relief.
Adjacent is a tall gravestone with a handsome ornament, or
acroterion, at the top. The next monument is in the form of a
small temple, the interior of which was adorned with paintings,
now completely erased. A little farther on a large bull occupies the
top of a tombstone. Beyond it are another temple-like monument
with traces of painting, a large Molossian hound, etc. The Seaman's Grave is embellished with a relief representing a family
group on the sea-shore (not, as has been said, Charon and the ferry
;

of the Styx).

Opposite is the *Tomb of Hegeso, perhaps the most beautiful
representing a lady at her toilette, attended by a female
slave. Beyond is the Tomb of Aristion, with a relief of a nude
youth, while a little to the N.E. is a stone with a domestic scene
of four figures, Protonoe, Nikostrate, Eukoline, and Onesimos.
By ascending from the tomb of Dexileos (see above) in the direction of the railway-station, we reach an area strewn with large
vases, sarcophagi, cippi, and the like, among which is an alto-relief with the names Demetria and Pamphile. Adjacent is the lifesize relief of a woman, of which the head and the inscription are
The excavations, which were begun in 1862, have been
missing.
discontinued on account of the extravagant claims for compensation
made by the owners of the ground.
of

all,
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At Athens,

as at

Rome,

a great part of the area of the ancient

W. and S. of the Areopagus and the
Acropolis rises a rocky ridge, stretching from the N."W. to the S.E.
and divided by two depressions into three summits, the Hill of the
Observatory, the Pnyx, and the Hill ofPhilopappos. The whole of
this mass, now used solely as stone quarries and pasture for a few
goats, bears innumerable vestiges of ancient settlements. Regular
cuttings in the rock, entirely unlike quarries, remains of walls, and
pieces of stucco, testify conclusively to the former presence here of
city is

human

now unoccupied. To

the

habitations.

'In front of the dwellings are rocky terraces
the different tiers of
which are connected by flights of steps. Deep channels hewn in the rock
Numerous square
collect the rain-water and conduct it into reservoirs.
chambers have been hollowed out in the rock, one of which, on the slope
,

of the Hill

of Philopappos

,

has walls 11

high,

ft.

covered with ce-

ment to within 1 ft. of the top. The cisterns are circular, and some
of them are provided with niches in the sides, forming a kind of ladder
for descending to the surface of the water.
Store-rooms, shaped somewhat like a bottle, with a narrow neck and a more capacious chamber
behind, have been hewn carefully in the rock. Rock-tombs lie singly
or in pairs near the houses, or in greater numbers line the paths. Small
niches in the rock were used as brackets for statuettes; benches were
formed at suitable points for rest, in the open air. Places of popular
assembly may be recognized by the number of rocky seats adjoining each
other, while substructures with steps and extensive platforms indicate
the site of open-air altars and sanctuaries 1 (Curtius).
To the S. of the Street of Tombs the railway is crossed by a
bridge, leading to a wide road planted with trees (PL B, 5), which
forms a prolongation of the Boulevard des Philhellenes. To the
left are the Theseion and, farther on, the Areopagus. On the right
is a tongue of rock, descending from the Observatory Hill and
named the Hagia Marina (PI. B, 6) from the small church situated
on it. The smooth surface at the S.E. angle is due to an extraordinary superstition.
Women whose families Providence has
not seen fit to increase slide down the rock in the firm belief that
this will cause their wishes to be realised
The Hagia Marina is
thickly strewn with relics of ancient dwellings, as above described.
About 30 paces below and to the S. of the chapel, near the S.
margin of the cliff, the words "Opo? Aid? (reading ] from right to
left) are cut in the rock, indicating the boundary of a precinct
sacred to Zeus.
The hill of which the Hagia Marina is a spur is crowned by the
Observatory ('AoxepoaxoTteTov ; PI. A, 6) erected by Baron Sina,
a rich Greek merchant of Vienna, in 1842, and down to 1884 under the admirable management of -Dr. Julius Schmidt, who brought
back the lost astronomy of the Greeks from the Hyperboreans. An
inscription on the rock, in the garden to the W. of the Observatory ('Iepov Nu|J.cp.
8s[ao
.), has given this eminence the name
!

,

.

.
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of the Hill of the Nymphs. It is, however, uncertain whether we
have here one of the ordinary sanctuaries of the nymphs. The foundation of a temple of Artemis Aristoboule in this neighbourhood was
ascribed to Themistokles, whose house was close by, in allusion to
his prudent advice in the Persian War. The long and deep gorge to
the W. of the Observatory is undoubtedly the ancient Barathron,
into which the bodies of malefactors were cast after execution.
From the Observatory we now proceed towards the S.E. to the
top of the Hill of the Pnyx (PI. B, 7) on the N.E. slope of
which is situated one of the earliest structures in Athens, distinctly visible from the Areopagus, the Acropolis, and other elevated points in the neighbourhood. This consists of a huge artificial
terrace or platform, 395 ft. long and 212 ft. wide, the upper margin
of which is cut out of the rock, while the lower is supported by a
massive wall of irregular, so-called Pelasgic masonry, in the form
of a slightly flattened semicircle. The perpendicular wall of rock
at the back of the terrace, 13 ft. in height, is not perfectly straight
but describes an obtuse angle, in front of which is a huge cube
of rock hewn out of the solid mass, resting on three steps and
mounted by a small flight of steps on each side. The platform has
,

be the Pnyx where the Athenians held their
and the Bema, or orators' stage, is supposed
to have been at the base of the cube of rock, where sockets are
visible that may have been made for its supports. The space occupied by the listening throng of citizens must, however, have been

been supposed

to

,

political assemblies,

anciently of very different configuration. Possibly the supporting
wall above mentioned was originally much higher, so that the auditorium sloped downwards from it to the Bema. To the left of the
cube of rock is a semicircular recess, surrounded by a number of
small niches
below these were found numerous votive tablets
most of them dedicated to the 'supreme Zeus', and nearly all now
in the British Museum. Some of the stones of the supporting wall
are remarkable for their great size and weight
one near the
middle, above a square opening for the escape of rain-water, is
13 ft. long and 6'/2 ft. high.
In the E. angle of the platform
stands a large block of the living rock, which for some reason was
;

;

—

not removed, though preparations to do so had evidently been begun.
About 30 paces from the top of the upper wall, which we reach
either from the cube of rock or by the steps a little to the W. of
This
it, is another similar altar, in a very dilapidated condition.
was formerly supposed to be the bema 'facing the sea', used from
the time of Themistokles onwards.
The Pnyx commands one of
the most favourable views of the Acropolis.
Farther to the S. we reach the small church of St. Demetrius
Loumbardaris (PI. B, 7), which lies in the depression between the
Pnyx and the hill of Philopappos. It probably marks the site of
one of the ancient town-gates. In the same hollow f about 100 paces

—
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theW., is a rock-tomb, the interior of which is divided into
two chambers by a partition. The traditions of the Athenian ciceroni describe it as the Tomb of Kimon, but this is evidently a
mistake; at a later period it became, as the now almost illegible
inscription records, the burial-place of a certain Zosimianus.
to

On the ridge of the hill beyond the saddle are various traces
of the old town-wall, stretching in the direction of the monument of Philopappos, which lies about 500 paces farther on. The
was formerly called the Museion (Mod kZov), a name popularly
derived from a tradition that the poet Musieos was buried here,
but more probably to be carried back to the existence of a very
early fane of the Muses.
The Monument of Philopappos (PI. B, 8), which now lends its
name to the hill, was built in 114-116 A.D. in memory of the
grandson of Antiochos IV. Epiphanes, the last king of Kommagene
in Asia Minor, who was dethroned by Vespasian. C. Julius Antiochus Phildpappus was enrolled as an Athenian citizen in the
deme of Besa, but still adhered to his hereditary title of king. He
filled various public offices in his adopted city, and commended
himself to his fellow-citizens by his liberality. The monument,
which is built of Pentelic marble and is about 40 ft. in height and
about 33 ft. in width, has a slightly concave form, with the concavity turned towards the Acropolis. The substructure is formed
of five layers of Piraeus stone. The upper portion is adorned with
a frieze in vigorous alto-relief, of which about two-thirds are preserved, and above this are three niches separated by Corinthian
pilasters. The sitting figure in the central niche is Philopappos
himself, to whose position as a citizen of the deme of Besa and as
Roman consul (ca. 100 A.D.) the inscriptions bear reference. The
statue to the left is that of the grandfather of Philopappos, while
the now vacant niche on the other side contained a figure of king
Seleukos Nikator, founder of the dynasty of Kommagene. The relief is supposed to represent the ceremonial progress of Philopappos in his consular insignia. The quadrangular space at the
back was the burial-ground.
The "View of Athens from the hill of Philopappos is one of the finest
in the neighbourhood.
In the centre rises the Acropolis, which is admirably surveyed hence in its full length at its base the Odeion of Herodes and the Theatre of Dionysos, to the right of which are the Arch of
Hadrian and the Olympieion, backed by the heights of the Stadion, and
Mt. Hymettos. To the left of the Acropolis are the Theseion and the Bill
of the Nymphs, and beyond them the Athenian plain, bounded by jEgaleos
and Fames. Over the Acropolis the Lykabettos, and in the background

hill

;

a part of Mt. Pentelikon (Brilessos)

is visible.

To the

S. lies

the Saronic

and coasts.
We now descend the N. side of the hill of Philopappos, and
turn to the left, along the cutting in the rock, in the direction of
the three conspicuous doorways cut in the perpendicularly hewn
wall of rock and now closed with wooden gates painted red. This is
the so-called Prison of Socrates, and consists of three chambers
Gulf,

with

its

islands
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which that in the centre was never
The chamber on the left, 12 ft. long and 7 l /2 ft. wide,
has a flat ceiling; on the floor are marks of a sarcophagus. The
chamber on the right, of the same size, has a sloping ceiling.
From the corner at the back a round aperture leads into a rotunda
(iroXoi;), 11 ft. in diameter, with elliptical vaulting.
The opening
was closed by two slabs, one of which is extant. The whole locality
in the solid rock, of

finished.

is very similar to the treasure-house of Atreus at Mycenae (p. 255).
There was probably a structure in front of the three doors in the
rock, with which perhaps the flight of steps to the left had some

connection.
d.

The Modern Quarters of the Town and the large Collections
of Antiquities.

Tramway through the Rue du Stade to the Place de la Concorde and
past the large Museums (pp. 92, 96) to Pati&ia; see p. 34.
Two wide parallel streets, the Boulevard de l'Universite and
the Rue du Stade lead N.W. from the Place de la Constitution
(p. 44) to the Place de la Concorde. In the Rue du Stade (PI.
F, E, 5, 4) are the House of Parliament (BooXtj) and the Ministry
of Finance (with a shady garden at the back). Near the Finance
Ministry is the ancient church of St. Theodore. Farther on, a little
to the left, is the National Bank (PI. D, 3).
The Boulevard de l'Universite ('086; naveTttaxT)fJ.iou), which
is planted with trees, contains numerous handsome private houses
built of marble from Mt. Hymettos or Mt. Pentelikon. The first of
these on the right, with a loggia and the inscription 'IXioo MsXaGpov
('Palace of Ilion'; PI. S, F, 4), belongs to Dr. Sohliemann, the
well-known explorer of the site of Troy on the groundfloor is a
collection of objects found in his memorable excavations. Dr. Schlieniann has, however, parted with the great bulk of his discoveries.
Farther on are the Roman Catholic Church (PI. F, 4), a Romanesque
building with a wide flight of steps and a spacious vestibule, and
adjacent an Ophthalmic Hospital ('0tp9aX(j.iaTpsrov).
The next handsome building on the same side of the street is
the *Academy of Science ('Axao^fAEia PI. F, 4), built at the expense of the late Baron Sina of Vienna, and destined for the accommodation of a body of Greek and foreign savants, constituted on
the model of the Institut de France and the Berlin Academy. The
building, executed from the designs of Hansen of Vienna under
the supervision of E. Ziller, consists entirely of Pentelic marble
and is constructed in the classic Grecian style, with Ionic colonnades
and sculptured pediments. It is profusely adorned with painting
and gilding, enabling us to form some idea of the effect of these
embellishments, of which scanty traces now alone remain in the
architectural monuments of antiquity. The group in the pediment
of the central structure, representing the birth of Athena, was executed in marble by the Greek sculptor Drosos. The groups in the
,

;
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gables to the right and left are in terracotta. The two lofty, and somewhat misplaced Ionic columns in front are sunnonnted by statues of
Athena and Apollo, also byDrosos. The sitting figures of Plato (left)
and Socrates (right), opposite the entrance, are by the same artist.
Intebior (visitors knock at the main entrance). The principal hall
contains a series of paintings by Griepenkerl of Vienna, relating to the
myth of Prometheus ; No. 1 (at the end, to the left), Themis foretelling
to her son Prometheus his own fate and that of the world ; 2. Prometheus
lighting his torch in presence of Athena ; 3. Prometheus breathing life into
men in presence of Athena, in spite of the warning of Epimetheus ; 4. (endwall) Zeus and the Titans ; 5. Prometheus bringing fire to mortals ; 6. Prometheus Bound, with the mourning Oceanidse ; 7. Prometheus freed by
Hercules ; 8. (above the entrance) Prometheus introduced to Olympus.
The marble statue of Baron Sina is by Drosos.
Adjacent is the University (IlaveuiOT'/uj.iov ; PI. F, 4), built in

1837 by Hansen the Elder (of Copenhagen), and also adorned with
polychrome painting and an Ionic portico. To the right and left
of the facade are statues of the Patriarch Gregory, who was murdered by janissaries, and Rhigas, the poet of the War of Liberation
(p. 214). More in front is a sitting figure of Kora'is, the philologist.
The university, which is organised on the German system, embraces
the fouT faculties of theology, jurisprudence, medicine, and philosophy. It is attended by about 1500 students (<poiTT]Tai), who are
instructed by 60 professors, ordinary and 'extraordinary (Toraxixot
xat ExxaxToi xa8T)f7]Tai), and by a few private lecturers (ucpTjYTjTat).
Connected with the university are a Pharmaceutic School ; Chemical and Anatomical Institutes ; an Observatory (p. 87)
a Library
of 100,000 vols. a Museum of Natural History, interesting for its
comprehensive collection of Greek specimens; and a Palaeontological Cabinet. Most of these collections are in the university building.
The Library, which is open daily during the session from 9 to 3,
;

;

contains busts of Byron, Mavrokordatos, Sir Richard Church, and other
heroes of the War of Independance. The last room to the left contains
a supply of the latest scientific periodicals.
The Aula is elaborately
decorated.
large new Library Building is being erected, with the pro-

—

A

ceeds of a legacy of M. Vallianos, in the adjoining enclosed space.
At the back of the university runs the Boulevard de l'Academie,
off which runs the 'Ooos rhvaxouTibv, with the Oerman Archaeological Institute (PI. E, F, 3), founded in 1874.
To the N.E., on
the slope of the Lykabettos, is the French Ecole d"Athenes (PI. G, 3),
established in 1846.
Farther on in the Boulevard de l'Universite, to the left, is the
Arsakion (PI. E, 3), a superior school for girls, founded and richly
endowed by M. Arsakis. The building is adorned with a head of

—

—

Athena.

The Rue du Stade and the Boulevard de

l'Universite,

after

and its N. prolongation, the Rue
la Concorde (IlXaTsTa ttj;'0|aovotas; PI. D, 2), a square pleasantly adorned with trees and a
music pavilion it is much frequented on afternoons, when a milicrossing the Rue d'Eole (p. 78)
de Patisia, end at the Place de

;
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band plays here (seep. 34). Tramways, seep. 34; Railway to
Kephisia and to Laurion, see RR. 9 e, 9 i.
The Rue d' Athene ('086? 'AOyjvS; PI. D, 3, 4, 5) leads from
the Place de la Concorde towards the S. It contains the new
Theatre, built by Ziller (p. 34), and the DemarcMa, or municipal
bounded on the W. by the
offices. Farther on is a vacant space
Varvakion (PI. D, 4), a gymnasium founded by M. Varvakes, and
on the E. by the large new Bazaar (PI. D, 4), chiefly used as a
provision-market.
The Rue du Pib.ee (PI. C, B, 3, 4), leading from the Place de
la Concorde to the S.W., commands a fine view of the sea, best by
evening-light. It contains a musical academy called the Odeion.
To the W. runs the Rue Constantin (p. 103), at the end of which
(to the right) diverges the street leading to the Peloponnesus railway-station (R. 12).
The Rue de Patisia ('Ooos nattcuuv PI. D, E, 2, 1) is a
favourite promenade on summer-evenings after sundown
but is
little frequented at other times.
On the right, near the outskirts
of the town, rises the
Polytechnic Institute (PI. E, 1), built of Pentelic marble by
Lysander Kaftanzoglou, at the expense of some wealthy Greeks. It
consists of a central building with two stories of the Doric and
Ionic orders, flanked by two projecting wings in the Doric style.
We traverse the court, mount the steps and pass through the portico
To the left are the Egyptian and Mycenian
to the inner gallery.
Antiquities, to the right the Collection of the Archaeological Society
(p. 93), all open daily, except Sun., in summer 9-11 and 3-6, in
winter 10-12 and 2-4; closed on Mon. forenoon; adm. 1 fr., on Sat.
free. Sticks and umbrellas left at the entrance (10 c).
The Collection op Egyptian Antiquities presented by
M. Dimitriou of Alexandria in 1881, consists chiefly of small objects, coins, scarabaei, tombstones, and bronzes. Among the last
Oppois a statuette covered with inlaid hieroglyphics in silver.
site is the entrance to the
*Collection of Mycenian Antiquities, the nucleus of which
consists of the objects found by Dr. Schliemann in 1876 and the
Greek Archaeological Society in 1877 at the ancient citadel of Mycen* (p. 256). To these have been added objects of the same period
found at Spata (p. 124), Menidi(p. 116), Nauplia (p. 245), etc. They
include weapons, ornaments, vessels of gold, silver, and clay, and
other objects used for adorning the tombs of important personages,
some dating from the 12th cent. B.C. Comp. p. lxx. Schliemann s
Catalogue, in French, is sold at the entrance [}fe fr.).
In the middle of the room, under glass, is a Tomb (No. VI) from Mycenae, arranged here exactly as it was discovered by the Archaeological
Society. The contents consist of two skeletons, one of which is tolerably
well preserved, surrounded by plates and bands of gold, weapons in cast
metal, and terracotta vessels.
Round the room are ranged 16 show-cases, the numbering of which
tary

;

,

—

;

,

—
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begins to the left of the entrance. The first cases are devoted to the contents of Graves I. and II., the first of which contained three corpses,
and the second one.
The two corner-cases and the one next them are occupied by the
contents of Grave III., in which three persons were interred. Among the
most interesting objects are about 700 small round plates of gold with
ornaments, a large headdress formed of ornamented bands of gold, three
golden shovels engraved with battle-scenes, and an embossed golden cup
with a handle.
The other cases on this side and the corner-case at the end of the
next row are filled with the rich contents of Grave IV. The faces
of four of the five bodies in this tomb were covered with thin golden
masks, of rude workmanship. Among the other objects are six agraffes
or clasps; the golden mask of a lion; a buirs head in silver; a twohandled goblet with doves, like that of Nestor described by Homer (inner
side of the 5th case)
a silver beaker, with gold ornaments ; rings and
pins of gold ; vessels of alabaster ; amber beads swords, knives, and daggers (one inlaid with gold), and lances (in the corner-case). The blades
of the weapons are all of cast metal, and the hilts were of wood.
The middle case at the end of the room, the two corner-cases, and
the next case at the side, are devoted to the contents of Grave V., in
which three bodies were interred. Among them are a golden mask, with
a fragment of the skull still adhering to it; several bones; a golden beaker ; plates of gold ; a quadrangular casket of cypress-wood ; an ostrichegg, to which are fastened dolphins in alabaster.
The two next cases contain miscellaneous objects, other than those
found in tombs, from Mycense, Tiryns, etc. Fragments of painted stucco
from the interior of dwellings in the citadel of Mycenae; bronzes; objects
in ivory; small lion in solid gold; rings; some golden vessels the sides
of which have been crushed together; arrow-heads; gems; amber beads.
The case by the wall to the left of the entrance contains the objects
from the Graves of Spata and the Grave of Menidi. The former include
numerous small ornaments in ivory and vitreous paste, two plaques with
the representation of a lion and bull fight, and some golden ornaments;
the latter consist of articles in gold and ivory, bronzes, vitreous paste
and gems.
The adjoining corner-case contains objects of a similar character found in the rock-tombs on the slope of the Palamidi at Nauplia.
Below the cases are terracotta vessels, remains of copper vessels, and
the like. On the end-wall are archaic limestone reliefs from Mycense.
;

;

—

The *Musbum or the Arch-sological Society (adm. see
92) contains vases and small sculptures in bronze and marble.
The Oreek Archaeological Society ('Ap/aioXoftTO) 'E^capta) has won
,

p.

the gratitude of all interested in the relics of classical antiquity by
the excavations it has instituted and the valuable purchases it has
made. Reports of its proceedings are published in the quarterly periodical ('EcpY)(j.epU dpyjxioko-(iY.-fi) and yearly Transactions (npaxTittd).

The most valuable part of the museum is the tine Collection of
Vases, arranged for the most part in chronological order in 23 cases
in a large hall.
The series begins to the right of the doorway.
Case I. Vases of the so-called Mycenian Epoch, chiefly from Vari (p. 130),
Trachones (p. 130), and other places in Attica, but also including examples, of a darker colour, from Crete, Syra, and Amorgos. The ornamentation consists mainly of geometrical patterns, with a few designs from vegetable forms. Some of the shapes are very singular. In the uppermost
row are Boeotian Vases, generally adorned with birds.
Under glass, by
itself, is a tall, three-handled vase, with primitive, unnaturally elongated
figures of men and animals.
Vases of this kind are generally named Dipylon Vases, from the place where several of the best specimens were found.
Case II. Dipylon Vases. No. 551, with caricature-heads and a fe-

—

;
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with a flower; 1085, adorned with a lion's head with open
No. 84 is a large and slender Amphora, with archaic represenin
black
lines, of the Prdthesis, or Exposure of the dead ('lying
tation,
in state'); the female figures in the upper row are the hired mourners.
Case III. Lekythi with black figures (p. xciv). 2800. Actaeon devoured
by his hounds ; 1298. Hercules and Athena ; 952. Hercules and the CentLarge vase
aurs; 2432. Hercules quaffing wine out of a large goblet.
with representation of a Prothesis.
Case IV. Lekythi, Paterae, and Hydriae, with Mack figure*. 1053. Hercules with a 'Kantharos' resting on a couch, at the foot of which sits
Athena, while behind are Iolaos and Dionysos; 84'J. Peleus carrying off
Thetis; 961. Arming of Achilles; 2046. Archaic quadriga, with the names
of the charioteer and horses.
1349. Vase with a representation of a
Prothesis in a higher style of art.
Case V. No. 1278. The daughters of Peleus boiling a ram in order
to test the magical powers of Medea; 1918. Athena in her war-chariot,
with Hercules and Hermes ; 1094. Sirens ; 2060. Hercules and Nereus.
In a case by itself is a * Vase with a Prothesis, found at Cape Kolias, the
best example of this class, remarkable for the delicacy and expressiveness
of the design.
Case VI. No. 2681. Large shallow vessel with warriors and women;
2247. Theseus and the Minotaur; 1068. Hercules chaining Cerberus.
Nos. 651 and 652 were found in Italy, the first representing Athena, DioIn a denysos, and Hermes, and the second Dionysos and Silenus.
tached case: "1316. Tall Amphora with beautiful representation of a bridal procession.
Case VII. Smaller vases of the same period, but of inferior value.
Nos. 1317, 2225, and 1926 (Theseus and the Minotaur) are interesting on
account of the fine white ground on which the figures are painted.
On the adjoining wooden frame are five large Vases with geometrical
patterns (p. Ixxi).
Case VIII. " Vases of the Best Period, of various sizes and forms. No.
1301. Demeter in her chariot with winged wheels, in front Kore (Proserpine) with ears of corn ; 1289. Sappho reading her poems to her friends
873. Centaur with a Kantharos and two hares slung on a pole ; 1299.
Three women with a tame heron; 672. Woman alarmed by the sudden
appearance of Silenus. Nos. 1765 and 967 are adorned with coloured reliefs (rare).
In the lower part of the case: 1204, 1205. Amphorae with
toilette scenes.
On the wooden frame are two vases with geometric
patterns.
Case IX. "Vases of the Best Period. No. 860. Amymone surprised by
Poseidon ; 85. Old man teaching a youth to play the cithera ; 1314. Girls
swinging; 1300. Women, one of whom is listening to the whispers of Eros.
The finest here is a large Cratera, or bowl, in the second row from the top
(towards the right), the design on which represents Eros leading a youth
towards a cithara-player.
On the wooden frame are five vases with
geometric patterns.
In a detached
Case X. Inferior examples of the same period.
case: "Vase with a lofty base and two double handles, in the best style,
with the marriage of Zeus and Hera.
Cases XI, XII. "Lekythi with polychrome ornamentation on a white or
cream-coloured ground, generally consisting of funeral scenes, and often
In a detached
executed with masterly delicacy of touch and design.
case "1388. Vase with Hera preparing for her wedding, a companion to
"
the one just described in Case X.
Detached
Case XIII. Bowls with rude designs in red paint.
1052. Vase of the same shape as No. 1388, with a domestic scene.
Case XIV. Vases of a Later Period, some of them with reliefs and many
Detached:
remarkable for their elegant shape and lustrous varnish.
2056. Vase like No. 1388, much injured, with a sitting girl holding a lyre.
Case XV. Small Lekythi and other vases, some with inscriptions.
have now made the round of the room, and turn our attention to
the cases and cabinets in the middle.

male

figure

jaws.
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Case XVI. (opposite Case V): Corinthian Vases, overladen with vegetable and animal forms; in a few instances, human figures.
Case XVII.
Vases with designs in black, some of a very primitive description.
Case
XVIII. Similar vases in a better style. No. 2398. Arming of Achilles.
Cases XIX-XXI. Vases with designs in red. "No. 2254. Battle. Two tall
and slender Amphorae are also exhibited here 192. Bridal procession
In Case XIX. is a small vessel with a quaint re1204. Toilette scene.
presentation of a pygmy defending himself with a club against a crane.
Adjacent, fine glandiform vase, with erotic scene.
have now examined all the Wall-cases and begin the round of
the Table-cases.
Case XXII. (opp. Case IV). Ornamented Terracotta Lamps. On one
side is a mass of these lamps sticking together, found in an oven outside
the Dipylon, into which they had evidently been put ready for baking.
Case XXIII. Terracotta Moulds, with modern castings made in them:
mask of a corpse, dice, small plaques with reliefs or paintings.
Case
XXIV. Selection of interesting fragments, with and without inscriptions;
piece of a Panathenaan vase.
Case XXV. Toilette Articles in alabaster,
bronze, and terracotta ; large collection of saucers for cosmetics.
Case XXVI. Shallow Vessels of Various leriods. No. 1207. Thetis
bringing the armour made by Hephgestos to Achilles, in the presence of
Peleus and Neoptolemos; 51. Double terracotta disk, with the surprise of
Thetis by Peleus.
Case XXVII. Terracotta Vessels, with designs or
On one is a Nike riding on a swan,
reliefs of human and animal forms.
with a cornucopia in her hand. Two vases show especially rich colour"'2375.
ing
Winged figure supporting a fainting girl, '2376. Bust of Aphrodite in a shell.
Considerable interest attaches to the curious semi-cylindrical vessels, the upper ends of which are painted in imitation of
scales, while the sides and closed ends are adorned with reliefs or designs.
Case XXVIII. Ornaments of Gold, Silver, and Precious Stones.
Bracelets, rings, earrings ; gems ; Assyrian seals in the form of cylinders
in one corner, modern gems.
Case XXIX. Greek, Roman, Persian, and
Cufic coins, ancient leaden tickets, Byzantine bullae of lead.

—
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*Collection of Terracottas

and Bronzes includes nine cabi-

nets of terracottas, amongst which are excellent examples of the
charming little figures from Tanagra (p. 178) and other parts of
Greece, several cabinets of bronzes, and a few small works in marble.
Cabinet I. (to the right of the vestibule) contains a few specimens oi
old figures, chiefly from Amorgos (mostly standing figures; among them
may be mentioned a sitting figure of a lyre-player and a standing figure
of a flute-player) in an alabaster-like stone ; a collection of archaic Figures
in terracotta, some of which are richly painted; terracotta busts, and riders.
Cabinet II. contains additional Archaic Terracotta Figures, including
six recumbent figures, the best of which are Silenus with a drinking
horn and an unidentified male figure.
Cabinets III. and IV. contain, besides a few more archaic figures, a
collection of sitting and standing figures showing traces of greater Freedom of Execution, including a fine genre figure of a woman baking bread.
In the uppermost division of Cabinet III. are a few female and two Dionysos masks, as well as representations of goats, rams, stags, dogs, pigs,
apes, cocks, etc.

Cabinets V-IX. contain the most valuable part of the collection, conan admirable series of Small Objects of Art, executed with great
gracefulness and variety.
A few larger terracotta figures are placed between the cabinets.
Cabinet X. Bronzes: small images of gods, genrefigures, animals, mirrors with stands in the shape of female figures, two
mirrors with hovering Cupids, helmets, etc.
In the middle of the room are four Table-cases.
The one farthest
to the right of the entrance contains moulds for clay-figures and a few basreliefs with stamped figures (so-called Melian Beliefs), images ofGorgons,
sisting of

—
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jointed dolls, masks, a group of five figures round a baking-oven, three
draughts-players, etc.
The second table-case contains bronze mirrors and mirror- cases, tablets

with inscriptions, rings, combs, needles,

etc.

third table-case contains vessels of different shapes and sizes,
sistra (rattles used in the worship of Isis), tripod handles, weapons, strigils
('Stlengides'J, inscriptions, etc.
The fourth table-case contains weights, missiles, and other objects
in lead.

The

On

the groundfloor of the Polytechnic Institution

is

the

Museum

Historical and Ethnological Society (iaxoptx^ %<u £{rvoXoyixy) iraifiia), which is open daily, except holidays, 10-12 a.m.
and 2-4 p.m. It contains memorials of the Greek War of Indepenof the

dence, portraits of important personages,

etc.

Next to the Polytechnic Institute and separated from it only by
a narrow side-street is the **National Museum ('Eftvmov 'Ap^atoXofttto-v Moooeuw; PI. E, 1), built by Lange, with funds provided
by another wealthy and public-spirited Greek. It is intended eventually to comprise all the public collections of antiquities in the
lower town and is still in a process of transition. It is open daily,
except on the chief festivals; in winter 9-12 and 2 till dusk, in
summer 8-12 and 3 till dusk. Catalogue by M. Kavvadias (p. 78)
in Greek, 2 fr. also on loan. Sticks and umbrellas are left at the
entrance (20 c).
;

The Court, which is surrounded by a low wall, is filled with
sarcophagi, tombstones, small columns, grave-slabs, and grave-inscriptions.
ascend the white marble steps in front of the museum to the

We

—

Vestibule. The principal ornaments of this hall are the Double
Herma of Dionysos and Apollo, in the middle, found in the Stadion in 1869 (p. 48), and the four Hermae of Kosmetae, or officials of the Ephebic Gymnasia, to the right and left of the entrance.
Hermae of this kind formed one of the chief adornments of the markets, streets, and buildings of ancient Athens.
The destruction of
several of them by night in B.C. 415 excited so much public indignation, thatAlkibiades, who had been involved in the mischievous freak, was recalled from his command in the armament already
dispatched against Sicily. To the right of the entrance is a basaltic
bust of Ptolemy VI. Philometor.

We now

turn to the left to visit the series of Rooms on the

N. Side.
I.

Room of the Archaic Sculpturbs and Tombstones.

front, to the left,

ments of

Headless female

a similar figure.

figure, sitting

At the end-wall,

;

In

to the right, frag-

to the left, the so-call-

ed Apollo of Orchomenos, a very ancient statue. Adjacent, also on
a high pedestal, the so-called *Apollo of Thera, an example, like
the Tenean Apollo at Munich, of the most characteristic archaic
type of manly youth, the development of which was perhaps due
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to the early Cretan school

(comp. p. lxxvi); similar figure of the
Apollo of Ptoion (Breotia). Then, a quaint old head in relief; base
with reliefs (Hermes bearing a ram and Aphrodite?); Base with
reliefs representing Hercules lighting the lion.
In front is a base
with reliefs from Lamvrika (p. 131) representing funereal ceremonies; the dead man himself is represented on horse-back on
the front. Along the right wall are other archaic statues of Apollo,
one of which is modelled only. By the columns at the entrance to
the principal part of the room, to the left, Statue of Artemis from
Delos to the right, an ancient and somewhat clumsy double relief
from Tanagra, representing Dermys and Kitylos.
We now pass
between the columns into the room proper. In front of the left column is a figure of Apollo ; in front of the right pillar, Nike in an
attitude of haste, both from Delos.
By the left wall are two
female heads under glass shades, one of them richly painted. Adjacent is the celebrated archaic *Stele of Aristion (comp. p. lxxvii),
the richly painted tombstone of the warrior Aristion, who is here
represented with his coat of mail, helmet, greaves, and lance this
stone bears an inscription indicating it to be the work of Aristokles. By the right wall are various busts and an Egyptian statue
with the left leg advanced.
To the left of the entrance to Room II.
is the so-called Apollo on the Omphalos and the Stele of Orchomenos,
with a relief in the genre style, representing a bearded man leaning
on a staff and encouraging his dog to snap at a grasshopper. The
;

—

•

—

;

—

'AX^cup

inscription is:

iTtoiTjoev 6

N<x£to; dXX' !o(5ea(5k),

'Al-

xenor of Naxos made me, look at me'.
II. Room op the Athena Parthenos. In the middle of the room
is a reduced marble imitation of Phidias' s Chryselephantine Statue of
Athena Parthenos, found near the Varvakion in 1879 (comp. pp. 92,
lxxxviii). This highly interesting little figure, 3 ft. v-fa in. height,
has settled many of the disputed points in connection with its great
prototype. The goddess is clothed with the long sleeveless chiton,
above which the diplois, confined by a girdle round the waist, falls
to the middle of the thigh her left hand rests lightly on her shield
(the reliefs on which are not represented) her outstretched right
arm rests upon a pillar and holds a Nike, 6 in. high a broad aegis,
with the head of Medusa, covers her breast on her head she wears
a light, close-fitting, round helmet, decorated with three plumes
supported in the middle by a sphinx and on each side by a horse
(broken off) the spear is missing in the inside of the shield is
coiled the sacred snake. The statue except in a few particulars has
been well-preserved. The spectator should remember in examining this work that it is a reduced copy of a colossal figure, the
proportions of which were meant to be seen from below.
To the left of the entrance is the *Eleusinian Relief, a votive
tablet of the 5th cent, before the Christian era, 7 ft. high and 5 ft.
wide, found in the Propylaea of Elensis in 1859
the composition
Baf.df.kkp/s (rrppcp,.
7
;

;

;

;

;

;
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represents Demeter in the act of handing some grains of corn (?) to
a lad in front of her, on whose head Persephone places a garland;
the boy may represent Triptolemos, Iakchos, or simply a victor in
the games (see p. xcii).
To the right, a Youthful Plutos, found
in the sea near the Pyraeus, a replica of the youthful Dionysos from
the so-called Leukothea at Munich (p. xcvi).
Next comes the
Finlay Vase, unfinished, named after the accomplished historian of
modern Greece the relief, representing Athena casting aside the
pipes of Marsyas, is supposed to he a more or less faithful copy of
the celebrated group in bronze by Myron.
By the right wall are
two spirited statuettes of Athena from Epidauros.
Along the left wall is a row of busts of great artistic value
*106. The so-called Head of Eubuleus from Eleusis, with flowing
ringlets, probably dating as far back as the time of Praxiteles (in
the niche above is a restored plaster copy of the bust by Zumbusch of Vienna). Head of Aphrodite, from the S. slope of the
Acropolis, and other fine female heads. In the middle of this row
are several fragments from Tegea (pp.266, 267), supposed to belong
to the pediment of the temple of Athena Alea and to have been
executed by Skopas (p. xcix): Head of a Youth, about lifesize,
with parted lips and short curling hair; the top of the head is cut
off square, and the side of the face which was turned to the wall
has not been carefully finished; the swelling muscles of the neck
indicate that the head belonged to an actively engaged figure Head
of a Youth with a helmet, consisting of two fragments joined together; the Head of a Boar (the Calydonian boar, p. 268), although
much mutilated, may still be recognised by the characteristically
treated shaggy hide.
To the left of the entrance to Room III. is the so-called Lenormant Statuette of Athena, I1/2 ft- high, found at Athens in 1859 by
Lenormant, which was the most important copy known of the chryselephantine Athena in the Parthenon until the discovery of the
Varvakion statue (p. 97).
To the right and left of the entrance
are two pediment groups from Delos representing respectively the

—

—

;

—

:

;

—

Rape of Orithyia by Boreas and the Rape of Kephalos by

Eos.

In the middle, on a square pedestal *Hermes of Andros, one of the finest pieces in the collection. This and the Hermes
in Room I. were probably sepulchral figures, bearing the features

Room

III.

:

of the deceased.
To the left of the entrance is the *Frieze of Lamia, a freelyexecuted procession of Tritons, Nereids, and Cupids. Adjacent and
by the left wall are the most important of the sculptures from the
pediments of the Temple of JEsculapius in the Hieron of Epidauros
(p. 240), representing half lifesize figures of Amazons and Centaurs.
By the right wall are two Female Heads and two finely executed
reliefs of JEsculapius from Epidauros (seated figures). Above is a magnificent sima with lions' heads from the Tholos of Polykleitos (p. 240).
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On the wall to the left of the entrance into the next room is a
glass-case containing a Nike in terracotta, which was found at Myrina in Asia Minor. Below are two pretty female heads in marble.
Farther on are three marble slabs from Mantinea (p. 285), the first

representing in relief the competition between Apollo and the
flute-playing Marsyas, with the Scythian between them ready to
flay the defeated competitor
on the other two slabs are six Muses
with their instruments.
;

IV.

Room of the Statues. Opposite

the entrance

is

a colossal

statue of Poseidon from Melos ; behind it are two reliefs of dancing
women; opposite to the right, are three votive reliefs, the chief
figures in which are Hermes and Nymphs. Opposite, to the left,
are other reliefs
No. 309 is the best preserved example of what is
:

Banquet of the Dead, and represents a man stretched
upon a couch (Kline) at a meal, holding a vessel of some kind, and
surrounded by various members of the family, servants, and worshippers. The clue to the composition is probably to be found in

known

as a

the idea that the deceased paterfamilias or the deity is represented
meal in virtue of meat-offerings and
drink-offerings.
In No. 310. Euthenia, or Abundance, is represented standing on an altar, which is entwined by a snake, now
much mutilated ; adjacent, on a column beside a tree, is Artemis,
while another female figure, on a larger scale, sits in a chair on
which is the word 'EirittTrjots (Profit) below the tree is the inscription TeXexf) (Consecration).
row of statues stands on each
side of the length of the hall
to the left is a torso of Athena from
115. Statue of a Youth from Eretria
the monument of Euboulides
(the head strongly resembles that of the Hermes of Praxiteles);
116. Hermes of Atalanta, the Kerykeion , or herald's wand, of
bronze, formerly in the right hand, is missing; 121. Aphrodite,
122. Aisculapius, both from Epidauros; in the row to the right,
as taking part in the family

—A

;

:

;

No. 127. Silenus, bearing on his left shoulder a young Dionysos
holding a mask.

V. Room of the Warrior. The chief work in this room is a
*Warrior from Delos (perhaps a Gaul?), protecting himself with
his shield (now missing) from a blow directed from above. Opposite

On the wall to the right of the entrance is a
(with stamped figures) of recent date, representing Orpheus
and his lyre, surrounded by numerous wild, tame, and fabulous
animals. To the left of the exit is a graceful statuette of Pan leaning against a pillar to the right, a slender youthful Satyr.

is

a sleeping Maenad.

relief

;

VI. Room of the Sepulchral Reliefs and Tombstones. Running the length of the room in two rows are ranged the *Sepulchral
Reliefs, dating chiefly from the golden period of Grecian art, some
of which are extremely fine.
Qoethe, in one of the letters in his Italienische Reise (dated Verona,
Sept. 16th), while describing some similar tomb-reliefs of antiquity, no-

1
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absence of all attempt to express grief by conventional gestures,
and praises the charming naivete with which the figures are represented
as engaged in the ordinary relations of life. It is, however, undeniable
that scenes of sorrow and parting are often powerfully depicted in some
of the best of these ancient reliefs, and it is not improbable that something of the same sort may be indicated even in the more soberly treated
scenes of family life. Such reliefs
executed in part by mechanics and
exposed for sale, often show us more emphatically than the works of
great artists how universal among the Athenians was that love of proportion and beauty, which inspired even the ordinary stone-masons. The
bulk of the extant works of this class date from the 4th cent, before
the Christian era and the subsequent period (Kekuli).
The tombstones
generally bear the name of the deceased, less often his age and the word
tices the

,

—

/aips (farewell).

We

now return to the vestibule, adjoining the S. side of which
are four other rooms, which, until farther notice, can only be visited by special permission from the General Ephor of the Antiquities

Among the tomb-reliefs are several representations of
78).
priestesses of Isis, proving the wide spread of the cult of the
(p.

Egyptian mysteries in the Roman empire, in the centuries immediately before and after the nativity of Christ. One of the best
of these is the Tombstone of Alexandra
wife of Ktetos
the
priestess is clad in a garment fastened on her bosom and holds
a situla, or ewer
the sistrum, or rattle, is wanting. Also worthy
of notice is the Tomb-Relief of Antipatros, a seaman of Askalon
the dead man is represented as lying on a couch, a lion, symbol of
devouring death, standing at his head, while at his feet is one of
his comrades, trying in vain to drive away the lion; above the relief,
below the Greek inscription, are two lines in Phoenician characters;
the Greek lines under the relief describe the fate of the dead man.
The room also contains a large number of massive Funeral Urns
ornamented with delicate reliefs.
Another work of interest is
a relief from the Frieze of the Theatre of Dionysos, representing a
sacrificial scene
the figures are Dionysos, with a kantharos and
amphora, and a goddess laying an incense pastille on the thymiaPortrait Busts, found in the excavations in the Dioterion.
geneion (p. 80)
the Stoa of Attalos (p. 81)
and elsewhere.
With the exception of the Roman emperors and matrons, they
almost all represent Kosmetse (superintendents) and members of
the public gymnasia or wrestling-schools.
Tombstone, with a
finely-executed relief representing a young man with his horse,
servant, and weapons
in the background a tree entwined by a
serpent. Adjacent is another Tombstone, of little artistic value,
with an alto-relief of a bearded man above whose head hovers the
protecting eagle of Zeus, and the inscription
Tract fteot? Dusa;
;

,

;

;

—

—

;

—

,

,

—

;

:

iw&a e^tov Sexathe gods and always enjoyed their
protection, lie here in the grave, nine decades old').
A large
number of reliefs representing the Banquet of the Dead, consisting
of a man reclining at a meal, holding a cup or drinking-vessel of
-xai

ouj&sts toxvtote bit aixarv ets TUfi^ov xeTjaoci
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sort in his hand, a woman sitting on the couch at his feet,
other members of the family, servants, worshippers, etc., standing
round.
Statues of Youths (Ephebi).
Pour glass-cases, containing small vases of Attic and Corinthian workmanship, clay
lamps, and the like. In the upper part of the case to the left of
the entrance are some Attic Lekythi with delicate designs.
An
Archaic Vase (Dipylon vase, see p. 94), of colossal size, about a
quarter of which is missing, is adorned with two bands of reliefs
representing a funeral procession and trains of carriages for the
funeral games.
Triangular Base for a tripod won in a choragic
contest (p. 49); the reliefs represent two figures of Nike, and Dionysos himself aiding the grateful offering of the victor.
The Collection of Coins formerly kept in the University is also
to be placed here.

some

—

—

—

—

In the Rue de Patisia, 1/4 M. farther on, are jextensive Cavalry
Barracks. On the large drilling-ground adjacent (7tXa-etaToO"Ape(o?),
in front of a small church, now stands the monument erected in
1843 in memory of those soldiers of the 'Sacred Band' who fell at
Dragatsanion. This was a volunteer body of students, led by Soutzos
and Drakoulis. The monument formerly stood near the University.
3
/4 M. Patisia, see p. 116.

—

e.

Walks near Athens.

The Palace Garden, with its shady walks, has been already
mentioned at p. 45. The views enjoyed from the tops of the hills
of the Nymphs, the Pnyx, and Phildpappos are so striking that most
Athens will seek an opportunity of repeating the walk
described at pp. 87-90. The route may be varied by diverging to
the S.W. at the Observatory and walking to the railway and the
bed of the Ilissos to the S. of the latter is a broad road, which
leads round the base of the Hill of Philopappos in the direction
of the Olympieion, whence we may return to the Place de la Constitution by the Phaleron tramway (p. 35; comp. PI. D, 8). This
tne nrst P art °' i* commands a
circuit takes from 1 to 1 '/2 nr
constant view of the plain of Phaleron and the sea, and in the
latter part, after rounding the corner of the Philopappos hill, we
have before us the striking view of the Acropolis from the S. while
to the right are the columns of the Olympieion, with the Lykabettos
in the background.
visitors to

;

-

>

,

The Lykabettos, the finely-shaped hill to the N.E. of the
town, which forms so characteristic a feature in most of the views
of Athens, itself commands a splendid panorama. The ascent may
be made either from the S.E. or from the N.W. side (comp. PI. H.
the former is the most usual way from the hotels in the
3, 4)
Place de la Constitution. We follow the Kephisia Road, on the
;

;
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N. of the Palace, to the corner of the Palace Garden, then turn to
the left, and after a few paces cross a vacant space obliquely to the
right. In 6 min. after leaving the Place de la Constitution we
445 ft.),
reach the reservoir of the Town Aqueduct (Ae!;a[/.£VT]
where there is a small cafe commanding a fine view. This aqueduct was begun by the Emp. Hadrian (p. 42) and completed by
T. Antoninus Pius about the middle of the second century of our
A careful examination in 1847 revealed that the structure
era.
was still available, and in 1855 and 1861-69 were made the repairs
and alterations necessary to tit it for the resumption of its old duties.
The water is brought from Mt. Pentelikon via Ampeloki'pi
(p. 117). From the aqueduct we ascend by a steep path, partly
cut in the rock, to the i}ji hr.) top of the Tykabettos (910 ft.
PI. H, 3). The keeper of the little Chapel of St. George here proffers the visitor a chair, for which he expects a fee of 20 c. The
view, which is seen to greatest advantage by morning or evening
light, embraces the town of Athens, with the Acropolis and the
Attic plain around it, the Piraeus, the Bay of Phalerou and the
whole of the Saronic Gulf, with the islands of jEgina and Salamis
and the distant mountains of Argolis. To the right of Salamis rise
the mountains of Corinth and Megara
in front, cutting short the
plain and hiding a great part of the Bay of Eleusis, are the mountains of Skarmanga, the ancient ^Egaleos, crossed by the Daphni
Pass and adjoined by the Korydallos and (farther to the N.) Mt.
Parnes. Between these and Pentelikon, which rises to the N.E.,
stretches the upper Attic plain. To the E. stands Mt. Hymettos.
The huge quarries on the N. and W. slopes of the Lykabettos are beginning seriously to disturb the symmetry of its proportions.
The view of the town itself and its immediate neighbourhood
is best from a point about halfway up the hill, at the base of the
brown wall of rock CTowned by the chapel the Acropolis in particular becomes dwarfed and loses its importance as we ascend. The
accompanying Panorama is taken from this point, and obviates any
farther description of the view. It is reached by a stiff climb of
7-8 min. from the Frog's Mouth, a rock on the E. slope of the hill
(PI. F; G, 3), which owes its name to the grotesque form of a
fragment at its foot. Near this rock, which is the first one reached after passing a clump of agaves, is a favourite spring of fresh
water. This point of view may also be reached from the route
above described by a path diverging to the left above the aqueduct,
at a group of Ave cypresses.
The Kolonos, the storied, olive-suTrounded home of Sophocles
and the scene of his 'CEdipus Coloneus', lies about l'/2 M. to the
N.W. of the Place de la Concorde (p. 91). We may take the tramway along the Piraeus road (p. 33) and then turn to the right; or
we may follow the Rue Constantin towards the W., passing half;

;

—

;

'
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At the

then to the right, and near
a bridge (PI. B, 2), reach the tramway-line. About '/g M. beyond
the bridge lies on the right the Chapel of Hagios Konstantinos, and
about 300 yds. farther on the road forks. We here leave the tramway-line and proceed to the right towards the flat hill of Kolonos,
distinguished by two conspicuous white tombstones. This is the
ancient Kolonos Hippios. The stones mark the graves of the accomplished antiquaries
Ottfried Miiller (d. 1840) and Charles
Lenormant (d. 1859). A little to the N. is another hill, which
to the left,

,

seems to have been sacred to Demeter.
To the 8. or S.W. of the Kolonos lay the Academy, a large
piece of ground dedicated to Athena and named after Akademos,
an early owner. It was surrounded with walls by Hipparchos,
son of Peisistratos, and was at first used for gymnastic exercises.
Kimoii laid it out with walks and embellished it with trees and
fountains, and 'the olive groves of Academe' became a favourite
resort of Plato and other public teachers. Through the great philosopher the name has become celebrated, and has been universally chosen as the designation of the modern abodes of science
and art. Twelve olives of hoary antiquity (p.opiai), said to have
been propagated from shoots of the sacred tree of Athena (p. 71),
stood under the especial protection of the goddess. Beneath their
shade were altars of Zeus Kataebates (the descender on the lightning)
or Morids, of Athena herself, and of Hercules. The surrounding
district is described by Sophocles in his celebrated strophes
'Friend, in our land of victor-steeds thou art come
To this Heaven-fostered haunt, Earth's fairest home,
Gleaming Colonos, where the nightingale
In cool green covert warbleth ever clear,
to the deep-flushed ivy and the dear
Divine, impenetrable shade,
From wildered houghs and myriad fruitage made,
Sunless at noon, stormless in every gale.
Wood-roving Bacchus there, with mazy round,
And his nymph nurses range the unoffended ground'.
(Lewis Campbell's Translation.)

True

The rich vegetation has now almost entirely disappeared, but
the view of Athens and the Acropolis will amply repay the visitor.
The Academy was once connected with the Dipylon (pp. 84, 86)
by a road flanked with monuments to Perikles and other eminent
statesmen and warriors. The grave of Plato was also formerly
shown in the neighbourhood of his favourite haunt.
Another pleasant excursion of 1-1 V2 nr - mav ^ e made from the
Chapel of the Hagia Trias (p. 85; PI. A~ 4) along the 'Sacred Way'
to Eleusis and through the olive grove in the plain of theKephisos.
On the left, about l /2 M. from the town, lies the Botanical Garden
((3oTawx6<; xfjiros), with its lofty poplars. About 1 M. farther on
we reach a small Kaffenion on the right, near a bridge over an arm

—
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After stopping here to enjoy a glass of raki and
the view of the Acropolis, we turn to the right, without crossing
the bridge
and skirt the Kephisos to the first broad road which
leads us back to the town. The narrower paths should be avoided,
as likely to lead astray. The glimpses of the Acropolis seen through
the aged and gnarled stems of the olive-trees impart a great charm
to this walk.

of the Kephisos.

,

,

9.

Excursions in Attica.

'Quocunque ingredimur, in aliquam historiam pedern ponimus.'
Cicero.

The peninsula

from
of 'Attixt) or Attica (properly 'AxTixif]
dxt-fj, a rocky beach), bounded on the N.W. by the ranges of Kithaeron (now Eiatias~) and Parnes (now Ozea), which attain a height
,

of 4600 ft., consists of a flat, undulating district, broken up by the
mountain groups of Pentelikon (3640 ft.) and Hymettos (3370 ft.).
In the middle of it lies the plain of Athens (x6 ITsoiov), which
stretches, with a breadth of 2t/2-3M., from Mt. Parnes to the sea, a
distance of 14 M. The dry calcareous soil is adapted for little vegetation except the olive and the fig, though the vine is now assi-

duously cultivated. The supply of water is scanty. The water of
the Kephisos is exhausted by irrigation before it reaches the sea,
and in summer the bed of the Ilissos is as a rule almost dry.
Large herds of sheep and goats are seen grazing in every direction.
The barren nature of Attic soil is noticed by Thucydides, who considers it the reason why the country was spared foreign immigration
and remained in the hands of the Ionians. The inhabitants of
modern Attica, which is grouped in one nomarchy or province with
Bceotia, Salamis, and jEgina, are almost all of Albanian descent.
Most of the following excursions may each be accomplished in one
day. Many of the most interesting points may now be reached by Railway.

Parties

of 3-4

may

hire a Carriage for 20-30

fr.

or more accord-

ing to the time and distance, while single travellers may obtain a Saddle
Horse for about 10 fr. a day. The inconvenient habit the Greek coachmen have of stopping at nearly every wayside tavern has probably been
already experienced by the traveller on his way from the Piraeus to
Athens. Travellers who are unacquainted with the language and customs of the country should not attempt the excursions occupying several
days, or, indeed, any of the longer excursions, without a Courier (p. xiv).
Provisions should in most cases be brought from Athens, and refreshments of this kind are included in the 'pension charges of the hotels.

—

1

a.

The landing

The

Piraeus.

and the road from the Piraeus to Athens
are described at p. 2. Those who make the excursion from Athens do
so most conveniently by the Piraeus Railway, the trains running every
'/s hr. (hourly before 8 a.m. and after 8 p.m.) in 20 min. (fares 95, 60 c;
return 1 fr. 60, 1 fr. 5 c). The station is at the W. end of the Rue d'Hermes (PI. B, 5) the ticket-clerk speaks French.
The new railway from the Pirseus to Athens and Corinth, described at
at the Pirseus

;

p.

142, is not intended for local traffic.
Tramway to Phaleron, see p. 34.
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The Railway' prom Athens to the Pulsus, the

oldest of the
through cuttings and does not command so
many views as the road. The best view is obtained to the right,
where the olive grove and N. part of the plain of Athens is overlooked. The only intermediate station is Ph&leron (Hotel, with
good restaurant; Bath Establishments, bath 50 c), a favourite resort
of the Athenians for sea-bathing in summer, with an open-air
theatre (comp. p. 34).
About l /t M. to the N. of Phaleron,
between the two lines of railway, is the Monument of Karaiskakis,
the brave and shrewd leader of the Klephts, who fell here in a sortie on May 6th, 1827, the day before the grand attack on the camp
of Kioutagi he had planned for the relief of Athens (comp. p. 44).
The train skirts the base of the projecting hill, where the
southernmost of the Long Walls joined the fortifications of the PiThe monument on the hill commemorates the French and
raeus.
English soldiers who died at the Piraeus in 1854.
Both the Railway Stations (for the old line to Athens
Piraeus.
and for the Peloponnesian Railway) are on the N. side of the town, near
the harbour. Those who mean to proceed at once by steamer may entrust
themselves to the guidance of one of the boatmen at the station.
Hotels. Hotel St. Petersbourg Hotel des Etrangers, both in
the Place d'Apollon, on the N. bank of the harbour, R. 2-5 fr., French
and Italian spoken.
Restaurants. Ares, below the Hotel St. Pe'tersbourg ; Lama, adjoin-

Greek

lines, runs partly

—

—

,

ing the church of St. Spiridion ; Acropolis, at the N.E. corner of the Place
de Themistocle, adjoining the Exchange (first floor, reached by an outside staircase).
The hotels and restaurants of the Piraeus are little frequented by strangers.
Carriages in the Agora, by the harbour ; to Athens 5, to Keratopyrgos

—

(p.

108)

and back

5-6 fr.

—

British Consul, H. L. Dupuis, Esq.
fAmerican Vice-Consul, A. Macdouall, Esq.
The Piraeus or Peiraeus (pronounced Peeraevs), Italian Pireo,

French Le Piree, the flourishing seaport of Athens, with about
35,000 inhab., is in its present aspect entirely of modern growth.
When Athens was chosen as the seat of government in 1835, the
very name of its ancient port had been forgotten. A group of fishermen's huts on its site was called Porto Leone, from the figure
of a lion which was carried off by the Venetians in 1687 and now
stands in front of the arsenal at Venice. Since 1835 spacious
quays, wide and regular streets, and an exchange have been constructed, and the Piraeus is rapidly outstripping Syra (Hermoupolis,
p. 136). Once more as in antiquity the flne harbour is filled with
merchantmen from foreign shores, while along the banks lie the
smaller vessels, which transact the trade with the insular and other
seaports of Greece. A few men-of-war may generally be seen here
at anchor, though not those sailing under the Greek flag.
In comparison with jEgina
Corinth and the coast-towns of Asia
Minor, Athens entered the lists of commerce at a late period. Even the
legislation of Solon is based to a great extent upon the assumption that
the Athenians are a people of husbandmen and cattle-breeders. Their naval
instincts may perhaps be dated from the capture of Salamis (p. 110).
,

,
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to the Persian wars, however, the open roads of Phaleron afforded ample accommodation for the few vessels owned hy the Athenians.
To Themistokles belongs the credit of founding the naval preeminence
of Athens, in persuading his fellow-citizens to devote the proceeds of
the silver-mines of Laurion (p. 126) to the formation of a fleet. He also
discerned the advantages of the gulf of Piraeus which was at that time
separated from the mainland by a strip of swampy ground (Balae), and
began to lay out a capacious harbour. After the end of the wars with
Persia the fortifications of the new naval and commercial harbours were
completed in haste, and Themistokles is even said to have contemplated the transference of the whole of Athens to the Piraeus.
Under
Perikles the building of the seaport was completed on a uniform plan
by the celebrated Hippodamos of Miletos, who afterwards laid out the
towns of Rhodes and Thurii.
The Piraeus, like Rhodes, and partly
also on account of its situation, soon acquired the reputation of being
one of the finest cities of the time and the Athenians compared its
boat-houses with the Propylaea and the Parthenon.
The construction
of the 'Long Walls' brought the Piraeus into still closer union with
Athens and made the town and its port as it were one city with two
centres. The Piraeus, owing to the influx of the Metoeki, or subject citizens,
attracted by the opportunities for industry and trade, became the chief
seat of the democracy, while Athens was the abode of the conservative element represented by the original free citizens. Thus when Sparta subdued
Athens in B.C. 404 after a prolonged contest, one of the conditions imposed by the aristocratic victors was the destruction of the Long Walls
and the fortifications and ship-houses of the Piraeus. And when Thrasyboulos effected the overthrow of the Thirty Tyrants in the following year,
his first step was to make himself master of the Piraeus, relying on the
cordial support of its democratic inhabitants. The fortifications of the
harbour were restored after the naval victory of Knidos gained by Konon
over Pisandros in B.C. 393, and Athens and its seaport both entered on a
second period of prosperity. Konon erected at the Piraeus a sanctuary of
Euplcea, or the Knidian Aphrodite, while Kephisodotos carved a statue of
Athena Soteira, or the saviour, which was erected by the altar of Zeus
Soter.
The ship-houses were also rebuilt. The finest addition to the
buildings of the Piraeus was the Arsenal of Philo, constructed during the
rule of Lykourgos (p. 41)
to the N.E. of the military harbour. From
B.C. 322 to 229 the citadel of Munychia, forming the E. part of the fortifications, was occupied by the Macedonians.
In B.C. 86 the Piraeus was
destroyed by Sulla, and lost its importance for the next 1900 years.
The town of Piraeus, with its broad and straight streets, offers
,

,

,

no attraction to the visitor, except the small but interesting museum
of antiquities in the Gymnasium, in the Place Karaiskakis (entr.
usually by the Rue Karaiskakis, adm. 50 c). The collection includes several good tombstones and a few statues of emperors and
vases of the Roman period.
An interesting walk, however, occupying about l^fe hrs., may
be taken round the Harbour. On leaving the station we turn to
the right and proceed along the N. basin of the harbour, now very
shallow, to the peninsula of Eetioneia. In 8 min. we reach an ancient wall, 10-12 ft. thick, with several round towers, which ascends
from the harbour towards the top of the hill, where there is a gateway. Farther on (comp. the Plan) are other vestiges of the old
fortifications, all probably parts of the work of the Council of Four
Hundred, who attained power in B.C. 411.
now cross by boat to the Kantharos, or Naval Harbour,
where the Athenian war-triremes lay , guarding the mouth of the

We
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harbour and the merchantmen in the basin. The W. part of the
Pir<ean peninsula
shaped somewhat like a leaf (see Plan) and
rising to a considerable height in the middle, bore, as is now believed, the name of Akte. On the side next the sea it was surrounded
with a massive wall strengthened by square towers the course of
which is still quite traceable. In the N. angle of the westernmost
projection of the Akte is the Tomb of Miaulis
a plain marble
,

,

,

monument

memory

of a naval hero in the "War of Liberation
Adjoining the
(d. 1835); at the opposite angle is a Lighthouse.
latter to the S. are two tombs hewn in the living rock, often cover-

in

ed by water but accessible at low tide the first is commonly supposed to be the Tomb of Themistokles. The rounded blocks lying
about here may have been part of an ancient lighthouse or beacon.
The rocks in the interior of the peninsula show numerous traces of
ancient dwellings and quarries. At the highest point (187 ft.) is
the signal used for telegraphing to Athens the arrival of the
steamboats. To the S.E., near the spring of Tzirloneri, is a cafe,
;

the seats in front of which afford a charming view. The ancient
of the small bay was Phreattys.
To the E. is the bay or harbour of Zea, the entrance of which
was formerly fortified. Traces of the massive substructures of the
sheds or ship-houses (Necuooixoi) for the reception of the ancient triremes are visible under the water. Near the S.W. corner
of the bay are traces of the rows of seats and foundations of the
stage of the so-called New Theatre.
The broad road skirts the edge of the bay, on the S.E. shore of
which is a group of villas frequented by the Athenians in summer.
To the left are a few ancient tombs and votive niches. The road
then runs at the base of the hill of Munychia and reaches the Harbour of Munychia, where there are remains of antiquity similar to
those in the bay of Zea. It finally leads back to the town passing

name

,

near the monument to French and English soldiers mentioned at
p. 105. Road to the railway-station of Phaleron, see below.
The ascent of the Hill of Munychia (280 ft.), the Acropolis
of the Pirfeus
is rather trying from the side next the sea, but
there is an easy path on the N.W. slope. It was here that Thrasyboulos and afterwards the Macedonians entrenched themselves. The
Mt. Hymettos the
extensive view embraces the Bay of Phaleron
Attic plain, the Acropolis of Athens, the Lykabettos, and Mt.
Parnes to the S. are the islands of Hydra, jEgina, Salamis, and the
tiny Psyttaleia, and also the town of Piraeus. To theW. of the Chapel of St. Elias is the entrance of a deep subterranean passage, with
165 dilapidated steps it is now called Arethusa and is supposed
to be the shaft of an ancient well.
On the "W. slope is the wellmarked circular site of the Old Theatre and traces of rows of seats.
The valley to the S. of the hill with the Anglo-French monument,
outside the ancient town-walls, is supposed by Prof. Curtius to be
,

,

:

;

,
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the site of the ancient Hippodrome for chariot arid horse races.
From this point we can reach the railway in a few minutes and
follow the line to the station of Phaleron (p. 105).
b.

A

Salamis.

Battle of Salamis, including a short inspection of the island takes about 6-8 hrs. We may
either walk to the (2 hrs.) ferry and cross there; or, if the wind be favourable, take a sailing-boat direct from the Pirreus to Ambelaki (ca. 6 fr.,
whole day 10 fr.); or we may go one way and return the other. A small
steamer also plies daily from the Pirseus, starting about 7 a.m. from the
quay near the trading-vessels mentioned at p. 105 to the Arsenal (p. 110).
Those whose time is limited may content themselves with a survey of
the bay from Keratdpyrgoa, which is accessible by carriage (there and back
visit

from the Piraeus

to the scene of the
,

—

2 hrs.

;

fare, see p. 105).

On quitting the railway-station at the Piraeus, we skirt the shallow
N. bay of the harbour till we reach the cypress-shaded cemetery
(vexpoTotcpetov). Here we follow the broad road to the right, which
brings us in 40 min. to the Chapel of St. George at Kerasini. The road
then descends to the left, passing (8 min.) a small eminence on the
left, crowned with the ruins of what is supposed to have been an ancient sanctuary of Hercules. The ridge to the right is ML AZgaleos,
along the base of which, washed by the sea, runs a new road, constructed as an approach to the naval arsenal on Salamis (p. 110). The
hill in front has long borne the name of the Throne of Xerxes, from
its identification with the 'rocky brow' on which Xerxes sat in his
silver-footed chair to watch the progress of the battle. As ancient
writers, however, emphasize his propinquity to his ships, it is more
probable that he took up his position on the rocky promontory of
Kerat6pyrgos, which projects into the bay about 3 /4 M. beyond the
chapel of St. George. A powder-magazine has been erected here.
Whether the Keratopyrgos is or Is not the point from which Xerxes
witnessed the destruction of his armament it certainly commands an
admirable survey of the strait, where, on the 19th day of Boedromion
(Sept. 20th), in the year B. C. 480, the Greeks won the momentous battle
that secured their future independence.
To the S. lies the islet of
Psytialeia
which formed the central point of the Persian array. The
Persian fleet consisted of about 1000 vessels, one half of which pushed forward to the Salaminian promontory of Kynosnra, while the other
half advanced along the Attic coast, which was occupied by the Persian
army. About 600 picked men were stationed by night on Psyttaleia
to cut off the Greeks who should be wrecked and driven on shore.
The 300 vessels of the Greek fleet cast anchor on the night before
the battle in the Bay of Ambelaki. Aristides, who had been at once
recalled from banishment, and also several Tenean deserters brought the
news that Xerxes intended to follow the cunning advice of Themistokles
and to try to destroy the whole of the Greek fleet at a single blow. The
Peloponnesians who had hitherto been wavering were thus forced to
give up the idea of retiring and cast in their lot with the others. The
last hours of the night were spent in arranging the line of battle. The
Athenian vessels formed the right wing of the Grecian fleet and were
opposed to the Phoenicians and Cyprians in the centre were the ships
of yEgina and Euboea opposite the Cilicians and Pamphilians ; to the left
was the Peloponnesian squadron, facing the right or Ionian wing of the
Persian armament.
,

,

,

,

;

:
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'But when at length the snowy-steeded day
Burst o'er the niain, all beautiful to see,
First from the Greeks a tuneful shout uprose,
Well-omened, and, with replication loud,
Leapt the blithe echo from the rocky shore.
Fear seized the Persian host, no longer tricked
By vain opinion ; not like wavering flight
Billowed the solemn psean of the Greeks,
But like the shout of men to battle urging
With lusty cheer. Then the fierce trumpet's voice
Blazed o'er the main ; and on the salt sea flood
Forthwith the oars, with measured plash, descended.
And all their lines, with dexterous speed displayed,
Stood with opposing front. The right wing first,
Then the whole fleet bore down, and straight uprose
A mighty shout. Sons of the Greeks, advance
Your country free, your children free, your wives
The altars of your native Gods deliver,
And your ancestral tombs.
All's now at stake
A like salute from our whole line back-rolled
In Persian speech. Nor more delay, but straight
Trireme on trireme, brazen beak on beak
Dashed furious. A Greek ship led on the attack
And from the prow of a Phoenician struck
The figure-head; and now the grapple closed
Of each ship with his adverse desperate.
At first the main line of the Persian fleet
Stood the harsh shock*, but soon their multitude
Became their ruin ; in the narrow frith
They might not use their strength, and, jammed together,
Their ships with brazen beaks did bite each other,
And shattered their own oars. Meanwhile the Greeks
Stroke after stroke dealt dexterous all around,
Till our ships showed their keels, and the blue sea
Was seen no more, with multitude of ships
And corpses covered. All the shores were strewn,
And the rough rocks, with dead; till, in the end,
Each ship in the barbaric host, that yet
Had oars, in most disordered flight rowed off.
As men that fish for tunnies, so the Greeks,
With broken booms, and fragments of the wreck,
Struck our snared men, and hacked them, that the sea.
With wail and moaning, was possessed around,
Till black-eyed night shot darkness o'er the fray.'
As under these circumstances the Persian fleet had no time to take
on board the troops landed on Psyttaleia, Aristides hastily collected a
band of armed citizens, who with the women had watched the combat
from the shore, landed on the island, and, under the very eyes of the
loudly lamenting Xerxes, destroyed
'The bloom of all the Persian youth, in spirit
!

—

!

The bravest, and in birth the noblest princes'.
The above passage, from the 'Persians' of j-Eschylus

(translated by
the account of the battle placed in the mouth of the
palace
at Susa, of its
in
royal
the
to inform Queen Atossa,
disastrous result. ^Eschylus himself fought in the battle and eight years
later (in March, 472 B. C.) his tragedy was performed in the Theatre of
Dionysos at Athens.
may therefore place implicit confidence in the
accuracy of his account.
From Keratopyrgos the road leads along the shore for 2 M. more,

Prof. J. S. Blackie),

is

messenger sent
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at the ferry
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may

refresh himself with masticha (p. xxvi) at the ferryThe passage (50 c.) usually takes about '/2 hr., hut
varies according to the state of the wind. The boat plies irregularly, and there is often a long time to wait.
On the way it
passes near the island of St. George, probably one of the ancient
Pharmakousae, on which the Grave of Circe used to be pointed out.
The buildings on the bay to the W. of the ferry belong to the
Greek Naval Arsenal (steamer to the Piraeus, see p. 108).
The island of Salamis, which now supports 4600 inhabitants
of Albanian origin, owes its name ('Shalam', 'Salem', peace or rest)
In the Iliad it appears as the home of the
to Phoenician settlers.
elder Ajax, the son of Telamon, afterwards worshipped here as a
national hero. The possession of the island was long disputed by
Megara and Athens, but was at last permanently secured for the
latter power by Solon and Peisistratos (B.C. 598). Much of the surface is rugged and barren, but considerable quantities of wine and
grain are produced. The ancient capital lay at the landing-place
('skala') of the present Ambel&ki, at the N.W. angle of the bay of
that name, and traces of it are still visible under the water. The
hill with the windmill, on the S. slope of which the ancient town
lay, may be ascended for the sake of the view.
Those who wish a more extensive survey of the island should
follow the broad road crossing a range of low hills to (2^ M.)
Kouloub.1, the present capital. There are several taverns and cafe's
here but those who desire night-quarters are dependent on the
hospitality of Nicolas Papasotiriou, the demarch, and others. The
traveller

house (10 c).

—

,

town, now

bay of
island
locked.

officially named Salamis, lies on the N.E. bank of a
own name which runs deeply into the W. side of the
and from many points of view appears completely landits

,

There are no remains of ancient buildings here. On
young men and maidens, attired in gaily-coloured
costumes, here perform a number of curious dances, which are supposed to have preserved the features of a very ancient period.
festivals the

W

A pleasant path leads to the W. and then to the N
from Koulouri,
through the valley between the hill of St. Elias and the three conspicuous windmills, to the convent of Phaneromene, the scene of a much frequented Panegyris (Sept. 4th), and thence to the 0/ 4 hr.) Pirama or ferry,
of Megara. Here remains of antiquity are again encountered
The passage
of the strait takes >/* nr (20-30 c), and the walk from the ferry to
Megara about li/n hr. (see p. 144).
-

c.
Eleusis.
good road leads from Athens to Eleusis, a distance of 12 M which
may be accomplished by carnage (ca. 20 fr.) in 2>/ 2 hrs The most convenient route, however, is afforded by the Railway, which ;w,.n.T,nli«he9
the distance in about 1 hr. (fares 3 fr. 20, 2 fr. 65 c.;' retum-faresTfr 10
4 fr. 15 c). Good walkers may go one way on foot. A stav of ^ hrs at
Eleusis is ample. A luncheon-basket should be provided
Rah way to Elehbis beginning at the Peloponnesian station
(PI. B, 1), see pp. 143, 144.
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Road prom Athens to Eleusis. The 'Sacred Way' to Eleusis
begins at the Dipylon and the Chapel of the Hagia Trias (PI. A, 4;
p. 85) and as far as the Kephisos has been described at p. 103.
On the bank of this stream stood the 'Holy Fig-Tree', presented
by Demeter to Phytalos in recognition of the hero's hospitality.
Farther on, to the right, is a powder- factory to the left we obtain
a view of the Pirfeus. The ancient road, with which the modern
one corresponds pretty closely, was lined almost all the way to Eleusis with tombstones, traces of which are visible at several points.
The road now ascends the ravine intersecting the range of Mt.
jEgaleos from E. to W. To the left is a new lunatic asylum. Beyond the hill of St. Elias, to the right, is a poultry-farm and to
the left is a group of cafe's, where the horses are watered. Adjacent
is the decayed Convent of Daphni, erected by the Franks in the
middle ages and still occupied by a few nuns. The entrance is on
the E. side of the enclosing wall, about 70 paces from the road,
and opposite a well. The court contains some Byzantine sculptures and also a few fragments of Ionic columns and other marble
relics of the temple of Apollo, which anciently occupied this
site. To the right is the church
which is generally open. The
Byzantine mosaics, on a gold ground, are interesting, particularly
the figure of 'Christos Pantokrator' in the dome.
In one of the
vestibules stand two old sarcophagi, one of which bears a coat-ofarms with fleurs-de-lis. The flight of steps in front of the W. door
ascends to a terrace commanding a view of part of the bay of Eleusis
several of the old cells open on this terrace.
The road now descends. The rocks to the right show numerous
traces of the 'Sacred Way'. At the narrowest point of the pass are
the remains of some mediaeval fortifications, while in the rocks to
the right are several niches for votive statuettes, with inscriptions.
The latter prove that a Temple of Aphrodite once stood here. As
we approach the sea, a small plain appears to the left, extending
to the disused convent of Skarmanga. On the right are marks left
on the rook in constructing the ancient road. Beyond the two salt
lakes called the Rheitoi, in which of yore the priests of Eleusis
alone had a right to fish, lies the Thriasian Plain, so named from
the old deme of Thria. Eleusis, situated beside a long and narrow
ridge, now comes conspicuously into sight ; in front of us are the
chapel of the Panagfa and its belfry, while higher up to the right is
the Tower of the Franks. Beyond the village, to the left, rise the
mountains called Kerata, or 'Horns', from their shape. Near the
railway-station of Eleusis the road to Theb«s (p. 171) diverges to
the right. To the left, near a well, much frequented by the Eleusinians, are the remains of a bridge, probably dating from the time
At the entrance to the village, beside the chapel of
of Hadrian.
Zacharias(p. 114), is aBakali or shop, where wine, bread, beer, and
coffee may be obtained.
;

,

;
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The ruins lie about 1/2 M. from the railway-station (comp. p. 150).
Eleusis or Levsina, now a poor and fever-haunted village, with
1200 inhabitants, chiefly Albanians, is one of the oldest places in
Attica, and appears as a separate 'town' even after the consolidating
process of Theseus described at p. 37. It was the home of iEschylus, the earliest of the three great Greek tragedians, who was born
here about the year B.C. 525.
The widespread celebrity of Its
name is derived from the worship of Demeter, the 'Eleusinian
Mysteries' of which, believed to symbolise the highest and holiest
feelings of mankind, continued to be solemnly celebrated down to
the end of the 4th century of the present era.
The old legend relates that Demeter in the course of her despairing
search for her daughter Persephone (Proserpine) or Kora, who had been
carried off by Hades (Pluto), arrived at Eleusis in the guise of an old woman and was hospitably received into the household of King Keleos. This
kindness the goddess repaid by giving some seed-corn to Triptolemos, the
son of Keleos, and by teaching him the art of husbandry. The memory
of this inestimable gift, which raised men from the nomadic state of
hunters and shepherds and rendered them capable of uniting in a wellordered community , was celebrated twice a year at the Greater and
Lesser Eleusinia. The festivals fell in the months of Anthesterion (Feb.March) and Boedromion (September) and were thus synchronous with
the annual revival and decay of nature. The same connection was indicated in the part of the story which records that Persephone was finally allowed to spend two-thirds of the year with her mother, while for
the remaining third she dwelt in the underground abode of her husband
Hades, like the seed-corn in the ground. With the cult of Demeter and
Persephone was closely connected that of Dionysos or Jakclios who was
also worshipped as teaching men the advantages of social union. None
but the Mysti, or initiated, were permitted to take part in the Eleusinia.
The most conspicuous feature of the festival was the solemn torch-light
procession that left Athens on the evening of the fifth day, and passed
along the 'Sacred Way' to Eleusis. The details of the Mysteries are now
lost beyond recall, but 'all our serious authorities agree that the doctrine taught in the Mysteries was a faith which revealed to them hopeful things about the world to come, and which not so much as a condition, but as a consequence of this clearer light, this higher faith, made
them better citizens and better men' {Mahaffy't 'Rambles and Studies in
Greece'). Cicero was one of the initiated and has recorded that the Mysteries taught 'not only to live happily, but to die with a fairer hope'.
,

To the right of the entrance to the modern village lie the ruins
or gateway to the sacred precincts. The first
of the Propyl^ea
group of ruins belongs to the Greater or Outer Propylaea, resembling
those of the Athenian Acropolis and facing the N. E. Six marble
steps, which have been broken away at the N.W. corner, ascend
to the stylobate which supported the Ionic columns forming the
actual gateway. The bases of two rows of these are still in situ,
but the area is such a chaos of marble debris that it is difficult
at first to realize the original arrangement. About 30 paces to the
N.E., and outside the sacred enclosure, are the substructures of a
small temple, which is ascribed to Artemis Propylaea. We now
pass through (or rather over) the outer Propylaea
turn slightly to
the left, pass the ruins of an aqueduct and other structures, and
reach the Lesser or Inner Propylaea, the front of which was turned
,

,
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towards the N. This structure consists of two parallel walls, 33 ft.
apart, in the middle of which the opening is narrowed by transverse
walls to a width of 13 ft. Opposite the antaB in the gateway stood
two columns, the florid capitals of which were, perhaps, surmounted
by tripods. The emblems and inscriptions on the fragments of the
architrave, which are strewn on the ground, prove that the gate was
restored in the first century before our era by Appius Claudius PulIn the rocks to the right (S.W.) is a grotto, in front of
cher.
which are the foundations of a building, a small rock-staircase, etc.
The objects discovered here seem to show that this was a sanctuary

—

of Pluto.

Passing a large cutting in the rock, with a flight of steps, we
next reach the plateau on which stood the great Temple op the
Mysteries (Mkotixo; 2t)-/6s). The original temple was destroyed
by the Persians, and the later structure, begun by Jktinos (p. 64)
under Perikles, was completed by the architect Philon about a
hundred years later (ca. B.C. 311). The temple is said to have been
destroyed by the Goths under Alaric in 396 A.D. down to which
period the mysteries had been regularly celebrated with all their
ancient splendour. A series of fruitless excavations were carried
on from the close of last century down to recent times, but it was
reserved for the Archaeological Society (p. 93) to lay bare the enThe Portico of Philon,
tire temple in its excavations since 1882.
in front of the S.E. side, is 183 ft. long and 37'/2 ft- deep; the
front was formed by 12 Doric columns, with two others behind those
at the corners. From this portico two doors led to the Telesterion,
or interior of the temple, which was partly built into the solid rock
of the Acropolis of Eleusis. Two other entrances lay, one on the N.E.
side, facing the Propylsea, and one on the S.W. side. A broad flight
of steps on the N.E. leads to the edge of the Acropolis, whence we
obtain the best general view of the arrangements. The interior was
178 ft. long and 170 ft. wide, and contained 42oolumns, disposed
in six rows. Round the walls ran eight high steps, partly hewn out
of the living "rock. In the E. angle of the great temple have been
found the remains of another temple of the ante-Persian epoch
(denoted on the Plan by red lines). This edifice wasjsimilar in plan
but of much smaller size and contained only 25 columns (in five
rows); it also had a portico on the S.E. side. Partly below this ancient temple, and partly to the S.W. of it, traces have also been discovered of a still earlier sanctuary of polygonal masonry (Eleusinian
stone). The great temple of Iktinos was frequently restored.
We now ascend to the right to the Chapel of the Panagia and
to the Campanile, the top of which affords a good bird's-eye view of
the disposition of the Propylsaa and the temple. Adjacent is the site
of the ancient Eleusinian citadel, which plays so prominent a part
in the story of the Thirty Tyrants (B.C. 403). Beyond this we pass
an ancient cistern and reach a hollow at the base of the hill c own,
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ed by the Prankish Tower. Descending hence to the left and passing above a large oil and soap factory, we come to the entrance of
an ancient cave, which served as a rock-tomb, formed by stones
Farther on we descend to the
arranged in the manner of corbels.
sea, which we reach near the western of the two sickle-shaped Moles
constructed to supply the want of a natural harbour the E. mole
ranged with the E. wall of the town.
Lastly we may direct the pensioner (duojxa^o?) who acts as
our guide (fee 1 fr.) to conduct us to the Museum and the chapel
of St. Zacharias. The Museum contains a statue of Antinous, statues of priestesses, a few reliefs of Triptolemos, inscriptions, and
smaller sculptures. The Chapel of St. Zacharias, which occupies
the site of an ancient sanctuary generally taken for a Temple of
Triptolemos, also contains several antiquities. The so-called Eleusinian relief (p. 97) was found here.

—

•

;

d.

Phyle.

This excursion occupies one day. Driving is practicable as far as
(2>/4 hrs.) Chasid (carr. 30 fr.), but beyond that the traveller must perform
the steep ascent (272 hrs.) either on foot (guide, 'oS-rjyd;, 3-5 fr.) or on the
back of a horse or donkey (yeuSoJpi). From Phyle we may return by the
convent of Panagia ton Kleiston, where a halt is made, to (3 hrs.) Chasia
and thence to (2 hrs.) Athens. Those who do not dread a walk of 21/2-3
hrs. more may travel by the Peloponnesian Railway (R. 12) to (11 M.)
Epdno Liosia (1 hr. ; fares 1 fr. 90, 1 fr. 50 c.) and proceed thence to (lVzhr.)
Chasia on foot. They should, however, make sure that the train stops at
Epano Liosin, and must arrange so as to catch the evening-train back to
Athens.
As it often takes a long time to make a bargain in Chasia
it is, perhaps, advisable to bring the guide and even the saddle-horses
(ca. 10 fr.) from Athens. During winter, however, when there is no fieldwork going on, this is not necessary. Provisions are indispensable.

—

The foot of the hills on which Phyle lies may be reached by
several routes.
may quit Athens either by the road to Patisia,
turning afterwards to the left or by the street leading from the
Place de la Concorde to the N.W. After about l!/2 M. the route
crosses the Kephisos. Farther on we see to the right Pyrgos, the

We

,

model farm of the late Queen Amalia, now private property; another
good road to Phyle, often chosen by the coachmen, leads close by the
In the distance rises the spire of the church of Ardkli, a
hamlet originally settled by Bavarians but now almost wholly occupied by Greeks. Farther on we pass the villages oiKamatero and
Epano Liosia. The latter is a railway-station (p. 144), and many
To the
pedestrians begin their walk there (to Chasia l-l 1 ^ hr.).
right lies Menidi, with the domed tomb mentioned at p. 116. The
whole neighbourhood was comprised in the ancient deme of Acharnae, the charcoal-burners of which play so important a part in one
of the comedies of Aristophanes. Acharnse supplied a contingent
of 3000 hoplites, or heavy-armed soldiers, to the Athenian army.
We soon see in the distance the hill, crowned by a chapel and
two pine-trees, beyond which lies the village of Chasid. (600 inhab.).
house.

—

;
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We leave the carriage here and ascend

a stony bridle-path on foot
on horseback. After /2 nr vvre reach a point where thehills of Megara come into sight on the left, and where the path to the convent of
the Panagfa (see below) diverges to the right, on the right bank of
or

'

l

-

1

the streamlet, generally dry, known as 'Potami'. The direct route to
Phyle ascends rapidly to the left, passing through a scanty forest of
pines. In l'/^hr. we reach a narrow defile traversed by a mountaintorrent, with some remains of an ancient aqueduct, and in 20-25 min.
more find ourselves at the entrance to the fortress of Phyle ($uXyj ;
2130 ft.), which lies in the heart of the mountains, at a point where
several ravines and passes leading to Attica and Boeotia unite.
It is improbable that any town of consequence was ever situated
here, but the strategic importance of the place as a frontier-fortress
"When the gallant Thrasyboulos was expelled from
is self-evident.
Athens by the Thirty Tyrants, he established himself here with
70 comrades and gradually collected a devoted band of followers who
set the attacks of the Thirty at defiance. His following ultimately
became so numerous that he was able to capture the Piraeus (p. 106)
and thereafter to deliver Athens from the hated yoke of the tyrannical oligarchy (B.C. 403).
The massive walls with their square
and circular towers, which are still admirably preserved, enclose a
•small plateau extending from E. to W. The principal entrance
on the E. side was so contrived that the approaching enemy would
be compelled to expose his undefended right flank to the garrison.
There is also a small entrance at the S.E. angle.
The *View embraces the entire range of the jEgaleos, the Attic plain,
with Athens itself, Hymettos, and the Saronic Gulf with ^Egina and the
coasts of the Peloponnesus. Higher mountains exclude the view in other
directions. The abrupt precipice to the N.E. is the Harma of antiqnity.
From Phyle to Thebes, 9-iOhrs., see p. 171. Tanagra(y. 178) lies 12 M.
to the N.,

beyond

Liatani.

to the left in returning we reach the little monastery of [Iavafta xtbv KXetaxaW ('Our Lady of the Defile'), romantically situated at the base of the Harma. Rakf and coffee may

Keeping more

here be obtained of the
about 2'/2 M. from Chasia
e.

Railway

monks (V2-I
;

fr.).

path, see above and

Kephisia.

The monastery
Map,

is

p. 103.

Tatoi.

M.) Kephisia in about 1 hr. (fares 1 fr. 50. 1 fr. 5 c.
there and back 2 fr. 40, 1 fr. 80 c).
From Kephisia to (7 i\.) TatM
By
along the high-road by carr. in V/t hr. (carr. there and back 20 fr.).
taking the early train to Kephisia, a visit to Tatoi may be made the same
day; it is, however, preferable to spend the night in Tatoi in order to
enjoy the morning and evening in the woods.
to

(8

—

The small wooden house
line, stands in the

—

(PI. D, 2) serving as station for this

upper part of the Rue

d' Athene, to

the N. of the
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Place de la Concorde. The line follows the same direction as the
street to the outskirts of the town, then passes the station of the
Peloponnesian Railway (p. 143), and proceeds through gardens and
vineyards to (l 3/4 M.) Patisia. Patisia, which lies to the right,
may also be reached by tramway (p. 34) from the Place de la
Concorde. It is frequented by the Athenians on account of its garden restaurants, at one of which, kept by a German named Fischer,
tolerable beer may be obtained.
The tramway-terminus, Hosios Loukas, lies at the N. side of the town,
on the road to Tatoi (p. 117) via Koukouvaones. The road to Menidi diverges
In 1879 a simple Vaulted Tomb, resembling
to the left (see Map, p. 103).
those in the lower town of Mycenae (p. 256), was discovered by German
archaeologists about l 1 /* M. to the S. of Menidi. Its contents have been
placed alongside of the Mycenean antiquities in the Archaeological Museum
The road passes close to the tomb, which lies about 4 M. from
(p. 93).
the tramway-terminus at Hosios Loukas, and about 2 3 /t M. to the W. of
Herakli.

4M. Herakli, the junction of the railway to Laurion, which here
diverges to the right. The village, recognized by its church spire,
lies about '/2 M. to the N. of the station. It was originally settled by Bavarians but is now almost wholly occupied by Greeks.
We then ascend amid vineyards and olive-groies to the large
village of (7 M.) Marousi, the name of which is a memento of the
sanctuary of Artemis Amarysia, in the deme of Athmonon. To the
right we have a view of the upper part of the Attic plain, with the
village of Chalandri (p. 118).
8 4 /2 M. Kephisia, a village with 650 inhab.
beautifully
situated on a spur of Mt. Pentelikon. The surrounding district is
noted for the luxuriance of its vegetation and the beauty of its waterfalls, and the place is now, as in ancient times, a favourite summerresidence of Athenian citizens. Herodes Atticus (p. 53) had a large
villa and property at Kephisia and here entertained Aulus Gellius,
who afterwards celebrated the amenity of the district in his 'Noctes
Attic*'.
In the Platia, or principal square, which is shaded by a
fine plane-tree and reached from the railway-station by a wide street
in 5 min., are a Turkish mosque, now used as a barrack, and several cafe's. Near the Platia, to the right of the road to Athens, is an
inn (kept by 8pird), with a good restaurant, where night-quarters may
be obtained.
small museum in the Platia, half exposed to the air,
contains four sarcophagi, with reliefs (Helen and the Dioscuri, Eros,
Leda, Nereids, etc.). At the N.E. end of the village, 3/i M. from
the Platia, rises the principal source of the Kephisos, or Kephaldri,
whence water is conducted to Athens by an underground aqueduct,
the air-shafts of which are seen at the side of the road. The Grotto
of the Nymphs, in a gorge containing numerous plane-trees, to the
N.W. of Kephisia, has been destroyed by a landslip.

—

,

—

A

It is

lies 7'/2

well worth while to make an *Excub,sion to Tatoi, which
M. to the N.W. of Kephisia, and to which an omnibus
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runs from the latter place, provided there be a sufflci'
of passengers. Parties of more than two should tak
which accomplishes the journey in l 4 /4 hr. (p. 115).
on the road from Athens to Skala Oropou and Tanagra ^
p. 177), which is joined to the N. of Koukouvaones by a bra..
road from Kephisia; beyond this point the road runs over the
wooded slopes of the Parties.
Tat6i (TaTo'ioV), the unpretentious summer-residence of the
royal family, is noted for its beautiful park and gardens, its extensive vineyards, and the shady oak-woods in its vicinity. Those who
wish to enjoy the sylvan pleasures of Greece should not omit a visit
to this place. Refreshments and beds are to be obtained at a fairly
The following pleasant walk may be easily
good XenodocMon.
accomplished in iy2 hr. with a boy (paedt) as guide. We proceed
Royal Palace,
through the wood, passing a mill, to the (V4 nr
which is built on the model of the Peterhof Palace at St. Petersburg. [In the absence of the royal family, the traveller may obtain
admission by sending in his card to the steward, Mr. Munter, who
also shows the small collection of antiquities and natural history
kept in a round tower.] "We return by a more circuitous route.
Beautiful views are obtained of the Attic plain, the Pentelikon, and
the coast near Marathon.
The ruins of an old fortress now called Kastro on a rounded
summit to the S. of the chateau of Tato'i, are supposed to mark the
centre of the Attic deme of Dekaleia. The last period of the Peloponnesian War began in B.C. 413 with the seizure of this spot by
the Spartans, acting on the advice of Alkibiades. Its commanding
position enabled them to intercept the convoys of grain from Euboea to Athens, and in B.C. 404 it formed the base of operations for
the army that co-operated with the fleet of Lysander in completely
,

investing Athens and starving
f.

it

,

into surrender.

Pentelikon.

easily accomplished in 8-10 hrs., by driving in l'/a2 hrs. (earr. 25 fr.) to the convent of MendUi and ascending thence on
foot to the (2!/2-3 hrs.) top of the hill. Or we may take the first train to
Kephisia (p. 115), and either ride thence (horse 8 fr.) to the (3-3'/i! hrs.)
top (in the reverse direction 2 hrs.), or go on foot (with a guide) to
Luncheon
(IV2 hr.) the old quarries, and thence to (1 hr.) the top.

This excursion

is

—

should be brought from Athens.

We leave Athens by the Kephisia road, which runs to the E.
from the Place de la Constitution (see PI. H, 5), then turns to the
N.E. and passes the Rizarion, or priests' seminary, on the right,
and the Convent of the Angels (tu>v 'AaofAoiTouv) on the left. A
little farther on is the village of AmpeloMpi, which corresponds
with tolerable exactness to the ancient deme of Alopeke, the birthplace of Aristides and Socrates. Beyond the village the road forks,
the branch to the right leading to Marathon (p. 119) and Laurion
(p. 126\ while ours ksprw tn the loft To the left rise the rounded
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summits of the Tourko Vouni. Farther on we cross the Laurion
railway (p. 124). To the right diverges the road to the convent of
Mende'li. A short halt is generally made at the khan of Chalandri
(p. 124). Near the village is an old tomb, which has been converted into a chapel of the Panagia Marmariotissa. The road now
ascends in windings, passing several houses built by the Duchess
of Piacenza, to whom the unfinished chateau farther on
beyond
the convent, also belonged. At some distance to the left of the road
lies a pretty little mountain-lake, which, however, is concealed by
intervening heights. The carriage now draws up in front of the
convent of Mendeli or Pentele (1200 ft.), the richest monastic establishment in Attica. The abbot willingly permits travellers to make
use of the guest-chamber, but in summer most visitors will prefer
the pleasant green spot, shaded by plane-trees, with its refreshing
spring, in front of the building.
Providing ourselves at the monastery with a guide, we continue
the excursion on foot. For about 1 M. our route is on the level,
after which it begins to ascend, passing many of the Ancient Quarries, which yielded the fine-grained, slightly yellowish Pentelic
marble, so admirably adapted either for buildings or sculptures. Some of the quarries are still worked. Traces of the inclined planes down which the blocks of marble were rolled to the
foot of the hill, and also of the devices to retard their descent, are
still visible
and the drums of a few columns are still lying ready
for transportation.
About halfway up the hill near the largest of
the old quarries, is an extensive Stalactite Grotto, at the innermost
end of which is a spring of cold water. A Byzantine double eagle
has been carved on the rock to the right of the entrance. Many travellers turn here and go back to Mendeli, but it is well worth while
to go on to the top of Pentelikon (3640 ft.), a climb of scarcely
1 hr.
The range was originally called Brilessos but the celebrity of the marble quarries in the deme of Pentele brought the
present name into vogue at a very early period.
The summit,
which in antiquity was crowned with a statue of Athena, commands the most extensive view of all the Attic hills. The woods
on the S. slope of the hill have recently suffered greatly from a con,

,

,

,

flagration.
To the E. He the plain and bay of Marathon beyond which, in the
island of Eubcea , rises the pyramidal Delph (p. 206). To the E. is the
S. end of Euboea, to the right (S.E.) of which are the islands of Andros
and Tenos. Still farther to the right are Keos (p. 136) and Makronisi (p. 128),
the latter lying close to the S. extremity of Attica. To the S., faintly
visible in the extreme distance, are the mountains in the island of Melos,
90-100 M. away. To the W. we overlook the whole of the Attic plain,
with Athens, the Lykabettos, and Hymettos. Four mountain-ranges limit
the view in this direction, one rising above the other: Parnes, Kithferon,
the Boeotian Helicon, and lastly the snowy summit of Parnassos.
On the S. slope of Pentelikon is a dairy-farm (Metochi) belonging to
the convent and called Kdrilos or Oarito. This probably represents Oargettos, the name of an Attic deme in this district, which is interwoven
with the earliest traditijMM.of -ti*«- counts*.
,
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g. Ksesariani and Hymettos.
The monastery of Kaesariani, 4 M. to the S.E. of Athens, may be reached either by carriage or on foot. — The ascent of Mt. Hymettos from
Kaesariani takes about l'^hr., but is seldom made, as that of Pentelikon
is preferable.
The sheep-dogs on the hills are sometimes apt to be

troublesome (comp. p. xviii).
leave the Kephisia road opposite the convent of Asomaton
(p. 115), cross a small brook flowing into the Ilissos, and follow the
road along the bed of a stream, generally dry, erroneously supposed
to be the ancient Eridanos, In about 1 hr. we reach a ruined farm

We

formerly belonging to the convent (Metdchi), and in '/^hr. more come
somewhat unexpectedly upon the deserted monastery of Ksesariani
(now the property of government) half hidden among trees. Behind the building is a spring, the water of which issues from a marble
ram's head, of ancient date. This is believed to be the KuXXou Hnqpa
of antiquity
which was regarded as a certain remedy for the barrenness of women. The hill near the convent, with the Chapel of
St. Mark, commands a good view of the Attic plain and the sea.
About 3/4 M. to the N. of Ksesariani is the ruined convent of Asteri.
A toilsome path ascends from Ksesariani in l l /% hr. to the top
of the long and treeless ridge of Hymettos (3370 ft.).
The view
to the E., on which side the mountain falls more abruptly, includes the fertile Mesogia (p. 124) and the Cyclades (Andros, Tenos, Keos). To the N.E. are the lofty mountains of Eubcea. The
honey of Hymettos is still as famous as of yore but most of the
,

,

—

,

honey now sold under this name (p. 33) comes from
Tourko Vouni and other parts of Attica. The marble of Mt. Hymetfragrant

tos is of bluish-gray colour.

h.

Marathon.

This interesting but somewhat expensive excursion may be accomplished by carriage in one day, by sending relays of horses on beforehand
(50-60 fr.); a saddle-horse costs 20 fr. The drive to the fiords, or mound in
the plain of Marathon, takes about 4'/2 hrs. ; and a stay of 2-2'/4 hrs. may
be made. An early start is thus necessary to overtake the excursion in
a day. The length of the drive may be a little curtailed by using the
railway between Athens and Jeraka either in going or coming, but this
plan offers no farther advantages.
Luncheon must be brought from
Athens, and some bottles of water, or a pail to let down into the wells.
From
Riders may also make this excursion from Kephisia (p. 115).
Kephisia to Vrand, 4 hrs.
thence across the plain and past the fiords to
Marathon, l'/4 hr. back to Kephisia via the Cave of Pan, 4>/2-5 hrs.,
in all 10-11 hrs.
exclusive of the time spent at Marathon. Those who
do not wish to spend the night there must arrange to have fresh horses
in waiting for the return-journey, which is most conveniently managed
by sending them on from Kephisia the day before. The entire cost is
about 20 fr. Provisions should be brought from Athens.
From Athens to Marathon.
leave Athens by the Kephisia road and turn to the right beyond Ampelokipi (p. 117). To
the left rise the heights of the Tourko Vouni, and to the right is
;

;

,

— We

the Hymettos, with the conspicuous white wall enclosing the ruined
convent of St. John the Hunter ("A710; 'Iwd-nrfi Kovt)Y'j«). As the

;
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road passes near the W. spurs of Pentelikon, we observe to the left
the villages of Chalandri, Marousi, and Kephisia, embosomed in
vineyards, cornfields, and olive-groves. The white marble quarries
on the slope of Pentelikon are also visible. After passing a chapel
and several wells, we reach, iy4 hr. after leaving Athens, a group
of houses and a military guard-house (oTafljj.6;), at the N. extremity of Mt. Hymettos
where it approaches to within about 3 M.
of Pentelikon. The name of this place Stavrds or 'cross', is derived from its position at the junction of the road to Marathon and
Laurion with those to the N. and S. parts of the Attic plain. The
railway-station of Jeraka (p. 124) lies near this point.
Our road crosses the railway and leads to the E., skirting the S.
spurs of Pentelikon. In about y 2 nr we reach the small village of
Charvati, and in l /% nr more, after passing through extensive olivegroves, we arrive at the estate of Pikermi, where a short halt is generally made to change horses. Pikermi was the scene, in April
1870, of the last important outbreak of brigandage in Greece, in
which an Italian and three English gentlemen were captured and
shot by the bandits. Fossilized bones have been found in the bed
of the Valanaris
a mountain torrent here
which, however, is
usually dry. The road runs for about 3 M. along the bank of this
torrent, which reaches the sea at Raphina.
The latter name is a
corruption of that of the deme Araphen, to which the ancient fortifications on the Ettos, a hill to the right somewhat resembling a
feudal castle, probably belonged. Soon after this hill has faded out of
sight, the road turns to the N., passing at some distance from a guardhouse situated on the hill to the right.
After crossing the ridge we obtain a magnificent * View of the pineclad foreground, the azure sea, the island of Eubrea, and part of
the plain of Marathon, with the projecting peninsula of Kynosoura
The
to the left are the slopes of the Pentelikon and the Argaliki.
hamlet of Hieratzakouli, visible for a few moments about 3/4 M. to
the left of the road, possesses a spring of drinking-wateT. Soon
after, in about 4'/2 hrs. from the start, the carriage draws up by a solitary farm-house, generally untenanted, with a wine-press. About
250 yds. to the N., in the middle of the Plain of Marathon, is the
isolated knoll called *Sor6s, 30-40 ft. in height and about 200 yds.
in circumference, partly overgrown with brushwood. This is almost
unquestionably the mound raised over the graves of the Athenians,
who fell in the battle of Marathon, on the 17th day of Metageitnion
(12th Aug.), in the year B. C. 490, and probably marks the spot
where the struggle was hottest. This evidently artificial mound has
been somewhat curtailed on its W. side in the course of an excavation made at the beginning of the present century. The obsidian
arrow-heads and other objects then found inclined some antiquarians to place the construction of the mound in prehistoric times.
A recent excavation by Schliemann was without result. Pausanias,
,

,

-

-

,

,
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however, expressly says that, except the grave of the Athenians,
no mound or other memorial was to be seen in the plain. The
Soros commands the best view of the battle-field, in which 10,000
Greeks totally routed a Persian army of ten times their number.
Looking towards the N.W. and W., we see two valleys ascending from
the plain, to the right the valley of Marathon (p. 123) and to the left that of
Vrana (p. 123). The latter seems to have been occupied by the Athenians
under Miltiades, in order to confront the Persians in the narrow pass
between the mountains and the sea, should they attempt to repeat the
successful march of Peisistratos on Athens by the S. outlet from the plain
(corresponding with the present road). The Persians had landed in the
Bay of Marathon on the advice of Hippias, but probably re-embarked on
observing the Grecian tactics. The cavalry, at any rate, for whose benefit
the plain of Marathon was selected, must have been again embarked, as
no mention occurs of it in any account of the battle, which would probably
have had a different issue had the Persian generals been able to launch
their squadrons of horsemen on the little band of Greeks. Miltiades recognised
the favourable opportunity when the Persian force was divided and the
most dangerous part of it removed from the field, and hurried to attack
the troops that had not yet embarked.
Herodotus, who was the first to commit an account of the battle to
writing, about 40 years later, describes it as follows: — 'Then at length,
when his own turn was come, the Athenian battle was set in array, and
this was the order of it: Callimachus the Polemarch led the right wing;
for it was at that time a rule with the Athenians to give the right wing
to the Polemarch. After this followed the tribes, according as they were
numbered, in an unbroken line while last of all came the Plateeans,
forming the left wing. And ever since that day it has been a custom
with the Athenians, in the sacrifices and assemblies held each fifth year
;

Athens, for the Athenian herald to implore the blessing of the gods
on the Platseans conjointly with the Athenians. Now, as they marshalled the host upon the field of Marathon
in order that the Athenian
front might be of equal length with the Median, the ranks of the centre
were diminished, and it became the weakest part of the line, while the
wings were both made strong with a depth of many ranks. So when the
battle was set in array, and the victims showed themselves favourable,
instantly the Athenians, so soon as they were let go, charged the barbarians at a run. Now the distance between the two armies was little short
of eight furlongs.
The Persians, therefore, when they saw the Greeks
coming on at a speed, made ready to receive them, although it seemed
to them that the Athenians were bereft of their senses, and bent upon
their own destruction; for they saw a mere handful of men coming on
at a run without either horsemen or archers.
Such was the opinion of
the barbarians; but the Athenians in close array fell upon them, and
fought in a manner worthy of being recorded. They were the first of the
Greeks, so far as I know, who introduced the custom of charging the
enemy at a run, and they were likewise the first who dared to look upon
the Median garb, and to face men clad in that fashion. Until this time
the very name of the Medes had been a terror to the Greeks to hear. The
two armies fought together on the plain of Marathon for a length of time
and in the mid battle, where the Persians themselves and the Sacte had
their place, the barbarians were victorious, and broke and pursued the
Greeks into the inner country; but on the two wings the Athenians and
the Platseans defeated the enemy.
Having so done, they suffered the
routed barbarians to fly at their ease, and joining the two wings in one,
fell upon those who had broken their own centre, and fought and conquered them. These likewise fled, and now the Athenians hung upon
the runaways and cut them down, chasing them all the way to the shore,
on reaching which they laid hold of the ships and called aloud for tire.
It was in the struggle here that Callimachus the Polemarch, after greatly
at

,

distinguishing himself, lost his life; Stesilaus too, the son of Thrasilaus,
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one of the generals, was slain ; and Cynoegirus, the son of Euphorion,
having seized on a vessel of the enemy's by the ornament at the stern,
had his hand cat off by the blow of an axe, and so perished; as likewise
did many other Athenians of note and name. Nevertheless the Athenians
secured in this way seven of the vessels while with the remainder the
barbarians pushed off' (Rawlinson's Translation).
The loss of the Barbarians is stated by Herodotus to have been 6400
men, most of whom were probably cut down while attempting to escape.
A painting by Polygnotos in the Stoa Pcekile at Athens represented the
large swamp to the N. as the scene of great slaughter among the Persians.
Of the Athenians 192 were slain, besides whom a number of Platseans
and slaves also fell. The dead were laid in common graves according to
septs, and over all was raised a lofty mound (the Soros?). A similar mound,
of which all trace has disappeared, covered the remains of the Platseans
and those of the slaves who were deemed worthy of this honour.
Pausanias visited the battle-field and speaks of a Funereal Monument to Miltiades, who, however, did not die till a later date,
after the failure of the expedition to Paros.
Tropaeon, or monument of victory, is also mentioned. One or other of these monuments may be identified with the so-called Pyrgos, the remains of
a square substructure of marble, about y2 M. to the N. of the Soros, 100 paces to the right of two conspicuous cypresses, and close
by a solitary cypress and a wine-press.
;

A

We proceed towards the N.,
leading through olive-groves, vineyards, and cornfields. The cultivation, however, gradually disappears, and we finally
reach a district overgrown by arbutus, lentisks, and sparsely-sown
pines. To the right rise the barren W. slopes of the Pentelikon,
on which several new marble quarries are now worked. The road
winds round the N.W. base of the hill, one of the spurs of which is
crowned by the modern fort of Kastraki. After l 3/4 hr. we reach the
village of Stamata, situated on a hill and perhaps identical with
the deme of Hekale, the heroine of which hospitably entertained
Theseus on his way to attack the Marathonian bull. Near the principal building in the village is a small collection of sculptures, etc.,
exhumed by the American Archaeological School, in the district of
'Dionysos', at the N. base of Pentelikon. The district is identified
with the ancient deme of Ikaria, which plays a prominent part in
the Dionysiac myths.
Our road, however, does not actually enter the village, but leads
past its entrance and near a Chapel of the Panagta, situated beside
a draw-well below a group of trees. It then crosses an undulata
ing plateau, and at the end of a short hollow emerges on ('/2 nr
small plain, with a well, where the roads to Vrana (right; l 3/4 hr.)
and to Marathon (left; 2'/4hrs.) diverge from each other. Both roads
cross the Aphorismd, or N. spur of Pentelikon.
The road to Vrana
commands a magnificent *View of the plain of Marathon, the sea,
and the mountains of Eubcea. Near the ruined Convent of St. Qeorge
opens the ravine of Rapet6sa, separating the Aphorismd from the
Argaliki, the slopes of which harbour a large quantity of game.
From Kephisia to Marathon.

the road at

first
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Vrana, about 12 M. from Kephisia, is a miserable village, probably occupying the site of the deme of Probdlinthos. In the lateral
valley of Avldna, to the N., was the Sanctuary of Hercules, in or
near which the Athenians were posted before the battle, in order
to ascertain the plans of the Persians and, if necessary, oppose their
southward march (comp. p. 121).
The road from Vrana to the (2 M.) Sords (p. 120) must coincide almost exactly with the line along which the Athenians adFrom the Soros we take about 1 hr. to
vanced to the attack.
reach Marathon. The route passes the hamlet of Bei, skirts the base
of the Stavrokordki, and leads along the shining white bed of the

—

which there is rarely any water.
Marathon, or Marathdna, 14 M. from Kephisia, a village
with 500 inhab., is the most important place in the plain to which
it gives name, and makes an impression of greater prosperity than
is usual among the villages of Attica. Between the houses and the
bed of the stream extend well-kept and well- watered gardens, which
give the place an air of cheerfulness and thrift. Night-quarters may

river, in

be obtained in the village inn or at one of the other houses.
We here engage a guide to lead us to the (2 M. 11 M. from
Kephisia) Cave of Pan (2irr)Xatov), as the agogiatse usually do not
know the way. This grotto, from a fanciful resemblance of its
stalactites to flocks of goats, has been identified with that mentioned
by Pausanias, but it is otherwise uninteresting. It lies in a somewhat hidden position, to the left of the road to Kalentzi and to the
Tight of that to Kephisia. We pass the mill of Ninoi, a Frankish
tower, and a copious spring (Kephalari) enclosed by ancient masonry.
From the last we overlook the Mandri tes Oraeas, or fold of the old
woman, a circle of stones, probably belonging to an old fortification.
;

An Excursion to Rhamnus from Marathon occupies a day, including
a stay of 2-3 hrs., and may be conveniently accomplished as follows.
From the
(Provisions and water should he brought from Marathon.)
village of Marathon we ascend past the cemetery and traverse a hilly district to (1 hr.) Apdno-Soiili and to (50 min.) a small plain with a Chapel
of St. John and a well of good water on the hank of a brook fringed
with oleanders. The rest of the way ( 3/4-l hr.) leads through the Valley
of Limikd, which is intersected by a low hill with remains of ancient
graves and walls, and across a fertile plain.
The ancient seaport town of Rhamnus has no modern representative,
and its site is marked only by a heap of ruins. As the path descends to
the beach, we first reach a small, projecting plateau, on which are the
ruins of two ancient Temples. These, however, consist of such a bewildering heap of building stones and fragments of all kinds, that some
time elapses before we can separate the essential from the accidental and
form some idea of the original plan. To the left lay the Smaller Temple,
34 ft. long and 21 ft. wide, consisting of the simplest form of a cella in
antis, with a portico supported by two Doric columns of Poros stone. The
larger Temple, estimated to have been 98 ft. long and 37 ft. wide, was a
Doric peripteros, with 12 columns at the sides and 6 at the ends, and
consisted of a pronaos, a cella, and a posticum. Eight of its columns are
still erect, and the absence of fluting indicates that the building was never
finished.
The smaller temple was probably the original sanctuary destroyed by the Persians, while the larger was afterwards erected to re-
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place it; both were dedicated to Nemesis,

who

is

the only divinity

known

have been worshipped at Rhamnus. The statue of the goddess was
executed by Phidias or Agorakritos, and the block of white Parian marble
from which it was hewn is said to have been brought by the Persians for
to

a

monument in commemoration of their expected victory.
From the terrace on which the temples stand we now descend

to the

ancient fortified town of Rhamnus, the walls of which, half buried in a
luxuriant growth of evergreens, are still standing, at places almost in
their full height. The door-post of the great gateway still contains the
holes into which the bolts were shot. Rhamnus is seldom mentioned
in antiquity. Its modern name is Ovridkasiro, a corruption of Ebrseokastro, or Jewish town.
may now return to the S., via (6 M.) the village of Eaio-Souli, with
its conspicuous Turkish tower.
A little on this side of the village and
on the low hill called Stavro-Kordki at the village itself, are a few ruins,
marking the site of the ancient deme of Trikorythos. About '^M. beyond
Kato-Souli, by the wayside, is a spring, known in ancient times as Malaria. To the left extends the great marsh to the N. of the plain of Marathon, which proved fatal to so many Persian fugitives. We take about
l'/ahr. to reach Marathon^from Kato-Souli, the route leading via Bii (p. 123).

We

i.

Laurion and Cape Sunion.

40 M. Railway in 2 3 /4 -3 his. (fares 7 fr. 35, 5 fr. 55 c. ; return-ticket,
available on the day of issue only, 12 fr. 20, 8 fr. 30 c).
The interval
between the arrival of the first train at, and the departure of the last
from Laurion, affords time for a visit to Cape Sunion. Carriages are
generally in waiting at the railway -station of Laurion, but it is safer to
order one by telegraph (comp. p. 126).

—

From Athens (station, PI. D, 2) to (4'/2 M.) Herakli, see p. 116.
The line to Laurion here diverges to the E., passes (7 M.) Chalandri (p. 118), on the depression between the Pentelikon (N.) and
the Ifymettos (S.), and then turns to the S. From stat. Jerdkn a
fine pine-wood extends to the slopes of the Pentelikon. Farther
on, to the left, stands a handsome modern chapel dedicated to
St. Nicholas. Adjacent is a white marble monument of a late period
of Greek art, consisting of a lion sitting on his haunches, with his
head turned towards the left. It stood on a square platform, now in
ruins. Beyond stat. Kantza we enter the Mesdgia (MeaoYaiot, the
inland), an undulating district of hill and plain, stretching to the
spurs of Pentelikon on the N., to the Hymettos on the W., to the
vicinity of Markopoulo on the S., and to the coast-hills on the E.
15 M. Liopesi, a pleasant village with 1200 inhab., undoubtedly occupying the site of the ancient deme of Paeania, the birthplace of Demosthenes. About 2y2 M. to the E. lies the village of
Spdta, where some interesting cave-tombs were brought to light in
1877.
I81/2 M. Koropi. The large village lies to the right, at
the base of the Pani or Hill of Pan (lla^eto^), the two highest peaks
of which are 2015 ft. and 2135 ft. high.)
22 M. Markopoulo, a village with 1400 inhab., situated on a
rising ground amid corn-fields and vineyards, also shows traces of
an ancient deme, the name of which has not been ascertained.
About 3 M. to the N.E. of Markopoulo lies Vradna, the ancient Srauron,
the seat of one of the principal sanctuaries of Artemis, which contained
the wooden image of the prnridess said to have been brought from Tauris

—
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ancient, remains here are very scanty.
l>/2 M. to the S.E. of Markopoulo, said
Turks,
occupies the site of the ancient
to have been destroyed by the
Myrrhinous, which possessed temples of Artemis Kolainis and Athena.
From Markdpulo a carriage-road leads to the E. to (11 M.) the Porto
Raphti, a fine natural harbour, divided into two basins by a tongue of
land with a few houses and a chapel of St. Nicholas. The 8. part of
the bay belonged in antiquity to Prasiae, one of the twelve towns of
Attica welded into one political community by Theseus (p. 37). The
town lay on the Cape of Kordni, which forms the S. boundary of the bay,
and is known in classic history as the port from which the Theorise, or sacrificial embassies to Delos, took their departure. To the N. of Cape Koroni
lies a small rocky islet, accessible only from one side (N), on which is
a colossal marble figure in a sitting posture, probably representing the
Popular fancy has seen some resemblance in this
hero Erysichthon.
figure to a tailor (pa'cpxi);), and has named the bay accordingly.

by Iphigeneia (comp.

—

The ruined

p. 63).

village of Merinda,

Near (25 l /2 M.) Kalyvia the mountains on both sides close in a
and begin to merge in the hills of Laurion.
27^2 M. Iterated., a thriving -village with 1600 inhab., possesses pleasant gardens and fruit-trees and an excellent spring, the water of which is
sent even to Thoriko and Laurion. It probably corresponds to the
old deme of Kephale.
34 M. Daskalid, 35 M. Vrorrwpoussi, both
to the left of the railway, which now descends through a long valley,
side by side with the high-road. Signs of our approach to a mining-district become more numerous.

—

little

—

38 M. Thoriko or Theriko, on the spacious harbour of Porto
Mandri, contains considerable remains of the ancient Thorikos.
In legendary history Thorikds appears as the residence of King Kephalos, husband of Prokris, the daughter of Erechtheus, the story of whose
visit to Crete is undoubtedly based on some early intercourse with that
ancient home of culture.
Thorikos was one of the twelve towns of the
Synoekismos of Theseus (p. 37), but thenceforth disappears from history
the 23rd year of the Peloponnesian War (B. C. 409), when we read
that the Athenians surrounded it with massive walls to repel any attack
the Spartans might make from this side on the silver-mines of Laurion.
till

Most of the ruins lie at the S. base of the pointed hill of Vele(480 ft.) to the N.W. of the harbour, connected by a saddle
with a lower hill (400 ft.) to the N. The most extensive are those
of the Theatre, which we observe at some distance to the left of
the railway and road. The auditorium faces the S. and is embedded
between two low spurs of the hill, a fact which no doubt accounts
for the oval form nowhere else met with in buildings of this kind.
It is bounded by a marble wall resembling that of a fortress.
The
tiers of seats, formed of large slabs of stone, are nearly all destroyed.
The structures on the outside of the enclosing wall, to the N.W.
andN.E., were probably the substructures for flights of steps
ascending to the top of the wall, whence other flights descended on
touri

the inside to the seats. The substructure to the N.W. is in tolerable
preservation it is intersected by a low passage with a corbelled
vaulting, a device by which building material is saved without loss
;

of supporting capacity.

square

Opposite the E. end of the wall is a small
chamber hewn in the rock and opening on the auditorium,
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which may possibly have been a Parascenium (see

p. 51) or sidethe N. of the theatre is an ancient circular Cistern,
the stones of which are coated with mortar part of the enclosing
wall, in the polygonal style, is also preserved. More to the "W. is
an ancient Watch Tower, still of considerable height, near which
are the stumps of some columns and other remains.
Another section of the ruins lies to the E. of the village of Thoriko and of the large factory (closed) built on the tongue of land
separating the Porto Mandri from the smaller bay to the N., called
the Vrysaki or Franko Limani The remains here are those of a line
of fortifications of polygonal masonry, provided at intervals with
towers, which faced the E. and ran from the Bay of Vrysaki to the
Bay of Mandri. At the highest point of this wall, near the little
chapel of St. Nicholas, are the foundations of a large tower, to the N.
of which are traces of a gateway. On the"W. this line of fortifications
is answered by another, not so distinctly traceable, which crosses
the hill, where the factory-chimney rises, to the Bay of Mandri.
Beyond Thoriko the railway skirts the coast, traversing the hollow between the low coast-hills (100 ft.) on the E., with the village of Nyktochori on their slopes, and the higher hills to the W.
It ends at the bay of Laurion.
40 M. Laurion. — Hotels. Hotel de l'Eceope, opposite the W.
side of the station, with six clean rooms (containing sixteen beds, from
2 fr. each) and a small restaurant.
Cafii in the market-place.
Carriage to Cape Colonna (p. 127; 1 hr.K obtained from the IJellenike
Metallevtike Hetaeria, 10 fr.; other carriages i5 fr.
It is prudent to order
carriages by telegraph.

scene.

A

little to

;

—

Laurion or Laurium (pronounced Lavriori), pleasantly situated
on the bay of Ergastiri (Ergasteria = work shops), is an entirely
modern town with 5100 inhabitants, all of whom, except a few
French, German, Italian, and English officials at the mines, are of
Hellenic race. It consists of a colony of workmen's houses, laid out
in regular lines and on a uniform pattern round the large smeltingworks. The roomy harbour, which must certainly have been used by
the ancient Greeks, generally contains a few steamers, taking in or
discharging cargo, and some of the market-boats that keep up a
traffic with the iEgean Islands.
The name of Laurion, which may perhaps have survived in that of
Legrana now assigned to one of the minnig districts, was applied by the
ancient Greeks to the whole of the hilly and metalliferous part of the
Attic peninsula to the S. of a line drawn from Thorikos (p. 125) to Anaphystos. The exact period at which the art of mining, long known in the
Orient, was introduced into Attica is unknown, but it was not practised
with any very profitable result in the time of Solon. The mines were the
property of the state and farmed out to enterprising citizens, on hereditary leases. The price of the lease, which at a later date was usually a
talent (ca. 2252.) for each mine, and '/w of the annual returns were paid
into the public treasury. All that was left after defraying the ordinary
expenses of government was divided among the citizens. The miners
were invariably slaves. The workings consisted, as in our own time,
of shafts (tfpiaza, wells) and galleries (>J7tdvou,oi, mines), and the large
chambers excavated underground were supplied with air by ventilating
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shafts ('\i\>x«lt»tia). Injury to the columns (o'pu.oi, (jujoxpivelc) left standing to prop the roof was punished severely, in some cases even with
death. The masses of rock hewn out were brought to the surface on the
backs of slaves. The metalliferous ore was then separated from the 'dead'
ore by pounding with iron pestles in mortars of stone. The ancient process of smelting is unknown.
In B.C. 489-488, when the mines of Laurion were yielding a highly
satisfactory return, Themistokles prevailed upon the Athenians to give up
the annual distribution of the surplus and to apply it to the formation
of a fleet, to be used against the iEginetans (p. 133) and the Persians.
Thus after its favourable situation, the liberality of its constitution, and
the intellectual superiority of its people, probably nothing contributed
so much to the prosperity and might of Athens as the possession of the

mines of Laurion. Towards the end of the same century, however, the
output fell off. In' the time of Strabo (1st cent, of our era) the miners

had begun to work over the 'EkboladEe or stones which had formerly
been thrown aside as containing too little ore to make it worth extraction,
and Pausanias (p. cxiii) speaks of the mines as having been long disused.
In recent days, however, new life has begun here; but while silver was
1

almost the sole object of the ancient miners, lead is the chief product of
the modern mines. In 1860 a Marseilles company bought the refuse-fields
belonging to the community of Keratea (p. 125), and also obtained the right
to work over those belonging to the state.
In a short time 8-10,000 tons
of lead (containing 12-22 oz. of silver per ton) were exported annually
to England, for which 6000 fr. were paid yearly to Keratea, while a
royalty of 10 per cent on the yield of private property and of 30 per
cent (about 22 fr. a ton) on that of the public mines was exacted by the
Greek government. It soon, however, came to light that the French
company not only utilised the scoriae or slag, to which they were
limited by a verbal interpretation of their contract, but also the 'Ekboladstf (see above), from which modern appliances were able to extract a
remunerative quantity of ore. Hence arose a law-suit (1869), into which
the Hellenes threw themselves with great vehemence and which occasioned
a good deal of excitement in Greece.
It ended in 1873 with the purchase by the company of the whole area embraced by their workings for
11,500,000 fr.
The mines of Laurion are now shared among five different companies, of which two are Greek and three French. Of the former
the Lavriotikds Olympos has almost entirely ceased to work, while the
BocMti des Mines du\Laurium, which has its seat at Laurion and Daskalio,
confines itself mainly to the working over of scoriae and the production of
cadmium. At the head of the French companies stands the Compagnie
Francaise des Mines du Laurium, with works at Kypriano, Kamaresa, and
Thoriko, where lead is the principal product. The Sociiti des Mines de
Siriphos et Spilidzesa possesses iron-mines at Speliazesa and on the island
of Seriphos, while the Compagnie Francaise des Mines du Sunion is occupied in smelting lead-ore at Sunion. The SociUi Anonyme MMallwgique
Austro-Belge possesses no mines of its own.
An interesting visit (guide necessary) may be paid to some of
the ancient workings
many of which are in the same condition as
,

they were left

ago. There are in all 2000 shafts and
The former are generally about (J /.i ft. square, and vary
depth from 65 to 400 ft. Niches for lamps, water-vessels, and

galleries.

in

1800 years

l

may be noticed in the walls.
excursion from Laurion to Cape Colonna and back takes
about 5 hrs. on foot, or 3 hrs. by carriage (p. 126). There is a
carriage-road forabout half the distance, as far as the bays ofPanormo
and Pasid, the latter being also used for shipping the produce of the
mines. About 1 M. to the W. of this bay are some ruins
which
probably belonged to an ancient mining village.

the like

An

,
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For the whole way we have a view to the left of the long and
mountainous island of Makronisi, which is inhabited only by a
few huntsmen and shepherds. In antiquity it was called Helena, a
name probably due to some early intercourse with the Phoenicians,
though popularly ascribed to the legend that the fair queen once
landed here with Paris or Menelaos.
After some time the columns of the temple of Athena at Sunion become visible on the horizon, to the S.W. The path ends,
6 M. from Laurion at the defile separating Cape Colonna from
the mainland. In the little-used bay on the E. side begins the
submarine telegraph cable to Syra. The bay on the W. side is also
little used by shipping, as it is exposed to the full fury of the S.
wind. A low hill (145 ft.) on the peninsula is covered with fragments
of Doric capitals, marble slabs, and other debris, surrounded by
,

a wall of yellowish-gray stone. It is not the ruin of a temple, but
rather a deserted marble-cutter's yard. This height is separated from
the promontory by a deep depression, and is about 10 min. walk
from the Temple of Athena. The custodian sells wine and other
refreshments, but it is better to bring luncheon from Athens.
**Cape Colonna or Koldnnaes, the Cape Sunion of ancient history,
descends on every side perpendicularly to the sea from a height of
nearly 200 ft., and may be not inaptly compared to a huge watchtower at the extremity of the Grecian mainland. The mariner approach-

ing from the E. had often to struggle here against opposing winds
and currents, before he could round the point and enter the calmer
and more sheltered waters to the W. Hence it was chosen at a very
early period as the site of a temple of the god who rules the sea,
and Homer and other ancient writers chronicle its sanctity. Poseidon
afterwards received Athena, the protectress of the land, as a companion, and the cult of the latter divinity, more from political
than from religious reasons, eventually stepped into the foreground.
The summit of the promontory is surrounded by a Fortified
Wall, which is best preserved on the E. side; on the W. side it
has been less carefully constructed and is destitute of the square
towers which strengthen the rest of it. The wall is double consisting of an inner and an outer screen of masonry, with an intervening space filled up with rubbish. The structure though perhaps often afterwards repaired, dates originally from B.C. 413,
when the Athenians were compelled to import all their grain from
Euboea by sea owing to the hostile occupation of Dekeleia (p. 117),
and had consequently to provide harbours of refuge for their grainships. Soon after a body of rebellious miners from Laurion seized the
fortifications, and maintained themselves here by brigandage, until
the Athenians managed to put a stop to their exactions. The fortress is mentioned in one of the speeches of Demosthenes, who
recommends it as a good rendezvous for the surrounding inhabitants
in time of war.
,

,
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At the highest point of the promontory stood a Temple of
Athena. This structure a Doric peripteral hexastyle, with 12 or
13 columns at the sides seems to have resembled the Theseion at
Athens but was on a slightly smaller scale (98 ft. by 44 ft). As the
temple is not expressly mentioned by any ancient writer, we are
driven to conjecture as to the time of its erection, most authorities
placing it in the time of Perikles or a little later.
The stereobate consisting of three steps is supported on the
N. and W. by substructures, built to eke out the small level surface available at the top of the cape. Nine columns on the S. side
and two on the N. are still standing. They are 20 ft. in height,
and in diameter and taper are identical with those of the Theseion.
There are, however, only 16 flutes (instead of 20), an arrangement
which is perhaps owing to the fact that the temple was to be seen
more from the sea and at a distance than close at hand. The greater
part of the front of the pronaos has also been preserved at the
E. end, conprising the whole of the N. anta, a few blocks of
the S. anta, and one of the columns between them. The rest of the
,

,

,

,

building is a shapeless ruin. The coarse-grained marble, of which
the temple is built, probably from the quarries of Laurion, has
not resisted the effects of time and weather so successfully as the
Pentelic marble of the Athenian edifices. The process of disintegration seems to be still going steadily on; at the end of the 17th
cent, there were 19 columns still in an upright position and there
were 14 at the beginning of the present century.
In front of the E. end and the adjoining portions of the N. and
S. sides lie nine or ten blocks of a finer kind of marble, bearing
much defaced reliefs. These seem to have formed part of a sculptured frieze, representing the achievements of Theseus. Experts
claim to recognize Theseus overcoming the Marathonian bull the
battle of the Lapithse and Centaurs, with the invulnerable Kseneus
overwhelmed with masses of rock by two Centaurs; and Theseus
and Skiron (?). It is very desirable that these scanty remains of
ancient splendour should be removed to a place of safety.
To the N. of the temple and a little below it lies an artificial
terrace, supported on the N. and "W. by a well-preserved wall of
white marble and abutting to the E. on the fortified wall enclosing
the promontory. Near the N.E. corner of this platform lie two Doric
capitals, differing from each other and from those of the temple.
Since the French 'Expedition de More'e', this has generally been taken
for the site of a Pbopyl^eon, the entrance of which was distyle 'in
antis'. It is, however, not improbable that it served as a basement
for the altar of Poseidon (p. 128).
The festival of the marine
deity, celebrated here every fourth year and honoured by a sacrificial
embassy from Athens, must have required a tolerably roomy space.
According to the opinion of Lord Byron, expressed in a note to "Childe
Harold', there is 'in all Attica, it we except Athens itself and Marathon,
no scene more interesting than Cane Colonna
And indeed when we re;

1

.

9

;
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gard the columned promontory of Sunion
and compare it with the situations of the temples at Mgina. (p. 134), Bassae (p. 308), and Olympia
that the ancients had
conclusion
(p. 326), we find it impossible to resist the
a strong sense of natural beauty in selecting the sites of their holy places,
little as this could be surmised from even the best of the classic writers.
The "View from Cape Colonna comprises the well-wooded, metalliferous
hills and valleys of Laurion and a great part of the Saronic Gulf, with the
jEginetan Oros towering in its midst and often enveloped in the rainclouds that betoken a coming storm ; more to the left is the open Myrtean
Sea. with the island of Hydra and the mountains of the Argolic peninsula
in the middle foreground lies the small island of St. George, the Belbina of
antiquity ; to the E. extends the ^Egean Sea with the double row of the
Cyclades, Keos, Kyttmos, Seriphos, and Melos forming a prolongation of the
Attic peninsula, while Andros and Te/ws continue the island of Euboea.
,

Bridle-Path from Athens to Laurion. This ride takes two days,
the night being spent at Vart, 3'/4 hrs. from Athens. Thence to Laurion
leave the town by the bridge over
6 hrs., exclusive of stoppages.
the Ilissos (PI. E, 8), to the S. of the Olympieion, and diverge to the
right from the road to the Greek Cemetery.
pass a powder-magazine
on a hill to the right, and about '/ 4 M. from the bridge reach a chapel
of St. John, round which are numerous ruins, supposed to be those of an
ancient suburb. About '/* M. farther on, to the left, is a large funereal
mound , the hollow interior of which has been partly filled up by the
This is the first of a series of similar sepulchres
falling in of the roof.
which accompanies the path for nearly the whole way ; the fragments of
walls, sometimes enclosing a quadrangular space, also belong to tombs.
The great number of these graves which have provided the Athenian
dealers in antiquities with copious supplies of vases, show how much
frequented this route must have been at one time. At several points,
where the path traverses small elevations, traces of the old wheel-tracks
can still be made out and at one place the raised side-walk for foot-passengers is visible.
Farther on the village of Brahami is seen at some distance to the
right.
Along the hills to the left, above the hollow containing the farm
of Kara
extends a series of ancient stone quarries, some of which are
still worked.
The village of Trdchones is believed to correspond with
the old deme of Halimous. To the W. is a cape jutting out into the sea
and crowned with the ruins of a chapel of St. Cosmas. Many authorities
identify this promontory with Cape Kolias, to which the wreck of the
Persian ships was borne by the W. wind after the battle of Salamis. It
was the site of a much-revered temple of Aphrodite. The vicinity furnished the potters of Athens with their finest clay. About l'/2 M. beyond
Trachones a track diverges to the left which traverses the so-called
Pirnari Valley and leads between the Great Hymettos on the N. and
the Lesser or 'Waterless' Hymettos on the S. to the Mesogia (p. 124; to
Koropi 2 1 /;. hrs.). About 3V2 M. farther on the road to Vari strikes off to
the left, passing the extensive ruins of an ancient deme and traversing
a lateral valley with the substructures of numerous ancient tombs. The
path in a straight direction leads to a chapel of St. Nicholas, situated
near the sea-shore, and to the lake of Vouliasmeni, a small sheet of water
surrounded by precipitous rocky walls. Near this lake is the convent of
Zoster, situated on the beach opposite the island of PhUva, the Phdbra of
Vari is about 2 M. beyond the point where the path forks.
antiquity.
Vari is much frequented in autumn by sportsmen, who obtain excellent quail and snipe shooting in the surrounding swamps.
A room
has been fitted up for the accommodation of strangers. In front of the
village-church, in the walls of which some ancient grave-stones are immured, lies a mutilated equestrian statue, of considerable antiquarian
and artistic interest. Vari stands a little to the N. of the site of an ancient deme, which has not as yet been identified.
On the upper slope
of a barren rocky hill, 3 M. to the N., is the Grotto of Vari, to which

— We
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may

be paid (with a guide) for the sake of its inscriptions and
These are the work of a stone-mason of Thera named Archehas
left a portrait of himself with his hammer and square.
demos, who
Near this relief are a primitive altar of Apollo Hersos, a quaint relief
of a sitting figure, a lion's head, etc. In the innermost recess of the
grotto is a small but almost perennial spring.
The track, which beyond Vari is impracticable for driving, now turns
to the N. E. and skirts the ridge of Keramdli, the E. boundary of the
fertile plain of Vari.
In the sea behind us lies the small island of Ka~
tramonisi.
After 3/i hr. we pass a frequented well, surrounded with a
coping of ancient squared stones. To the N. rises the hill of Kondra Piili,
somewhat resembling a feudal castle. The path now begins to ascend and
passes places where the rocks have been levelled for the construction of
a visit

reliefs.

,

the ancient road to Laurion. To the K. lies the ruined village of Lamvrika, occupying the site of the upper deme of Lamptrae, while the lower
deme lay to the S., on the sea.
now reach another plateau, along
which our path leads at a distance of about 1 M. from the coast, and
obtain a view of the range of Pani, near Keratea, to which a path diverges via the village of Kahjvia. In l l /2 hr. more our path trends inland
and ascends gradually through a tract partly under cultivation. After
passing a disused Turkish farm and a chapel of St. Demetrius we reach the
(l-l'/4 hr.) miserable hamlet of Elymbo, situated between the Pani and
the Skordi or Elymbo (c. 1500 ft.). The name is evidently a corruption of
the ancient Olympos, which accordingly has been restored in official douu
ments. By the wayside are numerous remains of ancient walls and tombs
similar to those at Vari. About l'/j M. beyond Elymbo a small plain
opens out on the right, traversed by a stream of which the bed is generally dry. This plain ends on the other side at the bay of Aliki, so called
from a salt-work on its banks. In the sea lies the island of Lagomsi
(Elaeussa), concealed from view by the promontory of Aslypalaea.
In
antiquity this tract was comprised in the deme of Anaphlystos, a name
which is but thinly disguised in that of Anavyso, applied to a farm at
the E. base of Mt. Elymbo.
Anaphlystos and Thorikos (p. 125) formed
the fortified extremities of the N. frontier of the mining district of Laurion (p. 126).
Our route crosses the plain (20 min.) and then ascends
through brushwood. In 3 /t hr. more we reach the great slag-fields of
Laurion.
then follow a line of rails, passing the gaping mouths of
several deep shafts, and arrive at ('/4 hr.) Kamdresa, one of the most important of the new mining-stations (p. 127). A good road leads hence to
(3 M.) Laurion (see p. 126).

We

—

We

10. JEgina.
The Excursion kkom Athens to Mgisa takes about two

days.

Stkamek

(comp. pp. xxi, xxii) daily at 7 a.m. from the Pirfeus to sEgina in 2 1 /-' hrs.
(fares 6 fr. 50, 4 fr. 35 c. ; tickets obtained on board). On landing we should
at once secure horses for a visit to the temple (there and back in 6 hrs.,
Toler6-8 fr.), taking care not to appear too eager in mi-king our bargain.
ably clean night-quarters may be obtained at the Xenodochion ton Xtnvn or
H6tel des Elrangers (R. 2 fr.), to which is attached a good restaurant, or
at the Xen. tj ©pixT) (Hotel de Thrace), both on the beach. Cafe's, all somewhat dirty, abound near the harbour; a better Cafi in the Platia (p. 133).
The ascent of the Oros (p. 135) requires about 6V2 hrs. including
stoppages; if an early sturt is made from iEgina (not later than 9 a.m.)
it can be combined with a visit to the ruined temple (horse for the whole
day 10-12 fr.). The next morning may be devoted to the little town and
its few antiquities.
The most comfortable way of making the tour
is of course under the guidance of a courier; and it is also advisable to
take some provisions and wraps.
Sometimes a visit to Salamis is combined with this excursion. If the
wind is favourable, a sail of about 3 hrs. takes us across to Koulouri (p. 110)
or to Moulki, 1 m. from Koulouri, in the S.E. angle of the bay of Koulouri
(sailing-boat 10-12 fr. and gratuity to the crew); but in a calm thrice as

—

—
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may be required.
The same risk attends the voyage from the
Piraeus to the foot of the hill on which the temple of Mgina, stands, an
excursion that in favourable weather can easily be done in a day.

long

Shortly after setting sail we enjoy a fine retrospect of Athens,
with Pentelikon in the background. To the right appears the
rugged B. coast of Salamis, culminating in the Mavro Vouni (1247 ft.),
and on the left the lofty mountains of JEgina, sloping gradually
N.E. to the sea, and hearing on their skirts the temple, which comes
Farther on the view to the right eminto view as we approach.
braces the islands of Pente Nisia, Platonisi, Sachtero, and Ipsili,
grouped in front of the mountains of Argolis and as soon as we
have left Salamis fairly behind us we catch sight of the distant
Megara (p. 144), situated on its two hills. To the S. the island of
comes into view. The town of
Angistri, the ancient Kekryphaleia
jEgina is not visible until we round the W. coast of the island, on
which stand the tumulus, mentioned at p. 133, and the lonely
columns of the temple. (Landing 50 c. for each person.)
The rocky island of JEgina (A?f w «)> lying in tne middle of the
Saronic Gulf, has an area of about 32 sq. in., and a population of
6100. AZgina, the prettily situated capital, with its houses extending along the broad quays, from which narrow lanes lead inland,
contains nearly half of the inhabitants. The view from the quay
embraces the little islands of Moni, Metopi, and Angistri, and the
mountains of Epidauros (p. 239). The islanders support themselves partly by agriculture and the cultivation of olives, figs, and
almonds, which flourish in the neighbourhood of the town, but
The
chiefly by trade with the adjacent mainland and by fishing.
sponge-fishery, carried on by divers in spring and summer, is a
profitable branch of the latter. Pottery is also made, and the 'Kannatia' or water-coolers of ^Egina, two-handled jars with wide mouths,
are well-known in the markets of the Pirseus and Athens.
The legendary ancestor of the JJginetans was sEakos, son of Zeus and
JSgina and father of Peleus and Telamon, who became the colleague of
Minos and Rhadamanthos as judge in the nether world, on account of
;

,

,

his wise and just government. Historically the island first appears as a
colony of the Doric Epidauros (p. 239); and in the 8th cent. B.C. it
belonged, with its mother-city, to the domain of Phidon of Argos (p. 251).
At the beginning of the 6th cent. ,<Egina detached itself from Epidauros,
as Corcyra did from Corinth, and speedily attained such a pitch of prosperity that Corinth alone could rival it.
The ^Jginetans had tradingstations far and wide, and disposed of their brazen goods, pottery, ointments, and other products in Uinbria, on the Black Sea, and in Egypt.
jEginetan ship-owners were held to be the richest merchants in the
Grecian world; and ^Eginetan money, stamped with the image of a tortoise, was one of the most widely circulated Greek coinages.
Coins of
JSgina have been abundantly found in modern times. The outbreak of
found
the
island
at
the
war
zenith
of its power; and it was
the Persian
one of the thirty ships from jEgina that obtained the prize for the greatest bravery in the battle of Salamis. It is none the less true, however,
that the islanders, from commercial motives, had at first offered earth and
water to the ambassador of Darius in token of submission ; and they were
accordingly called to account by Sparta on the accusation of Athens.
This was the first of a series of contentions with the Athenians, to whom
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vEgina, to use the expression of Perikles, was a constant 'eye-sore'; its
subjugation was indispensable to the extension of the naval power of
Athens. The Athenian naval victories at Kekryphaleia and off .ffigina,
quickly following on each other, were decisive. In spite of wars carried
on at the same time at Megara and in Egypt, the Athenians took the city
in B.C. 456 after a nine months siege; the ./Eginetans had to raze their
walls, surrender their war-ships, and pay a tribute. But even these severe
measures seemed insufficient; for when the Peloponnesian War broke out
in 431, the .3£ginetans were expelled altogether from their island, which
was then divided among Attic citizens. Though the fall of Athens in 404
was the signal for the return of many of the islanders, jEgina never recovered its prosperity. Athens quickly regained her power and sent repeated expeditions which once more reduced the island, and thenceforth
jEgina shared the fortunes of the Attic state.

which occupies almost exactly the same
predecessor, contains few interesting antiquities. On
a mound a little to the N., consisting almost entirely of rubbish,
pot-sherds, etc. rises a Doric column, about 25 ft. high , which is
said to have belonged to a Temple of Aphrodite.
fragment of the
substructure of the building is also extant; but the rest was used
in the construction of a breakwater by President Kapodistrias, who
fixed his residence in iEgina in 1828.
The remains of the Ancient
Moles, which made up for the want of a natural harbour, are in
better preservation. On the S. mole is a mediaeval tower, while the
N. mole bears a lighthouse and the white chapel of St. Nicholas.
The moles, which are well seen from the temple, appear to have
been a continuation of the city-walls.
The Platia, at some distance from the harbour, is embellished with a marble bust of Kapodistrias (d. 1831), erected in 1887.
Cafe', see p. 131.
A Tumulus, 1 M. farther to the N., not unlike the Soros at Marathon, has been described, though erroneously, as the grave of
Phokos, who was slain by his half-brothers Peleus and Telamon.
A good view of Megara may be obtained hence through a telescope.

The modern town

,

site as its

A

—

—
—

To the S. of the town lies the large Orphanage (opcpavoxpocpeTov)
built by Kapodistrias, and at present used as a barrack and prison.

The entrance gate, in front of which are a few sculptured fragments
and inscribed stones, leads into a large court, adjoined by an open
arcade containing a few sculptured remains.
To the left, in the
farther corner, beside a well, an ancient subterranean Tomb has
been preserved. Removing the planks which cover the entrance,
we descend a short winding-stair to a dark apartment, with walls
covered with rude sketches, some of which are ancient.
The most important relic of antiquity, which even by itself
would repay a visit to jEgina, is the ruined temple ('staes Kolonnaes) about 2 /» hrs. distant.
The road is sufficiently puzzling to
render a guide necessary and its rough and stony nature makes
riding advisable.
At first it traverses vineyards, amongst which
are numerous ancient graves, now planted with fig-trees and then
it passes cornfields, the soil of which is in few places more than
3 ft. deep. "We then skirt the slopes of some low hills, and pass
l

;

;

1
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see on a rocky eminence to the
mediaeval castle, rising above the deserted village of Palaedchora, which in former centuries was the refuge of
the inhabitants of the island from the corsairs.
But for the visits
of shepherds to the excellent spring the site is now quite undisturbed, except at the celebration of the annual 'Panegyris' in the Panagi'a Chapel.
The road next passes a chapel of St. Athanasius,
over the door of which is inserted an inscribed block of stone that
formerly served to mark the limit of the sacred precinct of Athena.
Thence we ascend to the ruins, situated on a summit, conspicuous
more on account of its comparative isolation than of its height.
The **Temple of Athena, long believed to be a shrine of Zeus
Panhellenios but now identified beyond dispute with the temple of
Athena mentioned by Herodotus, was a Doric peripteral, hexastyle
with 12 columns on each side. As in the Theseion, the pronaos
and posticum are distyle in antis. On each side in the interior of
the cella was a row of five more slender and more closely placed
columns, which, like the similar columns in the Parthenon, supported the roof. Of the outer colonnade only 20 columns are
standing, mainly those of the E. facade and the adjacent parts of
the sides. They all retain their entablature. Two columns of the
pronaos are also still standing with their entablature. Travellers of
last century record that two other columns of the outer colonnade
were then standing, besides five in the interior, which now presents
nothing but a confused heap of ruins. The height of the columns
with their capitals is 17 ft. 5 in. their diameter at the base is 3 ft.
1 in. and at the top 2 ft. 3 in. The material of the temple is a
yellowish limestone, even yet partly covered with a uniform coating
of stucco. Some of the columns are monolithic, but most of them
consist of several drums
a few are strengthened with iron rings.
The roof and the sculptured ornaments were of Pentelic marble.
The irregular joints in the floor of the cella, the numerous subdivisions of the posticum, and the holes in the floor of the pronaos, in
which a railing was fastened, should be noticed. The sculptures
from the pediments of the temple, discovered among the rubbish
by some English and German travellers in 1811, were purchased in
the following year by the Crown Prince Lewis of Bavaria for 20,000
scudi (com. p. lxviii) and removed to Munich, where they now
form the chief treasure of the Glyptothek. Casts of some of them
are in the British Museum.
They represent contests of the ^Eginetans with the Trojans. The edifice as a whole, as well as its sculptures, conveys an impression of considerable antiquity it certainly
cannot be more recent than the 6th cent. B.C.
Fine *View.
The hill upon which the temple stands descends on the N. side
sheer into a flat valley (Vagid), in which lie the chapels of St. Demetrius and Panagfa sten Nesfda, the latter close to the sea. The
flat summit is enclosed partly by natural ridges of rock and partly by
several chapels.

About halfway we

left the ruins of a

;

;

—

;
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A little to the S. is a terrace, with some ruins,
probably belonging to the subsidiary buildings of the sanctuary.
If an early enough start have been made to allow of our leaving the temple-ruins by midday, we may visit on the same day the
Oros, the highest point of the island.
On our way thither along
the E. coast we pass the bay oi St. Marina, the one natural harbour of the island, but deprived of importance by its distance from
the fertile districts. Our somewhat fatiguing route passes Portaes
and other shepherds' stations and in 2y2 hrs. reaches the chapel
of Hagios Asdmatos (Holy Angel, i.e. the Archangel Michael), near
which once stood a temple of Aphsea, a goddess somewhat resembling Artemis. There are a few traces of the terrace and encircling wall of the sanctuary. Hence a steep climb of 3 /4 hr. takes
us to the summit.
The *Oros (1742 ft.), now named St. Elias after a chapel on its
summit, is the most conspicuous point in the entire Saronic Gulf
and attracts the eye of every traveller who sails across the gulf from
the E. or S. Before rain the clouds gather round its peak, a circumstance manifestly referred to in the legend that once after a
long drought jEakos, at the request of the Greeks, besought his father
Zeus for rain, and that when the prayer was granted a temple was
erected to Zeus on the mountain. The spot was certainly a seat of
the cult of Zeus Panhellenios, but it possessed only a large altar
and no temple. Relics of the old encircling wall, which followed
the crest in a curving line, may still be traced and a few ancient
blocks have been built into the walls of the chapel.
walls of masonry.

;

We

The View is particularly fine.
survey almost the entire island,
the only part hidden heing the hill of Palseochora, behind Mt. Saldne. The
town of jEgina in very conspicuous. No other point affords so comprehensive a view of the Saronic Gulf, with Salamis, the Methouridae near Megara, the Diapdria between .Angina and the promontory of Speiraeon, Angislri and the other small islands, the peninsula of Melhana, the island
of Kalauria, and Hagios Georgios (p. 130); while the Attic Coast, Megaris,
Corinth and its isthmus, Epidauros and a great part of the Argolic Peninsula, and lastly the island of Hydra, also fall within the view.

We descend to the Chapel of Hagios Asomatos (see above), and
then passing Bajerdki and another smaller village, we re-enter the
capital of the island in about 2 hrs.
11. Syra, Mykonos,
Feom the Piraeus to Syra steamboats

and Delos.

ply almost daily in 9-10 hrs.
(the Austrian Lloyd steamers twice a week, and the Greek Steamers on the
other days; fares 13 fr. 50, 9 fr. 90 c; comp. pp. xix-xxii), usually leaving the Piraeus in the evening and arriving in Syra about 6 a.m.
From
Stra to Mykonos steamers of the Hellenic Company (p. xxi) ply once a
week in 3 hrs., leaving on Sun. morning, and starting for the returnjourney at noon the same day.
From Mykonos to Delos we proceed by
sailing-boat, accomplishing the distance in 1 hr. if the wind be favourable.
To see Delos properly takes at least one day. The whole excursion
absorbs a great deal of time and is scarcely worth the trouble except for

—

—

arehteologists.
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Departure from the Piraeus, see p. 3. The vessels then skirt
Cape Colonna, the ancient Sunion (p. 128), and steer between Keos
and Thermia, passing to the S. of Gioura(Gyaros). In the distance
we see Andros and then (to the left) Tenos. We then round the N.
end of the island of Syra and reach

—

—

Embarkation and Disembarkation as at the Pirseus
A strict bargain should be made with the boatmen, who at first
(1 fr.).
make extravagant demands they understand Italian.
Hotels. Hotel de la Ville, Hotel d'Angleterre, both in the
Plati'a, B,. 3-5 fr., pens. 10 fr.
Good Greek cookery at the XenodocMon

HermOUpolis.

;

—

tou Stimmatos, at the harbour.
Steamboat Offices at the harbour, to the right of the landing-place.
Post Office in the Eue d'Apollon, near the harbour and the Platia.
British Consul.
W. P. Binney, Esq.

Hermoupolis ox Nea-Syros, a town with 21,250 inhah., the capthe island of Syros or Syra, and the seat of the nomarch of
the Cyclades, a Roman Catholic bishop, and a Greek archbishop
is picturesquely situated on two hills rising from a beautiful
and sheltered bay. Its owes its origin to the refugees from Chios
and Psara, who settled here after the devastation of their islandhomes in 1821. Its favourable situation on the direct route of the
French, Austrian, and other steamers for Constantinople and the
Black Sea, soon made it the principal commercial town of Greece,
but it has recently been surpassed by Athens, the Piraeus, andPatras.
The town consists of two main streets and the large square or
market-place (TrXaTsTa, platia). In the latter rises the Hayia Metamorphosis, or Church of the Transfiguration. To the N. lies the
new town, with the handsome domed church of St. Nicholas. To
the S. is the old town, which possesses ship-building yards and a
much-frequented spring.
A wide street ascends, at places by flights of steps, to the mediaeval Paljeo-Syhos, which is inhabited almost exclusively by
Roman Catholic descendants of Venetian settlers. These persons,
who stood under French protection during the Turkish domination,
have always felt more or less antagonistic to the orthodox Greeks
and they took little share in the War of Liberation. On the highest
point (1 hr.) stands the Roman Catholic Church of St. George, commanding an admirable view of Syra and the surrounding islands.
A still more extensive view is obtained from the Pyrgos (1615 ft.),
a hill consisting of marble veined with mica. The path to the top
begins about halfway up the hill of St. George, turns to the left at
the dye-works, and farther on ascends in an almost straight direction. About 1/2 nr from the summit stands the recently-built church
ital of

—

-

Hagia Paraskeve (the priests offer refreshments).
Those who have a whole day to spend here should not fail to
visit the Panagia della Gbazia, beautifully situated on the E.
coast of the island and reached by an easy carriage-road, passing
of

through the best cultivated part of the island (2-3 hrs. carr. 15 fr.).
Those who prefer to walk should ask to be shown the footpath,
;

;
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which is shorter hut more toilsome (IV2 «r.). A good hut somewhat expensive dinner may he obtained in the Kaffenion at the Panagia della Grazia.
In the neighbourhood is a pre -Hellenic
Necropolis, the clay urns found in which are now in Athens.

—

The Voyage from Syra to Mykonos

lasts 3 hrs.
On leaving
Gioura and Andros. Tenos then
comes into sight to the left; the town on it is conspicuous long hefore we reach it. Above the town is the pilgrimage-church of St.
Evangelistria, whose festival, occurring three weeks before Easter,
is numerously attended, special steamers plying hither from Athens.
To the S. we now see the islands of Megale Delos (p. 142) and
Mikra Delos (p. 138), to the S.W., Mykonos, and farther to the S.,
Naxos, Faros, and Siphnos. The steamer stops at the capital of My-

Syra we have a

fine retrospect of

konos, which bears the same name as the island.
Arrival as in Hermoupolis in Syra.
Mykonos.
The Epistatos of
the antiquities, Joannes Skordilis, provides for the accommodation of

—

—

strangers.

Mykonos, a pleasant town with 4400 inhabitants, lies in a semiround a bay on the E. coast of the large rocky island (4(isq.M.),
apparently on the site of the ancient capital. At the E. end of the
town lies a beautiful garden, laid out in the 18th cent, (visitors
admitted). Over the door of an adjacent house is a late-Greek
circle

tomb relief.
The Museum, which contains the bulk

of the yield of the

De-

specimens have been removed to Athens,
pp. 98, 99), lies near the harbour. Admission is obtained through
M. Skordilis (see above) the key is in charge of a custodian.
lian excavations (the best

;

Room

On

the walls: Nos. 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 20. Eight archaic
lifesize female figures, in graceful flowing drapery, some of which are
probably votive statues of priestesses of Artemis (No. 12 is an Athena)
5, 24. Male Figures of a similar kind ; 3, 6. Archaic heads ; 24. Trunk of
an archaic sitting figure. Near the entrance-doors of the two rooms at
the back are two archaic lions. To the left of the entrance, are two ancient antelixae with Gorgons chiselled on them ; 24a. Archaic siren ; 15. Back
part of a bearded head; 105. Basrelief of a seated Sphinx, of fine but
severe workmanship ; '59. Fragment of a relief representing a woman
sitting, "57. Lioness devouring a stag, both works in the best Attic style
38. Woman in long drapery ; *35. Head of a youth.
To the right of
the entrance are several bearded heads. To the left, in the corner, is the
shaft of a herma, with inscriptions and figures scratched upon it. In the
middle of the room are smaller objects, potsherds in the Mycenean style,
small horses in clay, arrow-heads, bronze figures of animals, archaic terracottas, etc. 383, 384. Female figures, one sitting and the other standing
(from the altar of the Foreign Gods, p. 141) ; 94. Marble figure of a youth
reclining.
In another compartment are an. archaic statuette of a woman,
and various small reproductions of celebrated statues of Venus (Nos. 16,
Back Room to the eight.
86, 88, 89) ; terracotta lamps with fine reliefs.
By the right wall, 19. Archaic figure of a youth on horseback, resembling
the equestrian figure at Vari (p. 130); *60. Tombstone of Aphrodisios, representing the deceased standing in a boat, a good Attic work of the 4th
cent..
Back Room
By the left wall, 72. Torso of a boy holding a bird.
to the left. To the right, Fragments of a large cratera of red clay; to the
left are numerous fragments of clay plaques ornamented with heads of men
I.

—

—

—

and satyrs, which served as ornaments to braziers.
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Room II., to the left. To the left of the entrance, 66a. Lower part
of an archaistic relief representing a woman approaching an altar ; 10. Shaft
of a herma, with figures and inscriptions engraved on its three sides;
IV. Hernia of Pan; I. Base with relief of a boar-hunt; 42. Torso of a
boy, in the same position as the celebrated Eros of Praxiteles; 41. Torso
of a youthful Hercules; 31. Torso of a youth.
Back Room. Torso of
Pan with pipes; 825. Relief of two men with pointed hats, one carrying
a measuring-rod, the other a staff, standing beside an altar, which was
originally painted (this relief was discovered in 1881 near the Temple of
the Foreign Gods (p. 141); six weather-beaten frieze-slabs, with representations of battles and sitting figures of the gods, which were found at the
N. end of the Hall of the Bulls (p. 140).

—

A pleasant walk may be taken long the path leading round
Hagios Elias
the N.E. arm of the bay to the top of the hill.
(1195 ft), the highest mountain in Mykonos, lies in the N. part
of the island it is supposed to be the Dimastos of the ancients.

—

;

As in this part of the yEgean Sea the N. wind often blows with
such violence as to render the journey impossible for many days
at a time, the first calm day should be made use of for an excursion to Delos, called by modern Greeks 'Lesser Delos' (Mikrd Delos)
in contradistinction to the island of Rheneia (p. 142) or 'Greater
Delos'.
In good weather the passage takes about 1 hr.
The
fare for a small boat there and back is 5-10 fr.
for a larger boat
30-40 fr. The traveller must take provisions with him, as there are
no inhabitants on the island, except a few shepherds and the custodian who conducts visitors over the excavations (fee 1-2 fr.).
The Histoky of Delos, the mythical birthplace of Apollo and Artemis,
The oldest
is identical with the history of its temple and its harbour.
settlers were Phoenicians and Carians.
After their expulsion by the Ionians, the island became the religious centre of the Ionian races on account
of its worship of Apollo which evidently replaced an earlier Carian cult.
Every year the Ionians held splendid games here, said to have been inaugurated by Theseus. From the 8th cent. B.C. Athens was closely allied with Delos, and it was Peisistratos who ordained the first 'purification' of Delos, i.e. the removal of the tombs from the temple enclosure, a
measure which was afterwards extended to the prohibition of burial on
any part of the island. The political importance of Delos is shown by
the fact that after the Persian Wars, when the Ionian League was founded,
the temple of Apollo was chosen as the treasury of the League. The
treasure was, however, removed to Athens as early as 454 B.C., at which
time Delos and the other islands became subject to Athens remaining so
,

until the time of Alexander the Great (about 334-331). In its ensuing period of independence Delos became the seat of a flourishing commerce foreign trading companies, such as the Hermaistae (consisting of Romans),
the Poseidoniastae (consisting of Syrians from Berytos), and others, had
their centre here, and various large buildings were erected (comp. p. 141).
When the Romans, who had exercised a kind of protectorate over Delos
since 166 B.C., again ceded the island to the Athenians, the town advanced with even more rapid strides, especially after the destruction of
Corinth (p. 229), but the devastation of the island by the generals of Mithridates in the year 88 B.C. put an end to its prosperity. The complete
destruction of the town happened in 69 B.C. during the wars with the
;

pirates.

The Excavations on the site of the ancient town were begun bv the
French Archseological Institute at Athens (p. 91). In 1873 the buildings
on Mt. Kynthos were first laid bare by Lebigue, whose work was continued by Slamatakis. In 1877 began the excavations of the town proper,
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under the management of Homolle, Hauvelte-Besnaull, Reinach, Paris, and
The work ig still going on.
The steamers from Mykonos to Delos generally round the S. end
of the latter island, affording a constant view of the lofty form of
Mt. Kynthos (p. 142).
land at the ancient harbour on the W.
coast of Delos, a few paces distant from the excavations carried on
in the once sacred enclosure, commanded by the large and highlying temple of Apollo.
Passing the foundations of a building of a later epoch, we first
reach what is believed to have been the Propylaea (PI. 1), a square
structure with a shallow portico on the S. side. To the N. of this
is a small Ionic building (PI. 2), which has been identified with the
Artemision or with the Temple of the Seven Oods, the latter supposition having been suggested by the discovery of several archaic
female statues in the vicinity. Beyond this point the 'Sacred Way'
leads to the so-called Treasuries, where it bends to the S. and approaches the E. front of the Temple of Apollo. To the right of the
path are the foundations of a building of unknown import, and adjacent are the remains of another edifice, 67 ft. long and 35 ft.
wide, supposed to be the Temple of Latona (PI. 3), which, as we
know from ancient writers, lay close to that of Apollo. The walls
and architectural fragments here are of good and skilful workmanship, and the style of the latter shows that the temple belonged
to the Doric order. The groups of the Rape of Orithyeia and of
Kephalos (p. 93), found here, may perhaps have been placed as
acroteria on the tops of the two pediments, while the flgures of
Nike probably served the same purpose at the angles.
The great Temple op Apollo, the plan of which resembles that
of the Theseion at Athens, was 86 ft. long and 44 ft. wide. The
remains of the massive foundations, resting on a bed of greyish
blue slate, show that the temple was a peripteral hexastyle, probably
with 13 columns at the sides. The interior is covered with fallen
blocks of marble. The pronaos and opisthodomos seem to have
opened to the E. and W. with two columns 'in antis'. The cella
has not yet been excavated. Few aids to determine the architectural appearance of the temple remain except some fragments of
the triglyphs and of the Doric columns. The latter have been left
smooth the only traces of fluting are at the top and bottom of the
shaft. The remains of the plastic adornment are confined to the
palmettes and lion's heads of the sima. The building, which probably replaced an older temple, is supposed to date from the third
century before the Christian era.
Near the temple stood the Horned Altar of Apollo (xepOtTwo;
Poj[a6;), so named from the ram's horns of which it was partly
composed, and regarded by the ancients as one of the seven wonders
of the world. Recent investigators believe they have found this
altar in the N. part of the so-called Hall of thb Bulls, to the E.
of the great temple.
Fougires.

We

;

;
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This structure, which is 220 ft. long and 29 ft. wide, is referred to the
Hellenistic period and is one of the best-preserved on the island. A base
or platform of granite supported three marble steps, still partly in situ,
which led to the wall with which the building was surrounded on the N.,
E., and W.
The S. end probably opened on a Doric portico 'in antis'.
Entering at this end and crossing the vestibule, we reach an oblong hall,
with a hollow or basin in the middle
Of the plastic adornment of this
chamber, a Nereid and a dolphin still remain. Several steps ascend to a
third room, the entrance to which is enclosed by Doric pilasters. The
'taurine capitals of these, representing recumbent bulls, gave rise to the
name by which the building is now distinguished. The interior walls
were, perhaps, adorned with a continuous frieze, of which the slabs mentioned at p. 138 may have formed part. The scattered blocks of marble
here are supposed to have belonged to the horned altar.
1

We now turn to the part of the sacred enclosure to the W. of
the Temple of Apollo, where our attention is first arrested by the
base of a Colossal Statue of Apollo (PI. 4), erected, according to
the inscription, hy the Naxians. Adjacent lie two large fragments
of the body of the statue, a hand is preserved in the keeper's house,
and part of one foot is in the British Museum. The statue was an
archaic work of an early period. The god was represented naked
and girt about the loins with a metal apron, the position of which
and traces of its fastening may still be seen on the fragments of
the body.
Immediately to the S. of this base lies a Portico (PI. 5),
divided into two parts by a row of eight Ionic columns and extended
towards the S. by walls added at a later period. Close by is a small
structure of the Doric order, approached by three steps and supposed to be a Propylaeon (PI. 6) the inscription records that it was
dedicated to Apollo by the Athenians. Farther on is the Stoa of
Philip, which consists of two parallel colonnades in the Doric style
according to the still extant inscription on the architrave (BaoiXe'js
MaxeSovtuv <I)iXnnTos BaoiXstu; ATjjATj-piou 'An:6XXu>vt) it was erected by Philip V. of Macedonia. The upper parts only of the columns
To the S.E. of the small Propytea are the Exedra of
are fluted.
Soteles (PI. 7) and the foundations of another Colonnade, the latter
running parallel to the Stoa of Philip. Between the two ran the path
leading from the S. to the Temenos and the Temple of Apollo.

—

;

—

We now

return to the large Propybea (PI. 1 p. 139) and proN. to a row of five Pedestals of Equestrian Statues
(PI. 8), the northernmost and smallest of which, according to an
adjacent inscription ('L. Cornelius L. F. Sulla Procos.'), bore a
statue of Sulla. Farther on are the remains of a temple, which has
not yet been explored but is known as the Aphrodision, from a
statue of Aphrodite found close by. Passing the keeper's house,
which contains a few inscriptions and fragments of sculptures, we
now reach the Agora.

ceed

;

to the

The Agora, or market, was a large rectangular court, the walls
of which, as shown by foundations still existing to the W., were
adjoined on the outside by storehouses. The interior of the court
was surrounded by Doric colonnades, adjoined by niches resembling
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exedrae and by square rooms. Several of the inscriptions on the
epistyle and several of the works of art in the niches have been preserved. Among the latter is a. Statue of C. Ofellius, which has been
re-erected on the W. side, close to its original base. It is a work of

the Athenian sculptors, Dionysios and Timarchides (2nd cent. B.C.),
and shows the influence of the Praxitelian school in idea and execution. A large mosaic, 9 ft. long and 5 ft. wide, was discovered in
one of the N. recesses, but has been covered up again; it represents
a high drinking-vessel, a garland, a palm-branch, and a small tablet,
and bears the inscription: IloTtXio; Saxpixaviot IIoTiXto'j A6<;. In the
recess to the E. of this was found the figure of a Gaul overcome in
combat (p. 99).
The N. colonnade of the Agora was connected
with the school of the Hermaistae, Apolloniastae, and Poseidoniastae
(p. 138), the site of which is now covered by modern buildings.
The round Sacred Lake, on the bank of which Latona is said to
have given birth to Apollo, closes the Temenos on this side.
Farther to the N., near the sea, lay the Gymnasium and the Stadion, the latter having one end built into the natural rock. At its
N. end is a fountain with good drinking-water.
now bend our steps to the S.E., towards Mt. Kynthos, halfway up the slope of which is a terrace, bounded on the E. by the
natural rock and on the W. by a supporting-wall of Byzantine construction. On this terrace, to the left, is a small Circular Building
(PI. 9), the object of which is unknown ; to the right is a Square
Building (PI. 10), with a mosaic floor. Here begins the paved way,
still partly preserved, which leads to the grotto of Apollo. We pass
some walls of late construction and several bases for votive statues.
To the left is a small chamber (PI. 11), adjoining a narrow podium
or platform, with a columnar portico. The base of a votive offering
erected in honour of King Mithridates and his brother still occupies
its original position here. We now reach the
Temple op the Foreign Gods, in which Serapis, Isis, and
Anubis were the objects of worship.
This building dates from the latter half of the 2nd cent. B.C., when
the cult of these Egyptian deities was introduced into Greece. It stands
from N. to S. and consists of a cella and a pronaos. The latter opened
to the S. with two columns 'in antis'
the antse probably ended in short
transverse walls. Neither capitals nor bases have been found; the shafts
of the columns are fluted in the lower parts only. Marble benches run
along the E. and W. walls of the pronaos. The partition-wall between
the cella and pronaos is pierced by a door. The large substructure in the
cella is supposed to be the lower part of an altar.
The W. wall of the
temple has been entirely removed and used in the construction of a build]

—

—

—

We

—

;

ing in front, apparently of mediseval origin.

Continuing to ascend, we pass some ancient cuttings in the
3
rocks and also an ancient inscription ( Afh)va-f)« 'Op-favT);), hewn in
the rock and dating from the 5th cent. B.C.
next traverse two
terraces supported by walls of solid masonry, and reach the Grotto

We

op Apollo, the most venerable sanctuary in Delos.
This consists of a wide cleft in the rock, barred in front by a prim-
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itive wall with a wide doorway.
The marble jambs and lintel of the
latter were added afterwards.
The roof is formed by ten huge slabs of
granite, on which lie smaller stones. Light is admitted by an opening in
the rear. To the right is a niche or recess in the rock, containing a large
unhewn block of granite, the top of which seems to have been prepared
for the reception of a statue.
small channel for water runs along the
left wall.
In the open space in front of the grotto stands a round marble
base, of a latter period ; this is supposed to have supported a tripod, as the
similarity of the arrangement to those at Delphi and Klaros has given rise
to the idea that this also may have been the home of an oracle.

A

From the grotto the sacred way ascended to the top of Mt. Kynthos, which was formerly crowned by the Temple of Zeus Kynthios
and Athena Kynthia. The scanty remains here belong to a comparatively late period.
The *View from the top is flue and extensive.
In descending from Mt. Kynthos, towards the W., we have the
entire Held of the ruins of Delos spread at our feet. On reaching
the foot of the hill, we follow the gorge, which runs to the W. from
the terrace mentioned at p. 141. This is the dry bed of the Inopos,
which, if we may judge from the numerous cisterns within the town
precincts, was not much better provided with water in antiquity.
Farther to the W. extends the important part of the town that arose
in the Roman period. Here, immediately to the N. of the foundations of a colonnade, a Private House has been excavated.
The arrangements resemble those with which we are familiar at Pompeii.
The entrance faces the street along which ran the above mentioned
colonnade. From the vestibule, to the right and left of which are rooms,
we reach the spacious atrium or court, the centre of which is occupied
by an admirable mosaic, sunk two steps below the level of the rest of the
floor and surrounded by twelve Doric columns of white marble.
To the
E. of the atrium are three other rooms, to the N. two. The walls of
these apartments are formed of small stones embedded in mortar, and
were formerly decorated with stucco painted red, blue, and yellow.
A few architectural remains to the N. W. of this house betoken
the site of the Sanctuary of the Cabiri, mysterious divinities whose
cult was probably of Oriental origin (comp. p. 160). To the W.,
where the ground falls abruptly, lies the Theatre. The auditorium, occupying much more than a semicircle, is supported by walls
of Hellenistic masonry. The marble seats of the four lowest rows
are still partly in situ; those to the right in the lowest row still
retain their backs. Eight flights of steps led to the upper rows.
Nothing remains of the stage and orchestra except the foundations.
Below these is a large cistern.
To the W. of the island of Delos lies Megdlt Delos, the ancient
Eheneia, the history of which is quite devoid of interest.
The C4reek steamers (pp. xxi, xxii) ply also to other members of the
Cyclades Perhaps the most interesting of those as yet unmentioned is the
volcanic island of Thera or Santorini, the abrupt, sickle-shaped W. coast
of which, with the islets of Theresia and Kaemeni in front of it, seems to
owe its form to the falling in of an ancient crater. The exuberantly fruitful soil produces excellent white and red 'malmsey' (p. 25S) and other wines,
which are exported to Russia in exchange for grain and timber. The population amounts to 15,000, nearly half of whom are Roman Catholics.

CENTRAL GREECE.
The

central part of the mainland of Greece, lying to the 8. of a
drawn between the Ambracian Gulf (Bay of Aria) on the W.
and the Malic Gulf ( Gulf of Lamia) an the E. is connected with
the N. districts of Epirus (now Albania') and Thessaty by an extensive mountain system, to which the general name of Pindos is

line

,

usually given.

From

5580

to the E.

system the Othrys chain (highest point
the (Eta chain (7050 ft.), approaching so close to the marshy coast of the Malic Gulf as to leave
room only for the famous pass of Thermopylae (p. 194), extends toward the S.E. and still farther to the S. lies the plateau-like Parnassos (8070 ft.), with which are connected the isolated groups of
Helicon, Kithaeron, Parnes, and the other heights mentioned at
As far S. as the Breotian plain and Lake Kopais (p. 182)
p. 102.
the country is almost entirely mountainous
and it is divided into
clearly separated territories (Attica, Megaris, Boeotia, Phocis, Westem Locris, Doris, Malis with the district of (Eta, Eastern Locris,
or land of the Opuntian and the Epiknemidian Locrians, Mtolia, and
Acarnania). With the exceptions of the Acheloos (pp. 27, 28), which
flows towards theW., the Spercheios, in the plain of Lamia, and
the Kephisos, which enters Lake Kopais
there are no important
rivers. The majority of the inhabitants were regarded in antiquity
as belonging to the Achaean-Molic Stock ; but the hilly district of
Doris (p. 147) on Mount (Eta., and Megaris (p. 141) were inhabited
by Dorians, and Attica by Ionians (p. 104).
The following pages limit themselves to a description of the chief
routes in the E. half of this district, which alone is historically important;
the W. half, inhabited in classic times by 'semibarbarians\ is for the
present omitted from this Handbook, except for the notices already given
ft.),

runs

this

;

;

;

,

Railways (with the exception of the under-mentioned line
from Athens and the Pirseus to Corinth) do not exist, and the traveller
must either drive or ride. For the mode of travelling compare the Inat pp. 27, 28.

troduction, p. xii et seq.

12.

From Athens

to Corinth via

Megara

Peloponnesou) in 3V4'3 3 A hrs. (fares
10 fr. 40, 8 fr. 75 c. ; return 16 fr. 60 c, 14 fr.); to (30'/2 M.) Megara in
There are
2 hrs. (fares 5 fr. 50, 4 fr. 55 c. ; return 8 fr. 80, 7 fr. 30 c).
The station at
three trains daily.
The best views are to the left.
Athens lies to the N.W. of the town (PI. B. 1) ; cab from the hotels 2 fr.
57 M.

Railwat (Sidirddromos

tes

—

The

trains start at the Piraeus (where through-passengers only
and after halting at Athens runs to the N. across the

are admitted)

Attic plain.

IV4M. (from Athens) Mylae

('the mills'), near SepClia;
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From Athens

3 M. Kdto Liosia ; 6 M. Epdno Lidsia, the station for Chasia and
Phyle (see p. 114).
The train now runs to the W., through the valley between
Ml. JEgaUos on the S. and the barren spurs of Mt. Parnes on the
N., and enters the Thriasian Plain (p. 111).
1472 M. Kalyvia.
The best views from this point on are all to the left.
17 M. Elevsis, see p. 112.
The Railway Station (Kaffem'on,

—

—

—

•

with wine, bread, eggs,

coffee, and sometimes meat), lies 1/2 M. from the
rains, which are seen at the foot of the Panagia Chapel, on the margin
of the Acropolis (see p. 113). To reach them we turn to the E. and after

200 paces follow the road, which leads past the remains of a
aqueduct; the two factory-chimneys remain to the left.

Roman

The line now skirts the base of a range of wooded hills, rising
here and there in sharp points called Kerala, which of old, as now,
formed the boundary between Attica and Megara. On the other
side we have a splendid view of the Bay of Eleusis and the N. coast
of Salamis.
20 M. Hagios Nikolaos. Opposite, on the island of
Salamis, is the convent of Phaneromene, mentioned at p. 110. The
plain of Megaris is rich in oil and wine.
3OY2 M. Megara {Railway Restaurant, kept by Al. Tzakonas,
poor the owner has a small XenodocMon in the Platia), the capital of Megaris, with 5300 inhab. who plume themselves not a
little on their pure Greek descent in the midst of a surrounding
Albanian population, occupies almost the same site as the ancient
city. The modern houses still stretcn up the two heights mentioned
by ancient writers but the old city extended farther into the plain

—

;

;

to the S.

Through Megara, whose earliest inhabitants are said to have been
Carians and Lelegae, pass the main roads from N. Greece to the Peloponnesus and here the rival currents of the Dorians wandering from
the N., and the Ionians, advancing from the E., met. Theseus is said to
have extended the boundary of the latter as far as the Isthmus. The
legendary expedition of the Dorians against Attica which was arrested
before Athens by the heroic death of Kodros, left Megara in the hands of
,

;

,

the Dorians. The city attained its zenith in the 8th and 7th cent. B.C.
It was a commercial rival to Corinth and sent forth several colonies
which rose later to a high pitch of power, such as Chalcedon and Byzantium on the Bosphorus, Herakleia on the Euxine, and Megara Hyblsea in Sicily. The tyrant Theagenes (630-600) was a patron of the arts and constructed
many buildings, including a famous aqueduct. The prosperity of Megara
collapsed with the loss of Salamis in 598 B.C. (p. 110); but its citizens
took a heioic part in the Persian war, fighting by sea at Artemision and
Salamis, and by land at Platgea. A dispute with Corinth and ^Egina led
to a closer union with Athens, and to the construction of the double
wall, nearly a mile long, between the town and its port of Nisfea. But
the traditional antipathy between Megara and
after a short interval
Athens again revived. The 'Megarean Psephisma', a commercial restriction carried out apparently on the advice of Perikles in 422, which
excluded the Megaieans from all the harbours and market-places in Attic
territory, was one of the causes of the Peloponnesian War. The Athenians
failed in their repeated attempts to make themselves masters of Megara ;
The
but the trade of the latter was permanently crippled by the war.
In the
services of the Megareans to art and science were but small.
writings of the hostile Athenians, which are our only source of information on the subject, clumsiness, senseless buffoonery, and shameless im,

—

to Corinth.
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morality are all described as being 'Megarean'. Some, however, though
on exceedingly doubtful grounds, have ascribed the invention of comedy
to Megara; but in any case the greatest glory of the city is due to its having
been the home of the philosopher (not the mathematician) Euclid (d. 424
B.C.), who visited Athens, at the risk of his life, in order to hear Socrates.

Leaving the railway-station we traverse an open space towards
the N.E. and then pass through a side-street, with a school, to
the Platfa, which occupies the site of the ancient Agora and is the
starting-point of the main streets. The ascent thence first to the depression hetween the two eminences of the town, and then on to
their summits is easy. The smaller and lower height (to the E.),
now surmounted by a windmill, formerly bore the castle of Knria,
The steep smooth
of which a few polygonal fragments remain.
faces of rock on its S. side are due to quarrying operations. The
longer and higher height to the W. bore the castle of Pelops' son
Alkathoos, who married the daughter of King Megareus, and built
the walls with the help of Apollo.
It was not at first included
within the town-fortifications. The numerous chapels on this W.
eminence are in great part built of ancient blocks with old sculptures and inscriptions. Both heights command a fine view of the
town and its environs, and of the Geraneia or Makriplagi Mts. to
the W., with two peaks 3465 ft. and 4495 ft. high respectively.
Near the Platia is a small Museum, containing some headless statues,
a marble *Vase with a relief of two horsemen, and a few inscriptions.
In the plain 3/4 M. to the N. near a mill and a bridge spanning
a gorge, is an aqueduct affording a copious supply of water. Several
of the ancient washing-troughs beside it are still used.
Megara lies about l'/4 M. from the sea, with which it is connected by a good road. At the end of the road to the right is a round
eminence called Palaeokastro, with the ruins of a mediaeval fortification, into which ancient blocks have been built.
This was formerly the rocky island of Minoa, which in ancient times lay outside
the harbour and was connected with the land by a bridge. Its name
recalls the legendary capture of Megara by the Cretan King Minos,
Opposite is the hill of St. George, on which rose the Acropolis of
Nisaea, the port of Megara. On the E. side of the little peninsula
which here projects into the sea is the present skala or pier of
Megara. The Palasokastro and the chapel of St. George are visible
from the railway-station.
The train now passes through several rocky cuttings at the foot
of the Geraneia (see above)
which here abuts closely on the sea.
The railway crosses two bridges, affording a view of the road, which
runs along the sea far below at the foot of an almost perpendicular
wall of whitish rock, and is partly supported by ancient buttresses
of polygonal masonry. This narrow pass is the formerly notorious
Kake Skala, known to the ancients as the Skironian Cliffs. According to the Attic legend it was the lurking-place of the robber
Skiron, who used to kick travellers over the edge, until he himself
,

—

,

,
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met with the same fate from Theseus. According to the Megareans,
however, Skiron was the builder of the first safe road here. At the
small village of (38i/2 M.) Kineta we reach a small plain with pinewoods.
43 V2 M. Hagii Theodori probably occupies the site of
Krommyon, the haunt of the man-eating sow slain by Theseus. An
inscribed tombstone to Philostrata, built into the chapel-wall, and
some scattered heaps of stones are the only remains of the ancient
little town, to which the whole of this district belonged.
As we
proceed we enjoy a continuous view of the Saronic Gulf and the
mountains of Epidauros. On the island of Evraeonisi is the ruin of
a mediaeval fortress.
40^2 M. Kalamaki, see p. 232.
The train now turns inland, crosses the new canal (p. 242) by
a bridge 230 ft. high, and reaches
57 M. Corinth, see p. 228. Passengers going farther have generally to change carriages here.

—

—

—

—

13. From Corinth to
From Corinth to ItSa steamer in

Delphi via

Itea.

the vessels of the Panhellenios Co. (p. xx a) start on Mon. and Frid. (returning on Sun. night and
Tues.) and those of the Hellenic Co. (p. xix) on Sun. and Wednesday.
Most of the steamers reach Itea in the evening, and the night should be
spent at Sdlona (p. 153). Thence on horseback to Delphi in 3'/a hrs., from
Itea direct in 2'/2 hrs. Not less than half-a-day should be devoted to Delphi.
4*/2 hrs.

;

—

The steamboat-quay is '/2 M. from the
Passengers with through-tickets for Itea are taken on to
the steamer by rail cab 1 fr.
The Gulf of Corinth resembles an extensive lake. To the right
rises the long serrated form of the Hera Akraea, now called Hagios
Nikdlaos, with its white chapel. On the left stretches the fertile
Achaian coast (romp. pp. 32, 31), backed by a range of graduated
heights over which towers the rocky and generally snow-capped
Kylltne (the modern Ziria; 7790 ft.; p. 227), while the peak of
Erymanthos (7300 ft. p. 227) rises in the distance. On the right,
farther on, the coast is formed by steep cliffs and abrupt promontories,
with the bare rounded summits of the broad Helicon group (5150 ft.)
above farther off the steep crags of Parnassos (8070 ft.) rear themselves over the flat green Kirphis (4166 ft.).
Rounding the promontory of Opous, the steamer enters the bay
of Galaxidi, known to the ancients as the Gulf of Kirrha orKrissa.
To the N.W. we catch a glimpse of Salona (p. 147) half-hidden
among olive groves. To the left, beyond a blunt promontory, is Galaxidi (p. 32), with its ship-building yards. The village of Magoula,
on the right, occupies the site of Kirrha, once the port of Krissa,
and afterwards a dependency of Delphi. The steamer stops at
Itia (400 inhab.), the landing-place for Salona, which lies
7*/2 M. inland. Disembarkation by small boat, including luggage,
1 fr. There are several poor cafe's and eating-houses near the harbour. Horses and mules for Delphi (4-5 fr.) and carriages for SaCorinth, see p. 228.

station.

;

;

;

,

—
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for each pers., including luggage)are generally in wait-

Delphi does not pass Salona.
Silona, officially called Amphissa , is a flourishing little town
with 4700 inhab. (fair quarters at the Xenodoch-Con of Karavines,
bed 172-2 fr.). It lies at the foot of the Acropolis of Amphissa,
the most important of the ancient Locrian cities, known from the
war of 339-8 B.C., which Philip II of Macedonia, who had been
commissioned to punish the Amphissians, utilized to effect the
subjugation of Greece (comp. p. 149).
Although the extensive
ruins on its Acropolis include many fragments of polygonal masonry, by far the greater part of them dates from the period of the
rule of the Frankish counts or of the Turks, for Salona played an
important part in the mediaeval history of Greece.
Mule from
Salona to Delphi (3^2 hrs.) 5-6 fr.
Fbom Salona to Lamia (p. 198), a ride of 11-12 hrs.
A beautiful
road leads in 5-6 hrs. 5 from Salona via Topdlia and the Pass of Amblema to the fertile upper valley of the Kephisos (p. 153), surrounded by
the E. spurs of Mount CEta, the X. slopes of Parnassos, and the W.
heights of Mount Chlonuis.
At. the point where we descend into the
plain are the village and khan of Gravid, heroically defended in 1821
against 300O Turks by Odysseus (p. 57), at the head of 180 Greeks. A marble
monument, with a bust of Odysseus, was erected here in 18S8 to commemorate the event. In the valley of the Kephisos lay the four 'Towns'
ing.

direct route frorn Itea to

—
—

of the Dorians, who superseded the ancient Dryopians at the period of
the Doric migration.
These were Kytinion, 3 /4 M. from Gravia; Boion,
near Mariolates 3 M. from Gravia; Erineos, near Kato-Kastelli, 2'/4 M. from
Gravia; and Pindos or Akyphas, near Epano-Kastelli. Remains of them all
may be traced, the least important being those of Pindos. Boion was the
most strongly fortified.
The road traverses the plain which is watered
by the head-streams of the Kephisos, and at Pracho joins the route leading to Dadi and Livadia (p. 197).
Thence it ascends to the summit of
the pass over the hill of Kallidromos (Sardmata), whence, at the khan of
Prokoveniko, the path to Thermopylae mentioned at p. 197 diverges to the
right.
From the khan we descend through the picturesque valley of the
Karvounaria (Asopos), passing the ruins of Herakleia (p. 197), to the village
of Moskochori, in the plain of the Spercheios. Lamia lies on the other
side of the river.
A visit to Thermopylae may be conveniently combined with this route.
From Itea to Delphi, 2^4 hrs.
follow at first the carriage-

—

—

We

road to Salona as far as a steep rock, where we strike off to the right,
through the olive-groves and vineyards that cover the centre of the
plain. The gorge of the Phasdriadse (p. 148) can be made out from
the sea before we land at Itea, as well as the gorge between the spur
of Parnassos and the verdant Kirphis, through which the Pleistos
In less than an hour the
(p. 148; often dry) pours its waters.
road begins to ascend, and 20 min. farther on (IY4 hr. from Itea)
we reach the large village of Chrysd near the site of the town of
Krissa (destroyed in 585), which originally ruled over the whole
plain. There are a few remains on the hill of Stephani to the right.
An ancient tower, built with some degree of regularity, and sev,

fragments of Cyclopean fortifications are passed about Y4 hr.
We then ascend by an ancient road, the surface of
which has been carefully smoothed, to (25 min.) a cliff, with numeral

farther on.
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along which stretches a row of
the remains of which crown the
height, is ascribed to Philomelos, the Phocian, who took possession
of the district of Delphi in 355 and fortified himself here against
the Thebans. As soon as we have crossed the spur of the ridge, we
catch sight of the village of Kastti, and beyondthe Castalian gorge
55 min. from Chryso) Monasteri tes Panagtas, a farm
the (V4 hr.
comes into view.
( metochi) of the Jerusalem convent at Daulis also
Accommodation may be had here from Paraskevds, the keeper of the
antiquities (cp'JXa? tow dp^otoTr)T(ov), who charges 7-8 fr. a day for
board and a room. The contents of the Museum at present consist
mainly of inscriptions. Among the few sculptures is a relief of a
nnde archer (Apollo?). An archaic relief of a four-horse chariot
(charioteer almost entirely missing) with a three-stepped altar,
obviously the votive offering of a victor in a chariot-race, is at present covered by the excavations at the Stoa of the Athenians (p.151),
A visit to the ruins takes at least 5 hrs.
Delphi (AeX<po(; 2130 ft.), called Pytho by the earliest authorities, was the headquarters of the Grecian cult of Apollo, whose
most famous oracle it contained; and it was the centre of the Delphic Amphictyony, the most ancient confederation of Greek states.
As a town, however, it was of no importance; it was exclusively a
sanctuary. High above the valley of the Pleistos rise the Phaedriadae
('shining rocks') of the ancients, two long cliffs approaching each
other at an obtuse angle and separated only by a narrow chasm.
ercras clefts

tombs and

and

artificial terraces,

recesses.

The

fortress,

;

,

winter or after heavy rain a foaming torrent is precipitated
from this chasm into the deeply indented channel of the
modern Papadia through which it finds its way into the Pleistos
The
(the modern Xeropotdmi) flowing past it towards the S.
E. cliff, which rises above the monastery, is the ancient Hyampeia.
Its modern name is Phlemboukos.
At the foot of the W.
cliff (now called Rodini) lay the sanctuary, with its magnificent
temple, the public buildings, and thousands of statues and other
the whole surrounded by an extensive wall.
votive offerings
Here the Hieromnemonse, or representatives of the Amphictyony,
assembled twice a year and here every four years they celebrated
the Pythian Festival and Oames, held first in 586 to commemorate

In

,

,

;

the victory over Krissa.

The grandeur

of the scenery, the ice-cold springs, and the currents of
from the gorges of the mountains filled men with a mysterious awe from the earliest times, and seemed to invite the foundation
of a temple. According to the legend Delphi was the haunt of the dragon
air streaming

which the far-darting Apollo slew five days after his birth in
Pytho
the island of Delos; and the god is said to have brought hither his
But the ascription of the foundation of Delphi
first priests from Crete.
to a Cretan colony is most probably an error. The oracle influenced the
of whole nations from a very early period;
and
houses
noble
history of
barbarians as well as Hellenes consulted it, and its responses were implicitly trusted, even when they involved the enquirer in destruction, as in
the case of Croesus. The oracle was consulted on all affairs of moment,
,
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such as the making of laws, the beginning of decisive wars, or the despatch
In 596 the Athenians, at the instigation of Solon, joined
of colonies.
Sikyon in a holy war against the Krissseans, who were in the habit of
plundering the pilgrims to the shrine; and the upshot was that Krissa
was destroyed and the whole of its territory incorporated with the sacred
domain in 585 (p. 147). At the beginning of the Persian wars the priests
of Delphi showed a considerable amount of doubt and trepidation, and
it was not till after the battle of Salamis that they identified themselves
with the national cause of Greece. Tbe resolute and patriotic oracle
before the battle of Platsea, and perhaps also the miraculous preservation
of the shrine from a party of Persian pillagers, who were asserted to
have been terrified by the direct interposition of Apollo himself (most
probably by one of the by no means uncommon earthquakes at Delphi),
raised the reputation of the sanctuary to a very high pitch. Trophies
from the Persian booty were erected here, and the Amphictyons issued
decrees in honour of those who had remained faithful to their fatherland. Gradually, however, a reaction set in. In 448 the Phocicms took
possession of the sanctuary, and although afterwards expelled by the Spartans, they retained the political command of the district by the influence
of Perikles, until the peace of Nikias in 421 again declared the independence of Delphi. But the beautiful plain of Krissa'again tempted the Phocians; and their cultivation of a great part of it brought about the Phocian
war (the so-called 'Sacred War') in 357-46, which, owing to the interposition of Philip II. of Macedon, paved the way to the final loss of Greek independence (comp. pp. 147, 156). The invasion of the Gauls in 279 (comp.
p. 195) was warded off chiefly by the bravery of the Mtolians, who in
consequence dominated the Delphic Amphictyony until the time of the
Romans. When Sulla was besieging Athens in 86, he compelled the surrender of the Delphic treasures for the payment of his troops. Nero divided the plain of Krissa among his soldiers and is said to have carried
off 500 statues from the temple.
This number was but small compared
with the treasures that remained ; for Pliny narrates that in his time there
were still 3000 statues at Delphi, and even in the time of Pausanias
(p. cxiii) the precinct resembled a vast museum. The Byzantine emperor
Theodosius (379-395 A. D.) finally put an end to the troubled existence of
the pagan cult.
In modern times the French government has instituted
excavations under the direction of the Ecole d'Athines (p. 91); and the
inscriptions discovered by this means have for the first time shed a clear
light on the constitution of the Delphic Amphictyony.
,

—

Following the description of Pausanias (see above) we begin
our pilgrimage on the E., i. e. beside the Panagia convent. To the
S.E., on the road to Arachova (p. 154), we observe to the left a few
sepulchral chambers and the so-called Logari, a copy of the gate
of Hades, cut in the cliff. The long substructures and supporting
walls to the right of the road are now called Marmaria. This is
doubtless the spot where Pausanias saw the entrance to the
sanctuary, and the temple of Athena Pronoia. The monastery itself
lies on the ruins of the ancient Gymnasium, by which we must
understand a building of considerable extent, as is clearly indicated by the substructure of firmly-jointed hewn stones.
We follow the path running from the monastery to the N.W.
along the base of the Phlemboukos cliff, and passing two gigantic
plane-trees, reach the Castalian Fountain, which wells forth in
the innermost recess of the Phaedriadse. A large plane-tree, said to
have been planted by Agamemnon, is mentioned as having grown
in antiquity on the site of the present trees. Before consulting the
oracle the pilgrims washed or sprinkled themselves at the spring.

;
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'To the pure precincts of Apollo's portal,
Come, pure in heart, and touch the lustral wave:
One drop sufficeth for the sinless mortal
All else, e'en ocean's billows cannot lave'.
(Pythian Response; trans, by /. E. Sandys.)
poetic belief in the inspiring power of the water, of which

Ovid and others speak, dates from the Boman period. In recent
times earthquakes have rendered the neighbourhood of the fountain
quite unrecognizable.
We come in 8 min. more to the long S. supporting wall of a
temple, consisting of finely-jointed polygonal work, crowned with
a regular horizontal course of masonry. From the numerous inscriptions, some referring to the resolutions of the Amphictyons or of
the Delphic community and others to the formal liberation of slaves,
there is little room for doubt that here was the site of the famous
Temple of Apollo. Of the appearance of the temple we can now
only form an idea from the reports of the ancients. It was built by
the Corinthian architect Spintharos in the second half of the 6th
cent. B. C.
to succeed an earlier temple burnt to the ground in
548. A quarter of the cost was to be defrayed by the Delphians
from the temple-treasury, and the rest supplied by voluntary contributions, in which even King Amasis of Egypt joined. Finally,
however, the construction was taken over by the wealthy Athenian family of the Alkmaeonidse, and continued in a more splendid
manner than the original plan had contemplated. One of their
alterations was the substitution of Parian marble for ordinary
Poros stone. The sculptures were chiefly by the Athenian Praxias,
a pupil of Kalamis, and by Androsthenes, a pupil of Eukadmos.
The E. Pediment contained representations of Apollo, Artemis, Leto,
the nine Muses, and the setting Helios and the W. Pediment had figures
of Dionysos, and the Thyades, who also were worshipped at Delphi.
Pausanias saw golden armour on the architrave; to the E. the shields
dedicated by the Athenians after Marathon, to the W. and S. the long
shields hung there by the jEtolians in memorv of the successful repulse
,

;

of the Gauls in 279.
In the Vestibule of the temple were engraved the famous sayings of
the Seven Sages: Tvui&i cxjoto'v ("know thyself) and M-qSev ayav ('nothing
too much', t. e. 'moderation in all things'). Here too was the enigmatical
'E (5)', represented and dedicated in wood by the Seven Sages, in brass
by the Athenians, and in gold by the empress Livia. A statue of Homer,
who represented to the Greeks the incarnation of wisdom, was also appropriately placed in this conspicuous position.
Of the objects which were
contained within the temple the famous Omphalos may be mentioned a
half
stone in the shape of
an egg, which was said to mark the centre of
the world, because here the two eagles met, which Zeus had caused to
In an apartment by itself was
fly from the opposite ends of the earth.
the Chasm of the Okacle, a cleft in the earth from which a narcotic
vapour issued. Its situation can no longer be identified, probably in consequence of earthquakes. Above the chasm was placed the golden tripod,
on which sat the prophetic virgin (afterwards matron) whose words none
but the initiated could understand. The responses were communicated to
inquirers by the priests in hexameter verses. The well-known ambiguity
of the oracle not only had the appearance of superhuman wisdom, hut
also secured the reputation of the priests in any doubtful case. But that
:ts influence was on the whole for good is indicated by the respect with

—

,
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which the poets .Eschylus. Pindar, and Sophocles, and even the philosopher Plato, speak of the oracle of Delphi. In the most ancient times the
oracle could he consulted only in the Delphic month Bysios (the Attic
Anthesterion, corresponding to Feb. and March), then subsequently at
any time, with the exception of a few inauspicious days, but finally again
only at fixed and limited times.
The extant remains of the columns show that the exterior of the

temple belonged to the Doric and the interior to the Ionic order.
The shafts are of white calcareous tuff or tufa and were originally
coated with stucco, of which a few traces have been preserved. A
little above the supporting wall a fragment still remains of the S.
steps to the temple itself, constructed of large rectangular blocks,
left rough on the front, on which rest? a layer of thin slabs. According to an inscription, which has been preserved, a plan of the limits of the temple-enclosure was engraved on one side of the cella.
In front of the supporting wall mentioned above lie the remains
of the Stoa of the Athenians (5th cent B.C.), some stones with ina fragment of a curious marble
scriptions, shafts of columns
sphinx, and the 'Column of the Naxians', with an inscription re,

cording the right of the inhabitants of Naxos to consult the oracle
before other inquirers.
About 80 paces below the wall and parallel with it, is the Hellenikd, a fragment of the stone wall which encircled the temple-precincts.
To the N. of the temple lay the Theatre, in which Cyriacus of
Ancona (p. cxiii) counted 33 rows of seats still existing in the 15th
century. A few fragments of the S. wall, covered with inscriptions,
are to be seei* to the left, near the spring of St. Nicholas, which
Prof. Ulrichs identifies with the ancient spring of Kassotis.
The recent excavations by the French have ascertained the site
of the Lesche of the Knidians, famous for its paintings by Polygnotos.
Turning to the W. from the Kerna (Delphussa), which issues
from a projection of the Rodini cliff, we reach the Stadion, now
called Lakkoma. This occupies the highest point in Delphi, and is
situated in a natural depression, the S. side of which appears to
have been artificially heightened.
Opposite the S. side of the stadion, at the W. entrance to the
precincts of the town of Delphi, lies the Chapel of St. Elias. The
strongly buttressed substructure of the chapel probably indicates
the site of the Synedrion, where the meetings of the Amphictyons
took place in spring and autumn. The meeting as well as the place
bore the name of Pylaea, which was afterwards transferred to the
In
flourishing suburb that sprang up here under the Romans.
the neighbourhood is a carefully constructed ancient Tomb, with
two vaulted spaces for sarcophagi and other recesses. Adjacent is
a circular exedra, hewn in the rock.
The spring of Zaleska, the ancient Sybaris, flows through a wide openIn the
ing into the lower part of the gorge of the Papadia (p. 148).
gorge, just opposite, is the cave of Krypsana, or den of the Lamia, a
monster living upon human sacrifices and resembling ths Theban Sphinx.

—

—
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Farnassos.
the famous Pamassos, now called by the surrounding
inhabitants Lidkoura, may be accomplished from Delphi, or, still better,
Arachova
from
(p. 154), in about 8hrs., and well repays the exertion.
The ascent, occupies two days, the night being spent in a comfortless
hut. Warm coverings for the night must be taken, as well as an abundant
supply of provisions, and even water for the latter part of the ascent, as
there are no springs on the upper part of the mountain ; the guides have
also to be provided for.
Those who start from Delphi and combine the
ascent with a visit to the Korykian Grotto must also take torches or candles.
In other respects the ascent is comparatively easy, and it is possible to
ride to the summit (hone from Delphi about 15 fr. ; from Arachova 10 fr.);
in descending, however, it is frequently necessary to dismount. The expedition is best made in July ; before June there is too much snow on the
ground and after July the days favourable for the view become fewer.

The ascent of

Fbom Delphi a steep winding path, beginning near the stadion,
ascends in 50 min. to a ridge where the walking is easier. Farther
on we traverse a flat summit and descend slightly to the Livddi, a
small upland plain belonging to Arachova. Above this plateau lies
the cave of Sarantdvli, the Korykian Grotto of the ancients, described by Pausanias, in and around which wild Bacchic festivals
were celebrated. To the right of the usual entrance is a rough
cube of rock with inscriptions in honour of Pan and the Nymphs.
The interior of the cave, the damp recesses of which cannot be explored without a light, contains numerous stalactites. From the
cave we proceed, passing a spring of good water, to (1 hr.) the
Kaly'via Arachovitika (see below).
Fkom Abachova (p. 154) we ascend in 1 hr. to the plateau of
Livadi. We then pass the village of Kalyvia Arachovitika, which
lies in the N.E. part of the plain and is inhabited in summer by
and
the Arachovians. We next ascend two steep pine-clad slopes
in 2'/2 hrs. more we have accomplished two-thirds of the ascent.
The upper part of the mountain is barren and covered with blocks
of stone, across which we make our way (no path), to the plateau
below the two highest summits, the Gherontovrachos (W.) and the
Lykeri (to the left); the latter is the chief summit. The Strounka
tou Lazdrou and the Strounka Kalogheriki ('monk's yard') are two
miserable shelters for the night, roughly built of stones, one of
which must be shared with the shepherds by travellers who intend
to climb to the summit before daybreak.
The latter is preferable
;

as it lies nearer the

The summit

summit, which is still 1 hr. distant.
(8070 ft.) commands a wide and

of *Parnassos

magnificent view. As it is generally clearest just before sunrise,
the traveller should start in time to be on the summit at daybreak.
"View. To the E., across the narrow strait which separates Eutoea
from the mainland and over the serrated peaks of that island, may be
distinctly seen (in clear weather), the outlines of the If. Sporades, rising
from the wide expanse of sea, which stretches beyond them until it is met
on the horizon by the mountain-lines of the more distant islands of the
Archipelago.
To the N.E. the steep promontory of Alhos, the 'sacred
mountain' of the Greeks, is visible.
To the N. rises the dark mass of
Olympos, beside which even theThessalian Ossasmi Pelion look dwarfed; the

—

—
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Gulf of Volo is full in view, and the Bap of Lamia appears to He at the
feet of the spectator. As the sun rises the more distant prospect becomes
veiled in mist, but the lakes and rivers in the plains of Phocis and Boeotia,
which before were barely visible, sparkle and glitter in the sun-light.
To the S.E. appears the broad-backed Helicon, and beyond it the heights
on the Attic Peninsula, the line of which appears to be continued by the
row of islands at its S. extremity.
Nowhere is the importance of the
Isthmus of Corinth so distinctly visible as here, where an extensive survey
is obtained of the two parts of the country which it joins.
The view
of the Peloponnesus is bounded by the mountains on the N. margin of ArQuite different from this wide panoramic view is the view to
cadia.
the W., embracing the lofty range of Korax, separated from Parnassos
only by the Valley of Amphissa; its summits, Ki&na and Vardousi, are the
highest in modern Greece and tower several hundred feet above Par-

—

—

—

—

nassos

itself.

Instead of returning to\Delphi or Arachova we may descend the
abrupt E. slope of Parnassos (only to be attempted on foot and
with a trustworthy guide), to (4-5 hrs.) the romantically and loftily
situated Convent of Jerusalem, the monks of which entertain the
traveller with plain but kindly hospitality. In about another hour
we reach Davlia (p. 154).
A beautiful mountain track, much frequented by the shepherds,
leads from the Korykian Grotto across the wooded heights of Parnassos to (4^2 hrs.) Epano-Aydrjani, and in 1^2 hr. more to KatoAgdrjani, after which the ruins of the ancient town of Lilaea are
now named. The ruins lie about 1 M. from Agorjani, and consist
of some well-preserved walls and towers of the Acropolis, and a few
insignificant remains of the lower town. About IV4M. from Lilsea
rises one of the chief sources of the Kephisos, which, however, lies
aside from our route. In '/j nr more we reach the village of KatoSouvdla, which offers better night-quarters than Agorjani. Following the genera] direction taken by the feeders of the Kephisos,
with a retrospective view of Kytinion and Gravia (p. 147), we reach
(l^hr^Dadi, the chief place in the upper valley of the Kephisos,
on the Toad from Livadia to Lamia (p. 147 each about 36 M. distant). Close by are the ruins of the anc ent Amphi'kaea or AmpMkleia, from which a good many building stones and inscribed blocks
have been transported to Dadi.
From Dadi to Velitza (p. 192)
hrs.
to Boudonitza (p. 193) 2 3/,j-3 hrs.
-

;

—

;

14. From Delphi to Livadia.
On horseback 8 hrs. (mule 10 hrs.): to Arachova l 3 /4 hr., Hagios

—

Vlasis

Instead of proceeding via
Kaprsena (Chseronea) to Livadia, we may leave the former a little to the
right and push on to Skripoii (Orchomenos, p. 189), spend the night in the
convent there, and next day continue the direct route to Thebes, without
touching at Livadia.

4 hrs.,

Kapraena ib min., Livadia P/t

follow the track mentioned at
and the Marmaria (p. 149), and then
among which some semicircular tombs
from the track. To the right are the remains of

From the Panagia Convent we
p. 149, passing the Logari
skirt the rocks of Parnassos,
are visible not far

hr.
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ARACHOVA.

From

Delphi

a sepulchral monument in the shape of a tower. Farther on lie a
number of mills, for all of which the Pleistos (p. 148) supplies
the motive power. The valley is clothed with olive-trees, and on
the slopes are vineyards, which yield excellent wine. The track
gradually ascends, skirts the foot of the Petritis (perhaps the ancient Katopteuterios), and reaches (13/ hr. from Delphi) the large
4

and town-like village of Arachova (c. 1850 ft.), where tolerable
food and lodging may be found in the house of Konstantinos
Christopoulos. The inhabitants, about 3000 in number, are a sturdy
country-people, noted for their love of independence and for the
strength of their family ties. The men are tall and slender and the
women are pretty their speech is a comparatively pure Greek dialect.
Arachova was often mentioned in the War of Independence
and it was here that in 1826 Karaiskakis annihilated 500 Turks
under Mustam Bey, and formed a pyramid of their heads. The
ancient Anemoreia is usually believed to have been near Arachova,
although there are no ruins to indicate its exact site.
;

;

The route, still skirting the S. base of Parnassos, passes two or
three gorges, which soon conceal Arachova from view. In 1 hr.
we pass the khan of St. Athanasios, and in 25 min. more the khan of
Zemend, beside a spring. We then descend through a bare and rocky
valley to (2 hrs. from Arachova) the point where the roads from
Daulis and Chseronea, from Distomo (see below), and from Delphi,
cross each other.
The name of this spot, Stavrodrdmi tou Mega,
is derived from the brave Johannes Megas, who met his death here
in 1856 in exterminating a band of brigands with a small troop of
soldiers. His monument, on a rock rising at the crossing of the
ways, bears a few verses in modern Greek. Farther on, beyond a
barren valley called Achladokampos, we reach a second defile. This
spot was known in antiquity as Triodos or Schiste (i.e.
o^isrf]
ooos, the divided road), and was believed to be the place where
GSdipos unwittingly killed his father La'ios. Monuments of stone
which existed until the Roman period commemorated this event.
if)

Distomo, a village of some size (1300 inhab.), 3 M. from Schiste, lies in
the municipal domain of the ancient Ambrysos, which attained importance
only at a comparatively late date, and was captured by the Romans in
189 B.C.
About 33/4 M. to the S.K of Distomo is the hamlet of Stiris
and a little farther on are the ruined walls of the ancient town of the
same name, and the old convent of Hosios Loukas, built above the tomb of
St. Lucas Stiritis, who lived here in the first half of the 10th century.
At Kyriaki, 6 M. farther on, are the ruins of Phlygonion.
The ancient Antikyra or Anticyra has been identified with some scanty
mural remains near the roadstead of Aspra Spitia, on the gulf of the same
name (p. 32), about 5'/2 M. to the S. of Distomo.

—

The direct route from the Schiste to Livadia (3-3*/2 nrs tra "
verses the lonely valley of Korakdlitho, the ancient ruins in which
are perhaps those of Trachis. Most travellers, however, make a
detour (about 1 V2 !**• longer) by Hagios Vlasis, so as to visit the
battle-fleld of Clueronea (p. 156).

DAULIS.

to Livadia.

A

14. Route.

somewhat longer route leads from the Schiste to
and thence to (l'/2 ^ r Hagios Vlasis.
Davlia,
with 1250inhab., occupies a shady and well-watered sit-

third and

—

(l 3/4 hr.) Davlia
a village
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uation on the slope of a hill, immediately at the foot of Parnassos.
Opposite rises the acropolis of Daulis, the enceinte of which, though
interrupted at places may still be completely traced.
The interesting gateway lies at the end of a picturesque rocky path, on
the W. side of the hill, where it is connected with a spur of Parnassos. It was formerly flanked by two towers; the present one to
the right, however, dates only from the middle ages.
With Daulis is connected the story of Tereus, husband of the Attic
princess Philomela, who, having outraged his sister-in-law Prokne, cut out
her tongue in order that the crime might remain secret. Prokne, however,
found means of divulging it; and she and her sister revenged themselves upon Tereus by slaying Itys, the son of Tereus and Philomela, and
giving his flesh to his father to eat. Tereus pursued the murderesses but
before he seized them all three were transformed into birds. Philomela
became a nightingale, which constantly bewails 'Itys' ; Prokne, as a
swallow, twitters 'Tereus''; and Tereus, as a hoopoe, follows the first
crying 'pou, pou' (where? where'').
In historical times Daulis shared
The route from Davlia to Vethe fortunes of Panopeus (see below).
lilsa via Neochori (p. 192) takes 2 hrs.
For the Jerusalem Convent on Par,

—

—

nassos, see p. 153.

The Path prom the Schiste to Hagios Vlasis descends the valley
of the Platanid, a tributary of the Kephisos, and passes the ruined
village of Bardana, near some mural remains in which archaeologists recognize the Phokikon, or assembly-house of the Phocians.
Two hours more bring us to the wretched village of Hagios Vlasis
(4 hrs. from Arachova), just beyond the Acropolis of Panopeus.
Panopeus or Phanoteus, which is said to have derived its name from
its commanding situation, was, according to the legend, the abode of the
Phlegyse, whose wild leader Phorbas was defeated at fisticuffs by Apollo.
Tityos, shot by Apollo and Artemis for having rudely attacked Leto, was
also one of the Phlegyse. In Homer Panopeus is the home of Epeios, who
made the wooden horse, and the seat of Schedios, the Phocian king. The
position of the town, which was strongly fortified, gave it considerable importance; and within historical times it was repeatedly destroyed, notably
in the Persian war of 480 B.C., the Phocian war of 346 B.C. and by the
Romans in 198 and 86 B.C.
The fortifications on the Acropolis probably date for the most
at all events
part from the period shortly after the Phocian war
The
in construction they resemble other erections of that time.
The
S. wall and part of the N. wall are in the best preservation.
main entrance (10 ft. wide) is on the N. side, near the N.W.
angle. The Acropolis is connected by a slight depression with a
small range of hills, which reaches a height of over 1650 ft. in the
;

Dontia
'/2

Cliffs.

The broad but generally dry bed of the Morios is crossed about
M. beyond Hagios Vlasis and in 25 min. more we reach Kd;

praena, with a large house (on the road to Livadia) containing a
museum and a room for strangers (6 fr. per clay). The room, however, is unfurnished, so that it is more comfortable to lodge with
the guard of the antiquities (cpuXa? zibv dp^aiorfjTouv). The vil-
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CH^ERONEA.

From

Delphi

lage lies at the E. foot of the Acropolis of Chseronea. The town
of that name was of no particular importance, and owes its interest
entirely to its having overlooked the battle of the 7th Metagejtnion
(1st Aug.?), B.C. 338, in which the Macedonian power overcame
the independence of Greece.

A

few remains of the town, in the shape of detached fragments
of walls and foundations, are scattered in and about Kapraena.
The Panagfa Chapel contains the so-called 'Chair of Plutarch'
the historian, who was born here about 40 A.D. On the Acropolis
are the remains of a Theatre, entirely hewn in the rock and without
the usual walls of masonry at the sides. The stage has completely
disappeared. The auditorium, one of the smallest in Greece, is
divided into two larger sections above and one smaller below of
the latter only two rows of seats are now visible. Quite at the top
is a half-effaced inscription relating to Apollo and Artemis.
The Acropolis, or, as it was here called Petrachos, is formed of
two low hills divided by a slight depression, and may be most
conveniently ascended by the gorge to the S. of the village. The
W. summit is the higher. The fortifications form an irregular pentagon
of which the side immediately above the gorge is now
completely destroyed. Of the rest of the enclosing wall and its
towers there are considerable remains, built throughout in regular
courses, with a few larger blocks of stone at intervals.
Although no trustworthy and comprehensive account of the Battle ok
Ch^eonea, fought in B.C. 338, has come down to us, there is no lack of
allusions to it and short notices of it in different writers. The united
;

,

troops of the Grecian states assembled in the plain of Chseronea, in order to
oppose the progress of Philip II. (p. 147), who already by a successful
move had made his way through the Pass of Parapotamioi (p. 192) and
was advancing towards Boeotia. Behind the Greek line, which extended
across the plain, rose Mount Thourion (p. 157). The right wing, formed
by the Thebans, whose Sacred Band met here its last day of glory, rested
on the river Kephisos; in the centre were posted the Phocians, Acha>
ans, and Corinthians, and also the Arcadians, who, however, deserted to
Philip in the midst of the battle ; on the left wing, at the foot of the Acropolis, stood the Athenians, in whose ranks Demosthenes, Philip's bitterest
foe, took an active share in the fight.
Philip's forces consisted of 30,000 infantry and 2000 cavalry, and the
strength of the Greek troops was probably about the same. But the Macedonian army had an immense advantage over the confederate Greeks in
being commanded by a single experienced general ; for the latter, united only in aim, fought independently of each other, and strove more to
thwart the tactics of the enemy, than to carry through any plan of their
own. Theagenes , a disciple of Kpaminondas, commanded the Thebans,
while the Athenians were led by the experienced Stratokles and his
lieutenants Chares and Lysikles.
The Athenians began the tight and pressing impetuously forward drove
King Philip, who perhaps purposely gave way, into the plain. Meanwhile
the Thebans had also joined battle, and their Sacred Band for a long time
vindicated its ancient glory and steadily repulsed the iiery Alexander,
who, along with the prudent Antipater, commanded the left wing of the
enemy. Gradually, however, the missiles of the Macedonians thinned the
Theban ranks until the entire band was annihilated, and Alexander, falling
on the flank of the Greek centre, now gave the first proof of his military
talent.
The centre, isolated by the destruction of the Thebans and the
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advance of the Athenians, offered no long resistance and Philip, bringing
up his cavalry, checked and then repelled the advancing Athenians, who
were unable either to rejoin the rest of the Grecian army or to regain
their original position. The battle was now decided ; 1000 Athenians were
slain and 2000 were taken prisoners. The dead bodies lay for a long time
on the battle-field before Philip gave them up.
Even in Plutarch's time the oak was pointed out near the Kephisos,
under which the tent of the young Alexander was pitched and near it the
grave of the fallen Macedonians.
The Athenians whose funeral-oration
was pronounced by Demosthenes, were interred in the Kerameikos near
Athens; the Thebans and the other Greeks were buried on the battleAbove the grave of the Thebans a lion was erected, some remains
field.
In the year 86 B.C. a second great
of which still exist (see below).
;

,

,

—

Chseronea, in which Sulla
general of King Mithridates of Pontus.
battle took place

The road

at

defeated Archelaos

,

the

Livadia leads past the scattered remnants of the
l
In
/t M. beyond Kapraena.
the course of centuries this monument had sunk entirely into the
earth, but it was reserved to a guerilla- chief in the last War of Independence to break in pieces. The head is still fine. The excavations of the Archaeological Society, carried on since 1879, have revealed that the lion stood on the edge of a quadrangular enclosure,
within which were deposited the bones of the slain.
The ancient boundary between the plain of Chaeronea and
Lebadeia (Livadia) was formed by a low chain of hills, the flat
outline of which was broken by a few rocky knolls (the highest
called Orth6pagos). This range, formerly called Thourion, and now
Livaditika Kerala, was sacred to Apollo, who had a temple here.
We now cross the Provatia, which flows into Lake Kopai's, and soon
reach Livadia (l 3 /4 hr. from Kapraena).
Xenodochion Pdrnassos, new and tolerably clean, bed
Livadist.
l1
fr. Fair meals may be obtained in one of the two better eating-houses
in the main street.
Livadia, officially called and written AepaSeioe, owed its importance in antiquity entirely to the renowned Oracle of Trophonios.
In the middle ages the town attained considerable prosperity, and
under the Turks it was the seat of government for Central Greece
(province of Livadia). It now contains 4500 inhab. and has broad
to

above-mentioned Lion of Chaeronea,

—

/'.

several churches (one of them originally a mosque), some
spinning - factories and fulling-mills, and a frequented
bazaar.
The mountain-stream Herkyria (the modern Potdmi tes
Livadids) rushes noisily through the town, on the N. side of which
The houses
it drives some mills and irrigates various gardens.
are
of the little town
interspersed with groups of verdant trees
built along both sides of the stream which is spanned by several
streets,

large

,

,

,

bridges,

and stretch down into the plain.
situation of Livadia is charming.

In the distance is Parwhile the steep Laphystion
nassos, and a little nearer Helicon
(p. 161) rises close by from the steep, tunnel-like *Oorge of the
Herkyna. High up on the last-named height is perched the conspicuous mediaeval Citadel, believed to have been built by the Cata-
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lonians who settled themselves in Boeotia
after their victory over
the Duke of Athens (p. 188) it is still in tolerable repair.
The Oracle of Trophonios is mentioned as early as the Second Messenian
War (first half of the 7th cent. B.C.), and though it reached the zenith of
its fame after the Thehan victory at Leuktra, it enjoyed a high reputation
even in the time of Plutarch and Pausanias (p. oxiii). The latter himself consulted the oracle-, and according to his account the sacred ceremony took
place at two different spots and required a period of some days. The
enquirer had first of all to undergo a careful course of preparation. He
dwelt meanwhile in an apartment dedicated to the 'Agathos Daemon' and
to 'Tyche', he ate the flesh of sacrificial animals, and bathed in the
Herkyna. After a solemn sacrifice he was conducted by night through
the sacred enclosure to the springs of Lethe and Mnemosyne , in order to
drink forgetfalness of the past and memory for the revelations of the
oracle. Finally the priests conducted him to the actual seat of the oracle,
a vaulted cave on the hill, where, unlike most other oracles, the enquirer
was put into direct communication with the divinity. Placed in a recumbent position he was thrust or drawn through a narrow opening and
various means were used to inspire him with awe.
He was then placed
upon the 'Throne of Mnemosyne', and the priests enquired into and interpreted what he had heard and seen.
Some authorities recognise the Mnemosyne and Lethe in two springs
in the gorge of the Herkyna, the former being identified with the Kryo
(i.e. 'cold'), which has been conducted into a well-house, while the Lethe,
connected only with the underworld, may be identified with the subterranean water in a shaft near the well-house. A few votive-niches may
be observed in the face of the rock. Numerous other springs rise oppoThe
site these two, and to these the little river owes most of its water.
oracular cavern has been identified by some travellers with a reservoir
(or perhaps a mediaeval crypt?) within the castle; more probably it lay
near the Chapel of St. Elias, on the loftier of the summits, where the
massive blocks of the unfinished Temple of Zeus Basileus (perhaps the
name of Trophonios as the town-deity) lie scattered about. A long inscription referring to the building of this temple is preserved with other
antiquities, in the lower rooms of the public school.
The journey from Livadid to Orchomenos takes 2'/-> hrs. (there
,

;

,

,

and back, fully

ife

15.

day; horse 8

fr.j; see R. 19.

From Livadia

to Thebes.

The direct but somewhat monotonous route is the carriage-road along
Lake Kopais, a distance of about 25 M., or one day's journey. A more
picturesque but considerably longer way of making the excursion (2-3 days)
follow the mountain-road via, Helicon and the site of Thespiae,
Those who wish to visit the ruins
to Leuklra and Plataea.
of Haliartos instead of Helicon may proceed from the khan of Saeh
(p. 159) to Thespise in 2'/2 h'rs., leaving the villages of Mazi and Mavromati to the left.
is

to

with detours

a.

Direct Route.

direct route takes a horse or mule 7 hrs.;
ruins of Haliartos 4 hrs. ; thence to Thebes 3 hrs.

The

between Livadia and Thebes
time

—

(5'/2 hrs.;

V/i

fr.),

from Livadia

to

the

A

coach plies daily
but does not allow much

at Haliartos.

carriage-road runs near the N. base of the Laphyslion
Warm
161), and the bridle-path follows its lower slopes.
springs remind us of the volcanic nature of the hill. Livadia soon
vanishes from sight. To the N. we catch sight of the castle of
Orchomenos and of the long Akontion (p. 188), above which rises

The
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the gable-shaped Chlom6s (p. 187). We now approach the bank
of the green Lake Kopais (p. 182). The mountains of Ptoon (p. 181)
and Sphingion (p. 160) appear above the E. bank of the lake. In
about 2 hrs. after leaving Livadia we reach the khan of Kalami or

Kalamaki.
About 2 M.

to the S.E. lie the ruins of the ancient Koroneia (Coronea),
in the territory of which was situated the sanctuary of the Itonian Athena,
the highly-reverenced goddess of the Boeotian Confederation. It was only
after the fall of Thebes that the town of Koroneia achieved any importance.
Its name is known in connection with the victory of the Thebans over
the Athenians under Tolmides in B.C. 447, and with the victory of the

Spartans under Agesilaos over the confederated Thebans, Athenians, and
Argives in B.C. 394. The ruins have little intrinsic interest. The Acropolis is only 200 paces long by 150 broad. On its S. verge are the remains
of a Roman edifice of brick, supposed to be a hath by the inhabitants of
the neighbourhood
who on that account name the place Loutrd. Between the citadel and the ruins of a mediaeval tower is a hollow depression
From
at out 150 paces wide which was probably the site of the theatre.
Koroneia we can reach Petra (see below) in '/< hr., passing Soulinari, near
the site of the ancient Alalkomenae.
Beyond Kalami we cross the river named Phalaros by the an,

—

cients and reach (1 hr.) the hill of Petra, rising abruptly near
the road. Below its steep N. side is the once famous spring of
Tilphossa
the water of which loses itself on the other side of the
track in a marsh adjoining Lake Kopais. The narrow pass between
the hill and the morass was bravely defended in 1829 by Demetrios
Ypsilantis
and their comrades against a Turkish
Georgios Vajas
army advancing from the S.E. This action was the last scene of the
War of Independence in E. Greece. On the height where we should
expect to find the site of the temple of the Tilphossian Apollo are
some mural remains and antique fragments.
From this point to Haliartos is a ride of 1 hr. To the right
lies Vrastamitis.
Numerous brooks descend here from the hills,
and Hoplites of the ancients. On
including the Lophis Okalios
the round hill which thrusts itself like a promontory into the flats
of Kopais are the ruins of the ancient Haliartos. Before reaching
,

,

,

,

,

however we notice on the left several earthen mounds one of
which represents the Grave of Alkmene the mother of Hercules
(p. 248). Opposite the ruins lies the khan of Sach (route to Thesit,

,

,

,

piae, see p.

158).
Haliartos, now called Mitilene or the Palaeokastro of Mazi, from
Mazi, 1 M. distant, the nearest place of any size, was the chief
town on the S. bank of Lake Kopais, and specially important on
account of its position, which commanded one of the main thoroughfares between N. and S. Hellas.
The best -known event connected with Haliartos was the defeat of
the Spartans by the Thebans in B.C. 395. The two armies of the former,
under Lysander and Pauscmias had planned to unite at Haliartos and
thence fall upon the Thebans. The design was betrayed to the latter, who
hurried with all their forces to Haliartos, repulsed the premature attack
of Lysander, and completely routed him. Lysander himself fell on the bank
of the Hoplites (see above) and Pausanias was forced to retire. In B.C.
171 Haliartos which had joined Koroneia in espousing the cause of the
,

,

1
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Macedonian king Perseus

,

was destroyed by

From Livadia
C.

Lucretius

,

the

Roman

prgetor.

The walls of the town adjoin the

road, from which the hill
low S. verge of the Acropolis. The latter,
which is precipitous on the other three sides, has the form of an
irregular quadrangle, with jagged and indented sides; several parts
of the brow of the hill show no signs of having been fortified. The
Lower Town was built chiefly on the undulating site to the S. of
the Acropolis. Few connected fragments of the town-walls remain,
with the exception of a considerable stretch, built of carefully
squared blocks, on the brow of the hill near the S.E. tower of the
citadel. Some of the lines of the interior walls may be traced, and
on a hill outside the town to the S.W. of the Acropolis are the
foundations of a square building, which, to judge from its position near the pass, was probably an outlying bastion.
To the E of Haliartos extends a fertile plain, occupied for the
most part by the inhabitants of the above-mentioned Mazi and of
Megalo-Moulki, the latter famous for its small but excellent melons.
At (10 min.) the Khan of Kerbd, the streamlet of Mazi enters the
plain; and i/4 hr. farther on we pass a mediaeval tower, situated on
a rugged crag, in the N.E. side of which is a spacious cavern. Near

rises gradually to the

this point is a spring.

In 25 min. more the road enters the pass (Stena) between a
spur of Helicon on the S. and the Phagds or Sphingion Oros on the
N. To the left is an ancient well. The gently sloping hill to the
right was the site of the ancient town of Onchestos, the remains
of which are very scanty. With this pass is connected the legend of
the outbreak of the mythical war between Thebes and Orchomenos.
Beyond the pass we enter the monotonous Tenerian Field,
bounded on the N. by the Phagas, on the S. by the heights of
Mavromati, Kasnesi, Vagia, and Morokampos. A little farther on
we cross the Thespios (the modern Kanavari), flowing through the
plain of Thebes, pass the threshing-floors of the suburb of Pyrt and
the spring of Vrdnesi and reach (2'/2 hrs. from the Stena) Thebes
(p. 171).
Near the road, about 4 M. on this side of Thebes, lies an old Sanctuary of the Cabiri (see p. 172), discovered by the German Archaeological Institute (p. 91) in 18S7-8. The numerous objects found here are now in Athens.
They consist chiefly of small bronzes (bulls, etc.) and terracottas. The
deity of the temple appears as the Cabir (in the singular), while his son,
represented on vases as a kind of cup-bearer, occupies a subordinate position.

b.

Mountain Path via Koutoumoula, the Valley of the Muses
on Helicon, Thespiae, Leuktra, and Platsea.
Three Days.

1st

Day. From Livadia by Koutoumoula

to Palaeo-Panagid

possible, by starting early and sending the horses on from
Askra (p. 162) to Palreo - Panagia, to visit the valley of the Muses on
2nd Day. Visit Helicon and the Valley of the Mufoot, with a guide.)
3rd
ses; proceed in the afternoon to Eretnokastro - Thespiae ( 3 /i hr.).
Day. From Eremokastro to Parapoilngici -Leul/ra (1 hr.). From Leuktra
7>/2 hrs.

(It is

—

—

KOUTOUMOULA.

to Thebes.

15. Route.
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—

to Plalaea l'/a hr., thence to Thebes 2 hrs.
From Haliartos to Thespise,
see p. 158. The direct route from Thespise to Thebes takes 2 hrs.; those who
choose it may make excursions from the latter place to Leuktra and Plateea.
In this case travellers need not ascend from Platsea to Kokla, but may proceed direct from the ancient town to Parapoungia.

We follow the steep path up the slopes of the ancient Laphystion,
now

called Mt.Oranitsa, the highest summit of which attains a height
2940 ft. In IV2 hr. we pass the deserted village of Oranitsa and
the empty convent of Hagios Georgios. We then descend the E.
of

side of the mountain, passing the insignificant ruins of the village
of Lestes, into the valley of Koroneia (p. 159), which we cross,
leaving the pleasant little village of Hagios Qeorgios to the left. The

feeble spring of Ponsa (l 3/4 hr. from Granitsa) is the source of
the chief arm of the generally dry streamlet of Hagios Georgios.
The neighbouring Chapel of the Hagii Taxiarchi Ponsa is , like the
Panagia Gorgopiko at Athens (p. 78), almost entirely constructed
of ancient blocks and inscribed stones. Other ancient fragments
lie on the slope above the brook, under the large holm-oaks.
Our route leads hence to (l 1^ hr.) the high-lying and wellwatered village of Kiveri, situated among trees, above which rises
a spur of Helicon, bearing the modern name of Karamoutzi. To the
W. of the latter, between it and Palaeovouna (see below), lies the
Pass of Koukoura.
The view from Kiveri embraces nearly the
whole of the flats of Kopaiis.
The path across the Koukoura Pass leads via Steveniko, l'/a hr. above
Hagios Georgios and about 2 hrs. from the summit of the pass. The
descent is made via (l'/s hr.) Kakdsi and ('/j hr.) Dombraena, two villages
separated by a rocky hill, on the W. side of which are the ruins of the
ancient town of Thisbe, dating chiefly from the time of Alexander the
,

—

About 3>/2 M. to the W. of Thisbe, also at the foot of the Paleeovouna, is the village of Chosid, and 2 M. farther on is the convent of
Hagios Taxiarchis, situated at the upper end of the valley which leads to
the harbour of Saranti. On the low mountain-saddle before the convent
Great.

some ancient tombs and the ruins of the citadel of the ancient Chorsia.
From Dombrsena a new road leads S. to (3 1 /* M.) the bay of the same
name, and E. to Thespise and (20 M.) Thebes. About 4 M. from Dombrsena
a track diverges to the right, and leads via Xeronomi to ParapoungiaLeuktra.
Another road leads S.E. from Dombrfena, along the W. slope
lie

—

of the Koromvoli chain, to (3 hrs.) the ruins of Tiphee or Siphae, the ancient harbour of Thespise. At the modern Aliki, which occupies almost
the same site, are some salt-works in which the salt is obtained by evaporating the sea-water.

Of the two routes between Kiveri and Koutoumoula (3/4 hr.) the
higher one, passing Hagios Loukas, is preferable on account of its
finer views. The lower track passes the Chapel of Hagios Ioannes. Immediately before Koutoumoula we pass the spring known as Pegadi
tou Demosthenou and the new Chapel of Hagios Nikitas, which is the
scene of a highly popular yearly festival. The village of Koutoumoula,
situated on a ridge known to the ancients as Leibethrion, is remarkable for the abundance of water and the luxuriance of the mulberry, pomegranate, and other trees in the vicinity. It was here
that Ross discovered in 1833 the scanty ruins of a small and very
Baedkkek's Greece.
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From Livadia

now called Palaeo-Phiva or old Thebes. Its ancient
unknown (perhaps Tilphossaeon).
To continue our route towards Zagora, we must retrace our steps

ancient

name

fort,

is

as far as the chapel of Hagios Nikitas, and then enter the long
upland valley, which extends between the Leibethrion on the N.
and Mount Zagora (5010 ft.), the E. part of Helicon, on the S.
Through a ravine in front of which lies a large stagnant pool,
we obtain a view to the S.W. of the Palaeovouno (5738 ft.), the
,

highest summit of the Helicon group. A gradual descent of l*/ 2 hr.
more brings us to the village of Zagora, situated on the N. side of
the mountain of the same name and on the upper course of the
river of Mazi (p. 160). In an angle of the mountain, IV2 M. to the
E., nestles the convent of Evangelistria. The abundant springs
throughout the whole district remind us that we are approaching
the vale of the Muses.
For some distance the path runs parallel with the river which
a little farther on is hemmed in between rocks. The tower of Askra
and the E. part of the plain of Kopa'is now come into sight. In
another hour we surmount the depression between the hill of Askra
and the ridge bounding the valley of the Muses on the N., and pass
the chapel of Hagios Loukas, at the S. foot of the hill of Askra.
Askra, the native town of the poet Hesiod (9th or 8th cent.
B.C.), was destroyed by Thespise at an early date and in the time
of Pausanias was entirely uninhabited. The tower which crowns
the summit of the hill (an ascent of 25 min.) is mentioned by
Pausanias but it is hardly likely that its construction dates from
the heroic period. Its modern Greek name, Pyrgdki, or 'the turret',
has been extended to the entire hill. The view from this point
embraces the Valley of the Muses stretching on the W. to the foot
of the highest peak of Helicon with Hippokrene (see below)
the
lateral valley in which lies the chapel of Hag. Nikolaos, to the S.
and almost the entire Thespian territory, as far as its marches' with
the territories of Thebes, Plataea, and Haliartos, to the E.
,

,

;

,

;

;

Those who arrive here early in the day may proceed immediately
Valley of the Muses (see below). The route to PalajoPanagia crosses several streams, and near a second hill surmounted by a mediaeval tower passes the ruins of an old Chapel of the
Hagios Taxiarchis, at the spot where some authorities locate the
ancient Keressos (comp. p. 164). Tolerable accommodation may
be obtained at the village of Palaeo- Panagid, 1 hr. from Askra.
The highly interesting visit from Palseo-Panagia to the Valley
of the Muses and Hippokrene requires at least half-a-day. A guide
(4 fr.) should be taken, as the agogiats cannot leave the horses, and
to visit the

the

way

is difficult to find.
cult of the Muses among the Greeks

had its birth in Thrace; and
Orpheus, Musaeos, and Thamyris were among its earliest apostles. These
Thracians were not the barbarians of a later age they belonged to a Greek
tribe who had settled on Olympos, and who, migrating towards the S., trans-
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of the Muses from the divine mountain Olympos to Helicon.
Certainly no district was more suited to be the home of the Muses than
this lovely mountain, with its abundant streams, its quiet valleys, and its
majestic peaks; and no valley of Helicon united such luxuriant vegetation
with such peaceful seclusion as the valley of Askra, which at the same
time was not too distant from the towns of inner Boeotia. Inscriptions and passages in books prove that the worship which flourished
here lasted until far on in the Roman imperial period.
Like almost no
other worship of the gods, this cult was purely intellectual.
Sacrifices
were not offered in temples by the priests nf the Muses ; but within the
sacred enclosure altars and statues were erected, some of the latter from
the chisels of masters like Myron and Lysippos. The advent of Christianity obliterated the original significance of the Muses and put an end to
their worship. Zosimos relates that the statues dedicated to the Muses
were taken by the Emperor Constantine to Constantinople, where they were
destroyed by a fire in 404 A.D.
ferreil the seat

The following arrangement of the excursion is the most conStarting from Palaeo - Panagia we traverse the valley,
venient.
cross the brook, and beyond some hills covered with myrtle, lentlsks, and other shrubs reach (50 min.) Hagios Nikolaos, a farm
('metochi') belonging to the convent of Makariotissa and sometimes
inhabited only by a solitary monk. The building lies in a shallow
iateral valley, surrounded by plane, olive, and fig-trees, its garden
watered by a copious spring, which may possibly be the ancient
Aganippe. The only remains of antiquity, however, which are
found here, are the four rounded columns supporting the architrave of the chapel, and an inscription enumerating the victors in
the festivals of the Muses (MooosTa).
Our route then turns somewhat to the S., passing a second
and now almost dry spring, and leads through a ravine to a small
cultivated plain, which extends up to the precipitous S. and E.
slopes of Helicon. We ascend the latter by a steep and difficult
path through pine-wood, but the horses may be retained forl'^hr.,
until the brow of the highest ridge is reached. We then proceed
on foot for 40 min. more. In a small opening, surrounded by rocks,
on the N. slope of the highest summit of E. Helicon, we come upon
a spring, enclosed like a well, and called Kryopegadi ('cold spring')
by the shepherds who water their flocks here. The description in
Pausanias leaves little doubt that we can identify in this spring
the world-famed Hippokrenb, which was said to have gushed out
at the stroke of the hoof of Pegasus, as he leapt up towards heaven.
The ice-cold water stands about 10 ft. below the coping of the well;
but holes have been made in the side of the wall so that it is possible to descend in the interior. It has been justly remarked that
the lonely well seems to have undergone no alteration and been
subject to no disturbance from the remotest times until now.
'When wearily you scale the height of Helicon's steep mountain,
'How sweet the flowing nectar of Hippocrene's fountain
'Steep also is the poet's path ; but whosoe'er attaineth
'At last the crowning summit, the Muse's guerdon gaineth'.

Anth. Pal. ix. 230, transl. by /. E. Sandyt.
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roofless Chapel of Hagios Elias, a few hundred yards to the
appears to he huilt of polygonal Mocks from the enclosing wall
of the Altar of Zeus, mentioned by Hesiod at the beginning of his
'Theogony'.
The view varies as we visit different parts of the
hill; to the N. is the wooded Leihethrion (p. 161); to the N.W.
the W. part of the plain of Kopa'is on the N.E., beyond the mountains between Bceotia and Locris, appear the hills of Euboea
and
to the "W. rises Parnassos.
A short but difficult track leads hence to the Valley of the
Muses, passing the Wallachian village of Drasa Pollana. We, however, return to the cultivated plain at the foot of Helicon and take
the path leading past the (25min.) Pegaddki tou Iodsaph and along
the edge of the hill
here called KaraMi to a spur of the latter,
where the copious spring of Midgaldki also claims to he the anS.,

—

;

:

,

,

cient Aganippe.
The sanctuary of the Muses seems to have been situated in the
angle of the mountain which now opens opposite us. The numerous
chapels which we find here are largely constructed of ancient inscribed and hewn stones. Among these are the chapels ot Hagia Triada,
Hagios Konstantinos, with a spring called Sikid (in Albanian, Phikthi) ; Hagia A^katerini (St. Catharine) ; Hagia Paraskeve ; and (farther

on) Hagios Loukas (mentioned at p. 161). From Midgalaki we can
reach the foot of the hill of Askra (passing the Kokla spring) in l /ihT.,
and go on thence to Palseo-Panagia in 3/4 hr. more (comp. p. 162).
The road from Palaeo-Panagia to Eremokastro (3/4 hr.) skirts the
foot of the hill, and opposite the hamlet of Neochori or Nichori
passes the ruined chapel of Hagios Oeorgios, erected on an ancient
foundation.
At the insignificant village of Eremokastro accommodation and
food (ca. 5 fr. per day) may be obtained from Meletis Melissaris,
keeper of the 'Museion'. The latter chiefly contains inscriptions
from the neighbourhood and has also a few good steles, but the best
specimens have been taken to Athens. A few traces of fortifications
may be made out on the S. edge of the hill on which the village
stands, which stretches up to the ('/^M.) Kaskaveli. Ulrichs regards
these as the remains of the ancient town of Keressos (comp. p. 162),
the frequent refuge of the Thespians when their city fell into
hostile hands.
From the village , a low containing wall hardly rising above
the surface of the earth may be decerned in the plain beneath.
This marks the site of the famous Thespiee.
The effort to throw off the yoke of Thebes and to attain as great a
,

,

degree of independence as possible is the pervading principle in the
The former city was an ally of
history of both Thespise and Plataea.
Thebes before the Persian wars; but in these great struggles Thespise
espoused the national cause, in opposition to Thebes, which favoured the
Persians. Of all the Boeotian towns Thespiee and Platsea alone dared to
refuse earth and water to the Persian ambassador. At the battle of Thermopylae Thespise was represented by a contingent of 700 men under De-
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who

rnophilos,
remained true to Leonidas till death. Xerxes , advancing
after the battle towards Attica, burnt Thespiae, the inhabitants of which had
retired to the Peloponnesus. Again at the Battle of Salamis the Platseans

and Thespians were the only Boeotians whose patriotism prevented them
from joining the Persian monarch ; and 1800 Thespians look part in the
Battle of Plataea. After the expulsion of the Persians from the country,
the sorely-tried city was rebuilt with the aid of its victorious confederAt the Battle of Delion (B.C. 424) the Thespians fought on the left
ates.
wing of the Boeotians against the forces of Tanagra and Orchomenos.
In this fight, however, the town lost the flower of its citizens; and
thenceforward it found it difficult to make head against the superior might
of Thebes. During the war of B.C. 378-372 Thespise long sided with the
Spartans, until it was compelled by the Thebans to adopt the Boeotian
cause. Epaminondas, however, clearly perceived that he could not rely
on the fidelity of the Thespian contingent, and permitted it to withdraw.
When the battle of Leuktra (p. 166) resulted in favour of the Thebans,
the Thespians recognized their fate and fled to the mountain fastness of
Keressos (comp. p. 164), where, however, they were attacked and defeated.
Once more rebuilt, Thespise joined the Romans in the Third Macedonian
War (171-168 B.C.) and received in consequence, after 146, a certain
measure of independence. In the middle ages all traces of its history are lost.
The special god of the Thespians was Eros, whose original image was a
formless block of stone. Subsequently Praxiteles added a statue of Pentelic
marble, and Lysippos one of brass. The former work of art, which alone
attracted many visitors to the city, was removed by the Emperor Caligula,
and though restored by Claudius, was again taken away by Nero. The
statue which Pausanias saw here was an imitation of this work of PraxiThe famous courtesan Phryne was
teles, by the Athenian Menodoros.
a native of Thespiae and statues of her and of Aphrodite, both by Praxi-

—

;

teles,

were

also placed here.

of the town which even in the 18th century were
taken for those of Leuktra have hitherto been only superficially
examined, and the remains which are above ground are entirely
insignificant. In some parts there are no remains even of a wall,
and the site of none of the towers can be fixed with certainty. The
extent of the ruins still, however justify the statement of Strabo,
that in Boeotia in his time only Thespiae and Tanagra could claim
the name of city. Thespiae, being situated on the plain, was not
divided into an upper and a lower town, but outside the comparatively limited city-wall proper (which may still be traced in an
elevation of the ground) lay a number of open and scattered
suburbs. The largest was on the E. side, adjoining the great plain.
On the way to Leuktra (see below) a Polyandrion, with an ancient
lion, has lately been discovered, similar to the one mentioned at

The Ruins

,

,

,

157, in which a large number of warriors were buried. As the
inscribed tablets found beside it date from the beginning of the
5th cent B.C., it has been supposed that this is perhaps the grave
of the Thespians who fell at Thermopylae.
The monotonous route from Eremokastro to Thebes (3 hrs.) follows the course of the Thespios (p. 160) and then skirts the N. base
of a chain of hills, which extends to Thebes. Near the town are
p.

numerous vineyards.
Travellers

—

Thebes, see p. 171.

who spend

the night at Eremokastro should visit
to Thebes, instead of going

Leuktra and Plataea on the way
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town and afterwards making special excursions

from it.
Leuktra

lies about 3 M. from Thespiae, beyond a range of hills
which separates the plains of the two towns. Eutresis mentioned
in the Homeric catalogue of the ships
through which the ancient
road from Thespian to Plataea ran was probably situated on the
easternmost elevation of this range of hills, and perhaps was watered
by the excellent springs of Arkopddi ('bear's paw'), which issue
,

,

,

there.

The plain of Leuktra, about l 1 ^ M. broad, merges on the E. in
the plain of the little river Asopos, and on the S. is bounded by a
chain of hills on which, side by side, lie the three villages of
Dendra, Tsdchani, and Tsachanani, all included under the common
name of Parapo-ungia. [Night-quarters to be obtained here only by
travellers provided with an introduction.] This spot is believed to
be the site of Leuktra, famous for the victory won by the great
Theban Epaminondas over the Spartans in 371 B.C. Like Eutresis,
Leuktra was a small dependency of Plataea, and probably was never
surrounded by walls. It is not to be expected therefore that any
considerable remains should be found and the numerous inscribed
tablets and stones built into the churches of the three above-mentioned villages (most in the Chapel of the Hagii Apostoli, '/4 M.
from Dendra) and the relics of the trophy on the battle-field are now
the only traces of the former existence of the little town.
The Battle of Leuktra is variously represented by different ancient
authors, and in the ensuing description we follow Xenophon. In order to
decide the contentions that had arisen between Sparta and Thebes in consequence of the peace of Antalkidas (p. 172), the Spartan king Kleombrotos
advanced with an army from Chreronea against Thebes. His intention was
to outflank the Thebans, who barred his passage at Koroneia, and to
fall upon their defenceless city in the rear. Suddenly, however, his march
was arrested by the unexpected appearance of the enemy on the hills
opposite Leuktra. In spite of the superiority of the Spartan numbers,
Epaminondas induced his Boeotians to await the attack. The Spartans
approached confident, of victory. Both armies advanced their cavalry to
;

begin the fight; but the excellent Boeotian horse far excelled that of the
Peloponnesians, who, as of old, relied chiefly on their hoplites and mounted
only their least efficient soldiers. The Spartan infantry was drawn up in
a long line 12 men deep, while the Thebans, less extended, stood 50 deep,
ready to hurl themselves (in 'wedge' or 'column formation') against the
right wing, under the king, and after routing it to defeat the rest of the
enemy at their ease. The Spartan cavalry was soon driven back in wild
confusion on the hoplites, closely followed up by the Thebans. For a
long time the Lacedaemonians stood firm, hut at last not only the king but
the two generals Deinon and Sphodrias fell, and also Kleonymos, the son
The left seeing this wavered
of the last. Their right wing gave way.
also
but succeeded in retiring though with heavy loss, to the camp,
which had been formed on the slope of the hill and was defended by a
ditch. A few voices were there raised in favour of trying their fortune once
more ; but the polemarchs in spite of the disgrace that awaited both
them and their army in Sparta, did not venture to renew the battle.
About 1000 of the Lacedaemonians fell, among them 400 Spartans acknowledging defeat, they begged a truce in order to bury their dead. The
arms of the fallen were, however, retained by the victors, and five centuries later the shields of the chief Spartan officers were seen by Pausa,

,

,

;

;
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nias at Thebes. The Thebans, who according to Pausanias lost 47 men
only, reared a trophy on the spot where the battle had raged most fiercely.
It is much easier to form an idea of the events during and after
the battle on the actual site than merely from descriptions. The
Spartans, arriving at Parapoungia-Leuktra, were greeted with the

unexpected sight of the enemy, on the

hills lying opposite them on
the N. The battle took place in the valley between the two chains
of hills, and lasted until the Spartans retired into the camp situated
at the foot of the hill of Parapoungia. The Trophy which the Thebans erected on the field is particularly interesting as it was not
usual to place permanent monuments of the victories of Greeks
over Greeks. According to Cicero, who alone mentions it, it was of
bronze, standing on a stone base adorned with tablets. Ulrichs believed he had found the remains of the base in 1839, beside the
road in the S.W. part of the plain, near a projecting spur of the
chain of Parapoungia. These remains lie about 3/i M. from Para-

poungia, and 1 / i M. from the ruined chapel of St. John, in the
walls of which some ancient hewn stones are immured. The district is called sth Marmara ; and the name tb Trdpaeon is now
sometimes applied to the ruin, though Ulrichs states that in his
time the latter was taken for that of a chuTch.
Plataea,

which

lies

about & l/2 M. from Leuktra,

may

be reached

either via the village of Kapareli, or by a track passing to the left
of it.
traverse the S.W. part of the plain of the Asopos, whence

We

the little stream of Oerde ('Qepoir)), the modern Potdmi Livadostro,
flows off towards the W. On the S. stretches a broad and lofty spur
of Kithaeron or Elatids (p. 171), on the lower slope of which lies
the village of Kokla, giving the modern name to the neighbouring
ruins of the famous city of Plataea.
Platssa lay at the N. base of Klthseron, near the junction of roads
from Attica, Megaris, and the N.E. bays of the Corinthian Gulf. Its
the 'town on the plateau'. Although it seems to
have been founded or at least re-settled by colonists from Thebes, its
relations with that powerful city soon became strained, and it turned for
support to Sparta. Sparta, however, referred it to the less distant Athens
and the alliance struck in 519 between Plattea and that city, even although
it was only entered into from interest and though Athens derived the
greater advantage from it, is an interesting exception to the numerous
faithless compacts which stain the history of Greece.
In B.C. 490 the
Platseans with their whole forces (1000 men) stood shoulder to shoulder
with the Athenians at Marathon, and ten years later, although they were
only used to fighting on land, they manned 20 Athenian ships at the seafight of Artemision.
On the retreat of the Greeks the Platseans hastened
home to protect their families, and so had no share in the ensuing battle

name probably means

of Salamis. Though Platsea was burned by the Persians in 480, its destruction must have been only partial, for in 479, when the battle took place
which drove the Persians from Grecian soil, it again existed as a city.
The Battle of Plataea was fought towards the end of September,
B.C. 479. The following description of the battle and preceding events is
taken mainly from Herodotus, though the accounts of other authors have
also been consulted.
Mat'donios , the Persian leader , led his troops via
Bekeleia to Tanagra and thence to Skolos, in Theban territory, where he
formed a camp stretching from Erylhrae, past Hysiae, into the territory of

1
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The Peloponnesian Greeks joined the Athenians at Eleusis,
and the combined Greek army , finding the Persians encamped on the
Asopos, took up a position at the foot and on the slopes of Kithaeron.
Mardonios awaited in vain the descent of the Greeks into the plain ; and
Masistios, whom he at last sent to attack them with the Persian cavalry,
was defeated and slain.
The Greeks now resolved to withdraw to Plataea, where the ground
was more favourable and where a copious supply of water was offered
by the spring of Oargaphia. Breaking up their camp, they marched along
the slopes of Kithaeron past Hysiae, and encamped in Plateean territory
between the low hills beside the spring and the 'temenos' of the hero
Androkrates. Here a dispute arose between the Athenians and the Tegeans
and at last
as to which should occupy the left wing next the Heroon
the former succeeded in carrying their point. The Lacedaemonians formed
the right wing resting on the Gargaphia. At Erythrse the Greeks had
faced to the N., but in this Second Position their front was turned towards
the E. When Mardonios learned that the Greeks stood in battle array near
Platsea, he at once shifted his troops also a little towards the W. and took
up a new position opposite the Greeks, on the other side of the Asopos.
He arranged his troops so that the Persians were pitted against the Lacedaemonians and the Tegeans, the Medes Bactrians Indians and Sakae
against the Greek centre, and lastly the Boeotians, Locrians, Italians,
Thessalians
and 1000 Phocians against the Athenians , Platseans and
Megareans. The Macedonians and the auxiliaries from the borders of Thessaly were also opposed to the Athenians.
The army of the barbarians
amounted to 300,000 men, besides about 50,000 Greek allies ; the confederate Greek army was not more than one-third as numerous.
For ten days neither side stirred, except that on the eighth day the
Persians cut off a Greek convoy that tried to pass over the Kithaeron. At
last Mardonios resolved to make an attack.
Alexander of Macedon forewarned the Greeks of this, and their commander-in-chief, the Spartan
king Pausanias, caused his countrymen to change places with the Athenians
on the ground that the latter had already had some experience (at Marathon)
of the Persian mode of fighting, and would therefore be better able to
encounter them. The Persian wings, however, also exchanged positions,
so that Pausanias to effect his object was compelled to expose himself to
the ridicule of Mardonios, and to adopt his original arrangement. The
Persians had meanwhile succeeded by a cavalry attack in filling up the
Gargaphia, which supplied the Grecian army with water, and the latter
were compelled to take up a Third Position, on a spot called by Herodotus
the 'Island' (p. 170). The change was accompanied with some confusion.
Most of the Greeks made a disorderly rush for the Herseon or temple
of Hera between the Island and the town, in order to be as far as possible
from the enemy. When Pausanias observed that this division had halted
in front of the sanctuary, he supposed that it had occupied its appointed
position, and gave orders to the Spartans to fall back upon the 'Island'.
The Athenians also marched in the same direction, crossing the plain to
the N. of the hills over which the Spartans had to pass. The advance
of the latter was, however, temporarily delayed.
The Spartan Atnompharetos, captain of the lochos or band of Pitana
refused to change his
position a second time or to make a retrograde movement ; but as Pauand as the Athenians also moved forward,
sanias continued to press on
he had at length to give way and rejoined Pausanias, who waited for him
stadia
on the Moloeis, 10
(l'/4 M.) off, near a temple of the Elensinian
Demeter. Mardonios, more and more convinced that the Greeks were
afraid of him, crossed the Asopos and advanced against the Lacedaemonians
and Tegeans, while the Athenians continued their march and the other
Greeks remained encamped at the temple of Hera. The Grecian forces
were thus split into three divisions separated from each other by conPlatsea (p. 171).

;
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siderable intervals.
The Persian cavalry dashed against the troops under Pausanias, while
the Athenians were restrained by the Greek auxiliaries of the Persians
from coming to the rescue. The Lacedaemonians and Tegeans thus en-
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countered the Persians single-handed. Mardonios was slain by Arimneslos,
and the Persians withdrew, after heavy loss, into their intrenchments on
the banks of the Asopos.
The Athenians meanwhile had defeated the Boeotians after a fierce
struggle.
The remaining Greeks, encamped beside the Herseon, had
hitherto taken no part in the battle ; but on receiving the news of victory,
they also advanced the right centre which was composed chiefly of
Corinthians, crossing the heights towards the temple of Demeter, while
the Megareans and Phliasians of the left centre took the easier route
through the plain. This last division was however routed, with heavy
loss , by the Theban cavalry.
In the meantime the Lacedaemonians and
Athenians had stormed the strong Persian camp on the Asopos securing
an incredible amount of booty. The meed of valour was, on the proposal
of Aristides, awarded to the Platseans on whose territory and under the
eyes of whose gods and heroes the battle had been fought.
The memory of the battle was kept green by the solemn festival of
the Eleutheria, which until a late period was celebrated every four years
under the direction of Platsea. The confederate Greeks also guaranteed
the autonomy of Plateea, undertook to protect it against all unjust attacks,
and voted a grant of 80 talents to the citizens.
The town now awoke to a new life, and was regarded as inviolable
until the Peloponnesian War once more stirred up all passions.
The
slaughter of 300 Thebans, who had attempted to surprise Platsea (B.C. 431),
brought an army of Thebans and Peloponnesians before its walls. After
an exhausting siege, which brought the citizens to the end of their resources, they attempted a sortie. A few of the brave Platseans cut their
way through the besiegers and effected their escape to Athens, but the
rest were put to the sword at the instigation of the revengeful Thebans.
The city itself was laid in ruins. The Athenians sent the fugitives to the
little Thracian town of Skione, where they were allowed to remain only
until the end of the war. From that date until the peace of Antalkidas
(B.C. 387), which restored independence to all the cities of Greece, the
Platseans lived in Athens. The restoration of their city |was of short
duration
for in B.C. 373 it was once more destroyed by the Thebans.
Athens again afforded shelter to the inhabitants, who did not return to
their native town until after the battle of Chseronea (p. 156). Its complete
rebuilding, however, does not appear to have taken place until the last
years of Alexander the Great (B.C. 324).
But Platsea played no farther
part in history, and in the Roman period was only redeemed from utter
,

,

,

,

;

by the memory of its past.
The Ruins of the Town are situated on

insignificance

a flat rocky plateau
projecting into the plain from the N. base of Kithaeron. The S.
side of the plateau is in almost direct contact with the mountain ; the N. side is the steepest, but its slope is by no means sheer
the E. and W. sides are both more gradual and are skirted by
water-courses
generally dry which descend to the valley of the
Asopos. The ancient town was dependent on its springs, of which
is still used
that to the W., on the way from Kokla to the ruins
by the villagers. Near it lie a few large ancient sarcophagi of
very simple construction. Among the springs to the E. of the town,
the one called Vergoutiani is now considered the best, but it must
not be confounded with the Gargaphia spring destroyed by the
,

,

,

,

Persians (p. 168).
The extent and style of the ruins render it probable that they
date chiefly from the time of Philip II. and Alexander the Great.
The entire space encircled by the exterior wall is divided into two
parts by a cross-wall, running from E. to W. The latter is, curiously
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enough, protected on the outside by a series of towers. The space
between it and the outer S. wall seems to have been originally
within the town enclosure, and when the town shrank to the inner
line of defence, the outer wall

was

still left

standing.

The

position

of the gates cannot be ascertained, but they were probably near the
springs.
The Battle Field extends from the N.E. side of the town,

seamed with water-courses, to the plain of the
Asopos. The intrenched camp of Mardonios lay on the other side
of the river. The 'island' (y-qaoz) to which the Greeks retired was
apparently some considerable stretch of land surrounded by brooks,
such as may still be seen on the N. side of the town enclosed by
arms of the Oer6e. The positions of the temple of Hera (20 stadia
outside of the town) and of the spring of Gargaphia are uncertain.
About 9 M. to the W. of Kokla the Oeroe flows into the Bay of Livadostro, which is bounded on the W. by the fine mountain chain of Koroacross a hilly district

mili (2950

ft.)-

Close to the base of the last

lie

the ruins of the

little

Thespian port of Kreusis, through which lay the shortest sea-route between
Corinth and Thebes. Walls and towers and a gate 10 ft. wide (without
flanking towers) are

still

distinctly traceable.

The road from

We

Plataea to (2 hrs.) Thebes crosses the battle-field.
descend the verdant slopes of Kithseron, cross several arms of

the Oeroe and the ground called the 'island' by Herodotus (p. 168),
and traverse the well-cultivated plain with its numerous villages,
some of which, however, are no longer inhabited. About halfway
Thebes, see p. 171.
we cross the Asopos.

—

16.

From Athens

to Thebes.

44 M. Diligences ply daily between Athens and Thebes in 8 hrs. (fare
10 fr.), leaving Athens (Rue d'Athene 8) and Thebes (main street) in the
evening and arriving early the next morning in both places. Travellers are,
however, advised to avoid this night-journey and the unattractive company
of the diligence, and should hire a private carriage (about 60 fr.), which
performs the journey in TU hrs., including 1 hr's. rest at the Khan of Kasa.
The
From Athens to (12 M.) Eleusis, see pp. 110 et seq.

—

road to Thebes crosses the railway (p. 144) and runs inland through
thick olive-woods to (3 M.) the large village of Mandra and (6 M.)
the Khan of Koundoura. Farther on we have a view to the right of
Hymettos and Pentelikon. A little to the right of the road, near the
point where it crosses the upper course of the Eleusinian Kephisos,
is the village of Maui, with an ancient watch-tower.
The Khan of Kasa, with police-barracks, lies 7'/2 M. beyond
Koundoura, whence a road to the village of Villa diverges to the
On an eminence to the right stands the small mountainleft.
hold of Eleutherae (the modern Oyphtdkastro or 'gipsy castle'),
which in spite of its position on the S. side of Kithseron once belonged to Boeotia. Subsequently, however, it became an independent border-town of Attica. Eleutherae disputed with Thebes
the honour of being the birthplace of Dionysos (comp. p. 52).
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Considerable portions of the city-walls, strengthened with towers,
remain.
The road next winds for about 1 hr. up Kithaeron (Cithaeron),
now called Elatias ('Pine Mountain'), the highest peak of which
(4620 ft.) is visible to the W. from time to time. The woods which
clothe its sides abound in winged game, stags, roes, hares, wild
boars, wolves, and foxes. Beyond the summit of the ancient Pass
of the Three Heads or of the Oak's Heads (Tpst; or Apuos KecpaXat),
now named after the castle of Gypht6kastro, a fine view is disclosed
of the rich and cultivated plain of Boeotia,and its encircling mountains, among which the massive Parnassos (p. 152) and the Delph
(p. 206) on Euboea are specially prominent.
About
M. to our left as we continue our journey lies the
conspicuous and large village of Kri'ekouki ('red head' or 'hill'),
probably occupying the site of the ancient Hysiae. The sites of
Erythrae and Skolos must be looked for to the right. Both before
and after crossing the Asopos the road traverses |the battle-field
of Platsea (pp. 167, 168), and the camp of Mardonios is believed
to have lain near the point where we meet the river (p. 168).
Thebes is concealed from view until we are quite near it by a low
chain of hills stretching from Tanagra (p. 178) to Helicon.
From Phtle (p. 114) to Thebes is a ride of 10 hrs. The track descends
rapidly into the plain of S&ourta, in which lay the ancient strongholds of
Drymos and Panahton. The village of Dervtno-Sdlesi lies 472 hrs. from Phyle.
On the left, 2 hrs. farther on, is the large village of Daritnari, where
there are a number of sepulchral inscriptions, probably brought from
Skolos (see above). From Salesi to Thebes 3'/2 hrs.
still

%

Thebes.

The accommodation here

very indifferent, the least objectionable
quarters being at the XenodocMon Boeotia, kept by Drakos (bed l'/a fr).
The only tolerable eating-house is the Dimilra, kept by Bellos.
The modern Thebes, Thivae (Bfj^ai), or Ptdva, a little countryis

the seat of a nomarch and of a bishop, is
Two
or Acropolis of the ancient city.
Frankish towers, one large and carefully built, the other smaller,
rise on the brow of the hill.
The chief charm of the place consists
in its situation. To the S. W. is Kithaeron; to the W. Helicon; to

town with 3500 inhab.
situated on the

,

Kadmeia

N.W. the Sphingion (p. 160), behind which lies Lake Kopa'is;
the N. Mt. Ptoon (p. 181); to the N.E. Hypaton (p. 179), the
loftiest of the neighbouring chains ; and to the E. the heights which
conceal Tanagra (p. 178). Only a few unconnected ruins now remain of the fortifications of the ancient capital of Boeotia, comprising a dilapidated Cyclopean wall on the N. edge, and a few
fragments of later walls on the S.E. slope of the Kadmeia.
The importance of Thebes dates from mythical times, and indeed prehistoric Thebes, as represented to us by the legends, appears as almost the
in spite of all
chief of the Greek cities. The traditions also of Thebes
the distortions and attempted reconciliations by later poets and mythologists, have preserved more distinctly than those of any other Greek city
the traces of a very early foreign influence, due to immigrations from the
the
to

,

;
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Orient. The legend of Kadmos, in which the Oriental elements are particularly apparent, is a case in point. Kadmos (Cadmus), coming from Phoenicia, represents the undoubtedly Phoenician invention of alphabetic writing and the knowledge of winning and working metals. The proofs, moreover, offered by J. Brandis that the original seven gates of Thebes were
dedicated by the Semitic founders to the seven planets, have been very generally accepted. And finally the legend of the Theban Sphinx is closely allied
to Oriental conceptions; while the numerous Phoenician local names connected with Thebes and Boeotia speak even more directly on this point.
The cult of the Cabiri (see p. 160) is, perhaps, another corroboration.
But in the profusion of traditions and myths of early Thebes we can
distinguish a native series side by side with the foreign elements. There
are for instance two legends of the foundation of the city, one attributing
it to Kadmos and his family, and the other to Zethos and Amphion, the
sons of Antiope. The Theban mythic-cycle of (Edipos, who unwittingly
slew his father Laios, and after solving the riddle of the Sphinx married
his mother Jokasta, of the strife between his sons Eteokles and Polynikes,
and of the war of the Seven Heroes and their sons (the Epigones) against
Thebes, has become one of the most familiar of all through its popularity
with the poets.
From a very early date Thebes exerted itself to extend its sovereignty
over the neighbouring independent towns of Boeotia. After the subjugation of Orchomenos (p. 189) in prehistoric times, its attention was chiefly
taken up with Plattea (p. 167). Its action in this matter brought Thebes
into hostile relations with Athens, and this fact was certainly one of the
motives which induced the town to adopt its shamefully unpatriotic course
in the Persian wars. After the battle of Platsea Thebes was compelled
to deliver up for execution those of its citizens who had favoured the
Persian alliance ; but the support of the Spartans, who desired to retain
so convenient a rival to the ambitious Athenians, preserved the town from
destruction. The bitter animosity between Thebes and Athens again broke
out during the Peloponnesian War. At the beginning of the struggle Platsea was destroyed (comp. p. 169), and at its close the Thebans were the
most urgent advocates for the total annihilation of Athens. The friendship between Thebes and Sparta gradually cooled, and at last changed to
hostility. Thebes received the refugees from Athens, and it was while
enjoying Theban hospitality that Thrasyboulos compassed the downfall
of the Thirty Tyrants. When Agesilaos set out for Asia in B.C. 397, the

Thebans not only refused to accompany him but prevented him from
sacrificing at Aulis, and during the Boeotian War (battle of Koroneia, B.C.
394) Thebes openly assisted Athens. The peace of Antalkidas the Spartan
(B.C. 387) compelled Thebes to restore independence to the Boeotian towns;
and at the instigation of Agesilaos Lacedaemonian harmosts were sent to
these towns and Platsea was rebuilt. In B.C. 382 Phoebidas succeeded with
the help of treachery in throwing a Spartan garrison into theKadmeia. The
patriotic Thebans found shelter at Athens, and thence Pelopidas made his
successful attempt to retake their city (B.C. 379). The vengeance of Sparta was
defied with the helpjof the Athenians, who, however were alienated by the
destruction of Platsea (p. 169), and concluded peace with Sparta in B.C. 371.
The Thebans were now left to their own resources. Fortunately they
possessed in Eparninondas a man who was able to lead them to victory
at I.euktra (p. 166), where Sparta lost her preponderance in Greece. Thebes

was

,

however , not capable of permanently wielding the hegemony of

Greece, and its star
Mantinea (B.C. 362:

set with the death of Eparninondas at the battle of
The interference of Philip II. of Macedon in
p. 285).
the so-called holy war against Amphissa (p. 147) and the exertions of Demosthenes eventually brought about an alliance between Thebes and Athens
but the battle of Chseronea reduced both under the power of the Macedonian king. Orchomenos and Platsea arose once more from their ruins,
and the Kadmeia at Thebes was garrisoned by Macedonians. Its revolt
on Philip's sudden death in B.C. 336 was visited by Alexander the Great
with fire and sword; only the temples and Pindar's house were left standing. It is said that 6000 citizens were slain on this occasion, and 30,000

THEBES.
carried into captivity ; while the
other towns of Boeotia. Thebes
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Theban territory was divided among the
was restored in B.C. 315 by Kassander,

who was aided by the Athenians and other Greeks.
The further history of the town nnder the Macedonians and
mans is of little interest.

the Ro-

In the middle ages Thebes was the seat of a bishop and possessed
flourishing manufactories, including several silk-weaving and purple dying
works. When, therefore, the Normans invaded Greece in 1147, they found
the sacking of Thebes one of their most profitable acts of plunder. It,
however, soon recovered from this disaster. After the taking of Constantinople in 1204, Thebes fell for a short time into the hands of the Peloponnesian archon Leon Sgouros, and then into those of the Frankish invaders. It became subject partly to the Duke of Athens, partly to the
wealthy lords of St. Omer, one of whom (Nicolas II. de St. Omer, 1258-94)
built a magnificent castle, of which the only relic seems to be the larger
of the two towers already mentioned. It was destroyed by the wild hordes
Under the Turks Thebes degenerated
of the Catalonians (p. 188) in 1311.
into a humble village, which has only of late begun to revive a little.
The place suffered severely from an earthquake in 1853.

The accumulated rubbish of centuries and the effect of earthquakes have considerably disguised if they have not essentially
altered, the appearance of the old site of the town. With the exception of Athens there is no other town in Greece, in which ancient remains have been found in their original positions at so great
a depth (15-18 ft.) as here. But on the whole the place is poor in
,

monuments

of antiquity.
old writer thus describes the general character of ancient
Thebes 'This town', he says, 'lies in the midst of Bceotia and has
a circuit of 70 stadia. All its parts are level, its form is circular,
and its hue black like the earth. It is a very old city, but it has
been newly restored, after being thrice destroyed, as history relates,
on account of the quarrelsome and arrogant temper of the in-

An

;

habitants. It is suitable for rearing horses
and being everywhere
well-watered, verdant, and undulating, it includes more gardens than
any other town. For two rivers flow through its precincts, watering
all the level land adjoining their banks, and hidden springs descend from the Kadmeia in artificial channels, said to have been constructed by Kadmos in very ancient times. This is the present
aspect of the town. But it is deficient in wood and is a bad winteringplace on account of the rivers and the wind for it is much afflicted
with snow, and is often very miry'.
Pausanias is the most accurate guide for the topographical details of Thebes. The most important question is that of the position
of the seven gates. Even although these had lost their strategic
significance by the time of Pausanias and although probably the
walls between them lay partly in ruins, their position was none the
less perfectly well-known.
We may assume that the Elektrian
Gate was on the S., as through it entered the road from Platea, which
coincides with the present road (p. 170). The road to Chalkis issued
by the Proetidian Oate, which must thus have been on the N. E.
There is a hollow, surrounded by a water-course, on the hill
to the right of the present road to Chalkis
and perhaps we may
;

;

,

;
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take this for the auditorium of the ancient Theatre, which is mentioned as adjoining the market-place near the Proetidian gate. The
Ne'itian or Ne'istian Gate must be looked for on the N.W. outside
it travellers used to cross the Dirke in order to strike the road to
Onchestos (Livadia, p. 157), from which, farther on, the road to
Thespiae diverged to the left. The positions of the other gates are
less easily ascertained they were the Ogygian or Onkaean Gate, beside which there was an altar to Athena Onka, the Hyphistaean Gate,
the Krenaean Gate and the Homolo'ian Gate.
Thebes is one of the best-watered towns in Greece. The townspring proper was the Dirke (Dirce), which was personified and involved in many of the Theban myths. The ancients speak of the
'Dircean streams' and the 'Dircean springs', and in fact the Dirke
streamlet, now called the Platzidtissa, is formed by several springs
which rise in an undulating district, to the S. of Thebes and near
the village of Tachi (probably the ancient suburb of Potniae). The
main source is called Kephalari, and one of the smaller ones is named
Pegaddki. The source of the latteT, amid a tract of marshy meadows, is easily distinguishable by the tall willows beside it.
few
large tanks, with ancient masonry and inscribed tablets, serve to
regulate the irrigation of the surrounding gardens.
third spring
flows from the roof of a little grotto, and is considered to afford the
best drinking-water in the district. It is called the Cadi's Spring
(to tj xaByj V) ppuat;), because, as is said, a pasha in Negropont caused water to be brought hence for his daily use at table. The legends
of Dirke also connect themselves with this region, especially the
;

;

A

A

myth of her being dashed to pieces by the bull to which Amphion
and Zethos, the sons of Antiope, had tied her in revenge for her illtreatment of their mother. The spring named after her is said to
have gushed forth at the spot where she was killed.

On the slope of the Kadmeia the streamlet is powerfully reinforced by the impetuous waters of the Paraporti spring. This spring,
rising below a shallow cave at the S.W. base of the Kadmeia, flows
through several channels into a square tank, partly constructed of
marble, where at all times of the day the Theban women are to be
seen washing. It is the ancient Spring of Ares (Aretias), and the
adjacent cave was the lair of the dragon slain by Kadmos. It was
from the part of the Acropolis above this spring that the dead body
of Mencekeus (who had slain himself as a propitiatory sacrifice to
Ares) fell among the followers of the 'Seven against Thebes' who
were pressing the city hard.
The Spring of Ismenos is now called the Kephalari of St. John,
after a chapel that formerly stood here.
Its water forms a round
pool, whence an aqueduct leads along the right bank of the streamlet Ismenos to a few mills.
Farther down, in the suburb of Hagios
Theodori, stands a mill on the river-course itself.
Close to this suburb of Hagii Theodori, in which the road to
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Chalkis begins (p. 176"), rises the copious Spring of Theodoras,

which was anciently called (Edipodeia, because (Edipos here purified himself from blood-guiltiness after the death of Jokasta.
In the adjacent village of Pyrt, forming the N.W. suburb of
the town, are two other celebrated springs, the Chlevina, with a
marble well-house and bench (to the right of the main street, as we
come from the Kadmeia), and the Vr&nesi.
The Kadmeia presents a contrast to the lower town in being
but the want was early supplied by means of
quite without water
an Aqueduct, fed by springs on Kithaeron, 8-9 M. distant
This
remarkable work was attributed by the ancients to Kadmos. It was
again brought into use on the construction of the Kamaraes, a lofty
aqueduct carried by the Franks over the hollow of Hagios Nikolaos,
just outside the S. entrance to the city. The water here is seen flowing into the aqueduct from a shaft or channel penetrating the side
of the hill. A few apertures afford glimpses into the interior of this
carefully constructed channel, which is only a few feet wide at the
mouth. Its depth below the surface increases as we follow it up,
but it is quite distinct for about 3/ 4 M., while farther on its course
may be traced partly by the dampness of the soil, and partly by a
low embankment. Bye-and-bye it makes a bend to the W. and
disappears.
At the ruins of another aqueduct we pass the path
to the under-mentioned church of Hagios Loukas.
;

—

'To the right of the Elektrian Gate', says Pausanias, 'is a hill
sacred to Apollo and called Ismenios, because the Ismenos flows
past it'. This can only be the hill of Hagios Loukas, which lies beyond the ravine, opposite (to the E. of) the beginning of the Frankish
aqueduct and the approximate site of the Elektrian Gate, for the
fragments of marble and hewn stone and the appearance of the
church clearly indicate that an ancient temple must once have stood
here.
But no other trace has been discovered of the temple of
Apollo, which was adorned with works of art by Phidias and Skopas.
The inner room of the Church of St. Luke, entered by a small door to
the right of the 'Holy Portal', contains a large sarcophagus, which was
formerly affirmed to hold tbe body of St. Luke the Evangelist. The superstitious belief in this was so strong that the worshippers believed that
water in which splinters of the lid had been immersed possessed miraculous healing powers. The three late-Greek inscriptions (probably not
earlier than the 3rd cent, of our era) relate to members of a family in
which Zosimos and Nedymos are the recurring hereditary names.

Fragments of earlier buildings and inscribed stones are also
found in abundance near the two Frankish towers and the churches.
A collection of inscriptions from the earliest date down to the Byzantine and even to the Turkish era is preserved in a room in the
school C MouseiorC ) It also contains a few sculptures, including a
relief of Hercules from Pyri, and is willingly shewn by the 'Epho.

ros'

Evstratios Kalopaes.
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From Thebes

to Chalkis, 19 M.

From Athens

The good road begins

at

the suburb of Hagii Theddori (p. 174) and soon joins the N. road
from Tanagra(pp. 179,180). Beyond the junction the road skirts the
S. base of the hills, on which, to the right, lie the ruins of Mykalessos (p. 180 12-13 M. from Thebes), and then ascends the pass
of Anephorites (p. 180).
The summit of the pass commands a fine
view of Euboea. Chalkis, see p. 200.
;

17. From Athens to
To Thebes, in 2-3 days,

Thebes or Chalkis via Tanagra.
either

via,

Ordp6t t spending the nights at Kala-

m6s and Skimatdri, or via Tatii, spending the night at Kako-Sdlesi (8 hrs.
from Athens and 8-9 hrs. from Thebes) or (if a carriage has been taken to
Tatoi) at Lkitani, 2 /t hrs. farther on.
To Chalkis, also in 2 days, the
night being spent in one or other of the same places. The route from
Lhttani to Chalkis via Aulis and Mpkalessos takes 6 hrs.
From Athens to Tanagra via Oropos.
Railway to Kephisia,
see pp. 115, 116.
The journey is continued on horseback along a
new road and then a good bridle-track, passing the ruins of Aphidna
and Kapandriti, to (about 6 hrs.) Kalamos, where the traveller may
spend the night in the bakali of Aleko KioHsis.
At Mavrodilisi, about 1 M. from Kalamos, lay the Amphiareion
or oracle of the seer and hero Amphiaraos, one of the 'Seven against
Thebes'. As he was fleeing after the defeat the earth, struck by a
thunderbolt from Zeus, opened at this point and swallowed him
up, thus rescuing him from his pursuers. The Archaeological Society (p. 93) has laid bare a Temple of the Hellenistic period and a
row of Statue Bases, both lying to the left of the Museum, which
chiefly contains inscriptions
to the right of it is a Colonnade, behind which are the important remains of a small Theatre. The stage,
which has been well preserved, is bounded by eight pillars with
pilasters, between which the scenes were hung. The only trace of
the auditorium consists of five seats in their original position close
to the orchestra.
In about l'/2 hr. more we reach the Skala of Oropos (SxoiXa
'QptoTToO), where the traveller with an introduction will find entertainment at the house of the 'Epistatos' or agent of the banker
Syngros in Athens. Some inconsiderable ruins of the small and
ancient town of Oropos, often mentioned in the boundary wars of
the Athenians and the Boeotians, lie 3^2 M. to the S. of the Skala,
Skala Oropou is about 18 M. from
on the road to Tatoi (p. 177).
Chalkis (p. 200). The places passed on the way are Dilisi, 1/2 M.
from which are the unimportant ruins of the ancient harbour of
Belion (p. 177), Dramesi, Oherali, and Aulis.
Travellers bound for Tanagra turn inland at Skala Oropou and
follow the road to Tatoi across the richly wooded valley of the
Vourieni or Orop6s, the ancient Asopos, to (S 1 /^ M.) the ruins of
Oropos (see above). They diverge to the right here, cross the stream
and reach (2 4 /2 M.) Sykamino a village with several mediaeval

—

l

—

;

—
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churches, charmingly situated below a reddish hill at the beginning
of the narrower part of the valley.
Our route next skirts the left bank of the Vourieni, the valley
of which soon expands again, passes (l/2 hr.) a large Roman grave,
traverses a series of low hills covered with underwood and arbutus shrubs, andr eaches(l 1 /2hr.)the conspicuous hamlet of Stani&tes, with its medireval tower. Staniates is the probable scene of
the battle of Delion (B.C. 424), when the weight of the Theban
phalanx won a decisive victory over the Attic hoplites under Hippokrates on their way back from Delion.
Among the Athenians on
that occasion were both Socrates andAlkibiades, thelatter of whom,
at the risk of his life, rescued the philosopher in the mele'e
while
Xenophon, who is also said to have taken part in the fight, was in
similar manner rescued by Socrates.
From Staniates we may either proceed direct to the Chapel of St.
Theodore and (50 min.) the site of Tanagra (p. 178), or we may go
to the N.W. to (lY3hr.) Skimatari, the largest village near Tanagra,
and frequently chosen as headquarters for a visit to the ruins, espe;

by travellers approaching from Thebes. Accommodation is
provided by Alekos, the keeper of the antiquities, but it is advisable
to bring provisions.
The two. Museums (chiefly inscriptions) near
the church are uninteresting. The distance from Skimatari to the
chapel of St. Theodore and Tanagra is about 3 M.
From Athens to Tanagra via Tatoi. To Tatdi, a drive of
4 hrs., see p. 117. The road ascends through wooded ravines to
(1 hr.) the summit of the pass over Mt. Ozea (Parnes), where there
are traces of an ancient fortress. At the chapel of Hagios Merkourios a spring shaded by a fine plane-tree invites us to a short halt.
Passing numerous gorges stretching down from Parnes, we next
traverse a valley watered by a small affluent of the Asopos and
bounded on the N. by the Malesa, a spur of Parnes. The mountain
slopes are clothed with extensive forests of pines and velanidiaoaks (Quercus ^Egilops). The road forks at this point, the right
branch leading over a ridge to the ruins of Oropos and the skale
of the same name (a drive of 4 hrs. from Tatoi comp. p. 117), the
left branch to
Kako-Salesi, 6 M. (2 hrs.) from Hagios Merkourios, at the foot
of the abrupt cliffs on the N. side of the Armeni.
The view embraces the whole valley to the N. as far as Staniates (see above).
The shorter road from Kako-Salesi to Tanagra (3 hrs.) traverses
the districts of Vlassati and Oinossi, the latter with an excellent
well (xaXo UTj-fdoi), and then ascends a rocky hill, honey-combed
with caverns, to the large village of (2!/ hrs.) Liatani. Liatani is
4
the capital of the whole district and contains a church and several
chapels, on the exterior of one of which (the Byzantine chapel of
Hagios Nikolaos) is an interesting Byzantine relief.
To the W. we see the sharp peak above Chlembotsari (p. 178).
cially

—

;
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From Athens

now descend and

traverse the corn-growing plain of the Asopos,
called the Vourieni, crossing the river by a new bridge near a
mill, not far from the Chapel of Hagios Theodoros, with its mediaeval tower. The Lari, flowing from the N., enters the Asopos here.
On the left bank of the Asopos about 3 M. from Liatani and
as far from Skimatari (p. 177), lies the ruined town of Tanagra
(now called Oremada), the name of which has become so familiar

now

,

from the recent excavations. Tanagra, which belonged

to

the league

of the Boeotian towns, played no important part in antiquity, and

debut in history as the spot where, in B.C. 459, the Athenmeasured their strength in open battle with the Spartans.
The treacherous desertion of the Athenians by the Thessalian
cavalry gave the victory to the Spartans.
The ruins lie on the extremity of a ridge called Kerykeion by
the ancient, and Malevdlese by the modern Greeks. The ancient
enceinte may be traced almost uninterruptedly, and at places still
attains a considerable height, though half-buried in rubbish. The
sites of 40 or 50 Towers can be recognized, and also three Gates,
which may be described as the Chalkidian, on the N.E., the Theban
The Theatre occupies the
on the N.W., and the Attic on theS.E.
high-lying ground adjoining the S.W. part of the wall, from which
the site of the town descends in two terraces to the bank of the
On the upper terrace are the remains of foundation-walls of
Lari.
dark-coloured stone, which evidently belonged to some large buildings (temples ?), and recall the remark of Pausanias that the Tanagraeans were distinguished among the Hellenes by a beautiful
custom in reference to their gods, for they kept their houses and
secular buildings apart from their sanctuaries, so that the latter lay
above and far away from taint of human contact. The monument of
the Tanagraean poetess Korinna, a contemporary of Pindar (500 B.C.),
stood within the town proper.
The Necropolis, which has come down to our days uninjured, lies
beyond the Lari, mainly on the hill of Kokkali. The graves opened
here since 1874 are counted by thousands. These graves are the
source of the charming 'figurines' in painted terracotta (p.c), which

made
ians

its

first

—

furnish so pleasing a testimony to the love of art among the ancient
Tanagraeans. The quantity of figures found here is so great that the
enormous prices paid at first for them have considerably fallen,

Buyfine specimens may now be purchased for 100-200 fr.
should beware of imitations (which are sometimes largely
made up of genuine fragments), and also of re-painled specimens,
though unladed colouring is in itself no proof of spuriousness.
From Tanagra to Thebes there are two routes. The slightly
shorter but inferior 5. Road (4 hrs.) first ascends the valley of the
Asopos and after crossing a 'revma' that runs into it, reaches
This village lies on the S.W. slope of a
(l'/s hr.) Chlembotsdri.
Mil, on which are some ancient wheel-tracks and the ruins of a
and
ers

to Thebes or Chalkis.
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small fortress (high up beside the chapel of Hagios Elias), probably
site of the ancient Pharae. If the weather be dry, our
farther course lies across the spacious plain; if not, over the hills. Darimari (p. 171) lies to the left on the slope of Kithaeron. In 1 hr. we
reach the hamlet of Moustaphades, and in 3/4 hr. more find ourselves
at the foot of the Soros, perhaps the Teumessos of the ancients,
with the foundations of antique temples (?). Finally we traverse
a barren hilly district to (l 3/4 hr.) Thebes, which we enter near the
mills on the Ismenos and the large church of St. Luke, see p. 175.
The N. Road (5-5 l /2 hrs.), which is chosen by most travellers,
leads via (1 hr.) Vrati to ( 3 /4 hr.) Dritsa, commanding a continuous view
of the Eubcean mountains to the E. Near Dritsa is a mediaeval tower
with two pinnacles, which has been fixed upon with considerable
probability, as marking the site of the ancient Elton or Helton.
The remains of the wall, part of which is in fair preservation, show
various styles of building but date probably from one period.
The track now runs towards the W., past the little village of
Spa'ides, passes between the pointed Soulas on the left and a few
low hills on the right, and in about l 1 ^ hr. strikes the road between Chalkis and Thebes (p. 176). On a mountain-slope to the
N.W. lies the hamlet of Sirdsi, with some remains of the ancient
Olisas; to the right of it is Sagmatas, the ancient Hypaton, adjoined
on the E. by Ktypds (p. 180) and Anephorttes (p. 180). Crossing
several bridges over water-courses, which are, however, generally
dry, we reach in l'^nr. more the suburb oiHagii Theodori (p. 174),
with the spring of (Edipos. Thebes, see p. 171.

marking the

—

From Tanagra

From Tanagra to Skimato Chalkis, 4 hrs.
The path traverses a hilly plateau, commanding an uninterrupted view of the mountains of Delph and Olympos
in Euboea, and, more to the left of Anephorftes, Ktypas (p. 180),
and Sagmatas (see above). A little more than halfway, l 3 /4 hr. from
tari (p. 177), 1 hr.

,

Skimatari, in a fertile littoral plain, lies Vathy, deriving

its

name

from two bays or havens [ptfako and (juxpo (Jaftu) a little to the N.
Near the ruined chapel oi Hagios Nikolaos, which lies l'^M. from
Vathy and 1 M. from the harbour, Ulrichs has discovered the site of
the famous Temple of Diana, where Agamemnon was on the point
of sacrificing his daughter Iphigeneia, before the departure of the
Oreek fleet for Troy. An ancient line of wall is traceable on the S.
and E. brow of the small hill and in and near the chapel there
are numerous remains of ancient buildings. A spring rises close by.
The scanty ruins of Aulis itself lie on the rugged ridge of rock
which stretches into the sea between the two bays. The little town
never attained any importance, for its site was unfavourable for
the development of a community
but the two sheltered bays were
excellently adapted to be the rendezvous of a fleet. The thousand
vessels mentioned in the catalogue of the ships in the Iliad could
;

;
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not, of course, have been all afloat at one time in the bays ; we must
therefore think of them as drawn up on shore according to the ancient custom, at the same time allowing something for the exaggeration of later times, when the desire arose to have every town of

any importance whatever mentioned in the Homeric poems.
The direct distance from Aulis to Chalkis, by the path between
the beach and the cliffs, is about 3 M.
Most travellers, however,
visit the ruins of Mykalessos, which lie on the Megalo Vouno, a
little inland from Aulis.
In spite of its proximity to the sea this
town, distinguished by an ancient cult of Apollo, was not a seaport, but owed its importance to its command of the frequented
pass of Anephorites. At the period of the Peloponnesian War it
was very populous, but having been surprised and taken in a nightattack from the sea by the Athenian Diitrephes at the head of a

—

troop of Thracian soldiers (B.C. 413), it lost all its importance. The
ruins divide themselves into an Acropolis, on the upper part of the

and a more extensive but less well-preserved Lower Town on
the S. Although the walls (about 10 ft. thick) are in ruins, we can
still identify the situation of all the towers (about 20 ft. wide) and
gates (about 6 ft. wide)
and can also distinguish traces of the
doors and stairs of some of the former. The construction shows the
transition from the old polygonal masonry to the system of regular
courses of squared stones.
The "Panorama from the summit of the hill has been justly praised.
At the feet of the beholder stretches the beautiful Ewripos with the fortress
of Chalkis and the dismantled fort of Karubaba, and the bridge between
them. On Euboea the majestic Delph (p. 206) towers above the other
mountains. To the W. of Karababa extends the coast-plain, with the
villages of Megalo and Mikrd Chalid, near which is the site of the ancient
Salgoneus.
To the E. is Aulis ; and to the S. the eye follows the hilly
hill,

,

Boeotian coast as far the Attic Parnes.

An ancient wall, restored during the War of Independence,
connects Mykalessos with the pass of Anephorites, which lies between the Megalo Vouno on the E. and the Ktypds (3372 ft. the
ancient Messapion) on the W. and is traversed by the high-road
from Thebes to Chalkis. The summit of the pass is now called
Tafjmoopioc xou KpiCiiutY), because Kriziotis here repulsed Omer
Pasha and his troops on their way from Chalkis in 1829. A space
at the exit from the pass, 3/4 M. farther on, is named the 'Mountain-guard (xapaotiXt) of Karaiskakis'.
The path winds steeply
down to (35 min.) the little plain of Vlicha, in which the roads
from Thebes, Aulis, and Chalia unite. The Hermaeon mentioned
by Thucydides has been conjecturally located not far from the
chapel of the Hagia Paraskeve. It was probably a small temple
The road skirts the old Turkish
of Hermes, the god of roads.
The
fort of Karababa (Kanethos, p. 200), now a powder-magazine.
ancient workings in the rock on its S. side may have been tombs.
ChalIn 10 min. more we reach the bridge across the Euripos.
kis, see p. 200.
;

—
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From Thebes along

the Eastern Bank of Lake
Kopais to Orchomenos.

Three days, the nights being spent at Karditza (a ride of 5'/2 hrs. from
Thebes) and Martina (o'/2 hrs. from Karditza, via Larmses
6V4 hrs. from
Orchomenos), or at Topdlia (4 hrs. from Karditza).
In addition to the bridle-path to Karditza described below, there is
now a Carriage Eoad, skirting the W. side of Lake Likeri (carr., in 4 hrs.,
15-20 fr.).
Most travellers will, however, prefer the bridle-track over
Mt. Ptoon, which would otherwise have to be made the object of a special
excursion from Karditza where it is not always possible to procure saddle;

horses.

The track diverges to the left from the
Thebes, see p. 171.
Chalkis road at the suburb of Hagii Theodori, and leads through
the monotonous plain of Thebes. In 2 hTs. we reach the hills to
the E. of Lake Likeri, called the Hylican Lake by the ancients, after
the town of Hyle which is supposed to have stood on the N.E. bank.
The ancient names of the ruined fortifications passed by our route
next
here and at several other points farther on are unknown.
pass a spring, traverse a 'revma', descending from Moriki, and ascend to (2/4 hr.) the village of Houngra, at the entrance to a vale
bounded on the N. by Ptoon. and on the S. by the mountains on
Lake Likeri.
follow the road through this valley, the entrances
The lake of Paralimni,
to which were fortified in ancient times.
which we do not approach, lies to the N.E. In about V2 nr after
leaving Houngra we reach the foot of the bare Mount Ptoon
(3280 ft.), now called Palagia, and in 20min. more the summit of
the pass, which commands a fine view.
We look back over the valley of Houngra, beyond which is Mt. Hypaton with Moriki, while more to the right rises Fames, on the AtticBceotian border, and between them the long hill-chain of Teumessos (p. 179).
Below us, on the bank of Lake Likeri, lies the hamlet of Sengena, situated
in a small riparian plain ending at the cliff of Klimatorias, which projects
into the lake from the N.
To the W. the view comprises part of the
Plain of Kopais, with Mt. Akontion, on the farthest slope of which lies
Orchomenos (p. 189) ; still farther off rises the massive Parnassos, and more

We

We

-

to

we see the fissured Helicon.
The path now keeps on the same level along the slopes of Ptoon,

the S.

and then descends a little. In 1/2 nr i* again ascends, and rounding the steep crags on the W. side of Ptoon, reaches (20 min.)
a little mountain-valley, in which the Perdik6vrysis, or 'Partridge
Spring', rises within an ancient enclosure of masonry.
Near the
chapel of Hagia Paraskeve the French Archaeological School (p. 91)
has recently brought to light the Temple of Apollo Ptoos, with the
adjoining buildings. The chief objects of interest found during the
excavations, including numerous bronzes and some archaic marble
statues of Apollo, have been removed to Athens. Some architectural
fragments and inscriptions still lie on the site of the temple, and
otheTS may be seen at the
night(1 V2 M.) convent of Palagia, where
quarters may be obtained. No detailed information has come down
to us about the nature of the Ptoan oracle, which existed until the
Roman period.
-

;
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Opposite the chapel our path crosses the revma which receives
the water of the Perdikovrysis, and then descends gradually on the
other side through the ravine to (40 min.) Karditza. Another footpath, diverging to the E., leads across the mountain to the village
of Kokkino.
At the exit from the defile lies the large village of Karditza,
the seat of a demarch, and above it rises the acropolis of the ancient
Akrsephia, which was always in the hands of the Thehans. On the
declivity below the ruins, is the church of Hagios Oeorgios, with
numerous inscriptions, perhaps occupying the site of the temple
of Dionysos mentioned by Pausanias. The ruins of the fortress helong to different epochs, and some parts are well preserved. This
is especially the case on the W. side, where the walls are still
standing to a height of 10 ft. or more. The construction almost
throughout shows the effort to secure level courses, although large
blocks have here and there been also introduced. The principal
wall is 8 ft. thick. The N. side has suffered most, as it lies next
to the village, but here the ruins of smaller buildings are comparatively numerous. On the S. side a doorway, hardly 3 ft. wide by
3 ft. high, still exists. The gaps in the walls did not exist in ancient times.
The polygonal walls on the side next Lake Kopais
date from an earlier epoch.
The hill of Akraephia is the last of a long chain called Kriaria,
which stretches from Ptoon to the plain of Lake Kopais. On its S.
side expands the Athamantine Field, bounded on the S. by the
Megale Kiapha, on which lies one of the more important Katavothra (see below), the Katavothra tou Hagtou Nikol&ou, which in
summer has often no visible outlet.
Lake Kopais (yj Kcurau?) or Kephisis, though the largest lake
in Greece, is also the shallowest, as it only consists of the winter
overflow of its feeders, the chief of which is the Kephisos or Mavroneri ('black water'). It is only on the mountainous E. side that
the lake has a definite limit, on the W. the level of the water
varies according to the season. In summer the lake is almost dried

—

up, in winter (January) it covers an area of about 90 sq. M., sometimes even more. The more elevated parts of the lake bed left
dry in summer are extremely fertile, and in some cases yield a
double harvest the lower parts are rank meadows, on which large
herds of cattle and swine are pastured. The evaporation, however,
makes the air heavy and unwholesome. The lake finds its outlet
to the sea in subterranean rifts in Mt. Ptoon (to the E.), similar to
those which occur in calcareous formations elsewhere, as in the Alps,
Jura, &c. Twenty of such outlets, called 'Katavothrse' by the
modern Greeks, are counted, varying greatly in size. Attempts were
made in very early times to widen them, in order to render the district fertile and healthy by means of a regular system of drainage
but we have no information how far these, which are ascribed to
;
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After sevthe ingenious tribe of the Minyae (p. 184), prospered.
the task of draining the lake has been

eral ineffectual attempts,

recently resumed.

Ascending the outlier of the Ptoon range to the N.W. of Karwe reach the saddle in V4 hr. and obtain a view of the N.
part of the Kopaic plain with the village of Topolia (p. 187). In
front of us, close to the nearer bank of the lake, is the ancient ruin
of *GoulAs ('the tower'), one of the most imposing in Greece, recalling Tiryns and Mycenae. Even at ordinary risings of the lake
it is surrounded by water, and communicates with the shore only
by an embankment. The island on which the fortress stands is
about 3 /4 hr. from Karditza and the same distance from Kokkino.
Round the island, which rises very precipitously on the N. side, run
As usual in the most ancient
Cyclopean walls 16-23 ft. thick.
but numberless buttresses
fortifications
there are no towers
which closely
from 8 to 30 paces apart strengthen the walls
follow the curving of the cliffs. Two gates, each 23 ft. wide, one
on the N., the other on the S., can now be distinctly recognized;
The
it is uncertain whether there was a gate on the W. also.
N. gate is very strongly defended on the outside by two massive
tower-like buttresses, projecting about 6 ft. from the line of
the wall and 6-9 ft. in length. On the inner side the gate is adjoined by a small court-yard. The S. gate is similarly, but not so
ditza,

;

,

,

strongly fortified.

On

the highest point within the walls, close to

the N. edge, some massive foundations (80 paces long by 15 broad)
testify to the former existence here of some important seat of
power. The roofless chapel that adjoins them probably dates from
the War of Independence, when the inhabitants of the shores of
the lake sought refuge here. There are also some remains of med-

buildings.
In ancient times Goulas seems to have been connected with
Kopae (Topolia, p. 187) by an embankment. The present path along
the banks of the lake (about 4 hrs.) is only passable when the
wateT is low, owing to the fact that it is intersected by riverchannels. Pedestrians, indeed, have a chance of crossing the river
in a 'monoxylon' ('single tree' or 'dug-out'), a craft of the most
primitive description; but riders must make a detour of l'/2 M.
to the N.E. to a seven-arched bridge, which spans the river beside
the ruined Pyrgos Hagia Marina.
Near the bridge are caught
large numbers of the fat Kopaic eels, which were held in great
repute by the ancients and were sadly missed by the Athenian
epicures during the Peloponnesian War. Red, yellow, and black
marks on the cliffs indicate the heights reached by the most con-

iaeval

siderable inundations.

Most travellers visit the katavothrae and the outlets of the lake
on the E. side of the mountain and also the ruins of Larymna,
before going on to Topolia.
The track follows the bank of the
,
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near the rocky hills, which are honey-combed with caves,
Some of these are used by the shepherds as 'mandrae', or
folds many of them run far into the mountain and were perhaps
formerly katavothra?. The line of the hills is broken from time to
time by pleasant green valleys. After 3/4 hr. the road diverges from
the hills, and we turn our horses' heads almost in a straight line for
the Megale Katavothra, the largest of all, also called Katavothra
Kokkfnou after the nearest village (p. 182). The entrance, which is
visible at a considerable distance, is upwards of 80 ft. high, and is
vaulted over by a precipitous overhanging cliff. When the water
is high, the most we can do is to look through a wide crevice close
beside the little chapel of Hagios Ioannes into the space below in
which the water disappears. In summer, however, we can advance
several hundred paces into the interior.
The outlet for the water,
half-concealed by masses of rock is not quite at the end. The
courses of masonry on both sides of the cavern-walls are ascribed
to Krates of Chalkis, an ancient mining engineer who lived in the
time of Alexander the Great, and made the only historically vouched
for attempt to drain Lake Kopais.
The second largest katavothra, called Vinid, which, however,
has an outflow only when the water is high, is also on the edge of
the plain, about '/g M. to the N. Other katavothra? are mentioned
at pp. 182, 187.
Our path now leads past a series of shafts, 6-9 ft. wide and 13lake,

caves.
;

,

100

deep, which are supposed to be the beginnings of some
undertaking of the Minyae (p. 183), probably the ventilating-shafts for a subterranean draining-tunnel (like the ancient
'Emissarium' of the Alban Lake near Rome) which they had intended to build. Their mouths are partly overgrown with lentisks
and other shrubs; and they are in various states of preservation.
Some of them still have carefully smoothed walls with foot-holes
for descending; others have fallen in.
Beyond the last shaft a path descends to the ( 1 /2hr.) Kephalari,
an outflow of Lake Kopais formed by the katavothra?, and dry in
summer. A revma, covered with lentisks and oleanders, stretches
hence to the sea. The path runs high above the revma. On an
eminence to the right we see a mediaeval tower and the ruins of
upper Larymna. The ruins of lower Larymna lie beside the hamlet
of Kastri, which lies on the coast straight in front of us. On the
W. side of the rocky hill, by which we descend, a second but
perennial outflow [Anchoe, dvayot)) from Lake Kopais gushes from
the cliff, and forms a clear deep basin, the brook issuing from
which drives several mills on its farther course. In '^ hr. after leaving the Kephalari we reach a ruined Byzantine church (Hagios
Nikolaos), cross a bridge of five arches over the Kephisos, and come
to the little village oiKastri, where accommodation may be obtained of one of the inhabitants, who acts as guide to the ruins.
ft.

colossal

;

to
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fresh green valley of Kastri,

bears
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ancient

name

in the
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with its ruins at either end,
shortened form of Larmaes

In early times, when the political
(Aaptiats, from Aapujjwais).
centre of the land lay at Orchomenos in the E. part of the Kopaio
plain, Larymna was an emporium for Boeotia (comp. p. 189); but
later it lost all its

importance.

The Ruins of Lower Larymna, immediately beside the village
of Kastri, are by no means uniform in character, aud probably date
from several different periods. While the principal portion of the
enclosing wall, which was strengthened with towers and is still in
fair preservation, is built of white and tawny-coloured hewn stones,
a fragment of wall on the N.E. has no towers, and is built in
the polygonal style. The most interesting remains are those in and
about the
age.

little

Sunken

crescent-shaped harbour, on the N. side of the vill-

buttresses, like the bases of pillars, which were probably

used in closing the harbour-mouth with chains, divide the inner
harbour from the sea. Fleets of any size, however, must have anchored off the E. side of the town, where there are still traces of
ancient moles. There are some ancient foundations in the interior
of the peninsula.

The Ruins of Upper Larymna, now

called

Bazaraki

(i.e.

'little

market'), lie on the conical hill overlooking the nearest mill

the

Anchoe

(p. 184).

They do not appear

to

and

be of any great age

but the traffic carried on here in antiquity is vouched for by the
deep ruts, which extend for 300 paces towards the church of Hagios
Nikolaos (p. 184).
The Acropolis proper consists of two portions, the uppermost of which faces the N., and the lower the S. On
the side next the revma this is adjoined by a flat open space like
a market, which is probably the source of the modern name. The
walls, of which only the foundations (6 ft. thick) are preserved,
were entirely built of regular squared stones. Some polygonal walls
below served to support terraces.

From Kastri-Larymna
route passes Skroponeri,
and of the inhabitants of
disappears in the Megale
we ride along the coast,
to Chalkis.

The
to Chalkis (p. 200) is a ride of 8-9 hrs.
to the opinion of engineers
the district, the greater part of the water that
Katavothra re-appears in nine springs. Thence
past the ruins of Anthedon and Chalid (p. 180),

where, according

Those who do not arrive too late at Kastri should proceed to
the large village of Martfno, l'/4 hr. farther on. The path ascends
through a long valley, traversed by a mountain-torrent (generally
dry) that reaches the sea to the N. of Kastri. Near the end of our
journey we pass a few hills, with an ancient ruined wall and several
mediaeval chapels, called Palaeochori, or 'old village', by the inhabitants of Martfno, who believe that their village formerly stood
on this spot.

Martino, situated upon a spur of Mt. St. Elias, is a prosperous
Albanian village, and the seat of a demarch. Tolerably comfortable
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but the traveller will find
is to be found here
pleasanter not to be entirely dependent upon the inns (bakalia).

accommodation

;

it

In the pleasant valley of Malesina lie (41/2 M.) the hospitable Convent of
//agios Georgios, conspicuous from a considerable distance, and the little
rained sea-port of (3>/4 M.) Halae. Thence we may ride past (4'/2 M.) Cheliadou, near the supposed site of Korseia, to Monachou, the ancient Kyrtone, and to Dendra, with the ruins of Hyettos (6 M. from Cheliadou).
From Martino a new road
From Martino to Thermopylae, 16 hrs.
leads via Proskina to Atalante
12 M. (4 hrs.) to the N.W. In about
3
2'/2-2 /4 hrs. we pass the rocky Acropolis of Opus, the capital of the E.
Locrians. This fortress, which commands the entire plain, dates from
the earliest times, and Deukalion and Pyrrha are said to have dwelt
here after they descended from Parnassos. Their daughter Protogeneia,
wife of Lokros, bore Zeus a son named Opus, who became the founder
of the city. In Homer Ajax, the son of Oileus, is the ruler of Opus.
During the Persian Wars the Locrians were at first on the side of the
Greeks, but before the battle of Salamis they had gone over to the Persians (p. 168). Subsequently they allied themselves with Sparta. In the
war between the Romans and Philip V. of Macedon the town was taken
by the former in B.C. 197, although the Acropolis held out until Philip's defeat at Kynoskephalse.
The walls, which are built of solid polygonal blocks, distinctly present the characteristics of high antiquity,
and in many places still stand 6 ft. high. They encircle the lofty Acropolis, which faces the S.E., and the lower town.
Two gates are still
recognizable in the Acropolis. The finely minted coins of the Opuntians
testify to their artistic taste.
A Frankish tower shows that the height of
Kokkinovrachos, as it is now called, was also fortified in the middle ages.
The fine view from it includes the peninsula of Gaidaronisi on the N.E.,
the triple-peaked island of Atalante and (more remote) the roadstead of the
ancient Kynos (see below) on the TS., and also a great part of N. Euboea,
beyond the Euripos.
The adjacent village on the road to Atalante is

—

,

—

—

called Kyparisio.

The little town of Atalante consists of two parts, Atalante and Macedonia or Pella, not very distinctly divided from each other, and seems to
occupy the site of an ancient town, the name of which, however, is not
known. Various ruins, inscriptions on wells, and the like recall the
rule of the Turks. High above Macedonia are the remains of an ancient
aqueduct. For night-quarters travellers are dependent upon private hospitality.
There is a poor eating-house in the main street, near the principal church. The Skala, where the steamer plying on the Euripos touches,
is connected with the town by a carriage-road, 3'/2 M. long.
The road from Atalante to Thermopylae passes the (l'/2 hr.) spacious
village of Livanates, 1 M. to the S.W. of the site of Kynos, the port of
Opus, and (3/4 hr. farther) Arkitsa. The ruins of the ancient Alope are
passed in 13/, hr. more, then (2 hrs.) those of Daphniis, near Hagios Konslantinos, in a district evergrown with myrtles.
now pass numerous
mills, and reach (l!/4 hr.) the ruins of Thronion, the capital of the Epiknemidian Locrians, who derived their name from the mountain-chain of
Knemis. Thronion was pillaged in B.C. 431 by the Athenian general Kleopompos, who had sailed up the Euripos with 30 ships, and in B.C. 353 it
was taken by the Phocian Onomarchos, and its inhabitants sold into slavery.
The ruins are now called the Palaedkastro of Pikraki.
From Tronion the road proceeds past the little villages of Kaenoiirio
and Anteras (l>/.,j M. to the right) to (2y< hrs.) Molo, a prosperous village
with 950 inhab., where good quarters for the night may be obtained. It
was probably the port of Boudonitza (p. 193) in the middle ages, and received its name from the old mole, which may, perhaps, be of very ancient date.
The distance from this point to the mill at the E. end of
Thermopylae is 2-2 l /2 hrs. The road leads past Alpenoi, mentioned at p. 196.
The ancient Mkaea must also have been somewhere in this neighbourhood.
Thermopylae, see p. 194.

We

—

to
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The route from Martiuo to (l 3/4 hr.) Topolia passes the (!/2 M.)
chapel of Hagios Demetrios and several other fragments of ancient
buildings. After 1 hr. we regain sight of LakeKopais, and in another
</2 hr. the road descends and reaches the village of Top61ia. Topolia,
the ancient Kopae, which has given name to the lake from time
immemorial, is situated on a peninsula connected with the mainland
by a flat isthmus, and was inhabited also in the middle ages. The
ancient buildings have thus almost vanished in the course of time,
and only a few fragments of polygonal walls are now to be found on
the N. side of the town, above the isthmus, and on the edge of the
isthmus itself. Numerous inscriptions have been immured in the
various chapels. The laTge new church is dedicated to St. Elias.

The road from Topolia to (5 hrs.) Skripou skirts the N. verge
lake and passes Mount Koumitis, at the foot of which, beside

of the

an old mill ('Palrcomylos'), is a katavothra (p. 182), generally dry
summer. The varying height of the water is indicated by the
colouring of the rocks (comp. p. 183). Farther on rises a steep rocky
hill with three peaks, the middle one called Bazar&ki and the highest
Tourloyanni. There are ancient walls on both. The ascent is rewarded by an extensive view.
Almost the entire basin of Lake Kopai's lies before us ; and we can
distinctly make out the village of Skripou, above which, on the declivity
of Akontion, lie the ruins of the ancient Orchomenos. To the N. is the
hill of Hagios Athanasios, near Dendra, the site of the ancient Hyeltos
The view also includes the plains of Boeotia, enclosed by
(p. 186).
Parnassos, Helicon, and Kithaeron, while to the E., rising above the lake
in

KokMno and Karditza, is Ml. Ptoon.
Near the chapel of Hagios Oeorgios, which we reach in 25 min.
after leaving the foot of the hill, lie some farm-buildings and a
metochi (Hagios Demetrios) belonging to the Attic convent of Mendeli
(p. 118). An ancient temple also stood in the district, which is

and the villages of

now named Stroviki.
Beyond the chapel the road turns to the N. towards the summit of
the Chlomds Mts. (3546 ft.), the spurs of which descend to the N.
bank of the lake. In 3/ 4 hr. we cross a low ridge, on the slope of
which lies the hamlet of Rado. The plain on the other side is
planted with cotton and maize. Skirting the edge of the plain for
about i/2 hr. we reach a hill, surmounted by a large Frankish tower,
and bearing fragments of a polygonal wall as the relics of the ancient Tegyra. The houses and an old chapel of the 'Isodia tes
Theotokou' at the foot of the hill are usually included under the
name Hagia Triada. Tegyra is known only as the seat of a temple
and oracle of Apollo, and as the scene of the victory won in B.C.
374 by Pelopidas and the Sacred Band of Thebans over twice the
number of Spartans, who had advanced from Locris.
In the distance, at the W. extremity of the plain (2 M. from
Tegyra), a white hill glistens between the darker heights. Here lay
the little town of Aspledon, the scanty remains of which, consisting

1
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of a wall about

600 paces round, now bear the name

of Avridkastro,

or 'Castle of the Hebrews'.

We have still nearly 2 1 /.2 hrs. to ride before reaching Skripou, as
the path has to make a wide detour on the W. bank in order to
avoid the marshes of the Melas and Kephisos, which here flow into
the lake. Traces of an embankment are visible at various points, and
it thus seems probable that an embanked road ran all the way from
Orchomenos to Kopae. In 1 hr. beyond Avriokastro we pass through
a kind of gully, on the N. (left) side of which a good spring rises,
and in 20-25 min. more we reach the convent-farm of Tsamali, belonging to Skripou. A deep rocky ravine about 1/2 M. to the left of
our route gives birth to the spring of Petakas, one of the chief
sources of the little river of Melas, the deep bed of which is fringed
with reeds. Near the mountain is a singular natural shaft or chasm.
In rather less than a hour after leaving Tsamali we reach the
Akontion, on the summit of which is the conspicuous A cropolis of
Orchomenos. We ascend by the rough path mentioned at p. 190,
traverse the precincts of the ancient town, and then descend to the
(10 min.) Panagia Convent near the village of Skripou (see below).

From Livadia to Orchomenos.
new road. — Travellers coming from Thebes (6 hrs.)
diverge to the right before reaching Livadia. The route from CUaeronea
to Orchomenos takes 3 hrs. — Many travellers proceed to Thermopylse
19.

About

2'/2 hrs.

;

Orchomenos.
Livadia, see p. 157.
We leave Livadia by the Lamia road,
and then turn to the right and follow the road to Skripou. The town
We then skirt the S. base
is soon lost to sight behind the hills.
of a spur of Parnassos, called Thourion(j>. 157), and pass the village
of Arapochdri.
The road crosses numerous mountain - torrents
(R. 20) after visiting

—

descending to Lake Kopai's. The marshy bottom across which we
ride was the scene of a battle on 15th March, 1311, in which Gautier de Brienne, Duke of Athens (p. 43), fighting with his knights
against the mutinous Catalonian mercenaries, lost both his kingdom
and his life. The Frankish tower on one of the N. eminences of
Thourion dates from about the same period.
In 2!/ 2 hrs. we reach the Kephisos, which here separates the
villages of Petromagoula and Skripou. The sides of the river arc
embanked in many places to prevent floods. On the slope of Mt.
Akontion, close to Skripoii, is the hospitable Convent of the Panayfn
(KoifATjdii; TYJ; 8sot6xo'j, 'the Entombment of the Virgin'), where
travellers are received on special introduction only.
The 'magazi'
in the village is tolerably comfortable.
The convent occupies
the site of a famous temple of the Graces (Charites), where Charitesia, or contests in poetry, music, and the drama, used to be held
until a very late period.

Several inscriptions in the court in front

of the entrance to the church refer to these contests.

ORCHOMENOS.

19. Route.
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The ruins of Orchomenos, situated on the extreme E. height
Akontion, date from the mythical period when the town was the
The name Akontion, meaning lance,
central point of the Minyae.
probably refers to the long shape of the hill
the modern name is
of

;

Doudourvana.
The earliest Orchomenos, according to the unanimous testimony of
the ancients, occupied a different site, probably at the E. base of the future
Acropolis. The periodic inundations of the lake, an ineffectual attempt
to regulate which had been made in the incompleted shafts mentioned at
In the prehistoric period Orchop. 184, compelled removal to a new site.
menos seems to have surpassed the other Boeotian towns in importance.
Through its possession of Larymna (p. 185) it became a member of the
Kalaurian naval league (p. 243). The Minyan cycle of myths includes the
story of the Argonautic Expedition, undertaken by Jason, a descendant of
the royal house of the ^Eolidse, in order to secure the golden fleece, which
was the condition of his obtaining the paternal throne. In historical times
Orchomenos gave way to Thebes, and took the second place in the BoeoIt was several times destroyed, notably by the Thebans in
tian league.
B.C. 368 and 346, but on each occasion it rose again from its ruins. It
that Sulla defeated Archelaos, the general of Mithriat
Orchomenos
was
dates, in B.C. 85.
Judging from the inscriptions that are extant, the
place seems not to have been entirely uninhabited during the middle ages.

About halfway between the convent and the E. wall of Orchomenos lies the*TuEASURY of MiNYAS,now called to SYjoaupocpuXaxtov,
a venerable relic of the earliest antiquity, and at the same time a
proof that a very ancient city once stood here, perhaps inhabited by
a different race from the builders of Orchomenos. Pausanias describes it as follows
'This wonderful work, which is second to
:

no other

monument

—

either within or without Greece, is built in the

following manner. It is of stone, and has a circular shape, and
runs into a not too sharp point (i.e. it has a flat dome). The top-stone
(i.e. the keystone of the dome, which is not constructed of wedge-

shaped stones but of horizontalcourses gradually diminishing in diameter) imparts harmony to the whole building'. In another passage
the same traveller ascribes to this edifice a higher antiquity than
the Tholos Tombs of Mycenae, which otherwise are essentially of
the same character. An open passage ('Dromos'
now completely
ruined), 16 ft. wide, leads to the doorway, which is about lf 1 ^ ithigh and becomes narrower towards the top. The lintel consists of
a massive block of greyish blue marble, 19 ft. long.
The interior
of the domed chamber, recently freed by Schliemann from the rubbish of centuries, has a diameter of about 45 ft. The walls are
formed of large squares of marbles, with holes for fastening rosettes
of metal. In the middle stands a large platform, lately reconstructed, which belongs to a comparatively late epoch and probably formed a base for several statues. In front of it perhaps stood the sarcophagus of Hesiod, whose bones were transferred from Naupaktos
to the Treasury of Minyas ; the adjacent lion's feet may have formed part of this sarcophagus. To the right is a door, G l U ft. high, resembling those in the treasure-houses of Mycenae (p. 255) and leading to a second chamber, hewn in the Tock and supposed to be the
;
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actual tomb. The walls and ceilings were adorned with slabs, now
on the ground, with tasteful patterns of rosettes and spirals. The
outside of the building was originally covered by a mound of earth.
Instead of proceeding directly to the ruined E. wall of the
fortress, travellers should first visit the N. base of the hill, where
in the most southerly source of the river Melas the ancient
Akidalia or Fount of the Graces has been recognised. Steps in the
rock lead down to the spring, at and near which the women of
Skripou assemble to wash their clothes. Above is the chapel of
Hagios Anargyri.
We now ascend the steep N. slope of the hill by a rough path,
partly paved in the Turkish planner, and proceed to the right to
3
( /4 hr.) the tower-like summit of the*AcaoPOLis, which is reached
by a very ancient staircase cut in the rock. The latter is about 3 ft.
wide at the foot, but is broader above, and consists of three flights,
the first, of 20 steps, mounting towards the W., then the second with
25 steps towards the N., and the third, with 43 steps, again towards
the W- About the middle of the last flight we notice on the sidewall, and in the steps themselves, several holes, which were probably used to support a strong door of timber.
The Acropolis, which has the form of an irregular pentagon,
or rather, if the broken line of the E. side be not taken into account,
of a rough square, is very small and really forms little more than
the strongest point of the fortifications. Wall fragments of any size
are now only to be seen on the W. side, where a slight depression
divides the fortress from the rest of the Akontion, and on the S.
side. These are built in regular courses of squared stone, and reach
a height of about 23 ft. Each wall consists of a strong and roughly
finished exterior, and a carefully jointed interior, connected with
each other by an intermediate filling-wall of slighter workmanship.
A ruined wall, on the Akontion, about 80 paces to the W. of the
Acropolis, and running towards its S. edge, seems to have been meant
to defend the approach on that side, and more especially to protect
the cisterns in the hollow. The N. wall of the Acropolis, on the
side next the marshes of the Melas, is only partly traceable. It
surmounted a particularly steep precipice, which could defy all attempts to scale it.
The Acropolis affords the best point for a survey of the site of
the town and the whole district of ancient Orchomenos.

On the N. side of Lake Kopai's, the heights of Avriokastro (p. 188),
Pyrgos lis Hagias Triadas (p. 187), and the peninsula of Kopse are most
conspicuous; on the E., Ptoon, P/ioenikion, and Sphingion ; on the S., the
hill of Haliartos (p. 159) and Petra (p. 159), and the fertile plain of Livadia
as far as Mount Granitsa (p. 161).
Near the edge of the plain and the
marshy flats, in a line with Skripou, are the villages of Karya, Hagios
Demetrios, and Degles, the last on the river of Livadia; between Degles
and Mt. Granitsa lies Rachi. Parallel with the Akontion on the S. stretches
a massive outlier of Parnassos, bounded on the W., between Davlia and
Distomo, by the river Platanid. At the N. base lie Hagios Vlasis (Panopeus,
p. 155),

Kapraenu (Chseronea,

p.

155),

and Bramagas.

.
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At the foot of the steep Acropolis begin the City Walls, at
only 35 paces apart, but gradually increasing their distance
as they follow the N. and S. edges of the gently sloping hill, until
they reach the above-mentioned ruined cross-wall on the E. The territory thus enclosed may be compared to the delta of a broad stream
The town probably originally extended to the E. beyond the present
convent, so as to include both the temple of the Graces and the
treasury of Minyas within the walls. Its contraction may have been
the result of the destruction at the hands of the Thebans in B.C.
638 and 346 (see p. 189). The lower town seems to have boen inhabited during the Roman period, if we interpret aright the remains
•
of a Roman bath and aqueduct.
As is generally the case with the larger Greek fortresses, we
can trace in Orchomenos the characteristic building styles of different epochs. Thus while the Acropolis in its present state hardly
goes farther back than the time of Alexander the Great, the city
walls are evidently some centuries older. The best preserved is
the S. wall, which was probably always the most strongly buijt on
account of the easy slope on that side. The average thickness of
first

ft.
the polygonal blocks of the outer face
throughout considerably larger than those of the interior. The
remains of a gate may be seen in the E. wall; and there are traces
of posterns in the N. and S. walls, close to the Acropolis. The
sites of several towers are also recognisable, while within the townlimits, especially in the upper part, the foundations of numerous
buildings can be easily made out.

the walls is about 61/2

;

are

—

From Skkipou to Dbachmani, 5hrs.
The path at first follows
the S. slope of the Akontion on which lie the villages of Veli and
Bisbardi.
Farther on it crosses the Kephisos and several of its
,

and joins the road from Livadia (see R. 20).
A mountain-path connects Skripou with the humble village

affluents,

of Exarcfio,
about 12 M. to the N. Leaving this path about halfway we reach in
1-1 >/2 hr. the very ancient ruined town ul'Abce, destroyed by the Persians,
and a little to the W. a modem village, also called Exarcho. The ruins,
on the summit of a high pyramidal hill, affording a fine view, consist
of a circular town-wall, and of a carefully constructed acropolis-wall, concentric with the other, round the highest peak.
On a projecting hill to
the N.W. of Abse are fragments of the peribolos and other foundations
of the Temple of the Abaean Apollo, which contained an oracle once held
in as great repute as that of Delphi. It, however, lost its fame after the
Persian wars.
An oval hill, 1 M. farther on in the same direction, is the site of the
ruined Hyampolis, one of the oldest towns in Boeotia, which, though destroyed by the Persians, enjoyed a certain importance even in the Roman
period. The ruins, which hitherto have generally borne the name of the
vanished village of Bogddna, are tolerably extensive.
About 4>/2 M. farther to the N. is the village of Kalopddi, on the
road from Livadia to (U/4 hr.) Atalante (p. 186). The neighbouring ruin
is perhaps that
of Kleonae, a village belonging to Hyampolis. Drachmani
may be reached hence in 3 hrs. (new road).

192
20.

From Livadia

to

Lamia via Drachmani and

Boudonitza.

Thermopylae.

From

Livadia to Drachmani, road, 6V2-7 hrs. ; thence to Boudonitza,
bridle-path, 5'/4 hrs. ; from Boudonitza to Thermopylae 3 l /4 hrs., and through
the pass to Lamia 3'/2 hrs.
Those who combine a visit to Orchomenos
(R. 19) with a visit to Thermopylae may prefer on the second day to follow
the mountain-path to Drachmani (S 1 ^ hrs.) described in K. 19.
Lamia
may be more conveniently reached from Livadia by means of the new
road via, Dadi and Palmochori (about 44 M.).
Livadia, see p. 157.
follow the road described on p. 157,

—

—

— We

crossing the Thourion ridge to Kapraena (p. 155; l 3/4hr.), without,
however, actually entering that village.
then cross numerous
irrigating canals and the little Platanid (p. 155), one of the chief
tributaries of the Kephisos, and enter (l^hr.) the defile of Belesi,

We

between the lower

Kephisos and the upper
In ancient days the ravine was named after
the stronghold of Parapotamioi, to the N.E. of the Khan of Belesi.
A path that diverges here leads via Biskeni and Hagia Marina and
or Bceotian plain of the

or Phooian-Locrian plain.

through the picturesque ravine of the Kachales to (2 3 /i hrs.) Velilsa. This
lies at the foot of a high cliff in a well-wooded district where
tobacco is successfully grown, and is known on account of being built in
the midst of the ruins of 'Tithora, which are among the most picturesque
in Greece. Tithora or Tithorea is minutely described by Pausanias, but
has little importance beyond that fact. In the lower part of the modern
village rises a lofty tower of two stories (with loop-holes below and windows above), which formed the N.W. angle of the old fortifications. Near
it is a gate.
The other towers, notably on the S. side, adjoining the cliff,
are also still standing. The walls, formed of immense square blocks outside and smaller stones inside, are nearly 10 ft. thick. The hills to the
S. of the village command a good view of the ruins and of the gorge of
the Kachales. We reach them from the Fanagia Convent, passing the
arches of a primitive aqueduct.

village

From
2>/4

Velitsa to Drachmani (see below), 2 hrs.
hrs; to Dadi (p. 153) 2 hrs.

;

to

Davlia

(p.

154)

About 2 M. beyond the pass of Belesi - Parapotamioi the new
road to Lamia via Dadi (p. 153) diverges to the left. We follow the
Atalante road to the right, cross (1 M.) the Kephisos and several of
its N. tributaries, and gradually ascend. Ahout 3 M. farther on a side
road diverges to the left to (1 hr.) the large village of Drachmani,
where tolerable accommodation for the night may be obtained in
a 'magazi'. A few ancient architectural and sculptured fragments
have been used in the construction of the village-well. A small
museum, the key of which is kept by the Demarch, contains the inscriptions and other antiquities brought to light by the excavations
of the French School (p. 91) on the site of the temple of Athena
Kraiiiea and at Elateia itself.
About 1 M. to the E. of Drachmani, near the chapel of the deserted village of Lefta, lie the ruins of the small but ancient town
of Elateia, the capital of Phocis. It was placed so as to command
the lowest pass between the plain of the Spercheios and the middle
valley of the Kephisos, forming the most frequented military

route between N. and Central Greece.

BOUDONITZA.
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Elateia is best known in history from its occupation at the beginning
of the holy war against Amphissa (p. 147) by Philip II. of Macedon, whose
first overt act against Greece it was (B. C. 339). The astounding impression
which the event produced in Athens is reflected in a famous oration of
Demosthenes; but the alliance with Thebes formed at his urgent representations was able to withstand Philip but for a short time; barely ten
months later the decisive battle of Chseronea (p. 156) was fought and lost.
Elateia was taken by the Romans in B. C. 198; but in B.C. 85-86 it
offered a successful resistance to Taxiles, the general of Mithridates.

The lower line of the town-walls, which now looks like an
earthen rampart, rose only a little above the plain. The town
stretched along the steep slope from W. to E., between the deep
beds of two mountain-torrents. The ruined chapels probably mark
the sites of ancient sanctuaries. The top of the hill served as the
Acropolis.
ruined temple of Athena Kranaea, 3 M. to the E. of

A

Elateia, is scarcely worth visiting.

The track from Drachmani to Thermopylae descends a little and
then ascends the Knemidian-CEtasan chain of hills, past (40 min.)
the hamlet of Selirn Bey. At a lofty knoll or 'tourla', i 3/t~2 hrs.
from Selim Bey, we reach Derveni, the summit of the pass (1968 ft.).
From this point we have a fine retrospect of the imposing Parnassos, with the villages ofVelitsa(p. 192) and Dadi (p. 153) at
its foot; on this side of the Kephisos lies Modi.
To the N. we see
the Gulf of Lamia and Mt. Othrys. A spring rises just beyond the
summit of the pass, and farther on joins the stream that enters the
Euripos at Thronion (p. 186).
We now descend a long valley, among flue ivy-twined planetrees, turn to the W. at an imposing rocky 'gate', and cross the flat
and partly wooded hills to the hamlet of Loukeri. On the hills opposite lies Lapataes. Here we catch a distant view of the nearest
houses and mediaeval castle of Boudonitza, about 8 M. (2% hrs.)
distant from Derveni.
Boudonitza or Mendenitza, a village with 550 inhab. (accommodation at the house of the demarch or other inhabitant),
probably lies on the site of the ancient town of Pharygae, of which,
however, only insignificant remains are now extant. The place
played a more important part in the middle ages, after Boniface
de Montferrat (p. lxii) had made it the seat of a margrave and
bishop (1205) for the protection of the always important Thermopylae. The first margrave was Ouido Pallavicini (d. 1237) whose
family, in spite of various vicissitudes, remained in possession of
the lordship until 1311. In 1410 the district passed into the hands
of the Turks, whosepossession, however, was intermittent until 1454.
The citadel, which crowns the precipitous hill to the N. of the
village, consists first of an ancient and carefully built polygonal
enceinte, several times repaired in the middle ages, and secondly
of the margraves' castle proper, in which ancient fragments have
also been plentifully used.
Two of the gateways are almostentirely constructed of ancient masonry. The view ranges over the
Baedeker, Greece.
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Gulf of Lamia, Mt. Othrys, the peninsula of Lithada in Euboea,
and a great part of Kallidromos. Close under the N. slope lies the
village of Karavidia, whence a gorge extends to Molo (p. 186).
Our route follows the slope to the W. of Boudonitza, which is

The surrounding heights of Mt. Phrikion
are all well-wooded. Beyond a miserable Wallachian village, we
approach a depression between two hills, which ends abruptly.
To the N. rises the steep convent-hill of Palaeoyannis, reached in
l 3/4-2 hrs. from Boudonitza.
The ruined walls on this hill, which
are visible from a considerable distance, belong to a fortress which
guarded the mountain-path above Thermopylae. This was probably
the fortress which formerly shared the name of KalUdromos with
the whole of the range. The modern name is Saromata.
Ascending still farther along the W. slope of the ravine beyond
Palseoyannis, we reach in 10 min. the prettily situated and shady
village of Drakospelid, which commands a view of the entire plain
of the Spercheios. This seems to be the beginning of the Pass of
Anopaea, through which Ephialtes led the Persian division under
Hydarnes to the rear of the Greeks. The path descends through a
gorge wooded with plane-trees, passing (55 min.) the wretched
Kalyvia (huts) of Drakospelid.
descent of 25 min. more brings
us to the mill driven by the warm springs (p. 196) and to the E.
entrance of the Pass of Thermopylae («[ 9epfJ.0Ti6Xat), the name of
which has been immortalized by the heroic death of Leonidas and
his 300 Spartans and the 700 Thespians in July, B. C. 480.

sprinkled with ruins.

A

The Persian fleet under Achsemenes, cruising in the N. Euboean
waters, had fought several actions with the Grecian squadron whose object
was to prevent a landing in Central or S. Greece. Xerxes in the meantime
had marched through Thessaly and across Mount Othrys, intending to lead
his army through the valley of the Spercheios and N. Locris into Central
Greece, where he hoped especially to attack Athens. The Greeks under
Leonidas, the Spartan king, abandoned the defence of Tempe as useless,
and posted themselves in the more easily defended pass of Thermopylae.
Besides 300 Spartans, their forces consisted of 500 hoplites from Tegea and
as many from Mantinea, 120 from Orchomenos in Arcadia, 1060 from the
rest of Arcadia, 400 from Corinth, 200 from Phlius, 80 from Mycense, 700
from Thespise, 400 from Thebes, and 1000 from the Opuntian Locris.
Prof. Curtites describes the events of the contest as follows
Xerxes crossed the Spercheios (p. 197), advanced towards the pass, and
encamped on the plain of Trachis (p. 197), where the Asopos dashes forth
from the cliffs of Trachis, which rise in an imposing crescent on the S.
verge of the bay. The hostile camps thus lay but 3 M. apart. Xerxes,
who wished to avoid unnecessary bloodshed, expected that the Greeks
would retire from Thermopylae as they had retired from Tempe. The
latter, however, remained in their position, exhibiting themselves in front
of Iheir trenches, strengthening their limbs by gymnastic exercises, and
adorning their long hair as for a banquet. At last, on the fifth day, the
Persian monarch ordered his troops forward to punish the arrogance of
his opponents and for two days, from morning till evening, the battle raged in the small coast-plain. Again and again the Medes advanced against
the Greeks as against the ramparts of a fortress; their foremost ranks,
thrust forwards by the pressure of the myriads behind, met certain death.
They had no protection against the Grecian lances, while the Median
missiles rebounded like hail from the bronze armour of their foes. The
:

—
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onslaughts were repeatedly repulsed, and Xerxes, overloooking the battle
from a height, saw the blood of his choicest troops llowing like water
across the path. To hurl fresh masses of troops forward was useless. The
only method was to march round the pass, and for this neither road nor
guide was wanting.
Ephialtes, a Malian, offered to guide the invaders through the heights
which stretch upwards from the pass. The Persians, leaving the gorge
of the Asopos in the evening, climbed upwards all night through the
oak-forests, and when day broke found themselves on the crest of the
hill.
The stillness of the morning air favoured their march. The sleeping Phocians were only aroused by the tread of the enemy. Unable at
once to assume a posture of defence, their hearts failed them, and they
withdrew to the summit of Kallidromos (p. 194), believing that the attack
was directed against themselves. The Persians, however, had no thought
of delaying for any such purpose, and pushed on in order to fall upon
the rear of the Spartans.

The latter soon learned how matters stood. The position
forced through the neglect of the Phocians to post sentries.

had been

Hydames

was

still above on the heights and the rear was still open. But Leonidas
could not hesitate as to what he had to do. He was not there as a
general to carry on the war according to circumstances after his own
plans; he was there simply to defend the pass. Whatever just reason he
had to be indignant with the Spartans who had left him in the lurch, to
remain at his post was only the fulfilment of his duty as a citizen ; and
that to the true Spartan was second nature.
In order to avoid useless bloodshed he permitted the contingents from
the other states to depart.
The Thespians, however, and the Thebans
remained; the former, according to unanimous admission, from a spirit of
heroism, which deserved all the more credit because no exterior claim of
duty chained them to the spot; the latter, says Herodotus, because
Leonidas would not let them go. He was aware that if they survived
that day they would only serve to swell the ranks of the Persians.
Immediately after the departure of the allies, retreat was cut off, and the
Greeks were hemmed in on both sides by overwhelming numbers.
At ten o'clock in the morning the devoted band prepared for battle.
Leonidas led them into the midst of the foe, that they might sell their
lives as dearly as possible, but when they were exhausted with fighting,
and their lances were shattered, they withdrew to a small hillock, which
rose about 30 ft. above the springs (p. 196). Here they fell one by one
under the arrows of the Medes, standing by each other like brothers to
the end. Their self-devotion was not in vain. It was an example to the
Hellenes; to the Spartans it was a stimulus to revenge; and to the Persians
a proof of Grecian valour, the impression of which could never fade. Their
grave became an imperishable monument of heroic patriotism, which
preferred death to violation of oath and duty.
The strategic importance of Thermopylae was illustrated several times
afterwards, as in B.C. 279, when about 24,000 Greeks under Kallippoi the
Athenian defended the pass for months against more than 170,000 Gauls
(Galatians) under Brennus. The Gauls too eventually found their way
across the mountains, but the Greeks had time to depart in the ships which

were kept

in readiness.

In B. C. 191 Antiochos HI. of Syria, with 10,000 men, retired to Thermopylse before a Roman army of 40,000 men under Manias Acilius Glabrio,
who was joined also by the Macedonians. Antiochos fortified himself in
the pass with rampart and ditch to await the arrival of his large Asiatic
army ; but once more a detour gave victory to the attacking force.
if. Portius Cato, the legate, stormed the fortress on Kallidromos (mentioned
for the first time on this occasion; comp. p. 194), and pressed on against
the Syrian camp from the height above, while Acilius Glabrio attacked it
from beneath. This decided the fight; the camp was stormed, and only
the king with 500 followers escaped.
Several armies have marched through the pass in mediaeval and
modern times, without, however, coming to any decisive battle there.
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A survey of the district from the rocky eminence above the
mill shows us that the spot must have undergone considerable
alteration since the days of Leonidas. For instead of an easily
closed defile 50 ft. wide, between the precipice and the sea, there
extends before us a flat and partly marshy plain from l'/2-3 M. broad,
which has been formed by earthquakes and the alluvial deposits of
the Spercheios (p. 197) and several mountain-torrents. The easternmost and westernmost of the three circular hillocks near the mill bear
mural fragments of undoubtedly ancient origin; for the E. entrance
to the pass seems from the first to have stood more in need of artificial fortification than the W. As the walls were repeatedly repaired,
even so late as under Justinian in the 6th cent. A. D., it is now
impossible to say when they were first erected. Acilius Glabrio
and Antiochos fought at the E. end of the defile while the struggle
between Leonidas and the Spartans certainly took place at the W.
end. On a fourth hill, which lies 2*/2 M. to the E., in the direction
of Molo (p. 186), are some ruins believed to be those of the little
town of Alpenoi whence the Greek army drew its supplies in
B.C. 480.
The two hot Sulphureous Springs (temp, over 120° Fahr.)
which have given the pass its name, rise at the foot of the mountain,
nearly l /% M. to the W. of the mill. For a considerable distance
round the springs the ground is encrusted with the white and glistening deposit of the sulphureous water and sounds hollow under
the horses' hoofs. In the conduits by which the water is led to the
mill and other points the water has a bluish-green colour. This
fact was observed by Pausanias ; "I noticed", he says, "that the
water of the springs at Thermopylae was coloured like the sea, not of
course at all points, but on its course to the basins, which the inhabitants call 'chytroi' or cooking vessels". These 'chytroi' may
perhaps be identified with the square basins beside which the
wooden huts for the accommodation of visitors have been erected
they have, however, had their appearance much altered by the
sulphur deposits. The water in the springs themselves is quite clear.
;

,

,

About 1 M. to the W. of the thermal springs, just beyond a
copious cold spring, rises a round hill, surmounted by a ruined
cavalry barrack, and commanding the "W. entrance of the pass. This
is the Kolonos mentioned by Herodotus, on which the surviving
Greeks assembled for the last deadly struggle, and on which was
afterwards placed a lion as a monument to Leonidas, with the famous
inscription:
,„,.,,.,,
,
ayyeMeiv AaxeSai|iOvioic oxi "lrjos
it Uiv
xe£fxe&a Tots xe£vu>v pyjy.<xvi ust&ofjtevot

'Stranger, tell the Spartans that we are lying here
in ohedience to their commands.''

The

inscription referring to all the combatants ran

'On this spot four thousand, Peloponnesians,

Fought against more than three

millions.''
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we can trace with our eye a long reach of the
modern Helldda), here bordered by plane-trees. In
time of Herodotus this river entered the Malic Gulf much
this hill

Spercheios (the
the

farther to the N.
and its present tributaries, the Asopos, Melas,
and Dryas, flowed directly into the sea. The marshes to the N. of
Thermopylae are traversed by long drainage - canals
which also
empty themselves into the Spercheios. Beyond the marshes pasture;

,

lands stretch as far as Mt. Othrys.
Following the new road from Atalante (p. 186) to Lamia, between the marsh on the right and the heights on the left, we now
leave the valley of Thermopylae and reach (20-25 min.) the Mill of
Zestano, to which water is brought from the mountain by means

long aqueduct supported by arches. A little before reaching
we pass a shallow water-course, over the reddish stones
of which flows luke-warm mineral-water. This is doubtless the
ancient Phoenix, which obtained its name from its reddish colour,
and formerly flowed into the Asopos (p. 198). This district is
also said to have contained the little town of Anthele and a Temple
of Demeter, where the Greek Amphictyons assembled as they did
at Delphi (p. 148).
We cross the Spercheios 3/4 M. farther on by the Bridge of
Alamanna, named after the adjoining group of houses, among whicli
are a guard-house and a khan. The bridge is known as the scene of
the. heroic resistance offered by the young Athanasios Diakos and
the brave Bishop of Salona, at the head of 700 Greeks, to a strong
Turkish army under OmerVriones and Mehemed Pasha, on 5th May,
1821. The leaders of the Greeks were both put to death by the Turks.
The route from Thermopylae is joined at the Bridge of Alamanna
by a bvidle-path, bearing the curious name of Baaitaxoc Apo'fioe, coming
from (2'/s hrs.) the khan of Prokoveniko (p. 147) across the hill of Kall'tdromos (Saromata, p. 194). On this path, l'/a M. from the bridge, lies
the village of Moustaphdm Bey. About i!/2 M. farther to the W., on a
double-peaked rocky hill rising above the road from Gravia (p. 147) to
Lamia, a little back from the path and to the left of the point where
of a

the mill,

the Kurvounai'ia (the ancient Asopos) enters the 'Trachinian Plain', are the
scanty ruins of Herikleia. This ancient town and castle was founded in
B.C. 426 by the inhabitants of Trachis, accompanied by Doric (Spartans
and others) and ^Eolic colonists. It was destroyed in B.C. 371 by the Thessalians but was rebuilt by the CEtseans and Malians.
The first encounter
between the Greeks and Macedonians in the Lamian War (p. 198) took
place here, in consequence of which the Macedonians, under Antipater,
withdrew to Lamia. Herakleia was taken in B.C. 191 by the Roman consul M. Acilius Glabrio (p. 196).
The modern name of its site and also of
the rocky ravine of the stream is Sideroporta or 'iron gate'.
Nearly 3 M. farther to the S.W. lies the hamlet of Kotivelo, on the
S. slope of a steep flat-topped hill, on which in early antiquity stood the
town of Trachis. Numerous legends of Hercules are connected with this
district, among others that of his death on the funeral-pile whence he
ascended to Olympos. At the date of the Persian wars Trachis ruled
the neighbouring part of the plain and the mountains as far as Thermopylae.
The ruins have not yet been carefully examined.
The plain beyond the Alamanna bridge is occupied by tilled

land and pasture, vineyards and tobacco-plantations.

We

ride past
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the mouth of the Asopos, descending from Trachis (see above), and
past the villages of OmerBey and Saramsakli or Sarmousakli ('onion

—

and in 2 hrs. after leaving the bridge reach
Lamia. — Xenodochion ion Savvas (named after its proprietor),

village'),

dochion ton Xinon, both in the Platia ; K. charged according to
of beds (2 fr. each).
Restaurant also in the Platia.

—

Larnta (Aetata), called Zito&ni by the Turks, and
also until quite lately, is a busy little town with

Xeno-

number

by the Greeks
5500 inhab.,

extending along the slopes of two spurs of Mount Othrys, under
the shadow of a mediaeval castle. It is the seat of the nomarch of
Phthiotis. The streets are now tolerably regular, although they still
bear traces of the Turkish dominion, such as the paintings on some
of the houses in the bazaar and a fairly preserved mosque and
minaret. The gardens, also, on the N. side of the town are a reminiscence of the well-known predilection of the Turks for such
enclosures; and there are numerous Turkish graves on the low
hill to the W. on the slopes of which are several mills driven by
the copious water of a single stream.
The antique remains are scanty and uninteresting. For
whatever glamour the Homeric poems may have cast about the
country round the Malic Gulf as the home of Achilles and his
Myrmidons, the later inhabitants of the district appear as semibarbarians. Lamia is chiefly known from the unsuccessful siege of
Antipater here by the Athenians and ^Etolians under the Athenian
Leosthenes in B. C. 323. It was the last effort of the Greeks, encouraged by the death of Alexander the Great, to shake off the
Macedonian yoke. Leosthenes was killed during the siege; and his
successor Antiphilos suffered the decisive defeat at Krannon (p. 216)
in the following year. The fact that the entire army of Antipater
was cooped up here for a considerable time speaks for the size of
the town. The enclosing wall probably extended over the lower
heights in front of the depression between the two main hills. There
are a few fragments of walls, built of regular squared stones, on the
,

S. side of

the

The E.

W.

hill.

crowned by a mediaeval Citadel, built on ancient
Permission to visit it must be obtained from the
nomarch. As the height is divided from Othrys, on the N. and
N.E., by a slight depression only, the strategic importance of the
fortress has long vanished. A small garrison is kept here merely
on account of the powder-magazine in the former barracks, built
under King Otho. The view is celebrated.
To the N. ia the long chain of Othrys; to the E. the Malic Ottlf(G\xH
hill is

foundations.

of Lamia), with the adjoining part of the Plain of the Spercheios, stretching
as far as Thermopylae, where the Knemidian Mountains and (Eta begin.
Far to the W., beyond the village-sprinkled plain, through which the
Spercheios winds like a ribbon, rises the massive Tymphrestos, the modern
Velouchi (7608 ft.).
About 12 M. to the N. of Lamia, in a pleasant nook beneath the
crest of Mount Othrys, which formed till 1881 the boundary between
Greece and Turkey, lies the hospitable convent of Antinitsa. The road,

EUB(EA.
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leading to the W. over the Phoiirka Pass (p. 226) has been the main artery
of traffic between Thessaly and Greece proper since the dawn of history.
The view hence across the Pharsalian plain to the distant Olympos is
magnificent.

Between Lamia and (9 M.) Stylfda, there is a good road, on
which a diligence plies several times weekly in connection with
the coasting-steamer mentioned below and at p. 210 (3-4 fr. each
pers., small articles of luggage free; saddle and pack-horses at
the khan, 3 fr.). The road runs through Megalovrysis and Avlaki.
Stylida (SxuXts) a small town with 1800 inhab., in a pretty
but unhealthy situation
is the port for the whole district of
Phthiotis, and also one of the outlets for the S. of Thessaly. At
the harbour is the large factory of Giannopoulos & Co., in which
,

,

various articles are produced. At the foot of the neighbouring hill
of Hagios Elias lay Phalnra, the ancient port of Lamia.
About 6 M. to the E. is Achind, the ancient Echinos, and 9 M. farther
on is Gardiki, with the ruins of the ancient town and citadel of Larissa Krernaste, taken in B.C. 302 by Demetrios Poliorketes.

21. Euboea.
From Athens

—

The land-route is not so consee R. 17.
venient as the voyage by one of the Greek Coasting Steamers mentioned
at pp. xx-xxii, which ply from the Pirteus to Chalkis in about 13 hrs.
(fares 19 fr., 14 fr.).
Comp. also R. 22.
Euboea, Eufioia (pron. Evvia), is the largest island belonging to the
modern kingdom of Greece. It lies like a great breakwater so near the
E. coast of the mainland, that the ancients believed it had been separated
from it by an earthquake. All the harbours on the island are situated on
its W. coast; its E. coast consists almost entirely of precipitous cliff's,
interrupted here and there by practicable landing-places, but presenting
no sheltered haven. The mountains, composed mainly of micaceous and
argillaceous slate, are grouped in four masses to the N. the Hagios Elias
or Gallzades Mis. (4436 ft. ; the ancient Telethrion), with the peninsula of
Lithada; in the W. part of the N. half of the island the Kandili Mis.
(3965 ft. ; the ancient Makistos) ; to the E. the mountain system of Delphi
(5725 ft.-, the ancient Dirphys); and in the S. the Hagios Elias or Ocha
Mountains (4830 ft).
Among the throng of peoples that inhabited Euboea at the beginning
of the historical period, the most conspicuous were the Tbessalian Ellopians in the N., the Thracian Abantes in the middle, and the Dryopians
in the S. Ionians from Attica afterwards amalgamated with the Abantes
and formed a new race, which acquired the dominion of the entire island.
Their two chief towns were Chalkis and Eretria
which disputed for
many years the possession of the 'Lelantian District'. This people was
powerful and numerous enough to send out several colonies to Magna
Greecia, Sicily, and the Thracian Chersonese (Chalkidike or Chalcidice).
The continuous history of the island begins, however, in B.C. 506 with
the subjugation of Chalkis by the Athenians, for the barrenness of the
Attic soil made the possession of the fertile island almost a matter of life
and death to the powerful maritime trading city. The disastrous issue of
the Sicilian expedition resulted in the loss of Euboea by the Athenians,
towards the end of the Peloponnesian War (B.C. 411). The inhabitants
maintained their independence, but generally stood by Athens in the later
wars. The battle of Chaeronea (p. 155) decided the fate of Euboea, as of
the rest of Greece, and it became subject to Macedonia. Subsequently,
to Chalkis,

—

:

,

after several battles,

it

was subdued by the Romans.
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The taking of Constantinople in

The

Isle

1204 transferred the Euboean sea-ports

to the Venetians, who, after repeated wars with the Frankish princes,
finally made themselves masters of the whole island (1366). At this period

Euboea received the name of Negroponte (from 'Evripo', 'Egripo') which
it retained until quite recently.
Next to Crete, it was the most important
Venetian station in the Levant. The Turks succeeded the Venetians in
1470 as possessors of the island, and held it until the Protocol of London
(3rd Feb., 1830) transferred it to the new kingdom of Greece.
The main attraction of Eubosa is its fine scenery, particularly in the
N. half, but the S. part of the island also contains some interesting ruins.
a. Chalkis.
XenodocMon Olympia, moderate, good cooking; XenodocMon Ion Xenon,
comfortable night quarters. The other inns are not so good.
The office

—

of the Oreek Steamers

is

in the Kastro.

The name Chalkis probably means

'ore' or

'metal-town', though

mines have been traced in the neighbourhood. Possibly
therefore the name may be derived from xakyri (murex) and may
point to a settlement of Phoenicians engaged in procuring the purple
dye of this shell-fish. The strikingly favourable position of the town
at the narrowest part of the strait, where Boeotia and the fertile island approach each other, makes the early foundation of a sea-port
extremely probable. The town was fortified at an eariy period, but
beyond a number of squared stones, incorporated in later edifices,
and the remains of a breakwater, there are no ancient relics extant.
The present town of Chalkis, with 6900 inhab., is the fortified
capital of the eparchy of Euboea, and contains several modern
churches, a Turkish mosque, and other public buildings. Seen
from a distance, especially from the mainland, it presents a charmas yet no

ingly picturesque appearance, but a nearer acquaintance with the
irregular interior is apt to be disappointing. The town comprises
two quite distinct parts the diamond-shaped citadel and the sub:

urban

district.

In B.C. 411 Chalkis was connected by a wooden bridge with
the mainland, where the old Turkish fort of Karabaha (p. 180) probably represents the ancient fortified hill of Kanethos. The bridge,
which was of course frequently renewed in the course of time, has
recently been replaced by a strong swing-bridge.
The Euripos
at this point was originally wider and quite open to shipping but
in the above-mentioned year the Eubceans filled up part of the
channel and erected the fortified bridge in order to prevent communication with Boeotia being cut off by the ships of the Athenians.
The strait is divided into two arms by a small rocky island,
on which is a small fort, with two round towers, resting on ancient
foundations.
The shallow channel between this island and the
mainland is about 85 ft. wide ; the other, through which a strong
current flows, is 120 ft. wide. The widening of the Euripos has
The powerful
recently been undertaken by a Belgian company.
currents, for which the Euripos has been famous from time immemorial, depend both on the ebb and flow of the tide, and upon
;

—
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the varying quantity of water brought by the streams emptying into
They are more violent in flowing from N. to S. than in the opposite direction and they, are avoided even by the steamer when they

it.

are at their strongest.

Close to the E. end of the bridge, and more than half-surrounded
by the sea, lies the Kastro, the citadel of Chalkis, with massive
battlemented and turreted walls dating chiefly from the Venetian
period, though here and there they have been strengthened by the
Turks. Here, as well as in the fort in the middle of the bridge, the
lion of St. Mark, the well-known cognizance of Venice, occurs repeatedly. The church of the Hagia Paraskeve, in the S. part of the
Kastro, once the chief church of the Venetians, is said to have
been built at the close of the Byzantine period. The wide fosse,
hewn out of the solid rock, is spanned by two wooden bridges, defended by imposing gateways. The N. gate lies at the end of the
chief street of the Kastro, which is prolonged thence to the suburban
town; the S. gate leads to the ruins of the old Jewish quarter and
to a part of the fortress now used as a state-prison. The ruined
Venetian Aqueduct, which also begins at the S., passes through part
of the suburb and is thence carried across the plain by a series of
arches, some of which are 30 ft. high. It was fed by springs in the
Delph Mountains, about 18 M. distant (p. 206).
The character of the busy Suburban Town (irpoaaxeiov) is much
more modern than that of the Kastro. In the main street are the
inn mentioned at p. 200, and a large church, with a detached belltower that was formerly a Turkish minaret. Not far off are the
Demarchia, where a few antique sculptures are preserved, and the
great square, stretching to the shores of the gulf, and containing
the coffee-houses and the shops of the fruit and fish-sellers. Vessels
anchor along the bank. The houses of this part of the city extend
to the E. up the gentle slope of the Velibabas, crowned by a chapel
of St. Elias, formerly a Turkish oratory (Tekes).
Near the chapel of Hagios Stephanos, on the coast road to Vasiliko and Eretria, 1 M. to the S. of Ohalkis, rises a spring, which
may perhaps be identified with the ancient Arethusa. This spring
supplies the greater paTt of the water now used in the town, and
waggons with the water-casks are almost always to be met on the
road. In the neighbourhood are some rock-tombs; higher up, near
the chapel of Hagios Joannes Prddromos are several ancient domed
structures of the 'Tholos' (DoXo;) type.

From Chalkis to Karystos via Eretria, Aliveri, and Stoura.
This excursion occupies three days, the nights being spent at Aliveri
(11 hrs. from Chalkis) and Stoura (IO1/2 hrs. from Aliveri anil 6 hrs. from
Karystos).
A visit to Eretria alone takes one day.
The road passes the Arethusa (see above), 1/4 M. beyond which
is an iambic inscription cut on the rock, announcing that the
Byzantine Protospathar Theophylaktos made the road along the
b.

—
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Farther on we enter a gradually expanding plain, among the
cotton plantations and corn-fields of which lies (2 hrs. from Chalkis)
the large village of Vasilik6, recognisable at a considerable distance

coast.

M

well-preserved Venetian tower. A hill about l 1 /^
to the
crowned by the mediaeval castle of Phyla.
Beyond Vasilik6 the road traverses an undulating agricultural
district and then leads across an uncultivated moor, passing several
ancient wells, to (2y2 hrs.) the mills of Nea-Eretria, where there
are some ancient fragments of walls and graves, and ancient wheelruts. About 1 M. farther on (4 3 /4 hrs. from Chalkis) is the now unimportant Eretria, generally called Aletria, sometimes also NeaPsard from the Psariotes who settled here in 1821 (comp. p. 136).
The marshes which now render this district unhealthy must have
been drained by canals in ancient days.
Eretria was the most important town in Euboea next to Chalkis, and
like it probably owed its rise to Ionic settlers from Attica. The Eretrians,
as is well known, joined the Athenians in succouring Miletos when threatened by the Persians in B.C. 500, and on this account drew upon themselves
the wrath of Darius, who gave special orders to his generals Datis and
Artaphernes to destroy Eretria. The Persians, after capturing the town
by treachery, plundered it and set it on fire, and sent many of the inhabitants to Susa as slaves. Eretria, however, seems to have been soon
rebuilt; at all events its inhabitants were present with seven ships at
the sea-fights of Artemision and Salamis, and with several hundred

by

its

left is

hoplites at Platsea. In B. C. 411 the Eretrians contributed greatly to the
deliverance of Euboea from the dominion of Athens; after the disastrous naval engagement which the Athenians fought with the Spartans
under Agesandridas, they destroyed the Athenian ships that sought refuge
in the supposed friendly shelter of the harbour. Eretria afterwards joined
the new Attic naval league in B. C. 378, and took part in the struggle
against the Macedonians. In B. C. 198 the Romans under Lucius Quinctius
stormed the town, in which they found little gold, but a great store of
Eretria was
'antique' works of art, the legacy of its past greatness.
the birthplace of the philosopher Mentdemos, a pupil of Plato.
The ruins of Eretria, although the most considerable relics of

—

antiquity that Euboea has to show
are not in themselves of any
great importance. Ancient foundations may be traced at numerous
spots among the three rows of houses composing the modern village.
The site of the Gymnasium is indicated more or less exactly by a
block of marble, bearing an inscription in honour of a liberal
citizen. A bacchanalian Mosaic, formed of sea-pebbles, dates from
the Roman period. Between the three roofless buildings on the
,

and the Acropolis, is the site of the Theatre,
formed by an artificial mound (about 3 min. from the village). The
Acropolis, which is visible from a considerable distance, was fortiregular courses of masonry occur
fied mainly with polygonal walls
in the towers only. On its N. verge is a tower, 39 ft. long by 33 ft.
broad, which commands a view of Olympos (3848 ft.) on the N.
and across the strait to Oropos (p. 176) on the S. Two long walls,
which, however, can only be traced intermittently, run from the E.
and W. edges of the fortress towards the level ground adjoining
the shore. On the beach also, at the point where the market-boats
outskirts of the village,

;
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and there are a few remains extant
from the lower town. A tolerably coherent idea of the arrangement of the ancient town may
be gathered from the position of these various remains.

lie, is

;

of a cross-wall dividing the citadel

Shortly after leaving Eretria, we pass some ancient graves with the
sarcophagi found in them farther on are some hewn stones, and
then a ruined chapel, the altar of which is the pedestal of an
ancient statue, with an inscription. At the Skala of the village
of Vdtheia, which lies l l /% M. inland, is (2 hrs. from Eretria) the
large Khan of Kolonna, where quarters may be had for the night
if necessary.
On the plain corn-fields alternate with vineyards and orchards.
On a hill, I1/2 M. beyond Kolonna, are a few remains of ancient
buildings, partly incorporated in some mediaeval chapels, which
indicate the site of an ancient town, commanding the W. entrance
of the Kakt SknlaVdtheias. This laborious pass skirts the Kotylaeon,
a range of mountains continuing the Delph system (p. 206) southwards to the sea, and forms the only means of communication
between the middle and the S. of Euboea. Beyond the Kaki Skala,
which is 5-6 M. (2 hrs.) long, we enter the fertile plain of Aliveri.
About 3 M. from the E. end of the Kaki Skala and about 3 /4 M. to
the right of the road is the ruined 'Chapel of the Kid' ('Sto Riphi'),
with some fragments of ancient buildings.
Passing several other ruins we next reach (1/2 hr.) the pretty and
high-lying village of Aliveri (lOOOinhab.), the chief place between
Chalkis and Karystos. Travellers who wish to pass the night here
are dependent on the hospitality of the well-to-do inhabitants.
There is hardly a doubt that Aliveri occupies the site of the ancient Tamynae, where the Athenian general Phokion, on his expedition against Eretria in B.C. 350, was surrounded by the united
Eubceans, but succeeded through the bravery of his troops in
effecting an honourable retreat.
On a spur of the hill on which the 'village lies, on our left as
we descend to the Skala, is an ancient sarcophagus, apparently in
its original position. The Skala Aliveriou, 3 /4 M. from the village,
is probably on the site of Porthmos, a ferry-station often mentioned
by the ancients. At the Skala there are generally passenger-boats
to Chalkis or Laurion to be found, but they do not start unless
A tall Venetian
they have ten passengers (3-4 fr. each pers.).
tower and a ruined castle rise on the coast 1 M. to the S., but there
;

—

are

no ancient remains near them.

We

new carriage road to Koumi (p. 206), on
wretched village of Velousia, 3 3/4 M. from Aliveri.
Farther on, we pass near a ruined mediaeval castle and below the
village of Koutoumould. Our route next skirts the edge of a marshy
valley (often under water), to the S.E. of which rises a steep rocky
hill.
The mediaeval ruins which crown this height occupy the site

which

now

follow the

lies the
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of the Acropolis of the ancient little town of Dystos. The village of
the same name lies at the foot of the hill and in its neighbourhood
are some ancient walls and towers, a large rock-hewn sarcophagus,
;

and a cistern.
Our farther course leads past a considerable number of ruins
among which those near the village of Zarka perhaps mark the site
of the ancient Z&retra. At this point we catch a glimpse to the right
of a deep bay running far into the land, with the island of Kavaliani,

gates,

perhaps the ancient Olaukonnesos,

at its mouth. Before reaching
(3hrs.) Harmyropotamo we pass a spring, where two ancient sarcophagi are used as water-troughs. From the height to which the road
now ascends we overlook the E. coast of the island as far as the
dreaded Kavo Doro (p. 205), while on the W. we see the Bay of
Stoura, in which lies the rugged and straggling island of Stouronisi,
the Mgileia of the ancients. Beyond the village of Mesoehori we reach
a point called Dilisi, marked by ancient and modern ruins atid by
a spring of good water. Thence the route leads over hills, through
defiles, and across a small plain to (2 1 2 hrs. from Harmyropotamo]
/
the village of Stoura (800 inhab.), situated on the slopes of a
double-peaked hill. Opposite the white church of the Panagia is a
coffee-house, where refreshments and, at a pinch, night-quarters
may be had. The ancient Styra, a town of the Dryopians, which
is named along with Eretria in the history of the Persian wars,
lay 3 /4 M. from here, on the coast, but its foundations can now
hardly be distinguished.
An interesting excursion may be made from Stoura to the so-called
'Dragon Houses'. We climb by a steep path to (1/2 hr.) the depression
between the peaks above the village, and follow a track past some ancient
quarries, which still contain half-hewn blocks, unfinished columns, perpendicularly cut walls, and the like. In 15-20 min. we reach the foot of
the hill of Hagios Nikolaos, where stand three ancient but well-preserved
stone-huts, known as the Dragon Houses ('ta spftiu tou Drakou"). These
huts, made of massive slabs of stone, were more probably shelters for
the quarrymen than either royal palaces or primitive temples.
The
opportunity should not be lost of climbing the neighbouring Mt. Hagios
Nikolaos, which is surmounted by the imposing Frankish castle of Larmena,
and a chapel of the saint. The top affords a fine view of the S. part of
Euboea, with the gloomy Ocha Mts., and of the Attic coast from Marathon
to Cape Colonna.

—

Stoura is about 5-6 hrs. ride from Karystos
but the route
passes through no village or town with the exception of the hamlet
of Kapsala, close to Stoura. It runs partly along mountain-slopes,
partly over chains of hills, and finally across a spacious plain. About
halfway is the 'Bey's Spring' (tou ^£7) /j Ppuot?).
;

The modern Karystos (4100

inhab.), where a wretched khan
accommodation, is the capital of S. Euboea, and was founded
after the War of Independence. The ancient town of the same
name was situated on the slope of the Acropolis, more than IY2 M.
inland, on the other side of the Megalo Revma, which is spanned by
a stone bridge. It was compelled to supply auxiliaries by the Persoffers

MT. OCHA.

ofEuboea.
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and on that account was afterwards laid under contribution
by Themistokles in Roman times it was famous for a light-green
marble. Its site is called Palaeochdra (old town] and is occupied
by lemon-groves, ivy- wreathed mediaeval ruins, and the metropolitan
church of the Transfiguration ('Metamorphosis toil Sote'ros). The top
of the Acropolis, which is surrounded by a wall (3 M. from the
sea), is occupied by mediaeval buildings of different kinds.
The
view includes a large number of villages, the ancient quarries near
the village of Myli (with unfinished column-shafts), and the peak
of Ocha.
From Karystos we may make the ascent of Mt. Ocha (4830 ft.),

ians,

;

now

called St. Elias, after a chapel of that saint, in
ascend by Palseochora and Grambids, the latter also
situated on the slope of the Acropolis and then past the arches of
a mediaeval aqueduct and several mills. The last part of the ascent
is practicable for walkeTS only. From the chapel a climb of a few
minutes more, over smooth rocks, brings us to a very ancient building, under the shelter of a massive rock, which Ulrichs, with universal assent, regards as the most ancient Greek (Dryopian) temple
extant, probably a Sanctuary of Tbleia Hera, or of Zeus and
Hera together. This remarkable building is called Spiti tou Drakou
by the peasants, and is in fact constructed of massive blocks and
slabs like the 'dragon houses' mentioned at p. 204. It lies with its
greatest axis running from E. toW., close to the N. side of the hill,
which protects it in some measure from wind and weather. It is
41 ft. 8 in. long by 25 ft. 3 in. broad outside and 32 ft. 4 in. long
by 16 ft. 3 in. broad inside. The perpendicular doorway, 6 ft. 10 in.
high and 4 ft. broad, and two small windows are in the middle of
the S. wall. The walls inside are 7 ft. 9^2 in. high. The roof is
formed by successive projecting courses of stone, bevelled off inside these do not meet in the middle but leave a hypaethral opening 19'/ 2 ft- long and 19V2 inches wide. A stone bracket, projecting from the middle of the "W. wall inside, probably supported the
image of the god. A splendid *View is obtained from the rock
rising above the temple on the N.
About 15 M. to the N.E. of Karystos, 3 M. from Dramesi, is another
group of Dryopian stone-buildings, now called Archampolis (vulgo Charchambolis). About 9 M. farther on is the promontory of Kavo Doro, the

generally
3'/2 hrs.

We

;

ancient Kaphareus, known from the legend of Nauplios, father of the unfortunate Palamedes. He kindled here false beacons to decoy the Greek
ships returning from Troy, but as his chief enemies Ulysses and Agamemnon escaped, he threw himself into the sea.
Another remarkable relic of antiquity is the Hellenikon, a terrace
with massive supporting walls, which was doubtless a sanctuary of some
kind.
It lies about 3/4 M. from the village of Platauistds, which is
situated 9 M. to the E. of Karystos. Palaeo-Kaslri on the coast, 6 M. farther
to the E., is probably the little port of Qeraestds, famous for its temple
of Poseidon.

A

market-boat leaves Karystos for Laurion (p. 126; 3'/2
each peTS.) several times a week.

fr.
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From Chalkis

c.

The
to

Isle

Koumi.

Bridle-path, abcmt 13 or 14 hrs., including the ascent of the Delph,
16-17 hrs. Night-quarters poor.
From Koumi to Aliveri, 6V2-7 hrs.

—

The

following pietty closely the course of the Venetian
aqueduct (p. 201), leads to the E. through the fertile Plain of
Ampelia. 40 min. Vromousa. At (20 min.) Stoppe'i the path begins
to ascend gradually. Near (i/2 hr.) the Chapel of Hagios Elias we
reach the bed of a stream flowing towards Vasilikd (p. 202), the
general course of which we now ascend. About 3 hrs. after leaving
Chalkis we reach the small table-land of Pissonas, a little to the
right of the village of that name, with its Venetian tower. Towering above the loweT spurs is the bare pyramidal peak of Delph (v)
AeXcpif], the ancient Aipcpu;
5725 ft.), the flanks of which are
path,

;

wooded with fir.
The ascent is made from

Pissonas, passing

(1 hr.)

Vouno, near

the

Springs of Hagios Stephanos, and (1 hr.) Steni, which may also be reached
by a detour via Kambid. Here we obtain a view of an ancient channel
for the brook cut deep in the rocks about
M. distant. From Steni we
take 2'/z hrs. more to reach the summit, whence Mt. Athos can be seen
>/'<!

to the N. in clear weather.

The massive chain called Xerovouni (or Platanos), which adjoins
the Delph on the S.E. is equally barren. Beyond (IV4 hr.) Pourno,
on a hill to the S. of the stream, we lose sight of the aqueduct,
which ascends towards the Chapel of Hagios Stephanos. Below the
high-lying village of Mistro (l'/2 hr. farther on), near a mill, is a
khan, which, however, offers no accommodation except bare walls.
Adjacent rises a Venetian tower.
now ascend along the slopes of the Xerovouni, and in about
moun1 V2 hr. reach a point commanding a fine retrospect of the
tains on the mainland as far as Parnassos and Helicon. In 3 /4 hr.
more the sea comes into sight on the E., and also the E. coast of
Euboea as far as the forked summit of Mt. Ocha. Numerous villages also come into view as we proceed. After passing near the
,

We

its mediaeval tower, we reach (3'/4 hrs.)
Gagia, situated in a fertile district. From (1/4 hr.) Neochori, which
our route passes, we may ascend to the Palaedkastro of Episkopi
C/2 hr.), one of the principal ruins in Euboea, with both ancient
and mediaeval walls, though its ancient name is not known, '/^hr.
Vrysis ; V2 hr. Dyrevmata ; 1/4 hr. Konistraes ; '/2 hr. Kakoliri. At
(1 hr.) Kastravold we obtain a fine view of two-peaked Oxylithos.
Other villages lie on farther off from the road. On a pleasant pla-

hamlet of Monodris, with

teau, hardly 3/4 hr. farther on, lies

—

Koumi, where we obtain accommodation in one of the coffeehouses. The little town contains 3600 inhab. and carries on the
culture of the vine, and trade extending as far as the S. of Russia.
The name is identified with that of the ancient Kyme but that
town seems rather to have stood on Cape Koumi, 3 M. distant, or on
:

the site of the ruins adjoining the chapel of Hagios Oeorgios, 274 M.
A field of lignite
near the secluded convent of Hagios Soter.

off,

—

ACHMED AGHA.
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M. to the N.W. of Koumi, has been worked under the
officials since 1834
but without any great

German

direction of

22. Route.

,

the mineral is interesting.
A picturesque road leads from Koumi to Aliveri in 6 l /s-7 hrs.,
passing numerous villages, several of which possess Venetian towers.
About halfway, in the S. part of the plain of Avlondri, stands the
Byzantine church oiHagia Thekla, where a frequented fair (Panegyris) taken place every year, lasting from the 24th to the 28th
September.
Aliveri, see p. 203.
result.

fossil flora of

—

d.

From Chalkis

to Xerochori.

The journey from Chalkis,

via

Artemision.
Achmed Agha, where the night

is

spent, to Xerochori, takes 18-19 hrs. Travellers who do not catch one of
the coasting-steamers (mentioned at p. xix-xxii) at Oreous return by the
route mentioned at p. 209 to Achmed Agha (18-19 hrs.).

The road leaves Chalkis near the Velibabas and skirts a shallow
where we observe numerous remains of ancient masonry. The
Harpdgion, whence Zeus carried off the beautiful youth Ganymede,
is conj ectured to have been below the cypiess and myrtle-surrrounded
village of Vathondas. At (2'/2 his. from Chalkis) Kastellaes numerous remains, apparently of an ancient marble temple, have been
found near the church. A few minutes later we cross the bed of a
river. About 3 M. to the right of our road, and the same distance to
bay,

the N. of the village of Psachna, lies the large Venetian castle of
Kastri. The scenery now becomes wilder, and the continuous though
gradual ascent of the road begins to be fatiguing. From the crest
of the ridge, where (2 3/4 hrs. from Kastellaes) a copious spring
rises, we enjoy a fine retrospect of the Euripos, with Chalkis and
the mountains opposite, and of the Delph (p. 206), while to the N.
we survey the magnificent forests of N. Euboea, with the islands of
Skiathos and Skopelos in the distance.
Our route now runs through fine mountain scenery passing
near an ancient castle (perhaps the Klimakae of the ancients) afterwards rebuilt by the Venetians, and then descending by a steep
rocky path
called the Klimaki, to the little convent of Hagios
Georgios.
next traverse a long valley, clothed with a luxuriant
growth of arbutus and myrtle and watered by a branch of the ancient
Boudoros, and reach (1 hr.) Achmed Agha (9 hrs. from Chalkis),
an extensive property belonging to Mr. Noel, an Englishman, who
receives travellers provided with an introduction with great hospitality. His handsome mansion occupies the highest point in the
,

,

We

village.
A track leads from Achmed
(4 hrs.) the little town of Limne,
of export for the magnesite found
site of the ancient jfcgae, which,
claims to have had a palace of
given name to the iEgean Sea.

—

The next part

Agha

across the Kandili Mountains to
W. coast of Euboea, the port
in this district.
Limne stands on the
like other places of the same name,
Neptune in its vicinity, and to have
Steamers, see p. xx, xxi.

on the

of our route, passing through the fine

mountain
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and forest scenery of Eubcea, is very picturesque.
skirt the
E. base of the Kandili Mts., passing the village of Spathari, and
then traverse the valley of Pharakla, which is watered by the
second [main branch of the ancient Boudoros. Here the path to
Limne (p. 207) diverges to the left. About 100 paces to the W.
of (4 hrs.) Mandianika are the foundations of an ancient stronghold.
The land here belongs partly to French and English owners, but is
gradually passing into the hands of rich Greeks.
pass the highlying village of Kokkinomilia and 5-6 hrs. after leaving Mandianika reach
Xerochori (2800 inhab.), the capital of the N. part of the
island, on the Xeropotamos. Notwithstanding that there are here
several large churches and coffee houses of a better class, strangers
are dependent on private hospitality for a lodging. The fertile plain
in which Xerochori lies is rich in corn and wine, and is enclosed
by beautifully wooded mountains. It formerly belonged to the
ancient city of Histiaea, which was taken by the Athenians under
Perikles in B. C. 466, and retained under their dominion by the
planting of a colony in the neighbouring Oreds ('Qpeoj). Though
the name of Histisea remained, the place itself seems to have been
depopulated. After the Peloponnesian War Histiaea-Oreos allied
itself with the Spartans, but subsequently entered the Attic naval
league. Later it fell successively into the hands of the Macedonians
and the Romans.
The site of Histi^ea may be looked for with tolerable certainty
at the village of stous OreoUs, 3 M. to the N. of Xerochori. About
*/2 M. farther on is the Skala of Oreous, where the steamers of the
Greek companies call (pp. xx-xxii).
Okbos lay on the coast,
2y2 M. to the W. Its Acropolis stood on the hill, adjoining the town
on the N., now covered with bushes and the remains of a VenetioTurkish fortress. Opposite the rocky island with the chapel of the
Panagta Nisiotissa, which is about 50 paces from the shore and closed
the mouth of the ancient harbour, was a second citadel, which
played an important part in the siege of Oreos by the Romans and
their ally, Attalos II. of Pergamon. A number of ancient blocks

We

—

—

are built into the mediaeval walls. The hill itself is partly artificial.
About 11 M. to the S.W. of Xerochori, beyond Varvdra, which contains one "f the largest plane-trees in Greece, and Hagios, lies Lipsos,
the ancient didepsds, situated in the midst of a very picturesque district.
The warm sulphur-springs here (68°-158°) were much frequented in ancient
times, especially in the Roman period, and are now again used for medical baths.
The promontory of Lithada, 12 M. farther to the W., on
which is a village of the same name, commands a splendid view of the

—

mainland opposite.
To the N.E. of Xerochori the spurs of the finely wooded mountains project far into the coast-plain. The oak and pine woods now
give place to the wild olive, the bushy holm-oak, the lowly arbutus,
and various other shrubs. The wide plateau is seamed with long
ravines, while here and there, in the more open spaces, a lonely

;

ofEuboea.
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mill or shepherd's hut stands near a bubbling fountain under the
shade of a spreading plane-tree. Our route passes through the villages of Asmeni and Kourbdtsi (about 2 hrs. from Xeroohori). From

May

till September the sardine-fishery on the coast here attracts
fishermen from all quarters. A strip of land along the coast, 13 ft.
wide, is granted free by law to the fishermen for building their
huts, but those who require more space must buy it from neighouring proprietors.
A spot near a ruin known as sti Qiorgi, about '/2 M. from
Kourbatsi, has been identified as the site of the Temple of Artemis
Proseoa ('the eastward-looking Artemis'), which in ancient times
gave name to this whole coast-district. Here, at Artemision ( Artemisium), the first naval encounter between the Greeks and the
Persians took place in July, B.C. 480.
The Persian fleet, steering out of the Thermaic Gulf and along the
peninsula of Magnesia, was awaited off the coast of Artemision by the
Greek squadron under Eurybiades and Themistokles. After long hesitation
the Greek attacked the main body of the Persians just as twilight began.
The latter sought to surround their assailants, but the Greeks formed
quickly in a circle and captured 30 vessels. Lykomedes of Athens had
the honour of capturing the first Persian ship. Luck also was on the side
of the Greeks; 200 hostile ships were wrecked by a storm while endeavouring to sail round Euboea, and 53 fresh Attic triremes reinforced the
patriotic fleet. Another attack was made, again in the evening ; and after
a keen and not unsuccessful fight, the Greeks returned to Artemision with
the Cilician ships. Next day the Persians attacked at midday. They ad,

vanced in a semicircle in order to shut in the Greeks against the coast
bnt this formation produced a block in the centre where jthe ships had
not room to move freely. Against this point the Greeks directed their
attack, led by the skilful Athenians. The battle lasted till night-fall,
and though it was by no means a decisive victory, still, as Prof. Curtius
says, 'the patriotic fleet received its baptism of blood; it was the prelude to the Hellenic naval victories'. After the battle the Greeks steered
for the Euripos.
may extend our journey, for the most part skirting the

We

Botani (2 hrs. from Kourbatsi), which commands a
view of the small islands of Pontikonisia, (1 hr.) Hellenika, and
(2 hrs.) Vasilikd ; and thence via Pappddes and Achlddi to the
prosperous village of (5 hrs.) Hagia Anna, where there is a xenodochion, with a room for strangers. From Hagia Anna we may go
on to Peleki, situated at the mouth of the little river Boudoros
(p. 207), with the ruins of the ancient town of Kerinthos. Travellers who have come thus far may now strike inland to Mantoudi
and regain the route already described at (4 3/ 4 hrs.) Aehmed Aghd

coast, to Agrio

(p. 207).

Baedeker's Greece.
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THESSALY.
The province of Thessaly, which has belonged to Greece since
1881, is the most fertile in the entire kingdom, although it still
contains extensive uncultivated tracts. The present government is
actively endeavouring to restore the prosperity of the long neglected
province by means of canalization and other works. Thessaly is almost the only province in Greece in which large estates are found
in the hands of single owners. It is bounded on the N. by Olympos
{Elymbos, 9754 ft.) and the Cambounian Mts. ( Mts. of Chassia),
which stretch to the W. to Mt. Lakmon; on the W. by the Pindos
Range (7665 ft.) on the E. by Mt. Ossa [Kissavos, 6398 ft. Mavro
Vouni, 3563 ft.) and Mt. Pelion (chief summit Plessidi, 5308 ft.);
and on the S. by the Othrys Range (5670 ft.) and the low chains
that link the latter with Mt. Pelion. A low and by no means continuous range of hills runs from N. to S. through the centre of the
province and divides it into two nearly co-extensive plains. Larissa,
the capital, lies to the E. of this ridge, while Karditsa and Trikkala
are the chief places in the W. plain.
Both plains are drained by
the Peneios (the modern Salamvrias), which rises on Mount Pindos , enters Thessaly near the monasteries of Meteora (p. 224),
penetrates the central range of hills, and forces its way through
the Vale of Tempe to the Gulf of Saloniki. The only other outlet
which Thessaly has towards the sea is the slight depression at the
Pass of Pilav-Tepe, which unites the district of Pherae (the modern
Velestino) with the Pagasaean Gulf (now the Gulf of Volo). As there
are no harbours in the delta of the Peneios, the latter route has always
been the main artery of traffic for the district.
The chief places in Thessaly are now easily reached by railway.
;

Horses cost 7-10

fr.

;

a day.

22.

The

agogiat

is

here called Keralzes

From Athens

(KepocTf;^?).

to Volo.

Greek Steamers
Euripos

—

(pp. xx-xxii) several times weekly through the
to Volo, in 38Vz hrs. (fares 3S fr. 70, 28 fr. 80 c. ; provisions extra).

Steamers of the Austrian Llotd and the Compagnie Fraissinet make
the voyage without stopping in 24 hrs., both starting on Thurs. forenoon
(the first returning on Thurs. evening), the former once a fortnight (fares
55, 39 fr.), the latter once a week (fares 52'/2, 42 fr.).
The Piraeus, see p. 105.
The Greek steamer skirts the W.

—

coast of the Attic peninsula, passes between the uninhabited Oa'idaronisi and the mainland, and four hours after starting doubles
Cape Colonna [Sunion, p. 128), which is crowned with the columns of the temple of Athena. It then steers between Makronisi
(p. 128) and the mainland and reaches (*/2 nr -) Laurion (p. 126),
where a short halt is usually made.
Bevond Laurion the course of the steamboat lies almost due N.,

1

VOLO.
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in the gradually narrowing strait separating Attica on the left from
the S. end of Euboea on the right. In about 9'/2 hrs. after our departure from the Piraeus we lie to at the Skala of Aliveri (p. 203),

situated in the S. part of the gulf of Euboea.
Chalkis (p. 200) is
reached in 3 hrs. more.
The passage of the steamer in the rapid and changeable current
that sweeps under the swing-bridge of the Euripos, a little farther
on, usually attracts a number of interested on-lookers (comp.
Thence we steam past the sheer cliffs of the Kandili
p. 200).
Mountains to (2% hrs.) Limne (p. 207).
From Limne we steer straight across the gulf to the landingplace of (l 1^ nr
Atalante. Farther on we pass the Lichadian Islands on the right, and soon after enter the Malian Gulf and reach
(4 ( /2 hrs.) StyUda (p. 199) the port of Lamia, where the night is

—

usually spent.

Next morning the steamer returns to the Eubcean coast and
touches at (3!/4 hrs.) Oreous (p. 208), at the foot of a square-topped
hill surmounted by the ruins of a mediaeval citadel. We then again
head for the mainland, round the Kavo Stavro (the ancient Poseidion). traverse the strait (Boghazi) of Trikeri, with the village of
that name on a height to the right, and enter the Gulf of Volo,
the Pagasaean Gulf of the ancients. Here, after steaming 2 hrs.
more, we touch at Nea Minzela (formerly called Amaliopolis), and in
another 1/2 hr. at Armyro, near which the ruins of the ancient Halos,
now known as the Palaedkastro ofKephalous, are visible on a steep
mountain spur. From Armyro we steer towards the N. passing the
Kavo Anghistri and the small islands in front of it, called by the
ancients Deukalion and Pyrrha, and soon approach the little town
of Volo, situated on the flat coast. The circular elevation to the
right, with its seaward face seamed with quarries, bears the ruins
of Demetrias (p. 212), and the undulating hills to the left, among
which appear the arches of an aqueduct, surround the ancient Pagasae (p. 213). The massive forest-clad mountain that towers above
Demetrias and Volo is the famous Mount Pelion (to [T^Xiov) on
whose highest summit now called Plessidi (5308 ft.), sacrifices
,

,

,

used

to

The villages on its slopes are
to Zeus Akraeos.
so-called 'Twenty-four Villages', which are all distin-

be offered

among the

guished for wealth and independence, and with the partial excepare exclusively inhabited by
Greeks. In 1 i/jj hr. after leaving Armyro, the steamer drops anchor
in the busy harbour of Volo.
Landing, 1 fr. each person, luggage
tion of the large village of Leehdnia,

included.
Volo.

—

Hotels. Hotel de France, opposite the usual landing-place
of the steamers, with a good restaurant, bed 2 fr. ; Hotel d'Angletekre,
Hotel de Paris, both in the main street, with similar charges.
Cafes. The better cafes are on the beach, and may be distinguished
by their separate position. Some of the larger ones have French newspapers. Other foreign newspapers may be seen in the Casino, to which
strangers may be introduced by a member.
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VOLO.

Railway Station (RR.

23, 25), at the E. base of the Kastro ; carr. 1-2 fr.
Boats, for excursions along the coast, may be hired near the mole
and the cafe's the charge is about 3 fr. per hr., less for long excursions.
In leaving by steamer travellers should let the hotel-keeper order the
boatmen, who then call for the luggage at the hotel (charge l J /2 fr.).
British Vice-Consul. A. A. C. E. Merlin, Esq.
;

—

Volo (BtuXo;), with a steadily increasing population of 4000,
whom are Greeks, is the chief seaport of Thessaly, and is
second to Larissa alone in industrial activity. It is only within
the present century that it has attained any importance, formerly
consisting merely of a group of store-houses, taverns, and the like,
serving as the 'Skala', or landing-place, for a village of the same
name, 2'/2 M. inland. The town proper consists of a few rows
of houses, running parallel with the shore. At the W. end, surrounded by white walls, is the small Kastro, the Turkish name of
which, G6los, is said to be derived from a mediaeval corruption
of lolkos. The landward side of this now dilapidated fort is protected by a broad dry moat, spanned by a bridge at the N. end.
Within are barracks, a mosque, and the dwellings of the few Turks
who have remained since Volo passed into the possession of Greece.
The hewn stones and others with ancient inscriptions in the walls
were brought from Pagasse (p. 213). There are similar ancient
remains from the same place at the church of Hagios Nikolaos, at
the E. end of the town.
Volo has succeded to the inheritance of three ancient towns,
the sites of which can be visited in the course of two pleasant
walks. Dernetrias and lolkos lie to the E. (a round of 3-4 hrs.) and
Pagasae to the "W". (there and back 2-3 hrs.).
Proceeding to the E. from Volo along the coast, we soon reach
the foot of a cliff, rising perpendicularly from the sea to the height
of 690 ft. called Agoritza or Qorttta, after a now vanished village.
"We first ascend a rounded spur to the S.W. and so pass in about
1 hr. to the main hill, on which are situated the ruins of Dernetrias, a town founded at the beginning of the 3rd cent. B.C. by
Dernetrios Poliorketes, the son of Antigonos.
The town was formed by the union of numerous older places (Jfeleia,
near the present Lechonia, lolkos, Pagasae, etc.) and for a long time was
the leading member of the Magnesian League, which embraced the country
between Pelion and Halos (p. 211), and kept itself independent in a measure
of the rest of Thessaly. The Macedonian kings often resided here, attracted
not only by the strength of the town (Philip V. called Dernetrias, Chalkis,
and Corinth the three fetters of Greece) but also by its situation immediately above one of the most beautiful bays of Greece, and close to the
teeming game-preserves, ravines, and woods of Pelion. After the battle of
Kynoskephalse, fought in B.C. 196 (p. 220), the Romans entered the town;
but it was soon restored to Philip V., and it remained in Macedonian

most of

1

,

possession until the battle of Pydna in B.£!. 169 (p. 218) deprived Perseus of
both throne and liberty. Dernetrias existed till far on in the Christian era.
fortifications on the W. side rise from a sharp ridge nf
running along the hill. The walls are regularly built of
squared stones. At the N.E. angle stood the small citadel, within

The

rock

,
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which, on the site of an older edifice, a chapel of the Pauagi'a has
been erected. Close behind it lies an ancient square cistern, in
which it is fabled that the water rises miraculously during the celebration of the Easter service.
To the right and left of the entrance are two ancient bottle - shaped water-basins hewn in the
rock, and similar basins are still to be found on other parts of the
hill. The town proper, of which a few streets may still be traced,
lay on the E. part of the hill, within the old fortifications.
About 1 M. to the N. of this point, near the village of Volo
(p. 212), a rocky spur of Mt. Pelion, surmounted by an Episkopi
Chapel, rises steeply above the olive-clad plain. This, probably,
is the site of the ancient town of Iolkos, famous in the legends of
Jason and Medea and in other myths. In later times it was known
only for its temple of Artemis Iolkia.
About 3 M. to the S.W. of Volo lie the ruins of Fagasse, which
derived its name from the brackish springs (nixfai, nrflai) rising among the quarries and rocks on its N. side. Although Pagasse is mentioned in the myths of Jason, it is probably only by
later interpolation
its importance is better vouched for by the
fact that it gave name to the Pagassean Gulf.
It has already been
mentioned (p. 212) that the inhabitants of Pagasse were mostly
removed to Demetrias, on the founding of the latter town. Under the Romans, however, the deserted town recovered some of its
;

prosperity as the port of Pheite (p. 214). The extensive ruins
resemble in their style of building those of Demetrias, with which
they are probably contemporary (3rd cent. B.C.). The massive
walls, strengthened with towers, ascend the rocky ridge above the
springs, encircle the summit of the hill so as to form an Acropolis,
then descend towards the S. along the slopes of the hill, and turn
E. towards the sea, where they end near a lighthouse. (A boat

may le ordered to meet us here.) The main gate, on the W. side,
through which the road to Pherse issued, is in fair preservation.
Among the Tuins within the town, we observe the arches of a Roman aqueduct, and the hollow in which the theatre formerly stood.
Near the village of Diniini, about 3 M. to the W. of Volo, an ancient
vaulted tomb has recently been discovered, closely resembling that of
Jlenidi (p. 116) in size and arrangement.
The objects found (in gold,
bronze, paste, etc.) have been removed to Athens, but are of comparatively
small importance.

23.

From Volo

to Larissa.

85, 7 fr. 60 c). Railway Station,
Views to the right.
The railway crosses the small and well-tilled plain of Volo, to
the N.E. of which rise the broad flanks of Pelion, with their villages.
Beyond (6 M.) Latomeion ('quarry'), we enter the pass of PilnvTepe, enclosed by low hills; the pass takes its name from the pointed tumulus at its highest and narrowest point. We then descend,

37'A M. Railway in 2 hrs. (fares 8

see p. 211.

fr.
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passing several tumuli (common on all the roads of Thessaly) and
(right) a hill crowned with a ruined Turkish watch-tower.
11 M. Velestino, the junction of the railway to Trikkala (R. 25).
The little town, which possesses several copious springs and a
luxuriant growth of trees, lies to the left of the railway it is inhabited by about 300 families, most of whom are Turkish. It was the home
of the Greek poet and patriot Bhigas, who was shot by the Turks in
May, 1798. The chief spring, the ancient Hyperia, rises in front of
a mosque in the midst of the town, and falls into a large basin,
partly covered with marble slabs. Velestino occupies the site of the
ancient Pherse, and everywhere, in the streets and houses and in
the cemetery, numerous fragments of marble attest the importance
Pherse is the mythic seat of King Admetos,
of the ancient city.
whose flocks Apollo once tended ; and its most prosperous days were
in the ilrst half of the 4th cent. B.C., more especially in the time
of the able and energetic tyrant Jason (374-370) who received the
lordship from his father Lykophron, and transmitted it to his brothers. Philip II. of Macedon made himself master of the town in
B.C. 352. The ancient Acropolis was situated on the square-topped
but it formed only a
hill above the present Wallachian quarter
small part of the upper town, which stretched down to the plain
on the W. in a series of terraces. A careful investigation enables
us to trace the course of the ancient walls, of which the best preserved portion lies near the Church of the Panagfa.
The train now runs through the monotonous E. part of the
Thessalian plain, which is bounded on the E. by the Mavro Vouni
uniting Pelion with Ossa. A bright streak indicates the position of
the large Lake Karla, the Boibeis of the ancients. Among the numerous ruins round this sheet of water are those of Olaphyrae to
the S.E., near Kaprsna, Boibe to the E., near Kanalia, and Amyros
to the N.W., near Kastri.
To the N. rises the peak of Mt. Ossa
(p. 217), and to the left of Ossa is the massive Olympos (p. 210),
covered with snow nearly all the year round. To the W. is the
lower range of hills dividing the plain into an E. and a W. half.
The serrated hills, which we see to the left of (19^2 M.) Oherli
or Yereli, belonged to the ancient town of Skotussa ; part of them
forms the famous Kynoskephalae (p. 220).
22*/2 M. Kililer; 27 M.
Tsoulari; 30y2 M. Topouzlar.
The Railway Station lies about 1 31. from the
37'/ 2 M. Larissa.
town (carr. 2 fr.). The omnibus (40 c), always crowded, should be avoided.
Inns. The Xenodochi'on tou Vamvakas (Baftf-faxa;) lies near the barracks and contains about 10 rooms at 2-2'/2 fr. per day ; it also possesses a
good restaurant and the best cafe in Larissa. The Hotel de France is
There are several other Cafe's in the same neigha similar establishment.
bourhood and to the N. of the town, near the Peneios; the latter are
pleasant resorts in good weather.
Horses and Carriages may be hired at the large khans on the N.W.
side of the town, near the bridge over the Peneios. To the Vale of Tempe
and back, horse about 10, carriage 20-25 fr. carr. to Trikkala about 50 fr.
A Military Band plays several times a week beyond the Peneios bridge.
;

;

—

—

—
—

;
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Ldrissa (Aapicot, Aapioaa), in Turkish Yenishehr ('new town',
comp. p. 216), a town with 13,170 inhah., has still quite a marked
Oriental character, which rinds its most obvious external expression
in the 27 lofty minarets of the mosques, many of which are now,
however, falling into decay. The impression is deepened by a closer
acquaintance with the interior of the town, where the spacious private houses are built in the regular Oriental style, with blank walls
towards the street, and open courts and arcades within. The streets,
however, have been made broad and regular by the new government.
The Greek element is steady growing, while many of the Turkish
families have retired to Saloniki or Asia Minor.

The

situation of Larissa, in the centre of a large and fruitful
on the right bank of the broad and rapid Saldmvrias (the
ancient Pernios), the chief river of the country, and exposed in
summer to the cooling winds from Olympos in the N. and Ossa in
the N.E., has always marked it out as the natural capital of Thessaly.
Now that commercial enterprise has been freed from Turkish
despotism and security guaranteed by energetic magistrates, the
town has, made, like Volo, visible strides in prosperity. The Peneios, which is well stocked with fish, changes its course here from
plain,

E. to N.
Difference of religion has here also brought about a local division of the inhabitants ; and there are distinct Turkish, Jewish,
and Greek quarters, which, however, overlap to some extent in the

neighbourhood of the Bazaar (now the Agora). The Turks do not
in general engage in trade
they prefer to live in the country, and
most of the land belongs to Turkish owners.
There are few antiquarian remains at Larissa. The ancient,
and at one time strongly-fortified Acropolis may perhaps be recognised in the only eminence near the site of the town, viz. the hill
to the N., on which rises the Metropolitan Church, with its school.
The Theatre was situated on the S.W. edge of the hill, opposite the
large cavalry barracks and immediately below a solitary minaret;
but the only remains of it are a few blocks of one the rows of seats,
with an inscription referring to the actors. A considerable number
of inscriptions and some sculptures have been brought together in
the court of the half-finished new building of the grammar-school,
near the chief barracks and the inn (entr. by the large wooden door
on the S. side 30 c).
;

;

As capital of the country, Larissa has always played an important part
of Thessaly. The name, which repeatedly occurs in connection with Pelasgian settlements (e.g. at Argos, p. 250), means simply 'the
city', and is the best proof of Larissa's dominating importance in the most
remote ages. In historical times, the fate of the town, and in part that
of the whole country also, was directed by the family of the Aleuadae, whose
founder Aleuas, surnamed Pyrrhos ('red head'), succeeded with the help
of the oracle at Delphi in making himself king. To him is traced the
division of the country into the so-called 'Tetradse' of Heitiaeotis (to the
W. and N.W.), Pelasgiotis (between the Pagassean Gulf and Olympos),
Thetsaliotis (S.W.), and Phthiolis (S. and S.E.).
The Aleuadre continued
in the history

;
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lo be the most influential family in the whole country, rivalled only by
the wealthy Skopadse of Krannon (p. 216), until the Macedonian period,
and even then they retained their prominence when Philip II. of Macedon
(4th cent. B.C.) replaced the Tetradae with Telrarchies, under Macedonian
rulers. For a long period the privilege of supplying the Tagot or leading
king in time of war, belonged to this family, but in B.C. 369 the brave
and active Jason of Pherse (p. 214) succeeded in winning the honour for
himself and his house. After the battle of Kynoskephalse (p. 220.) Thessaly was declared autonomous by the Romans, and was formed into a
commonwealth (xoivo'v) with a Strategos at its head, who seems to have
had his seat at Larissa. The town flourished till far on in our era ; it is
only since the appearance of the Turks that the name of Old Larissa has
been applied to Krannon (see below).
The famous physician Hippokrates
(ca. B.C. 460-370) lived and died at Larissa.

—

About 10 M.

to the

S.W.

of Larissa lie the insignificant ruins

Halfway, >/2 M. to the right of the road, is the village of Hassan-Tatar, with numerous wells; and 3/4 M. on this side
of the ruins lies the large half-Turkish village of Hadjilari, where
the horses may be left.
Next to Larissa, Krannon was the most importanttown inThessaly.
It was the seat of the wealthy and powerful family of the
Skopadae and was noted for the victory won here in B. C. 322 by Antipater, which brought the Lamian War (p. 198) to an end.
The
ruins, called by the Turks Palaeo-Larissa (Old Larissa, in contrast to Yenishehr, p. 214) and now generally known as the Palaeokastro of Hadjildri, are very inconsiderable. The position of the
walls is indicated by an earthen rampart running round the hill.
The upper part seems to have consisted of bricks of unfiled clay
('Pise'; comp. p. 330), which have crumbled away in the course of
time. The whole of the material of the building within the walls
seems to have been removed, and all that is now to be seen is a
fe.w blocks of marble and shafts of columns near the Panagia Chapel
and two wells on the way from Hadjilari. A considerable number
of coins have been found among the ruins. The site commands a
good view over the plain with its numerous tumuli (p. 213).

of Krannon.

From Hadjilari we can proceed past Alifaka and the ruins of the
in the gorge of the Peneios to (4 hrs.) the Khan of Zarkos, and
there strike the road from Larissa to Trikkala (K. 24).

same name

The *Excuksion to the Vale op Tempb from Larissa is much
attractive than that to Krannon (there and back, 12 hrs.

more

horse about 10, carriage 20-25 fr. supply of provisions advisable).
Travellers are advised to drive, so that they may be able to enjoy
without fatigue the walk through the Vale itself.
recent traveller has justly remarked that there are two points in Thessaly
which especially affect the imagination and produce the most enduring impression, viz., the Meteora Rocks at Kalabaka (p. 224), where
the Peneios enters the province, and the wonderfully majestic and
at the same time lovely Vale of Tempe, where it quits it. The ancients apparently considered the former not worth mentioning, but
;

A

;
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the latter, which lay on the main approach to Greece from the N.E.,
was widely celebrated in both song and myth.

The road

descends along the course of the Peneios, but
it bends to the W.
We then cross the plain
in the direction of a range of low hills, among which, a little way
to the left, appears the village of Bakrina, with some ancient ruins,
which are perhaps those of Elatia. In about 2 l fa hrs. we pass a
little to the right of the straggling village of Makrychori, and soon
after see (to the right) the two villages of Kisserli, situated at the
foot of Mount Ossa (y\ Oooa), the pyramidal summit of which
(Kissavos, 6398 ft.) seems almost to overhang the plain.
A ride of 4 hrs. (driving quicker) brings us to the village of
Baba, at the mouth of the defile of Tempe, where we dismount at
Opposite, on the other side of the Peneios, lies the
a large khan.
village of Balamoutli, about l l fa M. to the W. of which, also on the
left bank of the river, is the village of Dereli.
Both of these
are chiefly inhabited by Turks. On a triple-peaked hill near Dereli
lie the ruins of the fortress of Oonnos, commanding the entrance
of the pass. Most travellers visit the Vale of Tempe on foot, although driving is also possible.
The *Vale of Tempe (tA Te|xxr|, 'the cuttings') is a mountaindefile about Ufa M. long, between the precipitous sides of Mt. Ossa
and Olympos, through which the Peneios rushes to the Gulf of Saloniki. From the earliest times the vale has been famed for its beauty
and its renown is amply justified by the picturesque rocky walls on
either side, the peculiar grey hue of the impetuous stream, alongside of which there is hardly room for the rock-cut path, the luxuriant growth of plane-tree and willow, wild fig-tree and agnus
at first

quits the river

where

the clinging tendrils of ivy, wild-grape, and clematis
stretching far up the rocks, and the lovely view of the sea at the end.
Here and there the rocky walls retire so as to enclose beautiful
castus,

example just at the entrance near Baba, whence
see the village of Ambelakia, formerly noted for cotton-spinning
and dyeing, perched on a terrace to the right. In one of these
glades there stood an altar to Apollo, to which a solemn embassy
made a pilgrimage from Delphi every eight years for here, it was
said, the Godfound expiation for the slaughter of the Python (p. 148).
About 3 M. from Baba, we pass the copious spring of Kryologon, where we may rest and take luncheon. The mediaeval Kastro
tesOraeds, Ifa M. farther on, built partly on lofty rocks, commands
little glades, as for

we

;

the pass of Tempe and the entrance to a rough mountaingorge which opens here probably a stronghold stood here in ancient
times also.
little farther on, near the small guard-house, the
following ancient inscription is cut on the rock immediately beside
the road: 'L. Cassius Longinus procos. Tempe munivit'. The
inscription (which refers to Caesar's legate) has beoome almost il-

at once

;

A

legible,

and

is difficult to find

without a guide from Baba.
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From Larissa

As we emerge from the pass we enjoy a lovely *View of the
sea and the Gulf of Saloniki. At the mouth of the Peneios lies
the village of Laspochori. In antiquity sacrifices were here offered to Poseidon Petraeos (the 'Rock-God'), and games held iu his
honour; for to him was ascribed the forcible opening of the
gorge which afforded an outlet to the waters previously dammed up
within the plain.
Most travellers return hence to Larissa. The Land Route from Tempe
to Saloniki (2'/2 days) is somewhat monotonous, and the night-quarters
are bad , not to mention that Mt. Olympos presents a much more majestic appearance as seen from the sea between Volo and Saloniki.
We are ferried across the river at the entrance of the Vale of Tempe
and leave Greek soil at the frontier-station of Karali-Derveni. In 2i/2 hrs.
we reach the Turkish village of Platamdna, where perhaps we may place
the site of the ancient Herakleia.
On the second day we ride past (2 hrs.)
Litochori, (1 hr.) Maldthria (near the very insignificant ruins of Dion),
Katerini, Great and Little Aydni, and Kilros, with the battle-field of Pydna,
where jEmilius Paulus defeated Perseus in B.C. 169, to (4 hrs.) Eleuthero-

—

—

ehdri.
On the third day we pass Libdnovo, and cross the rivers Vistritza
(the ancient Haliakmon, in Turkish Indji-Karasid) and Varddri (the ancient
Ludias) and numerous other small streams, and reach (ca. 7 hrs.) Saloniki.
Saloniki (HStel d'Orient), the ancient Thessalonica, with 70,000 inhab.
and an active trade, is now next to Constantinople the most important
town of Turkey in Kurope. It occupies a fine site on the northernmost
bay of the Gulf of Saloniki. It contains numerous mosques, and interesting architectural remains of antiquity, including Roman triumphal
arches, a Corinthian colonnade, and the Rotunda, a building resembling
the Pantheon at Rome, now used as a mosque. The citadel and the walls,
partly built by the Venetians, are much dilapidated.

—

24.

From

Larissa to Trikkala.

37 M. New road; carriage in 8 hrs. (about 50
days, passing the night at Zarkos.

fr.).

Riders take two

214. — A

tolerable road leads to theW through
Larissa, see p.
a flat undulating country towards the low range of hills which in-

and divides the E. from the W. plain (comp.
At (3 hrs.) Koutzdchero the road crosses the Peneios (Salamvrias) and enters the depression, known as the Kalamaki, which
affords a passage to the river, between the hills on the N. and S.
tersects Thessaly
p. 210).

On

the right bank, near the village of Altfaka, and at the narrowat the foot of the Dobroutza Hills (the ancient Titanos), we see the conspicuous fortifications now known as
the Palaedkastro of Altfaka, which date originally from antiquity,
but were repaired in the middle ages. According to the latest discoveries and researches they seem to have belonged to the ancient
town of Atrax. In the last centuries before the Christian era Atrax
is often mentioned as a strategic point of considerable importance;
and it was known to the Romans for a kind of variegated marble,
quarried in the neighbourhood. Its chief gate, still distinctly recognisable, was situated just where the road, here running close to
the right bank of the river, touches the foot of the hill. The fragments of wall flanking it are good specimens of the polygonal style
est part of the pass,

to Trikkala.
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The town, encircled by a wall which was connected
with the citadel and may still be easily traced, lay on a low terrace,
under the E. slope of the rugged hill.
About 2 hrs. from Koutzochero, and about 1 M. to the N. of the
road, is the village of Zarkos, situated at the foot of a long rocky
spur on the E. side of a lateral valley stretching towards the N.W.
There is a poor khan here, but those who have provided themselves
with the necessary introduction will find better accommodation at
the house of Christaki Effendi. Zarkos, which occupies the site of
the ancient Phaistos, is the seat of the bishop of Gardiki (see below).
A little farther on, the Peneios (to the left) is spanned by a
bridge of five arches (by which travellers visiting the ruins of Atrax
from Koutzochero return to the road). To the right is the village of
Tsioti, at the entrance of a lateral valley opening to the N.W. On
the right bank of the Peneios, which is here joined by the Enipeus,
from the S., rise two isolated rocks, topped with half ancient, half
mediaeval fortresses. That to the E., near the W. declivity of the
Dobroutza and above the village of Vlochd, is probably the ancient
Peiresiae ; while the walls on the other height, which rises abruptly
from the plain near Kortiki, may be the remains of Limnaeon. A
similar eminence, with an ancient enclosing wall, repaired in the
middle ages and probably a relic of the ancient Pharkadon, rises
near the village of Klokotd, about l'^JI. to the left of the road and
6 M. from the bridge. The ground round these eminences, and northwards to Mt. Adami, is very marshy. To the W. and S.W. appears
the jagged Pindos range. On a rock to the right, at the narrowest
part of the road (which is sometimes flooded with marshy water), is
The inhabitants regard this as a
a carving of a sort of bill-hook.
seal and have called the place Boulla; but archaeologists are inclined to recognise in it only the whim of an ancient workman.
The weaving of rushes, which are cut with a bill-hook, into mats
and other articles forms a considerable industry in this district.
We quit the marshy region lliht- farther on.
Soon afterwards we pass on the right the hill of Palaed- Gardiki,
the Pelinnaeon of Strabo, with walls on its S.W. flank and along
the top. The ascent (20 min.) should only be undertaken if the
traveller has spent the night at or near Zarkos. The summit, on
which lie the ruins of the church of Hagia Paraskeve, affords the
best survey of the course of the walls, parts of which still rise to
a considerable height, with numerous square towers and several
gates.
We also enjoy an extensive survey over the W. Thessalian plain, bounded by the Dobroutza Hills on the E. and the
ridge of Pindos on the W. and S. A crater-like gorge on the N.
side of the hill, surrounded with rugged rocks, is a conspicuous
object in the view. The name Palaeo-Gardiki refers to a former
Byzantine town, of which the only traces now extant are the ruins
of the church, and the title of the bishop, who resides at Zarkos.
of building.

;
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Route 25.

From Volo

we pass to the right of a tumulus and reach (8/4 hr.)
and the church of Hagios Taxiarches, the latter containing
The route next leads past
a few antiquities from Pelinnseon.
BochoHnista (leftJ and Stoumovousso (right) to (2 l / 2 hrs. ) Trikkala
(p. 223), which is visible from almost every part of the plain.
Farther on

Kritzini,

25.

From Volo

Railway

to

Trikkala and Kalabaka.

to (87 M.) Trikkala in 5'/2 hrs. (fares 18 fr. 10, 15
thence to (14 M.) Kalabaka in V< hr. (fares 2 fr. 70, 2 fr. 30 c).

From Volo

fr.

15

c.)

M.) Velestino, see p. 213. The line to Trikby several cuttings in the rock, the chain of hills
separating the plain of Velestino from the plain of Armyro, the
to (11

kala penetrates,

territory of the Phthiotic Thebes. Stations Persouphli, Mvalt,

Orman-

Magoula.

On a grassy hill, 5 M. to the N. of Orman-Magoula, lie the extensive
ruins of the ancient fortified town of Skotussa.
A series of low hills runs hence to a chain of steep, gray crags, now
known as Karadag or Mavro Vouni ('black mountain'), hut called in ancient times Kynoskephalae ('Dog's Heads').
In this neighbourhood, on a
site which it is impossible more exactly to identify, was fought in B.C. 197
the decisive battle betwixt the Romans under Tittu Quinctius Flamininus,
and the chivalrous King Philip V. of Macedon. The latter had assembled
the entire forces of his kingdom, and had advanced through the vale
of Tempe to meet his opponents, who were approaching from the S. Both
armies were about 26,000 strong, but the Roman cavalry had received
powerful reinforcements from jEtolia. For a long time the battle remained doubtful, but at last the attack of the Roman elephants, aided by a
sudden manoeuvre of the right wing, broke the Macedonian phalanx, and
decided the victory for the Romans. Nearly half of the Macedonians were
killed or captured.
Beyond stat. LazarboUga the train crosses the deep bed of the
Tshianarli, the ancient Enipeus, and enters the famous battle-fleld
of Pharsalos (comp. p. 221).
The Railway Station lies nearly 2 M. to the
42 M. Phersala.
N. of the town. The khans, cafes, and cook-shops here are all so unbearably dirty, that visitors are entirely dependent on private hospitality.
Phersala, the ancient Pharsalos, a straggling little town with
about2500inhab.,lies under the shadow of a steep Acropolis, on the
right bank of the generally dry Aikli or Phersalitis, and at the N. foot
of a spur of the Chassididri Mts. (3770 ft.). With the exception
of Larissa and Velestino, it is the only place in Thessaly in which
any considerable number of Turks (about 1000) have remained
since that province passed to Greece. Formerly the Greek element
was almost entirely confined to theE. quarter of the townf VarousiMachalds) in which lay the metropolitan church and the archbishop's residence but it is now spreading over the other quarters
The filthiness of the streets and squares and the entire
also.
absence of all comfortable accommodation for strangers are ample
evidence that the former importance of the town as a commercial centre for W. Thessaly has vanished. Karditsa (p. 222) has
taken its place.
fair lasting for a week continues to be held

—

;

A

to Trikkala.
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every August, and still attracts a certain amount of traffic but
the inhabitants are for the most part now engaged in the preparation of the excellent tobacco which grows in the neighbourhood.
The traveller should not fail to ascend the two-peaked hill, on
which, 360 ft. above the town, lie the extensive ruins of the ancient Citadel, partly restored in the middle ages. The ascent is
best made from the W. side, and takes (there and back) 2 hrs.
The ancient walls stretch from the summit of the hill on the E.
and W. sides down to the town in the depression between the
peaks are situated two gates. Near the S. gate is a circular Cistern,
constructed of large blocks of stone, and widening from the top
downwards ; and on the rocky slope to theE. we can still distinguish
the artificial channels, by which the rain-water was conducted to
this Teservoir. The view embraces the entire W. Thessalian plain
as far as the rocks of Meteora (p. 224) on the N.W., Olympos and
the intervening hills on the W., Ossa on the N.E., Mavro Vouni
and Pelion on the E., and the summits of the Chassidiari Mts.
on the S.
Leake has suggested that Ihe castle of Pharsalos is to be identified
with the Homeric Phthia, the home of Achilles. In historical times
Pharsalos first appears after the Persian wars, and was then a strong and
wealthy city with a strictly oligarchic constitution. In B.C. 455 it was
vainly besieged by the Athenian general Myronides; but afterwards it
was one of the few Thessalian towns that espoused the Athenian cause.
In later times Pharsalos was captured by Jason of Pherse (p. 214), Acilius
Glabrio (p. 195), and on several other occasions.
The name of Pharsalos is, however, best known from the decisive
battle between Csesar andPompey, which took place on 9th August, B.C. 48,
either in the small plain to the N. of the town, now traversed by the
railway, or in front of the Kynoskephate, to the N. of the Enipeus (p.220).
Caesar with 8 legions (22,000 foot and 1000 horse) occupied a position near
Pharsalos and seems to have moved forward in the direction of the present railway-station. The road leading from the latter to the town crosses
the deep, embanked bed of the Enipeus by a seven-arched bridge- about
Pompey, with his 11 legions (47,000 foot and 7000 horse)
'/2 M. farther up.
lay encamped on the heights on the opposite bank. The exact point
where the two armies came to close quarters is uncertain. In his account
of the battle Caesar says nothing about crossing the river, though one of
the armies must have done so.
Mommsen ('History of Borne', Vol. IV translated by Dickson) gives
the following account of the battle. 'Pompeius rested his right wing on
the Enipeus Csesar opposite to him rested his left on the broken ground
stretching in front of the Enipeus ; the two other wings were stationed
out in the plain, covered in each case by the cavalry and the light troops.
The intention of Pompeius was to keep his infantry on the defensive,
but with his cavalry to scatter the weak band of horsemen which, mixed
after the German fashion with light infantry, confronted him, and to take
Csesar's right wing in rear.
His infantry courageously sustained the first
charge of that of the enemy, and the engagement there came to a stand.
Labienus (Csesar's lieutenant in Gaul, who had joined Pompey's party on
the outbreak of the civil war) likewise dispersed the enemy's cavalry
after a brave but short resistance, and deployed his force to the left with
the view of turning the infantry. But Csesar, foreseeing the defeat of his
cavalry, had stationed behind it on the threatened flank of his right wing
some 2000 of his best legionaries. As the enemy's horsemen, driving those
of Csesar before them, galloped along and around the line, they suddenly
came on this select corps advancing intrepidly against them, and, rapidly
;

;

;

;
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From Volo

thrown into confusion by the unexpected and unusual infantry attack,
they galloped at full speed from the field of battle. The victorious legionaries cut to pieces the enemy's archers now unprotected, then rushed at
the left wing of the enemy, and began now on their part to turn it. At
the same time Csesar's third division hitherto reserved advanced along
the whole line to the attack. The unexpected defeat of the best arm of
the Pompeian army, as it raised the courage of their opponents, broke
that of the army and above all that of the general. When Pompeius, who
from the outset did not trust his infantry, saw the horsemen gallop off, he
rode back at once from the field of battle to the camp, without even awaiting the issue of the general attack ordered by Cresar. His legions began
to waver and soon to retire over the brook into the camp, which was not
accomplished without severe loss
So ended the day of Pharsalus.
The enemy's army was not only defeated but annihilated; 15,000 of the
enemy lay dead or wounded on the field of battle, while the Csesarians
missed only 200 men ; the body which remained together, amounting still
to nearly 20,000 men, laid down their arms on the morning after the
battle'.
Pompey fled through the Vale of Tempe to the sea and embarked for Egypt.
On the low chain of hills, bounding the plain of Pharsalos on
the N., is a small Turkish convent, surrounded with cypresses and

—

standing out picturesquely on the horizon. To the left are the S.
spurs of Mt. Pindos, the streams descending from which in winter
convert this district into a marsh.
50 M. Demerit. About 2 M.
to the N. of (60 M.) Sophades, on a double-peaked rocky hill near
Pyrgos, are the ruins of Kierion.
68 M. Karditsa (Xenodochfon), a thriving little town with
about 4500 inhab., mostly Greeks, and a considerable trade in corn,
cotton, and tobacco, lies on a branch of the small river Karditsis,
3
/4 M. to the N. of the railway-station.
The N. horizon is formed by the Cambounian Mis. To the left,
at the foot of the hills, but not visible from the railway, lies Palaedkastro, the ancient Metropolis, a town rebuilt by the inhabitants of
Ithome (see below) in the Roman period.
74 M. Phanari (the 'light'). The little town, containing about
1000 inhab., hangs on the steep slope of a rocky hill, the site
of the Acropolis of the Homeric Ithome (xXifjioixdeaaa, the 'Tocky'),
now crowned by the walls of a Byzantine citadel (ascent 1/4 hr.).
The key of the iron door of the last is to be obtained at the large
barracks on the hill but the view of the town and the surrounding
plain is just as good from the outside of the walls of the citadel.
A few ancient stones have been built into the walls and a considerable number of fragments of columns are to be seen among

—

;

;

the Turkish graves.
Farther on, to the left, in an angle of the Pindos range, rises
an amphitheatrical hill, which bears the walls of the ancient Oomphi (near the village of Oheldnthf). Goinphi is often mentioned by
ancient writers as a point of strategic importance (e.g. Caesar, on
his march from Dyrrhachium, entered Thessaly here), but is otherwise of little interest. Behind it the chain of Mt. Pindos is broken
by the so-called Portaes, a deep cleft through which ran the road
from the plain of Thessaly to the upper basin of the Aspropotamos

;
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(Acheloos, see pp. 27, 29) and the circumscribed territory of the
Athamani. The part of Pindos to the N. of the Portaes was anciently called Kerketion, now Kdtziakas.
Near Phanari-Magotila (right) the train crosses the Bliouri, the
ancient Pamisos, and beyond Stephanossaeus it crosses the Peneios
(now Salamvrids), the chief river of Thessaly, flowing rapidly along
its wide channel. Trikkala, overlooked by its Turkish fortress and
embedded in luxuriant vegetation, now comes into sight.
Xenodochion, unpretending but clean, near the
87 M. Trikkala.
centre of the town, in one of the side -streets of the bazaar, R. 2 fr.
The Restaurants and Cafis on the river and near the bazaar are indifferent

—

—

the best cafe is the Lesche (Club).
Trikkala, the ancient Trika,

a famous seat of the worship of
situated on the slope of a hill crowned with a citadel, and on both sides of the Trikkalinds (the ancient Lethaeos),
and is now the second largest town in Thessaly. The population
is about 5,600, but in winter when the neighbouring herdsmen
retire into the town, this number is increased to about 10,000. The
most populous quarter is near the busy Bazaar, in which centres
the trade in corn, maize, tobacco, and silkworm-cocoons for the
country round, as far as the district of Jannina. The Jews live
close to the bazaar, but with the exception of the Wallachian herdsmen in the N. quarter, the other nationalities do not live apart from

jEsculapius,

each other.
Trikkala contains ten churches and several mosques, but only
two of the latter are in use. Several narrow bridges (the chief
near the bazaar) span the broad but shallow river, the banks of
which are shaded with handsome planes and other trees. The
town has few antiquities to boast of. In the Metropolitan Church
is a fragment of a Roman mail-clad statue
in the Club the epitaph of a physician and the Qymnasium and some private houses
;

;

contain a few inscriptions.
The best survey of the city and an extensive prospect of the
environs are obtained from the top of the Byzantine Citadel (still
occupied), which stands on the site of the ancient Acropolis. None
of the old walls remain.
Admission (by the gate on the W. side)
is obtained nominally only by special permission from the com-

mandant, but the sergeant (Xo/la;) on guard usually admits

visitors.

No one should leave Trikkala without having made the Excursion to the Monasteries op Metkora, at Kalabaka. As the
trains do not run at convenient hours, many travellers will prefer
to make this excursion by carriage (20-25 fr.), taking a whole day.
Carriages may be obtained on application at the khans at the E.
end of Trfkkala.
Neither the railway nor the road to the monasteries is very interesting. We pass several villages and traverse extensive mul-
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berry plantations.
all the way.

MONASTERIES OF METEORA.
The singular rocks

of Meteora are visible nearly

14 M. Kalabaka (KaXapitdita) formerly bore the Byzantine
of Stagoils or Stagi (ei? tou; df tou?). It lies at the point where

name

the Peneios enters the Thessalian plain, on the site of the ancient
town of Mginion, which commanded the pass, and of which a few
inscribed and carved stones in the modern town are relics.
The ^Monasteries of Meteora, founded in the turbulent and
warlike 14th cent., owe their name, which means the 'monasteries
in the air', to their remarkable position on the summits and in the
clefts of a number of curious pillar-like rocks, rising precipitously
from the valley. The nucleus of the settlement was the monastery
of the Panagia of Doupiano, round which 23 other similar establishments gradually arose. Of these, however, nearly the half had disappeared before the middle of the 16th cent.; and at present there
are extant but seven monasteries, inhabited by about 50 monks.
The rest are for the most part in ruins, though the chapels of some
of them aTe occasionally still used. The largest and highest of the
inhabited monasteries (1820 ft.) bears the name of Meteoron. Of
equal importance are the monasteries of Hagios Barlaam and Hagios Stephanos, the latter, founded by the Eastern emperor John
Kantakuzenos (Introd. p. 1), being the richest. The others are
named Hagios Nikolaos Kophinds, Hagia Mone, Hagia Rosdne, and
Hagia Trias.
Those who pass the night at one of the convents
should chose St. Stephen's.
About the foot of the imposing masses of rock, which are divided
into two groups, grows the most luxuriant vegetation, while above
appears the naked grey conglomerate cliff. A deep stillness reigns
all around, broken now and then by the sudden sound of the con-

—

vent bells.

Most

monaswhich is visible from Kalabaka, on one
of the rocks to the E. The bridle-path (1 hr.) leads up the E.
side of the hill, and reaches the gate of the monastery by a wooden
bridge over a yawning abyss. The attendant monk who receives
the visitor and presents the visitors' book expects a small gift, and
travellers who spend the night in the convent place an adequate
travellers content themselves with a visit to the

tery of Hagios Stephanos,

compensation in the alms-box.
The "View embraces nearly the whole of the W. Thessalian plain,
which is spread out like a lake before the beholder, bounded on the W.
and S.W. by the rugged Pindos chain, the nearest part of which is the
ancient Kerketion, now Kdiziakas (p. 223). The range of hills on the S. end
of which Trikkala is situated looks like a long peninsula. Towards the

W.

the valley of the Peneios widens to a considerable breadth, intersected
by numerous brooks, which unite in a single course farther down. About
6 M. off in the same direction, rises the steep conical hill named Skoimhos, the
extensive ruins on which are generally identified with the ancient Phalorea.

In returning to Kalabaka, we descend to the W. from Hagios
Stephanos by a steep path which affords a view of the situation of

DOMOKO.

26. Route.
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the other convents. The horses are in the meantime led down by
The most interesting of the other monasteries
the path to the E.
to visit is that of the Hagia Trias ('Holy Trinity'). A steady head
is necessary, for the traveller must either be drawn up in a basket
by the monks to the rocky plateau on which the monastery stands,
or mount by means of ladders.
Beyond Kalabaka the road leads over the pass of Zygos, at the N.
end of the principal chain of Pindos, to Jdnnina or Jodnnina, the capital
of Albania, a journey of two days.l The night is spent at MeUovo.

—

26.

From Phersala

to

Lamia via Domoko.

This journey takes i l J2ri days, the night being spent
riage-road; horse 7-8 fr. per day.

at

Domokd.

Car-

Phersala, see p. 220. The road to (12 M.) Domoko runs towards the S.W., passes (IY2M.) the copious spring of Oouydva and
(1/2 M.) the insignificant remains (to the right) of a Palaedkastro,
and ascends gradually to the depression between the hills of Skia
(right) and Alogopdti ('horse's hoof; left). It then descends the

To the right, at some distance, lies the
Hadji-Amdr. About 4!/2 M. from Phersala we cross the
outflow of a small marshy plain generally known by the name of

W.

slope of the latter.

village of

The
the village Vrysia ('village of springs') in its W. corner.
hills to the S. of the Vrysia, 3/ 4 M. to the left of the route (6 M.
from Phersala) are crowned by the ruins of Proerna, a town of
no importance in ancient times, now known as Gynaekdkastro, or
'Ladies' Castle', from a mediaeval legend. The ancient walls, built
in regular courses of squared stones, are still in tolerable preservation, especially on the W. side of the hill. The N. wall, however,
which stood in the plain and encircled the lower town, has completely disappeared. The E. wall, strengthened with towers, stretches
almost straight up the hill; while the S. wall extends along the
edge of the height, about 330 ft. above the plain. One large gate
was situated in a depression to the E.; another smaller gate opened
near the S.W. corner; and a third lay on the saddle across which
the W. wall ran. The hostile demonstrations of the shepherds' dogs
are rather a hindrance to an inspection of the ruins. Traces of walls
are also to be seen on a small height to the W., outside the citadel.
Proceeding towards the S., we cross two brooks, pass near the
village of Pournarf (left), and ascend through the deep ravine of
,

—

Potdmi to (6 M.)
town commanded by a strong fortress. Travellers who are fortunate enough to have letters of introduction will
find a friendly reception at the 'Episkopi", or bishop's house others
must put up with the comfortless accommodation of the khan and
the poor fare of the cook-shops.
Domoko is a corrupted form of
Thaumakoi {i.e. 'wonder-city'), the name given by the Greeks to
the ancient predecessor of the present town, on account of the

the Domokiotikd

Domok6,

a small

;

Baedekeh's Greece.
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surpassing beauty of its situation. The place of Thaumakoi in
Besieged by Philip V. in B.C.
is, however, unimportant.
198, it was succoured by the jEtolians but seven years later it
was taken without a blow, like many other Thessalian towns, by
Acilius Glabrio (p. 195). A few scanty remains of the old walls
still linger on the W. slope of the hill on which the fortifications
rise and stones with inscriptions have been found near the church
and other parts of the town and the fortress.
From Domoko to Lamia the distance is about 24 M. (carriage, seldom to be had at Domoko, about 60 fr.). In H/j hr. we
catch a glimpse to the right of the lake of Nezero or Daouklt (the
and then gradually
ancient Xynias), surrounded by low hills
ascend to the Phourka Pass (2790 ft.), the lowest pass across Mt.
Othrys.
To the E. the loftily situated monastery of Antinitsa
(p. 198) is visible beyond a deep ravine. The road then descends
in numerous windings.
Lamia, see p. 198.

history

;

;

;

THE PELOPONNESUS.
The Peloponnesus (tj IleXoTOwrjOo?), known from the later
middle ages until recently as the Morea, is the southerly, peninsular portion of the mainland of Greece, connected with the N.
portion only by the narrow Isthmus of Corinth (3 M. wide). Its area
is8288sq.M. The centre is occupied by the hilly district of Arcadia,
which is itself almost entirely encircled by mountains. The other
districts either descend from this central mountain-system to the
coast in successive terraces (such as Achaea, in the N., Elis, on the
N.E., AiiAArgolis, with Corinth, in the N.W.), or project from it in
the form of independent peninsulas, with mountain ranges of their
own (e.g. Messenia and Laconia to the S.). The chief mountains
in the N. of Arcadia are Kyllene (modern Ziria; 7790 ft.) on the
N.E. and Erymanthos (modern Olonos ; 7300 ft.), with its offshoot
Panachdikon (6320 ft.), on the N.W. In the S.W. of Arcadia rises the
Li/fc«ecm (4660 ft.), which is prolonged by Mt. /Egaleos (4560 ft), the
backbone of the peninsula of Messenia. The low hills of S. Arcadia
are adjoined by Taygetos (the mediaeval Pentedaktylon 7905 ft.),
the longest and highest range in the peninsula while the Artemision, Parthenion, and the other mountains on the E. border of Arcadia, with a height of 4500-5300 ft., are continued to the S. by
Parnon (modern Malevo; 6365 ft.), in the E. Laconian peninsula.
The chief rivers of the Peloponnesus are the Alpheios (modern Rouphia), flowing into the Ionian Sea, and the Eurotas (modern /«'),
flowing into the Laconian Gulf.
However naturally these districts accommodate themselves to
the physical divisions of the country, they had at no time during
the period of Greek independence any political significance. With
;

;

the exception of the district in the S.W. subject to Sparta, there
were hardly any political entities in the Peloponnesus beyond the
city-republics. After what is known as the Doric migration which
introduced the Dorians and other N. Greek peoples into the Peloponnesus and left them conquerors over the earlier Achaean settlers,
the inhabitants of the S. and E. coasts were regarded as belonging
to the Doric stock, while those of the mountainous interior, and of
the N. and N.W. coasts were included in the Achaean- JEolic family.
The earliest invasions of the N. races were the temporary predatory raids of the Goths in the years 267 and 395 of our era (comp.
p. 43); the peninsula, like the rest of Greece, remained subject
to the Byzantine empire.
But in the 6th and the two following
centuries appeared the Avars, Slavs, and other tribes, who established themselves in the country and in a great measure dislodged the
Greeks. Converted, however, to Christianity by the Byzantines, these
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strangers from the N. gradually adopted the Greek tongue, so that
by the 10th cent, it was once more the language of the country.
In 1204 and 1205 Oeoffroy de Villehardouin and Guillaume de
Champlitte conquered the Peloponnesus with the aid of their Burgundian knights; and the latter assumed the title of 'Prince of
Morea.' Geoffroy de Villehardouin succeeded him in the title, and
the dignity remained in his family until 1278. The country meanwhile was divided into 14 baronies
and baronial castles were
everywhere built, after the manner of W. Christendom. The coasts
were occupied by the Venetians. From 1278 till 1383 the Peloponnesus was in the possession of the Neapolitan house of Anjou,
who ruled it by means of governors. Before the close of the 13th
cent, the Byzantines had again effected a footing on the peninsula,
and at the beginning of the 15th cent, it was once more subject to
their power, despite the invasion of the pastoral Albanians, who
made their first appearance in the century before. When the Byzantine empire fell before the Ottoman power, the Peloponnesus also,
with the exception of the Venetian coast-settlements, passed in
;

1460 into the possession of the Turks. In 1685 the Venetian
general Francesco Morosini landed in the Peloponnesus with an
army, largely recruited in Germany, and in three years was master
of the entire peninsula; but the Venetian power lasted only for
a short time (till 1715).
Next to Athens and Attica, the Peloponnesus is the most extensively
Some travellers content themselves with an exvisited part of Greece.
pedition from Corinth to Mycenae and Nauplia and a visit to Olympia,
while others make in addition a circular tour through the entire peninsula
(comp. p. xxiv). Railways have been opened from Corinth to Argos, Myli,
and Nauplia (R. 27), to he continued to Tripolitza and Sparta, and from
Corinth to Patras (R. 28), to be prolonged to Pyrgos. The number of good
Roads is steadily increasing. The sail round the Peloponnesus in the
Greek coasting-steamers is also very interesting; comp. RR. 31, 33, &44; also
pp. xix-xxii.

27. Corinth

and the Isthmus of Corinth.

Arrival. The Railway Station (RR. 12, 28, 29) lies near the Steamboat
Landing- Place (RR. 4, 13). Boat to or from the steamer 1 fr. ; the boatmen
often make extortionate demands.
Hotels and Restaurants. Railway Restaurant, good ; in connection
with it is a Lodging- Home, in the Rue du Chemin de Fer, containing
three double-bedded rooms and one single room (each person 5 fr.). In
the town, not far from the landing-place of the steamers, is the Xenodochi'on to Stehma (H6tel de la Couronne), a fairly good house containing
four rooms (each person 4-5 fr., 'salon' 6 fr.), with a restaurant attached.
The Xenodochlon ton Pakision (Hdtel de Paris), kept by Konsiantinos
Oounaris, has eight rooms, at similar charges, but no restaurant.
Horse to the Aero-Corinth 2>/2 fr.,
Carriage to Old Corinth 10-12 fr.
there and hack (5 hrs.) 4-5 fr. It is advisable to order carriages or horses
immediately on arrival; the keeper of the railway-restaurant will procure either on request.

—

Corinth, hitherto called JVew Corinth (Nea-Kopivftoj), a regutown with 8000 inhab., is of quite modern origin,
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having been founded not much more than 30 years ago. The ancient town lay about 3 l /2 M. to the S.W., at the foot of the citadel
of Aero-Corinth. A village stood on this site during the middle ages
and down to 1858, when it was almost totally destroyed by an
earthquake. The inhabitants then founded the present little town,
which lies quite close to the sea.
The unusually favourable situation of Corinth, on the isthmus connecting N. Greece with the Peloponnesus and in close proximity to the
seas on both sides of the country, early made it a centre of far-reaching
commercial enterprises and the great emporium for the produce of both
the E. and the W. The mythical founder of the town was the astute
Sisyphos, and its original name is said to have been Ephyra. The Phoenician element was present here in strong force and exercised a very
powerful influence upon the development of the social life of the inhabitants.
This influence was manifested not only by the cult of the Sidonian Astarte (Aphrodite) in the citadel, with its Asiatic service of the
Hierodouli, and by the worship of the Tyrian Melkart on the Isthmus
(p. 233), but also by the ancient manufactures of purple and woven stuffs,
and by the commercial spirit which prevailed in the whole public life
of the city. Even the strongly-marked and severe character of the Dorians, who forced an entrance in the 9th cent. B.C., was lost in the luxurious trading-city. Corinth planted numerous colonies, of which the most
famous were Syracuse, Potidsea, and Corcyra. Until the Persian wars its
only rivals as the leading centre of trade in the Greek world were jEgina
(p. 131) and Miletos in Asia Minor.
Corinth was at first an oligarchy. The chief power was in the hands
of the Bacchiadae, a family of the stock of the Herakleidee, who, however,
were overthrown about B.C. 657 by Kypselos. Under the tyrants (Kypselos,
B.C. 657-629; Periander, B.C. 629-585; and Psammetichos, murdered in B.C.
582), who depended on the people for support, Corinth was mightiest and
Under the restored rule of the oligarchy, the Corinits people happiest.
thians, who had but little warlike ambition and had taken but a modest
share in the Persian wars, attached themselves more and more closely
to Sparta, in order to defend themselves against the irresistible advance
of Athens. It was Corinth that specially instigated Sparta to the decisive
But the greatness of Corinth was already
trial of strength with Athens.
on the wane when the overthrow of its rival in B.C. 404 (p. 41) for a
moment freed the dominion of the seas; nothing availed to recall its
former splendour. The so-called Corinthian War (B.C. 395-387), in which
Thebes, Argos, and Corinth endeavoured to clip the wings of Sparta, was
partly waged within the Corinthian territories.
With the exception of the short prosperity of the Achsean League
(B.C. 243-222), the citadel was in the possession of the Macedonians from
B.C. 335 to B.C. 197. After the declaration of independence by the Romans in B.C. 196 (p. 233), Corinth became the head of a new Achsean
League ; but its rebellion against Rome was punished (probably at the
instance of the commercial party in the Roman senate) with the complete destruction of the city by the victorious consul Lucius Mummius.
The inhabitants were sold into slavery, its territories were divided,
and for a hundred years its site lay desolate. Casar refounded the town
and planted there a civil colony, consisting chiefly of freedmen, which
speedily attained a new prosperity, and became the seat of the proconsul
of Achsea. This was the Corinth that St. Paul knew, the most splendid
commercial city of Greece, and the chosen abode of luxurious materialism
and frivolous immorality. Here the apostle founded a community, whose
later divisions he reproves in his two epistles to the Corinthians.
In the middle ages Corinth possessed no importance. The fortress
of Aero-Corinth fell into the hands of the Turks in 1458, was taken by
the Venetians in 1682, and from 1715 till 1821 was again in Turkish possession.
Byron describes its capture by the Turks in 1715 in his 'Siege
of Corinth'.

;
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the

and the Aero-Corinth on horse
there and back; driving is practicable to Old Corinth. The route at first follows the Patras road,
which is crossed by the railway, and then diverges to the left.
The village of Old Corinth (Palaea-Kdrinthos) consists of a few
houses only. Visitors usually halt at a tavern close beside the
venerable columns of an ancient temple. Ancient Corinth lay in
the plain sloping gradually up to the foot of the citadel-crowned
rock of Aero-Corinth.
The town-walls began on the E. and W.
slopes of the Acropolis and were prolonged on the N., beyond the
city proper, to include the port of Lechaeon (now called Diavatiki).
The best known of the suburbs is Kraneion, the abode of Diogenes
the Cynic, who was visited here by Alexander the Great. The circuit of the town proper is said to have been 40 stadia (4-5 M.), or
with the suburbs 85 stadia. If the walls running down to the sea
be also included the circuit was about 12 M.
The *Temple, one of the oldest monuments of the Doric style
(comp. p. 329), is the only relic of the ancient town that calls for
notice. According to the common opinion the building was peripteral, with six columns at each end
and of these five on the
W. side, with the two immediately adjoining on the S., together
with a portion of the entablature, are still preserved. There were
15 columns on each side. The interior was occupied by two cells,
each with a portico of its own. The E. cella was the larger; it was
oblong in form and contained 8 interior columns. The smaller
W. cella was almost square, and had only 4 interior columns. It
has been supposed from this arrangement that the temple sheltered
two different cults. The building material is a rough and porous
limestone, overlaid with a reddish-yellow stucco. The monolithic
columns have 16 flutes and taper regularly towards the top. Their
or

visit to the site of Old Corinth

mule

(p.

228) takes 5

hrs.,

;

extraordinarily massive proportions (height 23 1 /.) ft.
diameter at
the base 5 ft. 8 in., at the top 4 ft. 3 in.) combine with the projecting capitals and heavy entablature to produce an impression
large block of rock with several niches
of hoary antiquity.
and chambers; the so-called Bath of Aphrodite (Xo'jxpo ttjs 'A'fpooityj;; l /tM. to the N., on the edge of the terrace marking the
N. limit of the old town), with narrow artificial channels, from
which spring water flows; and the remains of a Roman Amphitheatre ( 3/4 M. to the E., towards the Isthmus) are hardly worth
;

—

A

a visit.

The ascent

to the top of the **Acro-Corinth, possible from the
side only, should not be omitted. The lower entrance may be
reached in 3/i hi. from the ruined temple on horseback or on foot
when the gate is shut, the pensioner (ci6Xa£) living in the citadel
must be summoned (fee 1 fr. on leaving). The mediaeval fortifications, which form a triple line on the side by which we enter, have
a circuit of more than l 1 /^ M. At only a very few places have the

W.

,

Isthmus of Corinth.
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ancient remains been directly used
lie scattered about.

;
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remains of Greek and Turkish chapels, the whole forming a scene
of perfect chaos, date from the last two or three centuries. Near the
lower part of a minaret, to the right of the footpath by which we
ascend, lies a large cistern (16 ft. deep, 98 ft. long, and 32 ft.
broad), a huge relic of the Roman period of Old Corinth. In 20-25
min. from the lower entrance we reach the summit of the Acropolis
(1886ft.), which descends precipitously on the N. side. Here we
notice the remains of a Turkish oratory, and to the W. of it a few
large blocks from the temple of Aphrodite. The **View which now
presents itself was famous even in antiquity. It embraces a great
part of the mountainous districts on both sides of the Corinthian
Gulf and of the Isthmus, which lies spread out like a map at the
foot of the observer.
'To the S. our gaze commands the valleys stretching towards the
Mountains of Argolis, as well as those bare mountain walls themselves,
which conceal the plain of Argos and descend abruptly on the E. into
the Saronic Gulf. To the W. towers the lofty North Arcadian Chain,
with the snowy Ziria (Eyllene) and Chelmoi (Aroania), while in front of
it a fruitful plain extends along the sea as far as the ancient Sikyon. To
the N. we look across the town, lying far below at our feet, to the
glassy surface of the Corinthian Gulf, above which rises the hilly peninsula of Perachora (the ancient Peraea), stretching to the W. from the
Geranean Mts. and ending in the abrupt promontory of Hagios Mkolaos
(Hera Akraea). Farther to the N. the massive ranges of Boeotia, Phocis,
Locris, and jEtolia seem to join the Peloponnesian mountains, and to shut
Most imposing of all is
in the Corinthian Gulf like a great inland lake.
Parnassos, which rears its summit, snow-clad until far on in the spring, a
few leagues from the farther side of the gulf. Near it, to the left, are
the still loftier Kiona and Vardousia (Korax), and to the right the lower
but boldly-shaped Helicon, the hill of the Muses, and Kithaeron, which
adjoins the mountains of Attica. To the E. spreads the Saronic Gulf,
with Salamis, Mgina, and its smaller islands and rocks, while beyond is
the Attic peninsula, with the long Hymettos and the Hills of Laurion
tracing the horizon as far as Sunion' (W. Vischer). In clear weather
Athens is visible from this point; the Acropolis, with the Parthenon, and
the glistening white walls of the royal palace, in front of Hymettos and
Lykabettos, may be distinguished.

As we descend we visit the remarkable spring of Pirene, which
said to have been bestowed on Sisyphos by the river-god Asopos
in return for his having revealed the hiding-place of the latter's
daughter iEgina, who had been carried off by Zeus. According to
another legend the stream gushed forth at a stroke of the hoof of
Pegasus. It rises to the S.E. of the summit, from which it apparently derives its water. The entrance is opposite the S. front,
is

close to the outside stair of a long ruined barrack about 15 paces
descend by a wooden ladder
from the S. wall of the citadel.
into the well-house, which was covered with a vault even in Roman

We

times
is

;

on the pilasters are a few ancient inscriptions.

so clear that at the first glance

it is

difficult to tell

The water
how far it

covers the rocky steps below.
To the S.W. of the Aero-Corinth, on the other side of a deep

;
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depression,

is

the slightly lower height of Penteskouphia
also
fortress. To the S. rises Mt. Skona (2305 ft.)
,

crowned by a small

A

very different and mainly modern interest attaches to the
Canal, now almost completed, which cuts across the Isthmus of
Corinth.
By directly connecting the Gulf of Corinth with the
Saronic Gulf the journey from Messina to Piraeus, which now takes
about 58hrs. will be Teduced to about half the time, while the seavoyage from Messina to Constantinople will be shortened by about
two days. The idea of cutting a canal through the isthmus was
familiar to the ancients, and was seriously entertained during the
time of CaesaT, Nero, and Hadrian. Traces of the work of Nero
still existed when the present canal was begun. In 1881 a French
company, the president of which is General Tiirr, the Garibaldian,
received permission to commence operations, and the work is now
almost completed. Two imposing breakwaters, each 785 ft. long,
with lighthouses at the ends, protect the "W. entrance, where a new
town, Poseidonia, is springing up.
About 2'/2 M. to the N. of the canal, in the N.E. corner of the Gulf
of Corinth, lie the hot baths of Loutraki. Fair accomodation may be obtained in the Hdtel Katastema, kept by Paramythiotis, and in a 'depen,

dance' of the Sdtel

The

Stemma

at

New

Corinth.

100 ft. in breadth and 3 4 /2 M. in length. About
1 M. from its W. end it is spanned by the iron bridge of the Athens
and Corinth Railway, mentioned at p. 146. The bridge is 230 ft.
canal

is

high, permitting the passage of the tallest masts. A lighthouse is
to be built on the highest point of the Isthmian ridge (265 ft. above

the sea), and will be visible for a great distance on either side.
The E. entrance of the canal is also protected by breakwaters
with lighthouses, and another small town, called Isthmia, has grown
up here. A little to the N. are the unimportant remains of the
ancient town of Schoinos. Farther to the E. lies Kalamaki (railwaystation p. 146), formerly of some importance as the landing-place
for the steamers plying on the Saronic Gulf.
Cenchrea (Kenchreae), the other E. port of ancient Corinth, mentioned in Acts, xviii. 18, lay about 3 M. farther to the S.
Scarcely l fa M. to the S.W. of the E. entrance of the canal and
about as far to the S.E. of the second bridge, is the enclosure of the
ancient Isthmian Sanctuaries, within which now lie the chapel
of Hagios Joannes and the ruins of two other chapels. This sacred
enclosure has recently become better known owing to the excavations
of the French School (p. 91). The surrounding wall, of which only
the lower courses are now extant, has the form of an irregular pentagon and closely adjoins the Isthmian wall (p. 233), with which
in fact it coincided on the N. and N.E. for a distance of 220 yds.
its E. side is shaped like a half-moon. The chief entrance is on the
N.E. side; part of the paving of the broad road leading through it
has been preserved, and the old chariot-tracks are distinctly re;
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There seems to have been a second entrance on the
and a third opened on the S.E., towards the stadion. The
precincts formerly contained the temples of Poseidon and Palaeinon or Melikertes (the Phoenician god Melkart), but no traces
of these have yet been discovered. The institution of the Isthmian
Games, which were held every two years, was ascribed to Theseus,
and they were therefore especially frequented by the Athenians,
whilst the Spartans and Eleians avoided them. The athletic exercises
took place in the Stadion, now more resembling a natural hollow.
Here Alexander the Great caused himself to be hailed as the leader
of all the Greeks, before the expedition to Persia in B.C. 336; and
here in B.C. 196 T. Quinctius Flamininus announced to the Greeks
the gift of independence vouchsafed them by the Romans. To the
W. of the temple enclosure are the remains of a semicircular building, which is supposed to be the Gneoo-Roman Theatre. Farther to
the W. is a tunnel, intended, like a similar one near the Isthmus
cognisable.

W.

side,

wall, to carry off the rain-water.

The famous Isthmian Wall, which ran
still

be traced

for its entire length,

across the Isthmus,

may

though in several places, espe-

W., it no longer appears above the earth. Some porseem to date from the most remote period but the chief remains are not older than the restorations under Valerian (3rd cent.
A.D.), Justinian (6th cent.), and. the Venetians. Close by the N.
side of the wall fronting the mainland of Greece, and near the road
from Corinth to Kalamaki, beside a guard-house, may be traced the
remains of the Diolkos, or tramway, on which small ships were

cially to the

tions

;

transported across the Isthmus, to avoid the circumnavigation of the
The walk hence to New Corinth takes 1 hr. more.

Peloponnesus.

—

28.

From

8OV2 M. Railway in
chiefly to the right.

Corinth to Patras.

4i/s-5»/i hrs. (fares 18Jfr. 90,

16

fr.

30 c).

—

Views

—

The railway, which skirts the sea nearly
Corinth, see p. 228.
the whole way, passes through a richly watered district almost exclusively devoted to the cultivation of vines and currants. The
E. part of this district, now called the Plain of Vocha, belonged in
ancient times to Corinth and Sikyon, and the W. part belonged to
Achaea. Round the numerous villages are to be seen the dazzling
white fields prepared for drying the currants. Most of the torrents
and streams, which till their broad channels after heavy rain only,
are crossed by iron bridges.
As the train emerges from the station we see, to the left, the
Aero-Corinth, with Old Corinth at its base. Between the first and
second of the three groups of houses, of which the latter consists,
rises the temple on the top of the hill to the W. of the Aero-Corinth
is the ruined castle of Penteskouphia (p. 231). To the right, close
to the sea, lies Lechson (p. 230), between two long barren hills.
;
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From

Corinth

On

the other side of the gulf the promontory of Hagios Nikolaos
the sea. Beyond (p 1 /^ M.) Peri; p. 146) rises from
gidli we cross the Longo Pdtamo, descending from Kleonae (p. 236).
7 M. Assos. Near (8 M.) Vrachdti the train crosses the small

(Hera Akraea

—

river of

Nemea

(p. 237).

— 10 M. Kokkoni.

11 M. Velio. To the left, 3 M. distant, on the lofty grey terrace
between the deep gorges of the Asopos and theHelisson (see below),
lies the small village of Vasilikti, indicated by the spire of its modern church. It its situated on the verge of the plateau occupied by
the site of ancient Sikyon.
Sikyon ('cucumber town'), originally called Mek6ne ('poppy town'), was
founded by the ^Egalean Ionians, and passed later into the hands of Dorians from] Argos. Under the tyranny of the Orthagoridae it rose to a
high pitch of prosperity, as the school of art named after the town sufficiently attests. Sikyon possessed a treasury of its own at Olympia (p. 331).
Its coins, bearing the device of a flying dove, circulated far and wide.
After its second foundation by Demetrios Poliorketes (p. 212; B.C. 303),
the town enjoyed a new era of prosperity, due mainly to the activity of
its citizen Aratos, who procured the adhesion of Sikyon, Corinth, and
other Peloponnesian towns to the Achaean League. The town also enjoyed
the favour of the Romans. The ruins are considerable. The Theatke, to
the W. of Vasiliko, abuts on an eminence, in which the tiers of seats
and the supports of the stage are hewn. The latter have recently been
brought to light by the excavations of the American School at Athens.
Two vaulted tunnels gave admission to parts of the auditorium. Near the
theatre is an Aqueduct and to the N.W. is the Stadion, with a wellpreserved substructure on the N.E., formed of carefully hewn polygonal
blocks. Fragments of this and other ruins lie strewn over the entire terrace.

The tabular mountain in the background is the Phouka (2060 ft.),
the ancient Apesas, on which Perseus is said to have sacrificed to
Zeus Apesantios. To the W., over the low and white-streaked hills
in the foreground, rises the jagged chain of Kyllene (p. 288), the
summits of which are generally shrouded in clouds. On the opposite side of the Corinthian Gulf rise the mountains of Megara, which
are continued by Kithaeron (p. 167) and the two groups of Helicon
(p. 162), the former somewhat in the background and the latter
close to the sea.

Beyond Velio the railway crosses the ancient river Asopos, and
just beyond (13 M.) Kidto the small Helisson, now named Lechova.
The narrow strip of coast which joins the plain of Vocha (ending at Kiato) with the plain of iEgion is traversed by numerous
rivers and torrents, some of them issuing from deep gorges among
the mountains. Among these may be mentioned the small river

—

A

peculiarity
Lali6ii, the ancient Selleeis, near (15 M.) Dimini6.
in the richly varied landscapes of the N. coast of the Peloponnesus
consists in the long rows of cypresses, in some places, as at (17^2 M.)
Melissi and Xylokastro, forming entire woods, whereas in the rest
of Greece this favourite tree of the Turks is but rarely seen.
At (21^2 M.) Xyl6kastro the train crosses the
19Y-2 M. Sykid.
wild and impetuous Trikalitikos the ancient Sys or Sythas, which
formed the K. boundary of the district of Achaea or, as it was ori-

—

—

,

.EGION.
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—

ginally called, Mgialos ('coast-land').
At (25 M.) Kamari the
cone-shaped hill of Koryphe (2400 ft.) comes into view on the left.
At its base probably lay the small town of Donussa, which belonged, like the harbour of A ristonautae, to the high-lying mountain-town
of Pellene (near Zougra).
Beyond Kamari the ancient Krios, now
named Phdnissa ('murderess'), enters the sea. Between (29^2 M.)
Lykoporid, where the egg-shaped Avgd comes into sight at the end
of a rugged, mountain ridge, and (30 M.) Stomi we cross the Skoupeiko Potdmi, and at (34 J /2 M.) Derveni the Zacholitiko Potumi.

—

The

is called Mdvra Litharin ('black
port at this point belonged in ancient times to the
town of (37^2 M.) JEgira, situated about ll/j M. inland, on a spur
of the Evrostina.
Immediately beyond (39!/2 M.) Akrdta we cross
the stream of that name, the ancient Krathis, which never wholly
dries up. On the other side of the gulf the lofty Parnassos (p. 152)
rears its head above the low Kirphis.
44 M. Pldtanos; 46!/2 M.
Trdpeza; 471/2 M. Diaktiptika, at the entrance to a deep ravine.

short stretch of coast-land here

stones').

The

—

—

As we enter the coast-plain of JEgion we pass the broad delta
formed by the Kerynites, now called Vouphousia, and the Selinus,
now named after /Egion.
62 M. RizSmylo. Above this village
lay the ancient Keryneia.
54 M. Temeni.
561/2 M. iEgion. — The Xenodochi'on of Livathinos, a few hundred

—
—

yards to the W. of the railway-station, in the first detached house on the
beach, is new and clean (bed l'/a fr.) and has a fair restaurant.

JEgion or Mgium, a town with 5300 inhab./and one of the most
important places on the Gulf of Corinth, is still generally known by
its Turkish name of Vostitza. In virtue of its central situation it was,
in ancient times, the foremost place in Achaea, and the deliberations
of the Achaean League were generally held in an adjacent grove (Homarion). The town includes two parts. The railway-station lies in
the lower town, which mainly consists of the storehouses of the
currant-merchants and contains the chief spring of the place, rising
to the surface by 16 separate openings. On the harbour-embankment, which has been restored on the ancient lines, is another
copious spring with 9 mouths. The ancient approach from the lower
to the upper town, repaved in modern days, leads through an opening in the cliff, probably of natural origin but improved into a regular gateway by human hands. The upper town, which lies on a
plateau surrounded by a ravine,contains several handsome private
dwellings, among which that of the Panagiotopoulos family is conspicuous. The remains of antiquity, including a subterranean pasOn
sage in the garden of M. Theodoropoulos, are unimportant.
Sept. 9th, 1888, Vostitza was almost entirely destroyed by an earth-

—

quake, but it is rapidly rising again from its ruins.
The harbour of ^gion is the best in the Gulf of Corinth. The
plain around the town is covered with luxuriant grape and currant vineyards and also contains a few olive and mulberry plant-
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ations. The hills rising in the background, beyond the plain, are
the Mavrikiotis and the Kolokotrdnis.
About 4 1 / 2 M. to the E. lay
the ancient Helike (p. 294).
The fertile littoral plain, on which the best currants grow, now
becomes narrower. The ^Etolian Mts. (Korax, with the two chief
peaks of Kiona and Vardousia) are visible on the opposite side
of the gulf.
The rail591/2 M. Mourld; 61 M. Selirmitifai.
way crosses several river-beds in this neighbourhood, the most important of which is that of the Erineos, reached just before (62 M.)
Kamarae. Farther on the mountains stretch right down to the sea,
and in some places the railway has had to be cut in the rocks.
Beyond (66 M.) Lampire the railway is carried along the sea on
lofty retaining walls and iron bridges.
70 f /2 M. Psathdpyrgos,
also called Zachouliotika.
The train now crosses a Tushing mountain torrent (dry in summer) by an iron bridge, borne by 108 but-

—

—

—

—

—

—

74 y2 M. Hagios Vasilios; 75 '/^ M. Vemardeika.
The railway now enters the coast-plain of Patras, which is
covered with currant-plantations. To the right of (77 M.) RMon
79 M. Vosditika.
are the forts of Morea and Boumelia (p. 32).
8O72 M. Patras, see p. 29. The station lies to the N. of the
tresses.

—

town, near the harbour.

29.
40 M.
the

left.

From

Eailwai in 4

Corinth to Nauplia.

hrs. (fares 8

fr.

40, 6 fr. 95 c).

—

Beat viewa to

—

Corinth, see p. 228.
Directly on emerging from the town
our line diverges from the line to Patras (R. 28) and turns to
the S. towards the long chain of the Oneia Mts. (1910 ft.). Near
the foot of these mountains, to the left, lies (5'/2 M.) Hexamilia,
where some tombs with fresco-paintings have been discovered, near
We
the ruins of a rude brick building of the Roman period.
now skirt the steep E. slope of the Acro-Corintli surmounted
by its Venetian battlements. The pointed summits of Penteskouphia and the rocky peaks of the rugged Palokorachi now appear to
the right. Farther on, to the left, are chains of green hills, among
which lies the village of (9'/2M.) Athikia (not visible from the railway), known as the place where the so-called Tenean Apollo was
found (p. Lxxvi). Shortly before reaching Chiliomodi we see to
the left a large homestead ('metochi'), which belongs to the convent of Phaneromeni, hidden in a gorge to the W.
12'/2 M. Chiliomodi. The line now turns to the W. and traverses the domain of the ancient Tenea, which lay 2 1 /^ M. to the S.,
on the flat-topped hill above the twin-villages of Kleniaes (a corWe
ruption of Kleonae), and formerly belonged to Corinth.
then enter the domain of Corinth's small rival, Kleonae, the chief
The ancient
place in which is now (16'/2 M.) Hagios Vasilios.
town of Kleonae was situated on a gentle hill, which is visible to
the N.W., rising from the plain, to the right of a small grove of

—

,

—

•
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but only a few fragments of the old wall, which was about
6 ft. in thickness and defended by towers, now remain. The ruins
which crown the mountain-spur rising abruptly above the village of
Hagios Vasilios are those of a mediaeval castle.
The range is continued towards the W., under the name of the
Treton Mts., and is skirted by the railway, which gradually ascends,
reaching its highest point at (20 M.) Netnea.

trees

;

The ancient ruined temple of Nemea lies about 3 M. to
N.W. of the railway, and is reached by a path which crosses

the
the

and then descends into the little valley of Nemea. A few
minutes before we quit the slope we notice, to the right of the path,
a well surrounded by silver poplars, which perhaps may be the ancient Adrasteia. To the left we can still distinguish the cavea of
the ancient theatre and the stadion. A cave on the Korakovouni
above these is popularly believed to have been the retreat of the
Nemean lion, slain by Hercules.
The temple of Zeus at Nemea was a national sanctuary of all
the Peloponnesian Greeks, and lay in a lonely wooded region, far
from all habitations. It was peripteral, with six columns on each
end now only three columns are standing, one of which belonged
to the E. front, and the others, with their entablature, to the pronaos. The shafts of most of the other columns lie side by side in
almost regular order as they have been overturned by repeated
earthquakes. The Nemean games, held every two years, were
founded, according to the legend, to commemorate the death of
Opheltes (or Archemoros), son of the Nemean king Lykourgos, and
were revived by Hercules.
To the S. of the temple and close by
hill

;

,

—

the road are the ruins of a mediaeval church. To the W. is the village of Herdkleia, the new settlement of the villagers evicted by
earthquakes from the higher-lying KouUomati. Good wine is grown
in the valley of Nemea.
About 2'/2 M. to the W. of the temple lies the village of Hagios Georgios, and 3 M. farther on, near the river Asopos, are the insignificant ruins
of Phlius. The Doric inhabitants of this little town permanently maintained their independence of Argos; and in the Peloponnesian War they
contributed 4000 hoplites to the Spartan army. From Phlius to Lake
Stymphalos

(i'/t hrs.),

see p. 289.

Beyond the station of Nemea the railway slowly descends to the
Pats of Dervenaki, across which the ancient road from Corinth to
Nauplia also led. On Aug. 6th, 1822, the Turkish troops under
Dramalis, marching from Corinth to Nauplia, were met at this point
by the Greeks under Kolokotronis and Nikitas, but succeeded in
forcing their passage, though with heavy loss.
The railway now
turns to the S., passing a mill and a few scanty remains of ancient

—

buildings.

As we enter the plain of

Argolis

we

see, to the left,

the bare

and massive summits of the Hagios Elias and the Szara, between
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which Mycenae is situated. The plain is far from fertile, except at
its verges (comp. Homer: toXuoi<I>iov, iTntoPorov ApYOi, the thirsty,
horse-rearing Argos).
is the station for Mycenae (p. 254), which lies
Hagios Elias, on a hill, the first easy slope of
which is continued by a steeper ascent to the sharply-defined plateau on the top. The spur at the "W. base of the Szara was the site
of the Herseon (p. 253). To the right of the railway are the ruins
A narrow footpath leads from the
of an ancient watch-tower.
station at Phichtia, passing a small chapel and skirting the S.
verge of an olive-grove, to (IV2 M.) the village of Charvati, where
the custodian of the antiquities of Mycense resides (see p. 253).
The Argolic plain is bounded on the W. by the Artemision
to the S. rise the fortified height of
(p. 252) and other mountains
the Palamidi and the low Acropolis of Nauplia. Beyond the unimportant station of Koutzopodi the railway crosses the Panitza, the
ancient Inachos, by means of an iron bridge, and just before reaching Argos, it passes over the broad and stony channel of the Xerids,
the ancient Charadros, which lay like a moat in front of the E. for-

27Y2 M. Phichtia

at the foot of the

—

;

tifications of ancient Argos.

33 M. Argos, see p. 250. The broad road beginning near the
railway-station leads to (}/% M. carr. 1 fr.) the Agora.
The main line continues to run towards the S., via Kephalari
(p. 263), to (391/2 M.) Myli (p. 263), the present terminus, beyond
which it is to be continued via Tripolis to Megalopolis, Sparta, and
;

Kalamata.
Argos is connected with Nauplia by means of a branch-railway.
The second intermediate station is (37t/2 M. from Corinth) Tiryns,
situated a short distance from the tavern on the high-road between
Argos and Nauplia, near the ancient fortress (see p. 247).
40 M. Nauplia, see p. 245. The station is situated at the N.
base of the Palamidi, near the suburb of Pronia, and not far from
the E. city-gate.

30.

From Athens

to

Nauplia via iEgina and

Epidauros.

—

2nd Day. Cross in a
This route takes three days. 1st Day. Mgina.
sailing-boat (about 15 fr.) to Epidavra in 3-8 hrs. ; visit the ruins of the
ancient city and proceed on the same evening, if possible, to the (2'/23 hrs.) Hieroti. It is advisable to hire horses here at once for the whole
3rd Day. From the Sieron to Nauplia in 6V2 hrs.
journey to Nauplia.
Since the completion of the road between the two places, most travellers visit the Huron as an excursion from Nauplia (a drive of 8-9 hrs.,
there and back ; carr. about 35 fr.). An early start should be made, and
refreshments taken.

—

JEgina, see p. 131. From ^Egina travellers should make an
early start, as the duration of the passage depends on the wind,
and instead of taking only 3 hrs. may be protracted to 8 hrs. or
even longer. In fine weather the sail between the islands, with the

EPIDAUROS.
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view of the Peloponnesian mountains, is very beautiful. We soon pass
the little island of Mettipi, belonging to the Convent of the Panagia
at Argos, and then Angistri, the ancient Kekryphaleia, where the
Athenians gained a naval victory (p. 133). On the mountainslope of the latter island lies a farm (^sto^O of the above-named
convent; the chief place of the island, Megdlo Chorid, is situated
on the N.W. side. To the S.W. of Angistri is the islet of Ddrousa,
and more to the W. lie Kyra and the rocky islet of Asphalatho.
Opposite, on the mainland to the W. is the promontory of Trachili
;
and to the left (S.) rise the wild and riven mountains of the volcanic
peninsula of Methana. To the S. of Trachili and a little inland,
under the shadow of a Frankish castle, lies the village of Pidda or
Nea-EpUavros (4y2 M. from Epidavra), where on 1st Jan., 1822,
the 'Assembly of Epidauros' took place, which declared the independence of Greece (13th Jan.), and issued the 'Constituent Statute of Epidauros'. The village has now 1100 inhabitants.
We land on the tongue-shaped peninsula, which divides the
harbour in two, and anciently bore the town of Epidauros. Near
the N. bay, where we disembark, lies the village of ta Epidavra
or Palaea-Epidavros.
Food and lodging (4-5 fr. per day) may be
had at the house of Christos Georgios Sakellios, near the chapel of
Hagios Nikolaos, which marks the site of a temple of Hera.
Epidauros was the town of Asklepios (.ffisculapius), though his
temple was situated not in the town itself, but to the W., on the road
,

to Argos (Hieron, p. 240).
The original Ionic population gave way to the
Dorians after the return of the Herakleidse. The situation of the town
has always encouraged trade and shipping. In the colonizing epoch the
Epidanrians took possession of jEgina (p. 132}, which thenceforth continued to be the chief support of their power. They had colonies also on

the distant islands of Eos, Kalydnos, and Nisyros. The alliance between
Epidauros and Corinth was often very close; and indeed, after the fall
of the powerful tyrant Prokles, the former city became for a short time
a dependency of the other, at that time governed by Periander. The
loss of .ASgina, about B.C. 580, put an end to the naval influence of
Epidauros. It then formed an alliance with Sparta, to which, in spite
of the distance between the cities, it faithfully adhered.

The citadel and the older part of Epidauros were built upon the
already-mentioned peninsula, now called Nisi, between the bays
of the harbour, of which the smaller one to the N. is now, as in
antiquity, the most used. The newer and lowerpaTt of the town lay
inland, nearer the present village, but there is hardly a trace of it
to be seen.
It contained temples to Asklepios and to his wife
Epione, to Dionysos, Artemis, and Aphrodite.
The road from the village to the peninsula makes a wide curve
round the N. bay, passing a good spring and some water-works. The
peninsula is occupied by two heights, one to the W. forming a sort
of natural outwork, and a higher one to the E., both covered with
trees and shrubs. The former was probably the site of the Sanctuary of Athena Kissaea, of which a supporting wall still stands. In
a hollow to the W. lies a marble bench.
The Fortifications, which
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can be traced on both the heights, in spite of numerous interruptions,
are built mostly in the polygonal style. In all directions we come
upon larger or smaller fragments of walls and buildings, many of
them dating from Byzantine or late mediaeval times. On the N.
verge of the E. height are a number of graves, which have been
opened.
From Epidauros to the Hieron, 2'/2 -3 hrs. The route traverses the N. part of the fertile, grain-growing plain of Epidauros,
which lies at the foot of a semicircle of grey mountains. Near a mill
it turns to the W. into the gap in the mountain-chain, through which
the ancient road to Argos ran. The valley is watered by a brook and
the slopes on both sides are thickly covered with brushwood. Immediately in front rises the bare and lofty Arachnaeon (now called
Arna), the chief mountain in the Argive peninsula. The highest
peak (3930 ft.), now named Hagios Elias, was the Bite of altars to
Zeus and Hera, where sacrifices and prayers for rain were made. A
little farther on our route turns to the S.
quits the direct road to
Ligourio, and passes through a long rocky gorge into a narrow valley,
which still bears the name of Hieron (pronounced lerd). A room
is to be fitted up here for the reception of visitors.
,

The Hieron of Epidauros was the most celebrated
cult of Asklepios, the

Phlegyas,

is

mountain of

said to

seat of the

god of healing, whom Koronis, daughter of
have borne to Apollo, on the neighbouring

Nearly all the sanctuaries of ^Esculapius
throughout the entire Greek world, including those at Athens (p. 58),
Titthion.

Pergamon, and Smyrna traced their

origin, directly or indirectly, to

and, indeed, the sacred serpent of the god, which
accompanied all the Epidaurian colonies, was actually carried as
far as distant Rome, during a destructive pestilence. The sick from
all Grecian lands resorted to the Hieron
for in connection with the
temple was a celebrated hospital, with dwellings for the priests
(physicians) and the patients, buildings for gymnastic and musical
exercises, and other appliances.
Those who were cured testified
their gratitude by votive offerings and inscriptions.
The sacred
treasury was plundered several times, notably on one occasion by
this shrine

;

;

certain Cilician pirates, and in B.C.
spoil to the payment of his soldiers.

87 by

Sulla, who devoted the
the other hand Antoninus
Pius, afterwards Roman emperor, caused baths ami temples to be
erected here in the first half of the 2nd century of our era.
The almost level valley, which we enter from the N. is dotted
with clumps of trees and shrubs, and is bounded on the N. and S.
by small and generally dry water-courses. The road from Argos to
Poros runs through the middle of the plain. The, hill to the E. is
the above-mentioned Titthion, or 'Goat Mountain', on which the

On

,

goats of the herd Aresthanas gave nourishment to the new-born
Asklepios. To the S.E. rises Mt. Kynortion, now called Charani,
on which stood an ancient temple to Apollo Maleotas.

Ceo?r. An st all von

Wafiier & Dcbes, Leipzig.

;
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The excavations of the Archaeological Society (p. 93), begun
in 1881 and still continued, have brought to light the greater part
of the sacred enclosure, which lies to the S., on the road to Nauplia.
The most interesting discovery is the *Tholos, a circular
structure 107 ft. in diameter, which was erected by Polykleitos and
excited the warm admiration of the ancients. A circular platform,
carefully constructed of large blocks of conglomerate, served here
as thestylobate or common base for two concentric series of columns,
of which the exterior ring was Doric, while the interior ring showed
the combination
quite unusual at so early a period
of Ionic
details with Corinthian capitals.
Three other circular walls, connected with each other by beams, and interrupted by openings,
supported the floor, which was formed of flag-stones. The ruin
as it stands cannot, of course, convey an adequate idea of its former splendour but the delicacy of the technical detail in what yet
remains still commands admiration and recalls the elegance of the
similar parts in the Erechtheion at Athens (pp. 72. 73). The interior
was adorned with paintings by Pausias, and contained the grateful
inscriptions of patients restored to health. Only one of the latter,
of comparatively late date, has been found.
To the N. of the Tholos are the remains of two Colonnades, and
to the N.E. are the ruins of a temple, said to be the Sanctuary
op Asklepios. The temple was peripteral, 81 ft. long and 43 ft.
broad
and from numerous fragments found in the vicinity, the
pediment seems to have been adorned with sculptures (now in
Athens, p. 98), representing, on the E., a battle of Centaurs, and
on the W., a contest between nude warriors and Amazons. Figures
of Nereids also occur.
The position of other ruins is indicated
on the accompanying plan.
Another building of great interest is the "Theatre, which lies
on a spur of the Kynortion, beyond the water-course to the S., and
forms a semicircle, with its opening to the N.N.W. The building
and adornment of this edifice which excelled all other Greek
theatres in beauty and richness, are attributed to Polykleitos.
restoration appears to have taken place in the time of the Romans
but the ground-plan of the main divisions was left unaltered.
The Auditorium (Cavea, xoTXov) was divided by a broad passage (Didzoma), halfway up, into a lower section containing 32 rows of seats, and
an upper section with 20 rows. Besides these, there were three rows of
seats of honour, two being in the diazoma (separated by a passage 6 ft.
broad), and the other helow, at the edge of the orchestra. The lower
section of seats is divided into 13 wedge-shaped divisions (Kerkides) and
the upper into 25, by flights of steps 2 ft. broad. The highest row of
seats is 193 ft. from the orchestra, and 74 ft. above it. Behind it a passage, 7 ft. broad, ran along the outside wall of the hnilding (2 ft. thick),
of which the foundations alone now remain. In front, at the lower angles
of the cavea, this wall was continued to the orchestra by means of the
so-called Analemmala, terminating on both sides in 'antse' on which
formerly stood statues. Adjacent were the Parodoi, or entrances to the

—

—

;

;

—

,

A

orchestra.

The Orchestra consisted of a passage, widening towards the stage
Baedeker's Greece.
16
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and serving

to carry off the water, and of the Konistra, a circular space,
diameter, in which the chorus stood. The Konistra was about
8 inches higher than the passage
and was surrounded with a stone
parapet. Its floor was not flagged, as in the Athenian theatres, but consisted of earth beaten hard, thus forming a xovdrrpa ('sandy space, arena')
in the literal meaning of the word. Exactly in the middle stands a cylindrical stone, 2 ft. 4 in. thick, with its upper surface hollowed out, said
to be the altar of Dionysos.
The Stage, which has been freed from later additions and is in
comparatively good preservation, appears still to preserve the original plan
so far as the chief foundation walls are concerned, although the restoration in the N.W. corner and the whole upper part of the building date
from Roman times. It consisted of a main building (/Skene) at the back,
opening on the stage proper (Logeion) by three doors, and of the wings
( Paraskenia) to the right and left of the latter, with the entrances to the
orchestra, and the side-entrances to the stage (comp. p. 51). The front
wall of the stage (Hyposkenion) is adorned with 14 Ionic pilasters, the
spaces between which were probably filled by statues. The recesses at
each side perhaps contained Roman imperial statues (Livia and Augustus ?).
The visitor should examine a number of large Reservoirs, to
39'/2 ft. in

,

which water

hill to the E., and the well-house
which used to receive its water from a
reservoir made of stone and plaster, 14 paces broad by 45 paces long,
on a flat hill in the neighbourhood. The site of the last is marked by
the thick growth of shrubs round the edges. The basin and channels have been several times repaired in later times.
There is
is

brought from the

at the base of the Titthion,

—

also a large mediaeval reservoir on the

Kynortion

or Charani.

From the Hieron to Nauplia, 18 M., accomplished by carriage
238) in 4hrs. The new road runs between the hills of Theokavtd
on the right and Kotroni on the left, passes the hamlet of Kordni,
and reaches (1 hr. from the Hieron) the village ot Ligourio" (860 inhab.), conspicuously situated on the slope of a long hill, the base
of which the road skirts. On the hill are some remains of an old
wall ('Palseokastro'), and there are similar ruins farther to the E.,
near the Chapels of Hagios Taxiarchis and Hagios Demetrios. About
beyond Ligourio, in a field to the right, stands a chapel of
'/•2 M.
Hagia Marina, with a few mural fragments, and a little to the E. are
the foundations of an ancient Sepulchral Pyramid. On the road
itself we pass an old well, with ancient wash-troughs, and a chapel
of Hagios Nikolaos.
About 3 M. beyond Ligourio the old bridle-path via Katsingri
(p. 243) diverges to the right. The road traverses the district of
Soulinart, passing near a small ancient stronghold, now called Kasarmi, perhaps marking the site of the ancient Lessa, which lay on
the boundary between Epidauros and Argos. The ruins consist of
massive walls, towers, and gates, chiefly in the polygonal style.
The road passes no more villages, until it reaches Aria, 2 M.
from Nauplia, with which it is connected by an aqueduct. We then
pass the sculptured Lion mentioned at p. 247 and reach Prdnia, a
suburb of Nauplia (see pp. 247, 24o).
The above-mentioned Bridle-Path, in i/2 hr. after the parting of the
ways, reaches the ruins of an ancient little fortress, now called Kastrdki
(p.
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We

ton Phonlskou, which resemble those ofKasarmi.
next proceed across
a barren plateau, seamed with ravines, and making a slight detonr, reach
the
hr.)
monastery
of
Hagios
Demitriot
Karakald, prettily situated
O/2
among planes and silver poplars by the side of a brook. Tolerable nightquarters may be procured here. After another full hour we pass another
ancient fortress, constructed of large polygonal blocks, and shortly afterwards (l'/4 hr. from Hagios Demetrios) we reach KaUingri, where we are
still

l'/4

hr.

from Nauplia.

From Athens

31.

to

Nauplia by Sea.

Greek Steamers

(pp. xix-xxii) daily, in 12-14 hrs., either direct or
via jEgina, Poros, Hydra, Spetsae, and Chili (fares 17, 12 fr.).

Piraeus,

see p. 105.

Boatmen

are

in waiting at the station

—

with luggage 2 fr.).
The steamer's route is
either via ASginafjp. 131) or direct to Poros. The lofty Oros (p. 135),
conspicuous from afar, rises at the S. extremity of iEgiua. Opposite is the volcanic peninsula of Methana, connected with the
Peloponnesus only by a narrow isthmus, and presenting in its bold
cliffs one of the most characteristic formations on the coast of
Greece. On its chief summit, Cheldna (2430 ft.), are several ancient
reservoirs, and two sulphur-springs used for curative purposes in
former days.
The ancient town of Methana lay on the S.W. side,
not far from the site of the present Megalochorion.
To the E.
the cliffs of Petro-Karovo rise from the sea.
The island of Poros, the ancient Kalauria, now comes into
sight on the S. The beautiful lemon-groves belonging to it cover
the opposite mainland and are estimated to contain, in all, about
30,000 trees. On a spit of land lies the town of Poros (Xenodochion
and Restaurant, fair; 5400 inhab.), which the steamer reaches 4 hrs.
(embarkation

1

,

—

was formerly the chief naval station
and contains an arsenal and fortifications aiocted under
the direction of Bavarian officers. On Aug. 13th, 1831, Admiral
Miaulis, who had formed with Mavrokordatos and Kondouriotis a
sort of rival government against President Kapodistrias, set Are to a
part of the Greek fleet here, in order to prevent its delivery into the
hands of the Russian admiral Rikord, which had been ordered by
Kapodistrias. In the interior of the island, about 2 l /-2 M. from the
town, lie the substructures of a famous temple of Poseidon, which
formed the centre of the very ancient Kalaurian 'Amphictyonic
League' among the sea-ports on the Saronic Gulf and the Bay of
Argolis. It was in this temple that Demosthenes, fleeing from the
myrmidons of Antipater, viceroy of Macedonia, poisoned himself
on Oct. 12th, B.C. 322.
On the mainland opposite Poros, near the village of Damald, about
after leaving the Piraeus. Poros
of Greece,

W., lie the insignificant rains of the ancient Troezen, an Ionic
foundation that preserved many of its peculiarities even after the Doric
immigration.
According to the legend Troezen was the scene of the
tragic death of the virtuous Hippolytos, who had been calumniated by
his step-mother Phaedra. His horses, suddenly terrified by Poseidon, rushed wildly along the shore and dashed their master to pieces.

6 M. to the
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Farther on are the cliffs of Skyli, the ancient Skyllaeon, forming
the E. spur of the mountains of Troezen. The steamer now enters
the Hermionic Gulf, which is hounded on the S.E. hy the long island
of Hydra, on the S.W. hy the island of Dokds, and on the W. and
N. hy the territory of the Dryopo-Doric city of Hermidne, which was
The ruins
still a place of importance under the Roman emperors.
of the town (including a temple of Poseidon) lie on the spit of
Kastri, quite at the W. end of the hay, where it is landlocked hy
Cape Thermfsi on the N. and Cape Mouzaki on the S. In W/i hr.
after leaving Poros, the steamer touches at Hydra (6400 inhab.),
the picturesquely situated capital of the island of the same name.
Since the 18th cent, the Alhanian inhabitants of Hydra have shared
with those of Spetsse and Psara the reputation of being the boldest
seamen in the Levant; and as such they took the most enthusiastic
share in the Grecian War of Independence. The merchant ships
of the three islands, transformed into a navy, spread the insurrection far and wide over the whole Archipelago, and inflicted immense
loss on the Turkish fleet. Andreas Miaulis, the Greek admiral,
and Lazaros Kondouriotis, who sacrificed nearly his whole property
for the cause of Greece, were natives of Hydra. The town is now
of no great importance.
The steamer next passes the islands of Dokos and Trikeri, and
Cape JEmilianos and reaches (l 3/4 hr.) Spetsa (officially Spetsae),
with 4000 inhab. the capital of an island (the ancient Pityussa) hardly
less famous than Hydra at the epoch of the War of Independence.
After touching at ( 1 /-2 hr.) Chili, on the mainland the vessel
enters the Bay of Argolis
and skirts the wooded coast, with its
numerous bays and islets, on which are the sites of the unimportant ancient towns of Mdses and Halike. In the interior of the
peninsula of Argos, which was originally independent and was not
reckoned a part of the district of Argolis until the Roman era, rise
the Didyma (3525 ft.) and (more to the N.W.) the Arachnaeon
(p. 240). After 3 hrs. more the steamer casts anchor in the fine,
and always busy, harbour of Nauplia, the entrance to which is
commanded by the small fort of Bourzi (now a convict prison). We
land in one of the small boats that surround the steamer ('/o fr- each
pers., with'luggage 1 fr.) the boatmen sometimes make exorbitant
,

,

,

;

demands.

32. Nauplia. Tiryns. Argos. Mycenae.
Nauplia must be regarded as the headquarters for this
is the only place where fair accommodation can be obFirst Day. We ascend the Palamidi in the morning, drive in
the middle of the day to Argos via Tiryns (2 hrs., including halt at the
latter), visit the small collection of antiquities at Argos, and then ascend,
passing the theatre, to the Acropolis of Larisa, the view from which is
best by evening-light; we then return by carriage or railway to Nauplia.
Secoxd Dax. We proceed to Charvati, either by carriage via the
Days.
excursion, as it
l'/2-2

tained.

—

—

;
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Heraeon in 3 hrs., or by train to (1 hr.) Phichlid and thence on foot C^nr.)
from Charvati we walk to Mycenae (there and back 2'/2 hrs.), then back
to O/2 hr.) Phichtia, in time to catch the afternoon-train to Corinth.
Those who hire a carriage for the whole day may drive via Tivyns and
the Heraeon. to Charvati (3 hrs.), visit Mycenae "on foot (2>/2 hrs.), and drive
from Charvati to Argos (2-21/2 hrs.) and thence to Nauplia in l'/a hr. more
(or take the evening-train from Argos to Nauplia, 25 min.).
Provisions
should be taken to Mycense from Nauplia or Corinth.
A third day may be devoted to the Hieron of Epidauros (R. 30). Car-

—

—

riage, see below.

one

— A pleasant variation

way by steamer
Nauplia.

—

is afforded by making the .journey
recommended on the way to Nauplia).
Hotel Mycen*, at the harbour, near the land-

(R. 31

Hotels.

;

with restaurant, R.,

L., B., & A. 4'/2 fr. ; the son of Thermoyanni,
the landlord, speaks English and French. Hotel des Etbangees (Xenodochion ton Aenon), in the principal square (Platia), also with a fair restaurant (Olympia); Hotel Agamemnon, near the harbour, similar charges;
Hotel Byron, near the 'Platia', frequented by Greeks only.
Cafe's and
Restaurants in the 'Platia' (Nic. Spandpoulos, on the S. side).
The Horses and Carriages here (as in Argos) are comparatively good.
They are to be found outside the town-gates and in the suburb of Pronia,
but it is usual to hire them through the landlord of the hotel. Prices are
little lower than in Athens; carriage to ( 3/4 hr.) Tiryns 7 fr., to (2'/2 hrs.)
Mycenae 25, to Mycense and back by Argos 30 fr. to the Hieron of Epidauros 35 fr. ; horse for a tour of several days, 7-8 fr. per day, for one
day, not returning to Nauplia, 10 fr.

ing-place,

—

Nauplia (Navplia) or Nauplion, called by the Italians Napoli di
Romania, is a rising little trading-:own with 4600 inhab., for the
most part immigrants from Hydra and other Grecian islands. The
nomarch of the province of Argolis, an archbishop, and various
tribunals have their seats here. The beautiful and healthy situation of the town, its handsome new buildings, and the un-Grecian
cleanness of the streets, invite the traveller to a stay of some time.
The houses are congregated 011 the narrow space between the rocky
fastness of Palamidi, the harbour-rock of Itsh-Kaleh, which juts
out boldly into the sea, and the moat which divides the town-domain
from the mainland.
The names of Nauplios (seaman) and of his sons Nausimedon (shipmaster) and (JSax (steersman), which are closely connected with the
legendary origin of Nauplia, as well as the situation of the ancient town
on a peninsula not in immediate contact with the plain, seem to prove that
its founders arrived by sea.
The foreign element is represented by the
inventive Palamedes, to whom is attributed the first lighthouse, the earuse of masts and of scales, and the perfecting of alphabetic writing.
The opposition of the haven to the inland towns is also typified by the
legend of the strife betwixt Poseidon, who was highly reverenced in
Nauplia, and Hera, the chief goddess of the Argives. Nauplia took part
in the originally Ionic Amphictyony of Kalauria, mentioned at p. 243.
In the historical period we find Nauplia as the common harbour of the
Argolic states, after Argos had taken the city during the 2nd Messenian
war and expelled the inhabitants, who had formed an alliance with Sparta.
Little is known of Nauplia in later antiquity, but it never so completely
lost its importance as the Pirams.
After the capture of Constantinople by the Crusaders in 1204, the
Byzantine governor Leon Sgouros settled in Nauplia. His efforts to found
a Greek monarchy failed, but Nauplia remained in the possession of the
Greeks until 1247. As capital of the later Frankish duchy of Argos it
paBaed subsequently to the Venetians, who lost it in their turn to Sultan
Suleiman II. in 1540. In 1686 Count KiJnigsinark, one of Morosini's sub-

liest

;
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ordinates, once more acquired it for the Republic of St. Mark; tut in
1715 it again fell into the hands of the Turks. Venetians and Turks laboured alternately on the construction of the fortress of Palamidi, which
was finally held to be impregnable. Its surprisal by the Greeks on the
stormy night of the 30th November (St. Andrew's Day), 1822, contributed
on this account all the more to the encouragement of the insurgents,
who maintained themselves here while the rest of the Peloponnesus
was forced to submit to the ruthless Ibrahim Pasha. The battle of
Navarino (p. 352) rescued the fortress from a critical siege. After the
Conference of London (p. lxiv) the first Greek government fixed its seat
at Nauplia, and it was here that the first president, John Kapodislrias,
was murdered by the brothers Mauromichalis from private animosity,
On Janas he was entering the church of St. Spiridion (Oct. Oth, 1831).
uary 25th, 1833, the newly-elected king Otho made his entry into Nauplia
to
government
was
transferred
Athens.
but in the following year the seat of

Itsh-Kaleh, washed by the sea on the W.
was the ancient Acropolis of Nauplia, and the original
walls, constructed of polygonal blocks, have been partly used as
foundations for the mediaeval and modern fortifications. Various
remains of ancient rock-cuttings, steps, reservoirs, and the like,
are still visible. The steep slopes are thickly overgrown with cactus. TheE. extremity of the rocky height was formerly united with
the Palamidi, but the low connecting ridge has been blasted away.
Access to the long narrow open space, with the large barracks and
a prison, is obtained by a broad flight of steps in the middle of the
N. side. We may walk along the N. edge of the hill to the W. end
and return by the S. side, passing a round tower in the middle of
the fortress, and the remains of a square Venetian tower. A small
dark-coloured gate at the E. and lowest part of the plateau conducts to the head of the bay between Itsh-Kaleh and the Palamidi.
The fortress of *Palamidi, the joint work of the Venetians and
the Turks, is situated on the summit of a steep eminence (705 ft.),
which rises on the S. and S.E. of the town. Access is obtained by
means of a stair of 857 steps made by the Venetians. The build-

The harbour rock of

and

S.,

ing is now occupied only as a prison. Savants refuse to perceive
in the name of the fortress any merely mediaeval reminiscence of
the ancient hero Palamedes but maintain that the hill all along
has preserved its classical appellation. The separate works have
also received classic titles from the modern Greeks, such as 'Miltiades', 'Leonidas', 'Epaminondas', and 'Achilles'.
The last of
these is also known by its Turkish name of 'Giourousi', or 'Attack'.
Those who wish to inspect the interior of the fortress apply for a
pass (otoeta) at the commandant's quarters (tppoupapysiov), in the town,
either personally or through the landlord of their hotel. The visitor is
accompanied by an officer or soldier. When the prisoners, all of whom
have been convicted of serious offences, are at exercise in the yard they
are allowed to offer to visitors, across the barricade, carved articles of various kinds at low prices. The "View embraces part of the bay of Are;olis
and the entire Argive plain. To the N.E. rises the Acropolis of Katsingri
fp. 243), to the N. close by Tiryns (p. 247), beyond which we can make
out the general outlines of the site of Mycenae (p. 251); to the N.W. is Argos
with the Acropolis of Larisa (p. 252); on the W. bank, opposite Nauplia'
lies Myli (p. 264) ; and farther to the S. the castle of Astros
(p. 261) projects into the sea.
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Numerous Venetian inscriptions, some bearing the lion of St.
Mark, have been built into the fortifications on the two hills, and
elsewhere one outside the city-gate refers to Francesco Morosini
in 1687.
The broad moat, now half dry is spanned by a stone bridge of
7 arches. Passing the railway-station we reach (i/2 M.) the suburb
of Pronia (Ilpovoia; 1760 inhab.), near which, on the road to Aria
(p. 242), a village to the W., is the figure of a lion hewn in the
;

,

rock by the sculptor Siegel, at the instance of Lewis I. of Bavaria,
in memory of the Bavarian troops who died in Greece in 1833-34.
About l'/2 M. beyond Pronia lies a little nunnery known as Hagia Moni,
the way to which leads through vineyards and olive-groves. In the convent garden a fantastically ornamented fountain is fed from an ancient
shaft in the vicinity; and here we may recognize without any doubt the
renowned stream of Kanathos, in which Hera renewed her virginity every
spring. Outside the garden, to the N.W., is a well-like entrance to some
subterranean passages, probably used as aqueducts.
Those whose time permits may find it interesting to visit the cavetombs on the N.E. slope of the Palamidi, to the E. of Pronia. These were
found to contain objects resembling those discovered at Mycense.

From Nauplia to Argos, 8^2 M.,
in 172 nr>

!

see p. 245).

railway, see p. 238 (carriage
(li/ 4 M.) hill of

The road passes near the

Hagios Elias, which yielded the stone for the Cyclopean walls of
Tiryns. About 2y 2 M. from Nauplia lie the ruins of Tiryns, to the
N. of a dilapidated agricultural school, on the right of the road,
which is here lined by silver poplars. (The railway-station lies to
the left of this point.) The guardian of the antiquities (cpuXa£ tojv
dp)(aiOTT]Tajv) acts as guide (fee 50 c).

*Tiryns (Tipuv?) is the most celebrated and certainly the most
ancient example of the Cyclopean style of building. Homer refers to
its walls as characteristic and speaks of it as the 'wall-girt Tiryns'
(Tipovird rs Tsiytoeosav, II. II. 559); and Pausanias (p. cxiii)
asserts that, like" Mycense, it is no less wonderful than the Egyptian pyramids. The rocky eminence, which rises only 30-60 ft. above

surrounded by a wall of massive and almost unhewn
6-10 feet long and 3 ft. wide, placed in regular layers
and connected with each other by means of smaller stones. The
flat top of the rock, 980 ft. long and nearly 330 ft. broad, has a rough
resemblance to a footprint, and consists of a smaller and lower N.
portion (the heel) and a broader and longer S. portion (the sole).
The former, or Lower Castle, contained the dwellings of the attenthe Upper Castle
dants and the stables for the horses and cattle
was occupied by the lordly owner. The original height of the wall
at
has been estimated, from the blocks that lie scattered around,
the S.
about 65 ft. while its thickness is 26 ft. At two points (on
various
and S.E ) the wall is considerably thicker, and contains
subterranean
These
passages.
covered
and
niches
chambers or
the most rechambers which were used as storehouses, are among
the plain,

is

blocks, from

;

;

markable' relics of the prehistoric age.

A

flight of stone steps

de-
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scends to the small passages or Ualleries, which alone had been discovered before 1885. Doors resembling pointed arches lead from
these to the adjoining Chambers, some of which have been cleared
out, while others remain full of blocks of stone. Similar magazines
were found in the ancient citadel of Carthage. The roofs of the
galleries and chambers are not vaulted, but are formed by horizontal and gradually overlapping layers of projecting stones (comp.
p. 255). In the S.E. gallery the surface of the stones has been worn
perfectly smooth by the closely packed flocks of sheep, which have
used it as a fold for centuries. The chief entrance to the castle
was in the middle of the E. side; another gate lay on the W. side,
and there were several small posterns at other points.
The ascription of the building of the walls to the Cyclopes, who had
been invited from Lycia by Proetos, the brother of King Akrisios of Argos,
is in all probability a reference to some immigration from Asia Minor.
Subsequently, according to the legend, Tiryns was ruled by Perseus, the
grandson of Akrisios, who shrank from taking the Argive kingdom of
his grandfather, whom he had accidentally killed. Another legend makes
Tiryns the birthplace of Hercules, the son of Zeus and Alkmene
the
granddaughter of Perseus.
The importance of Tiryns falls entirely
within the mythical period; for although in conjunction with Mycense it
,

sent 400

men

to

the battle of Plateea (B.C. 479),

it

was destroyed

in B.C. 463

by the jealous Argives, and the subsequent settlements obtained no importance. Since, therefore, the unhewn blocks appear never to have
been used for any other building purpose, we now see the fortress in essentially the same condition as immediately after its destruction.

We enter the rains either by the S.E. side, where the wall is
most ruinous and where the accumulated rubbish forms a comparatively easy approach, or by the main 'gateway on the E. side.
In approaching from the S.E. side, we have the above-mentioned
galleries above us to the right and left. The S.E. gallery to the
right is the best preserved, but only two of the chambers opening
from it have been emptied of rubbish. The S. gallery (to the left)
is shorter and more ruinous; it is reached by the old staircase and
is adjoined by five chambers, four of which have been cleared out.
Unusual interest has attached to the ruins of Tiryns since the
excavations of Dr. Schliemann and Dr. Dorpfeld, carried on in the
upper castle in 1884-1885, brought to light the plan of a palace of
the Homeric epoch, f We begin our inspection with the Main Entrance in the middle of the E. side. From the plain this entrance
is reached by an inclined plane or ramp, constructed of large blocks
of stone, which ends at a massive tower 23 ft. high and 34x24 ft.
wide. This whole arrangement is in accordance with the ancient
rules of the art of fortification as referred to at p. 115. The gateat the top, to the right, opens in the interior on a passage
running N. and S. Following this to the S. for 25-30 paces, we
reach a second ruinous Gate (PI. 1), which resembles the Lion Gate

way

t Comp. 'Tiryns, der prahistorische Palast der Konige von Tiryns',
von Dr. Heinr. Schliemann, mit Beitragen von Dr. W. Dorpfeld (Leipzig,
18S6; English translation published by John Murray, London, 1886).

;

to

Argos.
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256) in proportions and structure. The gate-posts are
high an d & l h ft- broad that to the W. is still entire, that
to the E. is broken in half. Projecting at right angles from the inner face of each a special door-rebate or door-case is wrought, and
in the threshold, immediately behind each stanchion of the door-case,
is a round hole (probably corresponding to similar holes in a beam
overhead) for the reception of the pivots of the hinges. The holes
in the door-posts, halfway up, were used for a strong bar, which
could be thrust home into an opening in the wall when the door
was open. The other gates seem to have been similarly arranged.
Farther on we reach an oblong space, bounded on the left by a
colonnade on the outer wall (above the S.E. gallery mentioned at
of Mycenae (p.

10^2

ft-

;

248) and on the right partly by the wall of the palace and partly
by a large Gateway (PI. 2). The latter, like the Propylsea at Athens,
consists of the gate proper in the centre, and projecting porticos at
the sides. The porticos are each provided with two columns between
antae. This gate leads to a large Inner Court, surrounded by dwelling-rooms and colonnades. The W. side of the court has been destroyed by a landslip. At the N.W. corner stood a smaller Gateway
(PI. 3), now only partly recognisable, which was adjoined on the N.
by the most important part of the palace, consisting of the Men's
Hall and the rooms adjoining it.
Here we first reach the Aule, a rectangular court, 66 ft. long
and 51
ft- broad, which was formerly surrounded by colonnades,
as is proved by the still extant bases of the columns. To the right
of the entrance, on the pavement in front of the S. wall, stands a
square block of masonry, with a round hole in the middle, which
marks the position of the large Domestic Altar (PI. 4).
Opposite the altar are two low steps leading to a small Court
(PI. 5), with three doorways, and to a Vestibule (PI. 6). The latter
is connected by a doorway, 672 ft. wide, with the Men's Apartment
[Megaron; PI. 7), which is SS 1 /^ ft. long and 32 ft. wide. There
are no holes for hinges in this doorway, and it may have been
closed by a curtain and not by a door. The size of the Men's
Room necessitated the erection of four columns to support the
roof, and their position is still plainly visible.
Within the square
which they formed lay the open fireplace, where meals were prepared and round which gathered the chieftain and his men. The
smoke probably escaped through a square opening in the ceiling,
which may have been protected by an external cap or covering,
open at the sides. The flooring of the room consisted of a hard
lime cement. [The wall running lengthwise through the court, the
vestibule, and the Megaron, evidently belongs to a later building
it is probable that here, as at Mycenae (p. 257), a temple was erectp.

^

ed on the ruins of the ancient palace.]
To the E. and "W. of the principal part of the palace lay a considerable number of smaller chambers, including the Bathroom
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8 with a floor consisting of one large slab of limestone, on
which the bath-tub stood), and the Women's Apartments. The last
had no direct communication with the men's apartments. The chief
Women's Room (PI. 11 25 ft. long and 18 ft. broad) resembles the
Megaron in arrangement. A small portion of the inner wall, adorned
with painting, has been preserved in the S.E. corner.
The shaft -like openings in different parts of the palace were made
during the excavations of Dr. Schlieinann in 1876. — Among the other
traces of later buildings among the archaic ruins are the foundations of
(PI.

;

;

a Byzantine Church (PI. 12), in the S. part of the inner court, and several
Byzantine tombs (in the W. portico of the great gateway).
leave the castle by the small door on the W. side, where

We

55 steps of the ancient staircase are still preserved. The lower entrance is protected by a semicircular outwork.
Argos lies about 4 1 / 2 M. from Tiryns, and may be Teached on
foot in 1 Y2 hr. and by carriage in 8/4 hr. Halfway, near the hamlet of Dalamandra, is a tavern. The small beds of the Inachos and
the Chdradros (p. 238; generally dry), which we cross beyond the
tavern, unite a little farther down; but the little river makes its
,

when it is swollen by the winter-rains.
Accommodation, of no very comfortable character, may be
obtained at the Xenodochi'a of Danaos and Philipas, both in the Platia, with
dirty eating-houses.
Carriage to Charvati about 8 fr. — Railway to
Phichtid (Charvati, Mycenae) and Myli and to Nanplia, see p. 238.
Argos, a market-town ('Komopolis') of 9860 inhab., with low,
red-roofed houses, lies at the E. base of the imposing Acropolis of
Ldrisa, and extends from the low mound surmounted by the Chapel
of St. Elias to the sea. From a little distance the place looks like
a village, but as we approach, it assumes more and more the aspect
The surrounding plain, part of which is covered with
of a town.
swamps, is now more barren than in antiquity but it is gradually
being won back to cultivation.
The name Argos, which the city shared with the broad plain through
which the Inachos flows, was itself used to signify 'plain'; just as the
name Ldrisa, which has been given to the citadel, was a common Pelasgian term for an acropolis. These facts in themselves prove the dominating importance of the town for the whole district; but additional
proof is offered by the early Grecian myths, in which Argos and Thebes
(p. 171) are by far the most prominent of the Greek cities.
Hera was the
goddess held in highest reverence at Argos, and she was represented as
having won the land in contest with Poseidon, as Athena won Attica.
Phoroneus, a son of the river-god Inachos and the Oceanid Melia, appears
as the ruler of Argos in the earliest myths. Danaos
a collective name
for the agricultural and warlike tribe of the Danase
is said to have
migrated hither from Egypt at a later date, and to have transformed the
land from a barren waste to a fertile and well-watered plain. The connection between his efforts and the drawing of water by the Danaids in
way

to the sea only

ArgOS.

—

;

—
—

the under-world is unmistakeable, for, according to the early ideas of the
Greeks, who as yet had no notion of punishment after death, they were
simply carrying on still the occupation that had busied them on earth
(comp. p. lxxxiii). The strife betwixt his descendants Akrisios and Proetos
led to the foundation of Tiryns and the other strong cities of the plain.
Under the foreign dynasty of the Pelopidse Mycense became the capital of
the country ; and the Argives under Diomedes, like the other Greeks, were
subject to Agamemnon of Mycenae.
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After the occupation of the Peloponnesus by the Dorians, the family
oldest of the three Herakleidae, reigned in Argos, which
became the mother-city of Doric kingdoms in Epidauros, Troezen, Sikyon,
and Corinth. The tenth in descent from Temenos was Pheidon, one of
the most remarkable men in the history of the Peloponnesus, who acquirof Temenos, the

ed so much independence for the throne, that in spite of his royal ancestry he was described as a tyrant. He defeated the Spartans at Hysise
in B.C. 669, and extended his power over the entire N. and E. of the Peloponnesus i while in domestic affairs he made a new departure by the
introduction of an improved system of weights and measures and coinage,
closely resembling the earlier inventions of the Greek cities in Asia
Minor. In the wars with Sparta, which from this time constitute the
greater part of the history of the town, Argos grew gradually weaker,
and its jurisdiction became at last restricted to its own immediate environs. It was not until after the Persian Wars that it recovered enough
vigour to destroy Mycena* and Tiryns and to transfer their inhabitants
to itself.
Later on we still find Argos, second only to Corinth in the
Peloponnesus for size and population , among the constant enemies of
Sparta. It joined the Achaean league and in B.C. 146 passed with the
For the Argive School of Art,
rest of Greece into the power of Rome.
of which Polykleitos was the 'bright particular star', comp. p. xciv.

—

!/a M. from the railwaychurch and the Town-House (Demarehfa), in
one of the basement rooms of which are a number of noteworthy
ancient sculptures, some of them from the Herseon (p. 253). They
include a small female head in marhle, a fine relief (recalling the
Doryphoros of Polykleitos) of a youth armed with a spear, with
his horse, a three-bodied Hecate, a statuette of a Naiad and swan,
tombstones, inscriptions, vases, and terracottas.
The fact that in the whole course of its long history Argos has
never been uninhabited, and that both in the middle ages and in
more modern times under the Franks and Turks it was a place of
some importance is the reason why so few remains of ancient
Greek buildings are now extant. The buildings on the W. side of
the market-place, which lay at the base of the Larisa, were of
great antiquity, and a few remains of these are still extant.
The most notable is the Theatre, a shallow semicircle hewn in
the rock, the site of which is easily found from the large ruin of a
Roman brick edifice in front of it. The tiers of seats are divided
into three sections by two corridors
and in the middle is a flight
of steps leading from the top to the bottom.
It is estimated to
have contained room for 20,000 spectators. On December 12tb, 1821,
the national assembly of Greeks summoned by Demetrios Ypsilantis met here, but it was afterwards transferred to Epidauros.
A little to the S. of the theatre, but quite apart from it, are
twenty steps or rows of seats, also hewn out of the rock.
To the N.
of the theatre and farther along the brow of the hill, beyond a spot
where the rock has been smoothed, extends the Retaining Wall of
a Terrace, about 100 ft. long, partly consisting of polygonal blocks.
In the centre is a door, now blocked with rubbish, and at the N.E.
corner is an almost obliterated relief, with an inscription of three
lines.
The chamber on the terrace above, constructed on and in

In the Platfa,

or principal square,

station, lie the chief

,

;

—

—
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the rock, contains a niche with the mouth of a narrow rock-channel,
and was probably the well-house of an ancient sanctuary.
If the traveller have sufficient time he should not omit the ascent of the acropolis *Larisa. About l'/2 nr is sufficient for the
excursion there and back, if a boy is taken as guide ('sto Kastro'
means 'to the castle'). The road at first ascends on the E. side of
the hill below the conspicuous white Panagta Convent, and finally
reaches the top by a steep incline on the S. side. The mediaeval
3
citadel which crowns the summit (950 ft.
/4 hr.) has been the
successive hold of Byzantines, Franks, Venetians, and Turks and
behind its ramparts in 1822 Demetrios Ypsilantis gallantly defended himself against the Turkish troops of Dramalis. The works
consist of an outer and an inner enceinte, resting almost exactly
on the ancient foundations.
portion of a fine polygonal wall,
about 60 paces long, is still preserved on the E. side of the inner
enceinte. The ancient reservoirs, which are still extant, were
used in the middle ages
the oldest lies within the inner wall.
The apex of the hill, on which is the final fortification, commands
a fine view over the Argolic plain, bounded on the E. by the height
of Araohnseon (p. 240) and on the W. by the Artemision (p. 238).
The spur projecting from the latter towards the Larisa, from which,
however, it is separated by a deep depression, is called Lykone. To
the N. rises the tabular Mt.Phouka(p. 234). To the S.E. lie Nauplia, with the Palamidi, and the bay of Argolis.
To the N. of Argos rises the round-topped Hill of Hagios Elias
(about 250 ft.), the ancient name of which seems to have been
Aspis, from its resemblance to the curved surface of an oval shield.
Its summit was encircled by a wall, still existing in interrupted
fragments, and so formed a second acropolis for the town. On the
slope next Argos are the remains of a flight of steps
and about
120 paces to the S. of the present Chapel of St. Elias (on the summit) is a subterranean passage, about 40 paces long. The sides of
this passage are lined with Cyclopean masonry, but the roofing
stones have been removed.
-

;

;

A

;

;

From Nauplia to Chakvati via the Hereon, 4 hrs. The road
runs past the suburb of Pronia (p. 247) and near Tiryns (p. 247).
Farther on we diverge to the right from the high-road, and proceed
via, Koutsi to (li/2 nr -) the large village of Merbaka.
About '/4 M.
on this side of Merbaka, and 250 paces from the road, lies a Panayi'a
Chapel, with numerous ancient inscriptions and sculptures built
into its walls (among others a 'Funeral Banquet' high up, near one of
the corners.) There are also other chapels and mediaeval ruins in the
neighbourhood, among which similar relics may be discovered.
Farther on we see the Cyclopean walls of the elevated fortress
of Midea, about 2 i 2 M. to the E. Midea is said to have been founded
/
by Perseus, who was succeeded by Elektryon, the father of Alk-

THE HEREON.
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mene, the favourite of Zeus and mother of Hercules. In the neighbourhood are the village of Dendra and the windmills of Poulaktda.
After passing Platanttsi and Anipht we reach ( 3/4 hr. from
Merbaka) the large village of Chdnika, about 3/4 M. beyond which
are several ruined chapels.
At the first of these, that of Hayios
Nikdlaos, a field-path diverges to the right, leading in l i hr. to a
/
low spur of Mt. Euboea on which is situated the Heraeon, the grey
retaining-wall of which came into sight as we quitted Chonika.
The site, which is called by the inhabitants simply the Palae6kastro,
is enclosed on the N.W. and S.E. by two brooks, incorrectly identified with the ancient Eleutherios and Asterion.
The Heraeon was the national sanctuary of Argolis, corresponding to the temples of the Acropolis at Athens. The original
building was destroyed by a flre in B.C. 423, but the architect
Eupolemos of Argos erected a splendid new edifice, of which
Pansanias has left us a minute description. Excavations carried on
in 1854 by Rangabe and Bursian showed that this was a Doric peripteral temple with six columns at each end, but the earth and
stones with which the site is encumbered render it almost impossible to form a clear idea of its arrangement. The interior contained a w ooden image of Hera, brought hither by the Argives from
the conquered Tiryns, and a chryselephantine statue of the same
goddess from the hand of Polykleitos (p. xcvi). The reliefs on the
metopes represented the contests with the giants, the birth of Zeus,
and the victory of the Greeks over the Trojans. A few scanty relics
of the many other sculptures which were once collected here are to
The ancient temple
be seen in the Demarchia in Argos (p. 251).
stood upon a terrace, supported by the wall of unhewn blocks
mentioned above. It was the place, according to the legend, where
the leaders of the expedition against Troy swore allegiance to Agamemnon, and where Kleobis and Biton laid themselves down to
an eternal sleep after having taken the places of the tardy horses in
the chariot of their mother, a priestess of Hera, and themselves

—

drawn her from Argos

temple.
from the Herseon to Mycense, to which the
We retrace our steps, passing a
sanctuary originally belonged.
half-sunken vaulted tomb, like those at Myoenas (p. 255), to the
chapel of St. Nicholas and in less than an hour reach the road
from Argos to Corinth, at a small khan, 3/4 M. below Charvati.

A

to the

festal road led

;

The small village of Charv&ti, the nearest inhabited place to
Mycem-e, lies about 2l/ 2 M. from the railway-station of Phichtin
(p. 238). Petros Christopoulos, the keeper (cpuX'/S) of the Mycenian
antiquities, lives at the S. end of Charvati and accompanies visitors to the ruins [fee 1-2 fr.). Near his house is a small museum,
with a poor room fitted up for strangers, for whom he can also
provide eggs, poultry, bread, and wine.
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Mycenae lies on one of the spurs rising from the N.E. verge of
the Argolic plain, at the entrance to a deep glen between the two
summits of Hagios Elias (2460 ft.) on the N. and Zara (1970 ft.)
on the S. Travellers coming from Charvati do not catch sight of
the ruins until they are rather near. The rubbish-heaps which
disfigure the S.W. side of the walls, were thrown up during the
excavations by Dr. Heinrich Schliemann, whose unexpectedly rich
discoveries (p. 92) again attracted attention to this remote corner.
Perseus is the legendary founder of Mycense, and is said to have
raised its massive walls with the help of Cyclopes from Lycia. His greatgrandson was Sthenelos, whose son Eurystheus obtained the lordship
instead of Hercules, in consequence of his birth, through Hera's influThe princes of the
ence, having taken place before that of the hero.
house of Pelops, who afterwards ruled here, traced their descent from the
famous Phrygian king Tantalos. They are said to have inherited the
town and its domains after the death of Eurystheus but it is perhaps
more probable that the foreign immigrants made themselves masters of
the place by force. Mycense was the scene of the terrible legend of the
quarrels of Atreus and Thyestes, the sons of Pelops; and. Agamemnon, the
son of |Atreus, had his seat here, described by Homer as 'well-built'
(iuxxtfitvov TCToXUSpov, II. it. 59) and 'abounding in gold' (jio>.t;xP'J<Jc^>
II. vii. 180; Od. in. 305). Agamemnon appears not only as prince of the
district round Mycense but also as the chief and leader of all the Greeks
of the mainland and islands, at whose head he sailed against Troy.
After his return he was murdered by Mgisthos, the lover of his wife
Klytaemnestra; but although Orestes, Agamemnon's only son, avenged his
father's death when he had grown up, the legend does not represent him
The Pelopida' were probably conquered
as having regained the throne.
by the immigrating Herakleidse. The might of Mycena' had dwindled long
before the dawn of history. Among those who fell at Thermopylee, however, 80 Mycenians are mentioned and at the battle of Platsea the united
contingent from Mycena; and Tiryns included about 200 Mycenians (comp.
Both these cities suffered the same fate, in being destroyed by the
p. 248).
Argives in B.C. 463. Since that time the ruins of the town have remained
in their lonely situation very much as we now find them, as is indicated
by a comparison with the description of Pausanias (p. cxiii).
The ancient city included not only the Acropolis, the seat of
the ruling family, but also an extensive Lower City, spreading
over the entire hill, which is crossed by a sharp ridge of rock. The
remains here, indicated on the accompanying plan, are very scanty.
;

;

The most important are the so-called Treasuries, which aTe now
known to be really sumptuous sepulchral chambers. These lay both
inside and outside the town, and were believed by the ancients to
be the tombs of Agamemnon, his companions, vEgisthos, and
Klytaemnestra. A large number of similar, but more primitive,
tombs have recently been opened on the W. slopes of the town
hills
these also contained vases, cut stones, and other products of
;

'Mycensean' manufacture.
Two routes ascend from Charvati to (1/2 hr.) Mycena. The
shorter runs from the N. end of the village to the Kato Pigadi, a
much-frequented fountain, with remains of ancient masonry, and
then ascends to the right to the top of the hill. The other, beginning on the E. side of the village, skirts a ruinous Turkish aqueduct affording a view to the E. of the ravine of Oouvia, where the
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Cyclopean- ruins of a large bridge indicate the end of the festal road
Beyond the Chapel of Hagios Oeorgios we join
the route from Kato Pigadi.
little farther on we reach the socalled *Treasury of Atreus or Tomb of Agamemnon, the most striking of these underground buildings. Although known from very
ancient times it is only recently that it has been completely exhumed
by the Greek Archjeological Society. The entrance or 'dromos' (now
closed by a grated door) is an opening in the earth upwards of 30 ft.
long, the sides of which are supported by carefully built walls. The
door leading to the interior, 19l/2 ft. high, 8 ft. wide at the top, and
8'/2 ft. at the base, is surmounted by a lintel formed of two blocks of
stone, of which the inner one is nearly 30 ft. long, 10 ft. broad, and
over 3 ft. thick. The opening or niche in the wall above, made to
reduce the weight resting on the lintel, was once concealed by an
ornamented reddish slab, of which fragments have been found. On
the right and left lie bases which supported ornamented columns of
coloured marble. The interior is an elegant and artistically constructed
apartment in the shape of a beehive, about 50 ft. high and with a
floor-diameter of about the same. In contrast to the usual method of
building a dome, according to which the stones are wedge-shaped
and the joints run in the direction of the centre of the building,
the side walls of this edifice are formed of 33 horizontal circular
courses, gradually becoming narrower as they ascend. Some of the
stones have fallen from the roof, so that enough light now enters to
allow us to examine the interior. Each stone in the 5th arid 8th courses has one or two holes bored in it. In some of these, bronze nails
have been found, which were used to fasten metal rosettes against
the wall.
A doorway about 9 ft. high, similar to the others, leads
from the large chamber into the tomb proper, a dark square chamber,
which the guide illumines by burning straw.
Comp. also p. lxxii.
About V3 M. farther on, opposite the W. side of the citadel,
lies another vaulted sepulchre, known as Mrs. Schliemnnri's Treasury, from its partial excavation by that lady in 1876. Its doorway
(dromos) and whole arrangement resemble those of the Treasury of
Atreus, but it is in much worse repair and the upper part has fallen
in.
The other vaulted tombs, the positions of which are indicated on the Plan, are in a still more dilapidated condition.
We now turn to the *Acropolis, the ground-plan of which
roughly resembles a triangle with its apex towards the N.E. It was
surrounded by a massive wall, which is still tolerably well-preserved
in its whole circuit. The gap above a precipitous part of the hill

from the Hereon.

A

—

—

on theS. side was perhaps never protected by a wall. The fortifications, like those of Tiryns, are constructed of enormous blocks of
stone, not, however, all undressed, but in many cases hewn into polygonal shapes or even squared.
The road from Charvati ends at the N.W. angle of the citadel,
whence a passage (33 ft. broad and 50 ft. long) between walls leads
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to the principal entrance, the

famous *Oate of

the Lions.

The walls

of this passage are built of squared stones, which are so placed that
the vertical joints of each course are in a line with each other, a peculiarity not found in the other buildings, where on the contrary

the vertical joints are each capped by a stone in the course above.
The approach was farther guarded by a tower-like erection on the S.
wall, commanding the unshielded right side of any assailants. The
doorway (now closed with an iron grating), lO 1 /^ ft. high, IOV4 ftwide below and 91/2 ft. above, is formed of two slightly sloping doorposts supporting a lintel of astonishing size (I61/2 ft- long, 8 ft.
broad, and over 3 ft. thick in the middle). In the side-posts and
in the lintel and sill there are holes which were used in closing

and fastening the doors. In order to reduce the superincumbent
weight on the lintel a triangular opening has been left in the wall
immediately above it, as is also the case in the treasure-houses mentioned at p. 255. In the case of this gateway the opening is concealed
by an ornamental slab (10 ft. high, 12 ft. broad at the base, and
2 ft. thick), bearing the famous relief, which is certainly one of
the most ancient pieces of sculpture in Europe. It represents two
lions or, as has been more recently suggested, two lionesses, of a
somewhat heraldic appearance, reared on their hind legs with
their fore-paws resting on the broad pedestal of a smooth column,
which is topped by a curious and quite unique capital. The lions
were represented as looking towards those approaching the gate,
but their heads, which were made of separate pieces (perhaps of
metal), are now wanting. Comp. p. lxxii.
On passing through the doorway and crossing a space about
1 1 ft. square behind it, which was closed by a second door, now
in ruins, we at once reach the scene of Dr. Schliemann's excavations in 1876-77.
A retaining-wall built in the same manner
as the fortifications, on the left as we enter, here divides the upper
part of the Acropolis from the terrace on the level of the doorway.
On the terrace is a double circle of upright stone slabs, on the upper
edges of which are notches, apparently used to fasten the horizontal
slabs placed on them, of which six still retain their original position.
The space thus enclosed has a diameter of upwards of 80 ft. entrance was obtained by an opening on the N. side, formed by obliquely
placed slabs. Schliemann recognizes in this structure an Agora or
meeting-place where the prince consulted the elders of the people
and administered justice. The natural rock rises to a considerable
height in the E. part of the circle
and in the W. part, under a
thick layer of earth, were found five
tombs, hewn in the rock and
containing altogether the bones of fifteen
persons. The quantity of
gold and other ornaments found in
the graves clearly proves that
the bodies were those of members
of the ruling family. Probably
they had been exposed to the
influence of fire before or at burial.
A sixth grave to the S. and partly beyond the
circle, was opened in
;

;

LEONIDI.
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1877 by the Archaeological Society (p. 92) and was found to
contain two corpses with similar ornaments. The walls farther to the
appear to have belonged to a dwelling-house. The hut of the
keeper commands a good survey of the ruins.
The triangular groundplan of the fortifications, with the apex
pointing to the ravine, can be well seen from the Summit of the
Acropolis to which we now ascend.
On the N. and S.E. the Acropolis is divided from the rest of the mountain by deep ravines, containing water-courses (generally dry) which farther down bound for
a short distance the lower town also. Excavations begun here in
1887 have brought to light part of a Palace, resembling that at Tiryus, the S. end of which has been swept away by a landslip. At a
later date a temple was erected on the site of the palace. On the
W. and S.W. sides of the upper part of the Acropolis are several
chambers, one of which contains a number of earthen vessels for
holding stores, fixed into the earth. A well-preserved flight of steps
ascends from these chambers to the top of the rock.
Ancient
cisterns and traces of aqueducts occur at various points.
The view
extends over the entire Argolic plain as far as the Larissa (p. 252)
and the sea.
We now descend to the small Postern, which we see below us
on the N. side. Its exterior approach is peculiarly placed so that the
walls could command only the shielded left side of assailants. From
this gate a footpath leads round the outside of the walls to the Gate
of the Lions, passing over some rough rocks and near the remains
of a Turkish aqueduct.
S.

—
—

33. From Nauplia to Kalamata by Sea.
Greek Coasting Steamer (pp. xx-xxii) in 33 hrs. (fares

21

fr.

60,

fr. 20 c), touching
at Astros, Leonidi, Monemvasia, Kythera (Cerigoj,
Gytheion (Marathonisi), and Limeni.
Our course skirts the rugged E. coast of the Peloponnesus. Op-

16

first Myli, then Kiveri, and farther on the
On the
promontory and town of Astros (comp. pp. 264, 267).
S. side of a little bay here lie the ruins of the once considerable

posite Nauplia appears

—

sea-port of Prasiae. The district has in modern times recovered its
ancient name of Kynouria (p. 262).
About 4 hrs. after leaving Nauplia we see the small town of
Leonidi (4900 inhab.), standing a little inland from the shore of a
bay that opens on our right. Leonidi is the capital of the district
of Kynouria, the mountainous S. half of which is inhabited by tin'Tshakones', a race interesting on account of their antique doric
dialect. They are the successors of the ancient Kynourians, and
have maintained their independence almost uninterruptedly. In
3-3'/2 hrs. more we are opposite the height of Kavo Ieraka, a little
to the N. of which the site of the ancient Zarax is indicated by two
concentric walls in the Cyclopean style.

Baedeker's Greece.
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At Kavo Kremidi we come in sight of the distant isolated peak,
crowned with a ruined mediaeval castle, at the foot of which Monemvasia lies. The promontory, which has been artificially separated
from the mainland, is connected with the latter by a long stone
bridge. The unimportant village (500 inhab.), at which we touch
4 hrs. after leaving Leonidi, is now the seat of an eparch. In the
13-16thcent. it was successively held by Villehardouin, the Byzanand it was repeatedly "the
tines, the Venetians, and the Turks
object of keen contests. The famous 'Malvoisy' wine was made in
the vicinity, but the vineyards are now desolate and barren. The
;

Malvoisy grape, however, is still preserved in Santorini (p. 142),
Cyprus, Sardinia, Sicily, Portugal, and elsewhere. The ruins of
Epidauros Limera lie about 3 M. inland. Monemvasia is within
'2 days' journey of Sparta;
the route passes the sites of the ancient
Asopos and Akriae, crosses the plain of Helos, and beyond Skala
unites with the road from Gytheiou to Sparta (pp. 280-278).
We next double Cape Malta, dreaded by mariners on account
of its storms. It has preserved its ancient name though the accent
is altered (Malia instead of Malea). On the S. face is a hermit's cell.
To the left lies the rocky island of Kythera or Cythera (6600 inhab.), to which the Phoenicians were early attracted by its abundance of purple-yielding murices. Subsequently it belonged to Sparta.
Kythera was the seat of a very early cult of Aphrodite, who was
fabled to have here risen from the sea. Since the Venetian period
the island has been known as Certgo, and in spite of its distance
from the rest of the group, it is included among the Ionian Islands.
The steamers of the Hellenic Steamboat Co. touch at the little village of Kapsdli (1 M. above which is the modern Kythera), 4 hrs.
after leaving Nauplia, and sail round the island.
Steering next N.W. the steamer enters the Laconian Gulf, at
the mouth of which, on the right, is the island of Elaphonisi (the
ancient Onougnathos). Farther on are the promontory of Xyli and
the marshy mouth of the Eurotas (p. 270). In the distance appear
the white summits of Taygetos. The next station is (4% hrs.)
Marathonisi, officially known by its ancient name of Gytheion.
It is the seat of an eparch. As in antiquity, this port is still the
chief exporting harbour for the plain of Sparta and for the N. part
of Maina (p. 259), in which it is sometimes included. Accommodation may be obtained in one of the larger 'Magazia', or, better,
in a private house. The modern town (2700 inhab.) lies at the
foot of the bold promontory of Larysion, which was formerly sacred
to Dionysos. Larysion is surmounted by a ruin and commands a fine
view. Off the coast is the little island of Marathonisi, on which is
a chapel, a lighthouse, and several other buildings. This is the
ancient Kranae, where Paris celebrated his nuptials with the abducted Helen. The coast of this district bore in antiquity the name
of Migonion.
The ancient city occupied a hill on the N. side

—

to

MAINA.

Sparta.
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where a few rows of seats of the theatre may be seen,
and extended thence to the sea, where two ancient break-waters
('Palseopolis'),

are still visible, near a mill.

A little

inland, near a spring former-

an ancient sarcophagus adorned with
An aqueduct led from the N. bank of the spring to Gyreliefs.
(From Gytheion to Sparta, see pp. 280-278.)
theion.
The barren central peninsula of the Peloponnesus, which the
steamer next coasts, is Mani or Maina, the home of the Mainotes,
a race known for their love of liberty but also for their bloody
vendettas. They claim to be the descendants of the ancient Spartans.
They managed to maintain a virtual independence during the period of Turkish dominion.
The S. extremity of the peninsula is
Cape Matapdn, the ancient Taenaron, stretching to 36° 22' 58"
N. lat. and next to Cape Tarifa in Spain (35° 59' 57" N. lat.) the
most southerly point in continental Europe. The Temple of Poseidon
which once stood here was the centre of a naval league among the
sea-ports of the Laconian Gulf. The town of Kaenepolis, which lay
near it, was not founded until the Roman period.
The W. side of the peninsula is dotted with villages, both on
the coast and on the heights. In 5'/2 hrs. after leaving Marathonisi
the steamer touches at Limeni, beyond which it steers past Cape
Kephali and in 3 hrs. more enters the harbour of Kalamata (p. 344),
where a halt of some duration is generally made.
From Kalamata
to Pylos (Navarino), etc., see p. 317.
ly sacred to ^Esculapius, lies

—

—

34.

From Argos

to Sparta via

Hagios Petros.

This excursion takes 2-3 days. To Myli from Argos by railway (p. 238)
in '/'2 hr. or on horseback in 2'/z hrs. ; from Myli to the Loukou Convent on
horseback i 3 /t hrs. ; from Loukou to Hagios Joannes 2 hrs. from Myli to
Hagios Iodnnes via Astros 8 hrs. ; from Hagios Ioannes to Hagios Petros
from Arachova to
2'/-2 hrs.
from Hagios Petros to Ardchova 1>/j hr.
Horses may generally be obtained at Myli, but it is
Sparta 6 3 /4 hrs.
safer to bring or send them from Argos.
From Argos to Myli, see pp. 263, 264. From Nauplia we may go
Two routes lead from Myli to the village
direct to Myli by boat.
;

;

;

—

—

Hagios Joannes, which is tiot quite half-way to Sparta the shorter
but more fatiguing leads over the Zavitza Mts. (6 3 /4 hrs.), while the
other follows the coast to Astros, and then turns inland (8 hrs.).
Both routes branch off at Myli from the high-road to Tripolitza
(pp. 264, 265); but while the road via. Astros keeps to the S. along
the sea (p. 261), the mountain-path turns inland almost at once.
of

;

To the right is a small eminlatter route is described first.
ence with some scanty ancient ruins, to which the name of PalaeoKiveri has been given. We then approach the gorge of the small
river Kiveri, the water of which is conducted by an aqueduct to
At the entrance of the valley
irrigate the maize-fields of Kive'ri.
are several khans and mills.
The ancient fragments of walls on a
low rocky hill near the second mill (iy4 hr. from Myli) probably

The
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LOUKOU CONVENT.

Route 34.

From Nauplia

formed part of the Argive border-town of ElaeHs, where Hercules
buried the undying head of the Lernean hydra (p. 264).
After 20 min. more we cross the turbid yellow stream up the
course of which a track leads to Pialf (p. 267) and Dolyana (p. 262),
and turn towards the verdant Zavitza Mts., the base of which we
reach in about ^2 h r
A. steep and fatiguing climb of 1 hr. brings
us to a depression between two summits, where the view of the ancient Kynouria (p. 262) opens. The highest peak of the Zavitza
(3200 ft.) lies to the left of the path, on the side next the sea. On
the right is an ancient watch-tower of polygonal masonry, about
25 ft. in diameter, which marks the ancient boundary between Argos
and Laconia. The small and ancient fortress, now called Tsorovos,
to the left of the path l /2 hr. farther on, probably also served to
guard the frontiers.
The scattered shepheTd-village of Kalyvia Dolianttika, which
we reach in li/4 hr. after leaving the col, is the 'winter-village' of
It lies amid
Doliana (p. 262) and only occasionally inhabited.
luxuriant groves of olives above the river of Loukou, the ancient
Tanos (p. 261). The semicircular termination of the valley consists of banks of red earth, the numerous caves in which have given
To the S.E., above an abthe surname of Speliaes to the village.
rupt precipice, is a chapel of the Hagia Paraskeve. To the S.W. is
the hill of Kourmeti, with mural fragments, cisterns, tombs, and
other relics of some ancient community, perhaps Eva.
After crossing the stream we traverse a plateau seamed with the
and in !/% hr. reach the hospitable
courses of numerous brooks
Loukou Convent (4 3/4hrs. fromMyli), which peeps from amid lofty
cypresses long before we come to it. The present building was
erected on the site of one destroyed by Ibrahim Pasha in 1826
(comp. p. 353). The considerable income of the convent is chiefly
derived from its olive-groves. Fine view over Astros (p. 261) to
the Argolic peninsula. The antiquities found in and near the convent have given rise to the supposition that it occupies the site of
a sanctuary which existed here till late in the Roman period and
which may perhaps have belonged to the above-mentioned Eva,
where the cult of the Asklepiad* nourished.
The sculptures and reliefs have been removed with hut few exceptions. One of the rooms contains the tomb-stone of a vine-dresser,
and some round tablets with sepulchral inscriptions of the Roman period.
In the shady Garden is a sitting figure of Athena, in marble (headless),
a fragment of a lion's head in clay, and some mosaic pavements, one of
which has again been covered with rubbish. In the Church [Hagia Metamdrphosis, the Transfiguration) are four smooth marble columns, while
the Court- Y ard of the convent contains some Corinthian capitals and the
colossal head of a man.
About '/4 M. to the N.E. of the convent, near some ruins where numerous Venetian coins have been found, lie five large Granite Columns,
and portions of others. Farther on, in the direction of the Paraskeve
chapel mentioned above, are a few Marble Columns, said to mark the site
The brook to the S.E. of the convent is picturof an ancient temple.
esquely spanned by the arch of an Aqueduct, probably of Roman origin,
-

,

,

—
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from which hang large

stalactites. On the right bank of the brook, near
first convent-mill
are farther remains of the aqueduct, which was
by a spring, strongly impregnated with lime, about >/z 11. distant.
About 2 hrs. beyond Loukou the mountain-path joins the road
leading from Astros to Hagios Iodnnes, not far from that village
(see p. 262).

the

,

fed

The coast-road

via Astros

crosses the river Kiveri,

and

in

50 min. after leaving Myli reaches the modern village of Kiveri.
Farther on the Zavitza Mts. approach close to the sea leaving only
a narrow passage, called Anigraea by the ancients.
It commands
a fine view of the opposite coast of the bay but is otherwise monotonous. Soon after leaving Kiveri, we observe the sea below us
on the left coloured a turbid red for a considerable distance, apparently from the outflow of a 'katavothra' (comp. p. 182), which
perhaps comes from the so-called Fallow Field! beside Mantinea
This was also the opinion entertained by the ancients of
(p. 286).
a second natural appearance of a similar kind which we notice
'

3 hrs. farther on, before the last bend of the rocky coast-route. At
a little distance from the shore we see on the surface of the water
a darker spot in the form of a flattened circle, in the midst of which
a lighter-coloured stream of water ceaselessly rises.
We soon afterwards reach the plain of Astros and cross the
Tanos, the alluvial deposits of which have gradually united the
former island of Astros with the mainland. Even yet part of the
soil is impregnated with salt
the fertile portion of the Thyreatic
Plain, as it was called in antiquity, lies farther to the S. From
the beginning of the plain we reach Astros in rather less than
1 hr., i.e. in about b 1
h.rs. in all from Myli.
/i
Astros, a village with 1500 inhab., lies partly on the coast and
partly on a long rocky hill, crowned by a medieval castle. It has
become known from the second national Greek assembly, called
the 'Assembly of Astros', held on the bank of the Tanos under the
presidency of Petrobey, in March and April 1823. The name appears to have come down from antiquity, although it is nowhere
mentioned by ancient authors. This belief is supported by the
remains of two walls, hastily constructed of rough blocks, on the N.
part of the hill, not far from a ruined mill. In any case the place
was quite devoid of importance. The S. part of the rock, where the
small mediaeval castle and a few ruined houses stand, affords a fine
view] across the sea to Nauplia and Argos, and over the Thyreatic
;

S.
On the S.E. margin of the last, beyond a large
swamp called Moustds, we may distinguish the mountain-spur running down to the sea, on which lie the ruins of the ancient town
Athene, Anthene, or Anthana, now called 'Palseokastro of Hagios

plain to the

Andreas'.

By turning inland immediately after entering the plain, without
The roads unite
proceeding to Astros we save about */2 hour.
,
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Route 34.

THYREA.

From Nauplia

again at the Kalyvia Meligitika, which we reach from Astros in
These Kalyvia are inhabited only in winter by
the people of Meligoii (see below), the plain being unhealthy in
summer; the other villages of the surrounding mountains have
similar winter quarters. On. the other side of the valley, up which
our course now lies, rises the hill of Kastr&ki, with the metochi or
farm of Hagios Trias. We now ascend gradually and reach, on the
right, the ruins called Hellenikd or Tichid, which have been identified with those of the town of Thyrea, the ancient mistress of the
plain (2090 ft. above the sea-level).
The ancient district of Kynouria, and especially that part of it called
less than 1 hour.

the Thyreatic Plain (Thyreatis), was for centuries the object of strife between the Spartans and the Argives , who had orginally possessed the
entire E. Laconian peninsula. The victory of Kleomenes at Tiryns in B.C.
495 eventually decided the struggle in favour of the Spartans; and the
little river Tanos (p. 261) became the mutual boundary.
In B.C. 431 the
Spartans offered a refuge in Thyrea to some of the expelled jEginetans (p. 133). The Athenians, however, in B.C. 424-423, the 8th year of
the Peloponnesian war, landed on the coast as the iEginetans were busied
in the construction of fortifications, threw these down, and then marched
to Thyrea and destroyed it also.
Since that time the city appears to
have lain in ruins. The Thyreatic plain was again assigned to the Argives by Philip II. of Maeedon.

A

gradual ascent on the E. side of the hill leads to the main
which, like much of the still easily traceable walls, gives
evidence of intentional destruction. The walls and the towers,
some of which are round and some square, vary in breadth. The
best-preserved fragment is a portion of the wall on the N.E. side,
from 6 to 10 ft. broad and about 16 ft. high. The N. wall has
almost completely vanished. The interior is occupied by several
long rocky terraces, on which fragments of walls and numerous cisterns remain. On the W. the plateau culminates in a small hill,
which is enclosed by walls and forms an almost triangular outwork. Fine view of the surrounding mountains and of the sea as
Opposite, on the S., beyond the ravine, lies the
far as Hydra.
convent of Palaed Panagia.
Beyond Thyrea we leave the large village of Meligou on the left
and reach (2 hrs.) the important village of Hagios Iodnnes, pleasantly situated among trees, about 3 hrs. from Astros and 2 hrs. from
gate,

—

the

Loukou Convent
now descend

(p. 260).

We

into the small Plain of Xerdkampos. In its
S.E. angle is the mediaeval castle of Oraedkastro ('Beautiful Castle'),
picturesquely situated on a high conical hill, probably the site of
Beyond the plain we gradually ascend along
the ancient Neris.

the well-watered and generally well-cultivated slopes of the Mdlevo
Mts., the ancient Parnon, to the village of Hagios Fetros (3700
inhab. 2 /t hrs. from Hagios Joannes). The inhabitants of this
whole district, including the villages of Kastri and Doliand (with
large marble-quarries) a few miles to the N., are a strong and
handsome race, principally occupied in vine-dressing and charcoall

;

ARAOHOVA.

to Sparta.
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burning. They buy grain from the people of Arachova (see below)
who bring their supplies to market here on Sunday.
In 1/2 hr. after leaving Hagios Petros we reach the crest of
a ridge, where a spring rises, and about 10 min. farther on, to
our left as we begin to descend, we see three flat heaps of stone
splinters.
The natives call the spot ctou? cpoveu|iiwj;, or 'place
of the slain', and relate that it was the scene in mythical times of
a bloody battle between 300 Argives and 300 Spartans.
The ancient districts of Thyreatis, Tegeatis, and Laconia touched at this
point; and it was called from the land-marks the 'place of the
Hernias'. On the left is a deserted chapel of Hagios Theddoros, perhaps on the site of a temple of Zeus Skotitas. In 50 min. more
we reach Ar&chova (IY2 hr. from Hagios Petros), a prosperous
village with 1600 inhab., where the Xenodochion of Demetrakis Charakas, near the chapel of Hagios Andreas, offers tolerable accommodation. (Hence to Kryavrysis, see p. 268).
We next descend the course of the Kelephina, the ancient (Enus,
which flows both summer and winter on account of its destructive
inundations it is called 'Phonissa' or 'murderess', by the people.
Its course is so irregular that we change from bank to bank 50 or
60 times as we proceed. Plane-trees, and on a few flat spots, maize
and mulberry-plantations, border its course. On the left it receives
the tributaries Vambakoti and Vresthena. In S l
/t hrs. after passing
Arachova we reach the Khan of Krevatas (p. 269).
Thence to
Sparta, 3y2 hrs., see p. 269.
;

35. From Argos to Tripolitza.
From Argos via Achladokampos to Tripolitza, lO'/u hrs. The road ia
good all the way (carriage 40-50 fr. return-carriage cheaper the drivers
;

;

meet the trains from Corinth and enquire whether any of the passengers
are

bound

for Tripolitza).

The railway (p. 238) from Argos to (7 M.) Myli takes about
V2 hr. Most travellers, however, will drive all the way from Argos.
The road leaves Argos not far from the ruins of the theatre. On
the right rises the bare Mt. Lykone, where recently some remains
have been found of an ancient sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, which
was adorned with statues by Polykleitos. The projecting hill farther
on was called Chdcm. At the foot of the latter, in a cool and shady
spot about 1 hr. from Argos, rises the copious spring of Kephalowhich drives about a dozen mills belonging to Argos, and
forms a stream, of which the ancient name was Erasinos. Most of
the water is the outflow from the Stymphalian lake (p. 289), a fact
which was known to the ancients. At the entrance to a deep cavern
above the Kephalovrysis is the chapel of the Panagia Kephalaridtissa. Here sacrifices were offered to Pan and to Dionysos, in whose
honour also the Tyrbe festival was celebrated. Not far off is a
powder-mill.
Railway-station of Kephalari, see p. 238.

vrysis,

—
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MYLI.

Route 35.

About l'/4 M. from Kephalovrysis, a little to the right of the bridlepath to Achladokampos, are the ruins of the Pyramid of Kenchrese, constructed of large polygonal blocks. The mortar which appears in some
parts possibly dates from a mediaeval restoration. The base forms a rectangle about 50 ft. long by 40 ft. broad. The W. side is sadly damaged,
but the other three sides still rise to a height of about 10 ft. The entrance on the E. side admits to a narrow passage, leading to the chief
interior space, about 60 sq. ft. in area, and originally divided into two
apartments. This structure is unique of its kind in Greece; and it is
still a matter of dispute, whether it is a tomb and monument of victory
('polyandrion'') or something of the nature of a watch-tower.
The Bridle-Path to Achladokampos (4 3 /4 hrs. from Kephalovrysis),
leaving the pyramid on the right and the village of Skaphiddki on the
left, ascends the S.E. continuation of the Ktenia Mts., between Chaon
The slope is at first gradual, but
(p. 263), and Pontinos (see below).
afterwards becomes rather steep. In about 2 3 /t hrs. we reach, near the
deserted village of Palaeo-Skaphiddki, a spot called sta Nerd, distinguished
for its abundant supply of water, with a large ruined khan. The ancient
walls, marble slabs, and fragments of columns seen here probably belonged to the ancient Kenchreae or Kerchneae. Farther on the path commands for some distance a view of the sea, and finally it joins the carriage-road (described below) to (2 hrs.) Achladdkampos.

The carriage-road holds to the S., leaving the village of Skaphiddki on the right. After passing through vineyards and olivegroves for II/3 hr., we reach the village of Myli (MuXoi), which
stretches along the road at the foot of Mt. Pontinos. In ancient times
the hill was surmounted by a temple of Athena Saitis which was
succeeded by the mediaeval castle now visible. The copious spring
which rises below the road to the left, near the chapel of Hagios
Joannes, is the ancient Amymone orLerna, where Hercules overcame
the Lernean hydra, with the aid of the fire-brands of Iolaos. Pontinos, another spring mentioned by the ancients, has also been recognized, a little to the N.
but the spring of Amphiaraos seems to
have been engulfed by the marshy lake (the Alkyonic Lake], which
has considerably expanded in the course of centuries. A part of the
village, called the Skala, with the largest mill, lies on the sea
shore; it is the landing-place for boats from Nauplia. In antiquity
a sacred grove of plane-trees existed here, within which sacred
mysteries in honour of Demeter and Dionysos were celebrated.
The narrow passage at Myli became noted during the War of Independence from its gallant defence by the Greeks under Demetrios
Ypsilantis against Ibrahim Pasha's Arabs and negroes, on June
25th, 1825.
;

—

Beyond Myli the road strikes inland, ^traverses the W. part of
the plain of Kiveri (p. 261), and ascends in wide curves to the depression between the Ktenia and Zavitza Mts. (p. 261). It commands a fine retrospect of the Gulf of Nauplia, nearly all the way
to the head of the pass (l 3/4 hr.). The road now becomes almost
level for some distance, running to the right along the slope, and
the sea- view is exchanged for a fine survey of the mountains to the S.
among which the peaks of the Malevo group (p. 262) are conspicuous.
In 3/4 hr. after leaving the top of the pass we pass a few houses
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and a chapel of Hag. Nikolaos, below which, on an eminence to the
is the site of the Argive border town of Hysiae, destroyed by

left,

the Spartans in B.C. 417. The ruins are scanty
only on the E.
side of the hill a portion of the wall, 52 .paces long and 6 to 10 ft.
high, has been preserved.
The road now becomes steeper and winds down to (25 min.) the
khans of Achladokampos (3 hrs. from Myli). The village of that
name lies on the mountain-slope to the right of the road, in the
midst of thick groves of olive, nut, and pear-trees.
;

The

road presently begins to ascend again and

'Gyros' from the

numerous bends;

it

is

here

known

as

also crosses several bridges.

In 2 hrs. we notice a steep conical hill to the left bearing the ruined
mediaeval castle of Palaeo-Mouchli. Farther on is the Skala tou Bei,
a foot-path partly hewn in the rock, leading to the summit of the
pass, whither also our route brings us in 1 /2 nr The entire range of
mountains traversed by our route was called Parthenion by the
ancients
its modern name is Rho'ino.
According to the ancient
legend the infant Telephos (p. 268) was exposed here and was suckled by a hind, and Pan is said to have appeared here to Philippides,
the Athenian courier, on his way to Sparta, and to have assured
him that he would assist the Athenians at Marathon (comp. p. 57).
Both of these events were commemorated by sanctuaries.
-

;

more we reach Hagiorgitika, situated on a fiat mounand the Saranta Pdtamos (p. 268), which disappears in a
katavothra (p. 182) at the foot of the Parthenion, about 4M. distant.
A khan stands in the lower part of the village, through which the
road leads.
Sten6 */» hr. farther on, lies at the entrance of a
defile, where there is hardly room for both road and river.
The
extensive E. Arcadian plain, covered with cornfields and vineyards,
opens out beyond the defile. The chief place here is Tripolitza
(l 1 /^ - ^ hrs. farther).
From Steno by Achoiiria to Pialt (Tegea)
1 hr., by Hag. Sostis l'/2 nr
comp. below.
Tripolitza. — The principal square contains a dirty Xenodochion
(bed 1 fr.) and several coffee-houses. The accommodation at Anastasios
In

l

J2

hr.

tain spur,

,

—

-

!

Plaidpoulos' s is well spoken of.

Tripolis, to use the official name, or Tripolitza, as the otherwise universally used (Slavonic) diminutive form has it, the solitary town in Arcadia, is one of the most important places in the
Peloponnesus. It is the seat of an archbishop, and contains a gymnasium and a seminary for priests; the population is 10,000. The
name commemorates the fact that the town is built on the territories of three ancient cities, Mantinea, Pallantion, and Tegea.
Tripolis has existed only in modern times, having been founded
about the beginning of the Turkish dominion in Greece, during
which it was the residence of the pasha of the Morea. Its capture
by Kolokotronis on October 5, 1821, though stained by the massacre of the entire Turkish population and the nearly total de-
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Route 36.

From

Tripolitza

was of the utmost importance to the Greek
Ibrahim Pasha occupied the town from June 1825 to 1828.
Only a few ruins have remained from that period. The town is now
very prosperous and is expanding on all sides. The principal routes
from various parts of the plain, which meet here, debouch in the
centre of the town in the large and shady square (TtXareta), where
an imposing church was erected in 1879. The narrow lanes round
the square are occupied by the bazaar, and are thronged with busy
struction of the town,

cause.

traffic.

The Gymnasium contains

chiefly objects
at

a small collection of antiquities,

found in the exca various of the French School

(p.

91)

Mantinea

(p. 285).
Tripolitza to

Mantinea and Mgion, see p. 284 to Tegea
From
and Sparta, see below; to Megalopolis see p. 298; to Dimitzana
;

,

see p. 294.

36.

From

Tripolitza to Sparta via Tegea.

This route takes 12-13 hrs., exclusive of stoppages. Carriage road. The
best accommodation on the way is obtained at Piali (l'/2 hr. from Tripolitza), and at Vourlia (8 hrs. from Piali, not quite 3 hrs. from Sparta).
As there is nothing of moment to be seen at Tripolitza, travellers
may conveniently proceed to Piali directly from Stend (p. 265), without
going on to Tripolitza. If time can be found to take the view from
J/agios Sostis on the way, leaving nothing to delay the start next morning, a whole day will be saved.

The

fertile

plain to the S.E. of Tripolitza, thickly sprinkled

with thriving villages, formed the ancient territory of Tegea. It is
traversed by two roads starting from Tripolitza, one leading to the
S. to Sparta, the other to the S.E. to Doliana, Kastri (p. 262), and
other places. We follow the latter at first, and in 50 min. reach
the village of Hagios Sostis, situated on a gentle eminence, from

which we obtain the best survey over the territory of the ancient
Tegea (Tei^o), extending hence to Ibrahim Effendi on the S.W.,
Piali on the S., and Achoiiria on the S.E. (p. 267). The course
of the Saranta Potamos lies to the E. (p. 265). An exact determination of the extent of the town is, however, impossible, as
hitherto no trace of the city-wall has been discovered.
In the pre-Dorian period Tegea appears as the most considerable
power in the Peloponnesus. Its king Bchemos overcame in single combat
Hyllos, son of Hercules and leader of the Herakleidse, on the border of
the peninsula, near Megara. Aleos, the son of Apheides, appears as the
founder of the city, which like many others is said to have been formed
by 'Synoekismos' (p. 37), and also of the chief temple of 'Athena Alea'; and to
the same prince the Arcadians ascribed the transference of the united
Arcadian monarchy to Tegea. Athena is said to have given to his son
Kepheus a lock of the Medusa's hair, in virtue of the possession of which
the city became impregnable. In the 6th cent., however, its resistance
to Sparta, strengthened by the second Messenian war, began to grow
weaker. Its citizens took part in the battles of Thermopylae (p. 194)
and Platfea (p. 167), during the Persian wars but its struggle with Sparta
recommenced immediately afterwards. The Tegeans were defeated in
at Tegea itself as allies of the Argives, and at Dipjea
repeated battles
Subsequently it appears
(p. y.94) along with most of the other Arcadians.
;

—

;
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as the most faithful ally of Sparta, resisting attempts on its fidelity on
the part of both Argos and Corinth. The rise of the democracy in
B.C. 370 reversed this policy; and the Tegeans fought on the side of the
Thebans at Mantinea (p. 285). The town, however, again joined Sparta,
and was in consequence drawn into the wars with the Achseans, whose
league it was forced to enter in B.C. 222. Strabo names Tegea as the only
city in Arcadia worth mention, and Pausanias gives a detailed description of it.

The N.E. slope of the hill of Hagios Sostis is noted for the
unusually large number of small bronze and terracotta objects found
on it. Excavations carried on by the Archaeological Society (p. 93)
in 1862 yielded 1750 objects in three days. Most are small figures,
images of goddesses or female forms with sacrificial offerings, and
the like, representing all stages in the development of Greek art
from the most primitive to a late period, and proving the former
existence on this spot of a temple of Demeter and Kore, to which
they had been brought as votive offerings.
The path to Piali now diverges to the right from the road. The
curiously formed structure which we notice farther on in a field, to
the left, is the ruined Byzantine church of Palaeo-Episkopt, which,
like the surrounding ruined walls, claims to date from the Byzantine city of Nikli. This church is built upon an ancient semicircular structure, which is supposed to have been the Theatre. A considerable portion of the round end-wall is visible outside the apses
numerous marble-slabs have also been found. The village of Ibrahim Effendi, mentioned
left is Achotiria.

In

1/2

at p. 266, lies to the right; a little to the
' lr after leaving Hagios Sostis, we reach

embosomed in plantations

of mulbery-trees.
the largest of the eighteen villages in the Tegean plain.
The Khan ofNikos, at the S. end of the main street, leading to the
W. from the church, is comparatively well fitted-up for the reception of travellers (night-quarters, 2 fr., board, about 5 fr. per
day). The village lies in the S.W. part of the precincts of Tegea.
It is at this point that Pausanias, who entered from Pallantion
(p. 298), begins his description of the town, commencing with the
famous Temple of Athena Aled, the chief sanctuary of Tegea, rebuilt after a fire in B.C. 394 by Skopas the Parian, and richly
adorned.
The column-shafts and sculptured blocks of marble,
Piali,

Fiali

is

lie strewn round the church of Hag. Nikolaos, have been found
on various occasions by the peasants. The beautiful whitish-yellow
marble of which they are made must have been brought from the
quarries of Dolyana. The exact site of the temple, to the W. of
the church, was ascertained in 1879 by the excavations (now
filled up again) of the German Archaeological Institute at Athens
and was confirmed by subsequent researches. The temple was a
Doric peripteros, 154 ft. long and about 72 ft. broad, with 6 columns
at the ends and 13 on the sides.
The columns had a diameter of
4 3 / 4 ft. and a height of about 26 ft.; they have 20 (lutings and the
capitals exhibit the upright echinos of the later style. The in-

which
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and Corinthian columns. An inclined bank
temple of Zeus at Olympia (p. 326], led up to the
E. front. The sculptures in the E. pediment represented the hunting of the Kalydonian boar, with Meleager, Theseus, and the Tegean national heroes Atalanta and Ankaeos those on the W. portrayed the fight of Telephos (son of Hercules and the priestess Auge,
daughter of the king of Tegea) against Achilles on the Kaikos in
Mysia. The boar's head, which according to the legend was presented to the bold and beautiful Atalanta by Meleager as the reward
of victory, was shown in the temple down to the Roman period.
A small Museum, near the middle of the main street, opposite
the tavern, has yielded its chief treasures to Athens (p. 98) and
terior contained Ionic

like that at the

;

now scarcely repays a visit.
From Piali we proceed

to the S.W. and in about 3 / 4 hr. strike
the direct road from Tripolitza to Sparta, mentioned at p. 266. The
whole S.W. part of the plain, as far as the foot of Mount Kravari,
the ancient Boreion, is marshy. Part of the water finds an outlet
near the village of Zeli by means of a katavothra, which shares the
name of Taka with the marsh and the plain. The Saranta-Potamos
(p. 265) used also to fall into the Taka katavothra in antiquity,
and as it reappeared again probably on the other side, it was taken
for the upper course of the Alpheios (comp. p. 299).
Our route passes at a short distance from the village of Kapareli
and ascends gradually. To the left rise the Marmaro Mts. (4338 ft.),
with the Verena Mts., including the Hill of Hagios Elias (4692 ft.)
on the S. to the right are low ranges of hills. The road then
descends in a large bend into the valley of the Saranta Putamos.
At the khans of Kryavrysis ('cold spring'), which we reach in about
3^2 nrs from Piali, several brooks unite with the main arm of the
river, which flows hither from the E. The territory of the Tegeans
seems to have here met that of Sparta.
;

-

Arachova (p. 263) lies 6 M. to the S.E. of Kryavrysis. The first part
of the route follows the course of the Saranta-Potamos, here also called
the stream of Vourvoura, leaving on the right a palieokastro, which
probably marks the site of the ancient Karyae or Caryae (Caryatides, p. 73).
Farther on we pass to the left of a rocky hill, surmounted by the ruins
of a mediaeval castle.
Farther on we proceed between the low Tzouka Hills on the left
and the Rousa Hills on the right, the road frequently passing through
narrow defiles, which have earned the name of Klisoura for the
whole district. In l 3 /4 hr. we reach the Khan of Kokkini Loutza.
The grey heights of the Malevo Mts. (p. 262) become visible on
the left; and farther on we descry the massive Taygetos (p. 278)
on the right. In a low vale we can trace ancient wheel-tracks for
nearly 3/ 4 M. The remains of Turkish paving increase the diffibut beyond the Khan of Vatakf (1 hr. 25 min.)
culty of the way
We next reach the line of mulberry and
it again becomes easier.
plane trees fringing the banks of the Kelephina, the ancient (Enus
;

to
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which is here joined by the Vardka brook, called Gorgylos
by the ancients, on account of its strong current. The agogiats
usually spend the night in (3 /4 hr.) the Khan of Krevatas, which
has kept the name of its first owner (7!/ 2 hrs. from Tegea, 3'/3 hrs.
from Arachova, 3'/2hrs. from Sparta). The valley, here 1 M. broad,
was the scene of the Battle of Sellasia in the spring of B.C. 221, in
which the united Macedonians and Achaeans finally broke the power

(p. 262),

of the Spartans.

The Spartan army, 20,000 strong, under the command of the hrave
king Kleomenes III., was drawn up with its left wing on the hill then
called £uas, the N. side of which was washed by the Gorgylos, and its
right wing on the hill Olympos, on the left bank of the CEnus. The
hostile left wing was led by the Macedonian king Antigonos Doson, while
the right consisted chiefly of the auxiliary troops, making 28,000 men
in all. Both armies placed their cavalry in the centre. The decisive
victory was gained chiefly by the energy of the young Achaean general
Pttilopoemen (p. 300).

of the track, about 1 M. from the Khan of Krevatas,
broad-backed knoll, bearing the ruins of an ancient town
(perhaps the Skiritian (Eon), now called Palaeogoulds. Farther on
rises a Mil of considerable height (2726 ft.) crowned by a chapel
of Hagios Komtantinos. The ascent C/2 hr.) is best made from the
Vourliatiko Khan mentioned below. Here stood the former Laconian border-town of Sellasia, the walls and towers of which may
Its
still be traced throughout their entire circuit (about IV2 M.).
final destruction was due to the Macedonians in B.C. 221.
The above-mentioned Vourliatiko Khan lies 3/4 hr. nearer Sparta.
Here we enjoy a fine view of the wide Laconian plain, bounded on
the W. by the massy bulk of the many-peaked Taygetos (p. 278).
To the left is a long ridge of hills, probably part of the ancient
Thornax ; straight in front is New Sparta, with Mistra to the right
The khan belongs to the village of Vourlia or Vrylias
(p. 276).
3
the road) where fair accommodation may be
( /4 M. to the right of

To the S.W.

rises a

obtained.

The way now becomes steep and fatiguing. In 1 Y2 nr we reach
the oleander-grown valley of the Eurotas, now called Iri or more
cross the river by the high-arched Kopanos
commonly Niris.
Bridge. On the right bank there is an aqueduct, probably mediaeval (p. 281). The road from Megalopolis (R. 38) now unites with
ours. In 5 miu. more we see a large cutting in the rocks (possibly
then traan ancient quarry), on the opposite side of the river.
verse the mulberry groves on the undulating hills of ancient Sparta,
pass near the theatre (p. 273) and the so-called monument of Leonidas, and reach (l'/ hr. from the bridge) the pretty town of
-

We

We

4

New

Sparta.
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Hotels. Xenodochion too Stemmatos (R. 1-2 fr.), on the W. side
of the lower part of the main street which runs from N. to S. ; Xenodochion ton Xenon, kept by Gregorios; Xenodochion tes Si-aktes, all three
with restaurants and equally dirty.

The present Sparta (SroxpTT] 3600 inhab.), capital of the nomarchy of Laconia, with a gymnasium and several silk-spinning
establishments, is of entirely modern origin. Founded in 1834
under King Otho, after the War of Independence, it is laid out on
;

with broad, quiet streets, lined with
low houses surrounded by gardens. Its situation, however, on the
a remarkably regular plan,

S. hills of the ancient town-precincts, where the ancient quarter
called 'Diktynnieon' stood, though beautiful, is somewhat unhealthy.
The decay of the ancient and mediaeval aqueducts has
deprived the town of fresh drinking-water; while the imperfect
draining of the marshy environs, where maize is the chief crop,

encourages fever in summer.

The Eurotas, now

called the

Iri,

flows near the E. side of the town, and drives several mills. At
ordinary water-level the river is only at a few places more than

3

ft.

deep

;

at the fords hardly 1

silver poplars,
it

sometimes becomes very

The

The banks

are overgrown with
In the rainy season
swollen and works great havoc.

ft.

oleanders, willows, and reeds.

visitors to these

of the ancient world

much

remains of one of the most famous

must not

cities

raise their expectations too high.

The

relics of ancient Sparta are scanty and insignificant. One involuntarily thinks of the words of Thucydides at the beginning of his
history of the Peloponnesian war (I. 10)
'If the town of the Lacedaemonians were laid waste, and nothing remained but the temples
and the sites of the buildings, I believe that after a long lapse of
time men would find the fame of the city on account of its power
:

quite incomprehensible, even although two-fifths of the Peloponnesus belong to it, and though its hegemony is extended over the
entire peninsula and far beyond.' Until the time of the Romans
Sparta was an open place, scattered in arrangement (as its very name
signifies), including many gardens ('like a village' writes Thucydides), but containing no costly temples. The four town-districts
(p. 274) had a common Agora or market-place, in which many of the
principal [public buildings were erected. The so-called Acropolis
(p. 273) was not a fortification, but was covered with temples. The
defences of Sparta lay in the bravery of its people, a few strongholds at the chief passes, and the remoteness of the country. The
town was not surrounded with a wall until the time of the tyrant
and this was several times repaired and renewed
Nabis (p. 272)
;

in the following centuries.
The Lelegae are regarded as the earliest inhabitants of the country;
and beside them we find Minyae, and Phoenicians who had been attracted'
to the Laconian Gulf and Kythera by the purple-yielding murices of the
neighbouring shores. These races had come by sea, but immigrants seem
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also to have come overland from the N.
first sEolians, then Achaecms,
and lastly Dorians. These, however, did not impose rulers of their own
blood on the land. The royal dignity, at first apparently shared by three,
and afterwards by two princes, remained in the ancient native sovereign
families of the Agiadae and the Eurypontidae (the ^Egidae, a third family,
soon cease to be heard of) and the supposed blood-relationship of these to
the Dorian princes (Eurysthenes and Prokles, the twin-sons of Aristodemos,
the Herakleid) was an invention of a later period. The kings united in
their persons the supreme military command and the highest priestly
dignity. Next to them came the college of the live Ephors, which gradually transformed itself into a committee of general control, and the
Gerousia, or council of 28 citizens over 60 years of age. The decision
upon all matters of importance lay with the people. The stable and
permanent constitution of Sparta, unfavourable to innovations and all
far-reaching enterprizes, was originally founded by the Laws of Lykuvryos,

which are usually referred
identity

to the year B.C. 820, though the personal
of the law-giver has almost faded to a mythical shadow amid

the legends which surround him.
From the almost completely mountain-surrounded valley of the Eupower of the Lacedaemonians extended itself on all sides, sometimes by direct subjugation, sometimes by the imposition of the Spartan
hegemony. Argos held out longest (pp. 251, 262); and the Spartan yoke
pressed most heavily on Messenia (p. 347), the most fertile region in
Greece. The three Messenian Wars took place according to the accepted
chronology in B.C. 743-724, 645-628, and 465-455. Sparta finally conquered
Argos also. But it tried in vain to subdue the Arcadians ; against them
it gained nothing but transitory successes (p. 295), and it was forced to
be content with the barren recognition of its hegemony and the close
military alliance with Tegea (p. 266).
The town of Sparta was originally restricted to a somewhat limited
space ; and near it at first stood the fortified town of Amyklae (p. 278), and
a little farther off Las, Pilaris, -tEgys, and probably Geronthrae, all under
native princes, who continued to rule after acknowledging the overlordship of Sparta. The Doric Spartans remained in the minority from
the very beginning. The relation of the separate parts of the country
to the capital Sparta war. settled only after long and bloody quarrels,
which resulted in the emigration of large numbers of the people and which
were appeased only by a division of the soil in connection with the Lycurgan code. The whole population was divided into three classes the
sovereign Dorians, called Lacedaemonians or Spartiates, the older Achscan
population or Perioikoi, who had submitted voluntarily or by treaty, and
the Helots or state-slaves, destitute of all rights, who had been overcome
by force. The Spartiates dwelt mostly in and about Sparta, observing,
in accordance with the precepts of Lykourgos, the greatest simplicity
in their mode of life.
The citizen from early youth upwards belonged
not to the family but to the state, and this in a much more stringent
sense than in the other ancient cities, where a similar theory obtained.
Constant practice in the use of arms, and unceasing warfare, at first for the
security of the newly-won home, and afterwards to extend their power,
hardened the citizens and earned for the Spartan army the reputation of
being invincible.
At the beginning of the Persian Wars the Spartans were therefore
unanimously regarded by the Greeks as their leaders and champions, but
the fame which they attained was comparatively slight, and it soon became
evident that Athens was far better fitted than Sparta to represent the
interests of Greece. Even after the Peloponnesian War (B.C. 431-404), which
resulted in the humiliation of Athens, there was no essential change in
this particular. Athens rebuilt its power on new foundations
and Epaminondas, the Theban general, soon afterwards exposed at Leuktra
(p. 166) and Mantinea (p. 285) the feebleness to which the aging state of
Lykourgos had sunk. Among the conseqviences of the campaigns of Epaminondas, who penetrated to the city of Sparta itself, were the restoration
of Messenia's independence (p. 347), and the foundation of the Arcadian
rotas, the

:
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League with the newly built Megalopolis as its centre (p. '299). Sparta's
attempts to hinder the development of her neighbours met with little
success. After the battle of Chperonea (p. 156J it was compelled by Philip II.
to surrender to the Argives, not only the long disputed Thyreatis (p. 262)
but also the entire district of Kynouria to a point beyond the port of
Zarax (p. 257); to the Arcadians, Belminatis (p. 281) and Skiritis with
Karyse (p. 268) ; and finally to the Messenians the Denthelic hill district
Subsequently, however, the
(p. 278) and the coast as far as Pephnos.
Spartans managed to repossess themselves of at least the chief passes
leading to their country, all of which had lain in the ceded districts.
Under the energetic and brave king Kleomenes III (B.C. 235-220) the
state seemed to be on the point of regaining its prosperity and disputing
the first place in Greece with the Achaean League ; but the battle of Sellasia (p. 269) extinguished this hope. Sparta was compelled both to join
the league herself (at least for a time) and to permit the Perioikoi of the
coast-towns to join it also as independent members.
After the extinction of the Achfean League and the subjugation ot

Greece by the Romans, Sparta obtained an apparent independence, under
the 'tyrant' Nabis (d. 192 B.C ) who now sat on the throne and harassed
land and sea far and wide by his plundering expeditions. Alongside of
it,
however, there existed the League of the Eleutherc-Laconians, which
embraced the prosperous coast-towns and was expressly recognized by
the Romans as a separate state. The system of Lykourgos seems to have
lasted until far on in the Christian era ; and the Romans always had a
partiality for the famous old city of heroes.
The last decade of the 4th cent. A.D. saw the Goths under Alaric in
Laconia, where they laid waste town and country. A few centuries later
followed the pagan Slavs
who seem to have maintained themselves
most permanently in the mountain districts of Taygetos. In the interior,
however, the Byzantines again effected a footing, and maintained it longer
than in any other part of Greece. Sparta was refortified, and at the time
of the Frankish invasion, appears under the name of Lacedaemonia. In
the winter of 1248-49 Guillaume II. de Villehardouin, Prince of Morea,
constructed a fortress on the spur of Mt. Taygetos, and this new castle
of Misithras became the seat of the ruler of the country. A new and
rapidly growing town sprang up on the slopes of the hill, while Lacedsemonia fell into decay. Mistrd remained but a short time in the hands
of the Franks. Villehardouin was betrayed and taken prisoner by the
Byzantines
and after the recapture of Constantinople by the Palfeologi
in 1261, he was compelled to acquiesce in the surrender of the fortresses
of Monemvasia (p. 258) and Mistra, and of the Maina (p. 259).
The new
Greek Province in the Peloponnesus was thus founded, and Constantine
Palaeologus, 'Sebastokrator', the emperor's brother, was appointed first
governor in 1262. For 200 years Laconia remained in the hands of the
Greeks.
The Turks invaded the country in 1460, and Mohammed II. led Demetrios, the last Greek governor, as a prisoner to Constantinople. In
August, 1667, Morosini, the Venetian Captain-general, entered Laconia
and forced the Turks in Mistra to capitulate. Monemvasia (p. 258) became
the capital of the Venetian province of Laconia. Under the Turks, however, who returned in 1715, Mistra once more became the chief town,
and remained the most important place in the district of the Eurotas
until the War of Independence.
,

;

The circuit of the ancient Sparta is said latterly to have been
48 stadia or about 5'/2 M. and this statement is supported by the
numerous broken columns, fragments of walls, isolated blocks, and
the like, which lie scattered about, half buried in the earth. These
remains are found both within and without the modern town, and
as far S. as the villages of Psychikd aud Kalagonia, as far W. as
Magoula, and as far N. as the hills mentioned below.
;
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The most conspicuous of these small ruins

is the so-called
of Leonidas, to the N. of New Sparta aiid on the left of the
road leading to the hills on the N. It consists of a rectangular substructure of a monument, about 50 ft. long and 25 ft. broad, formed
of walls of massive squared stones, two or three courses of which
have been preserved. It has, however, no connection whatever with
Leonidas, for the tomb of that hero is expressly stated by Pausanias
to have been opposite the theatre.
About l / 2 M. from the town the road reaches the enceinte of
the mediaeval Lacedsemon, which embraced the N. hills of ancient
Sparta, now called Palaeopolis. On the right is a complicated brick
structure dating from the middle ages, about 145 paces long and
47 broad. The road here divides and leads across the hills in two
arms, which afterwards again unite.
The somewhat higher elevation to the left of the W. branch of
the road is usually called the Acropolis, a name which can only
refer to later Spartan history and to the middle ages.
There is,
however, no doubt that this group of hills was the point at which
the Dorians, coming from the N., first fortified themselves in order
to accomplish thence the subjugation of the whole Laconian plain.
On the S. slope of the Acropolis lies the Theatre, hewn, as in many
other Greek towns, out of the rock, and the most considerable of all the
antique remains at Sparta. Its construction and fltting-up probably
belong to the period when Sparta's successes abroad were leading
it to forget the simplicity and isolation enjoined by Lykourgos. The
size of the building, which is exceeded only by those of Megalopolis and Athens, was proportioned to the population of the city. The
orchestra is about 115 ft. wide. The stage and the marble lining
of the auditorium have almost entirely disappeared.
Only a few
rows of seats, and a portion of a retaining wall above are to be
seen the rest of the building is entirely covered with debris.
The other buildings which stood on the Acropolis have totally
disappeared, among them the magnificent temple of Athena Chalkicekos ('brazen-house-inhabiting') or Poliouchos ('shielder of the
city') built by Gitiades, and the Hall of Olory, adorned with eagles

Tomb

;

and figures of Nike, in honour of Lysander's victories, which rilled
Sparta with riches. Even the remains of the Byzantine period are
trifling, for the spot was for centuries used as a quarry by Mistra
(p. 277) and other places in the neighbourhood.
The road to Magoula passes through the hollow to the N.W. of the
Palaeopolis Hill.
Beyond the hollow rise the spurs of Taygetos.
The double hill in front, crowned by ruined chapels, is perhaps the
hill called Alpion by the ancients, part of which was occupied by
houses. On the E. side of the Palaeopolis Hill, outside the ruined med-

we notice the entrances to some subterranean chambers,
which perhaps served as reservoirs.
Beyond an intervening depression, between the Palaeopolis and

iaeval wall,
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the Eurotas, rises another hill of about the same height, on which
ancient foundation walls have also been found. Two lower spurs
stretch from it to the bed of the river, where they descend precipitously. The hollow between them is quite spacious enough to have
contained the Dromos (racecourse), or some similar construction, but
no ancient remains have been discovered here. Below the N. brow of
the spur to the N. are the scanty remains of a circular Roman build-

which was formerly taken to be an Odeion ; nothing is now to
be seen but a chaotic heap of stones, intersected by a deep waterA little farther up the river
channel constructed at a later date.
are some remains of a mediawal bridge, partly built of ancient masonry and scholars are tolerably well agreed in fixing upon this as
the site of the bridge Babyka, mentioned by Aristotle. A statute
of Lykourgos ordained that the assemblies of the Spartan people
should take place only within Babyka and Knakion (p. 276), i.e.
ing,

—

;

'within the town-limits proper.'
The S. spur, where, near a mill, are the bathing-places of the
Spartan youth of the present day, is adjoined by three other hills,
included in the precincts of the ancient town and separated from
the Eurotas by a narrow strip of ground. From the conical shape
of these hills the natives believe them to be artificial
but the debris of the ? ancient buildings seems to have contributed but little
to their formation.
It is no longer possible to ascertain the positions of the ancient
town-districts of Kynosoureis, Limnae (where stood the temple of
Artemis Orthia, the religious centre of the whole Spartan community), Mesoa, and Pitana, or to determine the situation of the open
spaces or the direction of the streets. The Platanistds, an open
space planted with plane-trees (Platanus) and surrounded with
ditches, where the youthful Spartans waged their mimic but obstinate and often bloody contests, is generally considered to have
lain to the S.E. of the present town.
The antiquities found in and about Sparta have been collected
by the Greek government, in so far as they could be recovered from
their private possessors, and conveniently arranged in the handsome
Museum, at the E. end of the town. The key is kept at the house
of the Oymnasiarchos, and can be procured for visitors at any time
by the Phylax, who may be enquired for at the inn. Afternoon light
is best (fee 1 fr.).
Vestibule. To the left of the entrance-door is a case with fragments
of statues and heads ; at the opposite door is a Herma of Hercules, in high
relief, from the Roman period, obviously an architectonic ornament.
By
the walls, Roman draped statues and fragments of sarcophagi.
To the
right and left of the entrance are two small lions, one of Roman, the
other of mediaeval Frankish workmanship.
The Hall to the Right of the entrance contains almost exclusively
inscribed stones. Immediately to the right is a case with small terracottas and bronzes, brick-stamps, and the like, mostly of little interest.
At the end-wall opposite is a remarkable Stele of the 5th cent. B.C.,
dedicated to Athena Poliouchos, with an inscription in the old Spartan
;

—
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dialect chronicling the victories of the charioteer Damonon, and a relief of
his quadriga. Near it are several inscriptions to fallen warriors, which,
according to the national fashion, bear only the name, with the Laconic

addition 'in battle'. Among the other objects are lists of officials and inscriptions of honour, chiefly of the Roman period.
In the 'Hall to the Left of the entrance the ancient Spartan sculptures are particularly noteworthy. These are chiefly carved in the darkgrey coarse-grained Laconian marble, while in later works Pentelic
marble was extensively used. Immediately to the right, in the doorway,
is an Archaic Relief of the 6th cent. B.C., found in 1881 in the district
of Sellasia (p. 269) and representing the two youthful forms of the Dioscuri, to whom, as a distich between them informs us, it was dedicated
by Pleistiades. Only the lower halves of the figures have been preserved.
On a Roman altar in the middle of the room stands the famous and
extremely ancient Spartan Stele, perhaps a sepulchral 'Ai/oi{b)u.oc or monument. On both faces are some curious representations, somewhat crude in
workmanship but admirably adapted to the narrowing spaces in which
they occur; on each side is a coiled serpent. The group on the front has
been variously taken to represent Amphiaraos and Eriphyle, who is reaching after the fateful necklace, for the sake of which she betrayed her husband; or the meeting of Orestes and Elektra; or the tryst of Zens and
Alkmene. The group on the back
a man drawing his sword and a veiled
woman
has similarly been explained as Alkmaeon, the son of Amphiaraos avenging his father's death on his mother, or Orestes in the act of
slaying his mother Klytaemnestra, or finally, Menelaos threatening Helen
with death after the taking of Troy.
An image in grey stone, of very primitive workmanship, which
generally lies below the table to the left of the door, is perhaps still
older; it represents the seated and undraped figure of a woman with a
boy on each side; the limbs are as smooth and round as though they had
been turned in a lathe (much injured).
By the entrance-wall, to the right, begins a series of Ancient Laconian
Reliefs, each of which represents a god and goddess enthroned, the former
holding a 'kantharos', the latter grasping her veil ; one figure in each pair
also holds a round pomegranate, while other adjuncts are serpents, dogs,
and small human figures with sacrificial offerings. These are probably
sepulchral 'Anathemes' (see above), the sitting persons being the deities
of the underworld or, possibly, the apotheosized deceased.
The rest of the hall contains later sculptures, mainly of the Roman
period. By the side-wall on the right are reliefs of the Dioscuri (who
were held in especial veneration in Sparta), sometimes with and sometimes without their horses, and sometimes on either side of their sister
Helen, who appears in the form of an archaic image. Farther on are
Votive and Sepulchral Reliefs.
By the end-wall are Sarcophagus Reliefs,
with battles of Amazons, children playing, etc. ; in the centre, a colossal
Head of Hercules ; above it, a relief of a youth receiving a music-lesson
from an older teacher. The following are the most interesting of the
Heads: in the upper row, 55. Hera; Bearded Dionysos, in several repetitions ; 337. Marcus Aurelius ; 58b. Jupiter Ammon (?), of a good Greek
period; in the lower row, 68. iEsculapius); 59. Fine head of a youthful Greek (mutilated) ; 344. Athena in a Corinthian helmet.
By the
side-wall to the left are smaller or broken statues 136 and 90. (below and
above, in the corner), Decorative sculptures of the Hellenistic period;
94. Fine torso of Eros, with holes for the insertion of the wings (replica
in St. Petersburg); farther on, in front, several statues of Kybele enthroned;
above, 103. Statue of Hygieia; below, 115. Torso of Hercules. Nos. 301
and 108 are also noteworthy ; the rest are Roman.
In front of this
wall, by themselves: 20. Sleeping Eros; 22. Figure from a Roman
fountain.

—

—

—

—

:

—

Above the house-door of the apothecary Kopsomanikas, on the
E. side of the large square, immediately to the W. of the Museum,
are a triglyph and two perfect metopes with battles of Amazons, from
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some unknown temple. Above the door of Diamantdpoulos, on the
N. side of the town, is a round architectonic medallion of the ancient Laconian bluish-grey marble, with a relief of the Gorgons.
There are also a few unimportant sculptures in the court of the

Gymnasium.
In the N. quarter of the town, which seems to have been occupied by villas in the Roman period
two ancient mosaic pavements have been found, of good, if not exactly fine, Roman workmanship. The larger of these, representing Europa on the Bull,
surrounded with Cupids, the whole within an ornamental border,
is now in the possession of government, and is covered by a small
pavilion (key kept by the Phylax of the museum). The other and
smaller mosaic, representing Achilles among the Daughters of Lykomedes, is in the garden of Mozambas. who will cause it to be cleared
of the superincumbent earth if requested (fee 1 fr.).
,

The precipitous heights on the

left bank of the Eurotas, to the
indicate the seat of the ancient Achaean
monarchs and of the town of Therapne. The Chapel of St. Elias
which now stands here is the scene of a yearly 'panegyris'. Therapne
in later times was little more than a suburb of Sparta and was much
frequented on account of its Menelaeon, or sanctuary in which
Menelaos and Helen were worshipped as divine and implored for
strength and beauty. A hasty excavation by Ross in 1833-34 uncovered a stepped platform or substructure of blocks of Poros stone
and conglomerate, about 65 ft. long and 3-6 ft. high. The uppermost
terrace, about 40 ft. long by 20 broad, seems to have borne the
temple proper. The debris contained numerous votive offerings in
the shape of small and flat leaden figures and a few of clay representing armed men and singularly-clad women.

S.E. of the present

The

interesting

city,

Excubsion to Mistra (3-4

hrs. there and back;
once from the ancient world
into the romantic times of Frank, Byzantine, and Turk. The route
crosses the little rivers of Magoula and Panteletmon; the former
believed to be the ancient Knakion, the S. boundary of the ancient city, the latter perhaps the Tiasa of the ancients. Olivegroves and mulberry-plantations cover the plain. To the W., in
successive stages, rises the bulky form of Taygetos (p. 278), between

comp. p. 272) transports the traveller

at

the outlying summits of which (several surmounted by chapels)
yawn large rocky gorges ('Langadaes'), each sending its small torrent
to the plain. Narrow paths, visible at a great distance, wind up the
slopes to the high-lying mountain hamlets. The vegetation is everywhere luxuriant.
In less than an hour we reach the village of Mistra, which like
the immediately adjoining village of Pardri (S.), is surrounded by fine
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trees. An ascent hence of l /t hr. brings us to the ruined mediaeval
town of *Mistra, above which rise the ivy-clad pinnacles of the ruined
Franco-Turkish castle of Misiihras (2080 ft. p. 272). An ancient
;

sarcophagus is here used as the basin of a copious spring. A fatiguing
path ascends between the ruined houses and churches, which have
recently been restored, to the gate of the castle, lying concealed on
the N. side. Except the neighbouring Byzantine Metropolis Church,
with its colonnaded vestibule, the principal buildings seem to have
stood below this gate. The interior of the citadel is in comparatively
good preservation. It commands a beautiful view, especially by
morning and evening light, across the whole plain of the Eurotas,
with its long reach of river, its villages looking like large gardens,
the surrounding mountains, and the abrupt gorge on the S. side.
A good view, without the trouble of ascending the steep path to the
castle, may be enjoyed from the terrace of the Pantanassa Church.
The female hermit ('Kalogria'), who offers refreshments here, expects
a small donation.

—

From Sparta

across Taygetos to Kalamata.
1

Besides the famous route 'through the Langada described below
(about 12hrs.j, there is a longer and less beautiful route leading past Kastanid and Megale Anastasova and down the gorge of the Nedon. Both
routes are difficult mountain-paths, the Langada being sometimes rendered
impassable in winter by heavy snow-falls. Most of the professional
agogiats, who regularly traverse the latter route with wine, oil, and
silk-worm cocoons, live in Mistrd or Trypi. It is therefore advisable to
begin the journey from one of these villages, preferably Trypi, as in that
leave
case the day's march to Kalamata is shortened by about 2 hrs.
Sparta soon after midday, ride to Mistra, and send the agogiat on with
2-3
should
tie
About
hrs.
at
Trypi.
the mules to secure night-quarters
allowed for inspecting Mistra, and I1/2 hr. for the walk thence to Trypi.
As the path from Mistra to Trypi is rough and fatiguing, the start from
the former should he early enough to obviate all risk of being overtaken
by sunset on the way. Mules (10-12 fr.) are preferable to horses for riding.

We

From

Sparta to the villages of Parori and Mistrd (1 hr.), see
leads through a wooded valley with rocky
shady village of (1 hr.) Trypi (2 hrs. from Sparta),
where satisfactory night-quarters may usually be obtained.
Trypi lies at the entrance of the imposing *Langada Gorge,
which is traversed by the Trypidtiko Potdmi, or upper course of the
'Streamlet of Magoula' (p. 276). Light-coloured perpendicular cliffs.
partly clothed with pines and topped by isolated, tower-like crags,
enclose this mountain-defile, which looks as though it were the
result of an earthquake. The torrent below dashes between spreading
plane-trees and wild fragments of rocks. The narrow path along the
edge of the ravine often looks so dangerous that the rider is not

— A stony path

p. 276.
sides to the

always able to Tepress a feeling of uneasiness.
At the end of the ravine, about 2 hrs. from Trypi, the path begins gradually to ascend to the right, but it still takes fully an hour
to reach the top of the ridge. The richly wooded mountains to the
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37.

extend to Mount St. Elias, the highest summit of Taygetos
an important
ft.
ascent from Sparta and hack in one day
panegyris is held in summer on St. Elias's Day, at the top). Immediately in front of us extends a tahle-land, scored with ravines and
dotted with verdant mountain-pastures, which gradually descends
towards Kalamata in broad terraces and gently-sloping ridges. An
inscription, now long since vanished, used to mark the boundary
here between Laconia and Messenia and even yet the district is
left

(7900

;

;

;

called the

Orammene

Petra, or 'inscribed stone'.

In about 4 hrs. after leaving Trypi we reach Sitzova, a village

beyond which lies a stretch of
in olive-plantations
then descend a well-watered
well-cultivated land. 1 hr. Lada.
ravine, and ascend on the opposite slope to (35 min.) Karveli.
The path next traverses a wild mountain-district often skirting
and passes (l J /2 nr Alonaki and
the edge of deep precipices
(l'/2 ur
Chania, both inhabited only by shepherds. Near Chania,
a little aside from the road, is a fine stalactite cavern called Sto Vythismeno. To the W. lies the picturesquely situated convent of Velanidi, near which various inscriptions relating to Artemis Limnatis have been discovered. This whole region used to be known
as the Denthelic territory, and was the subject of endless contests
between the Lacedsemonians and Messenians. After centuries of
dispute the matter was decided by the Romans in favour of the

embosomed

,

We

,

,

Messenians (comp. pp. 272, 328).
"We descend from Chania over carefully-tilled hill-slopes, enjoying a fine *View of the Messenian plain and the distant sea.
Below we reach the broad bed of the ancient Nedon, which enters the
Messenian Gulf at Kalamata.
The town of Kalamata (p. 344),
which we reach in O/2 nr after leaving Chania, is concealed from
view first by low tree-clad hills and then by its Acropolis.
-

From Sparta

to

Gytheion (Marathonisi).

The

distance by road is about 25 M., which is traversed by a diligence,
starting on the arrival of the coasting-steamer (R. 33), in about 5 hrs.
Riders usually also follow the road, though they may make a detour by
Levitiova, where good night-quarters may be obtained if necessary.
The road first traverses the populous and garden-like Laconian

plain, above the orange-groves and dark cypresses of which rise the
precipitous and massy sides of Mt. Taygetos. No villages lie directly
on the road, but a few taverns are passed.
cross successively
the streamlets of Magoula and Pantele'imon (p. 276) and a third

We

stream (perhaps the ancient Phellia), formed by the union of the
brooks of Hagios Joannes and Anavryti, two villages lying to the
right amid a rich vegetation at the foot and on the slope of the
mountains.
The houses of Riviotissa stand on the banks of this
last stream.
A little to the left, near the hamlet of Tshaoushi, is the conspicuous hill of Hagia Kyriake, with a chapel resting partly on ancient
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foundations. Since the researches of Col. Leake this neighbourhood
has heen regarded with considerable confidence as the site of the
Amykljeon, or sanctuary of the Amyklaean Apollo, who was held
in high veneration throughout all Laconia. It belonged to the territory of Amyklse (see below) and was connected with Sparta by a
EveTy summer the Amyklseon was the scene of a
sacred road.
festival in honour of Hyakinthos, the son of Amyklas and the favourAbove his tomb stood an archaic statue of Apollo,
ite of Apollo.
adjoined by the richly decorated throne of Bathykles, the Magnesian (comp. p. lxxvi).
To the S.E. of Hagia Kyriake, and on the same (right) bank of the
On one of these, about
Eurotas, several other hills are conspicuous.
2'/2 M. from Hagia Kyriake, are the remains of an ancient and of a medIf, as has been conjectured, the ancient Achsean Phai'it
iaeval tower.
(Pharae) lay in this district, there can be little doubt that this hill is
the spot.

A

narrow water-course divides the hill in question from a smaller
on the summit of which is a slight indentation. This spot, now
called sto Blesidi (treasure), is the ruined entrance of a Tholos tomb, in
Hence to the
the style of the so-called Treasury of Atreus (p. 255).
hamlet of Levka (see below), 20 min.
To the right of the road, about A l /2 M. from New Sparta, lie the
villages of Slavoch6ri and Mahmoud Bey, on the site of the Amyklse
(Amyclae) of the Achaeans and Minyans. This city was one of the
most important in Laconia before the foundation of the Doric state,
hill,

and was not subdued by Teleklos and Timomachos until a comparatively late period. Tn the time of Pausanias (p. cxiii) Amyklae
was a mere village, with a 'Sanctuary of Alexandra', whom the
inhabitants identified with Cassandra, the daughter of Priam. A
number of architectural remains, for the most part of no importance,
have been built into the numerous chapels (several now in ruins)
of Slavochori and its neighbourhood. The objects found seem to indicate that the sanctuary lay at Mahmoud Bey.
t0 the left of the road
The hamlet of Levka lies fully V2
Farther on we cross the Rasina (Erasinos?), which also bears the

M

-

-

of the village of Xer6kampos (at the foot of Taygetos, about
M. from Sparta), where it is spanned by the broken arches of
an ancient bridge. The hilly table-land stretching from Taygetos,
which we next traverse, is named Bardounochoria. The tower-like
square houses, which look down here and there from the heights, are
About 15 M. from Sparta,
still very common in Maina (p. 259).
to the left of the road, lies the village of Levetsova (1300 inhab.),
near which, on the S.E. (between Alai-Bey and Stephania~), are
the porphyry quarries which belonged in antiquity to Krokea. For
a considerable distance Taygetos has looked as though it ended in

name
71/2

summit descending precipitously on the S., but as we proceed
we perceive the link which connects it with the mountains of
Maina and with Cape Matapan (p. 259). Finally we come in sight
a

of the Laconian Gulf, the N. shore of which is formed by the plain
The chief
of Helos, a name that has come down from antiquity.
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From Sparta

MAGEIRIA.

is Skala, on the Eurotas, 3 M. to the N. of its
mouth.
Near Gytheion we cross some high banks of earth near the sea.
A smoothed rock, divided into several ledges, in front of which a
sanctuary once certainly stood, is supposed to be the Zeus Kappotas, on which the matricide Orestes is said to have reposed.

place in the plain

Gytheion, see p. 258.

38.

From Sparta

to Megalopolis or

Messene via

Leondari.
This excursion takes two days. From Sparta to Leondari, 11 hrs.,
thence to Megalopolis, 2'/4 hrs. ; from Leondari to Messene, 7 hrs. The
For the journey from
only convenient night-quarters are at Leondari.
Sparta to Messene, the route across Taygetos (p. 277) is by far the best.
The route to Megalopolis coincides with that to Tripolitza, described at pp. 269-266, nearly as far as the Kopanos bridge.
do not,

—

We

however, cross the bridge, but ascend through the verdant valley of
the Eurotas, skirting the base of Mt. Asimdkis. Beyond the Khan
of Karavas we approach the gently flowing river. On a hill on the
opposite bank are the remains of a double wall of polygonal masonry.
The track, on which ancient ruts are here visible, next passes
close to a spacious rock-cavern, called Phournos, or the oven ('furnace'), but its mouth in the moss-covered cliff is almost concealed
from view by bramble bushes and the branches of a wild fig-tree.
Some authorities place the grave of Ladas (see below) at this point;
but its distance from Sparta (30 stadia
3Va M. or 1 J/3 hr.) makes
it more likely to be the spot where Pausanias saw an ancient Statue
of the AZdos, or woman veiling herself. He describes this statue as a
sacrificial offering of Ikarios, father of Penelope, who entreated her
to remain with him as she was about to depart with Ulysses. Penelope, however, covering her blushes with her veil, here announced
her desire to belong to her husband and not to her father.
The path continues to follow the river, the banks of which are
thickly grown with willows, poplars, planes, and oleanders, with
patches of mulberry-trees and maize. The bare mountain-slopes
are dotted here and there with a few olive-trees.
Near the river,
to the left, about 1 M. from the Phoumos, is a large rock-tomb,
known as Mageirid, or 'the kitchen'. Traces of similar tombs also
occur farther on, so that it is not improbable that the Hellenik6, a
wall of masonry 20 paces long, close to the road and near a brook,
may be the tomb of the lunner and Olympian champion Ladas.
The tomb which is mentioned by Pausanias was built at the
public cost and lay about 50 stadia or 5y2 M. from Sparta, a distance which corresponds fairly with the spot in question. Abundant remains of brick-work testify to a more modern occupation of
the structure.
The valley begins to expand a little about 2 M. farther on. Two

=

,

,

1

to
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gracefully formed hills, with chapels of St. George and St. Demetrios, rise to the right, above the left bank of the Eurotas.
The

ancient Pelldna is usually supposed to have lain here, although mo
ruins have been discovered (see below). The water of the spring
at the foot of the Hill of St. George is conducted in winter to a
mill standing on the river. The bank is protected against erosion

by a wall of masonry about 4 J /2 ft- high. That this spring at one
time supplied the town of Sparta is testified by the remains of a
Roman or Byzantine aqueduct, which are found here and farther
down the river (at the Kopanos bridge, p. 269).

We

continue to traverse the pleasant plain, gradually ascendand keeping generally at some distance
from the river. On the mountain-slopes to the W. lie the villages
of Vord6nia,Kastrf (with a convent), Kastanid, Georgitsi, and Ag6ryani, while to the E. of the Eurotas is Koniditza. In
hr. we
reach the Georgitsdnika Kalyvia, beside which rises a copious spring
among trees, with remains of an ancient coping. Some ancient and
mediaeval ruins have been found on the hill close by, and several
old tombs in the plain. The name of this ancient place is, however, unknown, for Pelldna (see above) is the only city in this district mentioned] by Pausanias, and it lay 100 stadia or about 4 hrs.
from Belemina, mentioned below.
A second spring rises 2'/4 M. farther on, near the village of
Voutoukos, which lies to the right of the track, and this also seems
to have been carefully enclosed in antiquity, to judge from the ancient masonry under the neighbouring plane-trees. We then cross
some hilly land bordering the Eurotas, traverse a small plain yielding wine and maize, cross the stream of Long aniko, which is often
terribly flooded, and reach the base of the conspicuous conical hill
of Chelmos. Here lies the Khan of Chelmos (i 3/i hr. from the
spring at Voutoukos) belonging to the village [of Longanfko, whioh
lies to the W. among the mountains, 3 M. above the point where
we cross the stream.
On the steep summit of Mt. Chelmos (2556 ft.), which may be
ascended in 1 hr. from the khan, lie the well-preserved ruins of a
mediaeval castle, and the remains of a strong Hellenic polygonal
The latter may be rewall, strengthened with numerous towers.
ferred with almost absolute certainty to the ancient Belemina or
Belmina, the border fortress of Laconia against the district of Megalopolis, as Sellasia (p. 269) was against Tegea and Argos. This
ing, crossing several brooks,

1%

strong position, the centre of many contests, recalls Ithome and the
Aero-Corinth. Numerous springs rise on the mountain-slope, varying in size according to the season, and uniting to form the Eurotas.
Kephalovrysis, the chief source, wells up on the N.W. slope.
Farther on we pass the head-streams of the Eurotas, leaving the

on a high ridge to the right, and ascend
through several small ravines to (3 hrs.) the hamlet of Voura, which

pastoral village of Petrina
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Route 38.

LEONDARI.

From Sparta

on a fertile plateau. The track then descends gradually to the
upper valley of the Alpheios (Alpheus). The district around the
sources of the Eurotas and Alpheios formed the ancient territory of
JEgytis, so called after a long-vanished city, the site of which cannot be distinguished. Lying between the hostile cities of Sparta
and Megalopolis, it was often the object of fierce contests in the
later period of Greek history.
The rugged mountainous region to
the E. was the chief part of the district of Skiritis, which was at first
Arcadian and afterwards Laconian. In 1 l /t hr. after leaving Voura
we reach Leonddri, under the shadow of a ruined mediaeval castle.
Leond&ri (room and tolerable fare in the Khan of Lagos, bargaining advisable), a small town with 600 inhab., is first heard of in
the 15th cent. A.D. and was at that time in the possession of the
despot Thomas Palaeologus, who defeated his brother Demetrius here
in 1459. The town was captured in the following year by the Turks,
under whom it attained some importance. At the present time it
produces considerable quantities of grain, wine, olives, and silk.
The main street traverses the whole length of the place. The principal church, Hagii Ap6stoli, in front of which stand two venerable
and gigantic cypresses, is said to have been dedicated to St. Sophia
in Byzantine times. Its former use as a Turkish mosque is evidenced
by the minaret, now reduced to a modest bell-tower, and by the
adjacent Turkish cemetery. The interior contains the remains of
a Byzantine floor-relief and a few ornamental tablets of the same
lies

period.

An

ancient chapel at the N. end of the town

is

distinguished

as the Metropolis.

The sharply defined Acropolis, surmounted by a few scanty
It commands a lovely view
of the whole plain of Megalopolis and of the sources of the Alpheios,
which is formed by the union of the brooks Karnton, the modern
ruins, is the last spur of Mt. Taygetos.

Xerillas (to the W.), and Theious (E.), the latter rising near the
village of Zaimi, at the foot of Mt. Tzimberou.
To the W. several

massive mountain-chains rise one behind the other the nearest is
the Lykaeon (p. 303), to the S. of which is a part of the Tetrasi
Mts. (p. 306)
to the S.W. is the sharp pyramidal Hellenitza
(p. 283); and to the E. Mt. Tzimberou (p. 299).
:

;

On

the other side of the Xerillas, about li/s M. to the N.W. , near the
Samara, lie the scanty ruins of the Byzantine-Frankish town of
Veligosti, which, like Nikli (p.267), was one of the most important towns
of Arcadia in the middle ages. The brook which flows by it has preserved the name.
The route to Megalopolis diverges to the left from that to Trivillage of

politza (8 hrs., via Frankovrysis, p. 298), crosses the Theious (see
above), and traverses the smiling plain. 2'/2 hrs. Sinand, the modern Megalopolis (see p. 299).

;

to

Megalopolis.
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The road to Messene crosses the Xerillas (p. 282), and leads
between the hills of Samara on the right and the spurs of the
Hellenitza (4255 ft.) on the left to Kourtagd, l'/4 hr. from Leondari. We then ascend the barren, sparsely wooded ridge, over which
the Makriplagi Pass (p. 301) also leads, a little to the N. of our
present route. In l /2 hr. we reach the highest point of the route,
where a view is disclosed of Ithome (p. 348) and part of the plain
of Messene, and then descend again to
hr.) the Khans of Makriplagi, also known by the name of Derveni, or 'pass'.
Copious springs, watering thick groves of mulberry-trees, unite
here to form a little streamlet, along which the road descends to
the plain. To the left, opposite, is the village of Souli. We cross the
stream at the foot of the mountain, near the Khan of Sakona.
A bye-path ascends to the left from Sakona to the (IV2 M.) Palaeokastro
of Kokla, where there are both ancient and mediaeval ruins. The former
probably belong to the town of Ampheia, captured by the Spartans in the
first Messenian War.
W. Vischer takes the mediaeval fortification for
Gardiki, where the inhabitants of Leondari in vain sought a refuge from
the Turks in 1460.
Another side-path leads to the right, via the villages of Philia and

(^

Trypha, to the so-called Hellenikd, which Curtius has identified as the
ruins of Andania, the ancient residence of the Lelegsean kings and the
birthplace of Aristomenes. The domains of this town included a cypressgrove, called 'Kamasion', in which famous mysteries of Demeter and Kora
were celebrated. A long inscription referring to this fact was found near
the village of Hagii Konslantinoi.

Our road now traverses the 'upper' Messenian plain, which,
hardly inferior in fertility to the vaunted 'lower' plain itself (p. 346),
was named after the town of Stenyklaros(j). 347), the site of which
was unknown even to the ancients. This fertile and well-watered
expanse, sheltered from the N. aud E. winds by screens of lofty
hills, is covered with luxuriant groves of orange-trees, fig-trees,
olives, and mulberries, interspersed with a few date-palms. The
vineyards and corn-flelds are surrounded with impenetrable hedges
of cactus and in the villages the aloe attains the dimensions of a
tree.
pass successively through the villages of (40 min.) AliJelebi, p/4 hr.) Spanochdri, and (35 min.) Meligald (800 inhab.)
the houses of the last lie in a wide circle round a hill crowned with
a chapel of Hagios Elias.
The principal water-courses of the upper plain, including both
the streams descending from the mountains on the N.E. and the
Mavrozoumenos (p. 351) coming from the N.W., all unite near Meligala, to form the main river of Messenia, the Pamisos (p. 346)
of the ancients. The junction with the Mavrozoumenos takes place
1 M. to the S.W. of Meligala. Our route crosses this stream by the
curious tripartite Mavrozoumenos Bridge, the S. arm of which
leads to Messene, the N.W. to Bogazi (p. 351) and Kyparissia
(pp. 357-356), and the N.E. to Megalopolis (the direction from which
we come). The foundations of this bridge are ancient, and the
arches mediaeval. (As the agogiats often leave the bridge 011 the
;

We
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Tripolitza

right in order to ford the river a little farther down, travellers
should expressly request to be conducted over the bridge.)
Crossing the bridge by the first-mentioned arm, we ascend via

Neochdri, proceed towards theW. round the beautifully wooded ML
Ithome, and reach (2 hrs.) the ruins of Messene (near the Arcadian
gate, p. 349) and (20 min.) the village of Mavromdti (p. 346).
Better night-quarters may be obtained in the Convent of Vourka.no
(p. 347), y 2 hr. farther on, which we may also reach direct from
the Mavrozoumenos bridge in l 3 /4 hr., by turning to the left immediately on reaching the right bank of the river, skirting the E. slope
of Mt. Ithome, and then ascending to the hill of Hagios Vasilios.

39.

From

Tripolitza to ^Egion on the Corinthian Gulf.
First Day. From Tripolitza by Man-

This route requires 4-5 days.

—

Second Day. Via Orchotinea to Levidi, 4'/2-5hrs., exclusive of halts.
Thikd Day. To Solos, 5 hrs. ; walk to the point
tnenos to Pheneos, 6'/2 hrs.
if
practicable,
first part of the
2
hrs.
;
of view opposite the falls of Styx,
Fouhtii Day. To Kalavryta 5-6 hrs., or, including the
ascent of Chelmos.
Fifth Day. To Megaspelaeon 2 l /t hrs.,
ascent of Chelmos, about 10 hrs.
Travellers who content themselves with a
and thence to jEgion 6 hrs.
hasty glance at the Falls of the Styx may push on the same evening to
Megaspelaeon, by the direct route described at p. 291, and so save one day.
But the longer tour is preferable.

—

—

—

—

see p. 265. The broad road brings us in about
the ridge of hills running from W. to E. which formerly
divided the territories of Tegea (p. 266) and Mantinea. Not far off
are the humble village of Bedeni and a ruined Chapel of St. Nicholas.
After continued rain the water from the higher-lying plain of Tegea
flows through a narrow defile into the marshy bottom of the Mautinean plain. The regulation of the water in this course seems to
have been one of the chief sources of the continual strife between
the two towns.
At the top of the ridge, which is now usually called Mytika, the
road contracts to a narrow field-path. Tripolitza soon vanishes from
view in front of us stretches a green vine-bearing plain, containing no regularly inhabited village but only houses used at the
time of the vintage. This is the territory of the ancient Mantinea,
the ruins of which lie at the foot of the conical Gourzouli, in so low
a situation that we do not see them until we are close upon them.
To the right rises the abrupt S. spur of the Alesion (p. 286), visible even from Tripolitza. The Acropolis of Nestane (p. 286) is
also seen. The hill of Mytika is generally taken for the ancient
Skope, to which Epaminondas, mortally wounded at the battle of
Mantinea, caused himself to be carried, in order to die in view of
the field of victory. His tomb existed until the time of the Roman
empire. Hadrian erected a second memorial stone, beside the ancient stele, which bore an epitaph in the Boeotian dialect. A sanctuary of Zeus Charmon also stood in the neighbourhood. There
are, however, no data as to whether these points should be looked
Tripolitza,

1 hr. to

;

,

to

Mgion.
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for here or in the plain itself.
The whole district was covered in
antiquity by an oak-forest called Pelagos.
The Battle of Mantinea was fought in the beginning of July, B.C.
After a vain attempt to make himself master of Sparta by surprise,
362.
Eparninondas resolved to court the decision of open battle. With his
army of about 30,000 men he marched from Tegea in a N.W. direction
through the forest of Pelagos, passing Mantinea in order to deceive the enemy.
Suddenly halting, however, he wheeled round and advanced again towards
Mantinea. His principal troops, the Thebans and Arcadians, were drawn
up in wedge-shaped formation on the left wing, the right was formed ot
the Eubcean auxiliaries and a few mercenaries. The cavalry covered his
front.
The right wing of the enemy was held by the Mantineans, next
to them were the Lacedaemonians, Kleians, and Achaeans, and on the left
wing fought the Athenians
in all a little over 20,000 men. The impetuous onset of the Thebans pierced the phalanx of Mantineans and Spartans; and the battle was decided almost before it had been begun. But
success was dearly bought by the mortal wound of the Theban general,

—

who had

too boldly pressed into the thick of the fight (p. 284).

Mantinea was also the scene of a battle in B.C. 418 (see below), and
in B.C. 206 of the sanguinary victory of the Achaean general Philopoemen
(p. 300) over the Spartans, who were hostile to the Achaean League. Philopoemen slew the Spartan leader, the 'tyrant' Machanidas, with his own
hand.

The road

follows the generally dry bed of the brook for some
through fields of corn and maize and afterwards
through vineyards. In 1 hr. (fully 2 hrs. from Tripolitza) we reach
the streamlet of Ophis, across which a bridge leads to the ruins of the
ancient Mantinea or Mantineia, now called Palaeopolis. To the N.
rises the Hill of Oourzouli (p. 284), on which lay the original Mantinea, and which in later times, under the name of Ptolis (i.e. Polis,
old town), was used as a refuge in the event of unsuccessful war.
The original foundation of Mantinea is traced back to Mantineos, a
distance,

at first

son of Lykaon (p. 303), i.e. to the earliest period of Arcadia. In the
Persian Wars, 500 Mantinean hoplites are mentioned among the Grecian
forces at Thermopylae (p. 194). The city in the plain was built at a later
date and was the result of the union of several rural communities, at the
instigation of the Argives, who desired to have a counterpoise to Tegea
The position of Mantinea on
(p. 266), now wholly on the side of Sparta.
the low pass between Arcadia and Argos made it a centre of traffic, in
a country the rest of which was devoted to agriculture and cattle-rearing.
Its early commercial prosperity led to the adoption of a democratic
constitution. An attempt of the Mantineans to obtain possession of the
district of the Parrhasians and their adhesion to the Argive-Athenian
League involved them in strife with Sparta. A decisive battle was fought
in B.C. 418 under the walls of Mantinea, when the Spartan King Agis defeated the united Argives, Athenians, and Mantineans, and restored Sparta's
hegemony in the Peloponnesus. Fresh contests with Sparta and the taking
of Mantinea by King Agesipolis, who destroyed the brick-walls by causing the Ophis to overflow its banks, brought about the complete desertion
of the town in B.C. 385.
The battle of Leuktra (p. 166) rendered its rebuilding possible. The desire for independence next led the citizens, who
hesitated to join the Arcadian League, to prefer alliance with the Spartans, whose defeat, however, they shared at the second battle of Mantinea
(see above) in B.C. 362.
Its opposition to the Achaean League led to the
taking of the city by the Achaeans and their ally Antigonos Doson (B.C.
222; comp. p. 269) and to the second dissolution of the community, which
henceforth existed only as an Achaean colony, under the name of Aiitigoneia. The old name was at length restored by Hadrian.
The ruins of the town as we now see them date mainly from
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the middle of the 4th cent. B.C. Of the City Walls little more
than the three lower courses have been preserved but their whole
extent, almost 3 M. in all, may still be traced, with about 100
round and square towers, standing at intervals of 85 ft. Eight gates
may still be distinctly recognized, including the S. gate called Xenis,
by which the road from Tegea entered, the Orchome7iian gate on
the N.N.W., and a N.E. gate through which led the road to the
spring Melangeia, near the village of Pikermi, connected with the
town by an aqueduct, and on to the Argive mountain-passes. Only
the scantiest traces are now visible of the large public buildings or
of the splendid temples adorned with statues by Praxiteles, Alkamenes, and other famous masters. A few remains of the Theatre
still exist amid the tilled land that occupies the site of the city,
including part of the foundation of the rows of seats facing the E.
and a few tiers of the seats themselves. Excavations carried on by
the French School (p. 91) in 1888 have also revealed remains of the
Gymnasium, with a semicircular edifice connected with it, foundations of a temple, and other relics. The more important objects discovered have been removed to Athens, the others to Tripolitza.
;

The hill to the E. of the town, named Alesion, shuts off a small side
valley from the main plain. This is the so-called 'Fallow Field' (to opvov
rceoiov), the waters of which have no outlet except through a katavothra
(p. 261). At the S. end of the 'Fallow Field' rises a hill bearing the ruined
town of Nestdne, near the modern Tsipiand. The road from the Melangeia Gate passes to the N. of the Fallow Field and then divides into the
'Prinos Road' (Sia itptvou, so called after a prickly oak), to the N., and
the steep 'Stair Road' (8ia xXtnaxoc), now named after the 'Portses'. By
either of these road Argos lies about a day's journey from Mantinea.
In bye-gone days, when the drainage of the plain was better,
and when
to the katavothras opening in the mountains
Mantinea, 'the lovely city', was surrounded by well-tilled fields,
two roads led hence to the territory of Orchomenos. At the present
day the whole country has become a swamp, and travellers are compelled to make a detour by the hill on the W.
In about
hr. after crossing the bridge over the Ophis we
reach the large double-village of Kapsia, whence another track
leads to the W. to Alonistena and the ruins of Methydrion (p. 296).
We then turn to the N.W. into the ancient Plain of Alkimedon, a
lateral valley bounded on the W. by the massive and pine-clad
heights of Maenalon and Ostrakina. A ride of l 3/4 hr. brings us
to the town-like village of Levidi, where quarters may be found in
private houses or in one of the larger Magazia. Levidi lies on a
site which perhaps was that of the ancient Elymta, at the W. end
of the range of hills called Anehisia by the ancients, bounding the
Mantinean plain on the N. The neighbouring Panagia chapel may
be regarded as the successor of the ancient temple of Artemis Hymnia, which was highly venerated as the common sanctuary of the
Mantineans and Orchomenians. On the N. we overlook the upland
basin of Orchomenos, of which Levidi is the modern capital.

owing
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Beyond Levidi we descend, and then ascend again along the
N.E. side of the Orchomenian valley to the (1 hr.) pastoral village of
Kalpdki, which lies on the slope of the loftiest Acropolis in Greece,
surmounted by a mediaeval tower and the ruins of Orchomenos.
The Arcadian Orchomenos (3070 ft.), appearing on coins also
as Erchomenos, was in early times, according to legend, the mistress
of the greater part of Arcadia. The citizens took part in the battles
of Thermopylae and Plataea, and until the Peloponnesian war were
governed by kings of the family of Elatos, the 'fir-man'. The importance of the town declined in later times.
The ascent from
Kalpaki to the summit (1/2 hr.) passes three distinct lines of fortification. The lowest of these, built in a regular horizontal style,
dates from the later city as Pausanias (p. cxiii) saw it, when the
inhabitants dwelt more on the slopes and nearer their fields. The
second wall was built in the Cyclopean style, but carefully finished.
A similar wall is found at the top (where there is a flat space of
considerable size), surrounding an upper citadel and now connected
with the mediaeval tower. The view extends far beyond the Orchomenian territory; to the N.E. are the mountains round the Stymphalian lake; to the N., where the Acropolis is most precipitous,
the marsh approaches to the foot of the hill itself; to the E. is a
narrow gorge through which the waters of the S. Orchomenian plain
flow to the lower N. half, by means of a 'charadra' or torrent beyond
rise abrupt cliffs, the Trachy ('rugged') of the ancients, now crowned
with a mediaeval watch-tower. A third tower of the same sort stands
at the base of the hill of Orchomenos, to the N.W.
From Kalpaki we proceed along the S. slope of the Acropolis,
passing the Chapel of Hagios Georgios, to (25 min.) the village
of Rotisia, through which leads the usual road to the N. plain of Orchomenos. Near the chapel are some ruined walls connected with
the second line of fortification. The plain, especially in the centre,
continues marshy until far on in summer. In the W. part of it,
which anciently belonged to the town of Kaphyae (the ruins of
which lie near the village of Chetousa, 6 M. to the S. of Kalpaki),
is a katavothra (p. 184), now nearly filled up. Our way lies through
the E. part of the plain, passing the Tenean Springs and massive
cliffs, and then enters a wooded ravine.
After passing some shepherds' houses we reach (2 hrs.) the hamlet of Bedendki.
We then
proceed through a bleak hilly district, between Mt. Skiathis (modern
Skipiesa) on the right and Mt. Oryxis (modern Saitta) on the left,
and descend through a picturesque gorge to (1 hr.) Oouy6za, a
village pleasantly situated on the S. bank of the Lake of Pheneos.
The Lake of Fhene6s (2470 ft. above sea-level), the water of
which is generally of a deep blue colour, is about 5'/.2 M. long and
4y3 M. broad. It is bounded on the S. by Mts. Skiathis and Oryxis,
already mentioned; on the W. by the massive Penteleia (6930 ft.),
now called Tourtourana ; on the E. by the Qerdnteion and farther
;
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on by the picturesquely shaped Kyllene (7790 ft.), now called Ziria,
and seldom quite free from snow. The lake owes its existence mainly
to the fact that its water finds only a limited means of exit in the
katavothras (p. 184) near Gouyoza, at the base of the mountains at
its S. end. The stream formed by the katavothrae, the ancient Ladon (now called Rouphia), flows past the W. slope of the same
mountains. The chief feeder of the lake is the Phoniatiko Potami.
In antiquity the greater part of the valley was occupied by a fertile
plain, across which the little river was conducted to the katavothrse by
means of an embanked canal 7 l /2 M. long. This vast undertaking was
ascribed to Hercules, who is said to have spent a part of his youth here,
after he was expelled from Tiryns. Details about the entire district are
to be found in the geography of Strabo, who took them from Eratosthenes
At the time of Pausanias the valley was dry, though the
(d. 194 B.C.).
river no longer flowed in the artificial canal, but in a course it had made
for itself.
In modern times we hear of an inundation in the 18th cent.,
which led to the abandonment of the convent of St. George (p. 289). The
present century has seen two changes in the state of the valley. At first
it was almost entirely under cultivation, but during the War of Independence it transformed itself once more into the bed of a deep lake, which
for some years after 1832 steadily decreased in size.
At present the efflux
and influx balance each other. A change in the interior of the mountains, such for example as would result from an earthquake, might lead
either to a sudden draining of the entire lake or to a very large increase
in its volume.

The Oryxis or Saitta mountains descend precipitously toward
The bridle-path leads high up along the E. bank, but is

the lake.

narrow that two riders can scarcely pass each other. Difmarks on the rocks denote the varying levels of the
water (comp. p. 184). After about 1 hr. the path descends into a
small riparian plain and leads past a spring to the (2'/4 hrs. from
Gouyoza) village of Mousid. We then proceed through fields of maize
and vineyards, passing Misand, to (35 min.) the broad bed of the
Phoniatiko Potami or stream of Phonia (the classical Olbios or
Arodnios), which we cross. We leave the Paladkastro of Phoneos,
with a Chapel ofHagios Stephanos, to the left, and ascend in 35 min.
more to the Kalyvia of Phonia. (About 3 M. to the N.E. of this
point, and about 2y4 M. to the N. of Misano, lies Gourn, the capital
of the district, where hospitable quarters may be found at the house
of the demarch, an accomplished physician, by those who do not
prefer the Kalyvia, which lie more on the direct way.)
The Kalyvia village, now officially named Pheneos, is larger
than Phonia proper, which lies higher up, and affords fair nightat first so

ferently coloured

quarters. It is embosomed in trees. The little town of 'Pheneos',
situated above the N. verge of the valley, has always been the
capital of the territory now occupied by the lake and of the surrounding mountains. But the scantiness of the ruins now extant pre-

vents any very trustworthy decision as to the exact position of this
town. According to the description of Pausanias we should look for
it on the summit ofHagios Elias, to the \V. of the
present Pheneos,
but only a ruined chapel and the remains of mediaeval fortifications
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be seen there. The plateau on the slope of Mount St. Elias,
by a gorge, on which the Phonia mentioned at p. 288
stands, is well fitted to be the site of a city. The hill now called
the Palaedkastro of Pheneds, with a fragment of a polygonal wall,
In an3/4 M. below the Kalyvia, has already been mentioned.
cient times Pheneos was the seat of a temple of Artemis Heurippa.
which Ulysses was said to have founded, because he discovered his
are to

intersected

lost

horses here.

Feom Pheneos to Nemea,

We

10 hrs.
follow the above-described
route to MisaiKj, and there turn to the E. and ascend to a saddle between
Oeronteion and the Skiathis Mts. to the S. (p. 287).
next cross a
barren hilly tract to Kionia (3 l fc hrs. from Pheneos), with the pictur3
esque ruins of a medipeval castle. About /4 M. to the S., on a lake of its
own name, are the ruins of the old town of Stymphalos, including considerable remains of the polygonal enceinte of the citadel and the foundations of two temples. The lake, the modern Lake of Zaraka, owes its
existence to conditions like those at Lake Pheneos. It was the abode
of the man-eating birds with brazen claws and feathers, the destruction
of which formed the fifth labour of Hercules.
The water which flows
out of the lake by a katavothra at the foot of the mountain to the E.
re-appears at the mills of Argos (p. 263), after an underground course
of 22 M. Attempts are now being made to drain this lake, and to conduct
The best route for the rest of the journey leads
the water to Athens.
via Botsika, leaving the ruins of Phliiis to the left, to ffagios Geovgiot
(about 4 hrs.), where we may spend the night. Thence via, Nemea to the
railway-station of that name, 2 hrs. ; see p. 237.

We

—

The route to Solos (5 hrs.) crosses the ridge above Pheneos and
then descends into a vine -covered valley, where a small domed
chapel is said to mark the site of the Convent of St. George, before
it was forced back by the inundations of the lake in the 18th century. The convent now stands 1 M. farther on (2y2 M. from Pheneos), at the foot of Mt. Krathis and on the other side of a brook
shaded by plane-trees. Fine view.
Farther on we proceed through woods of firs and other trees and
past numerous springs, and in 1'^ nr reach the top of the ridge of
Mt. Krathis. We then descend, following the course of the ZaroHchla. The firs gradually give place to thick groves of plane-trees.
In 1 hr. more we reach ZaroHchla, a part of which, Kato-Zaroiichla,
-

on the right bank. On the same bank lies Hagia Varvdra, below which we pass in 25 min. more. Near the village of Voundki,
at the base of the steep rocky hill of Kataphygia, 40 min. farther on,
we again cross the brook. Beyond this point we ascend for 1/2 nr
At the foot of the Hill of Hagios Elias, which is an interesting
field for the botanist, the Styx and the Zarouchla brooks unite to
form a stream, known to the ancients as Krathis. On the slope of
the hill lies the prosperous village of Solos (6 SdiXo?), where travellers usually spend the night in one of the magazia or in a private
house, both for the sake of the excursion to the Styx and on account of the distance hence to Kalavryta. We here obtain a fine
view of the massive Chelmos. To the N. lie the villages of Mesoroiigi and Peristera (p. 291).
One of these three villages must re-

lies

-
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present the ancient Nonakris, after which the entire district was

named in antiquity.
The walk to and from

the point on the slope of Mt. Elias which
Opposite us
good view of the Falls of Styx takes 3 hrs.
rise the lofty and precipitous cliffs of the huge Chelmos (see below).
The thread of water descends from one of these, against a background
of dark moss, which has earned for the brook the name of Mavroneri,
or 'Black Water'. At the bottom of the cliffs the water loses itself
in a chaos of scattered rocks. It is only at the time of the melting
of the snow that the fall attains any size. It owes its reputation
less to its own beauty than to the legends of the ancients, who saw
in the barren mountain-tract around and in the icy coldness of the
stream an image of the underworld, and so used the name in their
representations of the abode of the departed.
affords a

Travellers usually content themselves with the visit to this point of
view. The way thence to the foot of the fall is very fatiguing and adds
cross the brook, traverse a long range of
3 hrs. to the excursion.
hills on the left hank, and finally clamber over numerous fallen rocks
to the spot where the falling water is collected in a rocky basin. The
air is icily cold. An incautious draught from the basin might be dangerous, and it is easy to understand the exaggerated assertion of the ancients
that the water itself was deadly. The spray of the waterfall assumes
beautiful rainbow tints at midday and reminds us of Hesiod's conceit
that Iris with a golden vessel fetched from the Styx the water by which
the gods swore the inviolable oath.
The ascent of Chelmos (about 3 l /2 nrs from Solos guide neces-

We

-

;

which may be combined with the continuation of the journey
to Kalavryta, is highly interesting. As the view is finest at sunrise,
travellers should start from Solos in the afternoon and pass the night
In
in one of the shepherds' huts ('stani') on the Xerokampos.
10 min. the route crosses the Styx by an arched bridge of stone,
and ascends the slope to (25 min.) the village of Gounarianika,
above which we observe the fortified entrance of a cave held by a
few Greeks against the Turks in the War of Independence. We
ascend farther to a lofty ridge, on the brow of which, as we approach
from below, we see huge blocks of rock. In 1 hr. we reach the flat
table-land of the Xer6kampos, on which the route to Kalavryta is
marked by pillars of stone. We soon come upon one of the summerhuts of the shepherds, where the will to be hospitable must to some
extent be taken for the deed. Provisions and wraps must be brought
from Solos, so that if necessary the night may be spent in the open
sary),

height above sea-level is already considerable).
first streak of dawn we start for the summit (about 2 hrs.).
The path traverses a gorge, which the snow hardly leaves even in
summer, and then mounts by fatiguing goat-tracks, over a low
hill and a ridge commanding a view of the profound ravine of the
Styx, to the rounded summit which forms the highest point of
*Chelmos, the ancient Aroania (7725 ft.). The view embraces almost the whole of Greece, from the mountains of Thessaly to the
Cretan Sea, and is not inferior to that from Parnassos.

air (the

At the

;
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The inaular character of the Peloponnesus presents itself with wonderErymanthos (p. 318) is seen with great clearness to the
W., with the plain of Patras to the right of it and the coast-line of
Mesolonghi to the N.W. lies the Panachaikon, (p. 317) or coast-plain near
jEgion ; to the N. the long Gulf of Corinth to the E. Kyllene (p. 288)
to the S. Penteleia (p. 287), Ostrakina, and the Maenalian Mts. (p. 294);
farther off the mountains of Argos, Laconia, N. Messenia, and Arcadia.
In N. Greece (named from W. to K.) rise the serrated ^Etolian Mts., the
Kionia (p. 146), the finely formed Parnassos (p. 146), the broad-backed Helicon (p. 162), the dark Kithaeron (p. 167), and the sharply defined mountains of Attica.
More in the foreground stands the Megarian Geraneia
(p. 145), like a huge pyramid fallen into the sea, dividing the Corinthian
ful distinctness.

;

;

and Saronic Gulfs.

We may now
which

return across the rocky mass,

rises the source of the Styx,

known

as Petra,

on

a little above the upper edge

of the fall.

We

From Solos to Megaspel^bon, by the direct route.
descend
the valley of the Krathis, pass the neighbouring villages of Mesorotigi
and Peristera, which along with Solos are known as Kloukinaes, and
then skirt the N. side of the Chelmos proper by a fatiguing track
As the distance is only about
12 M. (4 hrs.), Megaspelseon can be reached by this route in one
day from Pheneos (p. 288) but travellers must make sure that the
agogiat is well acquainted with the way, which may easily be
missed.
Care should also be taken to reach the convent before
sunset, as admission afterwards is not easily obtained, even by travellers with good introductions. Megaspelaeon, see p. 292.
traversing a barren mountain-region.

;

From Solos to MegaspeljEon via Kalavryta. From Solos to
Xerokampos (l 1 /^-! 3 /^^.), see p. 290. Travellers who make the ascent
of Chelmos may leave their horses at the herdsmen's huts, until
they descend. The way is indicated by stone pillars, which are
especially useful when the ground is covered with snow.
It descends past the spring Krydvrysis, much frequented by the herds,
and then skirts the N. side of a long narrow ravine. The S. side of
the ravine is formed by the Velia, a ridge projecting from Chelmos,
which farther on separates the plains of Kalavryta and Soudena.
(Soudena, to the S. of the ridge, is the ancient Lusoi, where stood
a famous temple of refuge dedicated to Artemis Hemera or Hemerasia.) In about 4 hrs. after leaving Xerokampos we reach
Kalavryta (2300 ft. ), aplacewith 1060inhab., the capital of an
eparchy of the same name, beautifully situated on both sides of the
Kalavryta stream, the Erasinos of the ancients. Above the town
rises the imposing acropolis of Kastro or Tremola, on which is a
ruined castle of the powerful barons of Tournay, probably afterwards occupied by the Seigneurs de la Tremouille. Kalavryta ('beautiful spring') owes its name to the numerous springs in its neighbourhood, the chief of which, the large Kalavrytine, the ancient
Alyssos (so-called because it was believed to cure frenzy, Xuooa),

—
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an ivy-clad rock. The blocks of marble -which
formerly enclosed the spring.
About IV4 M. beyond the spring lies the convent of Hagia
Lavra, prettily situated at the entrance of a lateral valley, opening
rises at the base of
lie in front of it

may have

the S.W. and watered by a small affluent of the Kalavryta.
court contains a huge plane-tree. Fine view towards the plain
of Kalavryta. Archbishop Germanos of Patras (p. 30), Andreas
Londos, and other Greek prelates here unfurled, in March, 1821, the
banner (now preserved as a valuable relic) round which the Greeks
The voivode Arnaut-Oglou, who
first rallied against the Turks.
commanded the Turks at Kalavryta, was forced to surrender with
From Kalavryta a
300 men and was executed by the Greeks.
road leads towards the W., via Hagos Vlasos (p. 344), to (llt/^hrs.)
to

The

—

—

Patras (p. 29).
To the S.W. a route ascending the valley from
Kalavryta leads to Olympia (2 days), via Psophis (near the khan of
Tripotamo, on the Erymanthos river) and Lala (p. 344).
The plain of Kalavryta belonged in antiquity to the little Arcadian
clan of the Kynaetheis or Kynathaeis, who were universally notorious and
detested for their lawlessness and indifference to all higher civilisation.
Their capital Kynaetha is supposed, doubtless with justice, to have occupied the site of the present town.

Below Kalavryta the path follows the course of the Erasinos
and traverses a narrow valley, enclosed by high cliffs. To the left,
at a considerable height, lies the village of Ktrpint.

We

cross the

stream several times, on the last occasion by a stone bridge, shortly
before reaching which we pass the 'Maiden's Spring' (ttj? xopT)? tj
ppuot?), called into being by the holy shepherdess%uphrosyne (see
below). We then ascend by a zigzag path to the large 'Convent of
the Cave', in the guest-chamber of which King Otho was once received
(visitors place 5 fr. in the offertory on departure).
Megaspeleeon , the largest and most important monastery in
Greece, is situated at the foot of a lofty cliff, the lower part of
which, forming a huge vaulted cave 100 ft. deep and 200 ft. broad,
affords room for the entire building. The foundation of the convent
is ascribed to the brothers Simeon and Theodoros of Saloniki and
the shepherdess Euphrosyne of Galatae (now Zachlorou, p. 293),
and is said to have taken place in the 4th century. The bulk of
the present five-storied building was erected after a Are in 1640.
From a distance its appearance is very imposing, but on a nearer
approach, its dirtiness and the ruinous condition of many parts
become unpleasantly conspicuous. The sheer rock above, in the
Assures of which devout eyes discern three crosses, is surmounted
by two tower-like bastions, which played their part in the successful defence of the monastery by the warlike monks and 500 Pallikars
against Ibrahim Pasha's troops in July, 1827.
Like several other similar establishments in Greece, Megaspeleeon is
an 'Idiorrhythmic' convent. Each monk owns a certain share of the
conventual property, and in particular a special piece of land which he
cultivates himself or causes to be cultivated. The disposal of the pro-
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duce falling to him is at his own discretion. Each monk has usually a
'famulus' assigned to him, who inherits his possessions and position. The
convent is directed by a governing body, chosen every live years, consisting of a Hegoumenos, or abbot, and two Bymbouloi. The Prohegoumenos,
or ex-abbot, also enjoys a certain consideration. A report of the convent's
financial affairs is annually furnished to the Greek government. The income, derived from extensive lands in the neighbourhood, in Arcadia,
Elis, and Achaia, and also from houses in all the more important towns
in Greece, as well as in Saloniki, Smyrna, and Constantinople, was formerly estimated at more than two million francs, but it is now said to
be only 50-60,000 fr.
The expenses are also considerable. The monks,
formerly over 300 in number, have dwindled to about 180, including those
who live outside of the convent.
On the arrival of a traveller, his
weapons, if he has any, are taken charge of by the Thyrords, or porter,
while the Xenoddchos, or butler, conducts him to his room and provides
him with food.
The Library contains almost exclusively theological works, and some
bulls of the Byzantine emperors, the seals of which have been taken away
by the Venetians.
The Church, entered by a portal richly adorned with reliefs, is overloaded with silver ornamentation. A wall-cabinet, to the right of the
'beautiful door' (tupaioc ttu'Xtj) of the 'Templon', contains a picture on panel
of the Virgin and Child, ascribed to St. Luke this is said to have been
discovered in the convent-cave by the shepherdess Euphrosyne and to have
given rise to the erection of the convent on this spot. It is still held in
high reverence. The door of the cabinet is a valuable piece of silversmith's work.
A smaller Chapel is dedicated to St. Euphrosyne.
Opposite the convent lies ZachloroU, consisting of an upper and
a lower village.
Our Toute passes the latter and descends the
course of the Erasinos. In about 1 hr. the village of Doumena be-

—

;

comes visible on the left, and the route usually taken begins to ascend the E. slope of the Rouskid Mts. (highest summit 4816 ft.).
[Another track crosses the hills in a N.W. direction and descends
through the Vouphousia valley.] Our route traverses a gorge at some
height above the stream, crosses some whitish hills, skirts a series
of riven slopes, and finally descends again to the Khan ofMamousia
(3 hrs. from Megaspelaeon).
The palseokastro of the same name, also called Idra, about
M.
farther on, is the ancient Boura, after which the lower course of the
Erasinos is called Voura ik6 Potdmi. The ancient Achaean town of
Boura was almost entirely destroyed by an earthquake in B.C. 373.
The present ruins, past which we ride, date mainly from the period

%

:

after its rebuilding.

We

next pass a Chapel of Hagios Konstantinos, probably occupying the site of an ancient sanctuary
a large slab lying on the
ground close by bears a representation of a shield in high relief. As
we ascend the narrow rocky path, we pass various fragments of
walls. At the S.W. base of the highest part of the precipitous hill
of Boura lie the ruins of an ancient theatre, with remains of 15
rows of seats. The orchestra is about 32 paces broad. Some of the
spectators commanded the fine view towards the Corinthian Gulf,
with the mountains of N. Greece towering beyond it. A few remains of the town-walls may be traced below the theatre.
;

;
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We proceed amidst masses of rock and earth, evidently torn
from the mountain by the above-mentioned earthquake, and then
descend through vineyards and olive-groves to the valley of the
Vouphousia, the ancient Kerynites. In about 50 min. we reach the
hamlet of Derveni tes Mamousids and beyond it the river itself,
which here forms several islands and loses itself in the plain. A
semicircular vaulted rock-tomb appears on the left bank, 11/* M.
farther on. The ancient mountain-town of Keryneia seems to have
been situated on the hill above.
On entering the plain we cross the Vouphousia and pass the
villages of Nikoldika and ('/ 2 nr -) Riz6mylo, the greater part of
which lies on the mountain-slope to the left. In 50 min. more we
reach the rapid Selinus (p. 235), near the embouchure of which
lay Helike, destroyed in B.C. 373. The river is crossed here by a
railway-bridge (p. 235) and by a long wooden bridge. We proceed
through vineyards to (25 min.).
/Egion; see p. 235.

—

40.

From

Tripolitza to Olympia via Dimitzana.

This route takes two days (from Tripolitza to Dimitzana 9 hrs.
thence to Olympia 10 hrs.) and should be attempted only during the favourable season of the year, as in winter the snowfalls among the mountains and the swollen state of the rivers (p. 297) may occasion hindrances,
while no good night-quarters are to be found except at Dimitzana. The
route by Karytaena and Andritsaena (R. 41), which takes one day more,
is much preferable.
Beyond Dimitzana the scenery is very attractive.
Tripolitza, see p. 265. The route skirts the Trikorpha Hills to
the W. of the town and crosses the S. ramifications of the Maenalon Mts.
the chief water-course of which is the winding Helisson
here called the brook of Davia.
Soon after leaving the
town we enter the narrow mountain-locked plain, the S.W. part of
which was named by the ancients Triodoi or the Three Roads. The
tomb of Arkas, the mythical royal ancestor of the Arcadians was
pointed out there. The mediseval castle which we see to the right,
in the direction of the village of Ardchova, perhaps stands on the
site of the small ancient town of Lylcoa; while the small ruined
citadel, called Palaeo-Selimna, on the high summit above the hamlet of Karterdli, may be a relic of the ancient Soumetia or Soumation. David and Pidna, the other two villages in the little plain,
also appear to occupy ancient sites, the former, where there is a
palaokastro with ancient remains incorporated in medieval fortifications, representing Maenalos, while the picturesque site of the
latter, with its mediaeval castle and ancient remains, seems to be
that of Dipaea, noted for the victory gained here by the Spartans
over the Arcadians in B.C. 469 (p. 271).
The track gradually ascends to the village of Chrysovftsi
(3610 ft.; 3'/2 hrs. from Tripolitza large but poor khan), where
the fatiguing part of the route begins. Near Mt. Roudia (5085 ft.),
,

,

;
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We

farther on, several tracks meet.
may choose either
more fatiguing path to the N.W. across the S. heights
of the Thaumasion Mts. of the ancients (the modern Maddra), or

about

1 hr.

the shorter but

the longer but decidedly preferable track, which leads to the \V\
between Mt. Roudia on the right and the almost equally high Mt.
Elias on the left. By this latter route we arrive in 2-2'/4 hrs. at
the village of Stemnitza, conjectured to occupy the site of the ancient Hypsus.
The shapes of the surrounding mountains are very
beautiful. The most conspicuous is the Klinitza (5080 ft. J, to the
N., separating Stemnitza from Zygovisti and Dimitzana.
The route from Stemnitza to Karytama (p. 302) takes about 4'/4 hrs.
About halfway, on the right bank of the Dimitzana river, lies Alzikolo,
near the ruins of the ancient town of Gortps, the name of which seems

have been transferred, with Slavonic modifications, to Karyt&na.
We descend to the Streamlet of Dimitzana, known to the ancients as the Lousios or (in its lower course) the Oortynios, and
proceed along its left bank, amid vineyards yielding an excellent
sparkling wine, in the direction of the considerable hill on which
Dimitzana lies, 2'/2 hrs. from Stemnitza.
Khan of Miltiadis, outside the entrance to the town,
Dimitzana.
good, with tolerable fare at moderate prices. Good accommodation may
also be obtained, by means of an introduction, at one of the better-class
houses in the town.
Dimitzana, a small town with 2200 inhab., is picturesquely
situated at the foot and on the slope of a high rocky ridge, which
ends on the W. in the steep Acropolis (Palaedkastro), surmounted
with ancient and mediaeval ruined fortifications, and on the E. in
the Hill of Hagia Paraskeve, on which stands a chapel. The noisy
stream flows past on the W. in a narrow rocky channel. The site
is that of some ancient town, not yet identified with certainty (perhaps Theutii). Under the Turks Dimitzana was the seat of a highly
reputed school, remodelled in 1764 by the learned Agapios, which
possessed an extensive library and was of considerable importance
to the entire Peloponnesus as a centre of higher culture. Among
its alumni were Gregorios, Patriarch of Constantinople, who suffered martyrdom in his own church on Easter Eve, 1822, and the
to

—

bishop Germanos of Patras (p. 30). The freedom-loving
people of Dimitzana were among the most determined participators
in the War of Independence; they took a leading part in the massacre at Tripolitza (p. 265), and to the present day they boast that
the Turks never set foot in their town.
Dimitzana has now little
life, and many of its houses are in ruins.
As in many other of
the mountain-communities of Arcadia, its inhabitants have become
more numerous than the land can maintain, and many of them
emigrate to Athens and other large towns of Greece or even abroad
as traders (cattle-dealers) or artisans tinkers or shoemakers). Many
of these to whom fortune has been favourable have shown their
love of home by large gifts to their native town.
In the principal square, opposite each other, are the church of

patriotic

(
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Hagia Kyriake and the imposing new Public School (IXXtj-jixov
s^oXsTov), both buildings presented by a wealthy native of the town
resident in Russia.
The school (which has been reorganised) has
regained, under the competent management of the priest Hieronymos, some of its former renown. A Marble Lion, of good archaic
workmanship, found in the town, has been placed in front of the
building.

The

interior contains a small Collection of Antiquities,

to visitors by Father Hieronymos.
In the Principal Hall
a few inscriptions.
is the interesting Collection of Antiquities, the most important objects
in which were found at Sparta. Among the most notable are two Sepulchral Anathemes, each with a relief of a seated figure with a kanThe
tharos, the one inscribed 'Timokles' and the other 'Aristokles'.
former is archaic (the inscription more recent), and the latter dates from
the Roman period. Two Heads of Hercules, one with a beard, the other
without, from Hermee used for architectonic purposes, are counterparts
of those in the museum at Sparta. Hecate, with triple body, from Messene.
Large fragment of an Atlas from the neighbourhood of Dimitzana. The
cases contain small terracotta figures and vessels, small bronzes (see
below), and coins from various places. Among the inscriptions is an
archaic one from Sparta.
This hall also contains the relics of the old
Library, most of the volumes of which were used to make cartridges in
the War of Independence, while its greatest treasures were afterwards
sent to Athens.

which is obligingly shown
The Vestibule contains

—

—

The well-kept square commands

a fine

view of the mountain-

terrace to the S., with the houses of Palaeochori ('Old Village'), a

some powder-mills, which played a part of considerable
importance in the War of Independence. Beyond the vine-clad hills
which line both sides of the river rise the Acropolis of Karytaena
Through
(p. 302) and the snow-covered mountains of Laconia.
the liberality of one of its citizens every part of the town is provided with an abundant supply of water.
Near Karkaloii, about 4>/2 M. to the N. of Dimitzana, are some fine
old city-walls, which probably belonged to the ancient Theisoa. During
excavations made here in 1881 by Father Hieronymos, a number of bronze
nail-heads were found, lying in regular lines in front of the steps of a
chapel, and

—

building. These, now in the school at Dimitzana, were probably from
a wooden door that had fallen down and mouldered away.
From the
route hence to Magotiliana
a path diverges on the right to Nemnitza
The ancient ruins there indicate the site of the little town of
(2 hrs.).
Methydrion, which gave the name of Methydrias to the whole district.
From Methydrion to Mantinea, see p. 285. Davia may be reached via
Alonistena in 4'/2 hrs.
The next stage of our journey also consists of a fatiguing

—

,

mountain-track, which should not be attempted without an efficient
We ascend and descend in continual alternation. 1 hr.
Vldngos; l'/ahr. Paloumba, where the agogiats usually rest. Thence
we descend by a rough mountain-path, which commands line views,
to (1/2 hr.) the valley of the Alpheios (now called the 'river of Karyt*na', p. 301), in which, side by side, lie the villages of Anemodouri and Hagios Joannes (to the N.). In the adjoining fields are
the scattered and insignificant ruins of the ancient town of Her/sea,
which originated in the 4th cent. B.C. in the union of nine neighbouring communities (probably at the instigation of Sparta in
agogiat.

to
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opposition to Megalopolis, p. 299), and lasted until the time of the
Roman empire. It derived its name from a very ancient sanctuary
of Hera, the site of which, like those of the other public buildings,
can no longer be determined. The ruin of a vaulted brick edifice is
known as Loutrd, or the 'bath', and another heap of ruins is called

Palaed Ekklesfa.

We now

skirt the N. side of the eminence on which the town
pass a khan, a spring, and the hamlet of Piri, and reach ( 3/4 hr.)
the banks of the Laddn(j>. 305), the chief tributary of the Alpheios.
the Ladon appears as the main
In the modern terminology
stream, for above the junction of the streams it is called Rouphiii,

lay,

,

while the Alpheios is named the 'river of Karytsena' (p. 301). The
passage of the Ladon is made by ferry-boat, and often takes a whole
hour; 1 fr. is the fare demanded for a horse and man, and a good
deal of skill in bargaining is required to reduce this demand to the
more reasonable sum of 50 c.
On the right bank, about '^ hr. from the ferry, lies the Khan of
Piri. We now traverse a barren hill-district, in which lay the tomb
of Korcebos. from whose victory at Olympia in B.C. 776, the first
after the re-institution of the games by Iphitos (p. 321), the Olympiads were reckoiied. We next ford the little Douana, the ancient
Erymanthos, once the boundary between Arcadia a7id Elis. A little
to the right lie the two villages of Belesi. The Tzem beroula (the ancient Diagon) falls into the Alpheios opposite the mouth of the Erymanthos. Passing a tumulus, opened in 1845 with no result, we
ascend to the village of Aspra Spitia (l 3/4 hr. from Piri), where we
may pass the night (comp. p. 305).
We now ascend through a thickly wooded gorge, and at its upper
end, where there is a frequented spring, begin again to descend.
Our way leads in the same manner and at a considerable height
through numerous other ravines, sloping towards the Alpheios. As
we proceed we enjoy a series of magnificent *Views of the valley of
the Alpheios, enclosed by wooded hills extending to the Lykseon
On the slopes opposite us lie the villages of T6gia, Ane(p. 303).
mochtiri, and Palaeo- Phanaro, the last situated near the ruins of
the ancient Phrixa, on a singular projecting mountain-cone, where
the river turns towards the W.
About 4'/2 M. (l'/a nr -) heyond Aspra Spftia the path descends
to the bank of the river; and in 3
more, opposite a sharp
/4 hr.
conical mountain on the N.
it reaches the mill and khan of
Mourid ('mulberry-tree'), where a copious spring rises on the bank
of the Alpheios. The hills on the left bank now recede. The river
divides into several arms, forming various small islands. The track
leads past the hamlet of Saraki and below Miraka, which does not
come into sight. To the left of the route, in front, near the river,
is the so-called 'Suitors' Hill', on which, according to Pausanias,
lay the tomb of the unfortunate wooers of Hippodameia (p. 321).
,
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Our course now leads through vineyards and cultivated fields, below
the hill on which stood the early-destroyed town of Pisa (p. 321),
At the foot
in the direction of the conical hill of Kronos (p. 326).
of the last lies Olympia (l'/4 hr. from Mouria, 3 3 /4 hrs. from Aspra
Spitia). See R. 46.

41.

From

Tripolitza to Olympia via Megalopolis,
Karytsena, and Andritsoena.

This route , which requires 3-4 days is the one usually chosen by
travellers from Argos to Olympia. Driving is practicable as far as Andritssena.
The times given below refer to riders. First Day. From Tripolitza by Megalopolis (7 hrs. J to Karytaena (3 hrs.), in all 10 hrs.
Second Day. To Andritsaena 5 hrs.; excursion in the afternoon to the
Thikd Day. From Andritstena to
Temple of Bassae and back 5 hrs.
Olympia 10 hrs.
Each of these day's journeys is rather long. Travellers who desire to examine the district more at their leisure may spend
the first night at Megalopolis and the second at Andritsaena. If the excursion to Bassse is made on the third day on foot, the horses will be
fresh for the last long stage to Olympia. If necessary the fourth night
may be spent at Krestena (p. 305). Or the journey may be continued from
Bassse via, Phigaleia as described in E. 43.
,

—

—

—

Tripolitza, see p. 265.
To the left is a flat eminence with a
few chapels, behind which the Arcadian capital soon disappears.
A little farther on is the ridge known to the ancients as Kresion,
which divided the territories of Tegea (p. 266) and Pallantion (see
below). On it lie the villages of Thdna, Mouzdki, Birbdti, and
Vouno. Near Vouno perhaps lay the sanctuary of Aphneios, who
was believed to be a son of Ares and Aerope.

^

The road presently begins to ascend. In
hr. we reach a bare
table-land, scored with numerous broad river-beds running in the
direction of the Taka plain (p. 268).
cross these by modem
bridges.
To the right is a mediaeval aqueduct conveying water
from the mountains of Valtetzi to Tripolitza. About 1 hr. after
leaving Tripolitza we pass the village of Boleta on the right, and

We

min. more reach a wayside tavern. On a conical green hill,
about l'/o M. to the left of the road, included with the neighbouring heights under the name of Kravari (the classic Boreion ; p. 268),
lie the scanty ruins of Pallantion, the home of Euandros or Evander.
This mythical personage was fabled to have led a colony to the Palatine Hill at Rome before the Trojan War, so that the Romans
under the empire regarded Pallantion as their mother-city, and
Antoninus Pius rebuilt and repeopled the town.
The road now runs uphill and makes a wide curve to the right
round a lateral valley. In 3 /4 hr. we find ourselves at the summit
of the pass of Kalogero Vouni ('Mount of the Monk'), whence we
descend gradually into the swampy, maize-covered Plain of Frankoorysis (the Asean Plain of the ancients, from the town of Asea),
bounded on the E. by the Kravari Hills (see above) and on the S.
by the Tzimberou group. We pass another wayside tavern and reach
in 10
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Khan of Frankovrysis ('Springs of
2 hrs. 50 min. from Tripolitza). The ancients believed, perhaps not without foundation, that there was an underground communication between the Asean springs and the higherlying Katavothra of Taka (p. 268) and with the sources of the Alpheios (Theious p. 282) and Eurotas (p. 281), which appear much
lower down on the S.E. slope of the Tzimberou range (see below).
The water of the Asean plain has a visible outlet (to the Alpheios)
only after heavy rain.
On the right are the village of Kondreva and the precipitous,
truncated mountain cone, which once supported the Maenalian town
of Asea (the modern 'Palaeokastro of Frankovrysis'), the mistress of
the whole plain. Fragments of a wall of polygonal blocks are still
extant on the hill and part of the town seems to have been built
on the plain. In 35 min. more we pass the Khan of Davranda. The
village of AKka lies to the right, near the site of Athenaeon, where
there was a temple of Athena. To the left, at the distant foot of the
Tzimberou group, appear the villages of Marmarid, Pdpari, and
Maniati (the last farthest to the E.).
In 50 min. from Davranda the road crosses an arched stone
bridge over a brook, which descends from the village otKerastdri on
the right and loses itself in the plain. Kerastari soon comes in sight.
(1 hr.J the

the Franks'

copious springs and
;

;

;

We now gradually ascend past the Kalyvia Valtetzianika to
(35-40 min.) the pass between the Tzimberou Group (4105ft.) and
the hills to the N.W. Thence the road descends to the right along
the slope. As we proceed we gradually obtain a view over the populous plain of Megalopolis, which extends from Leondari (p. 282)
to Karytaena (p. 302), a distance of about 15 M., with a breadth of
6 M. In the centre lies the capital, Sinano or Megalopolis
to the
S. rises the finely-shaped Hellenitza range (p. 283); to the W. are
the Tetrasi mountains (p. 306), with the ancient Lykaeon (p. 303)
to the N.
and to the right of the last, beyond the low hills on which
stand Karytsena and its castle, are the Klinitza Hills (p. 295). We
descend in several windings to the plain (50 min. from the summit
of the pass), pass between the villages of Sidlesi (N.) and Tsoi'ipaga (S.), and reach (35 min.)
Sinano", or, according to its official name, Megalopolis (1400 ft.
above the sea-level; 1150 inhab.), where we pass the night in the
'xenodochfon'. Most of the houses are arranged round the chief
;

;

—

square.

Several of the inhabitants possess ancient vases, coins, etc.

The ancient Megalopolis (the Latin form of the Greek -q usyaXn) no'Xic),
the youngest city of free Greece, owed its existence to the Thebans, who
had been strengthened by their victory at Leuktra (p. 166), and especially
to the influence of Epaminondas. As in the case of Mantinea (p. 285) and
Messene (p. 350), so here also, in
Arcadia, this statesman united numerous scattered communities and induced them to found one strong common
»»ty, so as to be able to defy the power of Sparta.
Tegeans, Mantineans,
Parrhasians
are named as the founders or
in all about 40 communities
colonists (oixuToii). A Theban army protected them while they built their

W.

—

—
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girdle wall, which had a circuit of 50 stadia (5V2M.) and appears to have
been constructed of stone masonry below and of brick above. In 338 B.C.
Aristodernos of Phigaleia, surnamed the 'Upright' on account of his energy
and impartiality, obtained the command of the city, and victoriously repulsed the attacks of the Spartans. Succeeding attacks by the same foe in
330 and by the Macedonians in 318 were equally unavailing. But in 222
Megalopolis fell before the relentless enemy. Kleomenes III, the Spartan
king, made himself master of the city by treachery and levelled it with
the ground; only about two-thirds of the inhabitants succeeded in escaping to Messene, under the lead of the brave Philopoemen (b. at Megalopolis
in 252 ; d. 183 B.C.). The speedy rebuilding of the town after the battle
of Sellasia (p. 269) was unable to restore its former importance. Wide
spaces within the walls remained under the plough. The town, however,
existed until the time of the Roman empire. — Polybius, the famous historian, was born at Megalopolis in 204 B.C. (d. 122 B.C.).
With the help of the description of Pausanias and an examination of the site, we are able to form an idea of the position of
the various quarters of Megalopolis with an exactitude possible in
but few other cases. Yet the extant remains are in themselves
very insignificant.
The town extended to the N. of the present
Sinano, on both sides of the Helisson (p. 294), which here flows
through the plain or, rather, Megalopolis proper lay on the right or
N. bank, and Orestia, which existed before the foundation of the
other, on the left or S. bank. The whole city territory is now covered by extensive corn-flelds, projecting from which, if the grain
is not too tall, we see fragments of walls, shafts of columns, and
;

single blocks.

Proceeding to the N. from Sinano in a straight line with the conspicuous castle of Karytaena, we arrive in 20 min., not quite halfway to Kasimi, at the Theatre, the only building now left that corresponds with the title of 'the great city'. The auditorium, turned
towards the river and now entirely overgrown with vegetation, was
formed partly by artificial embankments and is the largest in Greece.
Its diameter is about 475 ft.
Each end of the oval is supported
by strong walls of carefully hewn masonry, battering somewhat at
the top. During the cooler seasons of the year water gushes from
the earth between the W. end of the first row of seats and the
orchestra. The stage was bounded by a polygonal wall.
A few
faint outlines of the Stadion may be traced to the E. of the theatre.
The spring rising here was dedicated to Dionysos, whose temple,
destroyed by lightning, adjoined the Stadion on the E.
The
Therstlion or town-hall (named after its founder), in which the
10,000 delegates from all Arcadia assembled, lay to the W. of the
theatre, but no remains of it are extant.
The grey stone walls visible on the opposite bank of the river
probably belonged to a Bridge, which led from Orestia to the Agora
of Megalopolis, the centre of the life of the town. Two brooks enter
the river to the E. of the market. The second of these (now called
Kovmasi) is the ancient Bathyllos, flowing past the hill on which
stood the Temple of Hern Teleia. The ruined cella of the Temple of
Athena Polias may be made out to the N.W.

—

—
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No certain traces now remain of the other temples, colonnades,
and public buildings with which municipal and private liberality
adorned the town.
Fkom Megalopolis to Andbitsjena. Besides the route described below
there is a direct way over Mount Lykfpon (8 hrs.). From Sinano we proceed to C/4 hr.) Kasimi (see below) and thence to the (20 min.) influx of

We

then cross the latter stream and fol(see below).
Thence to
(20 min.) Mavriu and along the E. slope of Mt. Panagia to ( 3 /4 hr.) Kourouniou (3 hrs. in all to this point). We continue by the road indicated
the Helisson into the Alpheios.

low

its

left

bank inland

to

(

A

3

hr.) Kpparissia

at p. 303.

Fkom Megalopolis to Makkiplagi (Messene),

3>/4 hrs.

Crossing the

Xerillas (see below) beyond Agids-Bep, we turn to the S.W., leaving DediBep (p. 306) on the right, and proceed towards the chain of hills which
unites the Tetrasi (p. 306) and Hellenitza (p. 283) mountains. At the point
where the mountains begin to be higher, not far from the hamlet of Panagiti, is a mass of ruins, perhaps those of the ancient Kromoi or Kromnos,
from which the surrounding mountain-district took the name of Kromitis.
Thence we proceed, past a spring rising at the foot of a sharp-pointed rocky
hill, to the Kakriplagi Pass, the main channel of communication between
Arcadia and Messenia. At the Khans of Makriplagi, on the slope beyond
the pass, the routes from Megalopolis and from Leondari (p. 282) to Messene unite.

The road from Megalopolis
N.W. through the corn-fields,

Karytaena (3 hrs. J leads to the
traversing the site of the ancient
town, to the right of the village of Kastmi, and fording the Helisson, here containing a good deal of water, near the ruined bridge
(p. 300). It then descends into the valley of the Alpheios, crossing
several streamlets flowing from the right, and proceeds in the direction of the conspicuous castle of Karytaena. To the right lie the
villages of Kerpesi and Soulou, to the left the large village of
Vromosella, among mulberry trees, perhaps on the site of the anto

The Alpheios, which flows past close by, receiving
the Plataniston (p. 306), changes its local name in this district;
in the upper plain it is called the Xerillas (p. 282), in the lower,
the River of Karytaena. Its broad bed gives the river space to sepcient Thoknia.

depth is not generally above 1-2 ft.
Panagia Mountain, a spur of the Lykaeon
(p. 303), on the flank of which are the village of Kyparissia (perhaps occupying the site of the ancient Basilis) and a hill bearing a
chapel of Hagia Kyriake. Farther on are the villages of Mavrid
(see above) and Phlorid, near the latter of which probably lay the
small ancient town of Trapezus (p. 306). We notice among the
vineyards here wine-presses of the most primitive description, con-

arate into several arms, so that the

To the W.

rises the long

square roofless holes, lined with masonry, about 6 ft.
square and hardly a yard deep. In these the grapes are trodden
and the must flows through openings into smaller and deeper holes,

sisting of

where

it is

caught in vessels.

The road crosses several more streamlets descending on the right
from the Klinitza Mts., then turns to the W. and ascends to the
loftily-situated Karytaena, where travellers are dependent on private hospitality for

entertainment
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Karytaena, a picturesque little town of U50 inhab., with its
Panagia church, its pretty balconied houses, and its narrow winding
lanes, occupies the hollow between the high rock on which stood the
mediaeval fortress and the chapel-crowned Hill of St. Elias. Though
the name is a corrupted form of Gortys (p. 295), Karytaena probably occupies the site of Brenthe, a town which lay in ruins even
in the time of Pausanias. The surrounding scenery is of unusual
beauty and grandeur. Except on the E. side, by which we approach,
the reddish rocks descend almost all round in sheer precipices.
Only one narrow passage leads to the *Castle [1910 ft.), which more
than any other structure of the time conveys the impression of
impregnability. 'Feudal Greece', says Curtius, 'is embodied here,
Besides the
just as the Homeric Age is at Tiryns and Mycenae'.
enceinte and the conspicuous N. tower, various dwelling and store
rooms, a large cistern, a dungeon, etc., are still preserved. The view
of the surrounding mountain-ranges is splendid, especially of Lykseon (p. 303) and the N. part of the plain of Megalopolis.
The erection of the castle dates from the beginning of the 13th cent.,

when

Geoffroy

I.

de Villehardouin (p. 228), acting as regent for Prince Guil-

laume de Champlitte, founded here a barony with twelve tributary knightly
fiefs, and gave it to his son-in-law Ungues de Bruyeres in 1209.
Geoffroy
de Carytina (d. 1275), the son of Hugues, was considered the most illustrious
representative of Peloponnesian chivalry. Brave and audacious, combining a simple natural frankness with indifference to his sworn word when
it affected his interests, he is one of the most characteristic figures of the
time.
The importance of the castle disappeared on the collapse of the
Frankish feudal state. During the Greek War of Independence Kolokotronis,
the well-known Klepht chieftain, fortified himself here, and Ibrahim Pasha
did not venture an attack.
The road to Andritsaena (5 hrs.) descends to the S. to the Alit by a new bridge. Farther down the river valley contracts to an impassable gorge. Above the new bridge is seen

pheios and crosses

the picturesque six-arched bridge over which the old bridle-path
On the left bank we begin gradually to ascend the spurs of
the Lykaeon (p. 303). From the first summit, about 3/4 hr. from the
bridge, we enjoy a fine prospect, to the right, of Karytaena and its
castle, the latter long remaining in sight. Above us to the left, on
the slope of Lykaeon, appears the village of Dragomdno, whence
a wild and cold torrent descends, which we cross in 3 4 hr. We
now ascend along the slope of a lofty rocky mountain, on the summit of which (2420 ft.) are the ruins of the ancient Kynourian
Theisoa (not to be confounded with the Theisoa mentioned atp.296),
now called Palaedkastro of Ldvda, after the large village on the N.
slope (3 /4 M.). The small square acropolis, which we may visit by
making a slight detour, was converted in the middle ages into a

passes.

Frankish

with a tower commanding a fine view.
and towers of the lower town also still exist.

castle,

of the walls

Remains
The ride

from Karytaena to this point takes about 3 hrs.
We now descend and in J /2 nr cross the Soultina Brook by a
high stone bridge. Beyond the village of (40min.) R6via (through
-
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which we also pass if we avoid the detour to Lavda) we again ascend across deeply-furrowed declivities, traversed by numerous
small streams. A new and imposing landscape begins to disclose
itself: to the left, as a continution of the Lykaeon, appear the Palaedkastro (p. 305) and the Minthe Mountains, now called Alvena
Vouni (p. 313); to the right, over the low spurs, rise the mountains of the Alpheios basin above Olympia. Beautiful forests of oak
and myrtle. In 35 min. after first catching sight of Andrttsaena
we reach that prettily situated little town (5 hrs. from Karytaena),
see p. 304.

The Route from Karyt^na to Andrits-kna via Mount St.
The two
is about l'/2 hr. longer than that just described.
routes are identical as far as the first summit ( 3/4hr.), but the second route ascends still farther in the direction of the E. brow of
Elias

the Panagta Hill.

We

pass several springs before reaching

3

( /4

hr.)

Kourouniou. Thence we follow the slope and proceed along a rough
path between rocky peaks. Farther on we descend into a deep gorge,
from which we ascend again, past a number of copious springs, to
(2 hrs.) the hamlet ofKaryses, so-called from the nut-trees (*apuaU) which formerly grew here in greater abundance than at present. One of the largest springs, close to the village, is called Ectasia or 'cherry-tree'; its water flows down to the small plain round
the village of Krdrnvovos, on the margin of which is a sharp rook

bearing a ruined mediaeval castle, known as the Palaedkastro of
St. George.
From Karyaes we take 35 min. to reach the top of Mount St. Elias
(4660 ft.), regarded by the ancients as the highest peak of Lykaeon,
the Arcadian Olympos, with which are connected the most ancient
myths of the Pelasgian inhabitants of the land. According to these
myths Rhea, sister and consort ofKronos, here secretly gave birth to
Zeus, who was brought up by the water-nymphs Theisoa, Neda, and
Hagno, and put an end to the reign of his father when only one year
old. Pelasgos also, ancestor of the Pelasgians, first saw the light
here, and Lykaon, his son, was revered as the earliest founder of
cities (pp.285, 306). The festival of the Lykaea was celebrated near
the holy precinct of Zeus, which was so sacred from mortals that
whoever entered it lost his shadow and died within a year.
Beyond
Karyaes the path lead over rocks, through defiles, and past scattered
fragments of wall and columns, to (20 min.) a small hollow, where
an ancient Temple of Pan is said to be represented by some remains
called Hellenikd or Skaphfdia (i.e. 'the troughs', from two hollowed blocks of stone), consisting of a platform, 21 paces long and
6 broad, and other fragments.
A second hollow, with a few more
ancient remains, may have contained the Temenos of Zeus.
In
l
U hr. more, beyond the simple Chapel of St. Elias, we reach
the summit, a round cone covered with a thick layer of broken and

—
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partly fossilised bones. In antiquity an altar of Zeus stood here,
on the E. side of which were two pillars supporting gilded eagles.
Human sacrifice was practised here, as at Ithome (p. 348), until a

A

Panegyris is now celebrated at the chapel every
is remarkably extensive, owing to the isolated
position of the mountain, the only adjacent height being the highest
peak of the Lykaeon group to the N.W.
We overlook the whole Plain of Megalopolis, dotted with villages,
traversed by the Alpheios, and surrounded by a girdle of mountains uniting on the S. in the Hellenitza (p. 283). In the distance beyond rises the
massive Taygetos (p. 278). More to the right appears a part of the fertile
Messenia. In front, and apparently quite near, is the large Nomia Group
(p. 30S), continued on the W. by Mt. Elias and the Koutra Hills, with the
deep gorge of the Neda (p. 311). To the W. the view ranges across the
Eleian plain, with the little town of Pyrgos (p. 319), and over the sea as
far as Zakynthos (p. 26) ; to the K. it is bounded by Erymanthot (p. 318).
very late period.

summer. The *View

From Mt. Elias we descend towards the W.N.W. In 25 min.
pass the mediaeval tower of Pyrgos Karyotiktis, which defended
the hollow between Mt. Elias and the Stephani, or second summit
of the group, with the peak of Kondini (4660 ft.), where there was a
temple of the Parrhasian Apollo. The name of the hollow (Diawe

We

phorti) has been arbitrarily extended to the entire group.
then
follow the slope of the Stephani, passing above the village of Pa-

which we see below us. In 35 min. we pass
now descend over hills and through gorges, by

latou,

We

a cool spring.

a path sometimes easy and sometimes steep, to the River of Andritsaena, and
(l'/2 hr. from St. Elias) to the little town itself.

—

Andritsaena.
A spacious room and tolerable fare at moderate
prices may be obtained in one of the Khans or at the house of Aristidis
Leondaristis. The hospitality of well-to-do families is preferable.

Andrftsaena (2130 ft.), with 2100 inhab., is situated on the
slope of a hollow with numerous trees and vineyards between Lykaon and the Palaiokastro (p. 305), and is one of the pleasantest
little mountain-towns of Greece. The clean houses are grouped on
each side of a considerable mountain-stream. The chief part of the
town is built against a circular hill, on the flat top of which are a
dismantled Chapel of St. Elias and a few ruined houses, but no ancient remains are to be found either here or in other parts of the
environs. Fine view of the green mountains of the Alpheios valley,

extending on the N. to Erymanthos
(p. 318). The school-house
contains a considerable Library, presented by
a patriotic native of
the town, who had long lived as a librarian in
Paris.

The exceedingly interesting "Excursion to the Temple
Bassae
which may also be made on foot, takes 5 hrs. (there of
and back)
'stous stylous',

t.e.

'to the

columns', 2-3

(p. 308),
;

guide

fr.

The distance between Andrftsjena and Olympia
(10 hrs.) is so
great and the road is so bad, that a very early
start must be made
by those who do not wish to spend more than
one day on the journey.
cross the brook of Andritsama and ride
along the slopes,

We
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on which, at some distances to the right, stands the Chapel of the
Hagii Taxiarchi. Beyond a spring we begin to descend. To the
right we see the village of Machald, and to the left, just under the
summit of the Palae6kastro (4395 ft.), is Phandri, a village which
has lost the prosperity it enjoyed under the Turks. Two brooks flow
pastPhanari to the Alpheios; to the E. the Rongotzitiko Potdmi, and
to the W. the Tzelechovttiko Potdmi. Between them, near the village of Rongotzid, 3 M. to the N. of Phanari, lies the old ruined
town of Aliphera, now called after a spring the 'Palawkastro of NeNot far off is the little convent of 8opet6.
rositza'.
The route from Phanari leads to theW. along the slope, up and
down hill, across numerous gorges, and through fine groves of arbutus, laurustinus, oaks, and other trees. The green valley of the
Alpheios, with the villages of Hagios Joannes, Piri, etc., is always
in sight (pp. 296, 297). To the left of the track lie Tzelechova and
Vrestd, to the right Phlelid, NivUza, and Rdphti; farther on are
Longo, to the left, and Platidna, to the right. In the 'Palaeokastro' or
'Helleniko' above the last-named village, 4 hrs. from Andritsana,
are preserved the interesting ruins of the ancient town of Apion.
The first village on the direct route is Oreka or Gremka, about
5'/2 his. from Andritsaena. After another dip, the track descends
through a picturesque valley to (2'/2 hrs.) Krestena (900 inhab.),
the largest place in N. Triphylia, famous for its wine.
Nightquarters are easily obtained from one of the inhabitants.
To the
W. of Krestena are the ruins of Skillus (comp. p. 315), which lie
to the left as we proceed.
Beyond Krestena we pass the prettily situated village of Makrysia, traverse a flat plain, and reach ( 3/4 hr.) the left bank of the
Alpheios, here called Rouphid, which we cross by a ferry. The ferrymen are generally to be found here during the day, and are summoned by shouts of bdrka! bdrka. Fare for each horse and rider
1 fr. Olympia lies s t M. above the point of landing; see R. 46.
/
Another but somewhat longer route runa to the N.W. from Phanari
to the poor village of Tzacha, and then descends diagonally to the valley.
In i l /t hr. we reach the bank of the Alpheios, which has now been swollen
by the Ladon and the Erymanthos (p. 297) into a stream of considerable
size.
The fording of the two arms of the river, which here forms an island, takes nearly >/« hr. > an * as in some places the water is over 3 ft.
deep a special guide is usually required, who must be brought from Tsacha
(5 fr.).
We ascend the opposite bank and in l'/4 hr. more reach Aspra
Spitia, situated high up on the slope.
The night mav be spent here (see

—

p. 297).

42.

Hence

to

Olympia 3 3/4

hrs.

From Megalopolis

or Leondari to Phigaleia.

One Day. From Megalopolis to Stala 3 3 /4 hrs. ; from Leondari to Stala
S'/sbrs.; from Stala to Kakalelri (Eira) 2 3 /4 hrs.; thence to Phigaleia 3 hrs.
Megalopolis, see p. 299. The route to Messenia leads to the W.
towards the Alpheios, here called the Xerillas (p. 301), crosses the
river, and in l'/^hr. reaches the village of Delihassan, where it is

20
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joined by the route from Leondari (p. 282 2 hrs.). [The latter passes
Kotsiridi, crosses the Alpheios, and passes Dedebey and Choremi.]
Near Delihassan is the little stream of Gastritzi, called Plataniston in classic times, in reference to the abundant plane-trees
which then as now grew near it. Our track approaches the right
bank of the stream and in i /i hr. passes a Chapel of St. John,
shaded by oak-trees. The ruins opposite, on the left bank, beside
a solitary house, represent the little town of Daseae. In 1/4 hr.
more we begin to follow the course of the stream and beyond some
hills, 1 hr. 5 min. from Delihassan, reach the height, precipitous
on the W. and N., on which lie the ruins of the very ancient Pelasgian city of Lykosoura. A Chapel of St. Elias stands near the
ruins, which are now called the Palaedkastro of Stdla (after the
village mentioned below) or Siderdkastro.
Lykosoura was considered to be the oldest town in the whole Grecian
world, and to have been founded by Lykaon, son of Pelasgos (p. 303).
;

This opinion originated not only in the actual high antiquity of the
city, but apparently also in the neighbourhood of Jit. Lykseon and the
similar sound of that name to the name of the town. Lykosoura was the
earliest seat of the Arcadian kings, who afterwards removed to Tegea
In later times the town owed
(p. 266), and finally to Trapezus (p. 301).
its importance to the possession of a temple of Despoina, highly venerated
by all the Arcadians. In consequence of this, the inhabitants were not
compelled to take part in the settlement of Megalopolis (p. 299). In the
time of Pausanias Lykosoura was almost uninhabited.
Although a considerable part of the Town Wall has been preserved, especially on the S. side, where one of the gates may still
be recognized, the ruins by no means convey the impression of antiquity that might be expected.
A mediaeval fortress has been
erected above the ancient one on the N. side. Several sections of
the wall are so thickly covered with bushes as almost to escape notice. The insignificant remains of the Sanctuaries and other large
buildings lie chiefly on the long ridge which stretches from the
Acropolis to the hill opposite. Adjoining the last, which now bears
a Chapel of St. Elias, stood the ancient Akakesion.
On the mountain slope beyond the little river we see the village of Derbotini.
Stala lies 20 min. farther upstream, on the slope of a long and
broad spur of the Tetrasi range (see below"). Immediately below the
village rises the copious source of the Gastritzi river, called also the
'stream of Stala'. An interesting 'anthemion' is built into the wall
above the door of the church. The inhabitants are chiefly engaged in
the rearing of silk-worms, the food for which is provided by the numerous mulberry trees of the neighbourhood (comp., however, p. 346).
now cross the Gastritzi, climb gradually up a steep road
to (1-1 '/-2 hr-) tne summit of the pass between the S. spurs of
Lykaeon (p. 303) and Tetrasi (5210 ft.), the Nomia Ore of the
ancients. Hence we have a fine retrospective view of a great part
descend through green woods to
of the plain of Megalopolis.
the sources of the Neda. In l ^ hr. we reach one of its headwaters, near a humble mill, and in 3/ 4 hr. more the poor but pic-
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turesquely situated hamlet of Kakaletri, surrounded by fine fruittrees and watered by a copious spring.
The Hill ofHagios Athanasios, which rises to the S. of the village,
is now usually identified with the ancient Messenian Eira, the retired mountain fastness in which, during the Second Messenian War

(645-628 B.C.), Aristomenes and his followers, with their wives
and children, maintained themselves against the Spartans for 11
years, until at last they were betrayed. Broad terraces extend round
the S. and E. brow of the Acropolis. On the summit is a double
girdle wall, the somewhat rough construction of which is supposed
to be the result of haste there are also remains of other buildings
of a similar kind and the ruins of a chapel of Hagios Athanasios and
of a mediaeval fort. The mountain *Scenery around us is magnificent.
On the other side of the Neda, the upper course of which lies spread
;

before us, our eyes follow the mountains of Hagia Marina, the rounded
Tourla, and the pointed Mt. Penidistra to the Lykaeon (p. 303) ; to the S.E.
lies the Tetrasi range, of which Mt. Athanasios forms a spur ; to the W.
are the barren Xerovouni, rising above the hamlet of Stasimo, and the dark,
wooded hills of Tzordkos, near Sirji (p. 351).
Mt. Athanasios is connected by a saddle about 300 paces long

with the lower eminence of Hagia Paraskeve on which are the
ruins of some fortifications of comparatively recent date and also of
other buildings. Ross is of opinion that the Messenians, after the
restoration of their power by Epaminondas (p. 347), founded a
second Eira here as a more convenient site. The ruined fortifications, which are of considerable extent, give evidence of having been
used in mediaeval and modern times. It is very probable that the
chapel of Hagia PaTaskeve is built with the materials and on the
,

—

We take about 1 hr. to walk
foundations of an ancient temple.
from Kakaletri over Mt. Athanasios to the Paraskeve, where we
order the horses to meet us to continue our journey.
From the hill of Paraskeve a steep path leads down to the edge
of the Neda, now generally called the Voutzik6 Potami. We have
to cross the river, which flows in a deep winding bed, and several
of its tributary brooks. The path is picturesque but rough. In
l'/a hr. we pass the mouth of a brook descending from Kale'iko,
opposite lies
and" fringed with a luxuriant growth of plane-trees
the village of Mavrom&ti. In 40 min. more we cross the streamlet
of DragSi, and in other 40 min. reach the ruins of Phigaleia and
the hamlet of Pdvlitza [p. 310) by the route described at p. 310.
;

43.

From

Andritsaena to Olympia via Phigaleia,

Lepreon, and Samikon.
This is a journey of 2-3 days. First Day. From Andritsaena to Zourtsa
Second Dat. From Zourtsa to Lepreon
via Bassae and Phigaleia Vfa hrs.
The
3
l /4 hr. ; thence to Samikon 4-4y2 hrs. ? thence to Olympia 3'/4 hrs.
especially as time for the necessary
long,
is
rather
second day's journey
halts must he added to the above. In summer the night may be spent at
the Baths of Kaidpha; in other seasons at Tavla.

—

—
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An excursion from Andpitssena to the Temple of Bassae and back takes
5 hrs. (see p. 304). A local guide 'slous Stylous" (2-3 fr.) is almost indispensable, even with an otherwise well-posted agogiat, and in any case such a
guide saves a great deal of time.
Andrttsaena, see p. 304. Passing through the streets of the

town, we ascend to the left of the Hill of St. Elias along the wellwatered and oak-covered heights which connect the Lykaeon with
the Palsokastro group (p. 304). We reach the crest of the first
height in '/2 hr. The track then descends for a little, hut soon
hegins to mount again towards the next ridge. Several heights
are thus crossed.
The fresh and shady oak-woods make the path
very agreeable for active walkers, and various open points allow
pretty glimpses of the surrounding mountains. After V/2 hr. the
vegetation becomes scantier and we reach the foot of a fatiguing
slope covered with loose stones and gravel, which is ascended on
mules in 1 / 2 hr. and on foot in 3/4 hr. At the summit of the pass
(3770 ft.), where a cool mountain breeze is always blowing, the
path leads through a gap in the low stone wall, with which the
shepherds have surrounded their grazing-ground.
An extensive
panorama is here unfolded. To the right rises the ancient Kdtilon,
on the summit of which stood a temple with a statue of Aphrodite,
roofless even inPausanias's time and now almost entirely vanished.
To the S.W. glitters the Ionian Sea. To the S. we see a section of
the great Messenian plain and on its verge the sharply-defined plateau of Mt. Ithome (p. 348). To the S.E., beyond the deep valley of
the Neda, are the dark, wooded slopes of the Tetrasi group (p. 306).
To the E. are the two peaks of Lykaeon, divided by the hollow of
Diaphorti (pp. 303, 304).
Descending the gentle slope, amid solitary oaks and scattered
rocks, we suddenly come in sight of the venerable columns of the
** Apollo Temple of Bassae (Bassai), forming a strange and unexpected picture in these wild mountain solitudes. The choice of this
site, perhaps unequalled for the grandeur of its environs (comp.
p. 130), was doubtless determined by the earlier existence here of
a very ancient shrine of Apollo, who was worshipped as the god
of health ('Epikourios') in this breezy mountain-district. Pausanias
alone of ancient authors mentions the temple of Bassae, but his
assertion that the Phigaleians erected it in fulfilment of a vow made
during the plague of B.C. 430-429 is conclusively disproved by a
passage in Thucydides, which expressly states that the terrible
epidemic was confined to Athens (comp. p. 41). The temple was,
however, built about that date or perhaps a few years earlier; for
it was certainly the fame of the Parthenon (p. 64), at that time
spreading all over Greece, that induced the Phigaleians to employ
the same architect Jktinos.
The temple forms a singular exception to the general rule in
lying from N. to S. instead of from E. to W. the entrance is at the
N. end (lower end of ground-plan, p. 309). This deviation from
;
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rule was owing more to the position of the older shrine than
to the
formation of the ground. The temple, a Doric hexastyle like the
Theseion at Athens (p. 81), is ahout 125 ft. long and about 46 ft.
broad, and rests upon a stylobate of three steps. Though each end
has 6 columns, the sides, instead of having only 13 according to
the Attic rule, have 15. Most of the temple is built of a hard
yellowish-white limestone quarried in the neighbourhood ; only the
roof and the sculptures were of marble.
The kernel of the structure consists of the cella, with the pronaos
and opisthodomos. Each of the two last opened on the peristyle,
between two smaller columns (no longer extant), and was separated
from the cella by a partition-wall, which in the case of the pronaos
was pierced by the entrance-door. The interior of the cella, the
front part of which was hypsethral, is not divided by columns into
three aisles in the usual fashion. Five short
cross- walls project from each side (as in the

Heraeon at Olympia,

p. 329), shutting in
chapel-like spaces between them, and
each terminating in an elegant Ionic threequarter column, turned towards the middle
of the temple (only the lower parts of these,
and the unusually low bases are now extant).
The first four couples of these cross-walls project at right angles from the sides; but the
last couple form acute angles with them. The
floor below the hypaethral opening has been
slightly hollowed out to collect the rain-water.
The space beyond the cross-walls, extending
across the whole breadth of the cella, was
roofed, and received its light chiefly by means
of a door in the E. side, and partly also
from the front part of the temple. This singular arrangement clearly indicates that here we have an earlier
shrine, turned in the usual manner to the E., which, though
rebuilt and deprived of its N. wall, has been completely incorporated in the magnificent later structure. The breadth of this
original sanctuary (shaded in the above plan) is double the columnar
distance of the later peristyle, and this perhaps explains the remarkable length of the temple, which, as already remarked, exceeds
the usual norm by two columns. The position of the holy image
(C), at the rear-wall of the old temple, opposite the E. entrance,
seems to have always remained unaltered. The original bronze
statue of Apollo, of colossal proportions, was surrendered to Megalopolis, where it was set up in the market-place. During the excavations in the temple fragments have been found of a marble colossus,
which probably replaced the bronze one. A frieze, 2 ft. high and
98 ft. long, ran round the interior of the cella, above the archilittle
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groups the contests of the Greeks
and the Amazons, and of the Centaurs and Lapithse (p. xcii).
The first and chief cause of the destruction of the temple
seems to have been an earthquake; but it has been hastened by
the hands of men, in order to obtain the metal which bound the
various parts together. Only three columns at the .S. corners are,
however, now wanting of the entire 38 of the peristyle and the
architrave remains almost entire on the columns still standing. A
few which threatened to fall were furnished with iron braces by the
Arch Biological Society (p. 93) in 1881 and the red paint of these
unfortunately interferes with the general impression of the temple.
The smaller columns of the pronaos and opisthodomos, the upper
portions of the pilasters and walls of the cella, and the elaborately
ornamented ceiling, each compartment of which shows a different
trave, representing in vigorous

;

;

pattern, all lie in fragments in the interior.
For centuries the temple remained known only to the shepherds of
the neighbourhood, until the French architect Bocher discovered it in
1765.
Owing to his report it was visited the following year by the Eng-

who first brought the tidings of its existence to
the western world. In 1811 C. R. Cockerell and /. Forster, two English
artists, Karl von Holler, J, Linkh, the German architect, Ilerr Gropius,
the Austrian vice-consul at Athens, and Baron von Stackelberg of Esthonia
discovered the entire frieze, consisting of 23 tablets, which were removed
to Corfu and sold by auction to the British Government for 15,0002. They now
form one of the chief treasures of the British Museum. Baron von Stackelberg was the author of the first important work on the whole building.
Our route to Phigaleia now descends to the S.W., into the gorge
lish traveller Chandler,

of the Neda. After passing [}/ t hr.) a spring we mount again to
the hill-terrace of Koumboulaes or Spole'mi, where the ancient village of Bass* ('the ravines'), belonging to Phigaleia
seems to
have stood. We then descend to ( 3 / 4 hr.) the hamlet of Drayti'i,
near a brook, fed by copious springs and flowing to the Neda. (The
ascent from Drago'i to Bassee takes l 1 /^ hr.). We next pass a small
waterfall and then Vo'ika, a village surrounded by numerous planetrees and fig-trees, and continue to descend towards the Neda, on
the opposite side of which are seen the villages of Mavromati and
the high-lying Kouvelo. Farther to the E. on the wooded Tetrasi, lies
The path then leads to the W., at no great distance
Sirji (p. 351).
from the Neda, towards the conspicuous ruins of Phigaleia.
cross several gorges, the last of the series being the gorge of the
ancient Lymax, to the S.E. of the city. We then pass the spring
of Hound, the water of which joins the Lymax. The united stream
descends to the S., into the deep bed of the Neda (Voutziko Potdmi),
forming the waterfalls of Aspra Nerd, 100 ft. in height.
enter by the S. door of the old fortress and reach the little
village of Pdvlitza, which lies embedded in vineyards, in the S.
part of the precincts of the ancient Phigaleia, or Phigdlea (3 1 /.! hrs.
from the temple night-quarters poor).
The mountainous district of Phigaleia forms the S.W. corner of Arcadia, and was several times an object of contention between the Area,

,
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dians and the Lacedaemonians. The latter obtained possession of the city
in B.C. 659, hut were soon expelled with the help of Oresthasion, another Arcadian town. A monument ('Polyandrion') was set up in the
market-place in honour of the fallen Oresthasians, who had taken part
in the fight in consequence of a response of the oracle at Delphi.
The
name of Phigaleia recurs several times in later wars, especially during
the Achfeo-^Etolian contests in B.C. 221. At that time the avaricious Dorimachos and his robber-band fortified themselves in the city, quitting it
only on the approach of King Philip V. of Macedonia (p. 314).
The
cult of the fish-tailed Eurynome, whose temple stood in a cypress grove
at the junction of the Lymax and the Neda, was of very old standing here,
as was also the worship of the black Demeter (see below). On account
of their worship of Dionysos Akratophoros, the 'god of unmixed wine',
the Phigaleians had the reputation among the Greeks of being intemperate.
The best proof of their wealth and of their love of art is the temple

—

of Bassee.

The

ruins of the City Walls are so extensive (about 3 M. in cirwe may conclude that Phigaleia served as a place of refuge and as a rendezvous for the whole country. The E. and W.
sides are the best preserved, while there are large gaps on the other
two sides. Several gates may be recognized, and there are also
numerous square and round towers, especially on the E. side, which
is the most interesting of all. The irregularities in the construction
of the walls, which vary in thickness from 6 ft. to 10 ft., point to
their erection and restoration at different epochs. The regular horizontal mode of building prevails, but portions in the polygonal style
also occur, though these are not necessarily the oldest portions of
the wall.
From Pavlitza and the deep-sunken channel of the Neda the site
The market-place must be
of the town rises towards the N.E.
looked for in the lower town, at or near the present village, while
the Acropolis, which was crowned with a temple of Artemis Soteira,
lay to the N.E. The latter, on which a ruined chapel now stands,
was probably converted into a fortress during the middle ages. Not
far from the Panagfa Chapel, outside the village, is pointed out the
entrance to an old subterranean aqueduct or similar construction,
now filled up. Nearer the Acropolis are some square foundations,
called by the inhabitants ttjs [tasiAoTOuXa; to [Av^fiara, or 'Monuments of the King's Daughter'.
The Excursion to the Gorge of the Neda, 3 M. to the W. of Pavlitza, scarcely repays the trouble, and should not be attempted without
a guide (3 fr.). The path is very fatiguing. The bed of the Neda (Voutziko Potami) contracts below Phigaleia to a defile shut in by cliffs 650950 ft. high, between the Ardpis ('Negro', 'Spectre'), on which lies the
village of Smerlina (p. 312), and the hill of Kastro or Oxopholid (perhaps
the ancient Heraea). At the narrowest part the river totally disappears
in a natural tunnel about 100 paces long, into which we may penetrate
in summer when the water is low. The spot is called the Stomion tea
Panagias, after a chapel situated in a cavern on the slope to the right,
The Sancto which a steep path descends past some pretty waterfalls.
tuary of the Black Demeter is usually located here in spite of the very
considerable discrepancy as to its distance from Phigaleia as given by
Pausanias. According to the myth the Earth Goddess, grieving for the
loss of her daughter Persephone and for the insult offered her by Poseidon, hid herself in a cave on Mt. Elseon. During her retirement the
cuit) that
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famine threatened mankind,
Zeus induced her to return.
The old wooden image worshipped here represented Demeter in the form
of a woman with a horse's head, and black on account of her grief.
About the time of the Persian Wars it was renewed in bronze by the
vEginetan sculptor Onatas.
The present inhabitants still relate many
legends about the lady of the cave, now the Panagia. A religious service
A bridge used to span the
and a Panegyris are held here every year.
river near the Stomion, and farther up the river there are remains of
another ancient bridge. The journey from the Stomion to the Mouth of
the Neda at the Khan of Voutzi, including the usually unavoidable detour
by Smerlina (see below), takes about 4 hrs.
From Pkigaleia to Mira and Megalopolis, see pp. 307-305.
fertility of the earth ceased and a universal
until at last Pan discovered the goddess and

—

Leaving the ruins of Phigaleia by a gate on the W. side, we
brook of Kryavrysis, and ascend the slope of the hill
on which the village of Smerlina now stands. The hill, anciently
named Elaeon ('Mt. of Olives'), is for part of its extent now called
Arapis (p. 311). As we mount we have a view to the W. of the
sea, while to the S., on the left bank of the Neda, rise the declivities of Mt. Koutra (p. 358), on which lie the villages of Pis6s,
Kalttzena, and Kara Moustapha. We cross several other tributary
brooks of the Neda, and in 2l/2 hrs. reach the village of Zourtza
(1500 inhab.), the capital of S.W. Triphylia, where tolerable quarters
for the night may be obtained.
cross the little

We

now keep steadily along the slope of a long hill, passing
the humble village of Moundrd and several springs, and finally cross
the river Thold and reach Strovftzi (IV4 hr. from Zourtza). Strovitzi
lies in a well-watered district amid fruit-trees and consists of the
two parts Epano-Rouga and Kato-Rouga, between which a reddish
rocky hill, with a fiat top and furrowed sides, projects towards the
Tholo.
This height is called Kastro from the ruined mediaeval
castle at the top ; while ancient hewn stones and column-shafts
indicate that buildings stood here also in antiquity. Whether or not
the latter were fortifications there is, however, nothing to show.
long ridge stretches hence to the N. to the steep hill on which
lie the ruins of the ancient city of Lepreon.
This town was founded by the Minyans, who drove the Paroreates
and Kaukones out of this region. A curious myth about its 'eponym'
Lepreos relates that he engaged in an eating-contest with Hercules and
was killed by the demigod after consuming an entire ox. The history
of the town turns on its efforts to achieve independence. In its contests
with the Eleians, who were continually striving to secure the important
frontier post, the inhabitants united themselves with the Arcadians and
Messenians, while one faction sided with the Spartans against the latter.
Owing to this last circumstance the Spartans not only spared Lepreon,
when they destroyed the Messenian and Triphylian towns, but rewarded it
with several of the neighbouring places. In the Persian Wars 200 Lepreans
are mentioned at Platsea. Subsequently the Eleians again established
their power over the town and maintained it, with the exception of a
short Spartan occupation in B.C. 420, until the close of the century. In
B.C. 399 Lepreon and several other towns of Triphylia and Pisatis again
succeeded in obtaining independence, which they preserved through alliance
with the Arcadians and afterwards with the Achsean League until the
collapse of the latter. In the time of Pausanias the town lay in ruins.
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footpath ascends through the gorge between the Acropolis
hill on theW. as far as the ridge connecting them, where it
leads to the right to the Acropolis. Before reaching the latter, we
notice a wall on its N. verge, built in the middle ages out of ancient materials, and serving as a defence against attacks from the
wooded gorge on the N. In about l/2 nr aI ter leaving Strovitzi we
suddenly arrive at the Ancient Citadel. The first part of this that
meets the eye is a square structure, the regular and fairly preserved
hewn-stone walls of which, with their towers and doors, remind
us of Messene (p. 349). Connected with this, to the N.E., is an
outwork, the archaic polygonal walls and towers of which evidently
date from a much earlier period.
wall of similar character stretches hence down the steep declivity toward Strovitzi, and is called
by the peasants the 'skala', because its ruined state gives it the
appearance of a stair. These older portions are ascribed to the
Minyan city, while the square fortress is referred to the time of
Epaminondas. The Acropolis commands a fine view of the richly
wooded plateau and of the sea.
The little river Tholo enters the sea about 6 l /a If. to the S.W. of
Strovitzi, and l l fe M. to the N. of the Khan of Voutzi (p. 358).
About
halfway to the sea, on the left bank, lies the village of Hagios Elias,
with remains of the wall of the ancient Pyrgoi.
The route to Samikon leads to the W., skirting the Acropolis
of Lepreon, and then begins to ascend to the N. towards the grey
Hills of Alvena (4010 ft.). In about 1 hr. we reach the village of
Mophlitza, where a copious spring rises beneath a gigantic planetree. In the neighbourhood are various ruins of the Byzantine period.
continue to ascend, commanding a fine view of the S. part
of Triphylia and of the sea as far as the Strophades (p. 316),
and then proceed through wooded ravines, uphill and downhill, to
KalUdona (1 hr. 10 min. from Strovitzi), a village dating from the
War of Independence, during which the inhabitants of the village
of Sarena, situated lower down, took refuge here to avoid the Turkish troops. On the precipitous oak-covered rocky height which rises

and the

"

-
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opposite the hill of Hagios Georgios of KalUdona lies a small fortress
dating from the remotest antiquity, now called the Palae6kastro tes
Kallid6nes. This has been taken, but probably erroneously, for the
abode of Nestor (comp. p. 354), even by Strabo and other ancient
authorities. The walls, of a very antique mode of construction, are
5 J /2 ft. thick and have two towers and only one entrance; they are
now about 3 ft. high. The remains within the walls are similar

in character.

We next pass over wooded hills and across a brook to (50 min.
from Kallidona) the pleasant village of PisMni, beyond which we
descend gradually through cultivated fields to the ( 3/4 hr.) village
of Tzachdro and the ancient Pylian Plain. This plain, on which
large quantities of currants and grain are raised, is about 9 M. long
and l'/2 M. wide and stretches along the shore from the mouth of the
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(p. 358) to the Kaiapha Mts. (see below). Towards its N. margin lies the Lake of Kaiapha, which is separated from the sea by a
broad strip of sand-hills, thickly wooded with pine. The coast-road
from Messenia to Elis, which we now follow, runs along this strip.
By turning to the right, near a ruined barrack, 3 l /2 M. beyond
Tzacharo, we reach the Baths of Kaiapha (5 hrs. from Strovitzi),
built on a peninsula stretching into the lake, and open in summer
only (Ii. -3 fr. a day small restaurant
On the E. side of the lake
rises the precipitous Mt. Kaiapha, probably the ancient Makistos;
and from several wide fissures at its foot issue warm sulphurous
springs, the most copious in a large, cave containing the baths for
patients. The cave and springs were both known and used in antiquity, but the ancient conformation of the ground, as described
by Pausanias, who mentions no lake, must have been quite different from its present condition.
About 3 /i M. beyond the point where the way to the baths
diverges, the coast-road traverses the pass of Klidf (%\eihl, 'key'),
between the Lake of Kaiapha and the Lake of Agoulenitza on the
N. The narrow passage is defended by a Turkish fort; and the
short stream which connects the two lakes is spanned by a stone
bridge. It was probably in this region that the temple of the Samic
Poseidon stood, the federal sanctuary of the Triphylian towns; but
hitherto no traces of it have been discovered.
On the last outlier of Mt. Kaiapha, about 3/4 M. to the E. of
the Klidi Pass, lie the interesting ruins of a considerable ancient
town, latterly called *Samikon. The only fact of its history known
is that Philip V. of Macedon here ended his successful campaign
of B.C. 219, in which he made himself master of all the towns of
Triphylia within six days. Samikon is probably identical with the
Minyan town of Makistos, which bore the same name as the mountain mentioned above, and gave the title of Makistia to the whole
of N. Triphylia. Its fortifications were arranged in an almost equilateral triangle, the base formed by a low ridge of rock rising
above the plain, from which the ground rises rapidly towards the
S.E. Although the walls cannot be traced on this side, it is hardly
to be supposed that the town extended also into the plain. The
well-preserved side-walls, which meet high up in a sharp angle,
are perhaps the finest extant specimen of the ancient Greek polygonal building style. They are about 7 ft. thick and are formed
of five-sided or six-sided polygonal blocks, between which squared
blocks are inserted. The faces of the stones are smoothed, and the
joints almost everywhere accurately cut, so that no small stones
were required to fill up the crevices as at Tiryns, Myoenje, and
elsewhere. The line of wall traces the brow of the hill very exactly,
and adapts itself so closely to its site that at several points the
rock takes the place of the wall. The S.W. wall, facing the sea, is
the most carefully constructed, being strengthened with numerous
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buttresses and a few towers. The space within the walls is thickly
overgrown with trees and shrubs. There are several terrace-walls in
the lower part of it and across the middle of the slope stretches a
low and rough ridge of rock.
From Klidi to Pyegos (5 hrs.). We follow the coast-route, which
runs along the E. bank of the marshy lake of Agoulenitza (well-stocked
with fish) and past the villages of Ali Jelebi and Anemochdri (to the
W.) to (3»/2 hrs.) Agoulenitza. This large village lies among fields of
currants and grain, on a projecting height, which was probably the site
of Thryon or Thryoessa, afterwards called Epilation. About >/2 hr. after
leaving Agoulenitza we cross the Alpheios by a ferry and in 1 hr. more
reach Pyrgos (p. 319).
;

The Road from Samikon to Olympia (3y4
(20 min.) the pretty

little village

hrs.| soon reaches
of Tavla, the houses of which

scattered among orange- groves. Night-quarters may be obtained
here without difficulty from the well-to-do farmers. The whole
district is well-cultivated, and large quantities of currants are grown
here. We gradually ascend to the humble village of Ali JeleM,
whence we have an unimpeded view of the sea as far as Zakynthos.
To the right lies Rtsova, and on a lofty hill above it is Vrina. We
traverse large plantations of currants and reach the little river of
Krestena, the ancient Selinus. The village of Krestena (p. 305) is
1 M. to the right.
The character of this wooded hill-district, the nature of the soil,
and the distance from Olympia, corresponding with that assigned
by the ancients, leave no room to doubt that somewhere in this
neighbourhood lay the town of Skillus, memorable from its connection with Xenophon but otherwise insignificant. The ruins to the
W. of Krestena, indicated on the Map at p. 321, or those discovered
more to the E., near the village of Mazi, may have belonged to
lie

this town.
Skillus

was destroyed by the Eleians in their early contests with the
About the year B.C. 394 the Spartans detached the
Pisatfe (p. 321).
former city-territory from Elis, and presented part of it in gratitude for
his services to Xenophon (b. in B.C. 445 or 430; d. about 354), who had
There he was visited by Megabyzos, the
been banished from Athens.
temple-keeper from Ephesus, who delivered to him his share of the booty
retreat
the Ten Thousand (in B.C. 401). Xenophon
famous
of
taken in the
purchased with this a large piece of land on the Selinus, and erected
a temple to the Ephesian Artemis, on the model of the temple at Ephesus.
His sons hunted regularly in the teeming woods of the district and
offered to the goddess a tenth of their spoil, as Xenophon relates in the
'Anabasis'. A tomb used to be pointed out in the neighbourhood, believed by the surrounding inhabitants to be the tomb of Xenophon.

Between Skillus and Olympia is the steep rock of Typaeon,
from which it was enacted by an ancient law that all women illegally present at the Olympian games (p. 322) should be thrown
down. The case contemplated, however, never occurred. Out route
next touches the village of Makrysia (2 J / 2 hrs. from Tavla) and
reaches the ferry across the Alpheios (see p. 305). Olympia, see
p. 321.

;
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44. From Patras to Kalamata by Sea.
Greek Coasting Steamers, belonging to different companies

(pp. xxxxii), ply four times weekly in about 42 hrs., including stoppages (fare 23 fr.
40 c, 18 fr.). On the way they call at Mesolonghi, Kyllene, Zakynthos (Zante),
Katdkolon (station for Pyrgos and Olympia; 21 hrs.; fares 12 fr. 60, 9 fr.
90 c), Kyparissia, Hagia Kyriake, Maralhvs, Pylos (Navarino), Koririi,
and Nesion (Nisi).
Steamers of the Austrian Lloyd ('Linea di Tessalia' ; once a fortnight) and the Societe Fraissinet (weekly) accomplish
the voyage in 18 hrs., stopping only at Katakolon.

—

Patras, see p. 29. The steamer steers a N.W. course across the
Gulf of Patras to (2 hrs.) Mesolonghi (p. 27), and then proceeds almost due S. towards Cape Kalogria, the classic Araxos, the low hill
of which, called Mavro Vouno, is divided by a broad plain from the
mountain-system of the Peloponnesus. In front lies Cephalonia

We

and in the distance to the right Ithaka (p. 21).
coast
shore of Elis (comp. pp. 318, 319).
In 5'/2 nrs after leaving Patras we touch at the new pier of
Olarentza, or Kyllene, as it is officially styled, a little trading-town
(tolerable Xenodochion) at the N. foot of a bluff promontory, known
to the ancients as Chelonatas, which is surmounted by the ruined
castle of Chlemoutzi or Tornese. The castle, with its lofty battlemented walls and strong bastions, was built by Geoffrey II. de
Villehardouin, and during the period of the Frankish dominion, it
was the most magnificent baronial seat in the Morea (comp. p. 319).
Destroyed in 1825 by Ibrahim Pasha, it is still sometimes visited
on account of its splendid situation.
In 2y4 hrs. more we reach Zante or Zakynthos, see p. 26.
The steamer again approaches the Peloponnesian coast, where
we see to the left the plain of Oastouni (p. 319), and in 3 hrs.
reaches Katakolon, founded in 1857 as the seaport of Pyrgos
(p. 319), with which it is connected by a short railway (7'/2 M., in
Next to Patras and Kalamata, Katakolon is the most im'/2 hr.).
portant harbour for the export of currants from the Peloponnesus
and the Austrian Lloyd and Fraissinet steamers call here regularly.
It is therefore the usual landing-place of visitors to Olympia. Carriages for Olympia (30 fr.) are generally obtained in Pyrgos. The
building between the two connected hills of the promontory is the
mediaeval citadel of Pontik6kastro. Farther to the W. is a chapel
of Hagios Oeorgios.
next steer to the S.E. across the Gulf of Kyparissia, along
the shore of which runs the road described at pp. 356, 355. The
district which we see to the left is the ancient Triphylia; the
distant mountain is Lykseon (p. 303), the spurs of which descend
almost to the sea. Farther to the S. are the Koutra Hills (p. 358).
The town of Kyparissia (p. 356) lies a little inland from the
harbour, which we reach in 3 3/4 hrs., and is picturesquely situated
beneath a mediaeval fortress. Behind rises Psychro, the N. extremity of the ancient JEgaleon (p. 356). On the W. we descry the
Strophddes, on the largest of which is a convent.
(p. 15)

the
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The next stations are (1 hr.) Hagia Kyriake (p. 356) and (1 hr.)
Mdrathos (p. 356), two currant-exporting seaports. The steamer
then skirts the wooded island of Prdte (the mediaeval Prodano), on
which are a chapel and some walls alleged to be ancient, perhaps
those of the town of Prote mentioned by Strabo.
Farther on rises the steep promontory of Koryphasion or Old
Pylos (p. 354), commanding the N. entrance to the Bay of Navarino or Pylos, which is sheltered by the island of Sphakterfa. Opposite the S. channel is situated the modern town of Navarino, now
called Pylos, l 1 ^ hr. beyond Marathos; see p. 352.
We leave untouched the port of Modon, which occupies the
site of the ancient Methdne or Mothone and was, along with Korone,
long maintained in the 17th cent, by the Venetians against the
Turks, who had made themselves masters of the Peloponnesus. We
next pass the islands of (Enussae, now called Sapiema and Kabrera
or Schiza.
On the mainland rises the hill of Hagios Demetrios
(1360 ft.). Leaving the island of Venetiko or Theganousa on the
right, the steamer now rounds Kavo Oallo (36° 42' 54"), the southernmost cape of Messene, anciently called Akrftas, and enters the
Bay of Messenia, the modern Gulf of Koron.
The town of Kor6ne (1800 inhab. 4'/4 hrs. sail from Pylos) is
situated on a fortress-like promontory, under the shadow of a Ve;

netian castle. The older fortifications are still partly extant. The
ancient Asine once occupied the site, and was founded anew by the
inhabitants of Korone. The town was the object and scene of many
battles in the medieval and modern wars in which Franks, VeneFarther on, to the left, rises Lykotians, and Turks took part.
dimo (p. 352).
We next pass Petalidi (800 inhab.), where a colony of Mainotes
(p. 259) have recently settled under the auspices of the Greek
government. This was the site of the town of Korone, which was
founded by Epimelides in the time of Epaminondas. The steamer

—

sometimes touches at the harbour of Nesion or Nisi (p. 346), before
reaching (i 3/t hr. from Korone) Kalamata (see p. 344).

45.

From Patras

to

Olympia by Land.

Railway, opened in Dec, 1888, as far as (I31/2 M.) Kato-Achai'a, and
Carriage from
to be continued to Katakolon and Pvrgos (about 50 M.).
Patras to Olympia in about 20 hrs." The night is spent at the Khan of
Kourtisi. The cost of a carriage for the journey varies from 80 to 100 fr.
(there and hack 140-1C0 fr.). More is often demanded and must be paid,
when the rivers which have to be crossed are swollen after heavy rain
occasionally, on the other hand, a cheaper vehicle may be had. Provisions must be taken for the whole journey.
The railway leads to the S.W. through the
Patras, see p. 29.

—

;

—

broad coast-plain, running not far from the sea, which is here called
the Gulf of Patras. We cross the beds of several mountain torrents
(generally dry), and then the river Glaukos, now called Levka, which

;
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From

ALI-JELEBI.

Route 46.

Patras

mountain-group of Panacha'ikon, the modern Vo'idia
Stations: /tea, Mantinogli (opposite Mesolonghi), Hagios
Vasilios or Vrache'ika, Zounale'ika, and Kaminia. Between Alissou
and Kato-Achai'a, an iron bridge, l 1 M. long, spans the bed of the
ancient Peiros, now called the river of Kamnitza.

rises on the lofty

(6330

ft.).

^

13Yo M. Kato-Acka'ia, a large village, which, with the 'upper'
same name (Epano-Achdia), 3 M. to the 8.. has preserved the name of the ancient N. Peloponnesian district of Achaia
(comp. p. 357). The Greek and Roman inscriptions here are comvillage of the

paratively numerous. Some scanty ruins to the S. of Kato-Achai'a
are supposed to be those of the early-decayed Olenos, one of the 12
federal cities of Achaia more probably, however, they indicate the
;

more important Dyme. Higher up in the valley of the
Peiros stood Pharae (comp. p. 320).
The plain of Kato-Achai'a is very fertile. An oak-wood stretches

site of the

leagues along both sides of the Ldrisos (now called Mann
which formed the ancient boundary between Achaia
and Elis. Through the breaks in the trees we catch glimpses on
the right of the Mdvro Vouno, surmounted by a ruined castle, the
Cyclopean walls of which were known to the ancients as Larisa or
simply as Teichos ('the wall'). The river here loses itself in a wide
swamp, which makes the whole district unhealthy. The road, leading sometimes through the forest and sometimes along its edge,
crosses the Larisos, near the site of the ancient Bouprasion, and
about 3 M. farther on (2 1 / 2 -3 hrs. drive from Kato-Achai'a) reaches
the hamlet of Ali-Jelebi, the name of which is derived from a
former Turkish proprietor. The marshy lake on which Ali-Jelebi
stands and the Lake of Kotiki, farther to the S., are connected with
the sea by canals. Both lakes are well-stocked with fish. Between
them, 1 hr.'s drive from Ali-Jelebi, lies Manoldda. Another hour's
drive brings us to the Khan of Kourtesi, which offers tolerable
accommodation for the night (3 fr. eggs and cheese may be obfor

many

or Stimana),

;

tained).

During the whole drive we have a view

to

the left of a curious-

almost fantastically shaped mountain-mass, included by the
ancients under the one name of Skollion, but by the moderns divided into Mavro Vouni (1755 ft.) and Santameri Vouni (2495 ft.
p. 320). This is an outlier of the Arcadian group called Olonos
(7300 ft.), the ancient Erymanthos, which rises farther to the E.
Along the shore to the right extends a broad and sandy strip of
coast, dotted with firs, and interrupted only for a short distance
near Kounoupeli. On this spot lay the ancient Hyrmine or Hormina ; Kyllene, which also stood here, seems to have disappeared.
The official application of that name to Glarentza (p. 31(5) is quite
erroneous. To the S.W., close to the sea, is a rounded hill with the
castle of Chlemoutzi (p. 316).
The road divides at the Khan of Kourte*si. The branch to the
ly,
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right passes (2 hrs.) the large village of Andravtda, where Guil-

laume de Champlitte, the new Prince of Morea, established his
magnificent seat about 1205. The ruined church of St. Sophia
dates from the same period. The Teutonic Order and the Knights
Templar also had churches here. Farther on this route crosses the
Peneios (see below), in summer hardly 2ft. deep, but in winter often
in high flood, and reaches the little town of Gastouni (1400 inhab.),

which

had a Frankish origin. Hence to Pyrgos, 5 hrs.
drivers usually choose the road to the left at the Khan of

also

The

Kourtesi, which is the shorter by more than an hour. In 8/4 hr. we
reach the village of Tragan6, exclusively inhabited by gypsies
('Giphti'), where the traveller is besieged by begging children.
Palaeopolis (6 M. from Kalitza, 18 M. from Pyrgos) lies 4>/2 M. to the
E. of Tragano, and is reached by a road leading p;ist O/2 M.) Markdpoulo,
across (2'/4 M.) the Peneios, and past ( 3 /4 M.) Kalyvia, 1 /i M. beyond which
are brick walls, in some places 16 ft. high, and other remains of the Roman
period. Palaeopolis marks the site of the city of Elis, which lay at the
foot of a steep hill, 400 ft. hi^h, surmounted by a citadel and a temple
of Athena. Elis resembled Sparta in being without walls. The first city
of importance here was erected in B.C. 471, by the union of numerous
communities ; but the site had previously been occupied by a town that
had fallen into decay. Protected by the sacred peace of Olympia (p. 321)
and by a standing league with Sparta, the inhabitants devoted themselves
chiefly to agriculture. Whatever may be covered by the earth, there are
no longer any visible traces of the temples, colonnades, gymnasia, or
theatre. The Acropolis, which commands a fine panorama, was again fortified in the middle ages, when it bore the name of Belvedere. The modern

name

is

Kalaskope.

In '^hr. we ford the Peneios, now called the River of Oastouni.
When the river is in flood the passage is difficult and sometimes
even impossible. A little farther on, the village of Tzap&naga is
reached. The plain maintains its monotonous character unaltered.
After l-iy4 hr. we reach Kalilza (1250 inhab.), quite hidden among
trees, and separated by a torrent from Dervish- Jelebi (1600 inhab.
5 hrs. from Kourte'si). If necessary the night may be spent in either
of these villages, which are surrounded by large vineyards.
The road now approaches the sea. On Zante we can make out
distinctly Mt. Skopos, and the white beach with the houses of the
town (p. 26). To the right as the road begins to ascend, stretches
;

the plain of Gastouni (see above), with its numerous villages and
the Peneios; the crescent-shaped coast-strip terminates on the
N.W. in the hill of Chelonatas, with the ruined castle of Chlemoutzi (p. 316). We next come in sight of the double hill on the
promontory of Katakolon, to the S., with the mediaeval Pontikokastro. The road then descends into the fertile plain of Pyrgos,
which is dotted with villages. In 2-2y2 hrs. after leaving Dervish-

we

—

reach
There are, judged by a Greek standard, several fair Inns
here with restaurants attached. The Hotel Olympia is perhaps the best.
Jelebi

PyrgOS.

—

R., or rather bed, 2 fr. (incl. light); a bargain should be made previously.
•— There are several Cafe's in the main street.
Carriage to Olympia about 25 fr. (horse or mule 5 fr.); to Palras o0-80tr.
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PYRGOS.

British Vice-Consul, Mr. Charles Fauquier.
Physician. Dr. Polysog6poulos understands German.
agent for Messrs. Fels & Co. (p. 5), speaks Italian.

— Mr. M. Karoli,

Pyryos, a town of 8800 inhab., consisting mainly of one long
crowded with warehouses, is the capital of the eparchy of
EUfa. The busy little town, which is situated on an eminence,
among cornfields, vineyards, and plantations of currants, has lately
been repeatedly injured by earthquakes. Its harbour, Katdkolon,
with which it is connected by a railway, is mentioned at p. 316.
From Pyrgos to Agoulenitza (3'/2 M.) and Klidl, see p. 315.

street,

A

Road

leads from Pyrgos to Olympia (12^2 M.
by carFrom Varodsaena it ascends in windings to
Palaeo-Varvdsaena, beyond which it again descends into the valley
of the Lestenitza, the classic Enipeus. Beyond the river, which is
spanned by a lofty arched bridge, we cross the ridge of Smyla, and
then traverse the plain to Kriekovki, situated at the base of the
hills on the other side of it. The road then skirts the hills, passes
Pldtanos, and reaches Olympia, where we alight near the museum,
at the hotel mentioned at p. 321.
The Bridle Path, crossing the low S. slope of the hill of Yarvasaena, is shorter (2 '/a hrs. on horseback). It then crosses the Lestenitza (see above) and several other streams, runs along not far
from the Alpheios, and finally skirts the S. base of the ridge on
which lie the villages of Phl6ka and Drotiva.
Comp. the Map.

good
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;
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The Bkidle Path from Patras to Olympia via SantamGri is shorter
than the above-described carriage-route by Ali-Jelebi, but it is fatiguing
and passable only in summer. We follow the carriage-road towards KatoAchaia (p. 318) to a point about 7'/2 M. (2'/2 hrs.) from Patras, and then
strike off to the left across the hills between the Peiros or River of Kamnitza and the sea, passing near several villages. We then cross the Peiros
and farther on several of its tributaries. [The plain of the Peiros belonged
to the town of Pharae, the scanty ruins of which lie near the khan of
Prevetd, about 6 M. aside from the path] We ride past Aria, where there
is a mediaeval fortress commanding the pass, and the Convent of Marilza,
and in G 1 ^ hrs. after leaving Patras reach the village of Santameri, where
the night may be spent if necessary. The castle of this name was founded
in 1311 by Nicolas III. de St. Omer. The ancient town of Thalamae, the refuge of the Eleians in times of danger, probably stood in this neighbourhood.
Santameri lies on the N.W. declivity of a mountain group of the same
name, which rises to the height of 3330 ft. Our route leads through the
narrow valley at the W. base of the mountain and along the bank of the
stream. We pass near Portaes, and in 2 hrs. reach the Pernios, which
here emerges from a narrow rocky channel into the open plain.
cross
the river and in 1 /i hr. reach the village] of Agrapidochdri, situated on a
wooded hill, near which the Eleian Ladon flows into the Peneios. Its delta
contains the faint traces of an ancient town, probably the Eleian Pylos.
ascend along the Ladon to (IV2 hr.) the hamlet of KoMougli, partly
built of ancient stones, brought from a 'palseokastro', 3 /4 M. to the E.,
which was also a fortress in the middle ages. About 1 hr. farther on the
Ladon bends towards the E. , but our route lies straight on. Beyond
('/a hr.) Mousdki we turn to the S.W. and cross the hills, which gradually
sink on the S. into the plain of the Alpheios. We pass the villages of
Karatoula, Ldndso'i, Brotlma, Pourndri, Kriekoiiti, and Pldtanos, and reach
the excavations at Olympia in 3 hrs.

We

We
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A Visit to Oltmpia is now practicable at any season, as the museums and excavations are open during the whole year. Few, however
will care to undergo the fatigue of this expedition in the oppressive
heat of a Greek summer.
The simplest plan is to stop at Katakolon
(p. 316), on the voyage either to or from Italy, and make the excursion
thence, which will cost from 70-80 fr., or less if the traveller rides from
Pyrgos or Katakolon. The Greek Coasting Steamers (pp. xix-xxii) touch
six times weekly at Katakolon ; the steamers of the Austrian, Lloyd once a
week (alternately on the voyages from Kalamata to Pinrus, and from
Patras to Corfu); and those of the Fraissinet Go. also once weekly (on the
way from Marseilles to Athens via Patras, Katakolon, and Kalamata). In
summer a small Greek steamer plies daily between Zante and Katakolon.
The drive from Patras (E. 45) is much more expensive and offers few
advantages (railway in progress).
Hotel. At the Xenodochion kept by the widow of Qeorgios Pliris, adjoining the Museum, good food and a tolerable room are obtained for 7-8 fr.
per day (less for a long stay). The landlady also provides horses or mules
for a tour in the Peloponnesus (7-8 fr. per day).
The best preparation for a visit to Olympia is a study of A. Boeltichers
'Olympia' (2nd ed., Berlin, 1886).
The ruins are under the care of Mr. Vasilios Leonardos, Ephor of
Olympia, who lives at the Museum.

—

Olympia (140 ft. above the sea-level), situated on the right bank
of the Alpheios, at the point where it is joined by the Kladeos, flowing to it from the N., lies in the district of Pisatis, which belonged
to Elis from B.C. 580 onwards.
It was never properly speaking a
town, but merely a sacred precinct, with temples, public buildings,
and a few dwelling-houses. It owed its high importance throughout
the entire Grecian world to the universal reverence for its shrines,
and above all to its famous games in honour of Zeus, which, during
a period of more than a thousand years, were periodically celebrated by the Greeks of all states and of all families.

The origin of the games recedes into the mythical ages. The
Greeks reverenced Hercules as their founder,
not the hero usually
known by that name, but the Idaean Hercules, who was said to have
been present at the birth of Zeus himself. The later Hercules, however, also took part in some famous contests here, after the defeat
of King Augeas of Elis. CEnomaos, King of Pisa, the old capital of
the district (p. 298), compelled the suitors of his daughter Hippodameia to compete with him in chariot-racing, and ignominiously
put to death all whom he vanquished, until at length Pelops succeeded in beating him and so won the hand of Hippodameia. Pelops
was thus the prototype of the victors at Olympia, and as such was
held in high honour there.
The actual founding of the games proper is ascribed to Iphitos
of Elis, who, along with Lykourgos of Sparta, reorganized the games
at the bidding of the oracle of Delphi in the 9th cent. B.C., and
introduced the 'Ekecheiria' (lit. 'hand-staying', 'truce') or 'Peace
of God' among all the states of Greece during the celebration of the
games. Pausanias saw the decree, inscribed on a discus of bronze,

—
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preserved in the Heraon (p. 329). By this means the Olympian
Games divested themselves of their local character and rose to the
dignity of a national festival, which was the visible expression of
Hellenic unity, in spite of all the internecine contentions and wars
among the individual states of Greece. The regular chronicle of
Olympian victors begins in B.C. 776, but the use of Olympiads as
chronological epochs did not originate till much later.
The games took place at the first full moon after the summer
solstice. At the beginning of the sacred month, the Eleians, who had
been left in undisturbed possession of the sanctuary since about
B.C. 580, sent heralds to proclaim the universal peace throughout
all Greece. The competitors and spectators of the festival streamed
in from far and near, the larger states represented by embassies
( 'Theorise'), which were sometimes of great magnificence. The function lasted for five days. The central point was a series of great sacrifices to Zeus and other gods, under the solemn management of
priests, some of whom dwelt continuously at Olympia. The sacrifices were accompanied by athletic contests of the most varied description, foot-races, hurling the discus, wrestling, boxing, chariotraces, etc., carried on under the direction of the Hellanodikae
('Judges of the Hellenes'), who were at the same time the highest

body in Elis.
The original and most important event in the games was the Foot
Race in the Stadion, at first one length of the course, but afterwards two
or more. In the 18th Olympiad (B.C. 708) the Pentathlon or Fivefold
Contest was introduced, a combination of leaping, hurling the discus,
political

running, wrestling, and boxing, so arranged that only the victors in the
first contests could compete in the later, and that the final contest should be
a boxing-match between the two best competitors. In the 25th Olympiad (B.C. 680) was held the first Chariot Race with four horses. In the
33rd Olympiad (B.C. 648) the first Horse Race took place, and the Pankration, a combination of wrestling and boxing, was introduced. Subsequently special competitions for boys in most of these sports were arranged,
and in the 65th Olympiad (B.C. 520) the Hoplitodromos, or 'soldiers race
in heavy marching order', was added.
The competitions were restricted to free-born Greeks of unstained character though 'barbarians' might be spectators. Women, with the exception
of the Eleian priestess of Demeter, were not permitted to view the sports
Before the contest the competitors had to appear in the Bouleu(p. 315).
terion, in presence of Zeus Horkios (p. 334), and take an oath that they
had undergone the prescribed ten months' course of training and would
obey the Olympian laws and the regulations of the Games. They then
entered the Stadion by a special entrance with the Hellanodika1 the
heralds announcing the name and country of each athlete as he appeared.
The palm was handed to the victor immediately after the contest. The
prizes proper, simple branches from the sacred olive-tree planted by Hercules himself, were distributed at the end of the Games to all the victors
at the same time. The Greeks attached the most extraordinary value to
the Olympic olive-branch. Pindar has celebrated it in spirited song. Its
acquisition was not only a lifelong distinction for the winners, but reflected also the highest honour on their families and on their states, and
their countrymen used to testify their gratitude by triumphal receptions,
banquets at the public expense, aud often by exemption from taxes.
In Olympia itself the champions dwelt at the public expense in the
Prytaneion (p. 331) and had the right of erecting a statue in the Altis,
,
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which,

in the case of a triple victory, was allowed to bear the
features
of the victor. Besides these statues, the first of which were erected in
wood about the 60th Olympiad (540), numerous votive offerings were
presented by states and individuals, so that in the course of centuries
there arose that forest of statues, the description of which, even after it
had been several times plundered by the Romans, fills nearly an entire

book

in Pausanias (p. cxiii).

In addition to the athletes,

men

illustrious in the intellectual sphere

sometimes appeared with their performances. Hevodotus is said to
have read in public at Olympia a portion of his historical work, and so
to have fired the youthful Thucydides, who was present, to the compoalso

sition of his history.

Celebrated orators, like Gorgias and Lysias, addressed the people from the opisthodomos of the temple of Zeus, as did the
sophist Hippias of Elis and others. Painters exhibited their works here. It
was here also that Themistoklei enjoyed his greatest triumph, when at
his appearance in the stadion, probably in the 77th Olympiad (472), the
assembled Greeks greeted the hero of Salamis with shouts of applause.
At a later date Plato was also received here with honour by the admiring multitude.

The Heraeon (p. 329) is the most ancient of the buildings
exhumed. Its erection, according to Pausanias, dates from

hitherto

and indeed the cella and stylobate of the present
building have clearly come down from a very early wooden temple.
It is said to have been for a long time the only temple in Olympia,
and to have served as the common shrine of Zeus and Hera.
The
Heroon (p. 336), the N. part of the Bouleuterion (p. 334), the Pelopion (p. 329), and most of the Treasuries (p. 331) date also from
the period before the Persian Wars.
The first boundary of the
Altis or sacred precinct is said to have consisted at that earliest
period of a wall of hewn 'Poros' stone, of which only a few fragments now remain (pp. 331, 334, 335).
The Olympic Games attained their zenith in the period after the
Persian Wars, and during the struggles of the Sicilian Greeks against
the Carthaginians. Competitors streamed in not only from the states
of Greece proper, but also from the islands, from the colonies of
Magna Graecia and Sicily, from Asia Minor, and fromCyrene. During this period the Temple of Zeus (p. 326) was built, and probably also the S. part of the Bouleuterion (p. 334) aud the Syracusan and Sikyonic Treasuries (p. 331). The Metroon (p. 331), the
Leonidaeon (p. 335), and the South-East Building (p. 334) are not
prehistoric times

;

—

so ancient.

As Hellenic influence extended to the E., the contingents from
the Asiatic states and from Egypt, as well as those from Macedonia and Thrace, grew larger and larger; and an energetic building-period set in, among the results of which were the Palaestra
(p. 336), the large Gymnasium (p. 336), the Philippeion (p. 330),
the Echo Colonnade (p. 333), and the vaulted entrance to the Stadion.
Finally, in the Roman period, we find champions hailing from
of the empire, while Greece proper became less and less
conspicuous. In outward splendour, however, Olympia in no way
declined. Tiberius and Nero themselves won victories here, while
the other emperors recognized at least the prerogatives of the victors.
all parts
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Building and adornment went on until the latest period. Nero's
Palace (p. 333), the large South Portico, the latest hewn-stone
building at Olympia (p. 334), the Exedra of Herodes Atticus
(p. 331), the Theokoleon (p. 336), the two Thermae (p. 337), the
reconstruction of the large Leonidaeon (p. 335), and several ruined
brick buildings in the neighbourhood, all date from the Roman
times. The second Altis Wall, which superseded the original boundary of the sacred precinct and which is still perfect on the W. and
S., was probably also built at this time. But the conditions of the
games no longer remained in their original integrity. Professional
athletes appeared, and, travelling from one to another of the numerous athletic meetings, succeeded in degrading even the Olympic

The regular celebration of the Olympic games
seems gradually to have died out in the 4th cent. A.D. The Emperor
Valens revived them in 369, but Theodosius finally suppressed them

victory to a trade.

in

394 A.D.
The earliest Christian church was accommodated

in a part of the

Theokoleon (p. 336), while the other buildings were converted into
dwelling-houses. In order to protect themselves against the barbarian invaders who harassed Greece from the end of the 4th cent,
onwards (comp. p. 227), the inhabitants of Olympia erected a substantial fortification between the temple of Zeus and the S. Portico,
with walls 10 ft. thick, formed of materials from the Metroon, some
of the treasuries, the Echo Colonnade, the Bouleuterion, and the
Leonidaeon. These walls (marked with dotted lines on the plan)
existed until the recent extensive excavations when they were
demolished for the sake of the sculptures, inscribed stones, and
,

architectural fragments that had been built into them.

The temple of Zeus and some of the other buildings then standing were thrown down by two earthquakes in the first half of the
6th century.- At the same time a landslip probably took place on
Mt. Kronion, which buried the Exedra and several of the treasuries,
and so preserved numerous Roman statues in the first-named building. It was probably also about the same period that the first inundation of the Kladeos took place, which deposited a layer of sand,
3 ft. thick, on all the structures lying to the W. of Olympia, between
the large Gymnasium and the Leonidaeon (comp. p. 336).
The Christian population that still remained in Olympia after
these catastrophes erected a large and compact village between the
temple of Zeus and the Stadion, covering the partly-buried ancient edifices with wretched huts, built without mortar and stuck
together with slime. These huts were demolished on being excavated, for nearly every one of them contained fragments of the
pediment-sculptures or metopes of the temple of Zeus. Visitors
should notice the large clay vessels which were found let into the
floors of the huts, but which are now restored to their original position above the Echo Colonnade, high above the present floor. To the

Excavations.
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people of this village also belong the tombs of stone-slabs and bricks,
which have been discovered in all parts of Olympia, and which have
not yet all been opened. They lay about 3 ft. below the floors of
the houses, and were especially numerous in the Byzantine church.
The event which resulted in the complete burial of Olympia
must have happened about a century later, to judge from the coins
found there. The Kladeos again left its channel and in the course
of years covered all Olympia with a layer of sand from 10 to 15 ft.
deep, above which only the treasuries emerged. Deposits of coarse
gravel from this period are still to be seen in various parts of the
perpendicular earthen banks, e.g. in the large Gymnasium, to the
W. of the Byzantine church, and near the Octagon. Finally the
treasuries were also covered, by clay washed down by the rain from
Mt. Kronion. While the Kladeos thus brought sand which preserved
as well as covered the ruins, the Alpheios destroyed part of the S.E.
of Olympia. It washed away the entire Hippodrome and part of the
S. embankment of the Stadion, but the Octagon, a Roman brick
building to the S.E. of the Altis, broke its force and diverted the
destructive current to the S.W.
The first idea of an excavation at Olympia suggested itself to
Winckelmann, who expected a rich harvest from the abundance of
Greek sculptures known to have been placed here. The French Expedition de Moree of 1829 paid a passing attention to the idea and
instituted excavations at the temple of Zeus, which yielded a few
metope-reliefs, now in the Louvre. The complete exhumation of the
entire site of this centre of ancient Greek life was reserved for the
new German empire. Ernst Curtius succeeded in obtaining the concurrence of the Emperor and the Crown Prince of Germany the Imperial Diet voted supplies ; and in 1874 a treaty was made with
Greece which secured to Germany the direction of the excavations
and the right to the first scientific use of their results, while the
objects discovered were to remain in Greece. In six winter seasons
and at an expense of about 40,000i. almost the entire district of
Olympia was freed from the superincumbent soil, which in some
places was 20 ft. deep. The work was mainly directed from Berlin,
where Ernst Curtius, Adler, the architect, and a member of the Foreign Office formed the directorate; while the conduct of the work at
Olympia was entrusted to a varying commission of archaeologists
and architects. The yield of sculptures fell short of the expectations, though the Hermes of Praxiteles (p. 341) is a work of the
highest class, in itself worth a journey to Olympia but a flood of
light was thrown upon topographical and architectural matters of
the highest scientific importance. The interest excited by Olympia
may be compared with the impression produced by Pompeii the
ruins of the latter are more extensive and in better preservation,
but in general interest Olympia far excels the almost unknown Roman provincial town.
;

;

;

;
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The best survey of Olympia is obtained from the slope of the
*Kronos Hill or Krdnion, the partially wooded hill, 403 ft. high,

With the help of the Plan, we
can distinctly make out the Altis (jEolic for aXoos, a grove), or
sacred walled precinct, about 750 ft. long aiid about 570 ft. broad,
stretching along the foot of the hill. The Altis was bounded on the
E. by the Echo Colonnade (p. 333) and the so-called S.E. Building (p. 334) on the W. the boundary-wall extended from the Prytaneion (p. 331) to the S.W. corner, and was interrupted by one
large and two smaller gates. On the S. the boundary began with a
wall, was continued to the E. by the Bouleuterion (p. 334), the N.
part of which abutted directly on the Altis, and finally ended with
another wall on the S.E., which included the substructure of the Roman triumphal gateway. Within this precinct stood all the sacred
buildings
the Temples of Zeus, Hera, and the Mother of the Qods
(Metroon), the Heroa of Pelops and Hippodameiu, the Treasuries,
the Prytaneion, some of the porticoes, a large number of altars to
particular gods, and the innumerable votive offerings and statues
of victors. The space to the W., between the sacred enclosure and
the Kladeos, the ancient E. protecting- wall of which has been disclosed in several places, contained the large Gymnasium with the
Palaestra (p. 336), to the S. of which lay the Theokoleon (p. 336).
Still farther to the S., opposite theW. entrance to the Altis, lay the
largest building in Olympia, the Leonidaeon (p. 335). The only
buildings found between the Altis and the Alpheios are the Bouleuterion and the South Portico, beside the latter of which, to
the S., passed the great festal way leading from Olympia to Elis.
The Roman Ruin, visible among the currant-fields still farther to
the S., may have been a lodging-house for rich guests, while for the
other numerous visitors at the festival the accommodation was probably no better than that provided for the visitors to a modern Greek
panegyris. To the E. of the sacred enclosure lay the Stadion (p. 333),
the Hippodrome (p. 333), and a few Roman structures.
The centre of the Altis, and the initial point of the excavations
as well as of our tour round the ruins, is the Temple of Zeus, said
to have been built by the Eleians in the 5th cent. B.C. with the
plunder of the city of Pisa (p. 298), destroyed more than 100 years
before. The native Eleian artist Libon is mentioned as the architect.
The temple was a Doric peripteros, with six columns at either end
and thirteen on the sides, built on an artificial mound. The stylobate, 200 Olympic feet (2101/4 Engl, ft.) long and 86t/ 4 (903/4
Engl, ft.) broad, is constructed, like all the older Olympian edifices,
of massive hewn blocks of a shell-conglomerate ('Poros') quarried
in the neighbourhood. The columns, of the same coarse shelllimestone, coated with fine white stucco, were 32'/2 Olympic feet
(34'/5 ft.) high, with a base-diameter of 7 Olympic feet (7'/3 ft.)
they had 20 flutings. The columnar distance, from axis to axis,
rising to the N. of the excavations.

;

—
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feet or one-half of the height. A few well-preserved capitals, with beautifully designed echinus mouldings, lie on
the S. side of the building, adjoining some of the prostrate columns,
which are extended at full length as they were thrown down by the
earthquakes. Fragments of all the parts of the entablature lie scattered around the massive corner piece at the N. W. corner, originally
18'/5 ft. long and 53/ 4 ft. high, gives an idea of the imposing size of
the temple.
Traces of pedestals for bronze statues may be seen on the stylobate
between the columns on the S. side. The floor of the colonnade is of
simple river gravel, covered on the E. (i.e. the ancient approach)
by a beautiful coloured marble pavement of Roman workmanship,
The Pronaos, within the colonnade, has two columns between antae
(the sockets for the bolts of the metal doors are still visible) its floor
retains the remains of a Greek Mosaic in rough round stones from
the river, representing Tritons, within a tasteful border of palmettes and meandering lines (now covered). The Cella (outside measurement) is 100 Olympic feet long by 50 broad. It was divided by two
rows of Doric columns, parts of the shafts of which are still in position,
into three aisles, of which the centre one was considerably the
widest. This central nave was divided from E. to W. into three
sections, the first of which retains traces of a coloured marble pavement. The central section was paved with black limestone slabs,
with a raised border of white Pentelic marble, still preserved, and
was enclosed on the S., E., and N. by stone screens (still to be traced
between the columns), adorned with paintings from the hand of
Panaenos. The third section was entirely occupied by the chryselephantine Statue of Zeus about 40 ft. in height, carved by Phidias
(comp. p. lxxxvi). Fragments of its black limestone pedestal, which
was about 20 Olympic feet wide by 30 deep, lie scattered about;
some of those in the S.E. angle have been fitted together again. The
statue itself is said to have been removed to Constantinople during
the Byzantine period, and to have perished there in a conflagration.
The image was usually covered by a curtain, only withdrawn on
solemn festal occasions. The curtain that Pausanias saw was the
gift of Antiochos IV. Epiphanes of Syria (175-164 B.C.), and was
made of purple wool adorned with Assyrian embroidery. The spectators stood in the easternmost division of the nave, or could walk
round the statue by the side-aisles, which were connected by a narrow
passage at the W. end. There were galleries above the side-aisles,
reached by spiral staircases, so that the upper part of the statue
could also be inspected. A hydria (water-vessel) or a marble frame
near the wonderful image marked the spot struck by the thunderbolt, by which Zeus is said to have announced to Phidias his satis-

was 16'/ 4 Olympic

;

;

:

faction with the work.
The whole ceiling of the

temple was of wood (not stone)
the
many of which are now deposited on

roof consisted of marble-tiles,

;
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the Pelopion. The cornice was ornamented with lions' heads, which
served as water-spouts or gargoyles.
The sculptural ornamentation
of the pediments and metopes is described at pp. 338-340.
In front of the E. facade, where the entrance was formed by a
sloping terrace, stand a number of interesting bases of statues,
which were discovered here built into the Byzantine E. wall, in
the order in which Pausanias mentions them. Not far from the
S.E. approach to the terrace is a semicircular substructure, which
bore the statues of nine Greek heroes at the Trojan War, drawing
lots for the duel with Hector. The statue of Nestor shaking the
lots in a helmet stood on the round base on the opposite side of
the way. This famous work was by Onatas.
The large marble
base close by doubtless supported a quadriga, and probably so did
the sandstone base beside the path, farther to the S. Perhaps these
were votive offerings from Gelon and Hieron, rulers of Syracuse,

—

—

who won

victories at Olympia.
Opposite the S.E. angle of the temple a large marble base has
been rebuilt of five blocks, with ancient inscriptions. Two distichs
in the middle celebrate the founder, Praxiteles, citizen of Syracuse
and Kamarina, though a native of Mantinea ('let this be a token of
his worth')
on the right and left are the names of the artists.
Behind rises the lofty circular pedestal of a statue of Zeus, dedicated by the Lacedaemonians during the second Messenian War the
epigram quoted by Pausanias is on the upper edge.
Farther to the E., and near the path following the line of the
Byzantine wall, stands the lofty triangular Base of the Nike of Paeo-

—

;

;

nios (p. 340), which consisted of eight blocks. The two stones
which have been set up again bear an inscription of the Roman
period, containing the decision in the boundary dispute (mentioned
The original voat p. 278) between Messenia and Lacedaemonia.
tive inscription (comp. p. 28) is on the N. face of the stone lying
in front of the base ; the artist boasts in it of having won a prize for
the akroteria of the temple (also figures of Nike).
Farther to the N. (comp. the Plan) is the Base of the Eretrian
Bull (p. 340) by Philesios. Close by is that of the statue of the
Rhodian Eukles by Naukydes and beyond, that of the Athenian
pankration-champion Kallias, with the name of Mikon, the sculptor. The base of the statue of the Locrian Euthymos, with an epigram and the name of the sculptor Pythagoras, is at the N.E. angle
of the Byzantine wall, the foundations of which at this part were
formed of drums of columns from the Metroon, a large number of
which lie scattered about.
The remains of a foundation dug up not far off may perhaps be
those of the House of CEnomaos, which Pausanias says stood to the
left of the passage from the altar of Zeus to the temple of Zeus.
The Altar of Zeus, or, more accurately, its scanty remains, was
exhumed rather more to the N., but it has already become partly

;
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buried again on account of its sunken position. Like nearly all the
older buildings at Olympia it has a foundation of undressed stones.
The ground-plan is an ellipse, agreeing with the measurements
given by Pausanias. Its complete destruction was probably due to
Christian zeal, which desired to annihilate the chief centre of the
old Greek paganism. Remains of other altars were discovered round
the main shrine, on the spots recognizable by the blackened earth,
mixed with ashes and the remains of bones.
The low hillock which rises from 3 to 6 ft. above the surrounding ground to the W., where fragments of a retaining-wall may still
be seen, was the Pelopion, or sacred enclosure of Pelops. It was
built in the form of an irregular pentagon, with a curious portal on
the S.W. Only the foundation of the latter now remains, for the
columns and entablature were utilized for the Byzantine E. wall.
The stone approach to the stylobate of the portico may still be made
Beside the Pelopion runs one of the numerous conduits of
out.
Olympia, some of which served to bring fresh drinking-water, and
others to carry off the rain-water. The chief of these very numerous and very diverse aqueducts are marked on the plan with blue

—

lines.

In the direction of the Heraeon, to the N. of the Pelopion, stands
a large ruined Altar, near which more than a thousand small bronze
and terracotta figures of animals of the roughest workmanship have
been found. This altar is probably the most ancient in Olympia,
for the blackened earth containing these votive gifts has been found
even under the foundations of the Heraaon. Perhaps we may identify
in it the ancient common shrine of Hera und Zeus.
The Heraeon, at the foot of a spur of the Kronion on which rise
two pine-trees, is not only the oldest temple in Olympia, but probDoric peripteros
ably the most ancient known temple in Greece.
with 6 columns at each end and 16 on each side, it deviates in
other essential points from the usual norm. The stereobate has but
two steps. The chief entrances are on the S. side, between the extreme intercolumniations on the right and left. The 40 peripteral
columns, of which only six are entirely wanting, present the most

A

one
marked differences the diameters vary from B l /4 to 4^2 ft
column at the S.W. angle has only 16 flutings, while all the rest
have 20 the 19 capitals that have been found are all different
:

-

;

;

(compare, e.g., the two in the E. portico, both from the E. facade)
while in material and construction the columns also vary. The true
explanation of these variations is most probably that the original
columns were of wood, and were replaced with stone columns, as
the course of time rendered it necessary. Pausanias states that he
saw one wooden column in the Opisthodomos. The unusally large
proportion of the columnar distance to the diameter of the columns
(as 11 to 4), and the fact that no trace of architrave, triglyph, etc.,
has been found, permit the conclusion that the entablature must have
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been of wood. The Heraeon may thus be regarded as a fresh proof
of the development of the Doric style from timber-construction.
Only the lower portion of the cella-wallswas of stone; some other
material, probably sun-dried bricks, was used above the slabs now
extant. Bricks of this kind, made of common clay and unflred, a
building material which the moderns despise, were used in Greece
for many temples, palaces, and town-walls, and probably for most
of the ordinary houses. The unburnt brick wall of the cella in
this case lasted until the destruction of the roof, and was then
disintegrated by the rain. The bases of a few Roman statues, with
inscriptions, stand in the Pronaos, which is built as a temple in
antis. [The exact jointing of the masonry in the N.W. angle of
the pronaos should be noticed.] We enter the Cella by a wide doorway, the sill and posts of which were of wood covered with bronze.
The interior of the cella, which was found covered with a deposit
of clay 3 ft. thick, obviously the debris of the brick-wall above
mentioned, is somewhat long in proportion to its breadth and was
divided by two rows of columns (of which the stylobates still remain), dating from a later period than those without. Originally
there were short partition cross-walls (marked on the plan), like
those which still exist in the temple of Bassse (p. 309) their foundations and the places where they abutted on the main walls may
still be recognized. Pausanias saw a number of statues between the
columns; and the base of one of these (Hermes with the young Dionysos, by Praxiteles) still stands where he beheld it. The statue
itself, the most valuable of all the discoveries at Olympia, was
found lying immediately in front of the base, embedded in the
above-mentioned deposit of clay. The base at the W. end of the
cella probably supported the Images of Hera and Zeus, as it consists of the same material as the colossal head of Hera (now in the
Museum, p. 342) which belonged to the group.
Several hollows
may be observed on the exterior columns, especially on those on the
S. side these were probably used for the reception of votive or announcement tablets.
The Philippeion, a round structure farther to the W., built by
Philip II. of Macedonia after the battle of Chseronea (p. 156), is
of special importance owing to the accuracy with which its date
(about 336 B.C.) can be fixed. Three marble steps (partly restored
on the S.) led up to a circle of 18 Ionic columns, on which rested
an entablature of shell-limestone, with a marble cornice. The interior was adorned with Corinthian columns, and contained gold and
ivory statues of Amyntas, Philip II., and Alexander the Great, and
of Eurydice and Olympias (consorts of the two first, grandmother
and mother of the last), all by Leochares. Several fragments of the
semicircular marble bases of these statues, distinguished for the
;

—

;

purity of their ornamentation, have beeii found, and put together
in the interior of the building. In antiquity they stood higher.
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We next glance at the Prytaneion, of which, though more than
once restored, the present remains are exceedingly scanty. The
earliest ground-plan, which is still the most distinct, is indicated
on the plan at p. 32*2. A chapel with an altar of Hestia stood in the
middle of the court, round which were arranged several small apartments and also a large hall, where the Olympian victors were entertained. A few blocks of Poros stone, belonging to the wall of the
Altis (p. 323), may be seen in the S.W. angle.
Passing hence to the E. through the Herson we reach the Exedra
of Herodes Atticus, the architectonic termination of an aqueduct
built by Herodes Atticus (pp. 42, 53) and extending from the upper
valley of the Alpheios to Olympia. The lower part is occupied by
a cistern or reservoir, flanked by two circular marble erections with
eight columns, and above is a large vaulted semicircular space, the
niches in which formerly contained statues of the family of Herodes
and of the imperial house. On the edge of the cistern stood a
marble bull bearing the dedicatory inscription. This bull and the
beautiful Corinthian capital of one of the columns are now in the
Museum.
Passing two altars we come next to the foundations of the Metroon (i.e. the temple of the Mother of the Gods), the image in
which had disappeared even by the time of Pausanias. The building was deliberately demolished in the Byzantine period, and the
materials used for the wall of the fortification (p. 324). The three
steps and a single drum on the N. are all that have been spared.
The temple was a Doric peripteros with six columns at the ends
and eleven at the sides though very small, its cella had both a
pronaos and a posticum. It was probably built at the beginning of
the 4th cent. B.C. A few of the statues of Roman emperors which
Pausanias saw in the cella have been discovered among the found;

ations.

We now

ascend to the terrace of the treasuries by means of a
of steps, which probably dates as far back as the Persian
begin our inspection at the W. end. Behind the E. wing
Wars.
of the Exedra is an Altar to Hercules, and adjacent is a small square
building with a pronaos of soft limestone. The name of this eviflight

We

dently very ancient temple is unknown.
To the E. of this point extends the long row of Treasuries,
which have been described in considerable detail by Pausanias.
They were used to preserve the smaller votive offerings of the
various towns and states, the weapons and disks for the games, etc.
The westernmost is the Treasury of the Sikyonians (PI. I), constructed of better material than was usual at Olympia. Like most
of the others it consists of a cella, with a narrow pronaos, distyle in
antis. The entablature, columns, and wall masonry have been discovered nearly entire, and now lie partly between the Heraeon and
Metroon and partly within the Byzantine church (p. 335). The

;
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W. of the altar of Zeus ; and one of the blocks of
the E. anta, bearing the builders' inscription, may be seen in the
museum.
Pausanias probably did not see the next two treasuries
(PI. II and III), which were most likely demolished by Herodes
Atticus to make way for his aqueduct, after he had built the Exedra.
The following five treasuries (PI. IV-VIII), belonging to the towns
of Syracuse, Epidamnos, Byzantium, Sybaris, and Cyrene, are represented now only by their foundations, though a few fragments
of their entablatures and columns have been found.
The Treasury
of Selinus (PI. IX) has an interesting feature in its double floor
the fragments of its entablature and terracotta cornice recall the
artistic forms of the Selinuntian temples. Of the next house, the
Treasury of Metapontus (PI. X), everything has disappeared but the
terracotta covering of the roof, which is ornamented with rosettes
but the Treasury of Megara (PI. XI) can be almost completely restored. Its Doric columns, architrave, triglyphs, cornices, and terracotta roof (adorned with painted mouldings and palmettes), which
were incorporated bodily in the W. Byzantine wall, now lie to the
W. of the Bouleuterion (p. 334). Limestone reliefs, representing
the combats of the gods and the giants, were introduced on the
pediments of this treasury (p. 342).
capitals lie to the

—

—

of the Byzantine wall has also disclosed the maTreasury of Oela (PI. XII), the last of the series.
The cella, which was older than the pronaos, was crowned on the
outside with a stone-cornice, encased in terracotta
and portions of
this cornice, with the iron nails which served to fasten the terracotta casing, now lie to the E. of the Byzantine W. wall. Almost
all the stones of the hexastyle portico, which had two columns and
a pilaster on each side, are still extant, some in the E. and some in
the W. Byzantine wall. The later date of the portico is easily seen
from its foundations and the shape of its capitals, and from the po-

The demolition

terials of the

;

sition of this treasury relative to the others.

A

substantial Retaining Wall, with buttresses, protected the
from the Kronion; near it are portions

treasuries against landslips

of the vaulted aqueduct of Herodes Atticus.

Below the terrace of the treasuries, from the N.E. angle of the
Metroon to the entrance of the Stadion, stretches a long row of
pedestals. These supported the Zanes, or bronze statues of Zeus
(archaic form Zav), which were erected with the fines for breaches
of the rules of the games. The second from the W. end bears the
signature of Kleon, the last to the

left,

at

the entrance to the Sta-

dion, that of Dssdalos, both of Sikyon.
According to Pausanias, Eupolos of Thessaly had to erect the first
six, at the beginning of the 4th cent. B.C.
Then followed six erected by
Athenian athletes, two by Rhodians, one by Apollonios of Alexandria, two
by Didas and Sarapammon, also from Egypt, and one by the cowardly
Sarapion of Alexandria, who had entered himself for the pankration but
decamped the day before the competition.

;
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Straight in front of us to the E. now stands the Arched Entrance by which the competitors and umpires entered the Stadion.
The vaulting, which has been partly restored, was probably constructed during the Roman period ou the occasion of the heightening of the Stadion embankments.

Only a very small portion of the Stadion has been uncovered.
There were artificial embankments for the spectators on three sides.
but on the N. the seats were placed on the Kronion and adjoining
hills.
There never were any specially constructed stone tiers of
seats. The low wall which indicated the starting-place is in good
preservation. The goal is indicated by a similar wall to the E., which
we reach by a detour through the trenches. The distance between
the two, originally arranged for a simple straight race (not round a
turning-post and back again, as at Athens, p. 48), is 630 4/5 ft., i.e.
exactly the length of the Olympic stadion, one of the most important linear measures of antiquity. The 600th part of it (1.05
Engl, ft.) made an Olympic foot, the scale used in building many
of the edifices in Olympia.
Parallel with the Stadion, on the S., lay the Hippodrome, with
a triangular starting-place, minutely described by Pausanias. It
has since been completely washed away by the Alpheios, but we
may approximately And its position in a slight depression in the
ancient bed of the Alpheios, stretching from the Octagon to the hill
of Pisa (p. 298).

We

now

return to the vaulted entrance of the Stadion, pass

and turn to the left. Here are the foundations of the
large Echo Colonnade, which formed the E. boundary of the Altis
for more than 100 yards. It was built in the Macedonian period
after the destruction of an older colonnade, the remains of which
may still be traced. The Doric columns and the entablature were
utilized by the Byzantines for the E. wall of their fortifications
they now lie to the E. of the Bouleuterion, near the Nike pedestal.
The beautifully outlined marble steps (partly restored) still retain
their original position at the angles. An imposing row of pedestals
of very diverse characters, for votive offerings or statues, has been
preserved to the W. of the portico. Among these may be mentioned
the remains of two Ionic columns, 30 ft. high, on which stood the
statues of Ptolemy II. Philadelphos and his consort Arsinoe.
A number of Roman brick walls run to the S. and S.E. from the
S. end of the Echo Colonnade, mostly belonging to a Mansion,
built, according to an inscription found on a leaden pipe, by the
emperor Nero. The house was completely rebuilt in the late Roman
period, from which time also dates the large mosaic to the E. of the
Echo Colonnade. Nero's mansion was erected on the site of a Greek
building, the stylobate of which is still entire. The building itself
was demolished and its stones were used as rubble for the brick
walls of its Roman successor. This earlier Greek building, dating
through

it,
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probably from the 4th cent. B.C., consisted of four apartments,
flanked on the S.W. and N. by a Doric colonnade. The name and
purpose of this S.E. Building are unknown. [Formerly it was erroneously identified with the Leonidseon described by Pausanias.]
The S. boundary-wall of the Altis ran between the S.E. Building and the Bouleuterion. Here also are the substructures of a
late-Roman Triumphal Gateway, constructed of ancient materials.
Near the same spot stood a more ancient gate, no traces of which
have been brought to light by the excavations.
After glancing at the ancient fountain a little farther to the
S.W., we follow the road to the W., along the S. terrace-wall of the
temple of Zeus. To the left, among the lofty piles of stones, is a
substantial foundation, which once supported equestrian statues of
Mummius and the ten legates. To the right, above the E. Byzantine
wall, is the inscribed base of a statue of Telemachos.
A few paces farther to the W. is the entrance to the Bouleuterion, only the S. portion of which is in anything like good preservation. It consists of a small square central space and two long
wings, each terminating at the W. end in an apse. This groundplan is of special interest, for this is the earliest known occurrence
of it in any ancient Greek building. The square central court seems
to have been used by the Boule, or council, and probably also contained the Statue of Zeus Horkios, the protector of oaths, represented
with a thunderbolt in each hand. Here the athletes swore that they
had undergone the prescribed ten months' training, and that they
would obey the Olympic regulations. The side-buildings were each
divided into two aisles by rows of columns in the middle; and the
apses were separated from the rest by walls, with strong double
doors. The main spaces are believed to have been offices, and the
apses treasuries. The Bouleuterion was built in the Doric style; and
was surrounded by a triglyph-frieze. Its materials were used in the
Byzantine fortifications, but some have now been fitted together
again in the N. wing. Among these are fragments of architraves
with only five gutte on the regula, and the capital of a large anta.
The three parts of the Bouleuterion were fronted on the E. by a
common Ionic portico, the bases of some of the columns, at which
still remain. The extensive trapezium-shaped court adjoining this
portico on the E. belongs to a very late period the Doric columns
of its colonnades are very roughly dressed.
The E. end of the long South Portico has been discovered to
the S. of the Bouleuterion. The portico, open to the S., E., and
W., but closed on the N. by a wall, stood on a base of white limestone, approached by three steps. The outer row of columns was
Doric and supported an entablature with triglyphs the inner rows,
;

;

dividing the portico into two aisles, were Corinthian. The "W. end
of the portico has been discovered to the S.W. of the Bouleuterion,
and the total length is about 260 feet. The stones of this portico,
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which was

still standing when the Byzantine wall was hegun, lie
scattered near the remains of the substructure.

Passing two smaller Greek buildings of unknown use, to the W.
we return to the broad road leading from the S.E.
Building to the S.W. triumphal gate of the Altis. On the left we notice the materials of the Leonidaeon and of the treasuries of Gela and
Megara, recovered from the Byzantine wall. The Doric pilaster-capitals belong to the second of these, the upright column to the last.
The S. side of the road is occupied by a long row of pedestals,
chiefly of equestrian statutes
on the N. side there are only a few
foundations of pedestals , two of which bear inscriptions, one the
name of Sophokles, the sculptor, the other (the westernmost), that
of Philonides of Crete, the messenger and 'courier' of Alexander
the Great.
We next pass through the W. Gate of the Altis, which has three
archways and was adorned on the outside with a tetrastyle porch.
The processions, as described by Pausanias, must have entered the
Altis by this entrance, though its dimensions are strangely small
for a festal gateway. An aqueduct, fed from the exedra of Herodes,
of theBouleuterion,

;

was carried

at a later date over the top of the gate.

The W. Boundary Wall of the Altis,

built of 'Poros' stone and
buttressed on the inner side, here still stands to a height of over
3 ft., and may be traced for its whole extent. It is separated from
the large buildings in the W. part of Olympia by a broad track.
An inscription found in 1886 proves that the large building to
the S.W. of this gate is the Leonidaeon, mentioned by Pausanias,
which was originally erected by an Eleian named Leonidas about
the 4th cent. B.C. and was completely rebuilt in Roman times.
The square central court, in which large tanks and gardens are still
to be seen, was surrounded by a Doric colonnade, of which only a
few prostrate shafts remain, most of the rest having been built into
the Byzantine W. wall. In the Greek period a number of large and
small rooms opened off the court but after the rebuilding four large
separate dwellings and two or three halls took their place. A second
colonnade of 138 Ionic columns surrounded the entire exterior of
the building, giving it a very imposing appearance. Only the bases of
these are left in the original positions shafts and entablature were
used for the Byzantine W. wall. The Museum (p. 343) contains
numerous fragments of its finely designed cornice of terracotta,
adorned with lions' heads. The original object of the Leonidaeon is
unknown. In the Roman period, after its reconstruction, it was
occupied by the Roman governors.
To the N. is a group of buildings, the centre of which is now
the Byzantine Church. This last is an ancient edifice altered so
that the former entrance was closed by an apse, while one of the
former windows was converted into the entrance. The inner walls,
the perforated marble screens, the altar, and the ambo are Byzan;

;
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columns with composite capitals, which divided the
church into three aisles, were taken from a Roman building. The
Byzantine floor has been everywhere removed, except in the vestibule, in order to examine the character of the Greek substructure.
Some of the lowest parts of the shafts of the Greek building are
still in situ.
The ground-plan of this Greek construction shows an
oblong hall with two rows of Doric columns, and a nearly square
vestibule, in the middle of which is a Roman water-tank. Some
take the ancient building for the council-room and festal hall of
the old priests, while others believe it to have been the 'Studio of
Phidias', which the first-named locate in the long narrow building
to the S. of the church.
The buildings immediately to the N., a
small Greek and a large Roman dwelling-house, both with colonnaded inner courts, probably formed the Theokoleon, or priests'
abode. It had direct communication with the sacred Altis by means
of a small postern in the W. bounding wall. The court of the
smaller house contains an ancient well made of blocks of Poros
stone.
To the W. is an ancient circular edifice with a portico on
the W. side
it was constructed of timber and contained an earthen
altar coated with stucco (now in the Museum, p. 343), several inscriptions upon which showed that it was dedicated to some hero.
The building therefore must be regarded as a Heroon.
A broad passage, provided with several conduits, divides the
Theokoleon from the Olympic Gymnasium. The latter, answering
to the description of Pausanias consists of two parts
the Palaestra,
a smaller enclosure, and the larger Gymnasium proper (see below).
The Palaestra was about 70 yds. square and enclosed a large court,
surrounded by a Doric colonnade the interesting paved space in the
N. part of this court was used for wrestling-matches. We may also
notice the mounds of earth in the N.W. angle, in which the lower
layer of sand clearly dates from the first inundation of the Kladeos.
The 8. side of the colonnade has two aisles; off the other three
sides opened apartments of various kinds, generally with Ionic columns in front, which may have served as lecture-rooms, bathrooms, etc. Some of these still retain the ancient benches of Poros
stone running round the walls. A few of the Doric columns of
the court and some of the Ionic columns in front of the sidechambers have been set up again. The entrances to the palaestra
were symmetrically placed at the E. aiid W. angles of the S. facade,
and consisted of small vestibules, each preceded by two Corinthian

—

—

;

:

;

columns between ant*.
Immediately to the N. of the palaestra was the Main Gymnasium,
a large open space, more than a stadion long, surrounded by a colonnade. The exercise-grounds for the runners, wrestlers, boxers, and
other athletes stood here in the open air, for the competitors had to
spend the last month of training at Olympia itself under the eye of
the Hellanodikae, who were themselves carefully instructed in their
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duty. Those who wished might even
spend the whole of the prescribed
ten months of training
(p. 322) at Olympia. The S. colonnade of
the gymnasium abutted on the N. wall
of the palsstra; how far it
extended to the W. is unknown. The E. colonnade,
nearly 220 yds.
in length, is in the Doric style and is divided
into two aisles it was
evidently used as a racecourse in bad weather, for
at the third column of the inner row we may still see the arrangement for the
starting-place. In the S.E. angle of the gymnasium
there is a special Propylaeon for the large exercising-ground. Several
interesting
Corinthian capitals lie scattered around.
Opposite the Propylason we see the foundations of the N. Gate
of the Altis, the dimensions of which tally exactly with those of
the W. gate (p. 335).
Farther to the N. are the remains of some
;

—

Roman

Thermae. The mosaic figures (now covered) in the colonnade round the large basin are interesting.
Other Roman Thermae have been found beside the new bridge
over the Kladeos, with interesting Hypocausta (heating-apparatus)
and mosaic floors.

On

the other side of the Kladeos, at the foot of the hill of
is the conspicuous new *Museum, which contains the

Drouva,

marble and bronze sculptures and terracottas exhumed in the course
of the excavations.
The handsome building was erected under
the superintendence of Siebold, from plans by the German architect Adler and Br. Dbrpfeld, at the cost of the Athenian banker
M. Syngros.
The portico, the two columns of which are reproductions of
those of the temple of Zeus, gives entrances to a Vestibule,
beyond which we enter the

—

Baedeker's Greece.
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a handsome apartment lighted from the roof.
length corresponds to the breadth of the temple of Zeus, so
that the Berlin sculptor B. Gruttner, acting under the directions of
Professor Curtius, has been able to arrange here the extant fragments of the two pediment-groups of the temple in their original
extent. Restorations of the groups by Herr Gruttner, one-tenth the
size of the originals, are exhibited on the walls behind.
According to Pausanias the sculptures in the E. pediment (left)
represented the Preparation of Pelops for his chariot-race with CEnomaos (p. 321). In the middle stands the commanding figure of Zeus,
the lower part of his body covered by his robe (the head, the legs
from the knees downward, part of the right arm, and the left hand,
which probably held a sceptre, are wanting). To the spectator's
right (to the left of Zeus) are the powerful form of (Enomaos
(trunk and head alone extant) and Sterope (put together out of
several fragments), the parents of Hippodameia. To the spectator's
left, i. e. in the auspicious position on the right hand of Zeus,
stands the youthful figure of the hero Pelops (head and trunk only
extant), and beside him is Hippodameia, whose hand was the reward
of the hero's victory (feet and arms alone wanting). On each side
of these groups is a Four Horse Chariot (both put together out of
numerous broken fragments), held respectively by the charioteers
Myrtilos (on the right), and Sphaeros or Killas (on the left). The
outermost horse in each case is sculptured in the round, the others
are in relief only. Next to the chariot on the right follow successively an Old Man, with a bald pate and long side-locks, resting his
head on his right hand; a Sitting Boy (head wanting), with his left
leg raised and covered by the garment from his shoulder, his right
hand leaning on the ground, his left hand touching his left foot;
and, in the extreme angle, the recumbent river-god Kladeos, of a
youthful form and animated appearance, leaning on his elbow, and
twisting his body, so as to turn his head towards the scene in the
centre. Behind the chariot of Pelops (to the spectator's left) are

Central Hall,

Its

Man (much damaged); a Kneeling Oirl, fully
draped, embracing her right leg with her right arm
and lastly, in
the angle, the river-god Alpheios, lying at full length.
The sculptures in the W. pediment (right) represented the
Fight of the Lapithae and the Centaurs at the marriage of Peirithoos.
The centre is occupied by the colossal figure of *Apollo (feet
and fingers of the right hand alone wanting), standing serene in the
thick of the fray, but with his right hand stretched out with a commanding gesture. On each side is a group of three figures that to
the left of the beholder looking towards the pediment represents
a Centaur about to carry off aWoman, whom he holds with his left
hand and right forefoot, while she, in her struggles, seizes him by
the hair and beard. With his right hand the Centaur defends himself
against Peirithoos (only a part of his body and his *Head extant)

figures of a Sitting

;
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who advances to the rescue with his battle-axe raised. In the corresponding group to the right of the spectator the Centaur (the
equine body, and the head and neck preservedj has seized a *Woman
by the hip and breast, while she strives with both hands to free
herself; of the rescuing hero, Theseus, only scanty fragments have
been found. Each of these groups was supported by a small group
of two figures to the left, a Kneeling Lapith, with Ms arms locked
round the neck of a Centaur, whom he is strangling, while the latter
bites his assailant on the arm; to the right, & Centaur carrying off a
Boy (much injured). Then followed another large group of three
figures on each side.
The best-preserved figure in the group on
the left is the * Woman, who has sunk on her knees, while the
rearing Centaur clutches her hair with his left hand and holds her
fast with a hoof on her breast. The human part of the Centaur's
body is wanting, and only a portion of the head with its long hair
has been found he defended himself with his right hand from a
Kneeling Lapith attacking him on the left side. In the corresponding group from the right the Centaur is also rearing, grasping the
Woman with both hands, while she endeavours to free herself from
his right hand
the upper part of the Centaur's body has a gaping
wound on the right shoulder, and a hole in the breast, where the
sword of the kneeling Lapith on the right has given him his deathblow. The composition was terminated at each end by two Recumbent Women watching the fight, the foremost in each case being
an old woman, supporting herself on her arms those behind are
youthful forms, probably local goddesses.
The end-walls of this hall are occupied by the remains of the
Metope-Reliefs, representing the Labours of Hercules, which adorned the outside of the end-walls of the cella of the temple. They are
arranged according to plans by Professor Treu. (The Nike of Pieonios, at the N. end of this room, is described at p. 340.) The reliefs
are all much defaced, and of some only small fragments have been
discovered. Several of the more important fragments, which were
discovered by the French expedition of 1829 and are now in the
Louvre, are here represented by plaster-casts.
On the S. wall, to the right of the entrance, below 1. Hercules and the Nemean Lion (only a few fragments extant; the lion
the hero, beside whom
is a cast after the original in the Louvre)
stands Athena, plants his right foot on the body of the dead
monster. The hair of the figures in these metopes is not sculptured,
2. Fight with the Lernean Hydra.
but was indicated by painting.
3. Hercules presenting Athena with the Slymphalian Birds (the
figure of the goddess, seated on a rock, and the head of the hero
Above, in even worse
are casts after the originals in the Louvre).
preservation: to the left, 4. Capture of the Bronze-footed Hind; to
the right, 6. Hercules killing the Queen of the Amazons (of the latter
the head only is extant).
:

;

;

;

:

;

—

—

—
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the other side of the entrance, below: 6. Cleansing of the
Stable. The hero is here seen accomplishing his task, not,
as the usual myth has it, by diverting a river, but by means of a
shovel. Beside him stands Athena, in a graceful garment.
7. Hercules fighting with Geryon, a monster with three bodies (chiefly casts
after the originals in the Louvre).
8. Hercules dragging the chained

Augean

—

—

Cerberus to the light of day, put together from about forty fragments.
Above almost completely defaced to the left, 9. Theft
of the Horses of Diomede; to the right, 10. Hercules and the Ery-

—

,

:

manthian Boar.

On

the exit-wall (N.) of this room, to the left, *11. Hercules
the Apples of the Hesperides.
In the middle stands Hercules, supporting the heavens for Atlas, who is holding out to him
the apples of the Hesperides with both hands; on the other side
one of the Hesperides, the daughters of Atlas, is holding out one
arm as if to aid the hero to support his burden.
To the right, 12.
Hercules subduing the Cretan Bull (the only original part is the
bull's head; the rest is now in the Louvre).
Between the two doors in the N. wall, on the upper portion of
its original pedestal, but in a lower position than that for which the
figure was originally intended, stands the *Nike of Paeonios. The
fragments of this statue have been pieced together in their original
positions, so far as the rotten and brittle nature of the marble
would permit; portions of the wings and of the flowing robe
have had to be left out. The goddess is represented as flying, and
by a very bold conception, appears as though hovering detached
from the base. This work must date from about 420 B. C. (comp.
p. 328 a reconstruction by Herr Griittner, one-fifth the size of the
original, is exhibited in the adjoining room).
The centre of the room is occupied by a glass show-case, in which
the most interesting of the *Bronzes discovered at Olympia are exhibited. Upwards of 14,000 bronzes have already been excavated.
In thk Centre. Small "Head of Aphrodite, of a good Greek period. —
Horn and ear of a large Bull, the remains of the brazen bull mentioned
by Pausanias as having been dedicated to Zeus by the Eretrians. It was
the work of Philesios (5th cent. B.C.) These fragments were found beside
the base mentioned at p. 328.
Archaic Bull's Mead in plated bronze. —
Weapons, swords, flat and four-edged spear-heads, strigils.
"Archaic Head

winning

—

;

—

—

of Zeus, cast in bronze, less than life-size ; the features are still somewhat
undeveloped, the beard is pointed, the hair is abundant and carefully
chiselled; the eyes were inserted.
The Terracotta Head of Zeus to the
left, unfortunately much damaged, shows a considerable artistic advance,
and may be referred to the best Greek period.
The small and very ancient Head of Hera close by has the face whitened, and the eyes, brows,
and hair marked out with a dark pigment; she wears a tall diadem
painted with flowers.
The finest example is the life-size bronze 'Head of
an Olympic Champion, indicated by the victor's wreath. The swollen ears
mark him out as a boxer or pankratiast; and the wild, resolute features,
expressing energy, strength, and even brutality, correspond with the character.
This head is one of the most characteristic and life-like of ancient portrait-heads. It dates from about the 3rd cent. B.C.

—

—

—

Partly in

the central

;ind

partly

in

the left section of the case are

;
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numerous small fragments

of statues, lingers, portions of drapery (sometimes gilded), locks of hair, weapons, helmets, greaves, coats
of mail, ends
ot spears (sauroteres), ornaments, and weights.
Left Division. Inscriptions, some on spear-heads and implements
of
various kinds, and others on bronze tablets, including a number
of the
most important and ancient monuments of the Greek language and writing.
The large tablet is a late proxenic decree of Damokrates of Tenedos
in the Bleian dialect.
"Bronze Staiueltes and Reliefs. This long series of
human figures (votive offerings), in which we can trace the gradual progress towards perfection from the earliest and crudest artistic attempts
includes nude standing figures (male and female), a helmeted warrior with
arms raised in prayer, others with shield and spear, horsemen, charioteers
with round peaked caps, standing in their chariots, a group of seven female
figures entwined in a dance, fragments of another similar group, and a
centaur.
Fragments of Bronze Statues, including some feet, hands, and
arms of a good Greek period.
Bronze wings, perhaps from a statue of
Nike, of poor workmanship.
Adjacent is a large and line stand or foot
of a vessel of some kind, consisting of a lion's foot with griffins' heads.
Sitting and couchant lions, cattle, apes, and other animals.
"Griffins'
Heads, cast or made of thin plates, used as handles for large vessels. One
still retains the inserted eyes of amber. Spring balances ('halteres'); large
bronze discus with dedicatory inscription of the 255th Olympiad (241 A.D.).
Rings ; nails.
Right Division. Figures of a more developed archaic art. Draped
Statuette of Zeus, 1 ft. high, with a sceptre in the right hand; the attribute
in the left hand (probably a thunderbolt) is broken off.
Three "Statuettes
of Lightning-darting Zeus, representing successive stages in art. The type
is that usual on the copper coins of Elis ; the god, striding forward, holds
an eagle on his out-stretched left arm and brandishes a thunderbolt with
his right.
"Goddess in a long robe and upper-garment, with elegantly
engraved borders the hands perhaps held torches (Artemis?).
Aphrodite,
holding the train of her long robe in her left hand, and a dove in her
right.
Small nude "Apollo, with a crown and long ringlets; the perforated hands held a bow and perhaps an animal.
Oriental Female Image,
which served as the support for some vessel and is pierced by an iron peg.
There are also numerous Human Figures : "Hoplite in complete armour,
with a lofty plume ; the right' hand held the spear, and the left hand the
shield. Youth with perforated hands, his head turned to the side; from
a representation of the Minotaur, now in Paris, this has been identified
as Theseus. Boxer. Recumbent youth, with a dish, resembling the recumbent figures on Etruscan sarcophagi.
Other figures served as handles

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

or ornaments of vessels: Youth with raised hands from the handle of a
pan; Girl resembling a Caryatid serving as the handle of a mirror (from
a grave at Miraka, p. 297).
Leg of a cabinet or similar article in the
shape of a winged Medusa, the human body terminating below in a lion's
foot.
Large and massive cast-metal sphinx with wings and a double human face; near it fragments of another smaller one.
Winged Medusa,
in the act of running, the ornament of some vessel. Hollow mould, cast in
metal, of a female head in a fine archaic style, perhaps for the manufacture

—

—

of terracottas.

—

— Winged handle-figures in the Assyrian style (to the right)
—
—

these were so placed that the heads looked into the vessels to which they
were attached as handles.
The subjects of the Beliefs, some of which
are very interesting, can be identified only when taken out of the showcases and examined closely.
Small tripods and fragments of larger ones
the large rings were fastened as handles to the cauldrons belonging to the
tripods; hilts and vessel handles of all kinds.
We next enter the N. Central Room, in which, to the left,
stands the admirable **Hermes of Praxiteles, one of the best-preserved of ancient statues (the few missing parts supplied in plaster,
after the restoration by Professor Schaper), and without doubt the
most perfect expression of manly beauty left to us by antiquity.
;
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Pausanias has preserved the name of the artist (comp. p. xcvii).
The god is represented supporting the infant Dionysos on his left
arm, which rests on the stump of a tree, over which he has thrown
his mantle. The caduceus was in his left hand, while his right was
raised and apparently held some object before the child. The thongs
of the sandal of the beautifully executed right foot still exhibited traces of red colour and gilding when first discovered. An
iron rod fastened to the back of the figure, which is but slightly
sculptured, secures it against the danger of being overturned by an
earthquake.
The final arrangement of the other rooms will probably occupy
some years to come. The corridor leading to the left from the Hermes room, and again turning to the left, conducts us to the W.
Suite of Rooms.
Room I. On the principal wall, opposite the windows, are arranged
the "Reliefs jrom the Pediment of the Treasury of the Megareans, pieced together from numerous fragments. According to Pausanias they represented
the contest of the gods with the giants, who appear, according to the ancient mode, as warriors in armour. The missing central figure was certainly Zeus (only the feet remain), before whom a mortally-wounded giant
has sunk on his knees. On each side was a god overcoming a prostrate
giant (portions of both the giants remain, but only a fragment of the
body of the god on the right) ; each of the corner groups consisted of a
god kneeling (that on the right almost perfect) above a conquered giant,
in the one case (right) stretched at full-length, in the other (left) sinking
backwards to the ground. This is the earliest extant pedimental sculpture
of ancient Greek art ; and the extremely archaic style may still be recognized in some of the figures and heads.
Below are a few more
Archaic Reliefs, in the same material (marl-limestone, which was used
for the oldest buildings and sculptures in Olympia), some of them still
showing traces of colour.
On the stands to the right are numerous Roman
heads, most of them originally belonging to statues, including Claudius,
Titus, Trajan, Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, and Faustina.
Head of a Pankratiast, with swollen ears; as this is evidently not a portrait, the athlete represented had not yet gained three victories.
By the windowwall in this and the following rooms are arranged fragments of marble
sculptures.
Boom II. In one corner, by the window-wall, fine Bronze Foot, the
only remnant of a bronze statue, still attached to the pedestal. Opposite,
on stands archaic figure of one of theEumenides, in Laconian marble ; large
archaic Head of Hera, in marl-limestone, probably from the image worshipped in the Heraeon (p. 330); archaic Bearded Head in a Helmet, perhaps from the statue of a champion, to which also the adjacent fragment
of an arm with a shield is ascribed ; to the right is a similar head, much
injured and blackened with fire; fine archaic Lion, in white limestone, etc.
Boom III. contains two ancient Reliefs embossed on bronze plates. To
the left is a kneeling Hercules with a bow, standing out in relief from the
background and surrounded with a frame, now made of plaster. To the
right is a large 'Tablet, growing narrower towards the top, with four
rows of reliefs, one above the other in the lowest is the Oriental winged
Artemis, holding a lion in each of her extended hands; above, Hercules
kneeling and facing to the right, and shooting with his bow at a fleeing
centaur: in the row above two archaic griffins ; at the top are eagles. These
reliefs are important monuments of the earliest Greek art, which developed itself under Oriental influences. There is a strikiug difference between the perfection of the three decorative rows which followed Asiatic
patterns, and the awkwardness of the first representation of a subject
from the Greek myths.

—

—

—
—

:

:
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Room IV. Statues of Roman emperors: Claudius as Jupiter (with
the names of the sculptors, Hagias and Philathena?os), Titus
(with Nereids
°" nis armour), Hadrian (with a relief representing Pallas and the Roman
she-wolf on his armour). Several draped statues (two bear respectively
the sculptor's signatures of Eleusinios and Aulos Sextos
Eraton), etc.
Marble pedestal in the form of an astragal. Two small Roman Statuettes
of Nemesis, which formerly stood opposite each other at the inner end of
the covered entrance to the Stadion.

—

We

now

cross the vestibule (p. 337),

and enter the E. Suite

op Rooms.

Room

I.
Roman draped statues; to the right, male torso of the 5th
Farther on are the inscription from the Leonidseon, mentioned
at p. 335, and the altar from the Heroon, mentioned at p. 336.
Room II. Roman draped statues; fragmentary Roman Colossal Zeus,
in Pentelic marble, discovered in the Metroon (p. 331) ; Bull from the Exedra
of Herodes Atticus (p. 331).
Room III. Small fragments of statues. By the window-wall, the
lower part of a marble altar with reliefs of the Labours of Hercules. To
the left, Roofing Tiles in terracotta, and a number of large marble Lions'
Heads from the temple of Zeus, where they were employed as waterspouts on the sima (roof-gutter). The variety in the forms of the latter
indicates frequent restorations some of them date only from Roman times.
Room IV. Roman female statues ; male torso above life-size. To

century.

;

the

left,

Roofing Tiles in terracotta.

Room V. (N. E. corner-room) contains the greater part of the "Architectonic Teekacottas, chiefly roofing-tiles, which were made of burnt
clay in the case of all the ancient buildings of Olympia, except the temple
of Zeus and a few others. About 50 different kinds have been found. On
the ground, in front of the entrance, fragments of a large Pediment Akroterion from the Heraeon, elaborately articulated in an archaic style. — By
the long window-wall: Terracotta Ornaments from the Treasury of Gela,
including coloured terracotta plaques or tiles from the pediment and cornice.
Farther on is a curious series of roof-ornaments, including circular palmette-akroteria, disk-shaped water-spouts, fine archaic lions, and heads
of Medusa, all of which may have belonged to the Bouleuterion,
By the
end window-wall is the Sima from the Treasury of Megara, one of the
earlier type, with red and black palmette ornaments on a yellow ground,
corresponding to the earlier painted vases with black figures; the later
type, like the later vases, had light figures on a dark ground. Here also
are broken Akroteria from the Heraeon, and parts of a Sima with stamped
rosettes and painted band, probably from the Treasury of the Metapontians.
— By the left wall is a third type of sima, decorated entirely with tendrils,
in embossed relief. The chief example is the Sima of the Leonidaeon, with
palmette facing tiles and fine lions heads. This sima was afterwards often

—

1

Roman buildings of the Altis.
behind the Museum, 515 ft. above the

imitated, especially in the

On

sea-level and
Drouva, a small but thriving village,
reached by a steep bridle-path in about 20 minutes. Tolerable accommodation may be obtained in one of the peasant's houses (1-2 fr.
per night) when the Xenodochion mentioned at p. 321 is full. The
handsome house ('Palati') on the brow of the hill was built by the
German government for the directors of the excavations, and was
A visit should be
purchased in 1881 by the Greek government.
made to the (10 min.) W. summit of the hill of Drouva, called
Monteverde by the Germans, as it commands a beautiful view of
the valleys of the Alpheios and Kladeos and of the surrounding

375

ft.

the hill

above Olympia,

lies

—

mountains.
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A pleasant walk may be made from Olympia by ascending the Valley
of the Alpheios and following the 'road t" Arcadia skirting the slopes of
the hills adjoining Mt. Kronos, to the 'Suitors' Hill' (p. 297).
From Olympia to Patras via Tkipotamo, 2 3 days (provisions necesThe
This route is recommended for the return from Olympia.
sary).
road leads to the N., up the picturesquely wooded valley of the Kladeos,
and ascends steeply to (3 hrs.) Lala, situated on the verge of a plateau
on the S.E. slope of Mt. Pholoe, and commanding a fine view of the
upper valley of the Alpheios and of the Arcadian mountains. Beyond
Lala we traverse a hollow, then ascend through fine oak-woods across
the gradually narrowing plateau, and finally (2'/2 hrs.) reach the imposing
valley of the Erymanthos. The road (bad at places) runs along the right
bank, high above the stream, and frequently crosses the gorges of small
tributaries. In a lateral valley above us, to the left, lies the hidden mountain-village of Divri, used by the surrounding population as a place of
refuge from the Turks during the War of Independence. In 2'/2 hrs. we
reach the Khan of Tripotamo (very indifferent accommodation), picturesquely situated at a point where two small streamlets enter the Erymanthos. Immediately above the khan, on the right bank of the river, is
the site of the ancient Psophis, a fortress described by Polybios, which
lay at the meeting-point of Elis, Arcadia, and Achaia. Considerable remains
of the boundary-wall, and of temple-foundations mark the spot. It was
in this region that 'Hercules is said to have slain the Erymanthian boar.!
In 3/4 hr. more our path quits the valley of the Erymanthos, through
which a route (mentioned at p. 292) leads via Anaitdsova to (6 hrs.) Kalavryta.
enter the side-valley which here opens on the N., and ascend
either on the right bank of the stream to (*/» hr.) Leivastri, or on the left
bank to (l'/4 hr.) LecJiouri. From both these villages steep and laborious
paths lead up to the pass over the Kalliphone Mts. (6500 ft.). From the
summit of the pass we obtain a view to the S. across the Arcadian Alps
to the distant peaks of Messene and Laconia, while to the W. rises the
snow-capped Erymanthos or Olonos (7300 ft.).
descend through pinewoods, in which the two paths soon unite, and in l /2 hr. reach Hagios
Vlasos (primitive accommodation), situated 4'/2 hrs. to the W. of Kalavryta (p. 291). From Hag. Vlasos a new road leads via Pldtanos, Lipesi,
and Mintzena to (7 hrs.) Patras (p. 29). This journey may, if necessary,
be accomplished in 2 days if the traveller telegraphs from Olympia to Patras, ordering a carriage to meet him at Hagios Vlasos.
1

—

We

We

]

47.

From Kalamata

to

Messene and Phigaleia.

This route occupies two days. First Day. From Kalamata to Mavrotnati and Vourkano, where the night is spent, 5>/2 hrs. (by the direct road
via Naziri, indicated at p. 346, 5 hrs.)
in the afternoon visit the ruins
Second Day. From Vourkano to Phigaleia, 7-8 hrs.
of Messene.
Hotels. Xenodochi'on tes Thesali'as; Xenodoohion
Kalamata.
ton Xenon*, R. l'/2-3 fr.
Carriages. From the 'Skala' to the town l!/2-2 fr. ; to Nisi (p. 346) 10,

—

single seat 3

;

—

fr.

Steamers of the Greek Companies (pp. xx-xxii) touch here eight times
weekly, four times in going E. (R. 33) and four times in going W. (R. 44).
The steamers of the Austrian Lloyd and the Fraissinet Co. also call here
once a fortnight.

Kalamata,

officially

named Kalamae

after

the ancient town

referred to at p. 345, the capital of the nomarchy of Messenia and
the seat of an archbishop, lies 1 M. from the sea, on the left bank
of the Nedon, the broad channel of which generally contains but a

scanty stream of water. The population (10,000) is industrial. The
town perhaps occupies the site of the ancient Pherae or Pharae,
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mentioned by Homer, but otherwise of no importance. In 1205
Geoffroy I. de Villehardouin (p. 228) established himself here and
built the strong castle, which afterwards passed successively into
the hands of the Venetians and the Turks. On April 4th, 1821, the
Mainotes of Petrobey captured the town, and on the following day
a solemn service was held on the banks of the Nedon, to supplicate
the blessing of heaven on the Grecian arms. This was the beginning of the Seven Years' War of Liberation.
Kalamata possesses no proper harbour at present, but harbourworks, to be completed in 1890, are now in progress. The 'Skald
1

or landing-stage, generally called stb Gial6' (on the sea) is lined
with large warehouses for currants, figs, and other exports, and with
l

coffee-taverns and small houses for summer visitors. There is a
pretty view hence across the Messenian Gulf (pp. 259 and 317).
The carriage-road to the town (1 M.) runs through gardens, the
luxuriant fruit-trees of which almost entirely conceal the houses.
There is nothing very interesting in Kalamata itself. In the
well-filled bazaar stands the church of the Hagii Apostoli. The

manufacture of silk, formerly an important industry, has greatly
declined since the rearing of silk-worms has given place to the culture of currants. There are now only three silk-spinning establishments, employing about 250 women and girls. Two new iron bridges
connect the town with the humble suburb of Kalyvia, on the right
bank of the Nedon.
The Castle, built in the course of centuries by Franks, Venetians,
and Turks, stands on an easily climbed rock to the N.E., and is
well worth a visit. Guillaume II. de Villehardouin, the fourth
prince of Morea, who often styled himself 'of Kalamata', was born
here in 1218 and died here in 1278.
The fortifications consist of
an outer wall, entered by a gate adorned with the lion of St. Mark,
and of an inner citadel above, in which several vaulted buildings
still stand.
The presence of ancient hewn stones in the walls, as
well as the whole arrangement of the fortress, clearly indicates that
a castle must have stood here in antiquity also. The magnificent
view extends across the stony channel of the Nedon, which enters
the plain to the N.E. between steep cliffs, and over the rich plain,
with its groves of almond, orange, citron, and olive trees, surrounded
by luxuriant cactus hedges, to the sea and the mountains: to the E.
are Taygetos and the mountains of Maina to the W. is the Mathia
group (p. 352); and to the N.W., beyond the Makaria (p. 346),
rises the proud hill of Ithome (p. 348).
The Road to Messbne leads through the suburb of Kalyvia (see
above), and then between gardens with luxuriant rose-bushes, figIn 40 min. we traverse Aspr6chomo, built on
trees, and olives.
a reddish hill, and ^2 M. farther on we pass a long row of wayside
taverns. Two of the numerous villages which we see at the foot of
the projecting hills to the N. are Kaldmi, the name of which re;
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calls a town of 'Perioekf in this district (p. 344), and Kourtshaoushi. About 2 M. farther on we cross a bridge over the Pamisos,
the chief river of Messenia, now called Pirndntsa or Dipotamo
('double river'). Along its banks extend broad stretches of marsh,

out of which the (7 min.)

little

town of Nisi

(Ntjoiov,

now

offi-

Messene ; 5800 inhab.) rises like an island. The road
to Pylos (Navarino) leads hence to the W., passing the silver poplars
and cypresses on the W. side of the town (see p. 352).
Our road turns inland and intersects the 'Lower Plain', the best
cultivated district of Messenia, rejoicing in the most luxuriant fertility. In antiquity it bore the name of Mahtria. or the 'happy
land'. Large vineyards descend to the river bank on the right; to
the left is an extensive wood of fig-trees and the whole plain presents the appearance of a well-tended garden. 1 hr. Alt Jelebi;
1
To the right lies the village
/i hr. Vromdvrysis ; 10 min. A'idtni.
of Nazfri, past which leads the nearest way to the ('2 hrs.) convent
cially called

;

of

Vourkano (p. 347).
The country now begins

to rise gradually. The ruins of a medieval fortification appear to the right on the continuation of the
hill on which lies (1/2 hr.) the village of Androusa, a place of some
importance in the middle ages and still of considerable size. In
the neighbourhood is the probably Byzantine chapel of Huyios Georyios, despoiled of its pictures and ornaments by the Turks.
gradually approach two chains of hills stretching from N. to
that to the E., the more important of the two, culminates in
S.
Hagios Vasilios (p. 347) and Mt. Ithome (p. 348; to the N.),
while the W. or lower range is called Psoriari. About ll/2 M. to
the left, at the foot of the latter, lies the village of Samari, near
which is a fine Byzantine church, with a vaulted vestibule and two
domed towers. Messene lay between the two chains mentioned above,
and was bounded on the S. by a ridge which runs at right angles to
them. Our way lies across the latter. In 2 hrs. from Androusa we
reach the hamlet of Simisa, which is largely built" of ancient blocks.
Immediately afterwards we strike the ruined, but still traceable S.

We

;

wall of the fortifications of

—

Messene.

We

traverse the ruin-covered site, passing the Stadion on the
left, and in 1 /i \n. reach Mavrom&ti, a village of 360 inhab., situated
at the foot of the rocky Acropolis of Ithome.
Its name,'

meaning

'black eye', is popularly derived from a copious spring issuing from
an ancient wall on the slope (Klepsydra, p. 349). Mavroruati occupies almost the central point of the city of Messene

founded by

Epaminondas in 369 B.C. Its walls and towers, which were praised
by Pausanias, are among the best-preserved in Greece, and still

bear splendid testimony to the advanced state of the science
of
The scenery here is also
fortification among the ancients.
very
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beautiful. The walls are everywhere wreathed with luxuriant
and vineyards and cultivated fields cover the site of the ruins.

ivy,

As

the inspection of the ruins requires at least 3-4 hrs., most travellers
will first make for the Convent of Vourk&no or Voulkdno, where
strangers who arrive before sunset are hospitably welcomed (comp.

The convent stands on the N.E. slope of Mt. Vasilios, IY2M.
the S.E. of Mavromati, outside the ancient town-limits (beyond
the Laconian gate mentioned at p. 348). Mt. Vasilios, the Eua
of the ancients, was dedicated to Dionysos and his followers
its
modern name is derived from the chapel on the flat summit. For
some unknown reason it was not included in the fortifications of
Messene, perhaps because the S. slope is so steep that the height
could be held by a strong guard.
Of all the countries in the Peloponnesus, Messenia has the least illustrious history. The luxuriant fertility of its happy valleys encouraged
the eft'eminacy of the inhabitants and excited'the envy 'and covetousness
of their neighbours
while the flat coasts lay open to the attacks of pirates and hostile fleets.
In the Homeric poems the W. coast district, with Triphylia, formed
a separate kingdom under Nestor, the son of Neleus (p. 354); the E. part,
or Messenia proper, was subject to the Atridse of Mycenae and Sparta.
Other traditions also represent the influence of the neighbouring territories as important.
The founding of the (Lelegajan) monarchy is said to
have taken place, after the remote antiquity of the Pelasgian times, with
the help of Argos and Lacedremon. Polykaon and his wife Messene are
named as the first royal pair. Their seat was Andania, beyond the N.
border of the 'upper plain' (p. 283), and from the latter comes the name
Messene or 'middle-land'. The Lelegre were succeeded by an jEolic line
of princes, whose chief cities were Arene and Pylos (p. 354). We also find
numerous traces of the Minyans (p. 189) on the coasts.
p. lv).
to

;

,

After the Doric invasion, Messenia fell to Kresphontes, who fixed his
residence at Stenyklaros (p. 283) and endeavoured to unite the rights of the
ancient inhabitants and the demands of the victorious invaders by a
peaceable adjustment. But the king and his entire house were defeated
by the resistance of the Doric nobles, who believed that their leader was
betraying them. Subsequently, however, the different races blended into
one. Under the influence of Messenian prosperity, the Dorians lost their
rough character, and became so closely identified with the native population, that thev could scarcely be regarded by the Spartans as belonging
any more to the same stock as themselves. In the heroic though unsuccessful wars against their neighbour's lust of conquest, the Messenian
population was welded into one people. After the first war (743-724?),
in which King Aristodemos distinguished himself and Ithome became the
capital fortress of the country, the Messenians who did not migrate were
which
forced to pay tribute to Sparta. After the second war (645-628?),
Arislomenes covered himself with glory and Eira (p. 307) became the centre
(among other
of the defence, many of the Messenians again emigrated
Those
places to Zankle in Sicily, which was thenceforth called Messana).
people
oppressed
the
more
Once
who remained behind became helots.
and again fortirose, this time in connection with the slaves of Sparta,
of the garrison
fied Ithome (465). After a struggle of ten years the remnant
was forced to surrender (455). They stipulated, however, for free departure
abode at
their
up
take
to
Athenians
and accepted the invitation of the

m

Naupaktos

(p. 32).

.

Messenia thenceforth remained in the undisturbed possession of the
Peloponnesus
Spartans, until Epaminondas, after his first invasion of the
who in manners and
in 369 collected the widely scattered Messenians,
many Arcadians and
speech had remained true to their origin, and united
The superothers with them, to found a large city at the foot of Ithome.

;
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intendance of the building was entrusted to the Argive general EpiMes.
According to Pausanias, the complete execution of the task did not take
more than a single summer. Messene, as the new city was named (the
country now being called Messenia), was intended to serve as the political
centre and strong bulwark of the Messenian League, as Megalopolis was
of the Arcadians, against the already declining power of Sparta. But the
object of a lasting and independent development of the country was not
achieved. Fear of Spartan encroachments induced the Messenians to ally
themselves with Philip II. of Macedon. They hesitated to join the Achfean
League, which alone held out any hope of a firm alliance of all the
Peloponnesians. While Pherae (p. 344), Thuria (near Veisaga, 6 M. to the
'S.W. of Kalamata), and Abia (near the modern Mandinia, 9 31. to the
S. of Kalamata) entered the league as independent members in 182, the
capital itself stood on the side of the Macedonians, and thus increased
the disorder in Greek affairs, which so essentially lightened the task of
conquest for the Romans. As a town, however, Messene enjoyed a certain importance until the latest antiquity. Nothing is recorded of any
deliberate destruction of

it.

On

leaving the convent of Vonrkano wc first turn to the hill of
Ithome, which hears the most ancient ruined walls and also affords
the best general survey of the whole arrangement of the later town.
We enter the precincts of the latter at the so-called Laconian Gate,
'/i hr. from the convent. The gateway was a small detached building, flanked on each side by towers but owing to its poor state of
preservation, the details cannot now be made out.
;

We leave the road to Mavromati to the left while the line of
wall runs to the right toward Ithome, on the highest verge of the
rocky ridge.
ascend by a steep winding track. In l fe hi'- a narrow path (mentioned at p. 349) leads to the left to Mavromati. We
take V2 hr. more to reach the summit, the last part of the path
,

We

almost resembling a spiral staircase.

*Ithome, the natural Acropolis of Messenia, rises to a height of
ft. above the sea-level, and is the loftiest fortified mountain
in Greece after the Arcadian Orchomenos (p. 287). The highest part
of the mountain forms a group of three peaks, running from S.E.
to N.W.
the S.E. peak is the lowest. The two others constituted
the ancient fortress of Ithome. The ruined walls which still remain
can scarcely have belonged to the original castle which the Spartans
are said to have razed to the ground after the first Messenian war
they are probably relics of the fortress erected in the third Messenian war (465-455) on the old site. On the highest summit,
where a hermit has taken up his abode among the ruins of a monastery, formerly stood the ancient Sanctuary of Zeus Ithomatas, to
which was accorded the right of asylum. This was probably merely
a large altar on which, as on the Lykseon, human sacrifices were
offered. To the right of the entrance to the ruined convent are two
smoothed blocks of stone, with holes for the insertion of round
steles. The cliffs to the S. of the monastery overhang a little. On
their edge are two large ancient cisterns, with stone troughs
a
third cistern, under the second peak, is also within the wall of the
ancient castle.
The second peak where the threshing-floors

2630

;

;

,
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('Alonia') of the convent used to be, is the scene of the celebration
of the local festivals of the Panagia. An ancient path leads from
the floors to the summit, on which is a block of stone with several square votive-niches.

The view from the ruined convent embraces not only the whole
but also the massive chain of Taygetos (p. 278) and
other high mountain-ranges beyond its borders to the S. and W. is
the sea. We also command an excellent survey of the extent of
the later town of Messene (Doric Messdna), the wall of which runs
over the N.W. spur of Mt. Ithome, then along the latter to a point
near the village of Simisa (p. 346) to the N. of this village it
turns to the E. and runs towards the Laconian Gate (p. 348), whence
it returns to the summit of the hill in the manner above described. The ground-plan is thus an irregular quadrilateral
the
entire circuit was about 5y2 M., or nearly as long as the circuit of
Sparta. Besides its regular population the town could give asylum to thousands of fugitives from the neighbourhood in time of
danger, and it even included farms, on the produce of which the
latter lived in case of a lengthened siege.
The watching of so extended a front was naturally attended with difficulty and in fact
we read that both Demetrios Poliorketes (p. 212) in 298, and the
Spartan tyrant Nabis in 202, took the town by surprise.
In order to inspect the individual points in the ruins, we descend by the way we came until we reach the point where the narrow path mentioned at p. 348 diverges to Mavromati. The ruins
to the left were carefully examined by the Frenchman Le Bas
a small Ionic or Corinthian temple in antis (55 ft. long by 32 ft.
broad), perhaps the temple of Artemis Limnatis, seems to have
stood on the spot.
On the S. slope of the Acropolis, in the direction of Mavromati,
is a kind of rock-chamber, which was formerly adjoined by a portico. Some authorities consider this to be the spring Klepsydra,
from which water was every day fetched to the sanctuary of Zeus
Ithomatas. This view is by no means established and it is, perhaps, more probable that the Klepsydra was one of the springs at
the village of Mavromati, which issue from an ancient wall on the
hill-slope (comp. p. 346). Various antiquities discovered among
the ruins of Messene (inscriptions, sculptured fragments, etc.) are
preserved in the school-house at Mavromati, and are willingly
of Messenia,

;

;

;

;

;

;

or schoolmaster.
turn to the N. wall, the best preserved part of the old
fortifications, and in 20 min. reach the **Arcadian Gate. This
formed a small detached fortification, with an outer and an inner
gate and a round court betweeii them, as in the Dipylon at Athens
square towers, about
(pp. 84, 85). The outer entrance is flanked by
30 ft. apart. On each side walls stretch inwards and form the gateway, 15 ft. wide. Passing through the gateway, which was formerly

shewn by the 'Demodidaskalos'

We now
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we enter a round court about 55 ft. in diameter, the walls
which rise in 9-10 irregular courses of masonry to a height of
20-23 ft. On each side of the entrance is a semicircular niche. The
name of 'Quintos Plotios Euphemion', which appears over one of
vaulted,

of

these, is probably that of the donor or restorer of one of the sculp-

(Pausanias mentions a herma of the Attic
pattern in the gateway.) The court opened towards the town by
means of a double gate. The large stone, about 19 ft. long, which
formed the centre-post, now lies, in two pieces, on the threshold.
In front of it are the remains of a paved road, which probably led
to the market (see below). The excellent preservation of nearly all
its essential parts makes the Arcadian Gate one of the finest extant examples of ancient defensive military engineering.
tures formerly here.

The Towers with which the walls were strengthened also fairly
excite our astonishment. Those on the N. side are the best preserved
the finest are immediately to the E. of the Arcadian Gate,
on the projecting spurs of Mt. Ithome. Most of them are square in
ground-plan (20-25 ft. square, projecting 12 ft. from the wall), but
some are nearly semicircular in outline. The latter generally have
sally-ports. The doors to the interior of the towers are on a level
with the top of the town-wall, which is reached by flights of steps.
;

The towers had two
still

with loop-holes and windows many are
wooden staging which formed the floor of

stories,

entire except for the

;

the upper story the holes in the wall for the rafters are still visible.
The N. part of the W. wall, on the N. spurs of Mt. Psoriari
(p. 346), is in tolerable preservation; the S. part less so. The most
injured is the S. wall, in which the gate towards Pher;e and the
lower valley of the Pamisos must have been situated.
Beyond the fortifications there is little of interest among the
extensive and scattered ruins of Messene
the most interesting
points lie to the W. and S. of Mavromati.
To theW. of the village lie the ivy-covered ruins of the Theatre,
which rested on a stone substructure and was comparatively small,
its diameter being only about 65 ft.
Behind the theatre is a wall
with a well-preserved gate and portions of a flight of steps.
To the S.W. of Mavromati, beyond a large terrace on which
stood some important public building, probably a temple, lies the
Stadion. Although this, to judge by the remains, was one of the
most magnificent structures of Messene, it has become filled up almost beyond recognition, and is now traversed for its whole length
by a small brook. A colonnade bounded it on both sides and at the
upper end. The other end adjoined the S. wall of the town.
Only a few of the remaining buildings can be identified with
the aid of inscriptions and of the descriptions left by Pausanias.
The position of the Market-Place is indicated by the statement
that the market-fountain Arsino'e was connected with the Klepsydra
(p. 349) we must therefore locate this centre of the municipal life
;

;

;

;
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in the space now called Mousgaes, between the theatre and the stadion, where there are remains of conduits and fragments of a large
water-tank. Near the market stood the Gymnasium and the Hierothysion, in which all the gods of the Hellenes weTe worshipped. The
latter also contained a statue of Epaminonrtas, the true founder of
the town.

From Messene to Phigaleia, 7-8 hrs. [As nothing can be procured on the way, provisions must be brought from Vourkano, or
from Meligala (p. 283), which is reached by a slight detour.] We
descend from the convent of Vourkano either via Mavromati, the
Arcadian Gate, and the village of Neochtiri in 2 hrs. (or, if the
Arcadian Gate has already been examined, by the direct path in less
than l'/2 hr. ; comp. pp. 284, 283) to the Mavrozoumenos Bridge
(p. 283). Crossing this to the left, and leaving the river Mavrozoumenos, the ancient Balyra, which washes the N. side of Mt. Ithome,
on the left, we follow the little river, called Leukasia by the ancients, which flows from the N. and unites not far from Meligala
with the stream (p. 283) coming from Makriplaga. To the left is the
village of Alitoiiri, to the right Manalsari. 2 hrs. Konstantinous
(to the left). To the right we see Agriltivouno, beyond which lies the
larger village of Diavolitsi. The plain contracts on the N.W. to a
narrow valley, up which our road follows the Leukasia. In the
northern-most corner of the valley lies the village of Boydzi, where
fair night-quarters may be obtained. We then ascend to the saddle
between the Tetrasi Group (p. 30G) and the Hagios Elias (3600 ft.
to the W.).
Fine retrospect of the Konto Vounia (p. 352) and
Ithome. Beyond the saddle we pass to the left of the mountainvillage of Sirji and traverse fine oak-woods. In front of us is the
ravine of the Neda, to which we descend by a steep and difficult
track. We cross the deep river, flowing between plane-trees and
oleanders, and follow the route on the right bank, described at
p. 310, to Pdvlitza,

48.

which

lies

among

the ruins of Phigaleia.

to Phigaleia via Pylos and
Kyparissia.

From Kalamata

This is a journey of 3-4 days. First Day. From Kalamata to Pylos
Thikd Day. From
Second Day. Environs of PyloS.
(Navarino) 9 hrs.
Fuurth Day. From Kyparissia to Phigaleia
Pylos to Kyparissia 10 hrs.
5i/2 hrs. — Travellers who find time on the first day to visit the various
points of view on the Acropolis at Pylos, may make the excursion to
Sphakteria and Old Pylos early the next morning and then, continuing
their northward journey as at p. 355, reach Philiatra, before night, and
so arrive at Phigaleia on the evening of the third day. As Pylos and Kyparissia are stations of the Greek steamers mentioned in R. 44, and as the
road along the flat coast offers few attractions, it is better to make the
stage between these places by sea.
From Kalamata toNisi (l 3 4 hr. carriage 1 hr. J, see pp. 540, Mb.

—

— At

—

—

/

first

;

the road traverses the S. portion of the rich lower plain
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and comof the Pamisos, crossing several brooks and small rivers
manding a fine view of the whole Messenian Gulf, beyond which,
l 1 /* hr. a roatl
to the E., rises the massive chain of Taygetos. In
and
Korone, both
Petalidi
towns
of
little
the
right
to
the
to
diverges
which are visible on the W. coast of the gulf, the former in front on
a mountain-spur, the latter more in the background (comp. p. 317).
About 9 M. (3 hrs.) from Nisi the road begins to mount more
steeply, ascending the oak-covered chains of hills, which stretch

of

from Mt. Lykddimo (3140 ft.), the ancient Math fa, the
principal range of the S.W. Peloponnesian peninsula. To the N. are
the irregular mountain masses grouped under the name of KontoVounia. At about the highest point our road is joined on the right
by that coming from Androusa, the shortest route between Messene
to the S.

and Pylos (comp. p. 355).
In 5 hrs. from Nisi we reach the Khan of Ooube (or Koumbe,
dome), opposite a peaked summit of the Hagios Elias group, also
conspicuous from Pylos. The water of the copious spring at its
base is conveyed by a Turkish aqueduct to the fortress of Pylos.
The view across the beautiful bay of Pylos to the Ionian Sea is
seen to advantage from this point to the left are the modern town
and fort; in the centre the rocky island of Sphakteria; to the right
the promontory of Koryphasion or Old Pylos in the distance, to
the extreme right, the island of Prote. Pylos lies 2'/4 hrs. from
the khan of Goube. The last part of the road descends somewhat
:

;

abruptly.
FylOS.

—

bay, R. 1-2

fr.,

Two

small Xenodochia, not far from the square facing the

tolerable fare; bargaining advisable.

to Zakynthos and Patras and to Kalamata, see E. 44.
Pylos, or Navarino (to use the mediaeval name which has but
lately disappeared from popular use), is now locally known as Ne6kastro. It is the capital of an eparchy, and is situated at the foot

Steamer

and on the slope of a projecting spur of Mt. Hagios Nikdlaos, on
the S. entrance to the bay of Pylos, which is sheltered by the long
rocky island of Sphakteria or Sphagia. The hill is surmounted by
a small

fort.

of Pylos seems as though intended to
play an important part in the history of the Greeks, who are everywhere
accordingly find
directed to the sea by the very nature of their country.
it the centre of the flourishing kingdom of Nestor in the heroic ages (p. 354).
But in historical times the coast became depopulated. The political
weakness of Messenia, and the aversion of Sparta to trade and shipping,
prevented the development of the natural advantages of the bay. Only
once was it the scene of important events. At the beginning of the Peloponnesian War, in the year 425 B.C., an Athenian fleet bound for Sicily,
acting on the far-sighted advice of Demosthenes, landed some of its men on
the then wholly uninhabited promontory of Koryphasion (p. 354), in order
to stir up the Messenians and so carry the war into the enemy's country.
For the moment the Spartan army withdrew from Attica, in order to unite
with the fleet of the other Peloponnesians in putting a stop to the bold attempt. The Athenians, however, repulsed all the attacks of the Lacedaemonians on their entrenchments, and the latter were forced to limit their
operations to the occupation of Sphakteria. The Athenian fleet mean

The admirably sheltered bay

We

to Phigaleia.
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while returned, forced

its way into the bay, and annihilated the Peloponnesian ships, thus cutting off the 420 Spartans, who were on the island of
Sphakteria, with their Helots. When the negotiations for peace fell through
at Athens owing to the efforts of Kleon, the Athenians, assisted by many
Messenians, stormed the fortifications of the island and compelled the
garrison to surrender. For 15 years the Athenians maintained themselves
here. Then Pylos vanishes from history, until the restoration of Messenian
independence in B.C. 369 (p. 347) restored it to its position as the port of
Messenia. It was in this position when Pausanias visited it.
During the middle ages Pylos fell behind its two neighbours, Modon (p. 317) and Korone (p. 317). The earliest fortification of the S. approach to the harbour is ascribed to the widow (d. after 1299) of Guillaume de la Roche (d. 1287). The Venetians called the place Zonklon.
The name Jfavaritio, which has but recently passed out of use, was derived from some Navarrese mercenaries, who settled here in 1381 ('Chateau Navarrois'). The Turks captured the port in 1498, and it remained
in their hands until the establishment of Greek independence, except in
1644-48 and 1686-1715, when it was held by the Venetians, and 1770, when
the Russians occupied it. In 1821 the Greeks made themselves masters
of the town, but in 1825 they were forced to retire before Ibrahim Pasha,
who landed here with a strong Egyptian-Turkish fleet and devastated Messenia with the utmost ferocity. The eventful occurrence of October 20th,
1827, which ended the Greek War of Liberation, is well-known. Admiral
Codrington, in command of the united English, French, and Russian fleet
of observation, had demanded the immediate evacuation of the entire
Morea by Ibrahim Pasha and the withdrawal of the Turkish fleet. On
these demands being refused, Codrington entered the harbour with 26 menof-war and 1270 cannon and annihilated the greater part of the Turkish
fleet in barely 2 hrs.
Of 82 Turkish ships, with about 2000 guns, only 29
remained afloat. The Turks lost about 6000 men; the Allies had 172
killed and 470 wounded.
All easy carriage-road, passing not far from the arches of the

Turkish aqueduct (p. 352), leads to the entrance of the small forabove the town. This was rebuilt on the remains of the mediaeval Turkish castle of Navarino by the French Morean Expedition,
after the War of Liberation, and is now used as a prison. In the
interior there is a mediaeval church, with a cistern for use in case of
siege. The necessary permit to enter must be obtained in Pylos but
the visit is hardly worth the trouble, as the *View of Sphakteria and
Old Pylos may he enjoyed from outside.
The entrance to the haven is not quite 1 M. wide. The actual
passage between the mainland and the rocky islet of Delike'ibaba
(so called after a Turkish tomb), lying off the S. end of Sphakteria,
is named the Megalo Thouro, and the small rocky channel on the
side next Sphakteria is called the Mikro Thouro.
The island of Sphakteria, which has also retained the classic
alternative name of Sphagia, is about 2Vu M. long and has an average breadth of about 650 yards. It stretches to the S. from the promontory of Koryphasion (p. 355), from which it is only divided by
a narrow channel, and like a huge breakwater protects the deep bay

tress

;

Its shores are precipitous,
of Pylos from the waves of the ocean.
especially on the inner (E.) side. Between the two chief heights on
the island is a hollow, with a spring and a Chapel of the Panagoula
fPanagfa), which is the scene of a yearly Panegyris. The camp of

the Spartans in B.C. 425 occupied this spot.
Baedeker's Greece.

Hence they
23

retired
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towards the N. summit, bravely defending themselves, until the
occupation of the top by the Messcnian archers, who had reached it
by bye-paths, rendered further resistance useless.
The interesting Excursion to Old Pylos, including a visit to
Sphakteria, requires about half-a-day. As we sail across the bay
we have an opportunity of observing the shape of the island of
Sphakteria. The landing-place is in the middle of the E. side, at a
break in the steep cliffs, whence a path ascends to the Panagoula
The boats generally stop (usually on the reChapel (p. 353).
auTjXid),
turn-journey) at the Cave of Tzamadds (toO TCafAaooD
on the precipitous coast, farther to the S., and at the grave of the
Piedmontese general Count Santa Rosa, who, like the Greek captain Tzamados, fell here in 1825 in a contest with the Egyptians
The low islet of Kouloneski lies in the N.
under Ibrahim Pasha.
part of the Bay of Pylos. Numerous fragments of shipwrecks, dating
from the battle of 1827, 'may still be seen at the bottom of the sea.
t?j

—

The channel to the N. of Sphakteria, called Sykid, is only
220 yds. wide, and is too shallow to he entered by large vessels.
The Pylians believe that the Turks filled up the channel, so as to
leave open only the S. entrance, which was commanded by their
cannon.

We

now land on the sandy beach to the E. of the conspicuous
Acropolis of Old Pylos, which is crowned by a Venetian castle. Pylos
was called Koryphdsion in the historical period of antiquity and
Navarino in the middle ages; since the building of the S. castle it
has been known as Palae6kastro or Palaeo-Navarino. A path, now
nearly overgrown with shrubs, leads up the gentle slope to the
summit (720 ft.), which consists of a rough plateau about 220 yds.
long, rising slightly to the N. The E. and W. sides are precipitous,
and the N. side descends in successive spurs. The ruins of the
Venetian castle are very extensive. Flights of steps by the walls lead
up to the battlements, which afford a fine view of the sea.
may
here place, probably with perfect certainty, the castle which is mentioned by Homer as the seat of Nestor in the heroic times ; and here
the Athenians entrenched themselves in the Peloponnesian War.
Remains of ancient buildings are found near the middle of the S.
castle-wall (a few regular rows in the polygonal style) and also on
the N.E. side. The last fragment resembles the style of the buildings at Messene, and may perhaps date from the restoration of the
castle in the time of Epaminondas.
The founding of the first town at Pylos was ascribed to the sea-ruling
Letegae. According to Strabo the town lay at the foot of the ^Egaleon. This
latter name was at one time held to mean the range of Hagios Nikolaos
(p. 352), so that the site of the oldest town was identified with that of
modern Pylos (p. 352); but most recent geographers have decided that the
mountain-chain to the N. (p. 356) is the ancient ^galeon, so that the castle,
celebrated in so many legends, must be looked for on the promontory adjoining the N. entrance to the haven. Apart from a temporary conquest
of the plain of the Pamisos, the Pylian kingdom of Neleus and Nestor

We
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embraced the entire W. coast-region to the mouth of the Alpheios. After
the conquest of Messenia by the Spartans, the town sank to the condition
of an unimportant coast-village. It even lost its original name, for the
Spartans called the promontory simply Koryphasion, or 'high castle'. The
events of which the mountain was the scene in the Peloponnesian War
have been narrated above.

We

may descend the N. side of the Acropolis by a difficult goattrack to a small shallow bay, generally called Vo'idokoilia, or 'ox's

A

sandy beach divides it from the large Lagoon of
the B. This lagoon is connected by several openings
('Bouk;es') with the Bay of Pylos, and is filled once a year by the
sea, on which occasion large quantities of fish are captured. It is
probable that in antiquity the site of the lagoon was occupied by a
stretch of sand. Even as it is we can understand the epithet of
'sandy' with which Pylos is usually coupled in Homer.
little way up the N.E. slope of the Acropolis we observe the
mouth of a wide Cavern, which passed in the time of Pausanias
for Nestor's cattle-shed.
pass through two smaller chambers
into a lofty vaulted space, lighted from above by a fissure in the
rock, with fine stalactite formations, resembling suspended drapery
or skins of animals. Ottfried Muller suggests that perhaps this is the
'cave near Pylos', in which, according to the myth, the newly-born
Hermes hid the cattle he had stolen from Apollo, hanging up the
hides of two of the animals, which he had slaughtered. A large
number of modern travellers have inscribed their names at the enNo
trance to the cave, and there is also an ancient inscription.
traces now exist of the other sights mentioned by Pausanias, such
as the temple of Athena Koryphasia and the house and grave of
belly'.

strip of

Osmdnaga on

A

We

—

Nestor.

Those who intend to proceed to Kyparissia (p. 356) immediately after
visiting Old Pylos should order the horses to be waiting on the road to the
N. of the lagoon (about 2 hrs. from New Pylos), which we reach in '/« hr.
by skirting the N.W. side of the latter.

To the Khan of GouM (21/2 hrs.)
(10'/2 hrs.).
point where the road from Androusa joins ours, see
then follow the Androusa road to O/2 hr.) Arnaulali, and
traverse the fine woods on the S.E. slopes of the Konlo- Vounia (p. 352),
crossing numerous water-courses. From the village of Loghi or Lot (3V« hrs.
from Arnautali), we may proceed (guide necessary) by direct forest-paths
via Samari (p. 346) to (3 hrs.) Mavromati. It is, however, surer to follow the main road beyond Loghi via Mdnesi and Kato-Doulattt to (2 hrs.)

From Pylos to Messene

and

to the
p. 352.

(1

hr.)

We

Androusa.

Thence

to

Mavromati

(p.

346) 2'/4 hrs.

A frequented road runs along the entire W. coast of the Peloponnesus from Modon (p. 317) to Pyrgos (p. 319) and on to Patras.
Following this along the shore of the bay from Pylos, we reach in
1 hr. the Khan of Qialova, where the produce of the neighbourhood (wine, currants, oil, and valonia or the fruit of the Quercus
shipped. About 1 '/ 2 M inland lies the village of Pyla,
which some see a reminiscence of the old town.
Farther on we pass to the E. of the Osmdnaga Lagoon, from the
N. side of which diverges the above-mentioned route to Old Pylos.

^Egilops)
a

name

is

.

in

23*
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PHILIATRA.

48.

From Kalamata

At the Khan ofRomanoti, 4 M. from Gialova, we cross the small
same name, a little below the village of Osmanaga.
Fine retrospect hence of Koryphasion and Old Pylos (p. 354). In
river of the

front, to the left, lies the island of Prote (p. 317).

To the N.E. rises a long and loosely articulated mountain-chain,
which runs nearly parallel with the coast at a distance of about 6 M.
from it. This is believed with great probability to be the .ffigaleon
of the ancients (comp. p. 354). The principal heights are now
named Hagia Kyriake, Hagia Varvara, and Psychro (see below).
The promontory of Koryphasion may be considered one of the S.
spurs of this range, while its northernmost height bears the castle
of Kyparissia (see below). With the exception of a rugged chain
of hills near the coast, the entire country between the sea and the
^Egaleon is of great fertility. Plantations of currants and groves
of olives spread far and wide. The chief places in the S. part of the
plain are Ligotidista and Gargalidni. The port of the latter, called
Mdrathos or Maralh6polis, lies on our route, about 2 /o hrs. from
Romanou. Gargaliani is 3 /i hr. inland; Ligoudista is situated at the
S.W. base of yEgaleon.
The road continues to skirt the sea. To the right, beyond the
^Egaleon, we see the Konto Vounia (p. 352). We cross various watercourses, including the considerable stream of Longobardo, and in
]

l 3/4 hr. after leaving Marathos, we reach the inconsiderable port at
the chapel of Hagia Kyriake (steamboat, see p. 316). Some ancient
ruins, which formerly stood here, were supposed to be those of Erana.
An easy carriage-road leads from Hagia Kyriake through the currant-fields to (40 min.) Philiatra (J 1 /^ hrs. from New Pylos), a
scattered but flourishing place, with a new Church of the Panagia
and several schools (including a 'Scholarchion', or secondary public
school). Philiatra was almost completely laid in ruins by an earthquake in 1887 but it has already been in great part rebuilt. Most
of the inhabitants are engaged in the productive cultivation of currants, before which the cultivation of olives has somewhat receded
in recent times. Private houses afford better accommodation and
food than the 'Xenodochia'.
The village of Christidnou or Christiandpolis lies about 2'/4 hrs. to the
E. of Philiatra, at the foot of the ^Egaleon, which here rises into the peak
of Mali. This village was the seat of a very early mediaeval bishopric, and
was perhaps one of the first places in the entire district in which Christianity obtained a firm footing. The large fortress-like ruined church is
said to have been originally dedicated to St. Sophia, though now, like the
village-church, it bears the name of the Hagia Melamdrphosis or Trans-

figuration.

Beyond

we

pass through extensive woods of hoary old
to the right of the peak of Hagia Varvara (4000 ft.), and crossing several water-courses. In 2y2 hrs. we
reach the beautifully-situated Kyparissia (3750 inhab.), where we
find accommodation at a Xenodochion. The little town rises in successive terraces on the face of Mt. Psychrti, as the northernmost
Philiatra

olive-trees, enjoying a

view

;

KYPARISSIA.

to Phigaleia.

4,9.

Route.
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height of the iEgaleon range is usually named. The picturesque
ruined castle, on a steep cliff above the. town, offered a vigorous
resistance to the Frankish conquerors in 1205 it was afterwards in
the possession of Geoffroy de Villehardouin. The medieval name of
Kyparissi'a, now almost forgotten, was Arkadid, a curious trans;

ference of the name of the central district of the Peloponnesus
(comp. p. 318). The town, which was one of the most important in
the Peloponnesus before its destruction by Ibrahim Pasha in 1825,
has resumed its ancient name since its restoration. Almost in the
middle of the town, near the supposed site of the temple of Athena
Kyparissia, is the church of the Hagia Trias ; nearer the castle is the
Metropolitan Church. The ruins of the Castle include whole courses
of ancient stones, but no longer in the ancient position. It commands a splendid view of the town and of the coast from Philiatra
(p. 356) to the mouth of the Neda (p. 358); to the W. is the sea,
with the Strophades (p. 316), Zante, and Cephalonia; to the S.E.
is Mt. Psychro, the highest peak of which is locally named Hagia
Paraskeve (3756 ft.), after the chapel situated upon it.
The district between the town and the sea(l M. distant) is called Phoros. At Kalamid, a place in this district, 1/4 M. from the
town, is a ruined chapel of St. George, near which large blocks of
Poros stone, bases and shafts of Ionic columns, fragments of an
architrave, and a few fragmentary marble sculptures have been
found. If the temple of Athena Kyparissia is located in the town,
this is perhaps the site of the temple of Apollo, which Pausanias
also mentions.
The Skala of Kyparissia is the largest of several shallow bays,
here formed by the sea since 1865 it has been protected by a projecting breakwater. Near the 'Magazia' rises the spring of Krytinera
farther to the S.W., in the direction of the primitive lighthouse,
is the spring of Hagia Lougoudis, the water of which is caught in
a basin made of ancient masonry. This has been supposed to be
the Dionysias spring of the ancients, which gushed forth at a stroke
of the thyrsos of Dionysos. From the 8/20th to the 16/28th September a fair (djAiropixTj TTavrjfUpi;) is annually held here, much
frequented by the inhabitants of the district.
From Kyparissia to Messene, about 7 hrs. We follow the route to
;

We

cross
Phigaleia, described below, to a point near the Kyparissia River.
this stream a little farther up and ascend along the right hank. In 3 hrs.
we cross the low watershed, the top of which is marked by a chapel. At
the Khan of Kokla, 1 hr. farther on, we strike the river Mavrozotimenos,
the ancient Balyra, which often seriously obstructs the passage by its
winter floods. From the Mavrozotimenos Bridge (l J /4 hr. more) to the
Vourlcano Convent or Mavromati (Messene), see p. 283.
take the coast-road, which
From Kyparissia to Samikon (7 hrs.).
crosses the (l-l'/4 hr.) mouth of the Kyparissia stream and then skirts the
foot of the Koutra Mountains (p. 358), which rise close to the sea. On the
precipitous brush -clad cone of Voundki, which is conspicuous even from
Kyparissia, perhaps lay Oluris or Olura, mentioned by Strabo. The village
of Kalonero lies on the adjoining slopes. Xot far from Vounaki, and about
40 min. from the mouth of the Kyparissia, is a khan, and 40min. farther is

We
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SIDEROKASTRO.

Route 48.

the Khan of Hagios Joannes, beside a moss-grown vaulted well-house, with
excellent water. This district appears to have borne the name of Avion
in antiquity, and included a temple of .<Esculapius, which perhaps stood
near this spring, although no ruins are visible. The chapel of Hagios
Joannes belongs to the mountain-village of Agalyani. The strip of coastland now expands into the district of Xerokampos. About 2>/2 M. beyond
the khan of Hagios Joannes a new stone bridge leads across the mouth
continue to skirt the coast
of the Neda (p. 311) to the Khan of Voutzi.
From the Khan
to (4 hrs.) Saniikdn (p. 314) ; thence to Olympia 3 hrs.
of Vou/.i we may proceed via Prasiddki. and thence to the N. by mountain-paths above the gorge of the Neda (here quite impenetrable) to Smer-

We

lina (p. 312)

and

The route

—

to (o hrs.) Puvlilza-Phigaleia (p. 310).

through the E. part of the
Kyparissia, which is intersected by numerous
water-courses, and then skirts the slopes of Mt. Psychro. The village of Vrysaes, with its numerous springs and some ancient ruined
walls, lies a little to the N. Before we reach the month of the Kyparissia Stream, which enters the sea about 1 hr. from Kyparissia,
the above-mentioned route to Messene diverges to the right.
cross the stream and ascend the undulating declivities of the Koutia
or Koutraes Mountains to the large village of Sider6kastro (2'/a hrs.
from Kyparissia), where there is a ruined mediaeval castle. Thence
we ascend the valley of a tributary brook of the Neda, pass near the
village of Soulima, and reach the depression between the mountains of Kara Moustapha (p. 312) and Hagios Elias.
then
descend by a steep path to the bed of the Neda, which we cross
in the neighbourhood of Pavlitza. Phigaleia, see p. 310.
to Phigaleia (5*/'2 hrs.) leads

little coast-plain of

We

We
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Abie 191.

Agrinion (Vrachdri)

Abia 348.
Acarnania 28.
Achaia or Acha'a

—

Agrio Botani 209.
30. 234 Aidini 346.

318.
,

AcharnEe 114.
Acheloos 27. 29.
Achind (Echinos)
Achladi 209.

308.

Akidalia, spring 190.
199.

Achladokampoa

265.
207.

Ambehiki 110.
Ambelakia 217.

Amblema, Pasa of 147.
Ambracian Gulf 29.
Ambryaos 154.

Akontion, Mt. 188.
Akrsephia 182.
Ampelia, Plain of 206.
Akrata (near jEgion) 235 Ampelokfpi 117.
the (Krathis) 235.
Ampheia 283.
Akrise 258.
Amphiaraoa, Spring of
,

Achouria 267.
Akritaa 317.
Acroceraunian Promon- Akrotiri, Kavo
tory 13.
Akte 107.
Aero-Corinth 230.
Aktion 14.

Actium 14.
Adami 219.

Alysaoa (Kalavrytine),
spring 291.

Amaliopolia 211.

Aikli (Phersalitia) 220.

Epano and Kato- 318 Akakeaion

Achmed Agha

28.

29.

264.

Amphiareion, the 176.
Amphikleia (Amphikrea)

14.

153.

Akyphaa

Amphiaaa 147.
Amyklse 278.
Amykleeon 278.

Adrasteia, spring 237.

147.
Alai-Bey 28. 279.
Alalkomense 159.

iEdepsos 208.

Alamanna, Bridge of 197. Amymone, spring

.Edda, Statue of the 280.
jEgse 207.
.Egaleon, Mt. 356. 354.
..Egaleoa, Mt. 108.
.Egileia 204.

Aleaion 286.

.digina 132.
.Eginion 224.
iEgion 235.
.Egira 235.
vEgys 271.
.Egytis 282.

JSmilianoa, Cape 244.

.Enos 18.
^Epion 305.
.Etolia 28.
yEtolikd 28.
yEtos 22.
.Evali 220.

214.
Ana'lipsia 9.

Aletria 202.

Alifaka 216. 218.
Anaphlystoa 137.
Alika 299.
H. Anargyri, chapel
Aliki (Corinthian Gulf) Anastasova 344.
161.
Anatoliko 28.
- (SaronicGulf) 131. Anavryti 278.
Alimatadea 13.
Anavyao 131.
Aliphera 305.
Anchisia 286.
Alipou 8. 11.
Anchoe 184.
Ali-Jelebi (Elia) 318.
(MesaeniaJ 203. 346.
(near Tavla) 315.
Aliasou 318.
Alitourgi 351.
Aliveri 203.

Aliveriou, Skala 203.

Alkathooa, caatle 145.
Alkimedon, Plain of 286.

Afra 12.
Agalyani 358.

Alkmene, Grave of

Agamemnon, Tomb of'255. Alkyonic Lake,
Aganippe, Spring of 165.
Agias-Bey 301.
Agoritza 212.
Agdryani (Laconia) 281
(on Parnasaoa) 153.
Agoulenitza 315.

—

159.

Ancona 4.
Andania 283.

the 264. Anephorites, Pass of 180.

Alogopati 225.
Alonaki 278.
Aloniatena 286. 296.

Alope 186.
Alopeke 117.

176.

Angelo, castle 12.
Angeldkastro, Lake of 28.
Anuistri (Kekrvphaleia)
S.

132. 239.

Agrildvouno 351.

Alvena Mta.

Agrapidochdri 320.

347.

Andromachi, Cape 32.
Andros 3.
Androusa 346. 355.
Anemochdri 297. 315.
Anemodouri 296.
Anemoreia 154.

Agrieliki 120. 122.

19.

190.

Andravi'da 319.
Andritssena 304.

-, Kavo 211.
Alpenoi 186. 196.
Alpheioa (Xerillas, Rou- Anigrfea 261.
phia), the 282. 296. etc. Aniphi 253.
H. Anna 209.
Alpion 273.

Agrapidifes (pass)

264.

Amyros

313. 303.

Anoi (Ithaka)

25.

:
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Arkas, Tomb of 294.
Arkitsa 186.
Arkopodi, springs 166.
Aria 320.

AnopR'a, Pass of 194.
Anteras 186.

Anthedon
Antheia
Anthele

185.
30.
197.

Armeni 177.
Anthene (Anthana, Athe- Armi, Capo delle
ne) 261.

Anticyra 154.
Antigoneia 285.
Antikyra 154.
Antimelos 3.
Antinitsa 198.
Antiparos 3.
Antipaxos 14.
Antirrhion 32.
Apano-Souli 123.
Apesas 234.
Aphuea, Temple of 135.

Aphidna

240.

Arnaiitali 355.

Aroania (Chelmos) 290.
Aroanios 288.
Aroe 30.
Arta, Gulf of 29.
Artemis Amarvsia, Temple of 116.

Hemera, Temple of
291.

—

Heurippa, Temple of

Hymnia, T. of 286.
Iolkia, T. of 213.
Aphorismn 122.
Limnatis, T. of 349.
Orthia, T. of 263.
Apollo, Temple of, at
Proseoa,
Abee 191.
T. of 209.
Soteira, T. of 311.
at Bassa? 308.
Artemision 209. 252. 238.
,
at Delos 138.
,
at Delphi 148.
Asea 298. 299.
Maleotas
Temple of Asimakis 280.
Asine (Korone) 317.
240.
298.

-

—

—
—
—
—

,

—
— Parrhasios, Temple of Asklepios, Temple
(Epidauros) 240.
304.
— Ptoos, Temple of 181. Askra 162.
,

of

—

—

Arapochori 188.
Arapokephala, Mt.

Araxos 27.
Cape 316.

—

,

—

28.

29.

,

near 01ympia297.

Aspro, Kavo
Asprochoma
Asproge'raka
Aspronisi 3.

,

—

,

Argos

250. 251.

Argostoli 15.
Aria 242.
Aristonautae 235.

Astypalfea, Cape 131.
Atalante 186. 211.

Athamantine Field
II.

—
—

,

182.

Athanasios (Eira)307.

Cape

26.

Khan of (nearArachova) 154.
,

Mycenian 92.
Aqueduct 102.
,

—

(German)

91.

Society (Greek) 93.
Arch of Hadrian 45.

Areopagus 54.
Arsakion 97.
ArtemisAristoboule 8S.
Brauronia 63.

—

Asklepieion 53.
Athena Ergane, Sacred
Enclosure of 63.
Nike, Temple of 60.
Parthenos, statue of

—
—
67. 98. lxxxviii.
— Polias, Temple of 71.
— Proinachos, statue

statues of 75.

Bank, National
Barathron 88.

90.

Bazaar, the New 92.
-, the Old 78.
Belvedere 75.
Beulc Gate 56.
Botanical Garden 103.

Boule 90.
Bouleuterion 84.

Brauronion

63.

British School 35.
Bronzes, Coll. of 95.

Chem.

Astros 261.
3.

92.

Chalkotheka

Asteris 25.

(Euboea) 201.
Argentiera (Kimolos)
Ar-olis 1. 245.
Bav of 244.

—

19.

Asteri 119.

347.

91.

Antiquities, Egyptian

Cavalry Barracks
Cemeteries 49. 47.
Ceramicus 35. 87.

305.

14.

Arethusa, spring (Ithaka) Asterion, the 253.
23.

49.

Agraulos Grotto 74.
Agrippa, Pedestal of 57.
American School 35.
Anatomical Institute

345.

Arcadia 265.
Aspro Potamo (Acheloos)
Arcadia (Kyparissia) 357.
27.
Archampolis 205.
Assos 21. 234.

Arene

of Science 90.
Acropolis 55.

of 64.
Attalos,

Apcistoli, Chapel of Asme'ni_209.
the (near Leuktra) 166. Asomaton Convent 119.
Church (Leondari) 282. Asopos 258.
Arachniron 240.
- , the(Vouruni) 147.166
Arachova (near Delphi) 170. etc.
154.
Gorge of the 195.
(in Arcadia) 294.
Asphalatho 239.
(in Laconia) 262.
Aspis 252.
Arakli 13. 114.
Aspledon 187.
Arakynthos 29.
Aspra Nera 310.
Araphen 120.
AspraSpitia, near Delphi
Arapis, the 311. 312.
(Antikyra) 154. 32.
II.

—
—

103.

—

Archaeological Institute

289
of

33.

Academy
Agra

1.

Armyro 211. 220.
Arna (Arachnseon)

176.

Aphneios, Sanctuary

Athens

101.

75.

Institute 91.

Churches
H. Athanasios 84.
II. Dionysios Areiopagita 55.

Kapnikarsea 78.
H. Konstantinos 103.
Metropolis 78.
Small 78.
H. Nikomedes 45.
PanagiaGorgopiko78.

—

—

,

Speliutissa 52.

H. Theodoros
English

Roman

90.

45.

Catholic 90.

.
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Athens

Athens

:

Athens

:

Coins,Collection of 101
Correction, House of 45.

Limnse 36.
Lykabettos

Demarchia 92.
Demeter Chloe 56.
H.Demetrios Loumbar-

Lysikrates,
of 49.

daris, chapel of 88.
Dexileos, Monument of

Market-place 84.
H. Marina 87.
Megale Panagia, chapel

86.

Diogeneion

Diomeia

101. 102

92.

Monument

Market Gate

80.

80.

Dionysos, Theatre of 50,

Metroon

Dipylon

Ministerial Offices 78.

—

84.

Street of Tombs
outside the 85.

84.

90.

,

Grave

Muller's, Ottfr.,

Municipal Offices 92
Museion 89.

Enneakrounos

Museum, Acropolis

(Kallir

rhoe) 49.

45.

Fig-Tree, Holy 111.

French School

91.
102.

Frog's Mouth
Gregorios, Statue of the
Patriarch 91.
Grotto of Apollo Hyp
akrseos 57.
of Pan 57.
Gymnasium of Hadrian

—
—

78.

of

Ptolemy

80.

Hadrian, Arch of 45
Hadrianopolis 46.
Herodes, Grave of 48.
Hill of Mars 54.

—

of the Market 51
History 36.
Horoldgion of Andronikos 79.
Hospitals 90. xxx.
Ilissos, the 47. 49.
Kallirrhoe 49.

Karaiskakis, Monument of 105.
Kephisos, the 104.

Kerameikos 35. 87.
Kimon, Tomb of 89.

—

,

Wall of

Klepsydra

75.
57.

Koile 36.
Kollytos 35.

Kolonos

—
—

76.

cal Society 93.

Egyptian

,

92.

of the

Historical
and Ethnological Society 92.
of Mycenian Antiquities 92.
,

—
—
—

,

,

,

Patisia

= National

Museum.
Neapolis 36.
Nike Apteros, Temple
of 60. xci.
Novee Athense 36
Nymphs, Hill of the 88.
Observatory 87. 91.

Odeion 92.
of Herodes Atticus

—
53.
— of Perikles

50.

103.

Korai's, Statue of 97.

Kydathenseon 35.
Lenormant's Grave 103
Library 91.

Streets:

Boulevard de l'Universite 36. 90.

Rue d'Adrien

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

90.

Palace, Royal 45.

Palace Garden 45.
Palseontological Cabinet 91.

Pandroseion 73.
Parliament House 1)0
Parthenon 64. lxxxviii.
Patisia 116.

de Byron 50.
Constantin 92.
d'Eole 36. 78.

__

d'Hermes

36. 77.
92.
Piree
92.
du
du Stade 36. 90.
Telegraph Office 34.
Theatres 34. 47. 92.

de Patisia

Themistokles,

Tomb of

107.

Theseion

81.

Thrasyllos, Monument
of 52.
Tombs, Street of 85.
Tower of the Winds 79.
H. Trias, chapel 85.
University 91.
Valerian,' Wall of 81.
Vases, Collection of 93.
xciii.

Varvakion 92.
Zappeion 45.
Athena, Temple of (Mgina) 134.

— — (Sunion) 129.
— Alea, Temple of 267.
— Kisssea, — 239.
— Kranaea, — 193.
— Kyparissia, — 357.
— Saitis, — 264.
,

Pharmaceutic School

ment of

49.

d' Athene 92.

i

Olympieion 46.
Ophthalmic Hospital

91.

Agorseos 36. 81.

— Bridge 48.
Stoa of Attalos 81.
— Eumenia 53.
— of Hadrian 79.
— of the Giants 81.

National 96.
of Natural History

91.

—

Schumann's House 90.

,

Philopappos,

102.

Hippios

—
—

101.
103.

Stadion 48.

of the Archaeologi-

,

ment

— Way

Socrates, Prison of 90.

103.

—

Railway Stations 84.
Roma and Augustus.

,

Ecole d'Athenes 91.
Education Office 78.
English Church 45.

Erechtheion 70. xcii.
Erinyes or Eumenides,
Shrine of the 55.
Exhibition Buildings

Post Office 34.
Propylsea 57. xci.
ProtestantCemetery47.
Prytaneion 84.

Temple of 75.
Rizarion 117.
Sacred Band, monu-

78.

Melite 35.

36.

:

Polytechnic Institute

Monu-

89.

H. Pholinos, chapel 49
Atlienaon 299.
Physicians xxx.
Place de la Constitu- Athene (Anthene, Anthana) 261.

tion 36. 44.

Concorde 36

Pnyx,

91.

Hill of the 88.

Athikia 236.

Athmonon

116.
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Choaia 161.
Boudoroa, the 207.
Athos, Mt. 152.
Boulla 219.
(,'hriatianou (ChriatianoAt rax 218.
polia) 356.
Atreus, Treasury of 255 Boupraaion 318.
Boura (Mamouaia, Idra) Chryao 147.
Atros 19.
293.
Chryaovitai 294.
Attica 104.
Colonna, Cape 128.
Bourzi 244.
Atzikolo 295.

Avg<J 235.

Brahami 130.
Bramagaa 190.
Brauron 124.

Avlaki 199.

Brenthe 302.

Avlona

Brileaaoa (Pente)ikon)

Aulis 176. 179.

Aulon

358.

123.

C'orcyra

—
—

Avlonari 207.
118.
Avriokastro 183.
Brindiai 4.
Ayani, (ireat and Little Brouma 320.

6.

Corinth 228.
Gulf of 31. 146.
Isthmua of 232.
Corfu (Kerkvra) 5.
,

,

Crete 1.
S. Croce, Monte (Stavro

Vouni)
Cycladea

218.

10.

11.

3.

Cabiri, Sanctuariea of the

Baba 217.
Babyka 274.

Dadi

142. 160.
171.

Cadmeia

Bajeraki 135.

Calypao, Ialand of 13.

Bakrina

Cambounian Mta.
Canone 9.

217.

Balanioutli 217.
Balyra, the 351. 357.
Banitza (Panitza, Ina
chua) 238. 250.

Bardana 155.
Bardounochoria
Bari

279.

(.flinoa) 18.

Cephiaaua, aee Kephiaoa
Cerigo (Kythera) 268.

Temple of

C'haronea 156.
Chalandri 118.

308.
Bathylloa, the 300.

Ba/araki (Larvmna
Bueotia) 185.'

,

226.
111.
14.

127.
(Mathitari'i) 25.
Daulia 155.
Davia (Mamalos) 294. 296.
the 294.
,
Davlia 155.
Davranda 299.

—

15.

Basilia 301.
,

210.

C'aatalian Fountain 149. Dariinari 171.
Cenchrea 232.
Uaaea; 306.
Cephalonia (Kephallenia) Daskalio 125.

4.

Baasce 310.

—

Caryce 268.
Casa Ingleae

153.

Dalamanara 250.
Damala 243.
Daoukli, Lake of
Daphni, Convent
Daphnoudi, Kavo
Uaphnua 186.

in (;haliii 180. 185.

Chaliotata 21.

—
S.

— (in the Plain of Kopais) Cbalkia 200.
187.
— Mt. 29.

Deca, Monte

Dede-Bey

10. 11.

301. 306.

Deglea 190.
Bedenaki 287.
Chania 278.
Dekeleia 117.
Bedeni 284.
Chaon 263.
Delihassan 306.
Boi 123.
(baradros (Xeriaa) 238. Delikeibaba 353.
Belbina (H. fteoraios) 2.
250.
Delion 177.
130.
Oharani (Kynortion)
Delos (Mikra Diloa) 138.
Beleuiina (Belniina) 281.
240.
Delpb, Mt. 206.
Bcleai (on the Ervman- Charchambolia 205.
Delphi 148.
thos) 297.
(barvati (Marathon)
Delphouaaa (Kerna) 151.
(on the Kephisos) 192.
120.
Demerli 222.
Benizze 10.
(Mycena?) 238. 253.
Demeter, Temple of(PhiBianco, Capo 14.
Chaaia 114.
galeia) 311.
Birhati 298.
Chaasidiari Mta. 220.
(near Thermopvlfe)
Biabardi 191.
Cheli 244.
197.
Biakeni 192.
Chelia 12.
Demetrias 212.
Bleaidi, 8to 279.
Cheliadou 186.
H. Demetrioa (in MesaeBliouri (Pamiaoa),
the Chelmoa (Arcadia) 290
nia) 317.
223.
(Laconia) 281.
(near Orchomenoa)
Bochori 29.
Chebina 243.
190.
Bochoiiniata 220.
Chelonataa 316.
(near Sparta) 281.
Bogazi 351.
Chetouaa 287.
Karakahi, convent 243.
Eugdana 191.
Chiliomudi 236.
Dendra (Argolis) 253.
Boibe 214.
— (Boeotia) 160.
Chlembotaari 178.
,

—

—

—

Boiliei'g,

Lake

214.

Boion 147.
Bole'ta 298.
Boreion

Chlomoa

31U. 318.
187.

Chodra, Kavo

2(i8.

298.

Botsika 289.

Boudonitza

Chlemoutzi

193.

Chunika
Choremi

253.
306.
Choraia 161.

3.

(Locria) 186.

Denthelic Territory 278.

Derbouni 306.
Uereli 217.

Dervenaki, Pass 237.
De.veni (Makriplagi) 283.

INDEX.
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Derveni near ^gion 235. Drasa Pollana

164.
Dritsa 179.
294.
Dronkarati 21.
Derveno-Saleai 171.
Droiiva 320. 343.
Dervish-Jelebi 319.
Dryas, the 197.
Despoina, Temple of 306. Drymos 170.
DeukaKon 211.
Dyme 318.
Dexia 22.
Dyrevmata 206.
Diagon, the 297.
Dystos 204.
Diakuptika 235.
Diana, Temple of (near Echinos 199.
Eetioneia (penin.) 106.
Aulis) 179.
Diaphorti 304.
Eira 307.
Diaplo 13.
Elseon (Smerh'na) 312.
Diaporia 135.
Elseus 260
Diavatiki (Lechseon) 230. Elseussa 131.
Diavolitsi 351.
Elaphonisi (OnougnaDidyma 244.
thos) 258.
Digaletou 19.
Elateia 192.
Dilinata 21.
Elatia 217.
Elatias (Kitheemn) 171.
Dilisi 176. 204.
104.
Dimastos, Mt. 138.
Dimini 213.
Elato Vound (.flinos) 18.
Elatos (Skopds) 27.
Diminid 234.
Diniitzana(Theutis ?)295 Eleia 320.
Eleon (Heleon) 179.
Dion 218.
Eleusis 112. 144.
Dionysias, spring 357.
Eleutherte 170.
Dionysos (Deme) 132.
Eleutherios, the 253.
Dipsea 294.
Dipotamo (Pirnantsa, Pa Eleutherochdri 218.
Elevsis 112. 144.
misos) 346.
H. Elevthe'rios (pass) 18.
Dirphys (Delph) 192.
H. Elias (^Egina) 135.
Distomo 154.
(Argolis) 237. 240.247.
Divri 344.
254.
Dobroutza Hills 218.
(Bceotia) 185.
Dokos 244.
(Euboea) 199. 205. 206.
Doliana 262
(Messenia) 358.
Domata 17.
(Mykonos) 138.
DombrEena 161.
(near Pheneds) 288.
Domokiotikd Potami225.
2S9.
Domokd 225.
(Pyrgoi) 318.
Dontia Cliffs 155.
(Salamis) 110.
Donussa 235.
(near Solos) 289.
Doro, Kavo (Kaphareus)
(Taygetos) 278.
205.
(Verena Mts.) 268.
Ddrousa 239.

—

—

,

Pass 193.

tea

Mamousias

—

—
—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

Douana(Ei-ymanthos)297. Elis 319.
Doudouvvana (Akontion) -, District of 318.
Elvmbo (Olympos) 131.
189.

Doukades

— "(Skordi)

12.

Kavo

Doukato,

cadian Kock)
Doulichion 21.

Douniena

(Leu-

14.

292.

Douna Spring
Drachmani

310.
192.

—

,

310.
the 307.

Rouga 312.
Ephyra 229.
Epidauros(Epidavra)239.
, Hieron of 240.

Limera

Drakospelia
176.

207.

194.

258.

Episkopi, Palsedkastro
206.

Epitalion 315.

Erana

356.

Erasinos (Argolis) 263.

—

(Arcadia) 291.
(Laconia) 279.

—

Erchomenos

(Orchome-

nos) 287.
Ercole, Monte (Arakli) 13.

Eremokastro

164.

Eretria 202.
Ergastiri, Bay of 126.
Eridanos, the 119.
Erfkousi (Merlera) 13.
Erimitza, the 28.
Erineos 147.
-, the 236.
Erisso, penin of 21.

Ervmanthos, the

297. 292.

3"14.

-, Mt. (Olonos) 318. 344.
Erythrse 171.
Ettos 120.

Eua

347.
199.

Euboea

—

Mt. 253.
Euenos (Phidari) 27. 29.
Euripos, the 180. 200.
Eurotas, the (Iri, Niri)
,

269. 270.

Eurynome,Temple of 311.
Eutresis 165.

Eva

260.

Evangelistria (convent)

—

162.

(Tenos) 136.

H. Evphimia

21.

Evreeonisi 146.

Evrostina 235.

Exarcho
Exol 24.

191.

Fallow Field, the (near
Mantinea) 286.
Fano (Othonus) 13.

Elymia

Fiume

—

—

4.

Enipeus, the (near Olym- Franko Limani 126.
Frankovrysis 298.
pia) 320.
Khan of 299.
(in Thessaly) 219. 220.
,

Epano-Achaia

—
—
—

206.

Gaidaronisi, island (near

284.

302.

Dragon Houses
Drakata 21.
Dramesi

210. 214.
28G.

Mt.

—

Epaktos 32.
Epaminondas, Grave of Gagia

Dragdi

Dragomano

131.

Elvmbos (Olympos),

Epano-Kastelli 147.

318.

Laurion) 210.

Garouna

— — (near Syros)
— penin. (Euripos)

Lidsia

Gaion

Agdrjani 153.
11.
114. 144.

3.

,

,

14.

186.
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Galatse (Zachlorou) 292. Gouvia, Ravine of 254.
Gouyava, spring 225.
Galaxidi 32.

Gallo,
317.

Kavo

(Akritas)

1.

Gouyoza

Govi'no 12.

Galtzades (Teletrion) 199. Grambiaa 205.
Gardiki (Messenia) 283. Gramme'ne Petra 278.
Granitaa, Mt. 161.
(Theasaly) 199.
Palseo- (Pelinnseon) Gravia 147.

—
—

,

Hieri 27.
240.
163.

Histiaea 208. 217.

Homarion (near ^Egion)
235.

Hoplitea, the 159.

Hormina

Greka 305.
Gremada 178.

219.
Gargaliiini 356.

Hieratzakouli 120.

Hieron (Epidauros)
Hippokrene, spring

287.

318.

Hoaios Loukaa (near Pa-

tiaia) 116.
Gargaphia, Spring 168. Gremka 305.
convent (near Di'stoGrisata 19.
,
Gargettos 118.
mo) 154.
Garito (Karitos, Garget- Grouspa, Lakkos 17.
Houngra 187.
Gyaroa (Gioura) 3.
tos) 118.
Gastoiini 319.
Gynsekokastro (Proerna) Hyampeia 148.
Hyampolis 191.
Gastouri 10.
225.
Hydra 244.
Uaatritzi (Plataniston)
Gyphtokastro (Eleutherfe) 170.
Hyettos 186.
306.
Hyle 181.
H. Georgios,Pal8eokastro Gytheion 258.
Hymettoa 119.
of (Arcadia) 303.
Hadji-Amar 225.
Hypaton (Sagmatas) 179.
,
castle (Cephalonia)
16.
Hadjilari 216.
Hvperia, spring 214.
convent (Eubrea) 207 Hagiorgitika 265.
Hypsiis 295.
Hyrinine 318.
— , (near Granitaa) 161 Hagioa 208.
— (near Malegina) 186. Hal;e 186.
Hyaise (Argolia) 265.
(Boeotia) 171.
,
(near Phom'a) 239. Haliakmon 218.
island (Belbina) 2. 130. Haliartos 159.
Ibrahim
Effendi 267.
— , (near Salamia) 110 Halike 244.
Idra (Boura) 293.
,
village (near Nemea) Halimoa 130.
leraka 120. 124.
Halos 211.
237;

—

—
—
—
—
— —
—
—
—
,

,

,

Hamaxiki (Levkas)

Georgitsi 281.
Gera-atua 205.

14.

—

,

Kavo

257.

Ikaria 122.
Ilisaos, the 49. 119. 104.
Geraneia 145.
Harmyropotamo 201.
Inachos (Panitza) 238. 250.
Harpagion 207.
H. Geraaimoa 18.
Iolkos
213.
Gerokomio, convent 31. Hassan-Tatar 216.
H. Ioannes (Hero-a) 296.
Geronteion 287.
Hekale, Demos 122.
,
Khan of (near KypaGeronthrse 271.
Helena (Makroniai) 123.
riasia) 353.
Ghelanthi 222.
Heleon (Eleon) 179
villagea (in Laconia)
,
Gherali 176.
Helicon 162. 146.

Harma

Gherli (Yereli) 214.

Gherontdvrachos

152.

Gialova, Khan nf 355.
Ginosai 177.
S. Giorgio 11.
Gioura (Gyaros) 3.

Glaphyne

115.

—
—
261. 262. 278.
Helike 236. 294.
— Kynigos 119.
Helisson
the (Arcadia)
Ionian Islands
294. 301.
132.
— — (near Sikyon) 234 Ipaili
Iri(Niris,Eurotaa)2G9.270.
,

6.

,

Hellada (Spercheios), the
197.

Hellenika 209.
Glarentza (Kyllene) 316 Helleniko 205.
Glaukonnesos 204.
Hellenitza, the 283.
Glaukos (Levka) 317.
Helos, Plain of 279.
Glisaa 179.
Hera Akrsea 146. 234.
Glypho 13.
Heraea (Arcadia) 296.
Goloa, Kaatro 212.
(Kastro,Oxopholia)311.
Goraphi 222.
Herseon (Argolia) 253.
Gonnos 217.
Herakleia (Argolis) 237,
Gorgylos (Varaka) 269.
(Locria) 197.
Goritza 212.
(Thesaalv) 218.
Gortynios 295.
Herakli 116.
Gortys 295.
Herkyna, the 157.
214.

—

—
—

Goube, Khan of 352.
Goulaa 183.
Gounarianika 290.

Hermseon ISO.
Hermiune 244.
Hermoupolia 136.

Goura

Hestiseotis 215.
llixaniilia 236.

288.

Gourzouli, Hill of

'26b.

Ismenios, Hill 175.

Isthmia 232.
Isthmus of Corinth 232.
Iatone 11.
Ite'a (Salona) 32. 146.
(near Patraa) 317.
Ithaka (Ithake) 21.

—

Ithome

—

284. 348.

(near Phanari) 222.

Jannina 225.
Jeraka 120. 124.
Jereli 214.

Jeruaalem, convent 153.
H. Joannes, see H. Ioannes.

Joannina 225.

Kabrera

317.

Kachales, the 192.

INDEX.
Ksemeni

142.

Keenepolia 259.

Ksenouriu

186.
Kaesariani 119.
Kaiapha 314.
Kakaletri 307.

Kaki Skala (Skironian
Cliffs) 145.

Vatheias 203.
Kakoliri 206.
Kako-Salesi 177.

Kanethos 200.
Kastro (Cephalonia) 16.
Kantharoa (Harbour of
(Kalavryta) 291.
Piraeus) 106.
Kastro Moreas 32.
Kantza 124.
Roumelias 32.
Kapandriti 176.
Katakolon 316. 320.
Kapareli (Arcadia) 268. Kataphygia 289.
(Boeotia) 167.
Katapodata 19.
Kaphareua (Kavo Doro) Katavothrse 182. 184.

—

205.

261. 266. 286. 287. 288.

Kaphyse 287.
Katerini 218.
Kapreena (Chaeronea, in Kato-Achaia 318.
Boeotia) 155.
Agorjani 153.
(Thessalv) 214.
Doulakli 365.
204".
Kapsala
Kaatelli 147.

Kakdsi 161.
Kalabaka 224.
Kalagonia 272.
Ealamaki (near Corinth) Kapsali

—

232.

—

—

—

—
—

258.

(near Livadia) 159.
(In Thessaly) 218.

Kara 130.
Karababa 180.
Karadag 220.

(in Messenia) 345.

Karamoutzi (Helicon)

Katzomyti

Karditsa (Thessalv) 222.

Kalentzi 123.
Kalikiopoulo
Kalitza 319.

Karditza (Boeotia) 182.

Karditsis 222.

Karia, castle 145.
Karitoa (Garito, Gar-

9.

Kallidromos

194.

Kalligata 17.
Kalliphone Mts. 344.

gettos) 118.
Karkalou 206.
Karla, Lake 214.
Karnion (Xerillas) 282.
Karterdli 294.
Karveli 278.

Kalogero Vouni 298.
Kaldgria, Cape (Araxos) Karvounaria

Karya 190.
Karyfe 268.

Kalopddi 191.
Kalpaki 286.

Kalydon
Kalyvia

—
—

29.
125. 131. 144.

152. 319.

Dolianitika 260.
Meligitika 262.

Karaara

11.

Kamaras 236.
Kamareaa 127.
Kamari 235.
Kamatero 114.

Kamhia

(Aaopos),

the 197. 147.

27. 316.

Kal< mert) 357.

131.

206.

Kaniinia 318.
Kamnitza, the (Peiros)
318. 320.

Kanalia 214.
Kanathos, spring 247.
Kanavari (Thespios), the

117.

Kavaliani 204.

Kea (Keos, Tzia)

3.

Kekryphaleia (Angistri)

9.

Kalavryta 291.
Kaleiko 307.

Kali'tzena 312.
Kallidona 3)3.

Souvala 153.
Katochi 28.
Katopteuterios 154.
Katramoniai 131.
Kataingri 243.

161.

Karaiili 164.

Kardaki

135.

312.

Soiili 124.

Zaroiichla 289.

319.
Karavas, Khan of 280.
243. Karavidia 194.
(Poros)

Kalauria

Rouga

200.

344. Karali-Derveni 218.
159 Kara Moiistapha 312.

Kalamia 35'.
Kalamda 176.
Kalaskope (Elia)

Lioaia 144.

—
—

Kapsia 286.

Kalamaa 14.
Kalamata (Kalamee)
Kalami (in Boeotia)
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Karysea (Arcadia) 303.
Karystos 204.
Karytsena 801. ;02.
Kasa, Khan of 170.

Kaaarmi

242.
301.
Kaskaveli 164.
Kasnesi 160.

Kaaimi

132. 239.

Kelephina (CEnus) 262.
Kenchrese (near Corinth)

—
—

232
(iii

Argolis) 264.

Pyramid of 264.
Keos (Kea, Tzia) 3.
,

Kephalari 238. 116.
Kephale, Deme 125.

Kephal^ Cape

259.

Kephallenia 15.
Kephaldvrysia 29.

—

spring 263. 281.
,
Kephaloiia, Palseokaatro
of (Haloa) 211.

Kephisia 116.
Kephiaos, the

2. 35.

104.

116. 163. 182.
131.

Keramoli

Keraaia, spring 303.
Keraaini 108.
Keraata'ri 299.

Kerata 144.
Keratea 125.
Keratopyrgos 108. 109.
Kastania 277. 281.
Kerba,
Khan oi 160.
Kaatellsea 207.
Kaatvaki (Laconia) 262. Kerchneee (Kencbrca?)
264.
(Marathon) 122.
Kereasos 162. 164
tou Phonfskou 242.
209.
Kerinthos
Kastravola 206.
Kerketion (Pindos) 223.
Kastri (Boeotia) 184.
Kasaotis, spring 151.

—
—

(Euboea) 207.
(Laconia) 262. 231.
(Phocis) 148.
160.
(Ma(Poros) 244.
Mountains
Kandili
Kastro (Hersea) 311.
kistos) 207.

Kerkyra (Corfu)

6.

Kernii (Delphouasa)
Kerpeai 30f.
Kerpini 292.

Kerykeion

178.

I'll.

INDEX.
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Koiitsi 252.

Keryneia 294.

K'instantina 351.

Kervnites 294.
Kiato 234.
Kicrion 222.

Koutsomati 237.
H. Konstantinoi 283.
II. Konstantinns (Daph- Koutoumoula (Boeotia)
nus) 186.

—

161.

(Euboea) 203.
Kontokali 12.
Kimolos (Argentiera) 3 Konto Vouni (Pelopon- Koutzochero 218.
238.
Koutzopodi
nesus)
352.
Kineta 146.
Kouvelo (Arcadia)
Kopae 187.
Kiona 146. 236.
(Malis) 197.
Kopais, Lake 182.
Kionia 289.
Kramvovos 303.
Kopanos Bridge 269.
Kirphis 32. 146.
258.
12.
Kranae
Korakiana
Kirrha 146.
Kraneion 230.
Kissavos (Ossa), Mt. 210. Korakolitho 154.
Kranioi 17.
Korakovouni, the 237.
217.
Krannon 216.
Korax, Mt. 236. 231.
Kisaerli 217.
Kililer 214.

Kitheeron (Klatias),

Mt. Korissia.

Lake

Koromili

Krathis 235. 289.
of 11.
of 297. Kravari (Bnreion) 268.

Tomb

Koroebos,

167. 104. 171.
Kitros 218.

170.

298.

Kiveri (Argolis) 257. 261. Koromvoli Mts. 161.
Koron. Gulf of 1. 317.
(B.rotia) 161.
Kordne (Asine) 317. 35?.
,
the 253. 261.
Koronea 159.
Kladeos, the 321.

—
—

Kleniaes 236.
Kleonse (Argolis) 236.
(Bneotia) 191.
Klepsydra, spring 346.

—

Koroni 242.
Cape 125.
Koropi 124.

—

310.

,

Kravassara (Limnsea) 28.
Kremidi, Cape 258.
Kresion 298.
Kressida 10.
Krestena 305. 315.
Kreusis 170.
Krevatas, Khan of 269.

Kriaria 182.
Korseia 186.
Kriekouki (near Olym349.
Kortiki 219.
Klidi, pass 314.
Korydallos 2. 102.
pia) 320.
Kliinakse 207.
(near Thebes) 171.
Korykian Grotto 152.
Klimatorias 181.
Koryphasion promont. Krios. the 235.
Klinitza, Mts. 295. 301.
Krissa 146. 117.
of 317. 352. 354.
Krisssean Gulf 32.
Klisoura, pass (iEtolia) Koryphe, Mt. 235.
,

Kotiki,

28.

—

(Laconia) 268.

Klokoto

219.

Klokova (Taphiassos)

29.

Kloukinses 291.
Knakion, the 276.

Knemis, Mt.

Kokkini 12.
Kokkini-Loutza

Kokkino

Kritzini 219.

318.

Krokese 279.
Kromitis 301.

Kotsiridi 306.
Kotylfeon, Mt. 203.

Krommyon

Kotziakas (Kerketion)

186.

Kokkali, Hill of

Lake of

Kotilon 308.
Kotroni 242.

223.
17o.

Koukoura,

Pass

of

,

Koukouriza 12.
Koukouvaones 116.

181.

Kokkinovrachos
186.

Kouloneski 354.
Koulougli 320.
Kouloiimi (Pass) 19.
(Opus) Koulouri 110.
Koiimasi (Bathyllos)

Koumbc
167.

— Khan of (Messenia)
357.
— Palseokastro of (Am
phcia) 283.
— spring 164.
,

,

.

Kolias, Cape 130.

300.

Khan

(Goubc).

Kouml

—
—

Koumitis. Mt. 187.

Khan

of

128.

Kondra

Jit. 304.

Psili 131.

Konrtrcva 298.
Koniditza 281.
Konistries 206.

Kourouniou 301.
Kourtaga 283.

Kynos
303.

358. 312.

186.

Kynoskephalse 220.

Kynosoura

Kourtrsi, Khan of 318.
Kourtshaoiishi 346.

Koutra (Koutrees)

206.

Kynertha 292.
Kynortion 240.

318.

Kolokotronis 236.
Kourbatsi 209.
Kolonnses, Cape (Sunion) Kourmeti 2C0.
Kondini,

(Ziria) 288.

Kvlloupera, spring 119.

Kvme

170.

Kounoupeli

krene), spring 163.
Kryovrysis, spring 291.
Krvpsana, cave 151.
Ktenia, Mts. 264.
Ktypas (Messapion) 180.
Ky'llene (Elis) 318.
(Glarentza) 316.

310.

206.

Koundoura,

the 312.

Kryonero 29.
Kryopegadi (Hippo-

of 352.

Koumboulses

of

'

Kryologon, spring 217.
Kryonera. spring 357.

Kokkinomilia 208.
Kokkinou, katavothra

Kokkoni 234.
Kokla (1'lata.a)

26^.

161.

268.

182.

146.

Kromnos 301.
Kromoi 301.
Krvavrvsis, Khans

357.

108. 120.

Kynosoureis 274.

Kynouria 262.
Kynthos, Mt. (Delos)
Kyparisio 186.

142.

INDEX.
Kyparissia (Arcadia) 316. Lepanto (Naupaktoa,
358.
Epaktos) 32. 27.
(Messenia) 301.
Lepreon 312.
Kypriano 127.
Lerna, spring (Amy-

—

367
H. Lougoudis, spring 357.

Loukeri

193.

Loukou, convent

260.

Louaioa (Dimitzana) 295.
Kyra 239._
mone) 264.
Lousoi (Soudena) 291.
H. Kyriake (Messenia) 10 Lesaa 242.
Loutraki 232.
278. 356.
Leatea 161.
Loutro (Koroneia) 159.
Kyriaki(Boeotia) 154.
Lestenitza (Enipeua)320. Ludias 218.
Kyrirene, Palsefikastro of Lethaos, the 223.
Lvkabettoa, the 101. 102.
(Pleuron) 28.
Leucadian Rock 14.
Lykseon, Mt. 303.
Kyrtone 186.
Leukas (Levkaa) 14.
Lykeri 152.
Kythera (Cerigo) 1. 258 Leukaaia 351.
Lykoa 294.
Kythnos 130.
Leukinmie (Kavo Lev- Lykudimo, Mt. (Mathia)
Kytinion 147;
kimo) 8. 14.
352.
Leuktra 166.
Lykone, Mt. 263. 252.
Laconia 270.
Levetsova 279.
Lykoporia 235.
Laconian Gulf 1.
Levidi 286.
Lykoaoura 306.
Lada 278.
Levka (Glaukos) 317.
Lymax (gorge) 310.
—
Ladas, Tomb of 280.
(near Sparta) 279.
Ladon, the 297. 305. Levkaa (Hamaxiki) 14. Machala 305.
320Levke 24.
Madara, Mt. (ThanmaLagonisi (Elseussa) 131. LeVkimo
Kavo (Leusion) 295.
Lakmon 210.
kimme) 8. 14.
Meenalon, Mt. 286. 294.
Lakones 13.
Levaina (Eleusis) 112.
Msenalos 294.
Lakythra 17.
Lezini, Marsh of 28.
Mageiria 280.
Lala 292. 344.
Liakoura(Parnassos)152 Magoiila (Boeotia) 146.
,

Lalioti, the(Sel)eeis)234.
Lamia 198.
Lamia, Cave of the 157.
Lampire 236.
Lamptree (Lamvrika) 131.
Landsoi 320.
Langada Gorge 277.
Lapatses 193.

Liatani 177. 115.

— (near Sparta) 272. 276.

Libanovo

Magoiiliana 296.

218.

Lichadian Islands 211.
Ligoudiata 356.
Ligourii'i 242.

Likeri,

Lake

181.

Lilaa 153.

Mahmoud-Bey

279.

Maiden's Spring, the 292.
Maina (Mani) 259. 1.

Makaria

—

,

346.

apring 124.

Limeni 259.
Makiatia 314.
Makiatos,Mt.(Euboea)199.
Laphystion (Mt.Granitsa) Limera 258.
(Peloponnesus) 314.
Limiku, Valley of 123.
161.
Makriplagi, Mt. (GeraLimnse
274.
Lari, the 178.
neia) 145.
Larisa (near Argos) 252 Limnsea (Kravaasara) 28.
Khana of 283. 301.
Limnaeon 219.
(Achaia) 318.

—

—

,

Limne

Makronisi 128.
Makrvchori 217.
Makrvsia 305. 315.
Malathria 218.
Larmaes (Larymna) 185.
Malea, Cape 1. 258.
Larmena 204.
177.
Malesa
Larymna 185.
Malesina 186.
152.
(Araehova)
Livadi
Laryaion 258.
Livadi, Gulf of (Argo Malevalese 178.
Laa 271.
Malevo, Mt. (Parnon)262.
stoli) 14.
Laspochori 218.
Livadia (Lebadeia) 157. Mali (vEgaleon) 356.
Latomeion 213.
Maniousia 293.
157.
Kerata
Livaditika
Laurion 126.
Livadostro (Oerofc), the Mana (Larisos) 318.
Lavda (Theiaoa) 302.
Manatzari 351.
167.
H. Lavra, convent 292.
Larisos, the 318.
Larissa (Thessaly) 214.
Larissa Kremaate 199.

207.
Liopesi 124.
Lipacia (jEdepaiis) 208.
Lithada (penin.) 208. 194.
199.
Litochori 218.

Lazarbouga

(Livadia) 157.

Bay of 167.
,
Livanatsea 186.

Mandinia 348.

230.
211.
344.

Livatho 16.
Lixouri 17.
Loghi 355.

Manesi 355.
Mani (Maina)

the 234.

Longaniko
Longo 305.

Lebadeia
Lechseon
Lechonia
Lechouri
Lechova,

220.

Lefta 192.
Leibethrion, Mt. 161.
Leivastri 344.

Leondari 282.
Leonidi 257.

JIandianika 208.

Mandra

281.

170.
1. 259.

Maniati 299.

Manolada 318.
Mantinea 285.
Longobardo, the 356.
317.
Mantinogli
234
Longo Potamo, the
Mantoudi 209.
Lopesi 344.
Marathia 24.
Lophia, the 159.
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Meligou 262.
(Gytheion) Meliaai 234.
Melos 3.
1. 258.
Mendeli i(Pentele),
(Kranae), 258.
vent 118.
Marathopolis 356.

Marathon

120. 123.

Marathonisi

—

Marathos 356.
H. Marina (Boeotia)

—

192.

Bay of 135.
,
Mariolates 147.
Maritza, convent 320.
Markdpoulo

—

(Attica) 124.

(Elis) 319.

Marmaria (Arcadia)

Marmaro Mta

268.

Moni 132.
Monodris 206.
Monteverde 343.
con Mophlitza 313.

Morea

—

Mendenitza 193.
Menelaeon 276.
Menidi 114. 116.
Mentzena 344.

Merbaka

,

227.

Castle of 32.

Moriki 181.
Morios, the 155.

Morokampos

160.

Moskochori 147.
Merenda(Myrrhiniis)125. Mothone (Modon)
Moulki 131.
Merlera (Erikousi) 13.
252.

317.

Moundra

299. Mesatis 30.
Mesoa 274.

312.
Mouria 297.
Mourla 236.
Mousaki 320.
Mousia 288.

Mesochori 204.
Marousi 116.
Mesogia, the 124.
Martino 185.
Mesolongion (Miasolongi
Maaes 244.
Moustaphades 179.
Mesolonghi) 27.
Matapan, Cape(Tsenaron)
Moustapham Bey 197.
Mesorougi 291.
1. 259.
Mesovouni 21.
Moustos, Swamp 261.
Mathi'a, Mt. 352.
Mathitario (Daskalio) 25. Messana (Messene) 349. Mouzaki 244. 2 CJ8.
Sta. Maura (Leukas) 14. Meaaapion (Ktypas) 180. Munychia 107.
Mavra Litharia 235.
Muses
Valley of the
Messene 346. 349.
,

Mesaenia, Cape of

Mavradilisi 176.

(Helicon) 162.

1.

Mavria 301.

Meaaina 1.
Mycense 254.
Mavrikiotis 236.
Metadata 16.
Mykalessos 180.
Mavromati (Messene)346. Mete'ora, Monasteries of Mykonos 137.

—
—

(Arcadia) 307. 310.
(Boeotia) 160.

phalse) 220.
(Ossal 210. 214.

Mylue 143.

224.

Methana (penin.) 239. 243. Myli (Argolis)

Mavro Vouni (Kvnoske-

—

135.

Methone (Modon)

317.
Methouridse, the 135.
Mavro Vouno (Pelopon- Methvdrias 296.
nesus) 318.
Methydrion 286. 296.
Metopi 132. 239.
(Salamis) 132.
Mavrozoumenos (Balvra), Metropolis 222.
the 351. 357.
Metzovo 225.
Bridge 283. 351.
Midea 252.
Mazi (Attica) 170.
Midgalaki, spring 164.
(Boeotia) 160.
Migonion 258.

—

—
—
—
—

,

Palaeokastro of (Ha- Mikro-Chalia 180.

liartos) 159.

— (near Olympia) 315.
Megale Anastasova 277.
— Kiapha 182.

—

Thouro

353.

Minises 17.

257. 264.

(Euboea) 205.

Myrrhinus

125.

Myrtiotissa,

Mytika

convent

11.

284.

Naupaktos 32.
Nauplia (Nauplion) 245.
Navarino (Pylos) 354.
352. 317.

Naxos

3.

Naziri 346.

Nea-Epidavros

—

239.

Eretria 202.
- Minzela 211.

Megalopolis (Sinano) 299.

Minoa 145.
- Psara202.
Minthe
Mt.
(Alvena - Syros (Hermoupolis)
Vouni) 303.
Minyas, Treasury of 189. Nedaj the 306. 307. 310
Miraka 297.
Nedon, the 278. 277. 344.
Misano 288.
Negroponte (Eubcea) 200.

Megalo-Revma

Misithras or Mistra 276. Neleia 212.

Megalo-Chalia 180.
— Chorion 239. 243.

—
—
—
—

Moulki
Soros

160.

204.

277.

18.

Thouro

353.
Vouno 180.
Megalovrysis 199.

Meganoros 14.
Megara 144.
Megaris 144.
Megaspelaeon,

,

convent

292.

Meko'ne (Sikyon) 234.
Melangeia, spring 286.
Melas, the 188. 197.
Meligala 273.

Nemea

237. 289.
296.
(^Etolia) 28.
Mitiline (Haliartos) 159.
(Bosotia) 164. 155.
Modi 193.
(Euboea) 206.
Modon (Methone , Mo(Messenia) 284.
thone) 317.
Neokastro 358.
Molista 29.
Neris 262.
Molo 22. 186.
Neritos, Mt. (Anoi), 25.
Molykreia 32.
Nerositza.
Palseiikastro
Monachou 186.
305.
II. Mone, convent 247.
Nesion (Nisi) 346.
Monemvasia 258.
Nestane 286.

Missolonghi 27.
Mistro 206.

Nemnitza
Neochori
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Nezero, Lake of 226.
Olimpia
Ossa, Mt. 210. 217.
Nichori 164.
Museum 337.
Ostrakina 286.
Nikaea 186.
Nero, House and Pa- Othonian Islands 13.
H. Nikitas, Cliapel 161.
lace of 333.
Othonous (Fano) 13.
Nike of Paeonios 340. Othrys, Mt. 98. 210. 226.
Nikli 267.
Nikolai'ka 294.
328. xciii.
Oxia Islands 27.
North Gate 337.
H. Nikolas 22.
Oxopholia (Heraea) 311.
CEnomaos,House of 328. Oxvlithos 206.
H.Nikolaos (Corinth) 146
Palfestra 336.
(Euboea) 204.
Ozea,Mt. (Parnes) 104.177.
Pelopion 329.
(Eleusia) 144.
Phidias, Studio of 336. Paeania, Demos 124.
(Pylos) 352.
Pagasae 213.
Philippeion 330.
katavothra 182.
:

—
—
—
—

,

Ninm

Propylaon

123.

Kiris (Iri, Eurotas) 2C9.
Nisaea 145.
Nisi (Nesion) 346.

Palaea-Epidavros 239.

337.

Palaeo-Bazaro (Thermon)
Prytaneion 331.
29.
Roman Ruins 326.
Palaeochora (iEgina) 134.
Building
South East

—

334.

Nivi'tza 305.

Nomia Ore

South Portico 334.

306.
Nonakria 290.
Nyktochori 126.

Stadion 333.
Statue Bases 328. 330.

Theokoleon

Ocha, Mt. 205.
CEantheia 32#

Thermae,

(EnBs

CEon

1.

337

222.

Zeus, Temple of 326.

317.

269.

(Pelinnaeon)

336.

Roman

Zanes 332.

262.

(Enussce Islands

Gardiki

Palaeogoulas (CEon) 269.
Palaeokastri (Euboea) 205.
Palaeokastrizza 12.
Treasuries 331. 332.
Triumphal Arches 334. Palaeokastro (Thessalv)

Oak'a Heads, Pass of 171

CEniadae 28.

—

219.

334. 335.
199.

(Karystos) 204.
Palaecichori (Martino) 185.
Palaeo-Episkopi 267.

—
—

LXXX.

—

tes Kallidonea 313.

—

(Messenia) 354.

-, Mts.

305. 308.
Oeroe, the 167. 170.
Chryselephantine Palaeo-Kiveri 259.
(Eta, Mt. 143.
Larisaa(Krannon)216.
Statue 'of 327.
Okalios. the 159.
Mouchli 265.
Zeus Horkios, Statue
Olbios 288.
Panagia, convent (Laof 334.
Old Pylos 364.
262.
conia)
(Euboea)
202.
Olympos
Olenos 318.
Thessaly) — Panagia, village (near
"(Elymbos
Olonos, Mt. (ErymanAskra) 162.
210. '217.
thos) 318. 344.
,

Altar of 328.

—
—

,

—

Oluva (Oluris)

Olympia

,

(Elymbo)

357.

Olvmpos

321.

131.
(Sellasia)

Hill

269.
Altar of Hera and Zeus
Omala 18.
329
Omer Bey 198.
of Hercules 331.

—
—

Onchestos 160.
of Zeus 328.
Altis 323. 324. 326. 335. Oneia 236.
Mts. 236.
Aqueduct of Herodes
Onougnathos 258.
Atticus 331. 332
Ophia, the 285. 286.
Bouleuterion 324.
Bull of the Eretrians Opous, Cape 146.
Opus 186.
328.
Byzantine Church 335. Oraeas, Kastro tea 217.
Echo Colonnade 333. Oraeokastro 262.
Orchomenos (Arcadia)
Eretrian Bull 328.
Exedra of Herodes 287.
(Breotia) 187. 189.
Atticus 331.
Oreous 208.
Gymnasium 336.
311.
Oresthasion
Hereon 329. 323.
Hermes of Praxiteles Orestia (Megalopolis) 300.
Orman-Magoula 220.
341. 330. xcvii.

-

Heroon 336.
Hippodrome

K ronton

333.

(Kronos

326.

Leonidaeon 335.

Metroon

331.

Hill)

Oropos 176.
Oros (jEgina) 135.
Orthopagos 157.

—

Phanaro 297.
Phiva 167.

—

Palaeopolis (Elis) 319.

— (Mantinea) 285.
Palaeo-Selimna 294.
— Skaphidaki 264.
— Varvasaena 320.
Palaeovouna

162.

Palaeoyannia 194.
Palagia, Convent (on Mt.

Ptoon)

181.

Palagia, Mta. (Ptoon) 181.
Palamidi, Mt. and fortress 246. 238. 245.

Palatou 304.
Pale 17.
Pallantion 298.
Palokoraclii 236.

Palouinba 296.
Pamisos, the (Messenia)
283. 346.

—

(Thessaly) 223.

Pan, Cave of (Marathon)

123
Oryxia, Mts. (Saitta) 287. PanachaVkon,Mt.227.318.
Mt. (LykKon)
Panagia,
358.
356.
Osmanaga

—

,

Lagoon

355.

301.
'24

.
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ton Kleiston Penteskouphia 232.
Perachora (Peraea), pen(convent) 115.
insula 231.
Marmariotissa 118.
Perapegadi , Bay and
Panagiti 301.
spring of (Ithaka) 23
Panakton 171.
Perdikovrysis, spring 181
Panatho 27.
Pani (Paneion) 124. 136. Perigiali 234.
Periste'ra 291.
Panitza (Inachos) 233.
Perivos 29.
Panopeus 155.
Persouphli 220.
Panormo, Bay of 127.
S. Pantaleone (H. Pante- Pessulea,Mt. 18.
Petakas, spring 188.
leinion), Pass of 12.
Petalidi 317. 352.
Panteleimon, the 276.
Pantokrator (Monte S, Petra 159.
Petrachos 156.
Salvatore) 13.
Petrina 281.
Papadia 148.
Papari 299.
Petritis 154.
Petrochori 29.
Pappades 209.
Paralinini, Lake of 181. Petro-Karovo 243.
192.
Petromagoiila 188.
Parapotaniioi
H. Petros 262.
Parapoungia 166.
Phabra (Phleva) 130.
H. Paraskeve 307. 357.
Phaedriadse, the 148.
Paravola 29.
Phagas (Sphingion) 1G0.
Parga 14.
Parnassos, Mt. 152. 146. Phaistos 219.
Parries (Uzea), Mt. 104. Phalara 199.
Phalaros, the 159.
177. 117.
Parnon (Malevo), Mt. 262. Phalei-on 105.
Phaloreia 224.
Parori 276.

Panagia

—

Paros 3.
Parthenion 265.

Phanari

Pasia, Bay of 127.
Patisia 116.

Phanari-Magoula 223.

(Elis) 305.

(Thessaly) 222.

H. Phanentes, convent
Patras (Patrie) 29.
and village 20.
Pavlitza (Phigaleia) 307. Phaneromene ,
convent
310. 351.
(Salamis) 110. 144.
Paxos 14.
(near Chiliomodi) 236.
Pegadaki tou Ioasaph 164. Phanoteus 155.
Pegadi tou Demosthenou, Phara; (Achaia) 320. 318.
spring 161.
(B.rotia) 179.
Peirseeus, see Pireus.
(Messenia) 344.

—

Peiresise 219.
Peiro.% the 318. 320.
Pelagos 285.
Pelasgiotis 215.
Peleki 209.
Pelinnseon 219.
Pelion, Mt. 210. 211.
Peihina 281.

Pharakla 208.

Phistyon 29.
Phiva (Thebes) 171.
Phlelia 305.

Phlemboukos

148.
130.
Phlius 237. 289.
Phloka 320.
Phlorhi 301.
Phlygonion 154.
Phocis 192.
Phoenikion, Mt. 190.
Phoenix, the 197.
Phokikon 155.
Pholoe, Mt. 344.
Phonia 288.
Phonissa, the 235.
Phoros 357.
Phouka (Apesas) 234.
Phourka Pass 199. 226.
Phournos, Cave of 280.

Phleva (Phabra)

Phrankata

18.

Phreattys, Bay of 107.
Phrikion, Mt. 194.

Phrixa 29*
Phthia 221.
Phthiotis 198. 215.

Phvla
Phyle

202.
115.

Piada 239.
Piali 267.
Pitina (Dipsea) 294.

Pikerrni (near Mantinea)
286.

—

(near Marathon) 120.
Pikraki 186.
Pilav-Tepe, Pass of 210.
213.

Pindos 147.
Mt. 210. 222.
,
Piraeus 2. 1U5.
Pirene, spring 231.
Piri 297.

Pharis (Pharse) 279. 271. Pirnantsa(Dipotanio, Paharkadon 219.
misus) 346.
Pharmakous?e Islands Pirnari, \ r alley of 130.
110.
Pisa 298.
Pharsalos 220.
Pisatis 321.
Phar^gae 193.
Piskini 313.
Phellia 278.
Pisos 312.
Pelleka 11.
Pheneds (Phonia)287. 288. Pissaeto 22.
Pellene 235.
Pherae (Messenia) 344.
Pissonas 206.
Peloponnesus, the 227.
(Thessalv) 214.
Pitana 274.
Peneios, the (Klis) 319. Phersala (Pharsalos) 220. Pityussa 244.

—

Phersalitis (Aikli) 220.
(Thessaly) 215. 223.
Phichtia 238. 253.
Penidistra, Mt. 307.
Phidari, the (Euenos) 27.
Pentedaktylon (Taygetos)
29.
227.
Phigaleia 310. 307.
_
Pentele (Mendelit, con- Phikthi, spring 164.
vent 118.
Philia 283.
Penteleia 287.
Philiatra 356.
Pentelikon, Mt. 118. 120. Philoa, Mt. 344.
Pente Nisia 132.
Phiskardo 21.
320.

—

Platsea 167.
Platami'ina 218.
Platania, the 155. 190.
Plataniston 301. 306.
Platanistos 205.
Platanitsi 253.
Platanos, Mt. 206.
(near iKgion) 235.
Inear Olympia) 320.
(near Patras) 344.

—
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Platiana 305.

Pylos (Elis) 320.

Platonisi 132.
Platziotissa (Dirke) 17
Pleistos, the 148.
Plessidi, Mt. 210. 211.

—

(Triphvlia) 352. 317.

Pyrgi 13.
Plateau of 19.
Pyrgoi (H. Elias) 313.
Pleuron(PalEedkastroKy- Pyrgos (near Athens) 114.
rirene) 28.
(near Olympia) 319.
Pola 4.
(Syros) 136.
Polis, valley 25.
(Thessaly) 222.
Ponsa, spring 161.
Karyotikds 304.
Pontikokastro 316. 319.
H. Marina 183.
Pyri 176. 160.
Pontikonisi (Corfu) 9.
I'ontikonisia(Euboea)209. Pyrrha 211.
Pontinos, Mt. and spring
i.

—
—
—

Rachi

261.

Pdros

Rado

19. 243.

190.
187.

Potami 14.
Potamo (Corfu)

8. 11.

Potnise 174.

Poulakida 253.
Pournari (Elis)

—

320.

(Thessaly) 225.

Pourno
Pracho

206.
147.

Prasife (Attica) 125.
(Laconia) 257.
Preveto, Khan of 320.

—

Probalinthoa 123.

Prodano 317.
Proerna 225.
Prokoveniko

Santorini (Thera) 142.

Sapienza 317.
Saraki 297.
Saramsakli 198.
Sarant;i-P6tamos 265.
268.

Sarantavli, cave 152.
Saranti 161.

Sarena 313.
Saromata (Kallidromos)

15.

Selianitika 236.

Selim Bey 193.

123.

Selinua, the (Achaia)',235.

—

Rheitoi 111.

(Elis) 315.
Sellasia 269.

Rheneia 142.
Rhion 32. 236.
Rhoi'no (Parthenion) 265.

Risova

315.
Riviotissa 278.
Rizomylo 235. 294.
Rodini 148.

Romanou, khan and

Selleeis, the 234.
Sengena 181.
Sepolia 143.
S(5riphos 3. 127.

Serphopoulo
river

3.

Sial^esi 299.

Siderokastro(Lykosoura)

356.

Praaidaki 358.

320.
318. 380.

Schiza 317.
Schoinos 232.
Sea Mills (Cephalonia)

Razata 19.
Reggiol.

Rhamnus

Vouni

Schinari, Kavo 26.
Schiste 154.

—
—
—

—
—

Santameri

194. 147.

Raki, the 19.
Portses (jEgina) 135.
Rapetoaa 122.
(Santamcri Mts.) 320.
Raphina 120.
(Stratos) 29.
Raphti 305.
(Thessaly) 222.
Rasina, the 279.
Porthmi'.s 203.

Porto Leone 105.
Mandri 125.
Raphti 125.
Poseidion 211.
Poseidonia 232.

Samikon 314.
Samoa (Same) 19.
Samothraki 13.

306.

—

Rongotzid 305.
(near Kyparissia)
Roudi 19.
*ideroporta 197.
Roudia, Mt. 294.
Hignes 13.
Rouga, Epano- and Kato Sikia, spring 164.
312.
Sikyon 234.
Roumelia Castle of 32 Simisa 346. 340.
Rouphia, the (Ladon)297. Sinand 282. 299.

358.

,

305.

197. 147.

Pronia 242. 247.
Pronoi 19.
Proskina 186.
Prote 317. 356.
Provatia, the 157.

Psachna 207.
Psathopyrgos 236.
Psophis 344. 292.

_ —

(Alpheios) 305.

Rousa

Hills 268.
Roiisia 287.
Rouskiu, Mt. 293.
Rovia 303.

Rovigno

SiphiK 161.

Siphnos

Sirji 351.
Sitzova 278.

Skala (on the Eurotas)

4.

280.

of 159.

—

Psychiko 272.
Psychro, Mt. (/Egaleon) Saitta (Oryxis) 287.

—

Psoriari, Mt. 346. 350.

316. 356. 357.
Psyttaleia 108.
Ptolis 285.
Ptoon, Mt. 181.
Pydna 218.
Pyla 355.
Pylsea 151.

Pylaroa Valley 21.
Pylides 13.
Pylian Plain, the 313.

3.

Sirdsi 179.

tou Bei 265.
Sach,
Skaphidaki 264.
Sachtero 132.
Sagmatas (Hypaton) 179 Skaphidia 303.
Skarmanga, convent 111.
Sakona, Khan of 283.

Khan

,

Mts. (vEgaleos)

2.

Skia 225.
Salamis 108. 110.
Salamvrias, the 215. 223 Skiathis 287.
Skiathos 207.
Salgoneus 180.
Skillus 315. 305.
Salbna 147.
Skimatari 177.
Salone, Mts. 135.
Saloniki 218.
S. Salvatore, Monte 13.

Skipiesa (Skiathis) 287.

Samara

Skironian Cliffs 145.
Sk ollion, Mts. 318.
Skolos 171.

Samari

Same

282.
346.

(Cephiilonia) 19.

Skiritis 282.

24*
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Skope

Stavrokoraki

318.

Teichos (Larissa)
ot
Teleia Hera, sanctuary

154.

284.
Skopelos 207.
Skopos, Mt. 319.
(Elatos) 27.

187.

Tegyra

Stavrodrdmi tou Mega

Skona, Mt. 232.

123.

205.
avros (Cephalonia) 18
Te'meni 235.
(Ithaka) 24.
Vale of 217.
Tempe,
(Marathon) 120.
Skordi (Elymbo) 131
Tenea 236.
Stavrotaa 14.
Skotiisaa 214. 220.
Tenean Springs l&l.
Stavro-Vouni 11.
Skoumbos, the 221.
Tenerian Field 160.
Skoupeiko Potami , the Stemnitza 295.
Tenos 3. 137.
Stena, Pass of 160.
235.
S. Teodoro 11.
Stenyklaros 347. 283.
Skourta 171.
Tetrasi, Mts. 301. 306.
Steni 206.
Skripero 12.

—

—

Skripoii 187. 188.

Stenti 265.

Skroponeri

Stephani (Krissa) 147.

185.

—

Skyllseon (Skyli) 244.

Smerlina 311. 312.

Smyla

Sophades 222.
Soponiko 29.
Soros (Marathon) 120.
(Teumessos) 179.
H. Sostis 266.
H. Soter, convent 206.
Soudena (Lusoi) 291.

Stimana

—

Soulas 179.
Souli 283.
Soulinari (Argolis) 242.

Soulou

318.

225.

Thaumasion, Mts.
Thebes 171.
Theganousa 317.
Theious 282 etc.

—

,

295.

springs 299.

Stiris 154.

Theisoa(near Dimitzana)

Stomi 235^
Stomion tea Panagias

—

311.

296.

—

(near Karyta'na) 302.
(PalaVikastro of Lav-

da) 302.
M. Thekla 207.
Theletrion 199.
220.
Stouronisi (/Egileia) 204. H. Theodoros (Corfu) 11.
(Krommvon) 146.
Stratos 29.
Theokavto 242.
Stravoskiadi 13.
Thera (Santorini) 142.
Strophades 316.
Stroviki 187.
Therapne 276.
Strovitzi 312.
Theresia 142.
Stylfda 199.
Theriko (Thoriko) 125.

Stoppei 205.

Stoura 204.
Stournovousso

—

358.

— (Boeotia)

Thaumakoi
ot

Stephanossfeus 223.
Steveniko 161.

13.

Solos 289.
Sopeto, convent 305.

Sou lima

Tliana 298.

the 304.

206.

320.

Sokraki

,

Stephania 279.
H. Stephanos, springs

Slavochiiri 279.

Teumessos 179.
Thalamic 320.

165.

301.

Soultina, the 303.

Soumation, or
Soumetia 294.

Stymphalos 289.

Sourovigli 29.
Spaides 179.

Styx, the 290.

Thermia 3.
Therm isi, Cape
Thermon 29.

Styra 204.

244.

Suitors' Hill 297.
Sunion, Cape 128.

Thermopylae, Pass of 194.

Spanochori 2S3.
Sparta 270.

Svoronata

Thespios (Kanavari)

Spartilla 13.

Sybaris, spring 151.
Sybota Islands 14.

Spartivento, Capo di 1.
Spata 124.
Spathari 208.
Speirseon, Cape 135.
Spercheios, the 197. 198.
Spetsa (Spetsa:) 1. 244.
Spha'Aia, or

Sykamino

17.

—

,

Theutis 295.

Sys (Svthas), the 234.

Thisbe

Szara, Mt. 237.

Thivre (Thebes) 171.

ITamynse 203.
Tanagra 178.
,Tanos, the
- 260
rt

Spolomi 300.
Sporades 3.
Stagous (Kalabaka) 224. Taphiassos 29
.

,

-

Stala 306.
Staniata 122.
Staniates 177.

Tatoi 117.

Stasimo 307.

(Bceotia) 161.
Taygetoa 1. 278.
ITegea 266.

Stavro, Kavo 211.
village 11.
,

—

Th?ssaliotis 2tJ.

Thestieis 29.

354.

Sphakteria 353. 317. 354.
Sphingion 160.
Tachi 174.
Spiliazesa 127.
Tsenaron, Cape 259.
|Taka 268.
Spiti tou Drakou 205.
Spolaita 29.

160.

165.

Thessalonica 218.
Thessalv 210.

176.

Sykia 234.
channel
Syra 3. 136.

'164.

Thespiie

161.

Thoknia

T

|

kli

^27
iThornax

261.

Tavla 315
H. Taxiarchi, convent

301.

Tholii, the 312

fa

(Therikt ') 125

^

Pass of

Thriasian p
Uli
"
Thro n i on 186

Thryon

315.

lhuria 348

Thyrea

-

%g

262'.

Uiaaa, the
276

m
lu

-

m.
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Tichid (Thyrea) 262.
Tilphoasa, spring 159.
Tilphosssenn 161.
Tiphse (Siphse) 161.

Tsoupaga 299.
Tymphreatoa 198.
Typneon 315.
Tzacha 305.

Tiryna 238. 247.
Titanos 218
Tithdra (Tithorea)

Tzachard 313.
Tzamadds, Cave of 354. Vloehd (jEtolia) 29.
Tzapanaga 319.
(Thessaly) 219.
Tzele'chova 305.
Vldngos 296.
Tzemberoula 297.
Vocha, Plain of 233.
Tzia (Kea, Keos) 3.
Voidia Mts. 317.
Tzimberou Mts. 299.
Voidokoilia 355.

192.

Titthion 240.

Tdgia 297.
Topdlia 187.
Topouzlar 214.
Tornese 316.
Tourko Vouni, the 118.
Tourla 307.
Tourloyanni 187.
Tourtourana 287.
Trachili, Cape 239.
Trachinian Plain 197.
Trachis 154. 197.
Trachonea 130.
Trachy, Mt. 287.
Tragand 319.
Trapeza 235.
Trapezus 301. 306.

Tremola

291.

Treton Mts. 237.
H. Triada (Corfu)

—

11.

(Tegyra) 187.
H. Trias 225.

Trichoma

29.

Trika 223.

Viatritza

—

Tzordkos Mts.

Tzirloneri, spring 107.
307.

Voika 310.
Vdlo 211.

Tzoiika Hilla 268.

Vorddnia

Vounaki

Valaxa xlvii.
Valsamata 18.
Valtetzi 298.
Valtetzianika,

—
Kalvvia

299.

Vambakoii 263.
Varaka (Gorgyloa)

269.

Varaaaova (Chalkia) 29.
Vardari (Ludiaa) 218.
Vardusi 153. 231. 236.
Vavi 130.
Varvara 208.
H. Varvara 289.

—

—
—

Vathondaa 207.
Trikorpha Hills 294.
Vathy (Bceotia)
(Ithaka) 22.
Trikorythos (Deme) 124.

—

179.

Vei'saga 348.

Velanidi 278.
Velestino 214.

Veletouri, Mt. 125.
Tripolitza (Tripolis) 265. Veli 191.
Velia, the 291.
Tripotamo 344. 292.
316.

Trcezen 243.

289.

Mt. (in Messenia) 356.
(Cephalonia) 18.
Vouno (Arcadia) 298.
(Eubcea) 206.
,

—

Vouphousia 235. 294.
Voura 281.
Vouraiko Potami 293.
Vourieni (Asopos) 176.
Vourkano, convent 347.
Vourlia (Vryliaa) 269.
Vourliatiko, khan 269.
Vourvoura , stream of
268.

Voutoukos

281.

Voutoulades
Voutzi,

Khan

307. 310.

Vracheika 318.

Vrana 123.
Vraona (Braurdn)
Vresthena 263.
Vrestd 305.
Vn'na 315.

Velibabas 201.

Vromopoussi 125.
Vromoaella 301.

Veli'gosti 282.

Vromouaa

Vromdvrvsis

Taacha 305.
Tsachanani

Velouchi 198.
Velousia 203.

166.
Tsachani 166.
Tsamali 188.
Tahakonia 257.
Tshaoushi 278.
Tahianarli 220.
Tsioti 219.
Taipiana 286.
Taorovos 260.
T80ulari 214.

Venardeika 236.
Venetiko 317.

124.

Vrastamitis 159.
Vrati 179.

Veh'tsa 192. 155.
Velio 234.

283.
277.

of 312. 358.

Vrachati 234.

Trypiotiko Potami 277

Trypha
Tryphi

13.

Voutziko Potami (Neda)

Vrachdri(Agrinion)28.29.

Trikkalinda 223.

Triodoi 294.
,.
Triodos (Schiste) J54.
Triphylia 305. 312. 313.

281.

Vosaitika 236.
Vagia (.ffigina) 134.
Vostitza (iEgion) 235.
Vagia (near Thebea) 160 Vouliasmeni, Lake 130.
Valanaria, the 120.
Voulkanou 347.

Mt. 356.
Trikalitikoa(Sya,Sythas),
,
the 234.
Varva'sfena 320.
Trikarddkastro (CEnia- Vasilikd (Euboea) 202.209,
dae) 28.
(near Sykion 234.
Trikeri , island (near
H. Vasilios, Mt. 347.
village 236. 318.
Spetsa) 244.
,
Strait of 211.
Vataki, Khan of 268.
,
Trikkala (Trika) 223.
Vatheia 203.

—

(Haliakmon)

218.

H. Vlaaia 155.
H. Vlaaoa 344.
Vlasaati 177.

206.
346.

Vrylias (Vourlia) 269.
Vryssea 358.

Vryaaki 126.
Vrysia 225.
Vrvsis 206.
Vy'thismeno^ Sto 278.

Vere'na Mts. 268.
Vergoutiani, apring 169.
Xenophon, Tomb of 315.
Vido, Island of 5.
Xeriaa (Charadroa) 238.
Vilia 170.
Xerillaa, the 305.
Vilostaai, Cape 3.
(Karnion) 282.
Viro 10.
Vistrinitza 32.
Xerochdri 208.

—
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Xerokampos (nn Chel-

Zacha'ro 313.
290.
Zachloroti 293.
(on Parnon) 262.
Zacholitiko Potami 235
Xerokampos (near Sami Zachouliotika 236.

—
—

Ze'li

268.

mos)

Zemeno

kon) 368.

Zervata 19.
Zestano 197.
Zeus Basileus 158.

—

,

Zagora 162.
Zaimi 282.
Zakynthos (Zante)

(on Taygetos) 279.
River of (Rasiria)

26.

Zaleska, spring 151.

279.

Xeronomi

Zanetata 19.
Zante (Zakynthos)

161.
Xeropotami 148.
Xeropotamos 208.

Xerovouni (Euboea)

—

Za
206,

26.

ra Mt. 254.

Skotitas 263.
Ziria (Kyllene) 2S8.

Zitouni (Lamia) 198.

Zonklon 353.
Cape 130.
Zougra 235.
Zounaleika 318.

Xylokastro 234.
Xynias, Lake 226.

Zarkos (Phaistos) 219.
-, Khan of 216.
Zarouchla 289.

Yenishehr 215.

Zavitza Mts. 260. 261.
Zea, Bay of 107.

:

284.

Zarax

257.
Zaretra 204.
Zarka 204.

Leipsic

Charmon

Ithomatas 348.
Kappotas 280.
Panhellenios 135.

Zaraka, Lake of 289.

(Messenia) 307.
Xerxes, Throne of 108.
Xyli, Cape 258.

Yereli (Gherli) 214.

—
—
—
—
—

154.

Zoster,

Zourtza 312.
Zygos, Mts. 20.
Pass 225.
,
Zygovisti 295.

—
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